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Declaration of the King after the Dissolution — Prosecutions of Eliot and others 
for Conduct in Parliament — Of Chambers for refusing to pay Customs — Com- 
mendable Behaviour of Judges in some instances — Means adopted to raise 
the Revenue — Compositions for Knighthood — Forest Laws — Monopolies — 
Ship-money — Extension of it to inland Places — Hampden’s Kefusal to pay — 
Arguments on the Case — Proclamations — Various arbitrary Proceedings — 
Star-Chamber Jurisdiction — Punishments inflicted by it — Cases of Bishop 
Williams, Prynne, &c. — Laud, his Character — Lord Strafford — Correspondence 
between these two — Conduct of Laud in the Charch-Prosecution of Puritans — 
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Parliament. . . : 

Tne dissolution of a parliament was always to the pre- 
rogative what the dispersion of clouds is to Dectaratt 
the sun. As if in mockery of the transient ob- of the king 
struction, it shone forth as splendid and scorch- fut the | 
ing as before. Even after the exertions of the . 
most popular and intrepid house of commons that had 
ever met, and after the most important statute that had 
-been passed for some hundred years, Charles found him- 
self in an instant unshackled by his law or his word; 
once more that absolute king for whom his sycophants 

VOL. II. 3B
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had preached and pleaded, as if awakened from a fearful 
dream of sounds and sights that such monarchs hate'to 
endure, to the full enjoyment of an - unrestrained pre- 
rogative. THe announced his: intentions of government 
for the future in a long declaration of the causes of the, 
late dissolution of parliament, which, though not without 
“the usual promises to maintain the laws and liberties of 
the people, gave’ evident hints that’ his own interpreta-_. 
tion of them must be humbly acquiesced in.* This was. 
followed up by a proclamation that he ‘should account . 
it presumption for any to prescribe a time to him 
for parliament, the calling, continuing, or dissolving of 
which was always in his own power; and he should be 
more inclinable to meet parliament again, when his 
people should seo more clearly into his intents and 
actions, when such as have bred this interruption shall 
have received their condign punishment.” He after- 
wards declares that he should ‘ not overcharge his 

‘subjects by any more burthens, but satisfy himself with 
‘thoso duties that were received by his father, which he 
neither could nor would dispense with; but should 
esteom them unworthy of his protection who should deny 
them.”> . mt 

The king next turned his mind, according to his own 
Prosecutions and his father’s practice, to take vengeance on 
of Eliot and those who had been most active in their opposi- 
conductin | tion to him. “A few days after the dissolution, 
parllament. sir John Eliot, Holles, Selden, Long, Strode, © 
and other eminent members of the commons, were com- 
mitted, some to the Tower, some to the King’s Bench, 
and their papers’ seized. Upon suing for their habeas 
corpus, a return was made that they wero detained for 
notable contempts, and for stirring up sedition, alleged 
in a warrant under tho king’s sign manual. Their 
counsel argued against the sufficiency of this return, as 
well on the principles and precedents employed in tho 
former case of sir ‘Thomas Darel and his colleagues, as 
on the late explicit confirmation of them in the Petition 

* “It hath so happened," he says,“ by highly contemned as our kingly office 
the disobedient and seditious carriage of cannot bear, nor any former age can 
those said ill-affected persons of thehouse parallel” Iymer, xix. 30. 
of commons, that we and our regal au-' = b Rymer, x1x. 62, 

thority and commandment have been 80
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of Right. The king’s counsel endeavoured, by evading 
the authority of that enactment, to set up anew that- 
alarming pretence to a power of arbitrary imprison- 
ment which the late parliament had meant to silenco for 
ever, “A petition in parliament,” said tho attorney-. 
general Ieath, ‘is no law, yet. it is for the honour and 

. dignity of the king to observe it faithfully ; but it is the 
duty of the people not to stretch it beyond the words 
and intention of the king. And no other construction 
can be’made of the petition than that it is a confirma- 
tion of the ancient liberties and rights of the subjects. 
So that now tho case remains in the samo quality and 
degree as it was before the petition.” Thus, by dint of 
a sophism which turned into ridicule the whole pro-- 
ceedings of the late parliament, he pretended to recite ° 
afresh the authorities on which he had formerly relied, 
in order to prove that one committed by tho command of 
the king or privy council is not bailable, The judges, 
timid and servile, yet desirous to keep somo measures 
with their own consciences, or looking forward to the 

_ Wrath of future parliaments, wrote what Whitelock calls 
‘a humble and stout letter” to the king, that they were 
bound to bail the prisoners ;. but requested that he would 
send his direction to do so.* The gentlemen in custody 
were, on this intimation, removed to the Tower; and 
the king, in a letter'to the court, refused permission for _ 
them to appear on the day when judgment was to be - 
given. Their restraint was thus protracted through the 
long. vacation; ‘towards the close of which, Charles, 
sending for two of the judges, told them he was content 
the .prisoners should, be bailed, notwithstanding their 
obstinacy in ‘refusing. to present a petition declaring 
their:sorrow for having offended him. In the ensuing 
Michaelmas term accordingly they were brought before 
the court, and ordered not only to find bail for the pre- 
sent charge, but sureties for their good” behaviour. On 

c 

"© Whitelock’s Memorials, p.14. White- 
lock’s father was one of the Judges of 
the king's bench: his son takes pains to 
exculpate him from the charge of too 
much compliance, and succeeded so well 
with the long paritament that, when they 
voted chief-Justive Hyde and Justice 

Jones guilty of delay in not bailing these . 
Gentlemen, they voted also that Croke 
and Whitelock were not guilty of it. 
The proceedings, as we now read them, 
hardly warrant this favourable distinc: 
tion. Parl. Hist. ii. 869, 876. oo 

B2
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refusing to comply with this requisition, they were re- 
manded to custody. 

The attorney-general, dropping the charge against the 
rest, exhibited an information against sir John Eliot for 
words uttered in the house; namely, That the council 
and judges had conspired to trample under foot the 
liberties of the subject; and against Mr. Denzil Holles 
and Mr, Valentine for a tumult on the last day of the . 
session ; when the speaker, ‘having attempted to adjourn: 
the house by the king’s command, had been forcibly held -.. 
down in the chair by some of the members, while a re- 
monstrance was voted. They pleaded to tho court’s 
jurisdiction, because their offences were supposed to be 
“committed in parliament, and consequently not punish- 
able in any other place. This brought forward the great 
question of privilege, on the determination of which the 
power of the house of commons, and consequently the . 
character of the English constitution, seemed. evidently 
to depend. 

Freedom of speech, being implied in the naturo of a 
representative assembly called to present grievances and 
suggest remedies, could not stand in need of any special . 
law or privilege to support it. But it was also sanctioned 
by positive authority. The speaker demands it at the 
beginning of every parliament among the standing pri- 
vileges of the house; and it had received a sort of con- 
firmation from the legislature by an act passed in the 
fourth year of Henry VIII., on occasion of one Strode, 
who had been prosecuted and imprisoned in the Stannary 
court, for proposing in parliament some regulations for 
the tinners in Cornwall; which annuls all that had been 
done, or might hereafter be done, towards Strode, for 
any matter relating to the parliament, in words so strong 
as to form, in the opinion of many lawyers, a general 
enactment. Tho judges however held, on the question 
being privately sent to them by the king, that the statuto 
concerning Strode was a particular act of parliament 

“extending only to him and those who had joined with 
him to prefer a bill to the commons concerning tinners; 
but that, although the act were private and extended 
to them alone, yet it was no moro than all other par- 
liament-men, by privilege of the house, ought to have; -
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namely, freedom -of speech concerning matters there . 
debated. . 

It appeared by a constant series of precedents, the 
counsel for Eliot and his friends argued, that the liberties ° 
and privileges of parliament could only bo determined 
therein, and not by any inferior court; that the judges 
had often declined to give their opinions on such sub- 
jects, alleging that they were beyond their jurisdiction ; 
that the words imputed to Eliot were in the naturo of ani 
accusation of persons in power which the commons had 
an undoubted right to prefer; that no one would venture 
to complain of grievances in parliament, if he should Le 
subjected to punishment at the discretion of an inferior 
tribunal; that whatever instances had occurred of 
pimishing the alleged offences of members after a dis 
solution were but acts of power, which no attempt had 
hitherto been made to sanction ; finally, that the offences 
imputed might be punished in a future parliament, 

‘The attorney-general replied to the last point, that tho - 
. king was not bound to wait for another parliament ; and, 
moreover, that the house of commons was not a court of 
justice, nor had any power to proceed criminally, except - 
by imprisoning its own members. Ho admitted that the 
judges had sometimes declined to give their judgment 
upon matters of privilege; but contended that such cases 
had happened ‘during the session of parliament, and that 
it did not follow but that an offence committed in tho 
house might be questioned after a dissolution, He sct - 
aside the application of Strode’s case, as being a special 
act of parliament; and dwelt on tho precedent of an in- 
formation preferred in the reign of Mary against certain 
members for absenting themselves from their duty in 
parliament, which, though it never came to a conclusion, 
was not disputed on the ground of right, 

The court were unanimous in holding that they had 
jurisdiction, though the alleged offences were committed 
in parliament, and that the defendants were bound to 
answer. The privileges of parliament did not extend, 

4 Strode’s act {s printed in Hatsell’s like many of our ancient laws, 89 cons 
Precedents, vol. i. p. 80, and in several fusedly as to make its application uncer- 
other books, as well asin thegreatedition tain; but it rather appears to me not to 
of Statutes of the Realm. tis worded, have been intended as a public act.
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one of them said, to breaches of the peace, which was 
the present case; and all offences against the crown, 
said another, were punishable in the court of king’s 
bench. On the parties refusing to put in any other plea, 
judgment was given that they should be imprisoned 
during the king’s pleasure, and not released without | 
giving surety for good behaviour, and making submis- ~ 
sion; that Eliot, as the greatest offender and ringleader,’ 
should be fined in 20007, Holles and Valentine to a - 
smaller amount. ; 

Eliot, the most distinguished leader of the popular 
party, died in the Tower without yielding to the sub- 
mission required. In the long parliament the commons -. 
came to several votes on the illegality of all these pro- . 
ceedings, both as to the delay in granting their habeas 
corpus, and the overruling their plea to the jurisdiction 
of the king’s bench. But the subject was revived again 
in a moro distant and more tranquil period. In the year 
1667 the commons resolved that the act of 4 H. VIII. 
concerning Strode was a general Jaw, ‘extending to 
indemnify all and every the members of both houses of -- 
parliament, in all parliaments, for and touching any bills, 

. Speaking, reasoning, or declaring of any matter or matters 
in and concerning the parliament to be communed and 
treated of, and is a declaratory law of the ancient and 
necessary rights and’ privileges of parliament.” ‘They 
resolved also that the judgment given 5 Car. I. against 
sir John Eliot, Denzil Holles, and Benjamin Valentine, 
is an illegal judgment, and against the freedom and pri- 
vilege of parliament. To these resolutions the lords 
gave their concurrence. ‘And Holles, then become a 
peer, having brought the record of the king’s bench by 
writ of error before them, they solemnly reversed the 
judgment‘, An important decision with respect to our - 
constitutional law, which has established beyond con- 
troversy the great privilege of unlimited freedom of 
speech in parliament; unlimited, I mean, by any au- 
thority except that by which the house. itself ought . 
always to restrain indecent and disorderly language in 
its members. ‘It does not, however, appear to be a ne- 
cessary consequence, from tho reversal of this judgment, 

© State Trials, vol. iil. from Rushworth, f Tatsell, p, 212, 242. . .
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that no actions committed in the house by any of its 
members are punishable in a court oflaw. ‘The argu- 
ment in behalf of Holles and Valentine goes indeed to 
this length; but it was admitted in the debate on tho 
subject in 1667 that ‘their plea to the jurisdiction of the 

_ King’s bench could not have’ been supported as to the 
imputed riot in detaining the speaker in the chair, though ° 
the judgment was erroneous in extending to words 
spoken in parliament. And it is obvious that the houso 
could inflict no adequate punishment in the possiblo case 
of treason or felony committed within its walls; nor, if’ 
its power of imprisonment be limited to the session, in 
that of many smaller offences. 

The customs on imported merchandises were now 
rigorously enforced. But the lato discussions prosecution 
in parliament, and the growing disposition to of Chambers 
probe the legality of all acts of the crown, ren-'to pay cus 
dered the merchants more discontented than ms. | 
ever. Richard Chambers, having refused to pay any 
further duty for a bale ‘of silks than might be required 
by law, was summoned before the privy council. In tho - 
presence of that board he was provoked to exclaim that 
in no part of the world, not even in Turkey, were the 
“merchants so screwed and wrung as in England. For* 
these hasty words an information was preferred against 
him in the star-chamber ; and the court, being of opinion 

- that the words were intended to make the people believe 
that his majesty’s happy government might bo termed 
Turkish tyranny, manifested their laudable abhorrence 
of such tyranny by sentencing him to pay a fine of 
20001., and to make a humblo submission. Chambers, 
a sturdy puritan, absolutely refused to subscribe the 
form of submission tendered to him, and was of course 
committed to prison. But the court of king’s bench 
admitted him to bail on a habeas corpus; for which, as 
.Whitelock tells us, they were reprimanded by the 
council.> - 

There were several instances, besides this just men- 

6 Rushworth, . ._ injuries, but seems to have been cruelly 
h Rushworth; State Trials, iff, 373; neglected, while they were voting large 

Whitelock, p. 12. Chambers applied sums to, those who had snffered much 
several times for redress to the long par- less, and he died in poverty. 
ligment on account of this and subsequent
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tioned, wherein the judges manifested. a moro cou- 

Commend- 
rageous spirit than they were able constantly 

able beba- to preserve; and the odium under which their 
viour of 
judges in memory labours for a servile compliance with 
some ine the court, especially in the case of ship-money, 
stances. 

renders it but an act of justice to record those 
testimonies they occasionally gave of a nobler ‘sense of 
duty. They unanimously declared, when Charles ex: ,” 
pressed a desire that Felton, the assassin of the duke of *. 
Buckingham, might be put to the rack in order to make 
him discover his accomplices, that the law of England did 
not allow the use of torture. This is a remarkable proof 
that, amidst all the arbitrary principles and arbitrary . 
measures of the time, a trier sense of the inviolability of 
law had begun to prevail, and that the freo constitution of 
England was working off the impurities with which vio- 
lence had stained it.. For, though it be most certain that 
the law never recognised the use of torture, there had been 
many instances of its employment, and even within a © 
few years.' In this public assertion of its illegality the 
judges conferred an eminent service on their country, 
and doubtless saved the king and his council much addi- 
tional guilt and infamy which they would have incurred 
in the course of their career. They declared about the 
same time, on a reference to them concerning certain 
disrespectful words alleged to have been spoken by one 

§ Thave remarked in former passages 
that the rack was much employed, espe- 
cially, against Roman catholics, under 
Elizabeth. Those accused of the gun- 
powder conspiracy were also severely 
tortured; and others in the reign of 
James. Coke, in the countess of Shrews- 
bury’s case, 1612, State Trials, ii. 773, 
mentions it as a privilege of the nobility 
that “their bodies are not subject to tor- 
ture in caus criminis lesz majestatis.” 
Yet, in his Third Institute, p. 35, he says 
the rack in the Tower was brought in by 
the duke of Exeter, under Henry VI., 
and is therefore familiarly called the 
duke of Exeter's daughter; and, after 
quoting Fortescue to prove the practice 
fHegal, concludes—“ There is no law to 
warrant tortures in this land, nor can they 
be Justified by any prescription, being 
so lately brought in.” Bacun observes, 
in a tract written in 1603, “In the 

highest cases of treason, torture is used 
for discovery, and not for evidence)? i. 

-393, See also Miss Aikin’s Memoirs of 
James I., ii. 158. + 

[This sutject has been Jearnedly elu- 
cidated by Mr. Jardine, tn his ‘Reading 
on the Use of Torture in the Criminal 
Law of England, 1837.’ The historical 
facts are very well brought together in . 
this essay 3 but I cannot agree with this 
highly-intelligent author in considering 
the use of torture as having been “law- 
ful as an act of prerogative, though not so. 
by the common and statute law.” P, 59, 
The whole tenor of my own views of 
the constitution, as developed in this and 

in former works, forbids my acquiescence 

in a theory which does, as it seems to me, 
go the fulllength of justifying, In a legal 
sense, the violent proceedings of the 
crown under all the Plantagenets, Tue 
dors, and Stuarts, 1845.) :
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Pine against the king, that no words can of themselves 
amount to treason within the statute of Edward IIL* 
They resolved, some years after, that Prynne’s, Burton’s, 
and Bastwick’s libels against the bishops wero no 
treason." In their old controversy with the ecclesiastical 
jurisdiction they were inflexibly tenacious. An action 
having been brought against some members of tho high- 
commission court for false imprisonment, the king, on 
Laud’s remonstrance, sent a message to desire that the 
suit might not proceed till ho should have conversed 
with the judges. The chief-justice made answer that 
they were bound by their oaths not to delay the course 
of justice; and, after a contention before the privy 
council, the commissioners wero compelled to plead# 
Such ' instances of firmness serve to oxtenuate thoso 

unhappy deficiencies which are more notorious in his- 
tory. Had the judges been as numerous and independent 
as those of the parliament of Paris, they would not pro- 
bably have been wanting in equal vigour. But, holding 
their offices at the king’s will, and exposed to tho 
displeasure of his council whenever they opposed any 
check to the prerogative, they held a vacillating course, 
which made them obnoxious to thoso who sought for 
despotic power, whilo it forfeited tho esteem of tho 
nation. 

In pursuance of the system adopted by Charles’s 
ministers, they had recourse to exactions, some . Means” 
odious and obsolete, somo of very questionable sorted to 
legality, and others clearly against law. Of revenue. 

‘the former class may be reckoned tho composi- ome 
tions for not taking the order of knighthood. knighthood, 
The early kings of England, Henry Id. and Edward 1, 
very little in the spirit of chivalry, had introduced tho 
practico of summoning their military tenants, holding 

oe 

k State Trials, iif. 359. This was a 
very important determination, and put 
an end to such tyrannical persecution of 
Roman catholics for bare expressions of 

opinion as had been used under Elizabeth 
and James. - 

™ Rushworth’s .Abr., 
ford’s Letters, ii. 74. 

© Whitelock, 163 Kennet, 63. We find 
In Rymer, xix. 279, a commission, dated 
May 6, 1631, epabling the privy council 

il. 2535 Straf- 

at all times to come, “to hear and 
examine all differences which shall arise 
betwixt any of our courts of justice, 
especially between the civil and ecctest- 
astical jurisdictions,” & This was in 
all probability contrived by Land, or somo 
of those who did not favour the common 
law. But I do not find that anything 
was done under this commission, which, 
I need hardly say, was as illegal as most 
of the king’s other proceedings,
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201. per annum, to receive knighthood at their hands. 
Those who declined this honour were permitted to 
redeem their absence by a moderate fine.’ Elizabeth, 
once in her reign, and James, had availed themselves of 
this ancient right. But the change in the value of money 
rendered it far more oppressive than formerly, though 
limited to the holders of 402. per annum in military 
tenure. Commissioners were now appointed to com- 
pound with those who had neglected some years before 
to obey the proclamation, summoning them to reccive 
knighthood at the king’s coronation.’ In particular in- . 
stances very severe fines are recorded to have been 
imposed upon defaulters, probably from some political 
resentment.? Le 

Still greater dissatisfaction attended the king's attempt 
to revive the ancient laws of the forests—those 
laws, of which, in elder times, so many com- | 

plaints had been heard, exacting money by means of - 
pretensions which long disuse had rendered dubious, 
and showing himself tv those who lived on the borders 
of those domains in the hateful light of a litigious and 
encroaching neighbour. The earl of Holland held a 
court almost every year, as chief-justice in eyre, for the 
recovery of the king’s forestal rights, which made great 
havoe with private property. No prescription could be 
pleaded against the king's title, which was to be found, 
indeed, by the inquest of a jury, but under the direction 
of a very partial tribunal, Tho -royal forests in Essex 
were so enlarged that they were hyperbolically said to 
include the whole county.’ The earl of Southampton 

Forest laws. 

° 2 Inst. 693. The regulations con- 
tained in the statute de militibus, 1 Ed, 
‘IL, though apparently a temporary law, 
seem to have been considered by Coke as 
permanently binding. Yet in this statute 
the estate requiring knighthood, or a 
composition for it, is fixed at 20l. per 
annum. 
- P According to a speech of Mr. Hyde 
in the long parliament, not only military, 
tenants, but all others, and even lessees 

and merchants, were summoned before 
the council on this account. ParL Hist. 
fi, 943, . This was evidently illegal; espe- 
cially if the Statutum de militibus was 
in force, which by express words exempts 

them, See Mr. Brodie’s Hist. of British 
Empire, if. 282. There is still some 
difficulty about this, which I cannot clear 
up, nor comprehend why the title, if it 
could be had for asking, was so conti- 
nually declined; unless it were, as Mr. B, 
hints, that the fees of knighthood greatly 
exceeded the composition. Perbaps none 
who could not prove their gentility were 
admitted to the honour, though the fine 
was extorted from them. It is said that 
tha king got 100,600L by this resource, 
Macaulay, ii. 107. : 

4 Rushworth’s Abr. ii. 102. 
¥ Strafford’s Letters, i. 335,
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was nearly ruined by a decision that stripped him of his 
estato near the’ New Forest.* The boundaries of Rock- 
ingham forest were increased from six miles to sixty, and 
enormous fines imposed on the trespassers ; Jord Salis- 
bury being amerced in 20,000/., lord Westmoreland in 
19,0001., Sir Christopher Hatton ‘in 12,0002." It is pro- 
bable that a part of these was remitted. — 

A greater profit was derived from a still more per- 
nicious and indefensible measure, the establish- M 1 
ment of a chartered company with exclusive MomPtcs 
privileges of making soap. “The recent statute against - 
monopolies seemed to secure the public -against this 
species of grievance. Noy, however, the attorney- 
general, a lawyer of uncommon eminence, and lately a 
strenuous assertor of popular rights in the house: of 
commons, devised this project, by which he probably 
meant to evade the letter of the law, since every manu- 
facturer was permitted to become a. member of the 
company. They agreed to pay cight pounds for every 
ton of soap made, as well as 10,000/. for their charter. 
For this they were empowered to appoint searchers, and 
exercise a sort of inquisition over the trade.’ Those 
dealers who resisted their interference were severely 
fined on informations in the star-chamber. Some years 
afterwards, however, tho king received money from a 
new corporation of soap-makers, and revoked tho patent 

This precedent was followed in the erection ofa similar. 
company of starch-makers, and in a great variety of other 
grants, which may bo traced in Rymer’s Fodera, and in 
the proceedings of the long parliament; till monopolies, 
in transgression or evasion of the late statute, became as 
common as they had been under James or Elizabeth. 
“The king, by a proclamation at York, in 1639, beginning 
to feel the necessity of diminishing {fie public odium, 

5 Strafford’s Letters, f. 463, 467. 
tid. ii. 1n7, It is well known that 

Charles made Richmond Park by means 
of depriving many proprietors not only 
of common rights, but of their freehold 
lands. “Clarendon, f. 176. It is not clear 
that they were ever compensated; but I 
think this probable, as the matter excited 
ho great clamour in the long parliament. 

And there is in Rymer, xx. 585, a com- 
mission to Cottington and others, direct- 
ing them to compound with the owners 
of lands within the intended enclosures. 
Dee. 12, 1634, . 

« Kennet, 64; Rushworth’s Abridg. it. 
132; Strafford’s Letters, 1. 446; Rymer, 
xix. 3245 Laud’s Diary, 51. .
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- revoked all these grants.* He annulled at the same time 
a number of commissions that had been issued in order 
to obtain money by compounding with offenders against 
penal statutes. The catalogue of these, as well as of the 
monopolies, is very curious. ‘Che former were, in truth, 
rather vexatious than illegal, and sustained by precedents 
in what were called the golden ages of Elizabeth and 
James, though at all times the source of great and just | 
discontent. . . . Lo 

The name of Noy has acquired an unhappy celebrity 
by a far more famous invention, which promised 

_ to realise the most sanguine hopes that could 
have been formed of carrying on the government for an 
indefinite longth of time without the assistance of parlia- 
ment. Shaking off the dust of ages from parchments in 
the Tower, this man of venal diligence and prostituted 
learning discovered that the seaports and even maritime 
counties had in carly times been sometimes called upon 
to furnish ships for the public service; nay, there were 
instances of a similar demand upon some inland places, 
Noy himself died almost immediately afterwards,  Not- 
withstanding his apostasy from the public cause, it is 
just to remark that we have no right to impute to him 
the more extensive and more unprecedented scheme of 
ship-money, as a general tax, which was afterwards 
carried into execution. But it sprang by natural conse- 
quence from the former measure, according to the invari- 
able course of encroachment, which those who have once 
-bent the laws to their will ever continue to pursue, The 
‘first writ issued from the council in October, 1634. It was directed to the magistrates of London and other sea- 
port towns. Reciting the depredations lately committed 
by pirates, and slightly adverting to tho dangers im- _ 
minent in a season: of general war on the continent, it’ 
enjoins them to provide a certain number of ships of war 
of a prescribed tonnage and equipage ; empowering them 
also to assess all the inhabitants for a contribution to- 
wards this armament according to their substance. The 
citizens of London humbly remonstrated that they con- 
ceived themselves exempt, by sundry charters and acts 
of parliament, from bearing such a charge. But the 

Ship-money. 

* Rymer, xx. 310.
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council peremptorily compelled, their submission, and 
the murmurs of inferior towns were still moro easily 
suppressed, This is said to have cost the city of London 
35, 00017 . es 

There wanted not reasons in the cabinet of Charles for 
placing the navy at this time on a respectable footing.: 
Algerino pirates had become bold enough to infest the 
Channel, and, what was of more serious importance, the 
Dutch were rapidly acquiring a maritime preponderance 
which excited a natural jealousy both for our commerce 
and the honour of our flag. ‘This commercial rivalry 
conspired with a far more powerful motive at court, an 
abhorrence of everything republican or Calvinistic, to 
make our course of policy towards Holland not only 
unfriendly, but insidious and inimical in the highest 
degree. A secret treaty is extant, signed in 1631, by 
which Charles engaged to assist the king of Spain in the 
conquest of that great protestant commonwealth, retaining 
tho isles of Zealand as the price of his co-operation.? 

Yet, with preposterous inconsistency, as well as ill 
faith, the two characteristics of all this unhappy prince’s 
foreign policy, wo find him in the next year carrying on 
a negotiation with a disaffected party in the Netherlands, 
in some strange expectation of obtaining the sovereignty 
.on their separation from Spain. . Lord Cottington be- 
trayed this intriguo (of which ono whom we should little 
expect to find in these paths of conspiracy, Peter Paul 
Rubens, was the negotiator) tq the court of Madrid." Tt 
was, in fact, an unpardonable and unprovoked breach of 
faith on the king’s part, and accounts for the indifference, 
to say no more, which that government always showed 
to his misfortunes. Charles, whoso domesti¢ position 
rendered a pacific system absolutely necessary, busied 
Aimself far moro than common history has recorded with 

. the affairs of Europe. He was engaged,in a tedious and 

y Kennet, 74, 753 Strafford’s Letters, 
i. 353. Some petty seaports In Sussex 
Tefused to pay ship-money; but, finding 
that the sheriff had authority to distrain 
on them, submitted. The deputy-liente- 
nants of Devonshire wrote to the council 
in behalf of some towns a few miles dis- 
tant from the sea, that they might be 
spared from this tax, saying {t was a 

novelty. But they were summoned to 
Londen for this, and received a repri- - 
mand for their interference. Id. 372, 

* Clarendon State Papers, {. 49, and Ii. 
Append. p. xxvi. : 
." This curious intrigue, before un- 
known, I believe, to history, was bronghe 
to light by lord Hardwicke. State Pa- 
pers, i. 54.
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unavailing negotiation with both branches of the house 
of Austria, especially with the court of Madrid, for the 
restitution of the Palatinate. He took a much greater 
interest than his father had done in the fortunes of his 
sister and her family; but, like his. father, he fell into 
the delusion that the cabinet of Madrid, for whom he 
‘could effect but little, or that of Vienna, to whom he 
could offer nothing, would so far realize the cheap pro- 
fessions of friendship they were always making as to 
sacrifice a conquest wherein the preponderance of the 
house of Austria and the catholic religion in Germany 
were so deeply concerned. They drew him on accord- 
ingly through the labyrinths of diplomacy, assisted, no 
doubt, by that party in his council, composed at this 
time of lord Cottington, secretary Windebank, and some 
others, who had always favoured Spanish connexions.® 
It appears that the fleet raised in 1634 was intended, 
according to an agreement entered into with Spain, to 
restrain the Dutch from fishing in the English seas, nay, 
even as opportunities should arise, to co-operate hostilely - 
with that of Spain. After above two years spent in 
these negotiations, Charles discovered that the house of 
Austria were deceiving him; and, still keeping in view 
the restoration of his nephew to the electoral dignity and 
territories. entered into stricter relations with France: 2 . 
policy which might be deemed congenial to the qneen’s 
inclinations, and recommended by her party in his 
council, the earl of Holland, sir Henry Vane, and per- 
haps by the earls of Northumberland and Arundel. In 

» See Clarendon State Papers, 1. 490, 
for # proof of the manner in which, 
through the Hispano-popish party in the 
cabinet, the house of Austria hoped to 
dupe and dishonour Charles, 

© Clarendon State Papers, [. 109, et 
post, Five English ships cut of twenty 
were to be at the charge of the king of 
Spain. Besides this agreement, according 
to which the English were only bound 
to protect the ships of Spain within their 
own seas, or the iimits claimed as such, 
there were certain secret articles, signed 
Dec. 16, 16345 by one of which Charles 
bound himself, in case the Dutch should 
not make restitution of some Spanish 
vessels taken by thera within the English 

seas, to satisfy the court of Spain himself 
out of ships and goods belonging to the- 
Dutch; and by the second, to give se. | 
cret instructions to the commanders of 
his ships, that, when those of Spain and 
Flanders should encounter their enemies. 
at open sea, far from bis coasts and limits, 
they should assist them if over-matchcd, 
and should give the like help to the 
prizes which they should mect, taken by 
the Dutch, that they might be freed and 
set at liberty; taking some convenient 
pretext to justify it, that the Hollanders 
might not hold it an act of hostility. 
But no part of this treaty was to take effect 
till the imperial ban upcn the elector 
palatine should be removed. Id. 215, .
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the first impulse of indignation at the duplicity of Spain, 
the king yielded so far to their counsels as to meditate a 
declaration of war against that power But his own 
cooler judgment, or.the strong dissuasions of Strafford, 
who saw that external peace was an indispensable con- 
dition for the security of despotism,* put an end to so 
imprudent a project; though he preserved, to the very 
meeting of the long parliament, an intimate connexion 
with France, and even continued to carry on negotia- 
tions, tedious and insincere, for an offensive alliance! 
Yet.he still made, from time to time, similar overtures 
to Spain ;§ and this unsteadiness, or rather duplicity, 
which could not easily be concealed from two cabinets 
eminent fér their secret intelligence, rendered both of 
them his enemies, and the instruments, as there is much 
reason to believe, of some of his greatest calamities. It 
is well known that the Scots covenanters wero in close 
connexion with Richelieu, and many circumstances 

. render it probable that the Irish rebellion was counte- 
nanced and instigated both by him aud by Spain. 

This desire of being at least prepared for war, as well 
as tho general system of stretching the preroga- 
tive beyond all limits, sugg¢ested an extension 

_of the former writs from the seaports to the firmer 
wholo kingdom. Finch, chief justice of the places. 
common pleas, has the honour of this improvement on 
Noy’s scheme. He was a man of littlo leaming or re- 
spectability, a servile tool of the despotic cabal; who, as 
speaker of tho last parliament, had, in obedience to a 

: 4 Clarendon State Papers, {. 421, 161. 

Extension 
of writs for 
ship-money 

© Strafford Papers, ii, 52, 53, 60, 66. 
Richelieu sent d’Estrades to London, in 
1637, according to Pére Orleans, to secure 
the nentrality of England in case of his 
attacking the maritime towns of Flanders 
conjointly with the Dutch. But the am- 
bassador was received haughtily, and the 
neutrality refused; which put an end to 
the scheme, and 80 irritated Richelieu, 
that he sent a priest named Chamberlain 
to Edinburgh the same year, in order to 
foment troubles in Scotland. Révol. 
d'Anglet. iii. 42. This is confirmed by 
dEstrades himself. See note in Sidney 
Papers, if. 447, and Harris's Life of 
Charles, 1893; also Lingard, x. 69. The 
connexion of the Scotch leaders with 

history. It bas: lately «been confirmed 
and illustrated by an {mportant note {n 
Mazure. Hist. de la Révolution en 1688, 
fi. 402, It appears by the above-men- 
tioned note of M. Mazure that the cele- 
brated letter uf the Scotch lords, addressed 
“Au Roy,” was really sent, and is ex. 
tant. There seems reason to think that 
Henrietta joined the Austrian faction 
about 1639; her mother being then in 
England and very hestile to Richelieu. 
This is in some degree corroborated bya 
passage in a letter of lady Carlisle, Side 
ney Papers, if, 614. 

f Sidney Papers, ff, 613, 
& Clarendon State Papers, i 16, 

Richelicu In 1639 is matter of notorions .
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command from tho king to adjourn, refused to put the 
‘question upon @ remonstrance moved in the house. By 
the new writs for ship-money, properly so denominated, 
since the former had only demanded the actual equip- 
ment of vessels, for which inland counties were of course 
obliged to compound, the sheriffs were directed to assess 
every landholder and other inhabitant, according to their 
judgment of his means, and to enforce the payment by - 
distress." . . 

This extraordinary demand startled even those who 
had hitherto sided with the court. Some symptoms of 
opposition were shown in different places, and actions 
brought against those who had collected the money. 
But the greater part yielded to an overbearing power, 
exercised with such rigour that no one in this king’s 
reign who had ventured on the humblest remonstrance 
against any illegal act had escaped without punishment, 
Indolent and improvident men satisfied themselves that 

. the imposition was not very heavy, and might not be 
repeated. Some were content to hope that their con- 

‘tribution, however unduly exacted, would be faithfully 
applied to public ends. Others were overborne by the 
authority of pretended precedents, and could not yet 
believe that the swom judges of the law would pervert 
it to its own destruction. - The ministers prudently 
resolved to sccure not the law, but its interpreters, on 
their side. . The judges of assizo were directed to incul- 
cate on their circuits the necessary obligation of for- 
warding the king's servico by complying with his writ. 
But, as the measure grew more obnoxious, and strong 
doubts of its legality came more to prevail, it was thought 
expedient to publish an extra-judicial opinion of the 
twelve judges, taken at the king’s special command, 
according to the pernicious custom of that age. They 
gave it as their unanimous opinion that, “ when the good 
and safety of the kingdom in general is concerned, and 
the whole kingdom in danger, his: majesty might, by 
writ under the great seal, command all his subjects, at 
their charge, to provide and furnish such number of 
ships, with men, munition, and victuals, and for such 
time, as he should think fit, for the defence and safernard 

b See the instructions in Rushworth, il. 214.
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of the kingdom; and that by law he might compel the 
doing thereof, in case of refusal or refractoriness; and 
that he was tho sole judge both of the danger, and when 
and how the same was to be prevented and avoided.” 

This premature declaration of the judges, which was 
publicly read by the lord-keeper Coventry in tho star- 
chamber, did not prevent a few intrepid persons from 
bringing the question solemnly before them, that the liberties of their country might at least not perish 
silently, nor those who had betrayed them avoid ‘the 
responsibility of a public avowal of their shame. The 
first that resisted was the gallant Richard Chambers, who 
brought an action against the lord-mayor for imprisoning 
him on account of his refusal 
the former writ. 

to pay his assessment on 
The magistrate pleaded the writ as a 

special justification; when Berkley, one of the judges of 
the king’s bench, declared that there was a rule of law 
and a rule of government, that many things which could 
not be done by the first rule might be dono by the other, 

ness of ship-money:! 
Hampden, 

.and would not suffer counsel to argue against the lawful- 
The next were lord Say and Mr. 

both of whom appealed to the justice of their 
country; but the famous decision which has made the 
latter 

a gentleman of 
shire, 
for ship-money demanded 

good estate in Buckingham- 
whose assessment to the contribution 

so illustrious put an end to all attempts at obtain-, 
ing redress by course of law. 

Hampden, it seems hardly necessary to ‘mention, was 

Hampden’s 
tefusal ty 

from his county Pv. 
amounted only to twenty shillings.* ‘The cause, though 

1 Rushworth, 253. The same Judze 
declared afterwards, in a charge to the 
grand jury of York, that ship-money 
wag an inseparable flower of the crown, 
glancing at Hutton and Croke for their 
opposition to it, Id. 267. 

& As it is impossible to reconcile the 
trifling amount of this demand with 
Hampden’s known estate, the tax being 
probably not much less than sixpence in 
the pound, it has been conjectured that 
his property was purposely rated low. 
Eut it is hard to perceive any motive for 
this indulgence ; and it seems more likely 

only assessed on a part of his estate. 
* [Lord Nugent has published a. face 
simile of the return made by the asses- 
sors of ship-mongy for the parish of 
Great Kimble, wherein Mr. Hampden 
is set down for 31s. 6¢, and is returned, 
with many others, as refusing to pay 
Memoirs of Hampden and his Times, 
vol. p.230. But the suit in the ex.” 
chequer was not on account of this de 
mand, but for 20s., a3 stated in the text, 
due for property situate In the parish of . 
Stoke Mandevile. This explains the 
smaliness of the sum immediately in, that a nominal sum was fix pin questien,s it was assessed cnly on a por~ order to try the questio thagig wh Lbs Hanp "glands; 1845.} 

VOL. Il. : Coatrata Cc 
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properly belonging to the court of exchequer, was heard, 
on account of its magnitude, before all the judges in the 
exchequer-chamber." The preciso question, so far as 
related to Mr. Hampden, was, Whether the king had a 
right, on his own allegation of public danger, to require 
an inland county to furnish ships, or a prescribed sum - 

of money by way of commutation, for the defence of the 
kingdom? It was argued by St. John and Holborne in | 
behalf of Hampden; by the solicitor-general Littleton 
and the attorney-general Banks for the crown. 

The law and constitution of England, the former main- 
Arguments tained, had provided in various ways for the 
onthe case. public safety and protection against enemies, 
First, there were the military tenures, which bound 
great part of the kingdom to a stipulated service at the 
charge of the possessors. The ‘cinque ports also; and 
several other towns, some of them not maritime, held by 
a tenure analogous to this; and were bound to furnish 
a quota of ships or men as the condition of their posses- 
sions and privileges. These for the most part are re- 
corded in Domesday-book, though now in general grown 
obsolete. Next to this specific servico, our constitution 
had bestowed on the sovereign his certain revenues, the 
fruits of tenure, the profits of his various minor prero- 
gatives; whatever, in short, he held in right of his 
crown was applicable, so far as it could be extended, to 
the public use. It bestowed on him, moreover, and 
perhaps with more special application to maritime pur- 
poses, the ‘customs on importation of merchandise. Theso 
indeed had been recently augmented far beyond ancient 
usage. ‘For these modern impositions,” says St. John, 
“of the legality thereof I intend not to speak; for in 
case his majesty may imposo upon merchandise what 
himself pleascth, there will be less’ cause to tax the in- 
land counties; and in case he cannot do it, it will be 
strongly presumed that he can much less tax them.” 

But as the ordinary revenues might prove quite un- 

™ There seems to have been some- 1203 And a proof of this is, that, the thing unusual, if not irregular, in this court of exchequer being equally divided, part of the proceeding. The barons of no judgment could have been given by the exchequer called in the other Judges, the barons alone, not only by way of advice but direction, ® State Trials, fil, 826-1252. as the chicf baron declares, State Trials,
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‘equal to great exigencies, the constitution has provided 
another means as ample and sufficient as it is lawful and | 
regular—parliamentary supply. ‘To this the kings of 
England have in all times had recourse; yet princes are 
not apt to ask as a concession what they might demand 

.of right. The frequent loans and benevolences which. 
‘they have required, though not always defensible by law, 
are additional proofs that they possessed no general right 
of taxation. ‘Io borrow on promise of repayment, to 
solicit, as it were, alms from their subjects, is not the 
practice of sovercigns whose prerogatives entitle them to 
exact money. Those loans had sometimes been repaid 
expressly to discharge the king’s conscience. And a 
very arbitrary prince, Henry VIII., had obtained acts of 
parliament to release him from the obligation of repay- 
ment. , 

These merely probable reasonings prepare the way 
for that conclusive and irresistible argument that was 
founded on statute law. Passing slightly over the 
charter of the Conqueror, that his subjects shall hold 
their lands free from all unjust tallage, and the clause in 
John’s Magna Charta, that no aid or scutage should be 
assessed but by consent of the great council (a provision 
not repeated in that of Henry III.), the advocates of 
Hampden relied on the 25 E.1., commonly called the 
Confirmatio Chartarum, which for ever abrogated all taxa- 
tion without consent of parliament; and this statute itself 
they endeavoured to prove-was grounded on requisi- 
tions very like the present, for the custody of the scal 
which Edward had issued the year before. Hence it was 
evident that the saving contained in that act for tho 
accustomed aids.and prizes could not possibly bo in- 
tended, as the opposite counsel would suggest, to preserve | 
such exactions as ship-money, but relatal to tho esta- 
blished feudal aids, and to tho ancient customs on mer- 
chandise. They dwelt less, however (probably through 
fear of having this exception tumed against them), on 
this important statute than on one of more celebrity, but 
of very equivocal genuineness, denominated De Tallagio 
non Concedendo, which is nearly in the same words as 
the Confirmatio Chartarum, with the omission: of tho. 
above-mentioned saving. More than one law enacted 
under Edward III. reasserts the necessity of parliamen- 

- "@2
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tary consent to taxation. It was indeed the subject of 
frequent remonstrance in that reign, and the king often 
infringed this right. But the perseverance of the com: 
mons was successful, and ultimately rendered the prac- 
tice conformable to the law, In the second year of 
Richard IT., the realm being in imminent danger of inva- ~ 
sion, the privy council convoked an assembly of peers 
and other great men, probably with a view to avoid the 
summoning of a parliament. This assembly lent their 
own money, but declared that they could not provide a 
remedy without charging the commons, which could not 
be done out of parliament, advising that one should be 
speedily summoned, This precedent was the more im- 

’ portant as it tended to obviate that argument from peril 
and necessity on which the defenders of ship-money 
were wont to rely. But they met that specious plea 
more directly. They admitted that a paramount over- 
ruling necessity silences the voice of Jaw; that in actual 
invasion, or its immediate prospect, the rights of private 
men must yield to the safety of the whole; that not only 
the sovereign, but cach man in respect of his neighbour, 
might do many things absolutely illegal at other seasons ; 
and this served to distinguish the present case from some 
strong acts of prerogative exerted by Elizabeth in 1588, 
when the liberties and religion of the people were in the 
most apparent jeopardy. But here there was no over- 
whelming danger; the nation was at peace with all the 
world: could the piracies of Turkish corsairs, or even 
the insolence of rival neighbours, be reckoned among 
those instant perils for which a parliament would provide 
too late? 

To the precedents alleged on the other side it was re- 
plicd, that no one of them met the case of an inland 
county; that such as were before the 25 E. I. were suf- 
ficiently repelléd by that statute, such as occurred under 
Edward If. by the later statutes, and by the remon- 
strances of parliament during his reign; and there were 
but very few afterwards, But that, in a matter of statuto 

_ law, they ought not to be governed by precedents, even 
if such could be adduced. Before the latter end of Edward 
I’s reign, St. John observes, ‘All things concerning the 

' King’s prerogative and the subjects’ liberties were upon 
uncertainties.”. “The government,” says Holborne truly,
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“was more of force than law.” And this'is unquestion- 
ably applicable, in a less degree, to many later ages, 

Lastly, the Petition of Right, that noblo legacy of a 
slandered parliament, reciting and confirming the ancient 
statutes, had established that no man thereafter be com- 
pelled to make or yield any gift, loan, benevolence, tax, 
or such-like charge, without common consent by act of 
parliament. This latest and most complete recognition 
must sweep away all contrary precedent, and could not, 
without a glaring violation of its obvious meaning, be 
-stretched into an admission of ship-money. 

The king’s counsel, in answer to these arguments, ap- 
pealed to that series of records which the diligence of 
Noy had collected. : By far the greater part of these were 
commissions of array. But several, even of thoso ad- 
dressed to inland towns (and, if there were no service by 
tenure in the case, it does not seem easy to distinguish 
these in principle from counties), bore a very strong 

_ analogy to the present. They were, however, in carly 
times. No sufficient answer could be offered to the sta- 
tutes that had prohibited -unparliamentary taxation. The - 
attempts made to elude .their force wero utterly ineffec- 
tual, as those who are acquainted with their emphatic 
language may well conceive. But the council of Charles 
I, and the hirelings who ate their bread, disdained to 
rest their claim of ship-money (big as it was with other 
and still more novel schemes) on obscure records, or on 
cavils about the meaning of statutes.. They resorted 
rather to the favourite topic of the times, the intrinsic, 
absolute authority of the.king. This the attorney-general 
Banks placed in the very front of his argument. ‘“ This 
power,” says he, “is innate -in the person of an absolute 
king, and in the persons of the kings of England. All 
magistracy it is of nature, and obedience and subjection” 
it is of nature. This power is not any ways derived from 
the people, but reserved unto the king when positive 
laws first ‘began. For the king of England ho is an 
absolute monarch ; nothing can be given to an absolute 
prince but what is inherent in his person. He can do 
no wrong. He is the sole judge, and we ought not to 
question him. Where the law trusts we ought not to 
distrust. The acts of parliament,” he observed, “ con- 
tained no express words to take away so high a preroga-
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contempt, and desire of vengeance. They heard the: 
speeches of some of tho judges with more displeasure 
than even their final decision. Ship-money was held 
lawful by Finch and several other Judges, not on the 
authority of precedents, which must in.their nature have 
some bounds, buton principles subversive of any pro- 
perty or privilege in the subject. Those paramount 
tights of monarchy, to which they appealed to-day in 
ustification of ship-money, might to-morrow serve to 
supersede other laws, and maintain new exertions of 
despotic power. It was manifest by the whole strain 
of the court lawyers that no limitations on the king’s 
authority could exist but by the king’s sufferance. ‘This 
alarming tenet, long bruited among the churchmen and 
courtiers, now resounded in the halls of justice. But 
ship-monoy, in consequence, was paid with far less regu- 
larity and more reluctance than before.t Tho discontent 
that had been tolerably smothered was now displayed in 
every county; and though the council did not flinch in 
the least from exacting payment, nor willingly remit any 
part of its rigour towards the uncomplying, it was im- 
possible either to punish the great body of the country 
gentlemen and citizens, or to restrain their murmurs by 
afew examples. Whether in consequence of this unwill- 
ingness, or for other reasons, tho revenue levied in 
different years. under the head of ship-money is more 
fluctuating than we should expect from a fixed assess- 
ment; but may bo reckoned at an: average sum of 200,0002. 

It would doubtless be unfair to pass a severe cen- 
- Procama- Sure on the government of Charles I. for 

tons. _ transgressions of law which a long course of 
precedents might render dubious, or at least extenuate. 
But this common apology for his administration, on 
which the artful defence of Hume is almost entirely 
grounded, must be admitted cautiously, and not until wo 

‘have well considered how far such precedents could be 
brought to support it. - This is particularly applicable 

. VIt ts notorionsly known that Pres- State Papers, L 600. It fs said by Heylin sure was borne with much morecheerful- that the clergy were much spared in the hess before the Judgment for the king assessment of ship-money: Life of Land, than ever it was alter, Clarendon, p.122. 302, . F Rushworth Abr. iL 3415; Clarendon
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to his proclamations, Ihave already pointed out the 
comparative novelty of these unconstitutional ordinances, 
and their great increasc under James, They had not 
-been fully acquiesced in ; the commons had remonstrated 
against their abuse; and Coke, with other judges,- had 
endeavoured to ‘fix limits to their authority very far 
within that which they arrogated. It can hardly, there- 
fore, be said that Charles’s council were ignorant of their 
illegality ; nor is the case at all parallel to that of general 
warrants, or any similar irregularity into which an 
honest government may inadvertently be led. They - 

. Serve at least to display the practical state of the con- 
stitution, and the necessity of an entire reform in its 
spirit. : , . 

The proclamations of Charles's reign are far moro 
numerous than those of his father. They imply Various 
a prerogative of intermeddling with all matters arbitrary 
of trade, prohibiting or putting under restraint Proeedings. 
the importation of various articles, and the home growth 
of others, or establishing regulations for manufactures." 
Prices of several minor articles were fixed by proclama- _. 
tion; and in one instance this was extended to poultry, - 

* butter, and coals.! The king declares by a proclamation 
that he had incorporated all tradesmen and artificers 
within London and three miles round; so that no person 
might set up any trade without having served a seven 
years’ apprenticeship, and without admission into such 
corporation." He prohibits, in like manner, any one 
from using the trade of a maltster or that of a brewer 
without admission into the corporations of maltsters or 
brewers erected for every county.* I know not whether 
these projects were in any degree founded on the alleged 
pretext of correcting abuses, or were solely designed to 
raise. money by means of these corporfitions. We find, 
however, a revocation ofthe restraint on malting and 
brewing soon after.. Tho legality of these proclama- 
tions is most unquestionable. ~~ 

- The rapid increase of London continued to disquict the 

* Rymer, passim. * . egys for a penny; fresh butter at 5d. in. 
Id, xix, 512, It may be curious to summer and 6d. in winter, This was in 

mention some of these. ‘Ihe best turkey 1634. : - 
was to be sold at 4s. Gd.3 the best goose ™ Rymer, xx. 113, 
at 2s, dd. 5 the best pullet 1s. 8dj three 1, Id. 157,
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court, It was the stronghold of political and religious 
disaffection. Hence the prohibitions of erecting new 
houses, which ‘had begun under Elizabeth, were con- , 
tinually repeated.’ They had indeed some laudable ob- 
jects in view; to render the city more healthy, cleanly, 
and magnificent, and by prescribing the general use of . |- 

" brick instead of wood, as well as by improving the width 
. and regularity of the streets, to afford the best security 

against fires, and against those epidemical diseases which 
visited the metropolis with unusual severity in the earlier ' 
years of this reign. The most jealous censor‘of royal 
encroachments will hardly object to the proclamations 
enforcing certain regulations of police in some of those - 
alarming seasons. 

It is probable, from the increase which we know to 
have taken place in London during this reign, that 
licences for building were easily obtained. The same 
supposition is applicable to another class of proclama- 
tion, enjoining all persons who had residences in the 
country to quit the capital and repair to them." Yet, 
that these wero not always a dead letter appears from an 
information oxhibited in the star-chamber against seven - 
lords, sixty knights, aud one hundred esquires, besides 
many ladies, for disobeying the king’s proclamation, 

either by continuing in London or returning to it after a 
short absence.*” The result of this prosecution, which 

"was probably only intended to keep* them in check, does 
not appear. No proclamation could stand in need of 
support from law while this arbitrary tribunal assumed a 
right of punishing misdemeanors. It would have been 
a dangerous aggravation of any delinquent’s offence to 
have questioned the authority of a proclamation, or the 
Jurisdiction of the council. 

The security of freehold rights had been the pecu- 
liar boast of the English law. ho very statute of 
Henry VIIL., which has been held up to so much in- 
famy, while it gave the force of law to his proclamations, 

Y Id. xviif. 33, et alibi. "A commts- beth and James to have the city built in 
Sion was granted to the earl of Arundel an uniform manner with brick, and also: 
and others, May 30, 1625, to inquire to clear it from under-tenants and base 
what houses, shops, &e., had been built people who live by begging and stealing. 
for ten years past, especially since the Id. xviil. 97. : 7 

. last proclamation, and te commit the  * Jd, xix. 375. : 
offenders. It recites the care of Eliza-  ® Rushworth Abr. if. 232.
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interposed its barrier in defence of the subject’s property. 
The name of freeholder, handed down with religious 
honour from an age when it conveyed distinct privileges, 
and as it were a sort of popular nobility, protected the 
poorest man against the crown’s and the lord’s rapacity, 
He at least was recognised as the liber homo of Magna 
Charta, who could not bo disscised of his tenements and 
franchises. : His house was his castle, which tho law 
respected, and which the king dared not enter, Even 
the public good must give way to his obstinacy ; nor had 
the legislature itself as yet compelled any man to part 
with his lands for a compensation which he was loth to 
accept. The council and star-chamber had very rarely 

_ presumed to meddle with his right ; never perhaps where 
it was acknowledged and ancient. But now this reve- 
rence of the common law for the sacredness of real pro- 
perty was derided by those who revered nothing as 
sacred but the interests of the church and crown. ‘The 
privy council, on a suggestion that the demolition of 

‘ some houses and shops in the vicinity of St. Paul’s would 
show the cathedral to more advantage, directed that the 
owners should receive .such satisfaction as should seem: 
reasonable; or, on their refusal, the sheriff was required 
to seo the buildings pulled down, ‘it not being thought 
fit the obstinacy of those persons should hinder go consi- 
derable a work.” By another order of council, scarcely 
less oppressive and illegal, all shops in Cheapside and 
Lombard-street, except those of goldsmiths, were directed 
to be shut up, that the avenue to St. Paul’s might appear 
more splendid; and the mayor and aldermen were re- 
peatedly threatened for remissness in executing this man- 
date of tyranny. 

In the great plantation of Ulster by James, the city of 
London had received a grant of extensive lands in’ tho 
county of Derry, on certain conditions prescribed in their 
charter, The settlement became flourishing, and enriched 
the city. But the wealth of London was always invidious 
to the crown, as well as to the needy courtiers. On an 
information filed in the star-chamber for certain alleged 
breaches of their charter, it was not only adjudged to be 
forfeited to the king, but a fine of 70,0007, was imposed on 

b Rushworth Abr ii. 79.  &idpet
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the city. They paid this enormous mulct; but were kept 
out of their lands till restored by the long parliament.! 
In this proceeding Charles forgot his duty enough to take 
a very active share, personally exciting the court to give 
sentence for himself.* Is it then to be a matter of sur- 
prise or reproach that the citizens of London refused him 
assistance in the Scottish war, and through the ensuing 
times of confusion harboured an implacable resentment 
against a sovercign who had so deeply injured them ? 

We may advert in this place to somo other stretches 
of power, which no one can pretend to justify, though in 
general they seem to have escaped notice amidst the 
enormous mass of national grievances. A commission 
was issued in 1635 to the recorder of London and others, 
to examine all persons going beyond seas, and tender to. 
them an oath of the most inquisitorial nature.’ Certain 
privy councillors were empowered to enter the house of 
sir Robert Cotton, and search his. books, records, and 
papers, setting down such as ought to belong to the 
crown.” This renders probable what wo find in a writer 
who had the best means of information, that secretary 
Windebank, by virtue of an order of council, entered 

‘sir Edward Coke’s house while he Jay on his death-bed, 
and took away his manuscripts, together with his last 
will, which was never returned to his family.® The high- 
commission court were enabled by the king’s “ supreme 
power ecclesiastical” to cxamine ‘such as were charged 
with offences cognizable by them on oath, which many 
had declined to take, according to the known maxims of 
English Jaw,! 

- ’ Jt would be improper to notice as illegal or irregular 
the practice of granting dispensations in particular in- 

a Rushworth: Abr. iil, 123; White 
lock, p. 353 Strafford Letters, 1 374, et 
alibi. See what Clarendon says, p. 293 
(ii. 151, edit. 1826), The second of these 
tells us that the city offered to build for 
the King a palace in St. James’s park by 
way of composition, which was refused, 
If"this be true it must allude to the 
Palace already projected by him, the 
magnificent designs for which by Inigo 
Jones are well known, Had they been 
executed the metropolis would have 
possessed a splendid monument of Pal- 
ladian architecture; and the reproach 

sometimes thrown on England, of want- 
ing a fit mansion for its monarchs, would 
have been prevented. But the exchequer 
of Charles I. had never been in such a 
state as to render it at all probable that 
he could undertake so costly a work. 

© Strafford Letters, §. 340. 
f Rymer, xix. 699. 
& Id. 193. . 
h Roger Coke's Detection of the Court 

‘of England, £. 309.. He was sir Edward's 
grandson. - 

i Rymer, xx. 190.
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stances, either from general acts of parliament or the 
local statutes of colleges, Such a prerogative, at least in’ 
-the former case, was founded on long usage and judicial 
recognition. Charles, however, transgressed its admitted 
boundaries when he empowered others to dispense with 
them as there might be occasion. Thus, in a commission 
to the president and council of the North, directing them 
to compound with recusants, he in effect suspends the 
statute which provides that no recusant shall have a 
lease of that portion of his lands which the law seques- 
tered to the king's use during his recusancy ; a clause in 
this patent enabling the commissioners to grant such 
leases notwithstanding any law or statute to the con- 
trary. This seems to go beyond the admitted limits of 
the dispensing prerogative." 

The levies of tonnage and poundage without authority 
of parliament, the exaction of monopolies, the extension 
of the forests, the arbitrary restraints of proclamations, 

‘ above all the general exaction of ship-money, form the 
principal articles of charge against the government of 
Charles, so far as relates to its inroads on the subject’s 
property. Theso were maintained by a vigilant and 
unsparing exercise of jurisdiction in the court of star- 
chamber. I have, in another chapter, traced the revival 
of this great tribunal, probably under Henry VIII, in at 
least as formidable a shape as before the now-neglected 
statutes of Edward III. and Richard IIL,’ which had 
placed barriers in its way. It was the great weapon of 
executive power under Elizabeth and James; nor can 
we reproach the present reign with innovation in this 
respect, though in no former period had the proceedings 
of this court been accompanicd with so much violence 

- and tyranny. But this will require some fuller ex- 
plication.  & oo, 

Thardly need remind the reader that the jurisdiction 
of the ancient Concilium regis ordinariwm, or g.. 4 
court of star-chamber, continued to be exercised ber juris 
more’ or Jess frequently, notwithstanding the ‘ston. 
various statutes enacted to repress it; and that it neither 
was supported by the act erecting a new court in the 
third of Henry VII., nor originated at that time. . The 

& Jd. xix. 740, - Soe also 82.
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records show the star-chamber to have taken cogni- 
zance ‘both of civil suits and of offences throughout the 
time of the Tudors. But precedents of usurped power 
cannot’ establish a legal authority.in defiance of the 
acknowledged law. It appears that the lawyers did not 
admit any jurisdiction m the council, except so far as the 
statute of Henry VIL. was supposed to have given it. 
“The famous Plowden put his hand to a demurrer to a 
bill,” says Hudson, “ because the matter was not within 
the statute; and, although it was then overruled, yet 
Mr. Serjeant Richardson, thirty years after, fell- again 
upon the same rock, and was sharply rebuked for it.” ™ 
The chancellor, who was the standing president of the 
court of star-chamber, would always find pretences to 
elude the existing statutes, and justify the usurpation of 
this tribunal. *. 

The civil jurisdiction claimed and exerted by the star- 
chamber was only in particular cases, as disputes between 
alien merchants and Englishmen, questions of prize or 
unlawful detention of ships, and in general such as now - 
belong to the court of admiralty; some testamentary 

™ Hudson's Treatise of the Court of 
Star-Chamber, p.51. This valuable work, 
written about the end of James's reign, 
{s published in Collectanea Juridica, 
vol. ii. There {s more than one manu- 
script of it in the British Museum. * 
_ In another treatise, written by a clerk 
of the council about 1590 (Hargrave 
BSS, cexvi. 195), the author says,— 
“There was a time when there grew a 
controversy between the star-chamber 
and the king's bench, for their jurisdiction 
in a cause of perjury concerning tithes, 
sir Nicholas Bacon, that most grave and 
worthy counsclior, then being lord-keeper 
of the great seal, and sir Robert Catlyn, 
knight, then lord chief justice of the 
bench. To the deciding thereof were 
called by the plaintiff and defendant a 
great number of the learned counsellors 
of the law: they were.called into the 
inner star-chamber after dinner, where 
before the lords of the council they argued 
the cause on both sides, but could not 
find the court of greater antiquity by 
all their books than Henry VIL aud 
Richard TIL. On this I fell in cogi- 
tation how to find some further know- 

ledge thereof’ He proceeds to inform 
jus that by search into records he traced 
its jurisdiction much higher. ‘This shows, 
however, the doubts entertained of its 
jurisdiction in the queen's time. . This 
writer, extolling the court highly, admits 
that “some of late have deemed it to be 
new, and put the same in print, to the 
blemish of its beautiful antiquity.” He 
then discusses the question (for such it 
seems it was), whether any peer, though 
not of the council, might sit in the star- — 
chamber; and decides in the negative. 
* A®, 5%, of her majesty,” he says, in the - 
case of the earl of Hertford, “there were 
assembled a great number of the noble 
barons of this realm, not being of the 
council, who offered there to sit; but 
at that time it was declared unto them 
‘by the lord-keeper that they were to give 
place, and so they did, and divers of | 
them tarried the hearing of the cause at 
the bar.” *. 

This note ought to have been inserted 
in Chapter I., where the antiquity of the 
star-chamber is mentioned, but was accle 
dentally overlooked,
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matters, in order to prevent appeals to Rome, which 
might have been brought from the ecclesiastical courts ; 
suits between corporations, “of which,” says Hndson, 
“T dare undertake to show above a hundred in the reigns 
of Henry VII. and Henry VIII., or sometimes between 
men of great power and interest, which could not be 
tried with fairness by the common Jaw.”" For the cor- 
ruption of sheriffs and juries furnished an apology for the 
irregular, but necessary, interference of a controlling 
authority, The ancient remedy, by means of attaint, 
which renders a jury responsible for an unjust verdict, 
was almost gone into disuse, and, inasmuch as it depended 
on the integrity of a second jury, not always sure to be 
obtained; so that in many parts of the kingdom, and 
especially in Wales, it was impossible to find a jury who 
would return a verdict against a man of good family, 
either in a civil or criminal proceeding. 

The statutes, however, restraining the council’s juris- 
diction, and the strong prepossession of the people as to 

‘the sacredness of freehold rights, made the star-chamber 
cautious of determining questions of inheritance, which 
they commonly remitted to the judges; and from the 
carly part of Elizabeth’s reign they took a direct cogni- 
zance of any: civil suits less frequently than before; 
partly, I suppose, from the increased .business of the 
court of chancery and the admiralty court, which took 
away much wherein they had. been wont to meddio; 

. partly from their own occupation as a court of criminal 
judicature, which became more conspicuous as the other 
went into disuse.°. This criminal jurisdiction is that 
which rendered the star-chamber so potent and so odious 
an auxiliary of a despotic administration. 

The offences principally cognizable in this court were 
forgery, perjury, riot, maintenance, freud, libel, and 
conspiracy.’ But, besides these, every misdemeanor 
came within the proper scope of its inquiry; thoso espe- 
cially of public importance, and for which the law, as 

® Hnudson’s Treatise of the Court of 
Star-Chamber, p. 56. 

°? Pp, c2. Lord Bacon observes that 
the council in bis time did not meddle 
with meum and tuum as formerly; and 
that such causes ought not to be enter- 
tained. Vol. i. 7203 vol. ii 208. “The 

king,” he says,'“should be sometimes 
present, yet not too often.” Jomes was 
too often present, and took one well- 
known criminal proceeding, that against 
sir Thomas Lake and bis family, entirely 
into his own hands, : 

PP, 82,
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then understood, had provided no sufficient punishment. 
For the judges interpreted the law in early times with 
too great narrowness and timidity; defects which, on 
the one hand, raised up the overruling authority of the 
court of chancery, as the necessary means of redress to 
the civil suitor who found the gates ‘of justice barred 
against him by technical pedantry; and, on the other, 
brought this usurpation and tyranny of the star-chamber 
upon the kingdom by an absurd scrupulosity about 
punishing manifest offences against the public good. 
‘Thus corruption, breach of trust, and malfeasance in 
public affairs, or attempts to commit felony, seem to 

. have been reckoned not indictable at common law, and 
came in consequence under the cognizance of the star- 
chamber.? In other cases its jurisdiction was merely 
concurrent; but the greater certainty of conviction, and 
the greater severity of punishment, rendered it incom- 
parably more formidable than the ordinary benches of 
justice. The law of libel grew up in this unwholesome 
atmosphere, and was moulded by the plastic hands of 
successive judges and attorneys-general. Prosecutions 
of this kind, according to Hudson, began to be more fre- 
quent from the last years of Elizabeth, when Coke was 
attorney-general; and it is easy to conjecture what kind . 
of interpretation they received. To heara libel sung or 
read, says that writer, and to laugh at it, and make mer- 
riment with it, has ever been held a publication in law, - 
The gross error that it is not a libel if it be true, has long 
since, he adds, been exploded out of this court. , 
Among the exertions of authority practised in the star- 

chamber which no positive law could be brought to 
warrant, he enumerates ‘‘ punishments of breach of pro- 
clamations before they have the strength of an act of 
parliament; which this court hath stretched as far as 
over any act of parliament did. As in the 41st of Eliza- 
beth builders of houses in London were sentenced, and 
their houses ordered to be pulled down, and the materials 
to be distributed to the benefit of the parish where the 
building was; which disposition of the goods soundeth 
as a great extremity, and beyond the warrant of our 
laws; and yet surely very necessary, if anything would | 

@ Hudsun’s Treatise of the Cour of Star-Chamber, p. 10 
0, 102. :
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deter men from that horrible mischief of increasing that 
head which is swoln to a great hugeness already.” * 

The mode of process was sometimes of a summary 
nature; the accused person being privately examined, 
and his examination read in the court, if he was thought 
to have confessed sufficient to deserve sentence, it was: 
immediately awarded without any formal trial or written 
process. But the more regular course was by informa- 
tion filed at the suit of the attorney-general, or, in certain 
cases, of a private relator. Tho party was brought before 
the court by writ of subpoena; and having given bond 
with sureties not to depart without leave, was to put in 
his answer upon oath, as well to the matters contained 
in the information, as to special interrogatories. Wit- 
nesses were examined upon interrogatories, and their 
depositions read in court. The course of proceeding on 
the whole seems to have nearly resembled that of the 
chancery.' : 

It was held competent for the court to adjudge any 
punishment short of death. Fine and imprison- 

*7 Punishment ment were of course the most ustal. The pil- jnticed by 
lory, whipping, branding, and cutting off the the stare 
cars, grew into use by degrees. - In the reign 
of Henry VII. and Henry VIII., we aro told by Hudson, 
the fines were not so ruinous as they have been since, 
which he ascribes to the number of bishops who sat in 
the ‘court, and inclined to merey; ‘“‘and I can. well 

* P. 10%. The following case in the 
queen’s reign gocs a great way:—An 
information was preferred in the star- 
chamber against Griffin and another for 
erecting a tenement in Hog-lane, which 
he divided into several rooms, wherein 
were inhabiting two poor tenants, that 
only lived and were maintained by the 
relief of their neighbours, &c. The at- 
torney-general, and also the lord mayor 
and aldermen, prayed some cundign 
punishment on Griffin and the other, and 
that the court would be pleased to set 
down and decree some general order in 
this and other like cases of new building 
and division of tencments. Whereupon 
the court, generally considering the great 
growing evils and inconveniences that 
continually breed and happen by this 
hew-erected building and divisions made 

VOL. I. 

.and divided contrary to her majesty's 
said proclamation, commit the offenders 
to the Fleet, and fine them 201, each; but 
considering that if the houses be pulled 
down other habitations must be found, 
did not, as requested, order this to be 
done for the present, but that the tenants 
should continue for their lives without 
payment of rent, and: the landlord ig 
directed not to molest them, and after 
the death or departure of the tenants the 
houses to be pulled down. Marl, MSS, 
N. 299, fol. 7. 

* Harl. MSS. p. 142, &c. It appears 
that the court of star-chamber could not 
sentence to punishment on the deposition 
of an eye-witness (Rushw, Abr. ii, 124): 
a rule which did not prevent their receiy- 
ing the most imperfect and inconclusive 
testimony. 

D 

.
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remember,” he says, “ that the most reverend archbishop 
Whitgift did ever constantly maintain the liberty of the _ 
free charter, that men ought to be fined, salvo contene- 
mente. But they havo been of late imposed according 
to the nature of the offence, and not the estate of the 
person. The slavish punishment of whipping,” he pro- 
ceeds to observe, ‘‘ was not introduced till a great man 
of the common law, and otherwise a worthy justico, for- 
got his place of session, and brought it in this placo too 
much in use.”* Jt would be difficult to find precedents 
for the aggravated cruclties inflicted on Leighton, Lil- 
burne, and others; but instances of cutting off the cars 
may be found under Elizabeth.” 

‘The reproach, therefore, of arbitrary and illegal juris- 
diction dees not wholly fall on the government of Charles. 
They found themselves in possession of this almost un- 
limited authority. But doubtless,:as far as the history 
of proceedings in the star-chamber are recorded, they 
seem much more numerous and violent in the present 
reign than in the two preceding. Rushworth has pre- 

“served a copious selection of cases determined before this 
tribunal, They consist principally of misdemeanors, 
rather of an aggravated uature; such as disturbances of 

- the public peace, assaults accompanied with a good deal 
of violence, conspiracies, and libels. Tho necessity, 
however, for such a paramount court to restrain the ex- 
cesses of powerful men no longer existed, since it can 
hardly be doubted that the common administration. of 
the law was sufficient to give redress in the time of 
Charles I.; though we certainly do find several instances 
of violence and outrago by men of a superior: station in 
life, which speak unfavourably for the state of manners 
in the kingdom. But the object of drawing so large a 

© Tudson, p. 36, 224. Instead of the 
slavish punishment of whipping,” the 
Printed book has “the slavish specch 
of whispering,’ which of course entirely 
alters the sense, or rather makes nonsense. 
fT have followed a MS. in the Museum 
(Hargrave, vol. 250), which agrees with 
the abstract of this treatise by Rush- 
worth, {1 349. 

¥ Vallenger, author of seditions libels, 
was sentenced in the queen's reign to 
Stand twice in the pillury and lose beth 

his ears, Hart. MSS. 6265, fol. 373. So 
also the conspirators wbo accused arch. . 
bishop Sandys of adultery. Id. 376. And 
Mr. Pound, a Roman catholic gentleman, 
who had suffered much before for bis 

religion, was sentenced by that court, in 
1603, to lose both his ears, to be fined 

10002., and imprisoned for life, unless he 
declare who instigated him to charge 
serjeant Philips with injustice in con- 
demning a neighbour of his to death. , 
Winwood, ii. 36. .
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number of criminal cascs into the star-chamber seems to 
have been twofold: first, to inure men’s minds to an 

. anthority more immediately connected with the crown 
than the ordinary courts of law, and less ticd down to 
any yules of pleading or evidence; secondly, to cke out 
a scanty revenue by. penaltics and forfeitures, Abso- 
lutely regardless of the provision of the Great Charter, 
that no man shall be amerced even to the full extent of 
his means, the councillors of the star-chamber inflicted 
such fines.as no court of justice, even in the present 
reduced value of money, would think of imposing, Little 
objection indeed seems to lie, in a free country, and with 
a well-regulated administration of justice, against tho 
imposition of weighty pecuniary penalties, due consi- 
deration being had of the offence and the criminal, But, 
adjudged by such a tribunal as the star-chamber, where 
those who inflicted the punishment reaped the gain, and 
sat, like famished birds of prey, with keen. eyes and 

_ bended talons, eager to supply for a moment, by somo 
wretch’s ruin, the craving emptiness of the exchequer, 
this scheme of enormous penalties became more dangcrous 
and subversive of justice, though not more odious, than 
corporal punishment. A: gentleman of the name of 
Allington was fined 12,000/. for marrying his niece,’ 
One who had sent a challenge to the carl of Northum- 
berland was fined 5000/.; another for saying the carl cf 
Suffolk was a base lord, 4000/. to him, and a like sum to 
the king. Sir David Forbes, for opprobrions words 
against lord Wentworth, incurred 5000. to the king, 
and 30001. to the party. On some soapboilers, who 
had. not complicd with the requisitions of the newly- 
incorporated company, mulcts were imposed of 15001. 
and J000/.. Ono man was fined and set in. the pilory 
for engrossing corn, though he only keyft what grew on 

_ his own land, asking more in-a season of dearth.than 
the overseers of the poor thought proper to give.* Some 
arbitrary regulations with respect to prices may be 
excused by a well-intentioned though mistaken policy. 
‘The charges of inns and taverns wero fixed by the 
judges. But even in those a corrupt motive was some- 
times blended. The company of vintners, or victuallers, 

* The scarcity must hate been very 21. 18s, for the quarter of tye. Tush 
Great this season (1631), for he refused worth, iL 110. 

: D2
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having refused to pay a demand of the lord treasurer, 
one penny a quart for all wine drank in their houses, 
the star-chamber, without information filed or defence 
made, interdicted them from selling or dressing victuals 
till they submitted to pay forty shillings for each tpn of 
wine to the king.’ It is evident that the strong interest 
of the court in these fines must not only have had a ten- 
dency to aggravate the punishment, but to induce sen- 
tences of condemnation on inadequate proof. From all 
that remains of proceedings in the star-chamber, they 
seem to have been very frequently as iniquitous as they 
were severe. In many celebrated instances the accused 
party suffered less on the score of any imputed offence 
than for having provoked the malice of a powerful adver- 
sary, or for notorious dissatisfaction with the existing . 
coeor goverment. ‘Thus Williams, bishop of Lin- 
bishop coln, once lord keeper, tho favourite of king 
Williams. James, the possessor for a scason of the power 

that was turned against him, experienced the rancorous 
and ungrateful malignity of Laud; who, having been 

‘brought forward by Williams into the favour of the court, 
not only supplanted by his intrigues, and incensed the 
king’s mind against his benefactor, but harassed his 
retirement by repeated persecutions,’ It will sufficiently 
illustrate the spirit of these times to mention that the 
sole offence imputed to the bishop of Lincoln in tho last. 
information against him in the star-chamber was, that 
he had received certain letters from one Osbaldiston, 
master of Westminster school, wherein some contemptuous 
nickname was used to denote Laud." It did not appear - 
that Williams had ever divulged these letters. But-it 
was held that the concealment of a libellous letter was a 
high misdemeanor. Williams was therefore adjudged to 
pay 50001. to the king, and 30001. to the archbishop, to 
be imprisoned during pleasure, and to make a submission; 
Osbaldiston to pay a still heavier fine, to be deprived of 

Y Rushworth, iL 340, Garrard, the cor- 
Tespondent of Wentworth, who sent him 
all London news, writes about this, “ The 
attorney-gencrul hath sent to‘all taverns 

to prohibit thom to dress meats some- 
what was required of them, a halfpenny 
8 quart for French wine, and a penny 
for sack and other richer wines, for the 

king: the gentlemen vintners grew sul- 
len, and would not give it, so they are 
all well enough served.” Strafford Let- 
ters, §. 507. 

® Hacket’s Life of Williams. Push- 
worth, Abr. ii. 315,et post. Brodie, ff. 263. 

® Osbaldisten swore that he did not 
mean Laud; an undoubted perjury.
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all his bencfices, to be imprisoned and make submission, ’ 
and moreover to stand in the pillory before his school in 
Dean’s-yard, with his cars nailed to it. ‘This man had 
the good fortune to conceal himself; but the bishop of 
Lincoln, refusing to make the required apology, lay 
about three years in tho Tower, till released at tho 
beginning of the long parliament. 

lt might detain me too long to dwell particularly on 
the punishments inflicted by the court of star-chamber 
in this reign. Such historians as have not written in 
order to palliate the tyranny of Charles, and especially 
Rushworth, will furnish abundant details, with all those 
circumstances that portray the barbarous and tyrannical 
spirit of those who composed that tribunal. ‘Iwo. or 
three instances are so celebrated that I cannot pass them 
over, Leighton, a Scots divine, having published an 

. angry libel against the hierarchy, was sentenced to be 
publicly whipped at Westminster and set in the pillory, 
to have one side of his nose slit, one ear cut off, and one 

‘ side of his cheek branded with a hot iron, to havo the 
whole of this repeated the next week at Cheapside, and 
to suffer perpetual imprisonment in tho Flect.>  Lil- 
burne, for dispersing pamphlets against the bishops, was 
whipped from the Fleet prison to Westminster, thero set 
in the pillory, and treated afterwards with great cruelty. 
Prynne, a lawyer of uncommon erudition, and case of 
a zealous puritan, had printed a bulky volume, Pre. 
called Histriomastix, full of invectives against the theatre, 
which he sustained by a profusion of learning. In the 
course of this he adverted to the appearance of courtesans 
on the Roman stage, and by'a satirical reference in his 
index seemed to range all female actors in the class.@ 

b Mr. Brodie (Hist. of Brit. Emp., vol 
fi, p. 399) observes that he cannot find in 
Leighton’s book (which I have never 
seen) the passage constantly brought 
forward by Laud’s apologists, wherein he 
{fs supposed to have recommended the 
assassination of the bishops. He admits, 
fudeed, as does Harris, that the book 
was violent; but what can be said of the 
punishment? , 

© Rushworth. State Trials. 
ald. Whitelock, p. 18. Harris’s Life 

of Charles, p. 262. The unfurtunate 

+ 

words in the index, “ Women actors ro 
torions whores,” cost Prynne hatf his 
ears; the remainder he saved by the 
hangman’s mercy for a second harvest, 
When he was brought again before the 
starchamber, some of the lords turned - 
up his hair, and expressed great indigna- 
tion that his ears had not been better 
cropped. State Trials, 717. . ‘The most 
brutal and servile of these courtiers seems 
tohave been the earl of Dorset, though 
Clarendon speaks well of him. He was 
also impudently corrupt, declaring that
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The queen, unfortunately, six weeks after the publication 
of Prynno’s book, had performed a part in'a mask at 
court. This passago was accordingly dragged to light 
by the malice of Peter Heylin, a chaplain of Laud, on 
whom the archbishop devolved the burthen of reading 
this heavy volume in order to detect its offences. Heylin, 
a bigoted enemy of everything puritanical, and not scru- 
pulous as to veracity, may be suspected of having aggra- 
vated, if-not misrepresented, the tendency of a book 
much more tiresome than seditious. Prynne, however, ° 
was already obnoxious, and the star-chamber adjudged 
him to stand twice in the pillory, to be branded in tho 
forehead, to lose both his ears, to pay a fine of 5000/., 
and to suffer perpetual imprisonment. The dogged 
puritan employed the leisuro of a gaol in writing a fresh 
libel against the hicrarchy. For this, with two other 
‘delinquents of the same class, Burton a divine and Bast- 
wick a physician, he stood again at the bar of that terrible 
tribunal. .Their demeanour was what the court deemed 
intolerably contumacious, arising in fact from the despair 
of men who knew that no humiliation would procure 
them mercy. Prynno lost the remainder of his ears in 
the pillory; and the punishment was inflicted on them 
all with extreme and designed cruelty, which they en- 
dured, as martyrs always endure suffering, so heroically 
as to excite a deep impression of sympathy and resent- 
ment in the assembled multitude.’ ‘They were sentenced 

-to perpetual confinement in distant prisons. But their 
departure from London, and their receptiori on the road, . 
were marked by signal expressions of popular regard ; 
and their friends resorting to them even in Launceston, 
Chester, and Camarvon castles, whither they were sent, 
an order of council was made to transport them to the 
isles of the Channel. It was tho very first act of the 
long parliament to restore these victims of tyranny to 
he thought it no crime for a courtier that 
lives at a great expense in his attendance 
to receive a reward to get a business done 
by a great man in favour, Rush. Abr. 
if, 246. lt fs to be observed that the 
starechamber tribunal was almost as ine, 
famous for its partiality and corruption 
as its cruelty. See prvofs of this in the 
game work, p. 242. 

© The intimidation was so great, that 

no counsel dared to sign Prynne’s plea; 
yet the court refused to receive it with. . 

nee out such signature. Rushworth, if. 
Strafford Letters, if. 74. 

fd. 85, Rushw, 295. State Trials. 
Clarendon, who speaks in a very unbe- 

coming manner of tufs sentence, admits 

that it excited general disapprebaticn, 
P73,
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their families. Punishments by mutilation, though not 
quite unknown to the English law, had been of rare 
occurrence; and thus inflicted on men whose station 
appeared to render the ignominy of whipping and brand- 

‘ing more intolerable, they produced much the same . 
effect as the still greater. cruelties of Mary’s. reign, in 
exciting a detestation for that ecclesiastical dominion 
which protected itself by means so atrocious. . 

The person on whom public hatred chiefly fell, and 
who proved in a far more eminent degree than cyaracter 
any other individual the evil genius of this un- of Laud. 
happy sovereign, was Laud. His talents, though enabling 
him to acquiro a large portion of theological leaming, 
seem to have been by no means considerable. There 
cannot be a more contemptible work than his Diary ;£ 
and his letters to Strafford display some smartness, but 
no great capacity. He managed indeed his own defence, 
when impeached, with some ability; but on such occa- 

- ions ordinary men are apt to put forth a remarkable 
‘readiness and energy. Laud’s inherent ambition had 
impelled him to court the favour of Buckingham, of 
Williams, and of both the kings under whom he lived, 
till he rose to the see of Canterbury on Abbot's death, in 
1633. No one can deny that he was a generous patron 
of letters, and as warm in friendship as in enmity. But 
he had placed before his eyés the aggrandisement, first 
of the church, and next of the royal prerogative, as his 

‘end and aim in every action. “Though not literally 
destitute of religion, it was so subordinate to worldly 
interest, and so blended in his mind with the impure 
alloy of temporal pride, that he. becamo an intolerant 
persecutor of the puritan clergy, not from bigotry, which 
im its usual sense he never displayed, but systematic 

"policy. . And being subject, as his friends call it, to some 
infirmities of temper, that is, choleric, vindictive, harsh, 
and even cruel to a great degree, he not only took a pro- 
minent share in the severities of the star-chamber, but, 
as his correspondence shows, perpetually lamented that 
he was restrained from going further lengths" 

&§{ This has lately been republished at celebrated editor; who has subjoined the 
Oxford, 1839, under the title * Autobio- “Acts of his Martyrdom.’] : 
graphy of Archbishop Laud,’ with a — » Laud’s character is justly end fairly 
Preface, sufficiently characteristic of its drawn by May, neithcr in the coarse
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Laud’s extraordinary favour with the king, through 
which he became a prime adviser in matters of state, 
rendered him secretly obnoxious to most of the council, 
jealous, as ministers must always bo, of a churchman’s 
overweening ascendancy. His faults, and even his 
virtues, contributed to this odium. For, being exempt 
from the thirst of lucre, and, though in the less mature | 
state of his fortunes a subtle intrigucr, having become 
frank through heat of temper and self-confidence, he 
discountenanced all schemes to servo the private interest 
of courtiers at the expense of his master’s exhausted 
treasury, and went right onward to his object, the 
exaltation of the church and crown. He aggravated the 
invidiousness of his own situation, and gave an astonish- 
ing proof of his influence, by placing Juxon, bishop of 
London, a creature of his own, in the greatest of all - 
posts, that of lord high-treasurer. Though Williams 
had lately been lord-keeper of the seal, it seemed more. 
preposterous to place the treasurer’s staff in the hands 
of a churchman, and of ono s0 little distinguished even 
in his own profession, that the archbishop displayed his 
contempt of the rest of the council, especially Cottington, 
who aspired to that post, by such a recommendation! 

caricature style of Prynne, nor with the 
absurdly-flattering pencil of Clarendon. 
“The Archbishop of Canterbury was a 
main agent in this fatal work; a man. 
vigilant enough, of an active or rather of 
a restless mind; more ambitivus fo un- 
dertake than politic to cafry on; of a. 
disposition too flerce and cruel for his 
coat; which, notwithstanding, he was so 
far from concealing in a subtle way, that 
he facreased the envy of it by insolence, 
Hie bad few vulgar and private vices, as 
being neither taxed of covetousness, in- 
temperance, nor incontinence; and in a 
word a man not altogether so bad in his 
Persunal character as unfit for the state 
of England.” History of Parliament, 19, 

' The following entry appears in Laud’s 
Diary (March 6, 1636):—" Sunday, Wil- 
Mam Juxon, lord bishop of London, made 

“Yord high - treasurer of England: no 
churchman had it since Henry VIL's 
time. J pray God bless him to carry it so 
that the church may have honour, and 
the king and the state service and cuntent- 

ment by it, And now, if the church will 
not hold themselves up under God, 1 can 
do no more.”, 

Those who were far from puritantsm 
could not digest this strange elevation. 
James Howell writes to Wentworth,— 
“The news that keeps greatest noise 
here at this present is that there is a new 
lord-treasurer; and it is news indeed, it 
being now twice time out of niind since 
the white robe and the white staf marcked 
together; we begin to live here in the 
church triumphant; and there wants but 
one more. to keep the king’s conscience, 
which is more proper for a churchman 
than his coin, to make it a triumvirate,” 
Straff, Letters, 1, 52% Garrard, another 
correspondent, expresses his surprise, and 
thinks Strafford himself, or Cottington, 
would lave done better: p. 523. And 
afterwards, vol. fi. p. 2, “ The clergy are- 
so high here since the joining of the 
white sleeves with the white staff, that 
there is much talk of having as secretary 
a bishop, Dr. Wren, bishop of Norwich;
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Ife had previously procured the office of secretary of 
state for Windebank. But, though overawed by the 
king’s infatuated partiality, the faction adverse to Laud 
were sometimes able to gratify their dislike, or to 
manifest their greater discretion, by opposing obstacles 
to his impetuous spirit. oO 

Of these impediments, which a rash and ardent man - 
calls lukewarmness, indolence, and timidity, yorg 
he frequently complains in his correspondence Stafford. . 
with the lord deputy of Ireland—that lord Wentworth, 
so much better known by the title of earl of Strafford, 
which he only obtained the year before his death, that 
wo may give it him by anticipation, whose doubtful 
fame and memorable end have made him nearly. the 

_ most conspicuous character of a reign so fertile in 
recollections, Strafford had in his early years sought 
those local dignities to which his ambition probably was 
at that time limited, tho representation of the county of 
York and the post of custos rotulorum, through the 

“usual channel of court favour. Slighted by the duke of 
Buckingham, and mortified at the preference shown to 
the head of a rival family, sir John Saville, he began 
to quit the cautious and middle course he had pursued 
in parliament, and was reckoned among the opposers of 
the administration after the accession of Charles.* He was 

and as chancellor of the exchequer Dr. 
Bancroft, bishop of Oxford: but this 
comes only from the young fry of the 
clergy ; little credit is given to it, but it 
is observed they swarm mightily about 
the court.” The tone of these letters 
shows that the writer suspected that 
Wentworth would not be well pleased at 
seeing a churchman set over his head. 
But in several of his own letters he post- 
tively declares his aversion to the office, 
and perhaps with sincerity. Ambition 
was less predominant in his mind than 
pride and impatience of opposition. He 
knew that as lord-treasurer he would be 
perpetually thwarted and undermined by 
Cottington and others of the council, 
They, on the other band, must have 
‘dreaded that such a colleague might be- 
come their master. Laud himself, in 
his correspondence with Straffurd, never 
throws out the least hint of a wish that 
ke should succeed Weston, which would 

. have interfered with his own views, 
It must be added that Juxon redeemed 

the scandal of bis appointment by an 
unblemished probity, and gave so little 
offence in this invidious greatness that 
the long parliament never attacked him, 
and he remained in his palace at Fullam 
without molestation till 1647. 

& Strafford’s Letters, 1. 33, ke. The 
letters of Wentworth in this period of his 
life show a good @eal of ambition and re- 
sentment, but.no great portion of public 
spirit. This collection of the Strafford 
letters forms a very important portion of 
our historical documents. Hume had 
looked at them very superficially, and 
quotes them but twice. They furnished 
materials to Harris and Macaulay; bat 
the first fs little read at present, and the 
second not at alL In a recent and de- 
servedly popular publication, Macdiar- . 
mid's Lives of British Statesmen, the 
work of a young man of letters, who did
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one of those who were made sheriffs of their counties, 
in order to excludo them from the parliament of 1626. 
Lhis inspired so much resentment, that he signalized 
himself as a refuser of the arbitrary loan exacted the 
next year; and was committed in consequence to prison, 
Hie came to the third parliament with a determination - 

‘to make the court sensible of his power, and possibly 
with some real zeal for tho liberties of his country, 
But patriotism unhappily, in his self-interested and 
ambitious mind, was the seed sown among thoms. Ie 
had never Jost sight of his hopes from the court; even a 
temporary reconciliation with Buckingham had been 
effected in 1627, which the favourite’s levity soon broke: 
and he kept up a close connexion with the treasurer 
Weston. Always jealous of a rival, he contracted a 
dislike for sir John Eliot, and might suspect that he 
was likely to be anticipated by that more distinguished 
patriot in royal favours." Tho hour of Wentworth’s 
glory was when Charles assented to tho Petition of 
Right, in obtaining which, and in overcoming the king’s 
chicane aud the hesitation. of the lords, he’ had been 
pre-eminently conspicuous. From this moment he 
started aside from the path of true honour; and, being 
suddenly elevated to the peerage and a great post, tho 
presidency of the council of the North, commenced 
a splendid but baleful career, that terminated at the 

not live to strugyle through the distresses another with such strong contradictions, 
of that profession, the character of Straf- 
ford is drawn from the best authorities, 
aud with abundant, perhaps excessive 
candour. Mr. Brodie has we pointed 
out that he has obtained more credit for 
the early period of his parliamentary life 
than he deserves, by being confounded 
-with Mr, Wentworth, member for Ox- 
ford: vol. ii.p.249. Rushworth has even 
ascribed to sir Thomas Wentworth the 
speeches of this Mr. Wentworth jn the 
second parliament of Charles, from which 
it is notorious that the former had been 
excluded, . 

™ Hacket tells us, in his elegant style, 
that “sir Johu Eliot of the west and sir 
Thomas Wentworth of the north, both in 
the prime of their age and wits, both 
conspicuous for able speakers, clashed so 
often in the house, and cudgelled one 

that it grew from an emulation between 
them to an enmity. The lord-treasurer 
Weston picked out the northern cock, sir 
Thomas, to make him the king’s creature, 
and set him upon the first step of his 
vising; which was wormwood in the 
taste of Eliot, who revenged himself 
upon the king in the bili of tonnage, and 
then fell upon the treasurer, and de- 
claimed against him that he was the 
author of all the evils under which the 
kingdom was oppressed.” He proceeds 
to inform us that bishop Williams offered 
to bring Eliot over, for which Wentworth 
never forgave him. Life of Williams, p, 
$2, The magnanimous fortitude of Elict 
forbids us to give credit to any surmise 
unfavourable to his glory upon such in- 
different authority; but several passages 
in Wentworth's letters to Laud shew his
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scaffold." After this fatal apostasy ho not only lost al] 
solicitude about: those liberties which the Petition of ° 
Right had been designed to sccure, but became their 
deadliest and most shameless enemy. 

The council of the North was erected by Henry. VII. 
after the suppression of tho great insurrection of 1536. 
Zt had a criminal jurisdiction in Yorkshire and the four 
more ‘northern counties, as to riots, conspiracies, and 
acts of violence. It had also, by its original commission, - 
a jurisdiction in civil suits, where cither of the parties 
wero too poor to bear the expenses of a process at 
common Jaw; in which case the council might. deter- 
Tine, as it seems, in a summary manner, and according 
to equity. But this latter authority had been held 
illegal by the judges under Elizabeth.° In fact, the 
lawfulness of this tribunal in any respect was, to say 
the least, highly problematical. It was regulated by in- . 
structions issued from-time to time under the- great seal, 
Wentworth spared no pains to enlarge the jurisdiction of 
his court... A’commission issued in 1632, empowering 
the council of the North to hear and determine all 
offences, misdemeanors, suits, debates, controversies, 
demands, causes, things, and matters whatsoever therein 
contained, within certain precincts, namely, from the 
Humber to the Scots frontier, They were specially 
appointed to hear and determine divers offences, accord- 
ing to the course of the star-chamber, whether provided 
for by act of parliament, or not; to hear complaints 
according to the rules of the court of chancery, aud stay 
proceedings at common law by injunction: to attach persons by their serjeant in any part of the realm.’ 

These inordinate powers, the soliciting and procuring 
of which, especially by a person so well versed in the 
laws and constitution, appears to be of itself a sufficient 
ground for impeachment, were abused by Strafford to 
gratify his own pride, as well as to intimidate the 
opposers of arbitrary measures.. Proofs of this occur 
in the prosecution of sir David Foulis, in that of 

malice towards one who had perished in patent in Rymer bears date 22nd July, the great cause which he had so basely 1623, a month previons to that event. forsaken. 
° Fourth Inst.¢.49. See also 13 Ree 

* Wentworth was brought over before ports, 31. 
the assassination of Buckingham. His P Rymer, xix. 9. Rushworth, it 127,
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Mr. Bellasis, in that of Mr. Maleverer, for the circum- 
' stances of which I refer tho redder to more detailed 
history.4 : ‘ 

Without resigning his presidency of the northen 
council, Wentworth was transplanted in 1633 to a still 
more extensive sphere, as lord-deputy of Ireland. This 
was the great scene on which he played his part; it was’ 
here that he found abundant scope for his commanding 
energy and imperious passions. The Richelieu of that 
island, he made it wealthier in the midst of exactions, 
and, one might almost say, happier in the midst of 
oppressions. He curbed subordinate tyranny ; but his 
own left a sting behind it that soon spread a deadly 
poison over Ireland. But of his merits and his injustice 
towards that nation I shall find a better occasion to 
speak. Two well-known instances of his despotic con- 
duct in respect to single persons may just be mentioned: 
the deprivation and imprisonment of the lord chancellor 
Loftus for not obeying an order of the privy council to 
make such a settlement as they prescribed on his son’s 
marriage—a stretch of interference with private concerns 
which was aggravated by the suspected familiarity of 
the lord-deputy with the lady who was to reap advantage 
from it;’ and, secondly, the sentence of death passed 
by a council of war on lord Mountnorris, in Strafford’s 
presence, and evidently at his instigation, on account 
of some very slight expressions which he had used in 
private society. Though it was never the deputy’s in- 
tention to execute this judgment of his slaves, but to 

9 Rushworth, Straflord’s Trial, &. 
Brodie, ii. 319. Straff. Letters, L 145. 

to impose upon it.” Sept. 1632. Somers 
Tracts, iv. 193. 

In -a letter to lord Doncaster, pressing 
fur a severe sentence on Foulis, who had 
Deen guilty of some disrespect to himself 
as president of the North, Wentworth 
shows his abhorrence of liberty with all 
the bitterness of a renegado; and urges 
the “seasonable correcting an humour 
and liberty I find reign in these parts, of 
observing a superior command no farther 
than they like themselves, and of ques- 
tloning any profit of the crown, called 
‘upon by his majesty’s ministers, which 
might enable it to subsist of itself, with- 
out being necessitated to accept of such 
Conditions as others might easily think 

* Rushworth, Abr. ill. 85. Clarendon. 
§. 399 (1826), The original editors leit 
out some words which brought this home 
to Strafford. And if the case was as 
there seems every reason to believe, I 
would ask those who talk of this man's 
innocence whether, in any civilized 
country, a more outrageous piece cf 
tyranny has been committed by a gover- 
nor than to compel 8 nobleman of the 

highest station to change the disposition 
of bis private estate, because that gover- 
nor carried on an adulterous intercourse 
with the daughter-in-law of the person 

whom he treated thus impcriously?
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humiliate and trample upon Mountnorris, the violenco 
and indecency of his conduct in it, his long persecution 

. of the unfortunate prisoner after the sentence; and his 
glorying in the act at all times, and even on his own 
trial, are irrefragable proofs of such vindictive bitterness 
as ought, if there were nothing else, to provent any 
good man from honouring his memory." 

Tho haughty and impetuous primate found a congenial 
spirit in the lord-deputy. They unbosom to 
each other, in their private letters, their ardent 
thirst to promote the king’s service by measures and Stra. 
of more cnergy than they were permitted to 4 - 
exercise. Do we think the administration of Charles 
during the interval of parliaments rash and violent? 
They tell us.it was over-cautious and slow. Do we 
revolt from the severities of the star-chamber? T’o Laud 
and Strafford they seemed the fecbleness of excessive 
lenity. Do we cast on the crown-lawyers tho reproach 
of having betrayed their country’s liberties? We ma 
find that, with their utmost servility, they fell far behind . 
tho expectations of the court, and their scruples were 
reckoned the chief shackles on the half-emancipated 
prerogative, , 

The system which Laud was longing to pursuo in 
England, and which Strafford approved, is frequently 
hinted at by the word Thorough. “ For the state,” says 
ho, ‘indeed, my ‘lord, I am for Thorough; for I see 
that both thick mid thin stay somebody, where I conceive 
it should not, ard it is impossible to go thorough alone.” 
“‘ Tam very glad” (ini another letter) “to read your lord- 

Correspond- 
ence be- 
tween Land - 

SClarcadon Papers, £ 449, 543, 594. 
Sushworth, Abti ig. fii.43, Clar. Histi. - 
236 (1826). ‘Utrafford Letters, i. 497, 
et poet. ‘Tuis proceeding against lord 
Mountnezsis excited much dissatisfaction 
in Engtands; those of. the council who 
disuned Strafford making it a pretext to 
inveigh against his arrogance. But the 
king, invariably on the severe and arbi- 
trary side, justified the measure, which 
silenced the courtiers: p. 512. Be it 
added that the virtuous Charles took a 
bribe of 600Cl. for bestowing Mountnor- 
ris’s office on sir Adam Loftus, not out of 
distress through the parsimony of parlia- 
ment, but to purchase an estate in Scot- 

land. Id. 521. - 
Hume, in extenuating the conduct of 

Strafford as to MowMtnorris’s trial, says 
that, “ sensible of the iniquity of the sen- 
tence, he procured bis majesty's free par+ 
don to Mountnorris."” ‘There is not the 
slightest evidence to warrant the words 
in italics; on the contrary, he always 
justified the sentence, and bad most mani- 
festly procured it. The king, in return 
to a moving petition of lady Monntnorris, 
permitted his release frum confinement, 
“on making such a submission ag my, 
lord-deputy shall approve.” . 

* Strafford Letters, f. 111. 

4
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ship so resolute, and more to hear you affirm that the 
footing of them that go thorough for our master’s service 

sis not upon fee, as it hath been. But you are withal 
upon so many Ifs, that by their help you may preserve 
any man upon ice, be it never so slippery. As first, if 
the common’ lawyers may be contained within their . 
ancient and sober bounds ; if the word Thorough bo not 
left out, as I am certain it is; if we grow not faint; if 
we ourselves be not in fault; if we come not to a 
peecatum ex to Isracl; if others will do their parts as 
thoroughly as you promise for yourself, and justly con- 
ceive of me. Now I pray, with so many and such Ifs 
as theso, what may not be done, and in a brave and 
noble way? But can you tell when these Ifs will meet, 
cr be brought together? WHowsocver I am resolved to 
go on steadily in the way which you have formerly seen 
me go; so that (to put in one if too), if anything fail of 

- my hearty desires for the king and the church’s service, 
the fault shall not be mine.”* “As for my marginal 
note” (he writes in another place), “I see you de- 
ciphered it well” (they frequently corresponded in 
cipher), ‘and I see you make use of it too; do so still, 
thorough and thorough. Oh that I were where I might 
go so too! but I am shackled between delays and un- 
certainties ; you have a great deal of honour here for 
your proceedings; go on a God’s name.” “JT have 
done,” he says some years afterwards, “ with expecting 
of Thorough on this side.” * OO 

It is evident that the remissness of those with whom 
he was joined in the administration, in not adopting or 

" enforcing sufficiently energetic measures, is the subject 
of the archbishop’s complaint. ‘Neither he nor Strafford 
loved the treasurer Weston, nor lord Cottington, both 
of whom had a considerable weight in the council, 
But it is more difficult to perceive in what respects the 
Thorough system was disregarded. He cannot allude to 
the church, which he absolutely governed through the 
high-commission court, The inadequate punishments, 
as he thought them, imposed on the refractory, formed 

4 Strafford Letters, f. 155. Inefficient system of the rest of the 
*P.329. In other letters they com. council, unless it is a personel r:ickname 

plain of what they call the lady Mora, for Weston. . 
which seems to be a cant word for the‘
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a part, but not the whole, of his grievance. It appears 
to me that the great aim of theso two persons was to 
effect the subjugation of the common lawyers. Some 
sort of tenderness for those cénstitutional privileges, so 
indissolubly interwoven with the laws they administered, 
adhered to the judges, even while they made. great 
sacrifices of their integrity at the instigation of the 
crown, Inthe case of habeas corpus, in that of ship- 
money, we find many of them display a kind of half- 
compliance, a reservation, a distinction, an anxiety to 
rest on precedents, which, though it did not save their 
eredit with the public, impaired it at court. On some 
more fortunate. occasions, as wo have seen, they even 
manifested a good deal of firmness in resisting what was 
urged on them. | Chiefly, however, in matter of prohibi- 
tions issuing from the ecclesiastical courts, they were 
uniformly 

from the canonists, a plan, 

tenacious of their jurisdiction. Nothing could 
expose them more to Laud’s ill-will. 
deem it improbable that he had formed, or 

I should not 
rather adopted 

not only of rendering the 
spiritual jurisdiction independent, but of extending 
it to all civil causes, unless perhaps in questions of 
frechold.7 . 

¥ The bishops, before the Reformation, 
§ssued process from their courts in their 
own names. By the statute of 1 Edw. VL 
© 2, all ecclesiastical jurisdiction is de 
clared to be immediately from the crown; 
and it is directed that persons exercising 
it shall use the king’s arms in their seal, 
and no other. This was repealed under 
Mary; but her act is itself repeated by 1 
Jac. Ic, 25,9 48. This seems to revive 
the act of Edward. The spiritual conrts, 
however, continued to issue process in 
the bishop’s name, and with his seal, On 
some difficulty being made concerning 
this, it was referred by the star-chamber 
to the twelve judges, who gave it under 
their hands that the statute of Edward 
was repealed, and that the practice of the 
ecclesiastical courts in this respect was 
agreeable to Jaw. Neal, 589. Kennet, 
92 Rush. Abr. fii, 310. Whitelock says, 
DP. 22, that the bishops all denied that 
they held their jurisdiction from the 
king, for which they were liable to heavy 
penalties. This question {s of little con- 

sequence; for it is still true that ecclesi- 
astical Jurisdiction, according to the law, 
emanates from the crown;‘nor docs any 
thing turn on the issuing of process in 
the bishop's name, any more than on the 
holding courts-baron in the name of the 
lord. In Ireland, unless I am mistaken, 
the Ling’s name is used in ecclesiastical 
Proceedings. Land, in his famous speech 
{a the star-chamber, 1637, and again on 
his trial, asserts episcopal Jurisdiction 
{except what fs called in foro contentioso) 
to be of ‘divine right; « doctrine not 
easily reconcilable with the crown’s 
supremacy over all causes under the 
Statute of Elizabeth; since any spiritual 
censure may be annulled by a lay triby. 
nal, the commission of delegates; and 
how this can be compatible with a divine 
authority in the bishop to pronounce it, 
seems not easy to prove. Laud, I havo 
no doubt, would have put an end to this 
badge of subordination to the crown. The 
Judges in Cawdrey’s case, 5 Reports, held 
a very different language; nor would
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The presumption of common lawyers, and the difi- 
_culties they threw in the way of the church and crown, 
are frequent themes with the two correspondents. “The 

“church,” says Laud, ** is so bound up,in the forms of 
the common law, that it is not possible for me or for 
any man to do that good which he would, or is bound to 
do. For your lordship sces, no man clearer, that they 
which have gotten so much power in and over the 
church will not let go their hold; they have indeed 
fangs with a witness, whatsoever I was once said in 
a passion to have.”* Strafford replies, “I know no 
reason but you may as well rule the common lawyers in 
England as J, poor beagle, do here ; and yet that I do, and 
will do, in all that concerns my master, at the peril of 
my head. Iam confident that the king, being pleased to 
set himself in the business, is able, by his wisdom and 
ministers, to carry any just and - honourable action 
through all imaginary opposition, for real there can be 
none; that'to start aside for such panic fears, fantastic 
apparitions, as a Prynne or an Eliot shall set up, were 
the meanest folly in the whole world; that, the debts of 
the crown being taken off, you may govern as you 
please; and most resolute I am that the work may be 
done without borrowing any help forth of the king's 
lodgings, and that it is as downright a peccatum ex te 

Israel as ever was, if all this bo not effected with speed 
and_case.”*—Strafford’s indignation at the lawyers 
breaks out on other occasions. In writing to lord Cot- 
tington he complains of a judge of assize who had 
refused to receive the. king’s instructions to the council 
of the North in evidence, and beseeches that he may be 
charged with this great misdemeanor before the council- 

_board. ‘* I confess,” he says, ‘I disdain to see the 
gownmen in this sort hang their noses over the flowers 
of the crown,.”?- It was his endeavour in Ircland, as 

Elizabeth have borne this assumption of 
the prelates as tamely as Charles, in bis 
poor-spirited bizotry, seems to have done. 
Stillingfleet, though he disputes at great 
length the doctrine of Jord Coke, In his 
fifth Report, ns to the extent of the royal 
supremacy befure the first of Elizabeth, 
fully admits that, since the statute of that 
year, the authority for keeping courts, in 
whose name svever they may be held, is 

derived from the king. Vol. fil. t03, 778, 

This arrogant contempt of the lawyers 

manifested by Laud and bis faction of 
priests led to the ruin of the great church- 
men, and of the church itself—by the 
hands, chiefly, of that powerful body they 

bad insulted, as Clarendon has justly 
remarked. . 

* Swafford Letters, £411. 
®P 173. bP. 129,
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well as in Yorkshire, to.obtain the right of determining 
civil suits. ‘I find,” he says, ‘‘ that my lord Falkland 
was restrained by proclamation not to meddle in any 
cause between party and party, which did certainly 
lessen his power extremely: I know very well the com- 
mon lawyers will be passionately against it, who are 
wont to put such a prejudice upon all other professions, 

- as if none were to bo trusted or capable to administer 
justice but themselves; yet how well this’ suits with 
monarchy, when they monopolize all to be governed by 
their year-books, you in England have a costly expe- 
rience; and I am sure his majesty’s absolute power ia ° 
not weaker in this kingdom, where hitherto the deputy 
and council-board have had a stroke with them.”* The 
king indulged him in this, with a restriction as‘to mat-. 
ters of inheritance. m 

. The cruelties exercised on Prynne and his associates 
have generally been reckoned among the great reproaches 

. of the primate. It has sometimes been insinuated. that 
‘they were rather the act of other counsellors than his 
own. But his. letters, as too often occurs, belic this 
charitable excuse, He expresses in them no sort of 
humane sentiment towards these unfortunate men, but 
the utmost indignation at the oscitancy of those in 
power, which connived at the public demonstrations of 
sympathy. “ A little more quickness,” he says, ‘ in 
the government would cure this itch of libelling, But 
what can you think of Thorough when there shall be 
such slips in business of consequence? What say you 
to it, that Prynne and his fellows should bo suffered to 
talk what they pleased while they stood in the pillory, 
and win acclamations from the people, &c.? By that 
which I have above written, your lordship will see that . 
the Triumyiri will be far enough from being kept dark. 
It is true that, when this business is spoken of, some 
men speak as your lordship writes, that it concerns the 
king and government more than me, But when any- 
thing comes to be acted against them, be it but tho exe- 
cution of a sentence, in which lies the honour and safety 
of all justico, yet there is little or nothing done, nor 
shall I ever live to seo it otherwise.”*. 

The lord-deputy fully concurred in this theory of 
“Strafford Letters, £201. Seeslop.222 | 4 Voliip. 100. 

VOL. If, E
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vigorous government. They reasoned’ on such subjects 
as cardinal Granville and the duke of Alva had reasoned 
beforo them, ‘A prince,” he says in answer, “ that 
loseth the force and example of his punishments, loscth 
withal the greatest part of his dominion. If the eyes of 
the Triumviri be not sealed so close as they. ought, they 
may perchance spy us out a shrewd turn when wo least |” 
expect it. I fear we are hugely mistaken, and mis- 
apply our charity thus pitying of them, where we should 
indeed much rather pity ourselves. It is strange 
indeed,” he observes in another place, “to seo the 
frenzy which possesseth the vulgar now-a-days, and that 
the just displeasure and chastisement of a state should: 
produco greater estimation, nay reverence, to persons 
of no consideration either for life or learning, than the 
greatest and highest trust and employments shall be 
able to procure for others of unspotted conversation, of 
most eminent virtues and deepest knowledge: a grievous 
and. overspreading leprosy! but where you. mention a 

_ remedy, suro it is not fitted for the hand of every physi- 
cian; the curo under God must be wrought by one Als- 
culapius alone, and that in my weak judgment to be 
effected rather by corrosives than lenitives: less than 
Thorough will not overcome it; there is a cancerous 
malignity in it, which must bo ent forth, which long 
since rejected all other means, and therefore to God and 
him T leave it,’’* : . 

The honourable reputation that Strafford had earned 
before his apostasy stood principally on two grounds: 
his refusal to comply with a requisition of money with- 
out consent of parliament, and his exertions in the Peti- 
tion of Right, which declared every such exaction to 
be contrary.to law. If any, therefore, bo inclined. to 
palliate his arbitrary proceedings and principles in tho 
executive administration, his virtue will be brought to a 
test in the business of ship-money, If he shall be found 
to have given countenance and support to that measure, 
there must be an end of all pretence to integrity or 
patriotism. But of this there are decisive proofs. “ Ho 
not only made every exertion to enforce its payment in 
Yorkshire during the years 1639 and 1640; for which the 

* Strafford Letters, 1 136,
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peculiar dangers of that time might furnish some apo- 
logy, but long before, in his correspondence with Laud, 
speaks thus of Mr. Hampden, deploring, it scems, the 
supineness that had permitted him to dispute the crown’s _ 
claim with impunity.“ Mr, Hampden is a great bro- 
ther [1.'e. a puritan], and the very genius of that peoplo 
leads them always to oppose, as well civilly as ecclesias- 
tically, all that ever authority ordains for them: but in 
good faith, wero they right served, they should be whipt 
home into their right wits,and much beholden they should 
be to any one that would thoroughly take pains with 
them in that kind.” '.. “ In truth, I still wish, and take 
it also to be a very.charitable one, Mr. H. and others to 
his likeness were well whipt into their right senses; if 
that the rod be so used as that it smarts not, I am tho. 
more sorry.” £ . . , 

Hutton, one of the judges who had been against the 
crown in this case, having some small favour to ask of 
Strafford, takes occasion in his letter to enter on the 
subject of ship-moncy, mentioning his own opinion in 
such a manner as to give the least possible offence, and 
with all qualifications in favour of the crown; com- 
mending even lord Finch’s argument on the other side." 
The lord-deputy, answering his letter after much delay, 
says, “I must’ confess, in a business of so mighty im- 
portance, I shall the less regard the forms of pleading, 
and do conceive, as it seems my lord Finch’ pressed, 
that the power of levies of forces at sea and Jand for the 
very, not feigned, relicf and safety of the public, is a 
property of sovereignty, as, were the crown willing, it 
could not divest it thereof: Salus populi suprema lex; 
nay, in cases of extremity, even above acts of parlia- 
ment,” &c. Se ; 

It cannot be forgotten that the loan of°1626, for re- 
fusing which Wentworth had suffered imprisonment, . 
had been demanded in a season of incomparably greater 
difficulty than that when ship-money was levied :. at the 
one time war had been declared against both France 
and Spain, at the other the public tranquillity was 
hardly interrupted by some bickerings with Holland. 
In avowing therefore the king’s right to levy money in 

£ Strafford Letters, ik 138. .  § P, 158, bp, 178. 

E ad
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cases of exigency, and to be the sole judge of that exi- 
gency, he uttered a shameless condemnation of his former 

‘ virtues. But lest any doubt should remain of his per- 
fect alienation from all principles of limited monarchy, 
I shall produce still more conclusive proofs. He was 
strongly and wisely against the war with Spain, into | 
which Charles’s resentment at finding himself the dupe 
of that power in the business of tho Palatinate nearly * 
hurried him in 1637. At this time Strafford laid before 
the king a paper of considerations dissuading him from 
this course, and pointing out particularly his want of 
regular troops.' ‘ It is plain, indeed,” he says,. ‘* that 
the opinion delivered by the judges, declaring the law- 
fulness of the assessment for the shipping, is the greatest 
service that profession hath done the crown in my time. 
But unless his majesty hath the like power declared to 
raise a land army upon'the same exigent of state, the 
crown seems to me to stand but upon one leg at home, 
to be considerable but by halves to foreign powers. . Yet 
this sure methinks convinces a power for the sovereign 
to raise payments for land forces, and consequently sub- 
mits to his wisdom and ordinance the transporting of 
tho money or men into foreign states. Seeing, then, - | 
that this piece well fortified for ever vindicates the 
royalty at home from under the conditions and restraints 
of subjects, renders us also abroad even to the greatest 
kings the most considerable monarchy in Christendom; 
seeing, again, this is a business to be attempted and won 
from the subject in time of peace only, and the people 
first accustomed to these levies, when they may be 
called upon as by way of prevention for our future 
safety, and keep his majesty thereby also moderator of 
the peace of Christendom, rather than upon the bleeding 
evil of an instant and active war;-I beseech you, what 
piety to alliances is there that should divert a great and 
wise king forth of a path which Ieads so manifestly, so 
directly, to the establishing his own throne, and the 
secure and independent seating of himself and posterity 
in wealth, strength, and glory, far above any their pro- 
genitors, verily in such a condition as there were no 
more hereafter to be wished them in this world but that 

x 

§ Strafford Letters, il. 60,
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they would be very exact in their care for the just and ° 
moderate government of their people, which might 
minister back to them again the plenties and comforts 
of life, that they would be most searching and, severe in 
ounishing the oppressions and wrongs of their subjects, 
as well in the case of the public magistrate as of private 
persons; and, lastly, to be utterly resolved to exercise 
this power only for public and necessary uses; to spare 
them as much and often as were possible ; and that they 
never be wantonly vitiated or misapplied to any private 
pleasure or person’ whatsoever? ‘This’ being, indeed, 
the very only means to preserve, as may be said, the 
chastity of these levies, and to recommend their beauty 
so far forth to the subject, as, being thus disposed, it is 
to be justly hoped they will never grudge the parting 
with their moneys. . . . . So, 

‘Perhaps it may be asked, where shall so great a 
sum be had? My answer is, Procure it from the sub-. 
‘jects of England, and profitably for them too. By this 
means preventing the raising upon them a land army 
for defence of the kingdom, which would be by many 
degrees more chargeable; and hereby also insensibly 
gain a precedent, and settle an authority and right in 
the crown to levies of that nature, which thread draws 
after it many huge and great advantages, more proper to 
be thought on at some other seasons than now.” 

- It is, however, remarkable that, with all Strafford’s 
endeavours to render the king absolute, he did not 
intend to abolish the use of parliaments. This was ap- 
parently the aim of Charles; but, whether from remains 
of attachment to the ancient forms of liberty surviving 
‘amidst his hatred of the real essence, or from the know. . 
ledge that a well-governed parliament is the best engine 
for extracting money from the people, this able minister 
entertained very different views. He urged according ly 
the convocation of one in Ireland, pledging himself for 
the experiment’s success, . And in a letter toa friend, 
after praising all that had been done in it, “ Happy it 
were,” he proceeds, “ if we might live to see the like 
in England: everything in its season; but in some cases 
it is as necessary there be a time to forget, as in others 
to learn; and howbeit the peccant (if I may without 
offence so term it) humour be not yet wholly purged forth,
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yet do I conceive it in the way, and that. once rightly 
corrected and prepared, we may hope for a parliament 
of a sound constitution indeed; but this must be the 
work of time, and of his majesty’s excellent wisdom; 
and this time it becomes us all to pray for and wait. for, 
and, when God sends it, to make the right use of it.”* __ 

These sentiments appear honourable and constitutional. ;” 
But let it not be hastily conceived that Strafford was a’. 
fricnd to the necessary and ancient privileges of those 
assemblies to which he owed his rise. A parliament was 
looked upon by him as a mere instrument of the prero- 
gative. Hence he was strongly against permitting any 
mutual understanding among its members, by which they 
might form themselves into parties, and acquire strength 
and confidence by previous concert,“ As for restraining 
any private mectings either before or during parliament, 
saving only publicly in the house, I fully rest in the same 
opinion, and shall be very watchful and attentive therein 
as 4 means which may rid us of a great trouble, and pre- 
vent, many stones of offence, which otherwise might by 
malignant spirits be cast in among us.”™ And, acting on 
this principle, he kept a watch on the Irish parliament to 
prevent those intrigues which his experience in England 
had taught him to be the indispensable means of obtaining 
a control over the crown, ‘Thus fettered and kept in 
awe, no one presuming to take a lead in debate from un- 
certainty of support, parliaments would have become 
such mockeries of their venerable name as the joint con- 
tempt of the court and nation must soon have annihilated. 
Yet so difficult is it to preserve this dominion over any 
ropresentative body, that the king judged far more dis- 
ereetly than Strafford in-desiring to dispense entirely 
with their attendance. me, ; 

The passages which I have thus largely quoted will, I 
trust, leave no doubt in any reader’s mind that the earl of 
Strafford was party in a conspiracy to subvert tho funda- 
mental laws and liberties of his country. For here are 
‘not, as on his trial, accusations of words spoken in heat, . 
uncertain as to proof, and of ambiguous interpretation ; 
nor of actions variously reported and capable of some 
explanation ; but the sincero unbosoming of the heart in 

k Strafford Letters, i 420. = ™-—~&P, 2463 sce also p. 370... -
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letters never designed to come tolight. ‘And if we reflect 
upon this man’s cool-blooded apostasy on the first lure to 
his ambition, and on his splendid abilities, which enhanced 
the guilt of that desertion, we must fecl some indignation 
at those who have palliated all his iniquitics, and even 
ennobled his memory with the attributes of patriot 
heroism. Great he surely was, since that epithet can 
never be denied without paradox to so much comprchen- 
sion of mind, such ardour and energy, .such courage and 
eloquence ; thoso commanding qualities of soul, which, 
impressed upon his dark and stern countenance, struck 
his contemporaries with mingled awe and hate, and still 
.live in the unfading colours of Vandyke." But it may be 
reckoned as a sufficient ground for distrusting any one’s 
attachment to the English constitution, that he reveres — 
the name of the earl of Strafford. ee, 

It was perfectly consonant to Laud’s temper and priu- 
ciples of government to extirpate, as far as in gonanct of 
him lay, tho lurking seeds of disaffection to the Laud in the 
Anglican church. But the course he followed Sccution of 
could in nature have no other tendency than puritans. 
to give them nourishment, His predecessor Abbot had 
pethaps connived to a limited extentat some irregularities 
of discipline in the puritanical clergy, judging not ab- 
surdly that their scruples at a few ceremonies, which had 
been aggravated by a vexatious rigour, would die away 
by degrees and yield to that centripetal force; that moral 
attraction towards uniformity and obedience to custom, 
which Providence has rendered one of the great preser- 
vatives of political society. His hatred to popery and 
zeal for Calvinism, which undoubtedly were narrow and 
intolerant, as well as his avowed disapprobation of those 
churchmen who preached up arbitrary power, gained for 
this prelate the favour of the party denoffinated puritan, 
In all these respects no man could be more opposed to 
Abbot than his successor. Besides reviving the prose- 
cutions for nonconformity in their utmost strictness, 
wherein many of the other bishops vied with their primate, 

"= The unfavourable physlognomy of May says, they were all on his side. 
Strafford {s noticed by ‘writers of that The portralts by Vandyke at Went- 
time, Somers Tracts, iv. 231. Itdidnot worth and Petworth are well known; 
prevent him from being admired by the the latter appears eminently charac: 
fair sex, especially at his trial, where, teristic.
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he most injudiciously, not to say wickedly, endeavoured, 
by innovations of his own, and by exciting alarms in tho 
susceptible consciences of pious men, to raise up new 
victims whom he might oppress. ‘Those who made any 

' difficulty about his novel ceremonies, or ever who 
preached on the Calvinistic side, were harassed by the .. 
high-commission court as. if they had been actual schis- ‘ 
matics,° The most obnoxious, if not the most indefen- 
sible, of these prosecutions were for refusing to read what 
was called the Book of Sports; namely, a proclamation, 
or rather a renewal of that issued in the Jate reign, that 
certain feasts or wakes might bo kept, and a great variety 
of pastimes used on Sundays after evening service? This 
was reckoned, as I have already observed, ono of the tests 
of puritanism. But whatever superstition there might be 
in that party’s judaical observance of the day they called 
the sabbath, it was in itself preposterous, and tyrannical 
in its intention, to enforce the reading in churches of this - 
licence, or rather recommendation, of festivity. The 
precise clergy refused in general to comply with the 
requisition, and were suspended or deprived in conse- 
quence, Thirty of them were excommunicated in the 
single diocese of Norwich; but as that part of England 
was rather conspicuously puritanical, and the bishop, 
one Wren, was the worst on the bench, it is highly pro- 
bable that the general average fell short of this.4 

° Sce the cases of Workman, Peter 
Smart, &c., in the common histories: 
Rushworth, Rapin, Neal, Macaulay, 
Brodie, and even Hume, on one side; 
and for what can be said on the other, 
Collier, and Laud’s own defence on his 
trial. A number of persons, doubtless 
inclining to the puritan side, had raised 
@ sum of money to buy up impropria- 
tions, which they vested in trustees for 
the purpose of supporting lecturers; a 
class of ministers to whom Laud was very 
averse. He caused the parties to be sum- 
moned before the star-chamber, where 
their association was dissolved, and the 
impropriations already purchased were 
confiscated to the crown, Rushworth, 
Abr. it. 17; Neal, 1. 56. | ‘ 

P This originated tn an order made at 
the Somerset assizes by chief justice 
Richardson, at the request of the justices 
of peace, for suppressing these- feasts, 
which had led to much disorder and 

profaneness. Laud made the privy 
counctl reprove the Judge, and direct 
him to revoke the order, Kennet, p. 213 
Rushw. Abr. {i. 166, Heylin says the - 
gentlemen of the county were against 
Richardson's order, which {s one of his 
habitual falschoods. Seo Rushw. Abr. 
iL 167. I must add, however, that the 
proclamation was perfectly legal, and 
according to the spirit of the late act, 
1 Car. I. ¢.1, for the observance of the 
Lord's day. It has been rather misrepree 
sented by those who have not attended | 
to its Limitations, as Neal and Mr. Brodie. 
Dr. Lingard, ix. 422, bas stated the 
matter rightly, 

9 Neal, 669; Rushworth, Abr. if, 166; 
Collier, 758; Heylin’s Life of Laud, 241, 
290. The last writer extenuates the 
persecution by Wren; but it is evident 
by his own account that po suspension 
or censure was taken off till the party 
conformed and read the declaration, 

’
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Besides the advantage of detecting a latent bias in the“. - 
clergy, it is probable that the high-church prelates had a 
politic end in the Book of Sports. ‘The morose gloomy 
spirit of puritanism was naturally odious to the young 
and to men of joyous tempers. ‘The comedies of that. . 
age are full of sneers at its formality. It was natural to 
think that, by enlisting the common propensities of man- 
kind to amusement on the side of the established church, 
they might raise a diversion against that fanatical spirit 
which can hardly long continue to be the prevailing 
temperament of a nation, The church of Rome, from — 
which no ecclesiastical statesman would disdain to take a 
lesson, had for many ages perceived, and acted upon the 
principle, that it is the policy of governments to encou- 
rage a love of pastime and recreation in the people, both 
because it keeps them from speculating on religious and 
political matters, and because it renders them more cheer 
ful and less sensiblo to the evils of their condition; and 

' it may bo remarked by tho way, that the opposite system 
so long pursued in this country, whether from a puri- 
tanical spirit or from the wantonness of petty authority, 
has no such grounds of policy to recommend it. Thus 
much at least is certain, that, when the puritan party em. 
ployed their authority in’ proscribing ali diversions, in 
enforcing all the Jewish rigour about the sabbath, and 
gavo that repulsive air of austerity to the face of England 
of which so many singular illustrations are’ recorded, ~ 
they rendered their own yoke intolerable to the youthful 
and gay; nor did any other cause perhaps é0 materially 
contribute to bring about the Restoration. But mankind 
love sport as little as prayer by compulsion; and the 
immediate effect of the king’s declaration was to produce 
a far more scrupulous abstinence from diversions on 

~ Sundays than had been practised before. *. 
The resolution so evidently taken by the court to 

admit of no half-conformity in religion, especially after 
Laud had obtained ‘an unlimited sway over the king’s 
mind, convinced the puritans that England could no 
longer afford them an asylum. ‘Tho state of Europe was - 
not such as to encourage their emigration, though many 
were well received in Holland. But, turning their eyes 
to the newly-discovered regions beyond the Atlantic 
Ocean, they saw a secure place of refuge from present 
tyranny, and a boundless prospect for future hope, They 
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obtained from the crown the charter of Massachusetts 
Bay in 1629. About threo hundred ‘and, fifty persons, 
chiefly or wholly of the independent scct, sailed with the 
first fleet. So many followed in the subsequent years 

_ that these New England settlements have been supposed 
to have drawn near half a million of money from the . 
‘mother-country before the civil wars.’ Men of a higher : 
rank than the first colonists, and now become hopeless | 
alike of the civiland religious liberties of England, men 
of capacious and commanding minds, formed to be the 
legislators and generals of an infant republic, the wise 
and cautious lord Say, the acknowledged chief of tho 
_independent sect; the brave, open, and enthusiastic lord 
Brook; sir Arthur Haslerig; Hampden, ashamed of a 
country for whose rights he had fought alone ; Cromwell, 
panting with energies that he could neither control nor 
explain, and whose unconquerable fire was still wrapped | 
in smoke to every eye but that of his kinsman Hampden, 
were preparing to embark for America, when Laud, for 
his own and his master’s curse, procured an order of 
council to stop their departure." Besides the reflections 
which such an instance of destructive infatuation must 
suggest, there are two things not unworthy to be re- 
marked: first, that these chiefs of the puritan sect, far 
from entertaining thoso schemes of overturning the 
government at home that had been imputed to them, 
looked only in 1638 to escape from imminent tyranny ; 
and, secondly, that the views of the archbishop were not 
so much to render the church and crown secure from the 
attempts of disaffected men, as to gratify a malignant 
humour by persecuting them, 

These severe proceedings of the court and hierarchy *" 
became more odious on - account of. their suspected 
leaning, or at least notorious indulgence, towards 

* Neal, p, 546. I do not know how. 
‘complains of men running to New Eng; he makes bis computation. 

* A proclamation, dated May 1, 1633, 
reciting that the king was Informed that 
many persons went yearly to New Eng- 

land, in order to be out of the reach of 
ecclesiastical authority, commands that 
no one shall pass without a licence and a 
testimonial of conformity from the mi- 
nister’of his parish. Rymer, ‘xx. 223, 

Laud, in’ a letter to Strafford, ii. 169, 

land when there was 4 want of them in 
Ireland. And why did they so, but that 
any trackless wilderness seemed better 
than his own or his friend’s tyranny? 
In this letter he laments that he. is 
left alone in the envious and thorny 
part of the work, and bas no enconrage- 
ment, , .
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popery. With some fluctuations, according to circum- 
stances or changes of influence in the council, 
the policy of Charles was to wink at the domestic 
exercise of the catholic religion, and to admit its 
professors to pay compositions for recusancy 
which were not regularly. enforeed The 
catholics willingly submitted to this mitigated rigour, in 
the sanguine expectation of far more prosperous 5... tations 
days. I shall, of courso, not censure this part entertained 
of his administration. Nor can we say that the Y them. 
connivance. at the resort of catholics to tho queen’s 
chapel in Somerset House, though they used it. with 
much ostentation, and so as to givo excessive scandal, 
was any more than a just sense of toleration would 
have dictated."| Unfortunately the prosecution of other 
sectaries renders it difficult to ascribe such a liberal 
principle to the council of Charles I, It was evi- 
dently true, what the nation saw. with alarm, that a 
proneness to favour the professors of this religion, and to 
a considerable degreo the religion itself, was at the 
bottom of a conduct so inconsistent with their system of 
government. The king had been persuaded in 1635, 
through the influence of tho queen, and probably of 
Laud,* to receive privately, as an accredited agent from. 
the court of Rome, a secular priest, named Panzani, 
whose ostensible instructions were to effect & ystsston of 
reconciliation of some violent differences that Panzani. 

Favour 
shown to 
catholics.— 
Tendency 
to their 
religion. 

¢ In thirteen years, ending with 1640, 
but 40801 was levied on recusants by 
process from the exchequer, according to 
Commons’ Journals, 1 Dec, 1640. But 
{t cannot be denied that they paid con- 
siderable sums by way of composition, 
though ‘less protably than in former 
times, Lingard, ix. 424, &e, note G. 

- Weston is said by Clarendon to have 
offended the catholics by enforcing pe- 
nalties to raise the revenue, One priest 
only was executed for religion before 
the meeting of the long parliament 
Butler, iv. 97. And, though,: for the 
sake of appearance, proclamations for 
arresting priests and recusants sometiines 
came forth, they were always discharged 
in a short time. The number pardoned 
{n the first sixteen years of the king fs 
said to have amounted, in twenty-nine 
counties only, to 11,970. Neal, 604.— 

Clarendon, {. 261, confirms the ‘syste. 
-matic indulgence shown to catholics, 
which Dr. Lingard seems, reluctantly 
and by silence, to admit. 

4 Strafford Letters, i. 505, 524 3 11.2, 57. 
* Heylin, 286. The very day of Ab- 

bot’s death an offer of a cardinal’s hat 
was made to Lawl, as he tella us in his 
Diary, “by one that avowed ability to 
perform it.” This was repeated sume | 
days afterwards; Aug. 4th and 17th, 1623, 
It scems very questionable whether this 
came from authority. The new primate 
made a strange answer to the first 
application, which might well encourage 
a second; certainly not what might have 
‘been expected from a steady protestant. 
If we did not read this in his own Diary 

_Wwe should not believe it. The offer at 
least proves that he was supposed capa- 
ble of acceding to it.
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had Jong subsisted between the secular and regular 
clergy of his communion. The chief motive, however, 
of Charles was, as I believe, so far to conciliate the pope 
as to induce him to withdraw his opposition to the oath 
of allegiance, which had long placed the catholic laity 
in a very invidious condition, and widened a breach | 
which his majesty had some hopes of closing. For this- 
purpose he offered any reasonable explanation which 
might leave the oath free from the slightest appearance 
of infringing the papal supremacy. But it was not the 
policy of Rome to make any concession, or even enter 
into any treaty, that might tend to impair her temporal 
authority. It was better for her pride and ambition that 
the English catholics should continue to hew wood and 
draw water, their bodies the law’s slaves, and their souls 
her own, than, by becoming the willing subjects of a 
protestant sovereign, that they should lose that senso of 
dependency and habitual deference to her commands in 
all worldly matters, which states wherein their faith 
stood established had ceased to display. . She gave, there- 
fore, no‘encouragement to the proposed explanations of 
the oath of allegiance, and even instructed her nuncio 
Con, who succeeded Panzani, to check the precipitance 
of the English catholics in contributing men and mone 
towards the army raised against Scotland in 1639.7 There 
might indeed be some reasonable suspicion that the court 
did not play quite fairly with this body, and was more 
eager to extort what it could from their hopes than to 
make any substantial return. - Los / 

The favour of the administration, as well as the anti- 
pathy that every parliament had displayed towards them, 
not unnaturally rendered the catholics, for the most part, 
assertors of the king’s arbitrary power?’ This again in- 

MISSION OF PANZANI. 

Y Clarendon State Papers, ii 44. It 
{s always important to distinguish dates.’ 
By the year 1639 the court of Rome 
had seen the fallacy of those hopes she 
had previously been led to entertain, that 
the king and church of England would 
tetum tvher fold. ‘This might exasperate 
her against him, as it certainly did against 
Laud; besides which, I should suspect 
the influence of Spain in the conclave. ‘ 

2 Proofs of this abound in the first 
volume of the collection Just quoted, as 

Well as in other books. The catholics 
were not indeed unanimous in the view 
they took of the king’s prerogative, which 
decame of importance in the controversy 
as to the oath of allegiance; one party 
maintaining that the king bad a right to 
pat bis own explanation on that oath, 
which was more to be regarded than the 
sense of parllament; while another denied 
that they could conscientiously admit the 
king’s interpretation against what they . 
knew to bave been tho {ntention of the
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creased the popular prejudice, But nothing excited so 
much alarm as the perpetual conversions to their faith. 
These had not been quite unusual in any ago since the 
Reformation, though the balance had. been very much 
inclined to the opposite side. They became, however, ° 
under Charles the news of every day ; protestant clergy- 
men in several instances, but especially women of rank, 
becoming proselytes to a religion so seductive to tho 
timid reason and susceptible imagination of that sex. 
They whose minds have never strayed. into the wilder- 
ness of doubt vainly deride such as sought out the beaten 
path their fathers had trodden in old times ; they whose 
temperament gives little play to the fancy and sentiment 
want power to comprehend the charm of superstitious 
illusions, the satisfaction of. the conscience in the per- 
formance of positive rites, especially with privation or 
suffering, the victorious self-gratulation of faith in its 
triumph over reason, the romantic tenderness that loves 
to rely on female protection, the graceful associations of 
devotion with all that the sense or the imagination can 
require,—the splendid vestment, the fragrant conser, the 
sweet sounds. of choral harmony, and the sculptured - 
form that an intense piety half endows with life. These 
springs were touched, as the variety of human character 
might require, by the skilful hands of Romish priests, 
chiefly jesuits, whose numbers in England were about 
250,* concealed under a lay garb, and combining the 
courteous manners of gentlemen with a refined experienco 
of mankind, and a logic in whose labyrinths the most 
practical reasoner was perplexed. Against these fasci- 
nating wiles the puritans opposed other weapons from 
the same armoury of human nature ; they awakened the 
pride of reason, the stern obstinacy of dispute, tho names, 
. . e - 

be the ‘appointment of a catholic bishop 
in England; a matter about which the 

legislature who imposed it. A Mr. Court- 
ney, who had written on the later side, 
was imprisoned in the Tower, on pre- 
text of recusancy, but really for having 
promulgated so obnoxious an opinion, 

_ P. 258, et alibl; Memoirs of Panzani, 
p. 140. The Jesuits were much against the 
oath, and, from whatever cause, threw all 
the obstacles they could in the way of 8 
good understanding between the king and 
‘the pope. One reason was their appre- 
hension that an article of the treaty would 

members of that church have been quar. 
Telling ever since the reign of Elizabeth, 
but too trifling for our notice in thig 
Place. More than half Panzant’s 3fe- 
mofrs relate to it. . 
.* Memoirs of Panzani, p.207. This is 

astatement by father Leander; in another 
place, p. 140, they are reckoned at 360, 
There were about 180 other regulars, 
and five or six hundred secular priests.
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so soothing to the ear, of free inquiry and private judg: 
ment. They inspired an abhorrence of the adverse party 
that served as a barrier against insidious approaches. 
But far different principles actuated the prevailing party 

‘ in the church of England. A change had for some years 
been wrought in its tenets, and still more in its senti- 
ments, which, while it brought the whole body into a 
sort of approximation to Rome, made many individuals 
shoot as it were from their own sphere, on coming within 
the stronger attraction of another. . 

The charge of inclining towards popery, brought by 
one of our religious parties against Laud and his col- 
leagues with invidious exaggeration, has been too indig- 
nantly denied by another. Much indeed will depend on 
the definition’ of that obnoxious word; which ono may ~ 
restrain to an acknowledgment of the supremacy in faith 
and discipline of the Roman sce; while another com- 
prehends in it all those tenets which were rejected as 
corruptions of Christianity at the Reformation; and a 
third may extend it to the cercmonies and ecélesiastical ~ 
observances which were set aside at the same time. In | 
this last and most enlarged sense, which the vulgar 
naturally adopted, it is notorious that all the innovations - 
of the school of Laud were so many approaches, in the 
exterior worship of the church, to the Roman model. 
Pictures were set up or repaired; the communion-table 
took the name of an altar; it was sometimes made of 
stone; obeisances were made to it; the crucifix was 
sometimes placed upon it; the dress of the officiating 
priests became more gaudy; churches were consecrated 
with strange and mystical pageantry.’ These petty 
superstitions, which would of themselves have disgusted 
anation accustomed to despise:as well as abhor the 
pompous rites of the catholics, became more alarming 
from the evident bias of some leading churchmen to 
parts of the Romish theology. The doctrine of a real 
presence, distinguishable only by vagueness of definition 

» Kennet, 73; Harris’s Life of Charles, 
220; Collier, 772; Brodie, {i. 224, note; 
Neal, p. 572, &c. Laud, in his defence 
at his trial, denics or extenuates some of 
thecharges. There is, however, full proof 
of all that I have gaid in my text. The 

famous consecration of St. Catharine’s 
Creed church in 1631 is mentioned by 
Rushworth, Welwood, and others, Laud 
said in his defence that he borrowed the 

ceremonies from Andrews, who had found . 
them in some old liturgy. .
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from that of the church of Rome, was generally held. 
Montagu, bishop of Chichester, already so conspicuous, 
and justly reckoned the chief of the Romanising faction, 

’ went a considerable length towards admitting the invo- 
cation of saints; prayers for the dead, which lead natu- 
rally to the tenet of purgatory, were vindicated by many; 
in fact, there was hardly any distinctive opinion of tho 
church of Rome which had not its abettors among tho 
bishops, or those who wrote under their patronage. The 
practice of auricular confession, which an aspiring clergy 
must so deeply regret, was. frequently inculeated as a 
duty, And Laud gave just. offence by a public declara- 
tion that in tho disposal of benefices he should, in equal 
degrees of. merit, prefer single before married priests. 
_They incurred scarcely less odium by their dislike of 
the Calvinistic system, and by what ardent men con- 
strued into a dercliction of the protestant cause, a more 

© In Bishop Andrews's answer to Bel- 
larmine he saya, “ Presentiam credimus 
non minus quam vos veram; de modo 
presentia nil temere definimus.”” And 
soon afterwards, “ Nobis vobiscum ‘de 
objecto convenit, de modo lis omnis est. 
De hoe est, fide firm’ tenemus quod sit, 
de hoc modo est, ut sit Per, sive In, sive 
Cum, sive Sub, sive Trans, nullam {nibi 
verbum est’ I quote from Casaubon’s 
Epistles, p. 393. This is, reduced to 
plain terms,—We fully agree with you 
that Christ’s body fs actually present in 
the sacramental elements, in the same 
sense as you use the word; but we see 
no cause for determining the precise 

‘mode, whether by transubstantiation or 
otherwise. . 

The doctrine of the church of England, 
as evidenced by its leading ecctesiastics, 
underwent a change in the reign of James, 
through Andrews, Casaubon, and others, 

~ who deferred wholly to antiquity. In 
~ fact, as I have elsewhere observed, there 
can be but two opinions, neglecting sub-. 
ordinate differences, on this famous con- 
troversy. It is clear to those who have 
attended to the eutject that the Anglican 
reformers did not hold a local presence of 
Christ’s human body in’ the consecrated 
bread itsclf, independent of the communi- 
cant, or, as the technical phrase was, 
extra usum: and it {s also clear that the 

divines of the latter schcol did so. . This, 
question is rendered intricate at first 
sight, partly by the strong figurative 
language which the early reformers em- 
ployed in order to avoid shocking the 

- prejudices of the people; and partly by the 
incautions and even absurd use of the word 
real presence tomean real absence; which — 

- is common with modern theologians, 
[The phrase “real presence" fs never, 

T believe, used by our writers of the 16th 
age, but as synonymons with corporal, 
and consequently Is condemned by them. 
Cranmer calls it “that error of the real 
presence,” L, Ixxv, Jewel challenges his 
adversary to produce any authority for 
those words from the fathers. I do not 
know when {t came into use; probably 
under James, or, {t may be, rather 
earlier.) : a 

@ Heylin’s Life 6? Laud, p. 212. He 
Probably imbibed this, like many other 
of his prejudices, from bishop Andrews, 
whose epitaph in the church of St, 

Saviour’s in Suuthwark speaks of him as 
having received a superior reward jn 
heaven on account of his celibacy 3 corlebs 
migravit ad aureolam ccelestem. - Bioz, 
Britannica, Aureola, a word of no clas. 
sical authority, means, in the style of 
popish divinity which the author of this 
epitaph thought fit to employ, the crown 
of virginity. See Du Cauge in voc.
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reasonable and Jess dangerous theory on the nature and 
reward of human virtue than that which the fanatical 
and presumptuous spirit of Luther had held forth as the 
most fundamental principle of his Reformation. « 

. It must be confessed that these English theologians 
were less favourable to the papal supremacy than to 
most other distinguishing tenets of the catholic church. . 
Yet even this they were inclined to admit in a con-.: 
siderable degree, as a matter of positive, though not 
divine, institution; content to make the doctrine and 
discipline of the fifth century the rule of their bastard 
reform, An extreme reverence for what they called the 
primitive church had been the source of their errors.: 
The first reformers had paid little regard to that autho- 
rity. But as learning, by which.was then meant an 
acquaintance with ecclesiastical antiquity, grew moro 
general in the church, it gradually inspired more respect: 
for itself; and men’s judgment in matters of religion 
came to be measured by the quantity of their erudition.* 
The sentence of the early writers, including the fifth and 
perhaps sixth centuries, if it did not pass for infallible, 
was of prodigious weight in controversy. No one in the 
English church scems to have contributed so much 
towards this relapse into superstition as Andrews, bishop 
of Winchester, aman of eminent learning in this kind, 
who may be reckoned the founder of the school wherein 
Laud was the most prominent disciple.‘ : 

A characteristic tenet of this party. was, as I have 
already observed, that episcopal government was indis- 
pensably requisite to a Christian church. Hence they 

® See Life of Hammond in Words- 
worth’s Eccles, Biography, vol. v. 343. 
It had been usnal to study divinity in 
compendiums, chiefly drawn up in the 
sixteenth century. King James was a 
great favourer ofantiquity, and prescribed 
the study of the fathers in his Instruc- 
tions to the Universities in 1616. 

£ Andrews gave scandal in the queen’s 
reign by preaching at court ‘that con- 
trition, without confession and absolution, 
and deeds worthy of repentance, was not 
sufficient; that the ministers had the two 
keys of power and knowledge delivercd 
unto them; that whose sins soever they 
remitted upon earth should be remitted 

in heaven.—The court {s full of it, for 
such doctrine was not usually taught 
there.” Sidney, Letters, iL 195. Har 
Tington also censures him for an attempt 
to bring in auricular confession. Nuge 
Antique, fi. 192 In his own writings 
agalost Perron he throws away a great 

* part of what have always been considered 
the protestant doctrines. foe 

8 Hall, bishop of Exeter, a very con- 
siderable person, wrote a treatise on the 
Divine Institution of Episcopacy, which, 
according to an analysis given by Heylin 
and others of its leading positions, is so 
much in the teeth of Hooker's Ecclest- 
astical Polity, that it might pass for an‘
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treated the presbyterians with insolenco abroad and 
severity at home. A brief to be read in churches for 
the sutferers in the Palatinate having been prepared, 
wherein they were said to profess the same religion as 
ourselves, Laud insisted on this being struck out.". The 
Dutch and Walloon churches in England, which had sub- 
sisted since the Reformation, and which various motives 
of policy had led Elizabeth to protect, were harassed by 
the primate and other bishops for their want of conformity 
to the Anglican ritual! The English ambassador, instead 
of frequenting the Hugonot church at Charenton, as had 
been the former practico, was instructed to disclaim all 
fraternity with their sect, and set up in his own chapel 
the obnoxious altar and the other innovations of the 
hierarchy.* . These’ impolitic and insolent proceedings 
gave the foreign protestants a hatred of Charles, which 
they retained through all his misfortunes. 

This alienation from the forcign churches of the 
reformed persuasion had scarcely'so important an effect 
in begetting a predilection for that of Rome, as the Jan- 

answer toit Yet it did not quite come 
up to the primate's standard, who made 
him alter some passages which looked too 
like concessions. “Heylin’s Life of Laud, 
3745 Collier, 789. One of his offences 
was the asserting the pope to be Anti- 
christ, which displeased the king'‘as well 
as primate, though it had been orthodox 
under James. .. . 

b Colller, 7645 Neal, 582; Heylin, 283. 
4 Collier, 7533; Heylin, 260, : 
& Clarendon, lil 366; State Papers, 

& 338. “Lord Scudamore, the English 
ambassador, set up an altar, &c., in the 
Laudean style. His successor, lord 
Letcester, spoke to the archbishop about 
going to Charenton; and telling him lord 
Scudamore did never go thitber, Laud 
answered, ‘He is the wiser.’ Lelcester 
requested his advice what he should do,. 
in order to sift his disposition, being him- 
self resolved how to behave in that matter, 
But the other would only say that he left 
it to his discretion. Leicester says, be 
bad many reasons to think that for his 
going to Charenton the archbishop did 
him all the ill offices he could to the 
king, representing him as a puritan, and 
consequently in his method an enemy to 
monarchical government, though be had 

VOL. IL. 

not been very kind before. The said 
archbishop, he adds, would not counte- 
nance Blondel's book against the usurped 
power of the pope.” Bloncowe’s Sidney 
Papers, 261. 

“To think well of the reformed ree 
ligion,”? says Northumberland, in 1640, 
“is enough to make the archbishop an 
enemy; and though he cannot for shame 
do it in public, yet in private he will do 
Leicester all the mischief he can.’ Col- 
lins’s Sidney Papers, {f, 623. 

Such was the opinion entertained of 
Laud by those who could not reasonably 
be called puritans, except by such as made 
that word a synonym for protestant. It 
would be casy to add other proofa. The - 
Prosecution in the star-chamber against 
Sherfield, recorder of Salisbury, for de- 
stroying some superstitious pictures ina 
church, led to a display of the aversion 
many of the council entertained for 
popery and their jealousy of the arch. 
bishop's bias. They were with difficulty 
brought to condemn Sherfleld, and passed 
a sentence at last very unlike those to 
which they were accustomed. Rush« 
worth; State Trials. Hume misrepres 
sents the case. . 

F
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guage frequently held about the Anglican separation. 
It became usual for our churchmen to Jament tho pre- 
cipitancy with which the Reformation had been’ con- 

.ducted, and to inveigh against its principal instruments.- 
The catholic writers had long descanted on the lust and: 
violence of Henry, the pretended licentionsness of Anne 
Boleyn, the rapacity of Cromwell, the pliancy of Cranmer: - 
sonctimes with great truth, but with much of invidious ° 
misrepresentation. These topics, which have no kind of 
operation on men accustomed to sound reasoning, pro- 
duce an unfailing effect on ordinary minds. Nothing 
incurred more censure than the dissolution of the mo- 
nastic orders, or at least the alienation of their endow- 
ments; acts accompanied, as we must all admit, with 
great rapacity and injustice, but which the new school 
branded with the name of sacrilege. Spelman, an anti- 
quary of eminent learning, was led by bigotry or sub- 
serviency to compose a wretched tract called the History 
of Sacrilege, with a view to confirm the vulgar super- 
stition that the possession of estates alienated from the 
church entailed a suro curso on the usurper’s posterity. 
There is some reason to suspect that the king entertained 
a project of restoring all impropriated hereditaments to 
the church. : 

It is alleged by one who had much access to Land, 
that his object in these accommodations was to draw. 
over the more moderate Romanists to the English church,- 
by extenuating tho differences of her faith, and rendering 
her worship more palatable to their prejudices." There 
was, however, good reason to suspect, from the same 
writer’s account, that somo leading ecclesiastics enter- 
tained schemes of a complete re-union;" and Jater dis- 
coveries have abundantly confirmed this suspicion. Such 
schemes have doubtless been in the minds of men not 
inclined to offer every sacrifico; and during this very _ 
period Grotius was exerting his talents (whether judi- 
ciously or otherwise we need not inquire) to make some 
sort of reconciliation and compromise appear practicable.° 

_™ Heylin’s Life of Land, 390... ° [I should uow think less favourably 
> Id. 388. The passage is very re- of Grotius, and suspect that he would 

markable, but too long to be extracted ultimately have made every sacrifice. 
in a work not directly ecclesiastical. It Sea Hist, of Literature of 15th, 16th, 
is rather ambiguous; but the Memoirs of and 17th centuries, vol. ii, p. 68 (frst 
Panzani afford the key. edition). 1835)" | ‘
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But we now know that the views of a party in the English 
church were much more extensive, and went almost to 
an entire dereliction of the protestant doctrine. , 

The catholics did not fail to anticipate the most favour- 
-able consequences from this tun in the church. The 
Clarendon State Papers, and many other documents, con- 
tain remarkable proofs of their sanguine and not un- 
reasonable hopes. Weston tho lord treasurer, and Cot- 
tington, wero already in secret of their persuasion; 
though the former did not take much pains to promote 
their interests, No one, however, showed them such 
decided favour as secretary Windebank, through whose 
hands a correspondence was carried on with the cout 
of Rome by some of its agents”: They exult in the 
peaceful and flourishing state of their religion in England 
as compared with former times. The recusants, they 
write, were not molested; and if their compositions were 
enforced, it was rather from the king’s want of money 
than any desiro:to injure their religion. Their rites 
were freely exercised in the queen’s chapel and thoso of 
ambassadors, and, moro privately, in the houses of the 
rich. The church of England was no longer exasperated 
against them ; -if there was ever any prosecution, it was 
to screen the king from the reproach of the puritans. 
They drew a flattering picture of the resipiscence of the 
Anglican party ; who are come to acknowledge the truth 
in some articles, and differ in others rather verbally 
than. in substance, or in points not fundamental; who 
hold all other protestants to be schismatical, and confess 
the primacy of the holy see, regretting the separation 
already made, and wishing for re-union; who profess to 
pay implicit ‘respect ‘to the fathers, and can best be 
assailed on that side? . 

These letters contain, no doubt, a partial representa- 
tion; that is, they ‘impute to tho Anglican clergy in 
general what was only true of a certain number, Their 

" P The Spanish ambassador applies to as its appearing that there was nothing 
Windebank, 1633, to have a case of books contraband or prohibited.” A-Ust of 
restored, that had been carried from the these books follows, and is curious, They 
castom-house to archbishop Abbot— consisted of English popish tracts by 
“Now he is dead I make this demand wholesale, intended, of course, for circu- 
upon his effects and library that they Iation. Clar. State Papers, 66, 
may be restored to me; as his majesty’s 4 Clarendon State Papers, 197, &e. 
order at that time was ineffectual, as well . 

\ . - F2
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aim was to inspire the court of Rome with more favour- 
able views of that of England, and thus to pave the way 
for a permission of the oath of allegiance, at least with 
some modification of its terms, Such flattering tales 
naturally excited the hopes of the Vatican, and contri- 
buted to the mission of Panzani, who was instructed to--’ 
feel the pulse of the nation, and communicate more un- 
biassed information to his court than could be expected -, 
from the English priests. He confirmed, by his letters, 
tho general truth of the former statements, as to the 
tendency of the Anglican church, and the favourable dis- 
positions of the court. The king received him secretly, 
but with much courtesy; the queen and tho catholic 
ministers, Cottington and Windebank, with unreserved 
confidence, It required all the adroitness of an Italian 
emissary from the subtlest of courts to meet their demon-_ 
strations of friendship without too much committing his 
employers. Nor did Panzani altogether satisfy the pope, 
or at least his minister, cardinal Barberini, in this 

“respect. - 

© Id. 249. The Memoirs of Pan- 
zani, after furnishing some materials 
to Dodd’s Church History, were pub 
lished by Mr. Berington, in 1794. 
They are, however, become scarce, and 
have not been much quoted. It is 
plain that they were not his own work, 
but written by some depchdent or person 
in bis confidence. Their truth, as well 
as authenticity, appears to me quite be- 
yond controversy; they coincide, in a 
Temarkable manner, with all our other 
information; the names and local details 
are particularly accurate for the work of 
a foreigner; in short, they contain no 
one fact of any consequence which there 
is reason to distrust. Some account of 
them may be found in Butler's Engh 
Cath. voliv. : 

A small tract, entitled “The Pope’s 
Nuncio,” printed in 1643, and said to be 
founded on the fnformation of the Vene- 
tlan ambassador, is, as I conceive, derived 
in some direct or indirect manner from 
these Memoirs, It ts republished in the 
Somers’ Tracts, vol. iv. 

Mr. Butler has published, for the first 
time, a long and {mportant extract from 
Panzani’s own report to the pope con- 
cerning the state of the catholic religion 

e 

in England, Mem. of Catholics, iv, 55. 
He reckons them at 150,000; many of 
them, however, continuing so ontwardly 
to live as not to be known for such, 
among whom are many of the first no- 
Dility. From them the neighbouring 
catholics have no means of hearing mass 
or going to the sacraments. Others, 
more bold, give opportunity, more or 
less, to their poorer neighbours to prace 
tise their duty. Besides these there are 
others, who, apprehensive of losing their 
property or places, live in appearance as 
protestants, take the oaths of supremacy 
and allegiance, frequent the churches, and 
Bpeak occasionally against catholics; yet 

_{n their hearts are such, and sometimes 
keep priests in their houses, that they 
may not be without help if necessary, 
Among them he inclades some of the 
first nobility, secular and ecclesiastical, 
and many of every rank. While he was 
in London, almost all the nobility who 
died, though reputed protestants, died 
catholics. The bishops are protestants, 
except four, Durham, Salisbury, Roches- 
ter, and Oxford, who are puritans. The 
latter are most numerous among the 
people, and are more hated by mwnoderate 
Protestants than are the catholics A 

f
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. During the residence of Panzani in England, an extra- 
ordinary negotiation was commenced for the reconcilia- 
tion of the church of England with that of Rome; and, 
as this fact, though unquestionable, is very little known, 
I may not be thought to digress in taking particular 
notice of it, Windebank and lord Cottington were the 
first movers in that business; both calling themselves to 
Panzani catholics, as in fact they were, but claiming all 
thos¢ concessions from the sce of Rome which had been , 
sometimes held out in the preceding century. . Bishop 
Montagu soon made himself a party, and had ote. 
several interviews with Panzani. He professed. of bishop 
the strongest desire for a union, and added, that with Tan 
he was satisfied both the archbishops, the bishop 74 
of London, and several others of that order, besides 
many of. the inferior clergy, were prepared to acknow- 
ledge the spiritual supremacy of the holy see; there 
being no method of ending controversies but by recur- 
ning to some centre of ecclosiastical unity. For himself, 
he knew no tenet of the Roman church to which he 
would not subscribe, unless it were that of transubstan- 
tiation, though he had some scruples as to communion 
in one kind. But a congress of moderate and learned 
men, chosen on each side, might reduce the disputed 
points into small compass, and confer upon them. 

. This overture being communicated to Romo | by its 
“agent, was, of course, too tempting to be disregarded, 

great change is apparent in books and possible, a general order from the King to 
sermons compared with former times; 
auricular confession praised, images well 
spoken of, and altars. The pope is owned 
as patriarch of the West; and wishes are 
expressed for re-unfon. The queen has 
a public chapel besides her private one, 
where service is celebrated with much 
pomp: also the ambassadors; and there 
are others in London, . The laws against 
recusants are much relaxed; though 
sometimes the king, being in want of 
money, takes one-third of their incomes 
by way of composition. The catholia 
are yet molested by the pursuivants, who 
enter their houses in search of priests or 
sacred vessels; and though this evil was 
not much felt while he was in London, 
they might be set at work at any time. 
He determined therefore to obtain, if 

Testrain the pursuivants; and the business 
was put into the hands of some council- 
lors, but not settled at his departure. 
The oath of allegiance divided the eccle- 
slastics, the major part refusing to take 
it, After a good deal about the appoint- 
ment of a catholic bishop in England, he 
mentions father Davenport or Sancta 
Clara's book, entitled Deus, Natura, 
Gratia, with which the king, he says, 
had been pleased, and was therefore dis- 
appointed at finding it put in the Index 
Expurgatorius at Rome.— This book, 
which made much noise at the time, wag 
an attempt to show the compatibility of 
the Anglican doctrines with those of the 
catholic church; the usual trick of popish 
intriguers. See an abstract of it In Stile 
lingfleet’s Works, vol. v.p 176. 

o
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though too ambiguous to be snatched at. The-re-union 
: of England to the catholic church, in itself a most im- 
portant advantage, might, at’ that particular juncture, . 
during the dubious struggle of the protestant religion in 
Germany, and its still more precarious condition in 
France, very probably reduce its adherents. throughout 
Europe to a proscribed and persecuted séct. Panzani~ 
was, therefore, instructed to flatter Montagu’s vanity, to 
manifest a great desire for reconciliation, but not to ~. 
favour any discussion of controverted points, which had 
always proved fruitless, and which could not be admitted 
till the supreme authority of the holy see was recognised. 
As to all usages founded. on positive law, which: might 
be disagreeable to the English nation, they should receive 
as much mitigation as the case would bear. This, of 
course, alluded to the three great points of discipline, or 

_ ecclesiastical institution—the celibacy of the clergy, the 
exclusion of the laity from the eucharistical cup, and the 
Latin liturgy. ; 

In the course of the bishop’s subsequent interviews, 
he again mentioned his willingness to acknowledge the’ 
pope’s supremacy; and assured Panzani that the arch- 
bishop was entirely of his mind, but with a great mix- 
ture of fear and caution.’ Three bishops only, Morton; 
Hall, and Davenant, were obstinately bent against the 
church of Rome; the rest might be counted moderate.' 
The agent, however, took care, to obtain from: another 
quarter a more particular account of each bishop’s dis- 
position, and transmitted to Rome a report, which does 
not appear. Montagu displayed a most unguarded 
warmth in’ all this treaty; notwithstanding which, 
Panzani suspected him of still entertaining some notions 

* If we may believe Heylin, the queen 
prevailed on Laud to use his influence 
with the king that Panzani might come 
to London, promising to be his friend. 
Life of Laud, 286. : . 

t P. 246. It may seem extraordinary 
that he did not mention Williams; but I 
Presume he took that political bishop’s 
zeal to be insincere. Williams had been, 
while in power, @ great favourer of the 
toleration of papists. If, indeed, a story 
told of him,.on Endymion Porter's 
authority, in a late work, be true, he was 
at that time sufficiently inclined to have 

accepted a cardinal’s hat, and made ins 
terest for it, Blencowe's Sidney Papers, 
Pp. 262. One bishop, Goodman of Glou- 
cester, wasnndoubtedly a Roman catholic, 
and died in that communion. He refused, 
for a long time, to subscribe the canons 
of 1640, on account of one that contained 

a renunciation of popery; but yielded at 
length for fear of suspension, and charged 
Montagu with having instigated his re 
fusal, though he subscribed himself. 
Nalson, £ 371; Rushw. Abr. fii, 163; 
Collier, 793; Laud’s defence on his 
trlaL oo : 

2
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incompatible with the catholic doctrine. Ho. behaved 
with much greater discretion than the bishop; justly, 

‘ I suppose, distrusting the influence ofa man who showed 
so little capacity for a business of the utmost delicacy. 
It appears almost certain that Montagu made too freo 
with the name of the archbishop, and probably of many 
others; and it is well worthy of remark, that the popish 
party did not entertain any sanguine hopes of the king’s 
conversion. They expected doubtless that, by gaining 
over the hierarchy, they should induce him to follow; 
but he had evidently given no reason to imagine that 
he would precede, A fow casual words, not perhaps 
exactly reported, might sometimes clate their hopes, -but 
cannot excite in us, who are better able to judge than 
his contemporaries, any reasonable suspicion of his con- 
stancy. Yet it is not impossible that he might at one 
time conceive a union to be more practicable than it 
really was." / 

The court of Rome, however, omitted no token. of 
civility or good-will to conciliate our king’s favour.. 
Besides expressions of paternal kindness which Urban 
lavished on him, cardinal Barberini gratified his well- 
known taste by a present of pictures.. Charles showed 
a due sense of theso courtesies. The prosecutions of 

“ Henrietta Maria,.in her communt- 
cation to Madame de Motteville, has the 
following passage, which is not unde- 
serving of notice, though she may have 
been deceived:—“Le Rot Jacques... 
composa deux livres pour la défense de 
la fausse religion d’Angleterre, et fit ré- 
ponse & ceux que le cardinal du Perron 
écrivit contre lui.- En défendant le men- 
songe, il congut de l'amour pour la vérité, 
et soubaita de se retirer de l’erreur, Ce 
fut en voulant accorder les deux reli- 
gions, la nétre et la sienne; mala il 
mourut avant que d’ex¢cuter ce louable 
dessein.'’ Le" Rot Charles’ Stuard, sun 
fils, quand il vint 4: Ia couronne, se 
tronva presque dans les mémes senti- 
mens, Il avoit auprés de luf larche- 
yoque de Cantorberi, qui, dans son cour 
tant trés-bon catholique, inspira au roi 
son maitre un grand désir de rétablir la 
liturgie, croyant que s'il pouvoit arriver 
& ce point, il y auroit ef peu de différence 
de Ia fol orthodoxe a la lenr, qu'il seroit 

alsé peu A peu d’y conduire le rol. Pour 
travailler & ce grand ouvrage, que ne 
parotssoit au rof d'Angleterre que le ré- 
tablissement parfait de la liturgie, et qui 
est le seul dessein qui ait été dans le 
coeur de ce prince, l’archevéque de Can- 
torberi Lui conseilla de commencer par 
TEcusse, comme plus éloignée du cceur 
du royaume 3 lui disant, que leur remue- 
ment serolt moins & craindre, Le rol, 
avant que de partir, voulant envoyer 
cette liturgie en l’Ecosse, l'apporta un 
soir dans la chambre de la reine, et la 
pria de lire ce livre, lui disant, qu’il 
seroit bien alse qu’elle te vit, afin qu'elle 
sit combien ils approcholent de eréance,"” 
Mém, de Motteville, 1. 242. A well. 
informed writer,‘ however, says Charles 
was a protestant and never liked the. 
catholic religion. . 1. Orleans, Révotut. 
d’Anglet, iif. 35, He says the same of 
Laud, but refers to Vittorfo Siri for an 
opposite story.
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recusants wero absolutely stopped, by cashiering the ° 
pursuivants who had been employed in the odious office 

of detecting them. It was arranged that reciprocal 
diplomatic relations should be established, and conse- 
quently that an English agent should constantly reside 
at the court of Romo, by 
the queen, but empowered to conduct the various nego- : 
tiations in hand. Through the first person who held © 
this station, a gentleman of the name of Hamilton, the 
king made an overture on a matter very near to his 
heart, the restitution of the Palatinate. T have no doubt 
that the whole of his imprudent tampering with Rome 
had been considerably influenced by this chimerical 
hope. But it was apparent to every man of less unsound 
judgment than Charles, that except the young elector 
would renounco the protestant faith, he could expect ° 
nothing from the intercession of the pope, ~ 

After the first proliminaries, which sho could not 
' refuse to enter upon, tho court of Rome displayed. no 
eagerness for a treaty which it found, on more exact in- 

. formation, to be embarrassed with greater difficulties 
than its new allies had confessed. Whether this sub- 

- ject continued to be discussed during the mission of 
Con, who succeeded Panzani, is hard to determine ; 
because tho latter’s memoirs, our unquestionable au- 
thority for- what -has been above related, cease to afford 
us light, . But as Con was a very active intriguer for his 
court, it is by no means unlikely that he proceeded in 
the same kind of parley with Montagu and Windebank., 
Yet whatever might pass between them was intended 
rather with a view to the general interests of the Roman 
church, than to promote a reconciliation. with that of 
England, as a separate contracting party. Tho former 
has displayed so systematic a policy to make no conces- 
sion to the reformers, either in matters of belief, wherein, 
since the council of Trent, she could in fact do nothing, 
or even, as far as possible, in points of discipline, as to 

the nominal appointment of 

* Cardinal Barberini wroté word to 
Panzani, that the proposal of Winde- 
bank that the church of Rome should 
sacrifice communton in one kind, the 
celibacy of the clergy, &c., would never 
please; that the English ought to look 
back on the breach they had made, and 

their motives for it, and that the whole 
world was egainst them on the first men« 
tioned points: p. 173 This is exactly 
what any one might predict who knew 
the long discussions on the subject with 
Anstria and France at the time of the 
council of Trent, .
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which she judged, perhaps rightly, that her authority - 
would bo impaired by the precedent of concession with- 
out any proportionate advantage; so unvarying in all 
cases has been her determination to yield nothing except 
through absolute force, and to elude force itself by every 

. subtlety; that it is astonishing how honest men on the 
opposite side (men, that is, who seriously intended to 
preserve any portion of their avowed tenets), could ever 
contemplate the possibility of reconciliation. Upon the 
present occasion, she manifested some alarm at the boasted 
approximation of the Anglicans, The attraction of bodies 
is reciprocal; and the English catholics might, with so 
much temporal interest in the scale, be impelled more 
rapidly towards the established church than that church 
towards them. ‘ Advise the clergy,” say the instruc- 
tions to the nuncio in 1639, ‘to desist from that foolish, 
nay rather illiterate and childish, custom of distinction 
in the protestant and puritan doctrine; and especially 
this error is so much the greater, when they undertake 
to prove that protestantism is a degree nearer to the 
catholic faith than the other. For since both of them 
be without the verge of the church, it is necdless hypo- 
_crisy to speak of it, yea, it begets more malice than it 
is worth,”” : Bo, 

This exceeding boldness of the catholic party, and 
their success in conversions, which were, in fact, less 
remarkable for their. number than for. the condition of 
the persons, roused the primate himself to some appre- 
hension. He preferred a formal complaint to the king 

‘in council against the resort of papists to the queen’s 
chapel, and the insolence of some active zealots about 
the court.’ Henrietta, who had courted his friendship, 

Y “ Begets more malice” is obscure— It is manifest, by a letter of Land to 
perbaps it means “irritates the puritans 
more.” Clar. Papers, il. 44, 

® Heylin, p. 338; Laud’s Diary, Oct. 
1637 ; Strafford Letters, £426. Garrard, 
a dependent friend whom Strafford re- 
tained, aa was usual with great men, to 
communicate the news of the court, fre- 
quently descants on the excessive bold- 
ness of the papists. “Laud,” he says, 
TOL fi. p.74, “does all he can to beat 
down the general fear conceived of bring- 
ing on popery.” Soin p. 165 and many 
other places, : . 

Strafford in 1638, that he was not satis- 
fied with the systematic connivance at 
recusancy, 14.171. The explanation of 
the archbishop’s conduct with respect to 
the Roman Catholics seems to be, that, 
with a view of gaining them over to his 
own half-way protestantism, and also of 
ingratiating himself with the qucen, he 
had for a time gone along with the tide, 
till he found there wag a real danger of 
being carried farther than he intended. 
This accounts for the well-known story 
told by Evelyn, that the Jesuits at Rome
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and probably relicd.on his connivance, if not support, 
scems never to have forgiven this unexpected attack. 
Laud gave another testimony of his unabated hostility 
to popery by republishing with additions his celebrated 
conference with the jesuit Fisher, a work reckoned the 
great monument of his learning and controversial acumen, 
‘This conference had taken place many years before, at 
the desire and in the presence of the countess of Bucking- 
ham, the duke’s mother. Those who are conversant with 
literary and ecclesiastical anecdote must be aware, that 
nothing was more usual in the seventeenth century than 
such single combats under the eye of somo fair lady, 
whose religious faith was to depend upon the victory. 
The wily and polished jesuits had great advantages in 
these duels, which almost always, 1 believe, ended in 
their favour. After fatiguing their gentle arbitress for a 
time with the tedious fencing of text and citation, till 
she felt her own inability to award the palm, they came, 
with her prejudices already engaged, to the necessity 
of an infallible judge; and as their adversaries of the 
English church had generally left themselves vulnerable 
on this side, there was little difficulty in obtaining sue- 
cess. Like Hector in the spoils of Patroclus, our clergy 
had assumed to themselves the celestial armour of au- 

' thority; but found that, however it might intimidate the - 
multitude, it fitted them too ill to repel the spear that 
had been.wrought in the same furnace.’ A writer of 
this school in the ago of Charles I., and incomparably 
superior to any of the churchmen belonging to it, in the 
brightness and originality of his genius, sir Thomas 
Browne, whose varied talents wanted nothing but the 
controlling supremacy of good sense to place him in the 
highest rank of our literature, will furnish a better in- 
stance of the prevailing bias than. merely theological 
writings. Te united a most acute and sceptical under- 
standing with strong devotional sensibility, the tempera- 
ment so conspicuous in Pascal and Johnson, and which 
has a peculiar tendency to seek the repose of implicit 

spoke of him as their bitterest enemy. the pope's legate Con and the English 
He is reported to have said that they Jesuits against Laud, and detected in 1640 
and the puritans were the chief obstacles by one Andrew Habernficld, which some 
toare-union of the churches, There ig have treated as a mere fiction, Rush. 
an obscure story of a plot carried on by worth, fil. 232. .
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faith, ‘“ Where the Scripture is silent,” says Browne in 
his Religio Medici, “ the church is my text; whero it 
speaks, ’tis but my comment.” That jesuit must have 
been a disgrace to his order, who would have asked more 
than a such a concession to securo a proselyte—the right 
of interpreting whatever was written, and of supplying 

- whatever was not. ’ 
At this time, however, appeared one man in tho field 

of religious debate, who struck out from that ‘uum. 
insidious track, of which his own experience worth. 
had shown him the perils... Chillingworth, on whom 
nature had bestowed something like the same constitu- 
tional temperament as that to which I have just adverted, 
except that, the reasoning power having a greater 
mastery, his religious sensibility rather gave earnestness 
to his love of truth than tenacity to his projudices, had 
been induced, like so many others, to pass over to the 
Roman church. The act of transition, it may be ob- 
served, from a system of tenets wherein men had been 
educated, was in itself vigorous exercise of free specu- 
lation, and might be termed the suicide of private judg- 
ment. But in Chillingworth’s restless mind there was 
an inextinguishable scepticism that no opiates could 
subdue; yet a scepticism of that species which belongs 
to a vigorous, not that which denotes a feeble, under- 
standing. Dissatisfied with his new opinions, of which 
he had never been really convinced, ho, panted to 
breathe the freer air of protestantism, and, after a long 
and anxious investigation, returned to the English 
church. He well redeemed any censure that might havo 
been thrown on him, by his great work in answer to the 
jesuit Knott, entitled The Religion of Protestants a Safe 
Way to Salvation. In the course of his reflections he 
had perceived tho insecurity of resting.the Reformation 
on any but its original basis, the independency of private 
opinion, This, too, he asserted with a fearlessness and 
consistency hitherto little known, even within the pro- 
testant pale; combining it with another principle, which 
the zeal of the early reformers had rendered them unable 
to perceive, and for want of which the adversary had 
perpetually discomfited them, namely, that the errors of 
conscientious men do’ not forfeit the favour of God. This 
endeavour to. mitigate the dread of forming mistaken | 

.
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‘ judgments in religion runs through the whole work of 
Chillingworth, and marks him as ‘the founder, in this 
country, of what has been called the latitudinarian’ 
school of theology. In this view, which has practically 
been the most important one of the controversy, it may 
pass for an anticipated reply to the most brilliant per- 
formance on the opposite side, the History of the Varia- 
tions of Protestant Churches; and those who from a 
delight in the display of human intellect, or from more 
serious motives of inquiry, are led to these two master- 
pieces, will have seen, perhaps, the utmost strength that 
either party, in the great schism of Christendom, has been 
able to put forth. . 

This celebrated work, which gained its author. the 
epithet of immortal, is now, I suspect, little studied even 
by the clergy. It is, no doubt, somewhat tedious, when 
read continuously, from the frequent recurrence of the 
same strain of reasoning, and from his method of fol- 
lowing, sentence by sentence, the steps of his opponent; 

_ a method which, while it presents an immediate ad- 
vantage to controversial wniters, as it heightens their | 
reputation at the expense of their adversary, is apt to 
render them very tiresome to posterity. - But the close- 
ness and precision of his logic, which this mode of in- 
cessant grappling with his antagonist served to display, 
are so admirable, perhaps, indeed, hardly rivalled in any 
book beyond the limits of strict science, that the study 
of Chillingworth might tend to chastise the’ verbose and 
indefinite declamation so characteristic of the present 
day. His style, though by no means elegant or imagi- 
native, has much of a nervous energy that rises into 
eloquence.’ He is chiefly, however, valuable for a true 
liberality and tolerance; far removed from indifference, 
as may well be thought of one whose life was consumed 
in searching for truth, but diametrically adverse to those 
pretensions which seem of late years to have been ‘re- 
gaining ground among the Anglican divines. 

The latitudinarian principles of Chillingworth appear 
Vale, 10 have been confirmed by his intercourse with’ 

a man, of whose capacity his contemporaries 
entertained so high an admiration, that he acquired the 
distinctive appellation of the Ever-memorable ‘John 
Hales. This testimony of so many enlightened men is
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- not to be disregarded, even if we should bo of ‘opinion 
that: the writings of Hales, though abounding with marks 
of an unshackled mind, do not quite come up tothe pro- 
mise of his name. Ho had, as well as Chillingworth, 
borrowed from Leyden, perhaps a little from Racow, a 
tone of thinking upon ‘some doctrinal points, as yet 
nearly unknown, and thereforo highly obnoxious, in 
England. Moro hardy than his friend, he wrote a short 
treatiso on schism, which tended, in pretty: blunt and 
unlimited language, to overthrow the scheme of authori- 
tative decisions in any church, pointing at the imposi-_ 
tion of unnecessary ceremonies and articles of faith as at 
-once the causo and the apology of separation. This, 
having been circulated in manuscript, came to the know- 
ledge of Laud, who sent for Hales to Lambeth, and ques- 
tioned him as to his opinions on that matter. Hales, 
though willing to promise that he would not publish the 
tract, receded not a jot from his free ‘notions of. eccle- 
siastical power; which he again advisedly maintained 
in a letter to the archbishop, now printed among his 
works. The result was equally honourable to both 
parties ; Laud bestowing a canonry of Windsor on Hales, 
which, after so bold an avowal of his opinion, he might 
accept without the slightest reproach. A behaviour so 
liberal forms a singular contrast to the rest of this pro- 
late’s history. It is a proof, no doubt, that he knew how . 
to set such a value on great abilities and learning, as to 
forgive much that wounded his pride. But besides that 
Hales had not made public this treatise on schism, for 
which I think he could not have escaped the high-com- 
mission court, he was known by Laud to stand far aloof 
from the Calvinistic sectaries, having long since em- 
braced in their full extent the principles of Episcopius, 
and to mix no alloy of political factiowf with the philo- 
sophical hardiness of his speculations.* 7 

These two remarkable ornaments of the English 
church, who dwelt apart like stars, to use the fine ex- 

® Heylin, in his Life of Laud, p.340, to the archbishop, which fs full as bold 
‘tells this story as if Hales had recanted as his treatise on schism, proves that 
his opinions and owned Laud’s supe- Heylin’s narrative is one of his many 
tiorlty over him'in-argument. This is wilful falsehoods; for, by making bimself 
ludicrous, considering the relative abili- a witness to the pretended circumstances, 
tles of the two men. And Hales’s letter he has precluded the excuse of error.
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pression of a living poet, from the vulgar bigots of both, 
her factions, were accustomed to mect, in tha society of 
some other eminent persons, at-the house of lord Falk- 
land, near Burford. One of those, who, then in a ripe 
and learned youth, became afterwards so conspicuous a 
name in our annals and our literature, ‘Mr. Hyde, the 
chosen bosom-friend of his host, has dwelt with affectionate 
remembrance on the conversations of that mansion. "His 
marvellous talent of delineating character—a talent, I 
think, unrivalled by any writer (since, combining the 
bold outline of the ancient historians with the analytical 
minuteness of Do Retz and St. Simon, it produces a 
higher effect than either)—is never more beautifully dis- 
played than in that part of the memoirs of his life where 
Falkland, Hales, Chillingworth, and the rest of his early 
friends, pass over the scene, _ 

For almost. thirty ensuing years Hyde himself be- 
Character COMes the companion of our historical reading, 
of Claren- Seven folio volumes contain his History of the 
ine wnt Rebellion, his Life, and the Letters, of which 

a large portion are his own. We contract an 
intimacy with an author who has poured out to us so 
much of his heart. Though lord Clarendon’s chief work 
seems to me not quite accurately styled a history, be- 
longing rather to the class of memoirs,’. yet the -very 

>It appears by the late edition at 
Oxford (1826) that lord Clarendon twice 
altered his intention as to the nature of 

” his work, having originally designed to 
' write the history of bis time, which he 
changed to memorials of his own life, 
and again returned to his first plan. The 
consequence has been that there are two 
manuscripts of the History and of the 
Life, which, in a great degree, are tran- 
scripts one from the other, or contain the 
sane general fact with variations. That 
part of the Life, previous to 1660, which 
is not inserted in the History of the 
Rebellion, is by no means extensive, 

The genuine text of the History has 
only been published in 1826. A story, 
as is well known, obtained circulation 
within thirty years after its first appear- 
ance, that the manuscript had been ma- 

~ terlally altered or interpolated. This was 
positively denied, and supposed to be 
wholly disproved. It tums out however 

that, like many other anecdotes, it had a 
considerate basis of truth, though with 
various erroneous additions, and probably . 
wilful misrepresentations, It is never+ 
theless surprising that the worthy editor 
of the original manuscript should say, 
“that the genuineness of the work bas 
rashly, and for party purposes, been 
called in question,” when no one, I te- 
Heve, has ever disputed its genuineness ; 
and the anecdote to which Ihave alluded, 
and to which, no doubt, he alludes, has 
been by his.own industry (and many 
thanks we owe him for it) perfectly con- 
firmed in substance. For though he en.’ 
deavours, not quite necessarily, to excuse 
or justify the original editors (who seem 
to have been Sprat and Aldrich, with the 
sanction probably of lords Clarendon and 
Rochester, the historian’s sons) for what 
they did, and even singularly asserts” 
that “the present collation satisfactorily: 
proves that they have in no one instance
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reasons of this distinction, the long circumstantial narra- 
tive of events wherein he was engaged, and the slight 
notice of those which he only learned from others, render 
it more interesting, if not more authentic. Conformably 
to human feelings, though against the rules of historical 
composition, it bears the continual impress of'an intense 
concern about what he relates. This depth of personal 
interest united frequently with an eloquence of the heart 
and imagination that struggles through an involved, 
incorrect, and artificial diction, makes it, one would 
imagine, hardly possible for those most alien from his, 
sentiments to read his writings without some portion of 
sympathy. But they are on this account not a little 
dangerous to the soundness of our historical conclusions ; 
the prejudices of Clarendon, and his negligence as to 
truth, being full as striking as his excellencics, and 
leading him not only into many erroneous judgments, 
but into frequent inconsistencies. 

Theso inconsistencies are nowhere so apparent as in 
the first or introductory book of his History, which pro- 
fesses to give a general view of tho state of affairs before 
the meeting of the long parliament. It is cer- 
tainly the most defective part of his work. A 
strange mixture of honesty, 
ness pervades all he has written of tho early 
years of the king’s reign; retracting, at least 

Animadver- 
sions on 
Clarendon’s 
account of 
this period, 

and disingenuous- 

in spirit, in almost every page what has been said in the 
last, from a constant fear that he may have admitted so 
much against the government as to make his readers im- 
pute too little blame to those who opposed it. Thus, 

. after freely censuring the exactions of the crown, whether 

added, suppressed, or altered any histori- 
cal fact” (Adver. to edit. 1826, p. v.), 
yet it is certain that, besides the perpetual 
impertinence of mending the style, there 
are several hundred variations which 
affect the sense, introduced from one 
motive or another, and directly contrary 
to the laws of literary integrity. The 
long passages inserted in the appendixes 
to several volumes of this edition contain 
surely historical facts that had been sup- 
pressed. And, even with respect to sub- 
ordinate alterations, made for the purpose 
of softening traits of the author’s angry 
temper, or correcting his mistakes, the 

general effect of taking such lberties 
with a work Is to give it an undue credit 
in the eyes of the p@blic, and to Induce 
men to believe matters upon the writer’s 
testimony, which they would not have 
done so readily if bis errors had been 
fairly laid before them. Clarendon in- 
deed is so strangely loose fn expression 
as well as incorrect in statement, that it 
would have been impussible to remove 
his faults of this kind without writing 
again half the History; but it ts certain 
that great trouble was very unduly taken 
to lighten their impression upon the 
world, -
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on the score of obsolete prerogative or without any just 
pretext at all, especially that of ship-money, and con- 
fessing that “those foundations of right, by which men 
valued their security, were never, to the apprehension 
and understanding of wise men, in more danger of being 
destroyed,” he turns to dwell on, the prosperous state of 
the kingdom during this period, “ enjoying the greatest - 
calm and tho fullest measure of felicity that any people 
in any age for so long time together have been blessed 
with,” till he works himself up to a strange paradox, that 
.“many wise men thought it a time wherein thoso two 
adjuncts, which Nérva was deified for uniting, Imperium 
et Libertas, were as well reconciled as is possible.” 

Such wisdom was not, it seems, the attribute of the 
nation. “These blessings,” he says, “could but enable, 
not compel, us to be happy; we wanted that senso, 
acknowledgment, and value of our own happiness which 
all but we had, and took pains to make, when we could 
not find, ourselves miserable, There was,.in- truth, a 
strange absence of understanding in most, ‘and a strange 
perverseness of understanding in the rest; the court full 
of excess, idleness, and luxury; the country full of 

‘ pride, mutiny, and discontent; every man more troubled 
and perplexed at that they called the violation of tho 
law than delighted or pleased with the observation 
of all the rest of the charter; never imputing the in- 
crease of their receipts, revenue, and plenty to the wis- 
dom, virtue, and merit of the crown, but objecting every 
small imposition to the exorbitancy and tyranny of the 
government,” 

This strange passage is as inconsistent with other parts 
of tho same chapter, and with Hyde’s own conduct at the 
beginning of the parliament, as it is with all reasonable 
notions of government. For if Kings and ministers may 

° May thus answers, by @ sort of pro- 
phetic anticipation, this passage of Cla- 
rendon:—“ Another sort of men,” he 
says, “and especially lords and gentle- 
men, by whom the pressures of the 
government were not much felt, who en- 
Joyed their own plentiful fortunes, with 
little or insensible detriment, looking no 
farther than their present safety and pro- 
sperity, and the yet undisturbed peace of 

the nation, whilst other kingdoms were 
embroiled in calamities, aud Germany 
sadly wasted by a sharp war, did nothing 
but applaud the happiness of England, 
and called those ungrateful factions spirits 
who complained of the breach of laws and 
liberties; that the kingdom abounded 
with wealth, plenty, and all kinds of 
elegancles, more than ever; that it war 
for the honour of a people that the mo-
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plead in excuse for violating one Jaw that they have not 
transgressed _the'rest (though it would be dificult to 
name any violation of law that Charles had not com- 
mitted); if this were enough to reconcile their subjects, 
and to make dissatisfaction pass for a want or perversion 
of understanding, they. must be in a very differcnt pre- 
dicament from all others who live within tho pale of 
civil society, whose obligation to ‘obey its discipline is 
held to be entire and universal. By this great writer's 
own admissions, the decision in the edso of ship-money 
chad shaken every man’s security for the enjoyment of 
-his private inheritance. Though as yet not weighty 
enough to be actually very oppressive, it might, and, 
according to the experience of Europe, undoubtedly 
would, become such by length of time and peaceablo 
submission, © oe Ts 
We may acknowledge without hesitation that the king- 

dom had grown during this period into remarkablo . 
prosperity and affluence. The rents of land were very 
considerably increased, and Iarge tracts reduced into 
cultivation. ‘The manufacturing towns, the seaports, - 
became more populous and flourishine, The metropolis 
increased in size with a rapidity that repeated proclama-, 
tions against new buildings could not restrain. The 
country houses of the superior gentry throughout Eng- - 

narch should live splendidly, and not be 
curbed at all in his prerogatite, which 
would bring him into greater esteem with 
other princes, and more enable him to. 
prevail in treaties; that what they suf 
fered by monopolies was insensible, and 
not grievous, if ecmpared with other 
states; that the duke of Tuscany sat 
heavier upon his people in that very 
Kind; ‘that the French king had made 
himself an absolute lord, and quite de 
pressed the power of parliaments, which 
had been there as great as in any king- 
dom, and yet that France flourished, and 
the gentry lived well; that the Austrian 
princes, especially in Spain, laid heavy 
burdens upon their subjects. Thus did 
many of the English gentry, by way of 
cumparison, in ordinary discourse, plead 

for their own servitude. 
“The courtiers would begin to dispute 

against parliaments, in thetr ordinary dis- 
course, that they were crucl to thoce 

VOL. I, 

whom the king favoured, and too injurious 
to his prerogative ; that the late parlia- 
ment stood upon too high terms with the . 
king, and that they hoped the king 
should never need any more parlfaments. 
Some of the greatest statesmen and privy- 
counsellors would ordinarily laugh at the 
ancient language of England when the 
word liberty of the subject was named, 
But these gentlemen, who scemed so fore 
ward in taking up their own ycke, were 
but a small part of the nation (though a 
number considerable enough to make a 
reformation hard) compared with those 
gentlemen who were sensible of their 
Dirthrichts and the true interests of the 
kingdom; on which side the common 
people ih the generality and the country 
frechclders stood, who would rationally 
argue of their own rights,‘and those cp 
pressions that were laid upon them," 
Hist. of Parliament, p. 12 (edit, 1812), 

Q@
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land were built on a scale which their descendants, even 
in days of more redundant affluence, have seldom ven- 
tured to emulate. The kingdom was indebted for this 
prosperity to the spirit and industry of the people, to the - 
laws which secure the commons from oppression, and. 
which, as between man and man, were still fairly ad- 
ministered ; to the opening of fresh channels of trade in 
the’eastern and western worlds (rivulcts, indeed, as they 
seein to us who float in the full tide of modern commerce, 
yet at that time no slight contributions to the stream of 
public wealth) ; but, above all, to the long tranquillity of 
the kingdom, ignorant of the sufferings of domestic, and 
seldom much affected by the privations of forcign, war. 
Jt was the natural course of things that wealth should be 
progressive in such aland. Extreme tyranny, such as 
that of Spain in the Netherlands, might, no doubt, have 

‘turned back the current.. A less violent but long-con- 
tinued despotism, such as has existed in several European. 
monarchies, would, by the corruption and incapacity 
which absolute governments engender, have retarded its 
advance, The administration of Charles was certainly | 
not of the former description. . Yet it would have been 
an excess of loyal stupidity in the nation to have attri- 
buted their riches to the wisdom or virtuo of the court, 
which had injured the freedom of trade by monopolies 
and arbitrary proclamations, and driven away industrious 
manufacturers by persecution. . : 

If we were to draw our knowledge from no other book 
than Jord Clarendon’s History it would still bo impos- 
sible to avoid the inference that misconduct on the part ' 
of the crown, and more especially of the cliurch, was the 
chief, if-not the sole, cause of these prevailing discontents. 
At the time when Land unhappily became archbishop of 
Canterbury, “the general temper and humour of the 
kingdom;” he tells us, ‘was little inclined to the papist, 
and less to the puritan. There were some late taxes 
and impositions introduced, which rather angered than 
grieved the people, who were more than repaid by the 
quiet peace and prosperity they enjoyed; and the 
murmur and discontent that was, appeared to be against 
the excess of power exercised by the crown, and sup- 
perted by the judges in Westminster Hall. The church 

- was not repined at, nor. the least inclination to alter the
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government and discipline ‘thereof, or to change tho 
doctrine. Nor was there at that time any considerablo 
nuwinber of persons of any valuable condition throughout 
the kingdom who did wish either; and tho cause of so 
prodigious a chango in so few years after was too visible 
from the effects.” This cause, he is compelled to admit, 
in a passage too diffuse to be extracted, was the passion- 
ate and imprudent behaviour of the primate." Can there 
be a stronger proof of the personal prepossessions which - 
for ever distort the judgment of this author than that he 
should blame the rentissness of Abbot, who left things 
in so happy a condition, and assert that Laud executed 
the trust of solely managing ‘ecclesiastical affairs “ in- 
finitely to the service and benefit ” of that church which 
he brought to destruction? Were it altogether true, 
what is doubtless much exaggerated, that in 1633 very 
little discontent at the measures of the court had begun 
to prevail, it would be utterly inconsistent with experi- 
ence and observation of mankind to ascribe the almost _ 
universal murmurs of 1639 to any other cause than had 
government. But Hyde, attached to Land and devoted 
to the king, shrunk from the conclusion that his own 
language would afford ; and his piety made him seck in 
some mysterious influences of Heaven, and in a judicial 
infatuation of the people, for the causes of those troubles 
which the fixed and uniform dispensations of Providence 
were sufficient to explain? 

d It is curious to contrast the fncon- 
sistent and feeble apologies for the pre- 
rogative we read {n Clarendon’s History 
with his speech before the lords, on im- 
peaching the Judges for their decision in 
the case of ship-money. In thishe speaks 
very strongly as to the illegality of the 
Proceedings of the judges in Rolls and 
Vassal's cases, though in his History he 
endeavours to insiuuate that the king 
had a right to tonnage and poundage; 
he inveighs also against the decision in 
Bates'’s case, which he vindicates in his 
History. Somers Tracts, iv.302. Indeed 
the whole speech fs frreconcileable with 
the picture he afterwards drew of the 
prosperity of England, and of the un- 
reasonableness of discontent. °. 

The fuct is, that when he sat down in 
Jersey, to begin his History, Irritated, 

disappointed, ‘afflicted at all that had 
passed in the last five years, he could not 
bring his mind back to the state in which 
it had been at the meeting of the long 
parliament ; and believed himself to have 
partaken far less in the sense of abuses 
and desire of redregs than he had really 
done. ‘There may, however, be reason 

to suspect that he had, in some respects, 
fone farther in the first draught of his 
Ilistory than appears at present; that is, 
1 conceive, that he erased himself some 
passages or phrases unfavourable to the 
court. Let the reader judge from the 
fullovaing sentence {n a letter to Nicholas 
Telating to his work, dated Feb, 12,1647; 
—*I will offer no excuse for the enters 
taining of Con, who came after Panzaui, 
and was succeeded by Rosetti; which 
was a busincss of so much fully, or worse 

G .
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It is difficult to pronounce how much longer the 
Scots trou. NAtion’s signal forbearance would have held 
bus, and out, if the Scots had not precipitated themselves _ 
the gvern- into rebellion. ‘Chere was still a confident hope 
mut, that parliament must soon. or late be assembled, 
and it seemed equally impolitic and unconstitutional to 
seck redress by any violent means. Tho patriots, too 

3 

chad just cause to lament the ambition of some whom the 
court’s favour subdued, and the levity of many more 
whom its vanities allured. But the unexpected success 
of the tumultuous rising at Edinburgh against the service- 
book revealed the impotence of the English government. 
Destitute of money, and neither daring to ask it from a 
parliament, nor to extort it by any fresh demand from 
the people, they hesitated whether to employ force or to 
submit to tho insurgents. In the exchequer, as lord 
Northumberland wrote to Strafford, there was but ‘the 
sum of 2001.; with all the means that could be devised, 
not above 110,000/. could be raised; the magazines were 
all unfurnished, and the people were so discontented by 
reason of the multitude of projects daily imposed upon 
them, that he saw reason to fear a great. part of them 
would be readier to join with the Scots than to draw 
their swords in the. king's service.* ‘The discontents 
at home,” he observes some months afterwards, “do 
rather increase than lessen, there being no course taken 
to give any kind of satisfaction. ‘Tho King’s. coffers 
were never empticr than at this time; and to us that 
have tho honour to. be near about him no way is yet 
known how he will find means either to maintain or 
begin a war without the help of his people.”! > Strafford 
himself dissuaded: a war In such circumstances, though 
hardly knowing what other course td’ advise. Hoe 
had now awaked from the dreams of infatuated arro- 

that I have mentioned it in my prolego- 
mena (of those distempers end exorbi- 
tances in government which prepared tho 
people to submit to the fury of tlis par- 
Tament), as an offence and scandal to 
Teligion, in the same degree thats ship- 
money was’ to liberty and property.” 
State Papers, #1. 236, But when we trim 
to the passaze in the History of the Re« 
beliion, p. 268, where this is mentioned, 
we do not find a single expression reflect- 

ing on the court, thongh the catholics 
themselves are censured for imprudence, 
This may serve to account for several of 
Clarendon’s inconsistencies, for. nothing 
renders an author so inconsistent with 
himsclf as corrections made in a different 
temper of mind from that which actuated - 
“him in the first composition, : 

© Strafford Letters, i, 186, 
fd. 267. . 
81191
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gance to stand appalled atthe perils of his sovercign 
and his own. In the letters that passed between him 

‘and Laud after the Scots troubles had broken out we 
read their hardly-concealed dismay, and ‘glimpses of 
“the two-handed engine at the door.” Yet pride forbado 
them to perceive or confess the real causes ‘of this por-. 
tentous state of affairs, Vhey fondly laid the miscarriage 
of the business of Scotland on failure in the execution, 
and an “ over-great- desire to do all quictly.’”’® 

In this imminent necessity the king had recourse to 
those who had least cause to repine at his administration. 
The catholic gentry, at the powerful interference of 
their queen, made large contributions towards the cam- 

- paign of 1639, Many of them volunteered their per- 
sonal service. There was, indeed, a further project, so 
secret that it is not mentioned, I believe, till very lately, 
by any historical writer. This was to procure 10,000 
regular troops from Flanders, in exchange for so many 
recruits to be levied for Spain in England and Ireland. 
These troops were to be for six months in the king’s 
pay. Colonel Gage, a catholic and the negotiator of this 

’ treaty, hints that the pope would probably contributo 
money, if he had hopes of secing the penal laws repealed ; 
and observes that with such an army the king might 
both subdue the Scots, and at the samo time keep his 
parliament in check, so as to make them come to his 
conditions! The treaty, however, was never concluded. 
Spain was far more inclined to revengo herself.-for the 
bad faith sho imputed to Charles than to lend him any | 
assistance. Hence, when, in the next year, he offered 
to declare war against Holland, as soon as he should 
have subdued the Scots, for a loan of 1,200,000 crowns, 
the Spanish ambassador haughtily rejgcted the pro- 
position.* 

h Strafford Letters, fly 250. “It was 
ever clear in my Judginent,” says Straf- 
ford, “ that the business of Scotland, so 
well laid, 50 pleasing to God and man, 
had it been effected, was miserably lost in 

. the execution; yet could never have so 
» fatally miscarried if there had not been 

a failure likewise in this direction, occa- | 
sioned either by over-great desires to do 

‘all quietly without nolse, by the state of 
+ the business misrepresented, by opportu- 
nities and seasons slipped, or by sume - 

such like!’ Land answers in the same 
strain :—* Indeed, my lord, the business 
of Scotland, I can be bold to say without 

vanity, was well Laid, and was a great 

service to the crown as well as to Ged 
himself. And that ft should so fatally 
fail in the execution fs a great blow a3 
well to the power as honour of the king,” 
&c, He lays the blame in a great degree 
on lord Traquair, P. 264. 

i Clarendon State Papers, ff. 19. - 
k Id. 84, and Appendix, xxvi,
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The pacification, as it was termed, of Berwick, in the 
summer of 1639, has been represented by several his- 
torians as a measure equally ruinous and unaccountable. 
That it was so far ruinous as it formed one link in the 
chain that dragged tho king to destruction, is most evi- 
dent; but it was both inevitable and easy of explanation. 
The treasury, whatever Clarendon and Hume may have 
said, was perfectly bankrupt." Tho citizens of London, 
on being urged by the council for ‘a loan, had used as 
much evasion as they dared." -The-writs for ship-money 
were executed with greater difficulty, several sheriffs 
willingly acquicscing in the excuses made by their 
counties. Sir Francis Seymour, brother to the earl of 
Ifertford, and a man, like his brother, of very moderate 
principles, absolutely refused to pay it, though wamed ° 
by the council to’ beware how he disputed its legality.? 
Many of the Yorkshire gentry, headed by sir Marmaduke 
Langdale, combined to refuse its payment.? It was im- 
possible to rely again on catholic subscriptions, which 
the court of Rome, as I have mentioned above, instigated 
perhaps by that of Madrid, had already tried to restrain. 
The Scots were enthusiastic, nearly unanimous, and 
entire masters of their country. Tho English nobility 
in goneral detested. the archbishop, to whose passion 
they ascribed the whole mischicf, and feared to seo 

™ Hume says that Charles had an ac- 
cumulated treasure of 200,000, at this 
time, I know not his authority for the 
particular sum; but Clarendon pretends 
that “the revenue had been so well im- 
proved, and so wisely managed, that there - 
was money in the exchequer proportion- 
able for the undertaking any noble en- 
terprise.” This is, at the best, strangely 
hyperbolical; but, in fact, there was an 
absolute want of everything. Ship-money 
would have been a still more crying sin 
than it was, if the produce had gone be- 
Yond the demands of the state: nor was 
this ever imputed to the court, This is 
one of lord Clarendon’s capital mistakes ; 
Sor it leads him to speak of the treaty of 
Berwick as a measure that might have 
been avoided, and even, in one place, to 
ascribe {t to the king’s excessive lenity 
and aversion to shedding blood; wherein 
; herd of superficial writers have followed 
im. 
® Clarendon State Papers, ff. 46, 54. 

Lest it should seem extraordinary that I 
sometimes contradict lord Clarendon on 
the authority of his own collection of 
papers, it may be necessary to apprise 
the reader that none of thes, anterior 
to the civil war, had come in his posses- 
sfon till he had written this part of his 
History. 

®° The grand jury of Northampton pree 
sented ship-money as a grievance. But 
the privy-council wrote to the sheriff 
that they would not admit his affected 
excuses; and if he neglected to execute . 

the writ, a quick and excmplary reparae 
tion would be required of him. Rushw. 
Abr, iii. 93. 

P Rushw, Abr. fil.47. Theking writes 
in the margin of Windebank’s letter, ine 
forming him of Seymour's refusal,—“ You 
must needs make him an example, not 
only by distress, but, if it be possible, an 
information in some court, as Mr. Attor-: 
ney shall advise.” . 

49 Strafford Letters, iL. 308
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tho king become despotic in Scotland. If the terms 
of Charles's treaty with his revolted subjects’ were un- 
satisfactory and indefinite, enormous in concession, and 
yet affording a pretext for new encroachments, this is no 
more .than the common lot of the weaker side. . . 

There was one possible, though not under all the cir- 
cumstances very likely, method of obtaining the sinews 
of war—the convocation of. parliament. This many, at 
least, of tho king’s advisers appear to have long desired, 
could they but have vanquished his obstinate reluctance. 
This is an important observation : Charles, and he per- 
haps alone, unless we reckon the queen, seems to havo’ 
taken a resolution of superseding absolutely and for ever 
the legal constitution of England. The judges, the 
peers, lord Strafford, nay, if we believe his dying speech, 
the primate himself, retained enough of respect for the 
ancient laws to desire that parliaments should be sum-. 
moned whenever they might be expected to second the 
views of the monarch. ‘They felt that the new schemo 
of governing: by proclamations and writs of ship-moncy 
could not and ought not to be permanent in England. 
Lhe king reasoned more royally, and indeed much 

tter. Hoe well perceived that it was vain to hope for 
‘another parliament so constituted as those under the 
Tudors, He was ashamed (and. that pernicious woman 
at his side would not fail to encourage the sentiment) - 
that his brothers of France and Spain should havo 
achieved a work which the sovereign of England, 
though called an absolute king by his: courtiers, had 
scarcely begun. All mention, therefore, of calling par- 
liament grated on his car. The declaration published 
at the dissolution of the last, that he should account it 
presumption for any to prescribe'a time to him for calling 
parliaments, was meant to extend even tfhis’ own coun- 
sellors, Ho rated severely lord-keeper Coventry for a 
suggestion of this kind. He came with much reluct- 
ance into Wentworth’s proposal of summoning one in 
Ireland, though the superior control of the crown over 
parliaments in that kingdom was pointed out to him. 
“Tho king,” says Cottington, “at the end of 1638, will 

**The king hath so rattled my Jord- liaments are quite out of his pate’ Cot- ° 
keeper, that he Js nuw the most pliable tington to Strafford, 29th Oct. 1633, vol.b 
yoan in England, and all thoughts of par- p. M41. _
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not hear of a parliament; and he is told by a committee 
of learned men that there is no other way.”* This re- 
pugnance to meet his people, and his inability to carry 
on the war by any other methods, produced the igno- 
minious pacification at Berwick. 
grown bolder by success, had, after this treaty, almost 
thrown off all subjection, and the renewal of the war, or 
loss of the sovereignty over that kingdom, appeared 
necessary alternatives, overpowered by the concurrent 
advice of his council, and especially of Strafford, he 
issued writs for that parliament which met in April 
1640.' They told him that, making trial once more of 
the ancient and ordinary way, he would leavo his people 
without excuse if that should fail; and have wherewithal 
to justify himself to God and the world, if he should be 

But as the Scots, 

forced contrary to his inclinations to uso extraordinary 
means, rather than through the peevishness of somo 
factious spirit to suffer his 
lost. 

It has been universally admitted that the parliament 
which met on the 13th of April, 1640, was as 
favourably disposed towards the king’s service; 
and as little influenced by their many wrongs, 

Parliament 
of April, 
1640, 

state and government to be 

as any man of ordinary judgment could expects But 

* Vol. H. p. 216. “So by this time,” 
says a powerful writer, “all thoughts of 
ever having a parliament again was quite 
banished; so many oppressions had been 
set on foot, so many illegal actions done, 
that the only way to justify the mischiefs 
already done was to do that one greater; 
to take away the means which were 
ordained to redress them, the lawful 
government of England by parliaments,” 
May, History of Parllament, p. 11. 

¢ Sidney Papers, iL 623. Clarendon 
Papers, iL 81, : 

“Id. ibid. The attentive reader will 
Not fail to observe that this is the iden- 
tical language of the famous advice im- 
puted to Strafford, though used on another 
occasion. 

* May. Clarendon. The latter says, 
upon the dissolution of this parliament, 
—‘Tt could never be hoped that so many 

'. sober and dispassionate men would ever 
meet again in that place, or fewer who 
Drought ill Purposes with thém.”” This, 

like so many other passages {n the noble 
historian, is calculated rather to mislead 
the reader. All the principal men who 
headed the popular party in the long 
Parliament were members of this; and 
the whole body, se far as their Subsequent 
conduct shows, was not at all constituted 
of different elements from the rest; for I 
find, by comparison of the list of this 
parliament, in Nalson's Collections, with 
that of the long parliament, in the Parlia- 
mentary History, that eighty, at most, 
who had not sat in the fonner, took the 
covenant; and that seventy-three, in the 
same circumstances, sat in the king's 

convention at Oxford. The difference, 
therefore, was not so much in the men ag 
in the times: the bad administration and 
bad success of 1640, a3 well as the disso- 
lation of the short parliament, having 
Greatly aggravated the public discon- 
tents, : -° 

The ‘court had never augured well of 
thisparliament, “'The elections,” as lord 

’
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though cautiously abstaining from any intemperance, so 
much as to reprove a member for calling ship-money an 

: abomination (no very outrageous expression), they suf- 

‘ances till afterwards, to be a high breach 

against Mr. Hampden tho infamy of those who 

ficiently manifested a dctermination not to leave their 
grievances unredressed. Petitions against the manifold 
abuses in church and state covered their table; Pym, 
Rudyard, Waller, lord Digby, and others more conspicu- 
ous afterwards, excited them by vigorous speeches ; they 
appointed a committee to confer with the lords, accord-, 
ing to some precedents of the last reign, on a long list 
of grievances, divided into ecclesiastical innovations, 
infringements of the propriety of goods, and breaches of 
the privilege of parliament. They voted a request of . 
the peers, who, Clarendon says, Were moro entirely at 
the King’s disposal, that they would begin with the 
business ot supply, and: not proceed to debate on griev- 

of privilege” 
There is not. the smallest reason to doubt that they 
would have insisted on redress in all thoso particulars 
with at least as much zeal as any former parliament, 
and that the king, after. obtaining his subsidies, would 
have put an end to their remonstrances, as ho had done - 
before? In order to obtain the supply ho demanded, 
namely, twelve subsidies, to be paid in threo years, 
which, though unusual, was ‘certainly not beyond his 
exigencies, ho offered to releaso his claim to ship-money 
in any manner they should point out. But this the com- 
mons indignantly repelled. They deemed ship-money 
tho great crime of his administration, and the judgment 

TO- nounced it. Till that judgment should be annulled, end 
those judges punished, the national liberties must bo as 
Northumberland writes to lord Leicester 
at Paris (Sidney Papers, Si. 641), “ that 
are generally made of knights and bur- 
Gesses in this kingdom, give us cause to 
fear that the parliament will not sit longs 
fur such as have depemlence upon the 
court are in divers places refused, and 
the most refractory persons chosen.” 
There are some strange things said by 

Clarendon of the ignorance of the com- 
moons as to the value of twelve subsidies, 
which Hume, who loves to depreciate the 
knowledge of former times, implicitly 
copies. But they cannot be true of that 

enlightened body, whatever blunders one 
or two individuals might commit. The 
rate at which every man’s estate was 
assessed to a subsidy was perfectly noto- 
rious ; and the burden of twelve subsidies, 
to be paid in three years, was more than 
the charge of ship-money they bad beea 
enduring. * t 

Y Journals, Parl Tist. Nalson. Cla. 
rendon. . 

* The king had long before sald that 
“parliaments are like cats: they grow 
curst with age.”
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" precarious .as ever, -Even if they could hear of a com- ” 
promise with so flagrant-a breach of the constitution, 
and of purchasing their undoubted rights, the doctrine 
asserted in Mr. Hampden’s caso by the crown lawyers, 
and adopted by some of the judges, rendered all stipu- 
lations nugatory. The right of taxation had been claimed - 
as an absolute prerogative so inherent in the crown: 
that no act of parliament could take it away. All former °. 
statutes, down to the Petition of Right, had been pros- 
trated at the foot of the throne; by what new compact 
were the present parliament to give a 
violable to their own ?* 

sanctity more in- 

It will be in the recollection of my readers that, while 
the commons were deliberating whether to promise any 
supply before the redress of grievances, and in what 
measure, sir Ilenry Vane, the secretary, told them that 
the king would accept nothing less than the twelve sub- 

“sidies he had required; in consequence of which the 
parliament was dissolved next day. | Clarendon, followed 
by several others, has imputed treachery in this to Vane, 
and told us that the king regretted so much what he had 
dlone, that he wished, had it been practicable, to recall 
tho parliament after its dissolution. This is confirmed, 
as to Vano, by the queen herself, in that interesting 
narrative which sho communicated to madame de Motte. 
ville.” Were it not for such 

© See Mr. Waller's speech on Crawley’s 
impeachment. Nalson, if. 358. 

b Mém. de Motteville, § 238-273, 
P. Orleans, Réy. do l'Angleterre, tome 

fil, says the same of Vane ; but his testi. 

mony may resvlve itself into the former, 
It is to be observed that ship-money, 
which the king offered to relinquish, 
brought in 200,002, a year, and that the 

Proposed twelve subsidies would have 
amounted, at most, to 840,0001., to be 
paid in three years, Isit surprising that, 
when the house displayed an intention 
not to grant the whole of this,as appears 
by Clarendon’s own story, the king and 
his advisers should have thought it better 
to break off altogether? I see no reason 
for imputing treachery to Vane, even if 
he did not act merely by the king’s direc- 
tion, Clarendon says he and Herbert 
-persualed the king that the house “ would 
yeas such 3 vote against ship-money as 
would blast that revenue and other 

authorities, seemingly inde- 

branches of the receipt; which others 
believed they would not have the confl- 
dence to have attempted, and very few 
that they would have had the credit to 
have compassed.” P, 245. The word 
they is as inaccurate as is commonly the 
case with this writer’s language. Butdocs 
he mean that the house would not have 
Passed a vote against ship-money ? They 
had already entcred on the subject, and 
sent for records; and he admits himself 
that they were resolute aguinst granting 
subsidies as a consideration for the aban- 

donment of that grievance. " Besides, 
Hyde himself not only inveighs most 
severely in bis History against ship- 
money,-but was himself one of the ma- 
nagers of the impeachment against six 
Judges for their conduct in regard to its 
and his speech before the house of lords 
on that occasion is extant. Rushw. Abr. 
ii. 477. But this fs merely one instance 
of his eternal taconsistency. . 

“It
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pendent of each-other, yet entirely tallying, I should 
have deemed it more probable that Vane, with whom the 
solicitor-general Herbort had concurred, acted solely by 
the king’s command. . Charles, who feared and hated all 
parliaments, had not acquiesced in the scheme of calling 
the present.till there was no other alternative; an insufli- 
cient supply would have left him in a more difficult 
situation than before as to the use of those extraordinary 
means, as they were called, which his disposition led 
him to prefer: the intention to assail parts of his admi- 
nistration more dear to him than ship-moncy, and espe- 
cially the ecclesiastical noveltics, was apparent. Nor 
can wo easily give him eredit for this alleged regret at 
the'step he had taken, when we read the declaration he 
put forth, charging the commons with entering on exa- 
mination of his government in an insolent and audacious 
manner, traducing his administration of justice, rendering 
odious his officers and ministers of state, and introducing 
a way of bargaining and contracting with the king, as if 
nothing ought to be given him by them but what he 
should purchase, cither by quitting somewhat of his 
royal prerogative, or by diminishing and lessening his 
revenue.” The unconstitutional practice of committing 
to prison some of the most prominent members, and 
searching their houses for papers, was renewed. And 

- having broken loose again from the restraints of law, * 
the king’s sanguine temper looked to such a’ triumph 
over the Scots in the coming campaign as no prudent 
‘man could think probable. =~ . 

This dissolution of parliament in May, 1640, appears 
io have been a very fatal crisis for the king’s popularity. 
Those who, with the loyalty natural to Englishmen, had 
willingly ascribed his previous misgovernment to evil - 
counsels, could not any longer avoid ptreeiving his 
mortal antipathy to any parliament that should not be 
as subservient as the cortes of Castile. The necessity 
of some great change became the common theme. “ It 
It seems that the lord-lieutenant of violent measure of demanding twelve 

Treland wished from the beginning that 
matters should thus be driven to the 
utmost. For he wished the king to insist 

_ ona grant of money before any progress 
should be made in the removal of the 
abuses which had grown up--a proceeding 
at variance with that of the preceding 
parliament. No less did he vote for the | 

subsidies, only five at the utmost having 
been previously granted. He either en- 
tertained the view of thus gaining con- 
sideration with the king, or of moving 
him to an alliance with the Spaniards, 
in whose confidence he fs." Moutreuil’s - 
despatches, in Raumer, ii, 308, 

© Parl. Hist Rushworth. Nalson.
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is impossible,” says lord Northumberland, at that time a — 
courtier, “ that things can long continue in the condition 
they are now in; so general a defection in this kingdom 
hath not been known in the memory of any!”* Several 
of those who thought most deeply on public affairs now 
entered into a private communication with the Scots | 

It seems probable, from the well-known | 
story of lord Saville’s forged letter, that there had been ~ 
insurgents. 

very little connexion of this kind until the present sum- 
mer,” And we may conjecture that, during this ominous 
interval, those great projects’ which were displayed in’ 
the next session acquired consistence and ripeness by 
secret discussions in the houses of the carl of Bedford and 
lord Say. .The king meanwhile experienced aggravated 

. misfortune and ignominy in his military operations. 
Ship-money indeed was enforced with greater rigour 
than before, several sheriffs and the lord mayor of London 
being prosceuted in the star-chamber for neglecting to 
levy it. Some citizens were imprisoned for refusing a 
loan, A new imposition was laid on the counties, under 

_the name of coat-and-conduct-money, for clothing and 
defraying the travelling charges of the new levies. A 
state of actual invasion, the Scots having passed the 
Tweed, might excuse somo of these irregularities, if it 
could have been forgotten that the war itself was pro- 

’ duced by the king’s impolicy, and if the nation had not 
been: prone to see friends and’ deliverers rather than 
enemics in the Scottish army. They were, at the best 
indeed, troublesome and expensive guests to the northern 
counties which they occupied; but the cost of their visit 

, Was justly laid at the king’s door. Various arbitrary 
- resources having been suggested in the council, and 
abandoned as inefficient and impracticable—such as the 
seizing the merchants’ bullion in the Mint, or issuing a 
debased coin—the unhappy king adopted the hopeless 

Councit of Scheme of convening a great council of all the: 
York. _ peers at York, as the only alternative of a par- 

4 June 4, 1640. Sidney Papess, f1.654. Nalson has made extracts; and who 
* A late writer has spoken of this cele- 

brated letter as resting on very question- 
able authority, Lingard, x. 43, It is, 

however, mentioned as a known fact by 

several contemporary writers, and par- 

ticularly by the earl of Manchester, fn 
* his unpublished Memorials, from which 

could neither be mistaken nor bave any 
apparent motive, in this private narras 
tive, to deceive. Nalson, ii. 427, 

ffymer, xx. 432. Rushworth, Abr. 
iil 163, Kc, Nalson, 1. 389, &c, Raumer, 
ii. 318° 

‘ 

\
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liament.? It was foreseen that this assembly would only 
advise the king to mect his people in a legal way. The 
public voice could no longer besuppressed. The citizens 
of London presented a petition to the king, complaining 
of grievances, and asking for a parliament. ‘This was 
speedily followed by one signed by twelve peers of 
Popular. character.’ The lords assembled at 4. cation 
rork almost unanimously concurred . in ‘the of tue tong 

samo advice, to which the king, after some Patiament 
hesitation, gave his assent. They had more difficulty in 
bringing about a settlement with the Scots: the English 
army, disaffected and undisciplined, had already made 
an inglorious retreat; and even Strafford, though pas- 
sionately against a treaty, did not venture to advise an 
engagement.! ‘Tho majority of the peers, however, over- 
ruled all opposition; and in the alarming posture of his 
affairs, Charles had no resource but the dishonourable 

Anticipating the desertion of 
some who had partaken in his councils, and conscious 
that others would more stand in need of his support than 
be capable of affording any, he awaited in fearful suspense 
the meeting of parliament, 

& Lord Clarendon seems not to have 
Well understood the secret of this great 
council, and supposes it to have been 
“suggested by those who wished for a par- 
liament; whereas the Hardwicke Papers 
show the contrary: pp. 116 and 118. 
His notions about the facility of com- 
posing the public discontent are strangely 
mistaken. “Without doubt,” be says, 
“ that fire at that time, which did shortly 
after burn the whole kinglom, might 
“have been covered under a busheL” But 
the whole of this introductory book of 
his History ubounds with proofs that he 
had partly forgotten, partly never knéwn, 
the state of England before the opening 
of the long parliament, In fact, the dis- 
affection, or at least discontent, bad pro- 
ceeded so far in 1640 that no human skill 
could have averted a great part of the 
consequences. But Clarendon’s partiality 
to the king, and to some of his advisers, 
Jeads him to see in every event particular 
causes, or an overruling destiny, rather 
than the sure operation of impolicy and 

_ misgovernment. 
- b These were Hertford, Bedford, Essex, 
Warwick, Paget, Wharton, Say, Brook, 

Kimbolton, Saville, Mulgrave, Boling: 
broke. Nalson, 436, 437. 

‘This appears from the minutes of the 
council (Hardwicke Papers), and ccntra- 
dicts the cummon opinion. Lord Con- 
way’s disaster at Newburn was by no 
means surprising: the English troups, 
who had been lately pressed into service, 
ewere perfectly mutinous; soma regi- 
ments had risen and even murdered their 
officers on the road. Rymer, 414, 423. 

& The Hardwicke State Papers, fi. 163, 
&e., contain much interesting informas 
tion about the council of York. See also 
the Clarendon Collection for eume curious 
letters, with marginal notes by the king, 
In one of these he says, “ The mayor 
now, with the city, are to be flattered, 
not threatened.” P. 123. Windebank 
writes to him in another (Oct. 16, 1610) 
that the clerk of the lower house of par. 
lament had come to demand the Journal- * 
book of the Iast assembly and scme 
petitions, which, by the king’s command, 
he (Windebank) bad taken into his eus- 
tody, and requests to know if they should 
be given up. Charles writes on the mar 
gin—“ Ay, by all means.” P, 122,
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CHAPTER IX. . 

FROM THE MEETING OF THE LONG PARLIAMENT TO THE 

BEGINNING OF THE CIVIL War. 

  

Character of Long Parliament—Its salutary Measures-Triconiat Bill—Orber 
beneficial Laws—~Observations—Impeachment of Strafford—Discussion of its 
Justice—Act against Dissolution of Parliament without its Consent—Innova- 
Uons meditated iu the Church—Schism in the Constitutional Party—Remonstrance 
of November, 1641—Suspicions of the King's Sincerity—Question of the Militia 
—liistorical Sketch of Military Force in England—Encroachments of the Parlia- 
ment—Nineteen Propositions—Discussion of the respective Claims of the two 
Parties to Support—Faults of both. 

We are now arrived at that momentous period in our 
Character history which no Englishman ever regards 
ofthetong without interest, and few without prejudice; 
mrliament. the period from which the factions of modern 
times trace, their divergence, which, after the lapse of 
almost two centuries, still calls forth the warm emotions 
of party-spirit, and_ affords a test of political principles ; 
at that famous parliament, the theme of so much eulogy 
and of so much reproach ; that synod of inflexible patriots 
with some, that conclave of traitorous rebels with others; 

. that assembly, we may more truly say, of unequal virtue 
and chequered fame, which, after having acquired a 
higher claim to our gratitude, and effected more for our 
liberties, than any that had gone beforo or that has fol- _ 
lowed, ended by subverting the: constitution it had 
strengthened, and by sinking in its decrepitude, and - 
unidst public contempt, bencath a usurper it had blindly 

‘Its salutary clevated to power. It seems agreeable _to our 
measures. plan, first to bring together those admirable 
provisions by which this parliament restored and con- 
solidated the shattered fabric of our constitution, before 
we advert to its measures of more equivocal benefit, or 
its fatal errors; an arrangement not very remote from 
that of mere chronology, since the former were chiefly 
completed within the first nine months of its session,
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before the king’s journey to Scotland in the summer of 
1641. , ; 

It must, I think, be admitted by every one who con- 
curs in the representation given in this work, and espe- 
cially in the last chapter, of the practical state of our - 
government, that some new securities uf a more powerful 
efficacy than any which the existing laws held forth 
were absolutely indispensable for the preservation of. 
English libertics and privileges. These, however sacred 
in namo, however venerable by prescription, had been 
s0 repeatedly transgressed, that to obtain their confirma- 
tion, as had been done in the Petition of Right, and that 

‘as the price of large subsidies, would but expose the 
commons to the secret derision of the court. ‘The king, 
by levying ship-moncy in contravention of his assent to 
that petition, and by other marks of insincerity, had 
given too just cause for suspicion that, though very 
conscientious in his way, he had a fund of casuistry at 
command that would always release him from any obli- 
gation to respect the laws. Again, to punish delinquent 
ministers was a necessary pieco of justice; but who 
.could expect that any such retribution would deter am- 
bitious and intrepid men from the splendid lures of 
power? Whoever, therefore, came to the parliament of 
November, 1640, with serious and steady purposes for 

‘the public weal, and most, I believe, except mere cour- 
tiers, entertained such purposes according. to the measure 
of their capacities and energies, must have looked to 
some essential change in the balance of government, 
some. important limitations of royal. authority, as the 
primary object of his attendance. 

Nothing. could bo more obvious than that the excesses 
of the lato unhappy times had chiefly originated in the 
long intermission of parliaments. “No lavyer would 
have dared to suggest ship-money with the terrors of a 
house of commons before hisecyes. But the king’s known 
resolution to govern without parliaments gave bad men 

_-more confidence of impunity. This resolution was not 
likely to. he shaken by the unpalatable chastisement of 
his servants and redress of abuses, on which the present 
parliament was about to enter. <A statute as old as the 
reign of Edward TIT. had already provided that parlia- 
ments should be held “every year, or oftener if necd
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be.”* But this enactment had in no age been respected. 
‘It was certain that, in the present temper of the admi- 
nistration, a law simply enacting that the interval 
between parliaments should never exceed three years 

Trienntaa Would prove wholly ineffectual, In the famous 
bill, act therefore for triennial parliaments, the first 

fruits of the commons’ laudable zeal for reformation, 
such provisions were introduced as grated harshly on tho 
ears of those who valued the royal prerogative above the 
liberties of the subject, but without which tho act itself 
might have been dispensed with. Every parliament was 
to be ipso facto dissolved at the expiration of three years 
from the first day of its session, unless actually sitting at 
the time, and in that case at its first adjommment or pro- 
rogation, The chancellor or keeper of the great seal was 
to be sworn to issue writs for a new parliament within 
three years from the dissolution of the last, under pain 
of disability to hold his office, and further punishment : 
in case of his failure to comply with this provision, the 
peers were cnabled and enjoined to meet at Westminster, 
and to issuo writs to the sheriffs ; the sheriffs themsclves, 
should the peers not fulfil this duty, were to cause elec- 
tions to be duly mado; and, in their default, at a pre- 
scribed timo'tho electors themselves. were to proceed to 
choose their representatives. No future parliament-was 
to bo dissolved or- adjourned without its own consent in 
less than fifty days from the opening of its session. It 
is more reasonable to doubt whether even these pro- 
visions would have afforded an adequate security for the 
periodical assembling of parliament, whether the supine 
and courtier-like character of the peers, the want of 
concert and energy in‘ the electors themselves, would 
not have enabled the government to set the statute at 
nought, than to censure them as derogatory to the 
reasonable prerogative and dignity of the crown. ‘To 
this important bill the king, with some apparent un- 
willingness, gave his assent. - It effected, indeed, a 
strange revolution in the system of his government, 
The nation set a due value on this admirable statute, 

'* 4 E.3,¢. 14 It appears by the been altered in the committee; at least 
Journals, 30th Dee, 1640, that the tricn- we find the title changed, Tan. 19. 

nial Dill was originally for the yearly > Parl. Hist. 702,717, Stat. 36 Car L, 
holding of parliaments. It scemstohuve. ¢ 1.
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‘the passing of which they welcomed with bonfires and 
every mark of joy. : 

After laying this solid foundation for the maintenance 
of such laws as they might deem necessary, the genenciat 
house of commons proceeded to cut away the |v: 
more flagrant and recent usurpations of the crown. They 
passed a bill declaring ship-money illegal, and annulling 
the judgment of the exchequer chamber against Mr. 

‘Hampden.’ They put an end to another contested pro- 
rogative, which, though incapable of vindication on any 
legal authority, had more support from a usage of four- 
score years—the levying of customs on merchandise. In. 
an act granting the king tonnage and poundage it is 
“declared and enacted that it is, and hath been, the 
ancient right of the subjects of this realm, that no subsidy, 
custom, impost, or other charge whatsoever, ought or 
may be Jaid or imposed upon any merchandise exported . 
or imported by subjects, denizens, or aliens, without 
common consent in parliament.”4 This is the last 
statute that has been found necessary to restrain tho 
crown from arbitrary taxation, and may be deemed the 
complement of those numerous provisions which the 
virtue of ancient times had extorted from the first and 
third Edwards. - . 

Yet these acts were hardly so’ indispensable, nor 
wrought so essential a change in the character observa 
of our monarchy, as that which abolished tho tous 
star-chamber, Though it was evident. how little the 
statute of Henry VI. could bear out that overweening 
power it had since arrogated, though the statute-book 
and parliamentary records of the best ages were irrefrag-- 
able testimonies against its usurpations ; yet the course 
of precedents under the Tudor and Stuart families was 
so invariable that nothing more was at first intended * 
than a bill to regulate that tribunal. <A suggestion, 
thrown out, as Clarendon informs us, by one- not at all 

© Stat. 16 Car. Lc 14. to him from the commencement of bis 
4C.8. The king had professed, in reign. Parl. Hist. 533, Sce preface to 

lord-keeper Finch’s speech on opening Hargrave’s Collection of Law Tracts, 
the parliamentof April, 1640, that hebad p. 195, and Rymer, xx. 118, for what 
only taken tonnage and ponndagede facto, Charles did with respect to impositions 
without claiming it as a right, and had on merchandise. The long parliament 
caused a bill to be prepared granting it called the farmers to account, 

VOL. I. 7 q
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connected with the more ardent reformers, Jed to tho 
substitution of a bill for taking it altogether away.’ This 
abrogates all exercise of jurisdiction, properly so called, 
whether of a civil or criminal nature, by the privy coun- 
cil as well as the star-chamber. ‘The power of examining — 
and committing’ persons charged with offences is by no 
means taken away; but, with a retrospect to the lan-: 
guage held by the judges and crown lawyers in some 
cases that have been mentioned, it is enacted, that every 
person committed by the council or'any of them, or by 
the king’s special command, may have his writ of habeas 
corpus; in the return to which, tho’ officer in whose 
custody he is shall certify the true cause of his commit- 
ment, which the court from whence the writ has issued 
shall within three days examine, in order to see whether 
the cause thus certified appear to be just and legal or not, 
and do justice accordingly by delivering, bailing, or 
remanding the party. Thus fell the great court of star- 
chamber, and with it the whole irregular and arbitrary 
practice of government, that had for several centuries so 
thwarted the operation and obscured tho light of our free 
constitution, that many have been prone to deny the 
existence of those liberties which they found so often 
infringed, and to mistake the violations of law for its - 
standard. . 

With the court of star-chamber perished that of the 
high-commission, a younger birth of tyranny, but per- 

‘haps even more hateful, from the peculiar irritation of 
the times. It had stretched its authority beyond the 
tonor of tho act of Elizabeth whereby it had been created, 
and which limits its competence to the correction of 
ecclesiastical offences according to the known boundaries 
of ecclesiastical jurisdiction, assuming a right not only 

16 Car. T. c. 10. The abolition of 
the star-chamber was first moved, Match 
Sth, 1641, by lord Andover, in the house 
of lords, to which he had been called by 
writ. Both he and his father, the earlof 
Berkshire, were zealous Toyalfsts during 
the subsequent war, Parl Hist.722, But 

“he ia not, I presume, the person to whom 
Clarendon alludes. Thisauthor insinuates 
that the act for taking away the star 
chamber passed both houses without 
salictent deliberation, and that the peers 

id not venture to make any opposition; 
whereas there were two conferenecs bo- 
tween the houses on the subject, and 
several amendments and provisos made 
by the lords and agreed to by the com- 
mons. Scarce any Dill, during this ses- 

sion, received s0 much attention, The 
king made some difficulty about assenting 
to the bills taking away the star-chamber 
and high-commission courts, but soon gave 

way, Parl, Hist. 853, 

‘
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to imprison, but to fine, the laity, which was generally 
reckoned illegal.’ The statute repealing that of Eliza- 
beth, under which the high commission existed, proceeds 
to take away from the ecclesiastical courts all power of 
inflicting temporal penalties, in terms so large, and doubt- 
less not inadvertently employed, as to render their juris- 

.diction nugatory. This part of the act was repealed after 
the Restoration; and, like the other measures of that 
time, with little caro to prevent the recurrence of those 
abuses which had provoked its enactments.® 

A single clause in the act that abolished the star- 
chamber was sufficient to annihilate the arbitrary juris- 
diction of several other irregular tribunals, grown out of- 
the despotic temper of the ‘'udor dynasty :—the court of 
the president and council of the North, long obnoxious 
to the common lawyers, and lately the sphere of Straf- 
ford’s tyrannical arrogance’;" the court of the president 
and council of Wales and the Welsh marches, which had. 
pretended, as before mentioned, to a jurisdiction over the 
adjacent counties of Salop, Worcester, Hereford, and 
Gloucester ; with those of the duchy of Lancaster and 
county palatine of Chester. These, under various pre- 
texts, had usurped so extensive a cognizance as to 
deprive’ one-third of England of the privileges of tho 
common law. The jurisdiction, however, of the two’ 
Jatter courts in matters touching the king’s private estate 

- has not been taken away by the statute., Another act 
afforded remedy for some abuses in the stannary courts 
of Cornwall and Devon.' Others retrenched the vexatious 
prerogative of purveyance, and took away that of com- 
pulsory knighthood* . And one of greater importance 
put an end to a fruitful source of oppression and com- 
plaint by. determining for ever the extent of royal forests, 

f Coke. has strongly argued the ile- the bill for abolishing the court of York, 
gality of fining and imprisoning by the 
high commission; 4th Inst,324. And he 
omitted this power in a commission he 
drew,“ leaving us,” says Dishop Willians, 
“nothing but the old rusty sword of the 
church, excommunication.” Cabala, p. 
103. Care was taken to restore this 
authority in the reign of Charles. 
16 Car. cl. . : 
b Hyde distinguished himself as chair- 

tan of the committee which brought in 

.In his speech on presenting this to the 
lords he alludes to the tyranny of Straf. 
ford, not rudely, but in a style hardly con- 
sistent with that of his History. Parl. 
Hist. 166. The editors of this, however, 
softened a little what he did say in one cr 
two places; as where be uses the word 
tyranny in. speaking of lord Mount 
norris’s case. 
AGI. 
KC. 19, 29.
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according to their boundaries in the twentieth year of 
James, annulling all the perambulations and inquests by 
which they had subsequently been enlarged.™ . 

I must here reckon, among the beneficial acts of this 
. parliament, one that passed some months afterwards, 

after the king’s return from Scotland, and perhaps the- 
only measure of that second period on which we can 
bestow unmixed commendation. The delays and uncer- 
‘tainties of raising troops by voluntary enlistment, to 
which.the temper of the English nation, pacific though 
intrepid, and impatient of tho strict control of martial 
law, gave small encouragement, had led to the usage of 
pressing soldiers for service, whether in Ireland or on 
foreign expeditions. This prerogative seeming dangerous 
and oppressive, as well as of dubious legality, it is 
recited in the preamble of an act empowering the king 

‘to levy troops by this compulsory method for the special 
exigency of the Irish rebellion, that, by the laws of 
this realm, none of his majesty’s subjects ought to be 
impressed or compelled to go out of his country to 
serve as a soldier in the wars, except in case of necessity 
of the sudden coming in of strange enemies into ‘the 
kingdom, or except they be otherwise bound by the 
tenure of their lands or possessions.”* Tho king, ina 
speech from the throne, adverted to this bill while passing — 
through tho houses, as an invasion of his prerogative. 
This notice of a parliamentary proceeding the commons 
resented as a breach of their privilege; and having 
obtained the consent of the lords to a joint remonstrance, 
the king, who was in no state to maintain his objection, 
gave his assent to the bill. In the reigns of Elizabeth 
and: James we have seen frequent instances of -the 
crown’s interference as to matters debated in parliament. 
But from the time of the long parliament the law of 
privilege, in this respect, ‘has stood on an unshaken 
basis.° o 

These are the principal statutes which we owe to this 
parliament. They give occasion to two remarks of no 

™16Car.Lo16. — that he thought encroachment in the 
"CO Sa." commons, does not censure their explicit 
° Journals, 16th Dee. Parl. Hist. 963. assertion of this privilege. He lays the 

Nalson, 759, It is remarkable that Cla- blame of the king's {nterference on St 
rendon, who fs sufficiently jealous of all Jobn’s advice; which is very improbabia
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slight importance. In tho first place, it will appear, on 
comparing them with our ancient laws and history, that 
they made scarce any material change in our constitution . 
such as it had been established and recognised under the 
house of Plantagenet: the law for triennial parliaments 
even receded from those unrepealed provisions of. the 
reign of Edward LI, that they should be assembled 
annually. The court of star-chamber, if it could be 
said to have a legal jurisdiction at all, which by that 

“name it had not, traced it only to the Tudor period; its 
recent excesses were diametrically opposed to the exist- 
ing laws and the protestations of ancient parliaments. 
The court of ecclesiastical commission was an offsct of 
the royal supremacy, established at the Reformation. 
The impositions on merchandise were both plainly 
illegal, and of no long usage. That of -ship-money was 
flagrantly, and by universal confession, a strain of arbi- 
trary power without pretext of right. Thus, in by 
far the greater part of the enactments of 1641, the 
monarchy lost nothing that it had anciently possessed ; 
and the balance of our constitution might seem rather 
to have been restored to its former equipoise than to. 
have undergone any fresh change. 

But thoso common liberties of England which our . 
forefathers had, with such commendablo perseverance, 
extorted from the grasp of power, though by no means 
so merely theoretical and nugatory in effect as some 
would insinuate, were yet very precarious in the best 
periods, neither well defined, nor exempt from anoma- 
lous exceptions, or from occasional infringements. Some: 
of them, such as the statute for annual sessions of parlia- 
ment, had gone into disuse. ‘Those that were most 
evident could not be enforced; and the yew tribunals 
that, whether by law or usurpation, had reared their 
heads over the people, had made almost all public and 
personal rights dependent on their arbitrary will. It 
was necessary, therefore, to infuse new blood into the 

~ Janguid frame, and so to renovate our ancient constitu- 
tion that the present era should scem almost a new 
birth of liberty. Such was the aim, especially, of those 
provisions which placed the return of parliaments at 
fixed intervals, beyond the power of the crown to elude. 
It was hoped that by their means, so long as a sense of
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public spirit should exist in the nation (and beyond 
that time it is vain to think of liberty), no prince, how- 
ever able and ambitious, could be free from restraint for 
more than three years; an interval too short for the 
completion of arbitrary projects, and which few ministers 
would venture to employ in such a manner as might 
expose them to the wrath of parliament. 

It is to be observed, in the second place, that by these 
salutary restrictions, and some new retrenchments of . 
pernicious or abused prerogative, the long parliament 
formed our constitution such nearly as it now exists. 
Laws of great importance were doubtless enacted in 
subsequent times, particularly at the Revolution; but 
none of them, perhaps, wero strictly necessary for tho. 
preservation of our civil and political privileges; and it 
is rather from 1641 than any other epoch, that we may 
date their full legal establishment. ‘That-single statute - 
which abolished the star-chamber gave every man a 
security which no other enactments could have afforded, 
and which no government could essentially impair. 
Thongh the reigns of the two latter Stuarts, accord- 
ingly, are justly obnoxious, and were marked by several 
illegal measures, yet, whether we consider the number 
and magnitude of their transgressions of law, or the 
practical oppression of their government, these princes 
fell very short of the despotism that had been exercised, 
cither under tho Tudors or the two ‘first of their own 
family. 

From this survey of the good works of the long par- 
liament we must tum our eycs with equal indifference 
to the opposite picture of its crrors and offences; faults 
which, though the mischiefs they produced were chiefly 
temporary, have yet served to obliterate from the recol- 
lection of too many the permanent blessings we have 
inherited through its exertions. In reflecting on the 
events which so soon clouded a scene of glory, we ought 
to learn the dangers that attend all revolutionary crises, 
however justifiable or necessary; and that, even when. 
posterity may have causo to rejoice in the ultimate. 
result, the existing generation are seldom compensated’ 
for their present loss of tranquillity. The very enemies 
of this parliament confess that they met in November 
1640 with almost unmingled zeal for the public good,’
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and with loyal attachment to the crown. They were 
the chosen representatives of the commons of England, 
in an age more eminent for steady and scrupulous con- 
scientiousness in private life than any, perhaps, that 
had gone beforo or has followed ; not the demagogues or 
adventurers of transient popularity, but men well-born 
and wealthy, than whom there could perhaps never be 
assembled five hundred more adequate to redress the 

‘ grievances, or to fix the laws, of a great nation. But 
they wero misled’ by the excess of two passions, both 
just and natural in the circumstances wherein they 
found themselves, resentment and -distrust; passions 
eminently contagious, and irresistible when they seize 
on the zeal and credulity of a popular assembly. ‘The 
one betrayed them into a measure certainly severe and 
sanguinary, and in’ the eyes of posterity exposed to 
greater reproach than it deserved, the attainder of lord 
Strafford, and some other proceedings of too much 
violence ; the other. gave a colour to all their resolutions, 
and aggravated their differences with the king till there 
remained no other arbitrator but the sword. 

Those who know the conduct and character of the 
earl of Strafford, his abuse of power in the 5. aa. 
North, his far moro outrageous transgressions ment of 
in Ireland, his dangerous influence over the Str 
king’s counsels, cannot hesitate to admit, if indeed they 
profess any regard to the’ constitution of this kingdom, 
‘that to bring so great a delinquent to justice according 
to the known process of law was among the primary 
duties of the new parliament, It was that which all, 
with scarce an exception but among his own creatures 
(for most of tho court were openly or in scerct his 

“ enemics?), ardently desired ; yet which tho king’s favour 
and his own commanding genius must haye rendered a 

doubtful enterprise. He came to London, not uncon- 

"pA greater and more universal 
hatred,” says Northumberland in a letter 
to Leicester, Nov. 13, 1640 (Sidney Papers, 
fi. 663), “ was never contracted by any 

. person than he bas drawn upon himself. 
He is not at all dejected, but believes 
confidently to clear himself in the opi- 
nion of all equal and indiffetent-minded 
hearers, when he shall come to make his 
defence. The king fs in such a strait 

that I do not know how he will possibly 
avoid, without endangering the loss of 
the whole kingdom, the giving way to the 
remove of divers persons, as well as other 
things that will be demanded by the par- 
Liament. After they havedone questioning 
some of the great ones, they intend to 
endcavour the displacing of Jermyn, New- 
castle, and Walter Montague,”
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scious of the danger, by his master's direct injunctions. 
The first days of the session were critical; and any 
vacillation or delay in the commons might probably 
have given time for some strong exertion of power to 
frustrate their designs, We must therefore consider the 
bold suggestion of Pym, to carry up. to the lords an 
impeachment for high treason against Strafford, not only 
as a master-stroko, of that policy which is fittest for 
revolutions, but as justifiable by the circumstances 
wherein they stood. Nothing short of a commitment to 
the Tower would have broken the spell that so many 
years of arbitrary dominion had been-working. It was 
dissipated in the instant that the people saw him in the 
hands of the usher of the black rod: and with his power 
fell also that of his master; so that Charles, from the 
vory hour of Strafford’s impeachment, never once ven- 
tured to resume the high tone of command congenial to 
his disposition, or to speak to the commons but as one 
complaining of a superior force.1 

4 Clarendon, £. 305. No one opposed 
the resolution to impeach the lord-leu- 
tenant, save that Falkland suggested the 
appointment of a committee, as more 
suitable to the gravity of their proceed- 
ings, But Pym frankly answered that 
this would ruin alls since Strafford would 
doubtless obtain a dissolution of the par- 
liament, unless they could shut bim out 
from access to the king. . 

The letters of Robert Paillie, Principal 
of the University of Glasgow (two vols., 
Edinburgh, 1775), abound with curious 
infurmation as to this period, and for 
several subsequent years, Buillie was 
oue of the Scots cominissioners deputed 
to London at the end of 1640, and took 
an active share in promoting the destruc- 
tion of eptscopacy. lia correspoidence 
breathes all the narrow and exclusive 
bigotry of the presbyterian school. The 
fullowing passage is so interesting, that, 
notwithstanding its length, it may find a 
Place here -— . 

“The leutenant of Ireland came but 
on Monday to town late, on Tuesday 

seated, on Wednesday came to parliament, 
but ere might he was caged. Intolerable 
pride and oppression cries to heaven for 
uw vergeance. The lower house closed 
their doors; the speaker kept the keys 

till his accnsation was concluded. There- 
after Mr. Pym went up, with a number 
at his back, to the higher house; and, in 
a pretty short speech, d'd, in the name of 
the lower honse, and in the name of the 
commons of all England, accuse Thomas 
earl of Strafford, lord-lieutenant of Ire- 

land, of high treason; and required his 
person to be arrested till probation might 
‘be heard; so Mr. Pym and his back were 
Temoved, The lords began to consult on 
that strange and unexpected motion. 
The word goes in haste to the lord-lieu- 
tenant, where he was with the king; with 

speed he comes to the houses he calls 
rudely at the door; James Maxwell, 
keeper of the black rod, opens: his lord- 
ship, with a proud glooming countenance, 
makes towards his place at the board 
head: but at once many bid him voie 
the house ; so he is forced, in confusion, 
to go to the door till he was called. After 
consultation, being called in, he stands, 
but is commanded to kneel, and on his 
knees to hear the sentence. Being on 
his knees, he is delivered to the keeper of 
the black rod, to be prisuner till he was 
cleared of these crimes the house of com- 
mons had charged him with, He offered 
to speak, but was commanded to be gone. 
without a word. In the outer room.,
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The articles of Strafford’s impeachment relate prin- 
cipally to his conduct in Ireland. For though p,.ceion 
he had begun to act with violence in the court of its ju- 
of York, as lord-president of the North, and "*: 
was charged with having procured a commission invest- 
ing him with exorbitant power, yet ho had too soon left 
that sphere of dotminion for the lieutenancy of Ireland 
to give any wide scope for prosecution. But in Ireland 
it was sufficiently proved that he had arrogated an 
authority beyond what the crown had ever lawfully 
enjoyed, and even beyond the example of former vice- 
roys of that island, where the disordered state of society, 
the frequency of rebellions, and the distance from all 
contro], had given rise to such a series of arbitrary pre- 
eedents as would have almost excused any ordinary 
stretch of power.’ Notwithstanding this, however, when 
the managers came to state and substantiate their articles - 
of accusation, though some were satisfied that there was 

James Maxwell required him, as prisoner, an impeachment for misdemeanors. It 
to deliver his sword. When he had gut was rot pretended Ly the managers that 
it, he cries with a loud voice for hisman more than two or three of chem amounted 
tocarry my lord-lieutenant’s sword. This to treason; but it is the unquestionable 
done, he makes through a number of right of the commons to blend offences of 
peuple towards his coach; all gazing, no a different degree jn an Impeachment, 
man capping to him, before whom, that * It has been usually said that the com. 

morning, the greatest of England would mons had recourse to the bill of attainder 

‘ have stood uncovered, all crying," What because they found it impossible to sup- 
§s the matter? He said,*A small mat- port the impeachment for treason. But 
ter, I warrant you.’ . ‘They replied, ‘Yes, St. John positively denies that it was 

indeed, high treason fy a stnall matter.’ intended to avoid the judicial mode of 

Coming to the place where he expected proceeding. Nalson, fi, 162. And, what 
his coach, it was not there; so he behoved is stronger, the lords themselves vuted 
to return that same way, through a world upon the articles judicially, and not as if 
of gazing people. When at last he hud they were enactirg a legislative measure, 
found his coach, and was entering, James As tu the famous proviso in the bill of at- 
Maxwell told him, ‘ Your lordship is my . tainder, that the Judges should determine 
prisoner, and must go in my coach;’ and noihing to be treason by virtue of this 
so he behoved todo.” P.217. Pill which they Would not have deter- 

? The trial of Strafford is best to be mined to be treason otherwise (on which 

Tead In Rushworth or Nalson, The ac. Hume and many others have relied to 
count in the new edition of the State show the consciousness of parliament that 
Trials, 1 know not whence taken, is the measure was not warranted by the 
curious, as coming from an eye-witness, existing law), itscems to have been intro- 
though very partial to the prisoner; but duced in order to quiet the apprehensions 

. it can hardly be so accurate as the others. of some among the peers, who had gone 
His famous peroration was printed atthe great lengths with the late government, 
time ina louse sheet, It is in the Somers and were astonished to find that thefr 
Tracts, Many of the charges svem to obedience to the king could be turned 
have been sufliciently proved, and would into treason against Lim, 
undoubtedly justify a severe sentence on .
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' enough to warrant tho severest judgment, yet it appeared 
to many dispassionate men that, even supposing the evi- 
dence as to all of them to bo legally convincing, they 
could not, except through a dangerous latitude of con- 
struction, be aggravated into treason. Tho law of Eng: 
land is silent as to conspiracies against itself. St. John 
and Maynard struggled in vain to prove that a scheme 
to overturn the fundamental laws and to govem by a’ 
standing army, though as infamous as any treason, could 
bo brought within tho words of the statute of Edward IIL, 
as a compassing of the king’s death. Nor, in fact, was 
there any conclusive evidence against Strafford of such 
a design. Tho famous words imputed to him: by sir 
Henry Vane, though there can be little reason to ques- 
tion that some such were spoken, secm too imperfectly 
reported, as well as uttered too much in tho heat of 
passion, to furnish a substantive accusation ; and I should 
rather found my conviction of Strafford’s systematic hos- 
tility to our fundamental laws on his correspondence 
since brought to light, as well as on his general conduct 
in administration, than on any overt acts proved on his, 
impeachment. The presumption of history, to whoso 
mirror the scattered rays of moral evidence converge, 
may be irresistible, when the legal inference from insu- 
lated actions is not only technically, but substantially, 
inconclusive. Yet we are not to suppose that tho 
charges against this minister appeared so evidently to 
fall short of high treason, according to the apprehension 
of that age, as in later times has usually been taken for 
granted. Accustomed to tho unjust verdicts obtained 
in cases of treason by the court, the statute of Edward 
having been perpetually stretched by constructive inter- 
pretations, neither the people nor the lawyers annexed 
a definite sense to that crime. The judges themselves, 
on a solemn reference by the house of lords for their 

Car, IX, 

* They were confirmed, in a consider. 
able degree, by the evidence of Northum- 
bderland and Bristol, and even of Usher 
and Juxon, Rushw. Abr. iv. 455, 559, 
5865 Baillie, 284, But are they not also 
exactly according to the principles always 
avowed and acted upon by that minister, 
and by the whole phalanx of courtiers, 

- that a king of England does very well to 
ask bis people’s consent in the first in- 

stance, but, if that fs frowardly refused, 
he has a paramount right to maintain his 
government by any means? 

It may be remarked that Clarendon 
says “the law was clear that less than 
two witnesses ought not to be received 

in a case of treason.” Yet I doubt 
whether any one had been allowed the 
benefit of that law; and the contrary bad 
been asserted repeatedly by the judges.
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opinion whether some of tho articles charged against 
Strafford amounted to treason, answered unanimously, 
that, upon all which their lordships had voted to be 
proved, it was their opinion the carl of Strafford did 
deserve to undergo the pains and penalties of high 
treason by law.‘ . And, as an apology, at least, for this 
judicial opinion, it may be remarked that the fifteenth 
article of the impeachment, charging him with raising 
money by his own authority, and quartering troops on 
the peoplo of Ireland, in order to compel their obedience 
to his unlawful requisitions (upon which, and one other 
article, not on the whole matter, the peers voted him 
guilty), does, in fact, approach very nearly, if we may 
not say more, to a substantive treason within the statute 
of Edward JIL, as a levying war against the king, even 
without reference to some Irish acts of parliament upon 
which the managers of tho impeachment.relied. It 
cannot be extravagant to assert that, if the colonel of a 
regiment were to issue an order commanding the in- 
habitants of the district where it'is quartered to con- 
tribute certain sums of money, and were to compel the 
payment by quartering troops on the houses of those 
who refused, in a general and systematic manner, he. 
would, according to a warrantable construction of the 
statutes, be guilty of the treason called levying war on 
the king; and that, if we could imagine him to do this 
‘by an order from the privy council or the war-office, 
the case would not bo at all altered. On the other 
hand, a single act of such violence might, be (in technical 
language) trespass, misdemeanor, or felony, according 
to circumstances ; but would want the gencrality which, 
as the statute has been construed, determines its cha- 
racter to be treason. It is however manifest that Straf- 
ford’s actual enforcement of his order, by quartering 
soldiers, was not by any’ means proved to be so fre- 

Lords’ Journgls, May 6; Parl. Hist, 
757. This opinion of the judges, which 
is not mentioned by Clarendon, Hume, 
and other common historians, seems to 
have cost Strafford his life. It was relied 
on by some bishops, especially Usher, 
whom Charles consulted whether he 
should pass the bill of attainder, though 
Clarendon puts much worse casuistry 

into the mouth of Williams, Part's Life 
of Usher, p. 453 Hacket’s Life of Wil- 
liams, p. 160. Juxon fs sald to have 
stood alone, among five bishops, in ad- 
vising the king to follow his conscience. 
Clarendon, indeed, docs not mention this, 
though he glances at Usher with some 
reproach, p. 4513 but the story is as oldas 
the Icon Basiliké, in which it is alluded to
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quently done as to bring it within the line of treason; 
and the evidence is also open to every sort of legal 
objection. But in that age the rules of evidence, sv 
scrupulously defined since, were either very imperfectly 
recognised, or continually transgressed. If then Straf- 
ford could be brought within the letter of the Jaw, and 
if he were also deserving of death for his misdeeds 

" towards the commonwealth, it might be thought enough 
to justify his condemnation, although he had not offended © 
against what seemed to be tho spirit and intention of 
the statute. This should, at least, restrain us from pass- 
ing an unqualified censure on those who voted against 
him, comprehending undoubtedly the far more respect- 
able portion of the commons, though: only twenty-six 
peers against nineteen formed the feeble majority on the: 
Lill of attainder." It may be observed that the house of 
commons acted in one respect with a generosity which 
the crown had never shown in any case of treason, by, 

“ The names of the fifty-nine members 
of the commons who voted against the 
Dill of attainder,and which were placarded 
as Straffordians, may be found in’ the 
Parliamentary History and several other 
books, It isremarkable that few of them 
are distinguished persons, none so much 
so as Selden, whose whole parliamentary 
career, notwithstanding the timidity not 
very fairly imputed to him, was eminently 
honourable and independent. But we 
look in vain for Hyde, Falkland, Cole- 
pepper, or Palmer. The first, probably, 
did not vote; the others may have been 
in the majority of 204 by whom the bill 
was passed; indeed, I have seen a MS. 
account of the debate, where Falkland 
and Colepepper appear to have both 
spoken for it. As to the lords, we have, 
80 far as I know, no list of the nineteen’ 
who acquitted Strafford. It does not com- 
Prebend Hertford, Bristol, or Holland, 
who were absent (Nalson, 316), nor any 
of the popish lords, whether through fear 
or any private influence. Lord Clare, his 
brother-in-law, and lord Saville,a man of 
the most changeable character, were his 
Prominent advocates during the trial; 
though Bristol, Hertford, and even Say, 
desired ty have had his life spared 
(Baillle, 243, 237, 271, 292); and the ear! . 
of Bedfonl, according to Clarendon, would 

havecome into this, But thesudden and 
ill-timed death of that eminent peer put 
an end to the negotiation for bringing the 
parliamentary leaders into office, wherein 
it was a main object with the king to 
save the life of Strafford—entirely, as I. 
am inclined to believe, from motives of 

conscience and honvur, without any views 
of ever again restoring him to power.’ 
Charles had no personal attachment to. 
Strafford; and the queen's dislike of him 
(according to Clarendon and Burnet, 
though it must be owned that Madame 
de Motteville does not confirm this), or 
at least his general unpopularity at court, 
would have determined the king to lay 
him aside, 

It is said by Burnet that the queen. 
prevailed on Charles to put that strange 
postscript to his letter to the lords, in bee 
half of Strafford, “ If he must die, it were 
charity to reprieve him till Saturday ;” 
by which he manifestly surrendered him ~ 
up, and gave cause to suspect his own 
sincerity. Doubts have been thrown out 
by Carte as to the genuineness of Straf- 
Jord’s celebrated letter requesting the 
king to pass the bill of attainder. They 
do not appear to be founded cn inech 
evidence; butitis certain, by the manner 
in which he received the news, that he did 
not expect tw be sacrificed by his master.
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immediately passing a bill to relieve his children from 
‘the penalties of forfeiture and corruption of blood. 

It is undoubtedly a very important problem in -poli- 
tical ethics, whether great offences against the common- 
wealth may not justly incur the penalty of death by a 
retrospective act of the legislature, which a tribunal 
restrained by known laws is not competent to inflict. 
Bills of attainder had been by no means uncommon in 
England, especially under Henry VIII.; but génerally 
when the crime charged might have been equally punished 
by law. They are less dangerous than to stretch the 
boundarics of a statute by arbitrary construction, Nor 
‘do they seem to differ at all in principle from those bills 
of pains and penalties which, in times of comparative 
moderation and tranquillity, have sometimes been thought 
necessary to visit some unforeseen and anomalous traus- 

' gression beyond the reach of our penal code. There are 
many, indeed, whose system absolutely rejects all such 
retrospective punishment, either from the danger of 
giving too much scope to vindictive passion, or on some 
more abstract: principle of justice. Those who may 

‘incline to admit that the moral competence of the sove- 
‘reign power to secure itself by the punishment of a 
heinous offender, even without the previous warning of 
law, is not to be denied, except by reasoning which 

‘ would shake the foundation of its right to inflict punish- 
ment in ordinary cases, will ‘still be ‘sensible of the 
mischief which any departure from stable rules, under 
the influence of the most public-spirited zeal, is likely to 
produce. ‘The attainder of Strafford could not be justifi- 
able, unless it were necessary ; nor necessary, if a lighter 
enalty would have been sufficient for the public security. 
This therefore becomes a preliminary qpestion, upon 

-which the whole mainly turns. It is one which does 
not seem to admit of a demonstrative answer; but with — 
which we can perhaps deal better than they who lived | 
at that time. Their distrust of the king, their appre- 

*-hension that nothing less than the delinquent minister's 
death could insure them from his return to power, 
rendered the leaders of parliament obstinate against any 
proposition of a mitigated penalty. Nor can it be denied 
that there are several instances in histury where tho 
favourites of monarchs, after a transient exile or im.
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prisonment, have returned, on sume fresh wave of 
fortune, to mock or avenge themselves upon their adver- 
saries, Yet the prosperous condition of the popular 
party, which nothing but intemperate passion was likely 
to impair, rendered this contingency by no means pro- 
bable; and it is against probable dangers that nations 
should take precautions, without aiming at more com- 
plete security than the baffling uncertainties of events 
will permit. Such was Strafford’s unpopularity, that 
he could never have gained ‘any sympathy, but by the 
harshness of his condemnation and.the magnanimity it 
enabled him to display. These have half redeemed his 
forfeit fame, and misled a generous posterity. It was 
agreed on all hands that any punishment which the law 
could award to the highest misdemeanors, duly proved 
on impeachment, must be justly inflicted. “Iam still 
the same,” suid lord Digby, in his famous speech against 
the bill of attainder, “in my opinions and affections, as 
unto the carl of Strafford; I confidently believe him to 
‘be the most dangerous minister, the most insupportable 
to free subjects, that can be charactered.- I believe him 
to-bo still that grand apostate to the commonwealth, 
who must not expect to be pardoned in this world till 
he be despatched to the other. And yct Ict me tell you, 
Mr. Speaker, my hand must not be to that despatch.”* 
These sentiments, whatever we may think of ‘the sin- 
cerity of him who uttered them, were common to many 

‘of those who desired most ardently to see that uniform 
course of known law which neither the court’s lust 
of power nor the clamorous indignation ofa popular 
assembly might turn aside. The king, whose conscienco 
was so deeply wounded by his acquiescence in this 
minister's death, would gladly have assented to a Dill. 
inflicting the penalty of perpetual banishment; and this, 
accompanied, as it ought to have been, by degradation 
from the rank for which he had sold his integrity, would 
surely have exhibited to Europe an example, sufficiently 
conspicuous ‘of just retribution. Though nothing per-. . 

‘haps could have restored a tolerable degree of confidence 
between Charles and the parliament, it is certain that 
his resentment and aversion were much aggravated by 

* Parliamentary History, fi. 150.
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the painful compulsion they had put on him, and that 
the schism among the constitutional party began from 
this, among other causes, to grow more sensible, till it 
terminated in civil war.’ 

But, if we pay such regard to the principles of cle- 
mency and moderation, and of adherence to the fixed 
rules of law, as to pass some censure on this deviation 
from them in the attainder of lord Strafford, we must not 
yield to the clamorous invectives of his admirers, or treat 
the prosecution asa scandalous and flagitious excess of 
party vengeance. Look round the nations of the globe, 
and say in what age or country would such a man have 
fallen into the hands of his enemies without paying the , 
forfeit of his offences against the commonwealth with 
his life. ‘They who grasp at arbitrary power, they who 
make their fellow-citizens tremble before them, they 
who gratify a selfish pride by the humiliation and servi- 
tude of mankind, have always played a deep stake; and 
tho more invidious and intolerable has been their pre- 
eminence, their fall has been more destructive and their 
‘punishment more exemplary. Something beyond tho 
retirement or the dismissal of such ministers has seemed 
necessary to ‘absolve the gods,” and- furnish history 
with an awful lesson of retribution. The spontaneous 
instinct of nature has called for the axe and the gibbet 
against such capital delinquents. If, then, we blame in 
some measure the sentence against Strafford, it is not for 
his sake, but for that of the laws on which he trampled, 
and of the liberty which ho betrayed. He died justly 
before God and man, though we may deem the precedent 

Y See some judicious remarks on this 
by May, p. 64, who generally shows a 
good deal of impartiality at this period 
of history. The violence of individuals, 
especially when of considerable note, de- 
serves to be remarked as characteristic of 
the temper that influenced the house, and 
as accounting for the disgust of moderate 

“men, “ Why should he have law him- 
' self?’ said St. John, in arguing the bill 

of attainder before the peers, “ who would 

* not that others should have any? ‘We 
indeed give laws to hares and decr, be- 

cause they are beasts of chace; but we 
give none to wolves and foxes, but knock 
them on the'head wherever they are 

‘ 

found, because they are beasts of prey.” 
Nor was this a mere burst of passionate 
declamation, but uted as a serious argu- 
ment for taking away Straffurd's life 
without sufficient grounds of law or testi- 
mony, Rushworth, Abr.iv.61. Claren. 
don, i, 40%. Strode told the house that, 
as they had charged Strafford with high 
treason, it concerned them to charge as 
conspirators In the same treason all who 
had before, or should hereafter, Plead in 
that cause. Baillie, 252. This monstrous 
Proposal seenis to please the presbyterian 
bigot. “If this hold,” he observes 
“ Strafford’s counsel wilt be rare.”
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dangerous, and the better course of a magnanimous lonity 
unwisely rejected ; and in condemning the bill of attain- 
der we cannot look upon it as a crime. 

The same distrustful temper, blamablo in nothing but 
jts excess, drew the house of commons into. a measure. 

more unconstitutional than the attainder of 
dsolsuva’ Strafford, the bill enacting that they should 
of parlia’ not be dissolved without their own consent. 
oat its eun- Whether or not this had been previously medi- 
sen 

tated by the leaders is uncertain ; but the cireum- 
stances under which it was adopted display all the blind 
precipitancy of fear. A scheme for bringing up the army 
from the north of England to overawe parliament had 
been discoursed of, or rather in a great measure con- 
certed, by some young courtiers and military men. The 
imperfection and indefiniteness of the evidence obtained - 
respecting this plot inereased, as often happens, the 
apprehensions of the commons, Yet, difficult as it might . 
be to fix its proper character between a loose project and 
a deliberate conspiracy, this at least was hardly to be 
denied, that the king had listened to and approved a pro- 
posal of appealing from the representatives of his people 
to a military force.’ Their greatest danger was a sudden 

® Clarendon and Hume of course treat 
this as a very trifling affair, exaggerated 
for factious purposes, But those whojudge 
from the evidence of persons unwilling to 
accuse themselves or the king, and from 

’ the natural probabilities of the case, will 

“suspect, or rather be wholly couvinced, 
that it had gone much farther than these 
writers admit, See the accounts of this 
plot fn Rushworth and Nalson, or in the 
Parliamentary History, also what {s sald 
by Montreuil in Raumer, p, 324. The 
strongest evidence, however, fs furnished - 
by Henrietta, whose relation of the cir- | 
cumstances to Madame de Motteville 
proves that the king and herself had the 
strongest hopes from the influence of 
Goring and Wilmot over the army, by 
means of which they aimed at saving 
Strafford’s life; though the jealousy of 
those ambitious intriguers, who could not 
doth enjuy the plice to which each as- 
pired, broke the whole plot. Mdm. de. 
Motteville, i, 253. Compare with this, 
passage Percy’s letter ayut Goring’s depo- 

+ sition (Nalson, if 286, 294), for what is 

said of the king's privity by men who 
did not lose his favour by their evidence. 
Mr. Brodie has commented in a long note 
(ill. 189) on Clarendon's apparent mis- 
representations of this business. But 
what has escaped the acuteness of this 
writer is, that the petition to the King 

‘and parliament, drawn up for the army's 
subscription, and asserted by Clarendon 
to have been the only step taken by those 
engaged in the supposed conspiracy 
{though not, as Mr. Brodie too rushly 
conjectures, a fabrication of his own), is 
most carelessly referred by him to that 
period, or to the agency of Wilmot and 
his coadjutors—having been, in fact, pre- 
pared about the July following, at the 
instigation of Daniel O’Neale and some 
others of the royalist party. This is 
manifest, not only from the allusions it 
containg to events that had uot occurred 
in the months of Murch and April, when 
the plot of Wilmet and Goring was on 
foot, especially the bill for triennial par- 
liaments, but from evidence given before 
the house of commons in October, 1641
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dissolution. The triennial bill afforded, indeed, a valu- 
able security for the future. Yet, if the present parlia- 
ment had been broken with any circumstances of vio- 
lence, it might justly seem very hazardous to confide in 
the right of spontancous election reserved to the people 
by that statute, which the crown would have three years 
to defeat. A rapid impulse, rather than any concerted 
resolution, appears to have dictated this hardy encroach- 
ment on the prerogative... Tho bill against the dissolu- 
tion of the present parliament without its own consent 
was resolved in a committee on the fifth of May, brought - 
in the next day, and sent to the lords on the seventh. 
The upper house, in a conference the samo day, urged a 
very wise and constitutional amendment, limiting its 
duration to the term of two years. But the commons 
adhering to their original provisions, the bill was passed 
by both houses on the eighth." Thus, in the space of three 
days from the first suggestion, an alteration was made in 
the frame of our polity which rendered. the house of com- 
mons equally independent of the sovereign and their 
constituents ; and, if it could be supposed capablo of 
being maintained in more tranquil times, would, in the 
theory at least of speculative politics, have gradually 
converted the government into something like a Dutch 
aristocracy. The ostensible pretext was, that money 
could not be borrowed on the authority of resolutions of 
parliament until some security was furnished to ‘the cre- - 
ditors that those whom they were to trust should have a 
permanent existence. This argument would have gono 
a great way, and was capable of an answer; since the 
money might have been borrowed on the authority of 

Cua. I. 1640-42. BILL AGAINST DISSOLUTION. 

and which Mr. Brodie has published in 
the appendix to his third volume, though, 
with an inadvertence of which he is sel- 
dom guilty, overlooking {ts date and 
purport.- This, however, is of itself suffi- 
cent to display the inaccurate character 
of Clarendon’s History ; for I can scarcely 
ascribe the present incorrectness to design. 
There are, indeed, so many mistakes as 
to dates and other matters in Clarendon's 
account of this plot, that, setting aside 
his manifest disposition to suppress the 
trath, we can place not the least relfance 
on his memory as to those points which 
we may not be well able to bring to atest, 

VOL. WU. 

® Journals; Parliamentary Hist, 7843 
May, 67; Clarendon. e\ccording to Mrs. 
Hutchinson, p. 97, this bill originated 
with Mr: Pierpoint. 1f we should draw 
any inference from the Journals, sir John 
Colepepper seems to have been the most 
prominent of its supporters, Mr. Hyde, 
and lord Falkland were also managers of 
the conference with the lords. But in 
sir Ralph Verney's manuscript notes I 
find Mr, Whitelock mentioned as being 
ordered by the house to prepare the bill; 
which seems to imply that ha had moved 
it, or at least been very forward in it. 
Yet all these were moderate men, 

I
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the whole legislature. . But the chief motive, unques- 
tionably, was a just apprehension of the king’s intention 
to. overthrow the parliament, and of personal danger to 
‘those who had stood most forward from his resentment 
after a dissolution. Tis ready acquiescence in this bill, 
far more dangerous than any of those at which he de. 
muted, can only be ascribed to his own shame and the 
queen’s consternation at the. discovery of the late plot: © 
and thus we trace again the calamities of Charles to their 
two great sources; his want of judgment in affairs, and 
of good faith towards his people. . 

‘The parliament had. met with as ardent and just an 
In indignation against ecclesiastical as temporal novations : . ne 
meditatedin grievances. ‘The tyranny, the folly, and rash- 
the chars “ness of Charles's bishops were still greater than 

-his own, . It was evidently an indispensable duty to 
reduce tho overbearing ascendancy of that order which 
had rendered the nation, in regard to spiritual dominion, ° 
a great loser by tho Reformation. They -had been so 
blindly infatuated as, even in the year 1640, amidst all 
the perils.of the times, to fill up the measure. of public 
wrath by enacting a se1ies of canons in convocation. 
These enjoined, or at least recommended, some of the 
modern innovations, which, though many excellent men 
had been persecuted for want of compliance with them, 
had not got the sanction of authority, They imposed’ 
an oath on the clergy, commonly called the “et cetera 
oath,” binding them to attempt no alteration “in the 
government of the church by bishops, deans, arch- 
deacons, &e.” This oath was by the same authority 
enjoined to such of the laity as held ecclesiastical offices 
Tho king, however, on the petition of the council of 
peers at York, directed it not to be taken. The house 
of commons rescinded these canons, with some degreo of 
excess on the other.sido; not only denying tho right 
of convocation to bind the clergy, which had certainly 
been oxercised in all periods, but actually impeaching 
the bishops for a high misdemeanour on that account." 
The lords, in the month of March, appointed a committeo 

b Neal, p. 632, has printed these canons 647,720. These votes ag to the canons, imperfectly. They may be found at however, were carried, nem. con. Jour. 
vength in Natson, £542... nals, 16th Dec. 1640, .. 

© Clarendon; Parl. Hist. 678, 896; Neal,
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of ten carls, ten bishops, and ten barons, 
the innovations lately brought into the ch 
committee Williams was cha 
now possessed the commons was 
‘the sacrifice of Laud and Wren, 
siderable alterations as the mode 
to suggest.¢ 
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to report upon 
urch. Of this 

iran. But the spirit which 
not to be exorcised by’ 

or even by such incon- 
rate bishops were ready 

There had always existed a party, though by no means 
coextensive with that bearing tho general namo of pu- 
ritan, who retained an insup 
scheme of episcopal discip! 
ecclesiastical 
apostles, Itis not easy to 
these bore to the communi 
the opening of the parliame 
though an active and incr 
house of commons, accordin 

erable aversion to the whole 
ine, as inconsistent with the 

parity they believed to be enjoined by the 
determine what proportion 
ty. They were certainly at 
nt by far the less numerous, 
easing party. Few of tho 
¢ to Clarendon and ‘the best 

contemporary writers, looked to a destruction: of the 
existing hierarchy.° Tho moro 
which had the sanction of Ushe 

- which W 
a moderate episcopacy; wh 

plausible scheme was ono 
r’s learned judgment, and 

illiams was said to favour, for what was ealled 
erein the bishop, reduced to 

® sort of president of his college of presbyters, and differ- 
ing from them only in rank,- not in order 
ordine), should act, w 
tion, by their concurr 
church-go 

ence.’ 

and have proved acceptabl 
hardly less offensive to the 
lerant of the smallest deviat 
than to the high- 
of humouring th 

4 Neal, 709. Laud and Wren were 
both impeached Dec. 18; the latter en- 
rely for introducing superstitions, Parl, 
Hist. 861. He lay in the Tower till 1659, 

~ ° Neal says that the major part of the 
parliamentarians at the beginning of the 
war were for moderated episcopacy (il. 4), 

“and asserts the same in another place 
" (L715) of the puritans, in contradiction of 

Rapin. “ How this will go,” says Baillie, 
in April, 1641, “the Lord knows; all are 
for the creating of a kind of presbytery, 

church episcopalians ; and the nece 
at proud and prejudiced race of pe 

(gradu, non 
hether in ordination or jurisdic- 

' This intermediate form of 
vernment would probably have contented the popular leaders -of the commons, except two. or three, 

o nation. But it was 
cottish presbyterians, into- 
ion from their own model, 

ssity 
ople, 

e to th 
S 

and for bringing down the bishops, in all 
things spiritual and temporal, 80 low as 
.can be with any subsistence; but their 
-utter abolition, which is the only aim of 
the most godly, is the knot of the ques- 

-tion.”” 1, 245, . 
f Neal, 666, 672, 7135 Colller, 805; 

Baxter's Life,p.62 The ministers’ petf- 
-tion, es it was called, presented Jar, 23, 
, 1641, with the signatures of 709 beneficed - clergymen, went to thig extent of re 
formation. Neal, 679, 

12
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-who began already to show that an alteration in the 
church of England would be their stipulated condition 
for any assistance they might afford to the popular party, 
led the majority of the house of commons to give more 
countenance than they sincerely intended to a bill pre- 
ferred by what was then called the root-and-branch 
party, for tho entire abolition of episcopacy. ‘This party, 
composed chiefly of presbyterians, but with no small 
admixture of other sectaries, predominated in tho city 
of London, ,. At the instigation of the Scots commis- 
sioners, a petition against episcopal government, with 
15,000 signatures, was presented early in the session 
Dec. 11, 1640), and received so favourably as to startle 

those. who bore a good affection to the church.§ This 
gave rise to the first difference that was expressed in 
parliament: Digby speaking warmly against the refer- 
ence of this petition to a. committee, and Falkland, 
though strenuous for reducing the prelates’ authority, 
showing much reluctance to abolish their order." A bill 
was, however, brought in by sir Edward Dering, an 
honest but not very enlightened or consistent man, for 
the utter extirpation of episcopacy, and its second read- 
ing éarried on a division by 189 to 108.' This, no doubt, 
scems to show the anti-episcopal party to have been 
stronger than Clarendon admits. Yet I suspect that the 
‘greater part of those who voted for it did not intend 
more than to intimidate the bishops. Petitions, very 
numerously signed, for the maintenance of episcopal 
government, were presented from several counties ;* nor 

& Parl. Hist. 673; Clarendon, i. 3565 
Baillie’s Letters, 218, &. Though san- 
guine as to the progress of his sect, he 
admits that it was very difficult to pluck 
upepiscopacy by the roots ; for this reason 
they did not wish the house to give a 
speedy answer to thecity petition: p. 241, 
Jt was carried by 36 or 37 voices, he says, 
to refer it to the committee of religion: 
p-245. No division appears on the Jour- 
nals. - 

The whole influence of the Scots com- 
nussioners was directed to this object; as 
not only Baillie’s Letters, but those of 
Johnstone of Wariston (Datrymple’s Me- 
morlals of James and Charles L, if. 114, 
&c.), show. Besides their extreme bigo- 
try, which was the predominant motive, - 

they had a better apology for Interfering 
with church-government in England, with 
which the archbishop had furnished 
them; it was the only sure means of pre- 
serving their own. 

h Rashworth; Nalson. . 
i Parl. Hist. 814, 622, 823. Clarendon 

tells us that, being chairman of the com. 
mittee to whom this bil! was referred, 
he gave it so much interruption, that no 
progress could be made before ‘the ad- 
journment. The house came, however, 
to @ resolution, that the taking away the 
offices of archbishops, bishops, chancel- 
lors, and commissaries out of this church 
and kingdom, should be one clause of the 
vil June 12, Commons’ Journals, 

k Lord Hertford presented one to the
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is it, I think, possible to doubt that the nation sought 
only the abridgment of that coercive jurisdiction and 
temporal power by which the bishops had forfeited the 
reverence due to their function, as well as that absolute 
authority over presbyters, which could not be reconciled 

to the customs of the primitive church." This was the 
‘object both of the act abolishing the high commission, 
which by the largeness of its expressions seemed to take 
away all coercive jurisdiction from’ the ecclesiastical 
courts, and of that for depriving the bishops of their 
suffrages among the peers; which, after. being onco 
rejected by a large majority of the lords, in June, 1641, 
passed into a law in the month of February following, 
and was the latest concession that the king made before 
his final appeal to arms." 

’ 
lords, from Somersctshire, signed by 
14,350 freeholders and inbabitants. Nal- 
son, ii, 727, The Cheshire petition, for 
preserving the Common Prayer, was 
signed by near 10,000 hands. Id. 758. I 
have a collection of those petitions now 
before me, printed in 1642, from thirteen 
English and five Welsh counties, and all 
very numerousty signed. In almostevery 
instance, I observe, they thank the par- 
liament for putting a check to Innovations 
and abuses, while they deprecate the abo- 
lition of episcopacy and the liturgy. Thus 
“t seems that the ,resbyterians were very 
far from having the nation on their side, 
The following extract from the Somerset- 
sbire petition is a good sample of the 
general tone: “For the present govern 
ment of the church we are most thankfal 
to God, believing it in our hearts to be 
the most pious and the wisest that any 
people or kingdom upon earth hath been 
withal since the apostles’ days; though 
we may not deny but, through the frailty 
of men and corruption of times, some 
things of ill consequence, and other need- 
less, are stolen or thrust into it; which 
we heartily wish may be reformed, and 
the church restored to its former purity. 
‘And, to the end it may be the better 
preserved from present and future fnno- 
vation, we wish the wittingly and mali- 
clously guilty, of what condition soever- 
they be, whether bishops or inferior 
clergy, may receive condign punishment. 
Bat, for the miscarriage of governors, to 
destroy the government, we trust it shall 

never enter into the hearts of this 
and honourable assembly.” 

™ The house came to a vote on July 
11, according to Whitelock, p 46, in 
favour of Usher's scheme, that each 
county should be a diocese, and that there 
should be a governing college or pres- 
bytery, consisting of twelve, under the 
presidency of a bishop: sir E, Dering 
spoke in favour of this, though his own 

wise 

“pill went much farther. Nalson, iL, 2943 
Neal, 703, I cannot find the vote in the 
Journals; it passed, therefore, I suppose 
in the committee, and was not reported 
tothe house. . Lee 

0 Parl. Hist, 774, 794, 817, 910, 1087. 

The lords had previously come to resolu- 
tions that bishops should sit in the 
house of lords, but not in the privy coun- 
cil, nor be in any commission of the 
peace. Id 814, . 

The king was very unwilling to give 
his consent to the bill. excluding the 
bishops from parllamcfit, and was, of 
coutse, dissuaded by Hyde from doing 
50, He was then at. Newmarket, on his 
way to the north, and had nothing but. 
war in his head) The queen, however, : 
and sir John Colepepper, prevailed on 
him to consent, Clarendon, History, it, 
247 (1826); Life, 51. The queen could 
not be expected to have much tendernesg 
for a protestant episcopacy; and it {s to 
be said in favour of Colepepper's advice, 
who was pretty indifferent in eccleslas- 
tical matters, that the bishops had ren- 
dered themselves odious to many of those:



not previously enjoyed. 
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This was hardly, perhaps, a greater alteration of the 
established constitution than had resulted from the sup- 
pression of the monasteries under Henry; when, by the 
fall of the mitred abbots, the secular peers acquired a pre- 
ponderance in number over the spiritual, which they had 

It was supported by several 
persons, especially lord Falkland, by no means inclined 
to subvert the episcopal discipline; whether from a hope 
to compromise better with the opposite party by this 
concession, or from.a sincere belief that the bishops 
might be kept better to the duties of their function by 
excluding them from civil power. Considered generally, 
it may be reckoned a doubtful question in the theory of 
our government whether the mixture of this ecclesiastical 
aristocracy with the house of lords is advantageous or 
otherwise to the public interests, or to those of religion. 
Their great revenues, and the precedence allotted them, 

"seem naturally to place them on this level ; and the ge- 
neral property of the clergy, less protected than that of * 
other classes against the cupidity of an administration or 
a faction, may perhaps require this peculiar security. 
In fact, the disposition of the English to honour the 
ministers of the church, as well as to respect the anciont 
institutions of their country, has usually been so powerful, 
that the question would hardly have been esteemed 
dubious if the bishops themselves (I speak of course with 
such limitations as the nature of the case requires) had 

who wished well to the royal cause, See 
the very remarkable conversation of Hyde 
with sir Edward Verney, who was killed 
at the battle of Edgehill, where the latter 
declares his reluctance to fight for the 
Dishops, whose quarrel he took it to be, 
though bound by gratitude not to desert 
the king. Clarendon’s Life, p. 63, 

This author represents lord Falkland 
as having been misled by Hampden to 
take an unexpected part in favour of the 
first bill for excluding the bishops from 

: parliament, ‘The house was ‘so mar- 
vellously delighted to see the two inse- 
Parable friends divided in so important a 
point that they could not contain from a 
Kind of rejoicing; and the more because 
they saw Mfr. Hyde was much surprised 
with the contradiction, as in truth he 
was, having never discovered the least 

Inclination in the other towards such a 
compliance :” 1, 413, . There is, however, 
an earlier speech of Falkland ia print 
against the London petition; wherein, 
while objecting to the abolition of the 
order, he intimates his willingness to 
take away their votes in parliament, with . 
all other. temporal authority. Speeches 
of the Happy Parliament, p. 188 (pub- 
lished in 1641), Johnstone of Wariston 
says there were but four or five votes 
against taking away civil places and seats 
in parliament from the bishops. Dale 
rymple’s Memorials, 11.116. But in the 
Journals of the commons, 10th March, 
1640-1, it is sald to be resolved, after a 
long and mature debate, that the legis- 
lative power of bishops fs a hinderunce to 
their function.
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been at all times sufficiently studious to maintain a cha- 
racter of political independence, or even to conecal a 
spirit of servility, which the pernicious’ usage of con- 
tinual translations from one see to another, borrowed, 
like many other parts of our: ecclesiastical law, from the 
most corrupt period of the church of Romo, has had so 
manifest a tendency to engender.° 

This spirit of ecclesiastical, rather than civil, demo- . 
cracy, was the first sign of the approaching storm that 
alarmed the Hertfords and Southamptons, the Hydes and 
Falklands. Attached to the venerable church of the 
English reformation, they were loth to see the rashness 
ofsome prelates avenged by her subversion, or a few’ 
recent innovations repressed by incomparably more 
essential changes, Full of regard for established law, 
and disliking the puritan bitterness, aggravated -as it 
was by long persecution, they revolted from the indecent 
devastation committed in churches by the populace, and 
from the insults which now fell on. the conforming 
ministers, The lords carly distinguished their temper 
as to'those-points by an order on the 16th of January 
for the performance of divine service according to law, 
in consequence of the tumults that had been caused by 
the heated puritans under pretence of abolishing innova- 
tions. Little regard was shown to this order;? but it 
does not appear that the commons went farther on the 
opposite side than to direct some ceremonial novelties to 
be discontinued, and to empower ono of their members, 
sir Robert Harley, to take away all pictures, crosses, and 

- superstitious figures within churches or without.1 But 
this order, like many of their other acts, was a manifest 
encroachment on tho executive power of the crown! 

©1827.) -- 
P «The higher house,” says Baillie, 

“have made an order, which was read in 
the churches, that none presume of their 
own head to alter any customs established 
by law: this procured ordinance does 
not discourage any one.” P. 237. Some 
rioters, however, who bad pulled down 
rails about the altar, &c., were committed 
by order of the lords in June. Nalson, 
ii. 275. . 
9 Parl Hist. 868, By the hands of this 
zealous knight fell the beautiful crosses 
at Charing and Cheap, to the lasting 

Tegret of all faithful lovers of antiquitics 
and architecture. 

¥ ParL Hist. 907.’ Commons’ Journals, 
Sept.1, 1641, It was carried at the 
time, on a division, by 55 to 37, that the 
committee’ “should propound an addi- 
tion to this order for preventing all con- 
tempt and abuse of the Book of Common 
Prayer and all tumultuous disorders that 
might arise in the church thereupon.” 
This is a proof that the church party 
were sometimes victorions in the house. 
But they did not long retain this casual 
advantage. For, the Jords having sent, 

‘
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- It seems to have been about the time of the summer 
recess, during the king’s absence in Scotland, that the 
apprehension of changes in church and state, far beyond 
schien’in what had been dreamed of at the opening of 
‘the constitu- patliament, led to a final schism in the consti- 
tional party, tutional party. Charles, by abandoning his 
former advisers, and yielding, with just as much reluct- ° 
ance as displayed the value of tho concession, to a series’ 
of laws that abridged his prerogative, had recovered a 
good deal of the affection and confidence of some, and 
gained from others that sympathy which is'‘seldom with- 
held from undeserving. princes in their humiliation. 
Though the ill-timed death of the earl of Bedford in May 
had partly disappointed an intended arrangement for 
bringing the popular leaders into office, yet the appoint- * 

_ments of Essex, Holland, Say, and St. John from that 
party, were apparently pledges of the king’s willingness 
to select his advisers from their ranks; whatever cause 
there might be to suspect that their real influence over 
him would be too inconsiderable.t' Those who were still 

Cuar. 1X,: 

down a copy of their order of 16th 
January above mentioned, requesting the 
commons’ concurrence, they resolved, 
Sept. 9, “that the house do not consent 
to this order; it being thought unrea- 

‘sonable at this time to urge the severe 
execution of the safd laws.’ They con- 
tented themselves with “expecting that 
the commons of this realm do, in the 
mean time, quietly attend the reforma- 
tion intended, without any tumultuous 
disturbance of the worship of God and 
peace of the realm.” See Nalsou, iL. 484. 

* May, p. 75. Sce this passage, which 
is very, judicious, The disunion, how- 
ever, had in some measure begun’ not 
long after the meeting of parliament; the 
court wanted, in December 1640, to have 

given the treasurer's stall to Hertford, 
whose brother was created a peer by tho 

- title of Lord Seymour. Bedford was the 
favourite with the commons for the same 
office, and would doubtless have been a 
fitter man at the time, notwithstanding 
the other’s eminent virtues, Sidney Let- 
ters, iL 665, 666. See also what Baillie 
says of the introduction of seven lords, 
“all commonwealth’s men,” into the 

council, though, as generally happens, he 
ia soon discontented with some of them. 

P. 246,247. There was even some Jea- 
lousy of Say, as favouring Strafford. 

* Whitelock, p.46. Bedford was to 
have been lord treasurer, with Pym, 
whom he had brought into parllament 
for Tavistock, as his chancellor of the 
exchequer; Hollis secretary of state. 
Hampden is said, but not perhaps on 
good authority, to have sought the office 
of governor to the prince of Wales; 
which Hume, not very candidly, brings 
as a proof of his ambition. It seems 
probable that, if Charles had at that time 
(May 1641) carried these plans {nto 

“execution, and ceased to listen to the 
queen, or to those persons about his bed- 
chamber who were perpetually leading 
him astray, be would bave escaped the 
exorbitant demands which were after- 
wards made upon him, and even saved 
bis favourite episcopacy. But, after the, 
death of the earl of Bedford, who had 
not been hostile to the church, there was 
no man of rank in that party whom he 
liked to trust; Northumberland having 
acted, as he thought, very ungratefully, 
Say being a known enemy to episcopacy, 
and Essex, thongh of the bighest honour, 
not being of a capacity to retain much’ 
influence over-the leaders of the other
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excluded, and who distrusted the king’s intentions as 
well towards themselves as the public causo, of whom 
Pym and Hampden, with the assistance of St. John, 
though actually solicitor-ceneral, wore the chicf, found 
no better means of keeping alive the animosity that was 
beginning to subside, than by framing the Remonstrancé 
on the state of the kingdom, presented to tho king in 
November, 1641. This being a recapitulation of all the 
grievances and misgovernment that had existed 
since his accession, which his acquiescence in strance of 
so many measures of redress ought, according November, 
to the common courtesy due to sovercigns, to 
have cancelled, was hardly capable of answering any 
other purposo than that ‘of reanimating discontents _ 
almost appeased, and guarding the people against the 
confidence they were beginning to place in the king’s 
sincerity. Tho promoters of it might also hope, from 
Charles’s proud and hasty temper, that ho would reply in’ 
such a tone as would more exasperate the commons. 
But he had begun to use the advice of judicious men, 
Falkland, Hyde, and Colepopper, and ‘reined in his 
natural violence so as to give his enemies no advantago 
over him, 

The jealousy which nations ought never to lay aside 
Was especially required towards Charles, whose love of 
arbitrary dominion was much better proved than his 

- sincerity in relinquishing it, But if ho were intended’ 
to reign at all, and to reign with any portion either of 
the prerogatives of an English king, or tho respect 
claimed by every sovereign, the Remonstrance of the 
commons could but prolong an irritation incompatible. 
with public tranquillity. It admits, indeed, of no ques- 
tion, that the schemes of Pym, Hampden, and St. John, 
already tended to restrain the king’s personal exerciso ° 
of any. effective power, from a sincere persuasion that 

- no confidence could ever be placed in him, though not 
to abolish the monarchy, or probably to abridge in the 

~ same degreo tho rights of his successor. Their Remon: 

mone 

house. Clarendon insinuates that, even Prerogative untouched (ii. 326). But 
as late ag March, 1642, the principal pa- it seems more probable that, after the 
triots, with a few exceptions, would have 
been content with coming themselves 
into power under the king, and on this 
condition would have left his remaining 

accusation of the five members, no mea- 
sure of this kind would have been of any 
servico to Charles, :
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Strance was put forward to stem the returning tide of 
loyalty, which not only threatened to 
progress of their. endeavours, 
might, by gaining strength, 
the bulwarks that had been 
the preservation of liberty, 
house by the small majority 

obstruct the further 
but, as they would allege, 

wash away some atleast of 
so recently constructed for 

It was carried in a full 
of 159 to 148." So much’ 

was it deemed a trial of strength, that Cromwell declared 
after the division that, had the 
would have sold his estate, 
‘It may 

*' Commons’ J ournals, 22nd November, 
On a second division the same night, 
whether the Remonstrance should: be 
printed, the popular side lost it by 124 
to101. But on the 15th December the 
printing was carried by 135 to 83, Se- 
veral divisions on important subjects 
about this time show that the royalist 
miinority was very formidable, But the 
attendance, especially on that side, seems 
to have been irregular; and, in general, 
when we consider the immense import- 
ance of these debates, we are surprised 
to find the house so deficient in numbers 
as many divisions show it to have been. 
Clarendon frequently complains of the 
supineness of his party; a fault invari- 
ably imputed to their friends by the zeat- 
ous supporters of established authority, 
who forget that sluggish, lukewarm, and 

_thoughtless tempers must alivays exist, 
and that such will naturally belong to. 
their side. TI find in the short pencil 
notes taken by sir Ralph Verney, with a 
copy of which I have been favoured by 
Mr. Serjeant D’Oyly, the following entry 
on the 7th of August, before the king’s 

“Journey to Scotland:—“A remonstrance 
to be made how we found the kingdom 
and the church, and how the state of it 
now stands.” This is not adverted to in 
Nalson nor in the journals at this time. 
But Clarendon says, in a suppressed pas 
sage, vol il. Append. 591, that “at the - 
beginning of the parliament, or shortly’ 
after, when all men were inflamed with 
the pressures and illegalities which had 
been exercised upon them, a committee 
was appointed to prepare a remonstrance 
of the state of the kingdom, to be pre- 
sented to his majesty, in which the se- 

question been lost, he 
and retired to America, 

be thought rather surprising that, with’a house 

Yeral grievances might be recited; which 
committee had never brought any report 
to the house; most men conceiving, and 
very reasonably, that the quick and effec- 
tual progress his majesty made for the 
reparation of those grievances, and pres 
vention of the like for the future, had ren+ 
dered that work needless. But ag soon 
as the intelligence came of his majesty 
being on his way from Scotland towards 
London, that committee was, with great 
earnestness and importunity, called upon 
to bring in the draft of such remon- 
strance,” &c. I find a slight notice of 
this origin of the Remonstrance {n the 
Journals, Nov. 17, 1640. - 

In another place, also suppressed in 
the common editions, Clarendon says,— 
“This debate held many hours, in which 
the framers and contrivers of the declar- 
ation said very little, or answered any 
Teasons that were alleged to the con- 
trary; the only end of passing ft, which 
was to incline the people to sedition, 
being a reason not to be given; but 
called still for the question, presuming 
their number, {f not their reason, would 
serve to carry it; and after two in the 
morning (for 60 long the debate conti- 
nued, if that can be called a debate when 
those unly of one opinion argued), &c., it 
Was put to the question.” What a strange 
memory this author bad! I have now 
before me sir Ralph Verney’s Ms, note 
of the debate, whence it appears that Pym, 
Hampden, Hollis, Glyn, and Maynard 
spoke in favour of the Remonstrance; 
nay, as far as these brief memoranda go, 
Hyde himself seems not to have wamly 
opposed it.
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of commons s0 nearly. balanced as they appear on this 
vote, the king should have new demands that an- Suspicions 
nihilated his authority made upon him, and have of the king's 
found a greater majority than had voted the ‘rity. 
Remonstrance ready to oppose him by arms; especially 
as that paper contained little but what was true, and 
might rather be censured as an ill-timed ‘provocation 
than an encroachment on the constitutional prerogative. 
But there were circumstances, both of infelicity and 
misconduct, which aggravated that distrust whereon 
every.measure hostile to him was grounded. His im- 
prudent connivance at popery, and tho far more repre- 
hensible encouragement given to it by his court, had 
sunk deep in the hearts of his people. His ill-wishers 
knew how to irritate the characteristic sensibility of the 
English on this topic. ‘The qucen, unpopular on the 
score of her imputed arbitrary counsels, was odious as a 
maintainer of idolatry.* The lenity shown to convicted 
popish priests, who, though liable to capital punish- 
ment, had been suffered to escape with sometimes a very 
short imprisonment, was naturally (according to the 
maxims of those times) treated as a grievance by the 
commons, who petitioned for the. execution of une Good- 
man and others in similar circumstances, perhaps in the 
hope that the king would attempt to shelter them. But 
he dexterously left it to the house whether they should 
dic or not; and none of them actually suffered.’ Ru- 
“* The letters of str Edward Nicholas, the members at Westminster the appel- 

published as a supplement to Evelyn’s : lation of a parliament: p. 90. 
Diary, show how generally the apprehen- - 
s{ons of popish influence were entertained, 
It is well for superfictal pretenders to lay 
these on calumny and misrepresentation; 
but such as have read our historical docu- 
ments know that the royalists were al- 
most as Jealous of the king in this respect 
as the puritans, See what Nicholas says 
to the king himself, p. 22, 25, 29. Indeed 

he gives several hints to a discerning 
reader that he was not satisfied with the 
soundness of the king’s intentions, espe- 
cially as to O'Neale’s tampering with the" 
army: p.77. Nicholas, however, became 
afterwards a very decided supporter of 
the royal cause; and in tho council at 
Oxford, just before the treaty of Ux- 
bridge, was the only one who voted ac- 
cording to the king's wish, not to give 

7 The king’s speech about Goodman, 
Baillie tells ua, gave great satisfaction to 
all; “with much humming was it re- 
ceived.” P, 240. Goodman petitioned 
the house that he might be executed 
Tather than become tfc occasion of differ- 
ences between the king and parliament, 
This was earlier in time, and at least 

equal in generosity, to lord Strafford's 
famous letter; or perhaps rather more 
80, since, though It tumed out otherwise, 
he had greater reason to expect that he 
should be taken at bis word. It is re- 
markable that the king says, in his an- 
swer to the commous, that no priest had 
been executed merely for religion, either 
by his father or Elizabeth ; which, though 
well meant, was quite untrue, -Park 
Hist, 712; Butler, ib 5. .
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mours of. pretended conspiraciés by the catholics were’ 
perpetually in circulation, and rather unworthily en-’ 
couraged by the chiefs of the commons. More substan- 
tial motives for alarm appeared to arise from the obscure’ 
transaction in Scotland, commonly called the Incident, 
which looked so like a concerted design against the two. 
great leaders of the constitutional party, Hamilton and: 
Argyle, that it was not unnatural to anticipate some- 
thing similar in Englaud.* In the midst of these appre-’ 
hensions, as if to justify every suspicion and every | 
severity, burst out the Irish rebellion with its attendant’ 
massacre. Though nothing could be more unlikely in. 
itself, or less supported by proof, than the king’s con- 
nivance at this calamity, from which every man of com- 
mon understanding could only expect, what actuall 
resulted from it, a terrible aggravation of his difficulties, ’ 
yet, with that distrustful temper of the English, and 
their jealous dread of popery, he was never able to con- 
quer their suspicions that he had either instigated the 
rebellion, or was very little solicitous to suppress it;. 
suspicions, indeed, to which, however ungrounded at 
this particular period, some circumstances that took 
place afterwards gave an apparent confirmation." oo 

It was, perhaps, hardly practicable for the king, had - 
- he given less real excuse for it than he did, to lull that 
disquictude which so many causes ‘operated to excite, 
The most circumspect discretion of a prince in such a. 
difficult posture cannot restrain the. rashness of eager 

* See what Clarendon says of the’ 
effect produced at Westminster by the 

who ecems to have been the medium be- 
tween the parliamentary chiefs and the 

Incident, in one of the suppressed pas- 
sages, Vol. ii, Append. p. 575, edit. 1826. 

® Nalson, fi. 788, 792, 8043; Clarendon, 
if. 84. The queen’s behaviour had been 
extraordinarily imprudent from the very 
beginning. So early as Feb, 17, 1641, 
the French ambassador writes word,— 
“‘La reine d’Angleterre dit pnblique- 
ment qu'il y a une tréve arrestée pour 
trois ans entre la France et l’Espagne, 
et que ces deux couronnes vont unir 
leurs forces pour la défendre et pour 
venger les catholiques.” Mazure, Hist. 
de la Révol. en 1688, if. 419. She was’ 
very desirous to go to France, doubtless 
to interest her brother and the queen’ 
in the cause of royalty. Lord Holland, 

French court, signified how much thig - 
would be dreaded by the former; and, 
Richelieu took care to keep her away. 
of which she bitterly complained. This 
was in February. Her majesty’s letter, - 
which Mf. Mazure has been malicious 
enough to print verbatim, is a curious 
specimen of orthography. Id p. 416. 
Her own party were equally averse to 
this step, which was chiefly the effect of 
cowardice; for Henrietta. was by no 
means the high-spirited woman that some - 
have fancied. It is well known that a few - 
months afterwards she pretended to re 
quire the waters of Spa for her health; 
but was induced to give up her Jour. 
ney, -
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adherents, or silence the murmurs of a discontented 
court, Those nearest Charles’s person, and who always 
possessed too much of his confidence, were notoriously 
and naturally averse to the recent changes. Their 
threatening but idle speeches, and impotent denuncia- 
tions of resentment, conveyed with malignant exaggera- - 
tion among the populace, provoked those tumultuous 
assemblages which afforded the king no bad pretext for 
withdrawing himself from a capital where his personal 
dignity was so little respected.® It is impossible how- 
ever. to deny that he gave by his own conduct no trifling 
‘reasons for suspicion, and last of all by the appointment 
of Lunsford to the government of the Tower; a choice 
for which, as it would never have been made from good 
motives, it was natural to seck the worst. But the single 
false step’ which rendered his affairs irretrievable by 

b Clarendon, ii. 81. This writer in- 
timates that the Tower was looked upon 
by the court as a bridle upon the city, 

* © Nalson, fi. 810, and other writers, 
ascribe this accusation of lord Kimbolton 
in the peers, and of the five members, as 
they are commonly called, Pym, Hollis, 
Hampden, Haslerig, and Strode, to se- 
cret information obtained by the king in 
Scotland of their former intrigues with 
that nation. This fs rendered in some 
measure probable by a part of the written 
_charge preferred by the attorney-general 
before the house of lords, and hy expres 
sions that fell from the king; such as 
“it was a treason which they should all 
thank him for discovering.” Clarendon, 
however, hardly hints at this; and gives 

at Icast a hasty reader to understand that 
the accusation was solely grounded on 
their parliamentary conduct. Probably 
he was aware that the act of oblivion 
passed last year afforded a sufficient legal 
defence to the charge of corresponding 
with the Scots in 1640. In my judg. 
ment they had an abundant Justification 
in the eyes of thelr country for intrigues 
which, though legally treasonable, had 
been the means of overthrowing despotic 
“power. The king and cvurtiers bad been 
elated by the applause he received when 
he went into the city to dine with the 
Jord mayor on his return from Scotland ; 
and Madame de Motteville says plainly 
that he determined to avail himself of it 

. . 

in order to seize the leaders in parlia- 
ment. (i. 264.) 

Nothing could be more irregular than 
the mode of Charles's proceedings in this 
case. He sent a message by the ser= 
jeant-at-arms to require of the speaker 
that five members should be given up io 
him on a charge of high treason; no 
Mmagistrate’s or councillor’s warrant ap- 
peared; it was the king acting singly, 
without the intervention of the law. It 
is idle to allege, like Clarendon, that 
privilege of parliament does not extend 
to treason; the breach of privilege, and 
of all constitutional law, was in the mode 
of proceeding. In fact, the king was 
guided by bad private advice, and cared 
not to let any of his privy ‘council know 
his intentions lest he should encounter 
opposition, : . 

The following account of the king’s 
coming to the houge on this occasion is 
copled from the pencil notes of sir R. 
Verney. It has been already printed by 
Mr. Hatsell (Precedents, iv. 106), but — 
with no great correctness, Whatsir RY. 
says of the transactions of Jan.3 is muck 
the same as we read in the Journals. He 
thus proceeds:—Tuesday, January 4, 
1641 The five gentlemen which were 
to be accused came into the house, and 
there was information that they should 
be taken away by force. Upou this the 
house sent to the lord mayor, aldermen, 
and common council, to let them know
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anything short of civil war, and placed all reconciliation 
at an insuperable distance, was his attempt to seize the 
fivo members within the walls of the house ; an-evident 
violation, not of. common privilege, but of all security 
for the independent existence of parliament in the mode 
of its execution, and leading toa very natural though 

how their privileges were likely to be 
broken and the city put into danger, 
and advised them to louk to their 
security, 

“Likewise some members were sent 
to the inns of court to let them know . 
how they heard they were tampered 
withat to assist the king against them, 
and therefore they desired them not to 
come to Westminster. . 
“Then the house adjoumed to one of 

the clock. , , 
“As soon as the house met again it 

was moved, considering there was an in- 
tention to take these five members away 
by force, to avoid all tumult, tet them be 
commanded to absent themselves; upon 

. this the house gave them leave to absent 
themselves, but entered no order for it, 
And then the five gentlemen went out of 
the house. 

“ A little after the king came with all 
his guard, and all his pensioners, and 
two or three hundred soldiers and gen- 
tlemen. The king commanded the sol- 
diers to stay in the hall, and sent us word 
he was at the door. The speaker was 
commanded to sit still with the mace 
lying before him, and then the king 
came to the deor and tovk the palsgrave 
in with him, and commanded all that 
came with him upon their lives not to 
come in. So the doors were kept open, 
and the earl of Roxburgh stood within 
the door, leaning upon it. Then the king 
came upwards towards the chair with his 
hat off, and the speaker stepped out to 
meet him; then the king stepped up to 
his place, and stood upon the step, but 
sat not down in the chair. . 
“And after he had looked a great 

while he told us he would not break our 
privileges, but treason had no privilege ; 
he came for those five gentlemen, for he 
expected obedience yesterday, and notan 
answer, .Then he called Mr. Pym and 
Mr. Hollis by name, but no answer was. 
made, Then ke asked the speaker if 

they were here, or where they were? - | 
Upon this the speaker fell on his knees, 
and desired his excuse, for he was a sere. 
vant to the house, and had neither eycs 
nor tongue to sce or say anything but 
what they commanded him; then the 
King told him he thought his own eyes 
were as good as his, and then said his 
birds had flown, but he did expect the 
house should send them to him; and if 
they did not, he would seek them him- 
self, for their treason was foul, and such 
a one as they would all thank him to 
discover: then he assured us they should 
have a fair trial; and so went out, pullings 
off his hat titl he came to the door. 
“Upon this the house did instantly re- 

solve to adjourn till to-morrow at one of 
the clock, and in the interim they might 
consider what to do. 
“Wednesday, 5th January, 1641. 
“The house ordered a committee to 

sit at Guildhall {n London, and all that 
would come had voices. This was to 
consider and advise how to right the 
house in point of privilege broken by the 
King’s coming yesterday with a force to 
take members out of onr house. They 
allowed the Irish committee to sit, but 
would meddle with no other business till 
this were ended; they acquainted the 
lords in a message with what they had 
done, and then they adjourned the honse 
till Tuesday next.” 

The author of these memoranda in 
pencil, which extend, at intervals of time, 
from the meeting of the parliament to 
April, 1642, though mistaken by Mr. 
Hatsell for sir Edmund Verney, member 
for the county of Bucks, and killed at the - 
battle of Edgebill, has been ascertained 
by my learned friend, Mr. Serjeant 
D'Oyly, to be his brother, sir, Ralph, 
member for Aylesbury. He continued 
at Westminster, and took the covenant; 
but afterwards retired to France, and was 
disabled to sit by 8 vote of the housa, 
Sept. 22, 1645. . .
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perhaps mistaken surmiso, that the charge itself of high 
treason mado against theso distinguished leaders, with- 
out communicating any of its grounds, had no other 
foundation than their parliamentary.conduct. And we 

_ are in fact warranted by the authority of the queen her- 
. Self to assert that-their aim in this most secret enter- . 
priso was to strike terror into the parliament, and regain 
tho power that had been wrested from their grasp. It 
is unnecessary to dwell on a measure so well known, and 
which scarce any of the king’s advocates have defended. 
The only material subject it affords for reflection is, how 
far the manifest hostility of Charles to the popular chiefs 
might justify them in rendering it harmless by wresting 
the sword out of his hands, No man’ doubtless has a 
right, for the sake only of his own security, to subvert 
his country’s laws, or to plunge her into civil war. . But 
Hampden, Hollis, and-Pym might not absurdly .con- 
sider the defence of English freedom bound up in their 
own, assailed as they wero for its sake and by its 
enemies. It is observed. by Clarendon that ‘ Mr. 
Hampden was much altered after this accusation; his 
nature and courage seeming much fiercer than before.” 
And it is certain that both ho and Mr. Pym wero not 
only most forward in all the proceedings which brought 
on the war, but among the most implacable opponents 
of all overtures towards reconciliation; so that, although, 
both dying in 1643, we cannot pronounce with absolute 
certainty as to their views, there can be little room to 
doubt that they would have adhered to the side of Crom- 
well and St, John, in the great separation of the parlia- 
mentary party. 

The noble historian confesses that not Hampden alone, 
but the generality of those who were beginning to judgo 
more favourably of.the king, had their einclinations 
alienated: by this fatal act of violence. It is worthy of 

4 Mém. de Motteville, §. 264. Cla- 
rendon has hardly been ingenuous in 
throwing so much of the: blame of this 

-affair on lord Digby. Indeed, he in- 
sinuates in one place that the queen’s 
apprehension of being impeached, with 
which some one in the confidence of the 
parliamentary leaders (either lord Hol- 
‘Jand or lady Carlisle) had inspired her, 

(ii, 232.) It has been generally sup- 
posed that lady Carlisle gave the five 
“meinbers a hint to absent themselves, 
The French ambassador, however, Mon 
tereuil, takes the credit to bimself:— 
“J’avols prévenu mes amis, et ils s'é 
‘tolent mis en sireté.” Mazure, Pp. 429, 
‘It {gs probable that he was in communt- 
cation with that intriguizg lady. 

led to the scheme of anticipating them. - © P, 159, 180.
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remark that each of the two most striking encroach- 
ments on the king’s prerogative sprang directly from 

THE MILITIA; - tt 

the suspicions roused of an intention to destroy their . 
privileges: the bill perpetuating the parliament having 
been hastily. passed on the discovery of Percy’s and 
Jermyn’s conspiracy, and the. present attempt on the | 
five members inducing the commons to insist peremp-- - 
Question of torily on vesting the command of the militia in 
the militi, persons of their own nomination; a security, 
indeed, at which they had been less openly aiming from 
the time of that conspiracy, and particularly of late.‘ 
Every one knows that this was the grand question upon 
whick the quarrel finally rested; but it may be satis- 
factory to show, more precisely than our historians 
have generally done, what was meant by the power of 

£ The earliest proof that the commons 
gave of their intention to take the militia 
into their hands was immediately upon 
the discovery of Percy’s plot, 5th May, 
1641, when an order was made that the 
members of each county, &c., should mect 
to consider in what state the places for 
which they serve are in respect of arms 
and ammunition, and whether the deputy 
lieutenants and Jord lieutenants are per- 
sons well affected to the religion and the 
public peace, and to present their names 
to the house, and who are the governors 
of forts and castles In their counties. 
Commons’ Journals. Not tong afterwards, 
or at least befure the king’s journey to 
Scotland, sir Arthur Haslerig, as Cla- 

Tendon informs us, proposed a bill for 
settling the militia in such hands as they 
should nominate, which was seconded by 
St. John, and read once, “ but with so 
universal a dislike, that it was never 
called upon a second time.” Clarendon, 
i. 483, Ican find nothing of this in the 
Journals, and believe it to be one of the 
anachronisms inte which this author has 
fallen, in consequence of writing at adis- 
tance from authentic materials, The bill 
to which he alludes must, I conceive, be 
that brought in by Haslerig long after, 
7th Dec. 1641, not, as he terms it, for 
settling the militia, but for making cer. 
tain persons, leaving their names in blank, 
“lords general of all the forces within 
England and Wales, and lord admiral 
of England.” The persons intended 
yeem to have been Essex, Holland, and 

Northumberland, The commons had 
for some time planned to give the two 
former earls a supreme command over 
the trained bands north and south of 
Trent (Journals, Nov. 15 and 16), 
which was afterwards changed into the 
scheme of lord Heutenants of their own 
nomination for each county. The biil 
above mentioned having been once read, 
it was moved that it be rejected, which 
was negatived by 158 to 125. Com- 
mons’ Journals, 7th Dec. Nalson, ii. 
719, has made a mistake about these 
numbers. The bill, however, was laid 
aside, a new plan having been devised. 
It was ordered, 33st Dec. 1641, “that 
the house be resolved into a committee 
on Monday next (Jan. 3), to take into 
consideration the militiaof the kingdom.” 
That Monday, Jan. 3, was the famous 
day of the king’s message about the five 
members; and on Jan. 13, a declaration 
for putting the kingdom in a state of de- 
fence passed the commons, by which all 
officers, magistrates, Kc. were enjoined to 
take care that no soldiers be raised, nor 
any castles or arms given up, without his 
majesty’s pleasure signified by both houses 
of parliament. Commons’ - Journals, 
Parl. Hist. 1035. The lords at the time 
refused to concur in this declaration, 
which was afterwards changed into the 
ordinance for the militia; but 32 peers 
signed a protest (id. 1049), and the house 
not many days afterwards came to an 
opposite vote, joining with the commons in 
their demand of the militia. Id. 1072, 109L. 

‘
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the militia, and what was the exact ground of dis- 
pute in this respect between Charles I. and his parlia- 
ment. . . : 

Tho military force which our ancient constitution had 
placed in the hands of its chief magistrate and yristorfeat 
those deriving authority from him, may be sketch of oo eon the mili classed under two descriptions; one principally foree in” 
designed to maintain the king’s and tho nation’s Exstse. 
rights abroad, the other to protect them at home from 
attack or disturbance. The first comprehends the tenures 
by ‘knight’s service, which, according to the constant 
principles of a feudal monarchy, bound the owners of 
lands, thus held from the crown, to attend the king in 
war, within or without the realm, mounted and armed, 
during the regular term of service.. Their own vassals 
wero obliged by the same law to accompany them. But 
the feudal service was limited to forty days, beyond 
which time they could be retained only by their own 
consent, and at the king’s expense. The military tenants 
were frequently called upon in expeditions against 

, Scotland, and last of all in that of 1640; but the short 
duration of their legal service rendered it, of course, 
nearly useless in continental warfare. Even when they 

_ formed the battle, or line of heavy-armed cavalry, it was 
necessary to complete the army by recruits of foot- 
soldiers, whom feudal tenure did not regularly supply, 
and whose importance was soon made sensible by their 
skill in our national weapon, the bow. What was the 
extent of the king's lawful prerogative for two centuries 
or more after the Conquest as to compelling any of his 
subjects to serve him in foreign war, independently of 
the obligations of tenure, is a question scarcely to bo 
answered ; since, knowing so imperfectly the boundaries 
of constitutional law in that period, we havo litéle to guide 
us but precedents ; and precedents, in such times, are apt 
to be much more records of power than of right. Woe 
find certainly several instances under Edward I. and 
Edward I., sometimes of proclamations to the sheriffs, 
directing them to notify to all persons of sufficient estate 

. that they must hold themselves ready to attend the king 
whenever he should call on them, sometimes of com- 
missions to particular persons in different counties, who 

‘ are enjoined to choose and array a competent number of 
YOU. I. K
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horse and foot for the king’s service.¢ But’ theso levies: 
being, of course, vexatious to the people, and contrary 
at least to the spirit of those immunities which, under 
the shadow of the great charter, they were entitled to, 
enjoy, Edward III., on the petition of his first parlia- 
ment, who judged that such compulsory service* either 
was or ought to be rendered illegal, passed a remarkable _ 
act, with the simple brevity of those times: ‘‘ That no - 
man from henceforth should be charged to arm himself, . 
otherwise than he was wont in tho time of his progeni- 
tors, the kings of England; and that no man be com- 
peed to go out of-his shire, but whero necessity 
requireth, and sudden coming of strange enemies into 
the realm; and then it shall be done as hath been used 
in times past for the defence of the realm.”* 

This statute, by no means of inconsiderable import-- 
ance in our constitutional history, put a stop for some 
ages to these arbitrary conscriptions.. But Edward had 
recourse to another means of levying men without his 
own cost, by calling on the counties and principal towns 
to furnish a certain number of troops. Against this tho, 
parliament provided a remedy by an act in the. 25th 
year of his reign: “ That no man shall be constrained 
to find men at arms, hoblers, nor archers, other than 
those who hold by such service, if it be not by common 
consent and grant in parliament.” Both these sta- 
tutes were recited and confirmed in the fourth year of 
Henry IV.! OS . , ce 

Tho successful resistance thus made by parliament 
appears to have produced the discontinuance of com- 
‘pulsory levies for foreign warfare. Edward III. ‘and 
his: successors, in their long contention with France, 
resorted. to the mode of ‘recruiting by contracts with 
men of high rank or military estimation, whose influence 
was.greater probably than that of the crown towards 
procuring voluntary enlistments, The pay of soldiers, 

& Rymer, sub Edw. E. et IT. passim. 
Thus, in 1297, a writ to the sheriff of 
Yorkshire directs him to make known to 
all, qui babent 20 libratas terra et reditas 
per annum, tam illis qui non tenent de 
nobis in capite quam illis qui tenent, ut 
de equis et armis sibl provideant et se 
probarent indilaté ; ita quod sint prompt | 

et parati ad veniendam ad nos et eundum 
cum propria person’ nostr4, pro defen- 
sione ipsorum et totius regni nostri pre- 
dicti, quandecunqne pro ipsis duxcrimus 
demandandum: if. 864. 

b Stat. 1 Edw. WL. 5, 
425 Edw. IIL c. 83 4 HIV, 13 

‘
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.which we find stipulated in such of those contracts as 
. are extant, was extremely high; but it secured the ser- 
vice of a brave and vigorous yeomanry. Under tho 
house of Tudor, in conformity. to their more despotic 
scheme of government, the salutary enactments of former 
times came to be disregarded; Henry VIII. and Fliza- 
beth sometimes compelling the countics to furnish sol- 
diers: and the prerogative of pressing men for military 

‘service, even out of the kingdom, having not only be- 
come as much established as undisputed usage could 
mako it, but acquiring no slight degree of sanction by 
an act passed under Philip and Mary, which; without 
repealing or adverting to the statutes of Edward III. 
and Henry IV., recognises, as it seems, the right of the 
crown to levy men for-servico in war, and impeses pe- 
nalties on persons .absenting themselves from musters 
commanded by the king’s authority to be held for that. 
purpose.* Clarendon, whose political heresies sprang in 
a great measure from his’ possessing but a very imper- 
fect knowledge of our ancient constitution, speaks of the 

' act that declared the pressing of soldiers illegal, though 
exactly following, even in its language, that of Edward 
TIL, as'contrary to the usage and custom of all times. 

It is scarcely perhaps necessary to observe that there 
* had never been any regular army kept up in England. 
Henry VII. established the: ycomen of the’ guard in 
1485, solely for the defence of his person, and rather 
perhaps, even at that time, to be considered as the king’s 
domestic servants than as soldiers.: Their number was 
at first fifty,and seems never to have exceeded: two 
hundred. A kind of regular troops, however, chiefly 
accustomed to the use of artillery, was maintained in the 
very few fortified places where it was thought necessary 
or practicable to keep up the show of defence ; jhe Tower 
of London, Portsmouth, the castlo of Dover, the fort of 
Tilbury, and, before the union of the crowns, Berwick 
and somo other places on the Scottish border.- I have 

+k 4&5 Philip and Mary, c.3. The Thanks toHumphrey Wanley’s diligence, ' 
Harlelan manuscripts are the best au- the analysis of these papers in the cata» 
thority for the practice of pressing sole Jogue will save the inquirer the trouble 
diers to serve in Ireland or elsewhere, of reading, or the mortification of finding 
and sre full of instances. The Mouldys he cannot read, the terrible scrawl in 
and Bullcalfs were in frequent requisl- which they are gencrally written, 

‘tlon See vols, 309, 1926, 2219, and others, . 7 : 2 . 
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met with very little as to the nature of these garrisons. 
But their whole number must have been insignificant, 
and probably at no time equal to resist any serious 
attack. ‘ 

We must take care not to confound this strictly mili- 
tary force, serving, whether by virtue of tenure or 
engagement, wheresoever it should be called, with that - 
of a more domestic and defensive character to which | 
alone the name of militia was usually applied. By the 
Anglo-Saxon laws,-or rather by one of the primary and 
indispensable conditions of political society, every free- 
holder, if not every freeman, was bound to defend his. 
country against hostile invasion. It appears that the 
alderman or earl, while those titles continued to imply 
the government of a county, was the proper commander 
of this militia. Henry II., in order to render it more, 
effective in cases of emergency, and perhaps with a view 
to extend its service, enacted, by consent of parliament, 
that every freeman, according to the value of his estate - 
or moveables, should hold himself constantly furnished 
with suitable arms and equipments." By the statute of 
Winchester, in the 13th year of Edward L., these pro- 

* visions were enforced and extended. Every man, be- 
‘tween tho ages of fifteen and sixty, was to be assessed, 
and sworn to keep armour according to the value of his 
lands and goods ; for fifteen pounds and upwards in rent, 
or forty marks in goods, a hauberk, an iron breastplate, 
a sword, a knife, and a horse; for smaller property, less 
extensive arms, A view of this armour was tu be taken 
twice in the year by constables chosen in every hun- 
dred." These regulations appear by the context of the 
whole statute to have more immediate’ regard to the 
preservation of internal peace, by suppressing tumults 
and arresting robbers, than to the actual defence of the 
realm against hostile invasion ; a danger not at that time 
very imminent. Tho sheriff, as chief conservator of 
public peace and minister of the law, had always pos- . 
sessed the right of summoning the posse comitatis; that 

,is, of calling on all the king’s liege subjects within his 
jurisdiction for assistance, in cage of any rebellion or 
tumultuous rising, or when bands of robbers infested the 

T Wilkins's Leges Anglo-Saxonice, p. 333; Lyttleton’s Henry IL, if. 354. 
® Stat. 13 E. 1.
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public ways, or when, as occurred very frequently, the 
execution of legal process was forcibly obstructed. It 
scems to have been. the policy of that wiso prince, to 
whom we are indebted for so many signal improvements 
in our law, to give a more effective and permanent energy 
to this power of the sheriff,. The provisions, however, 
of the statute of Winchester, so far as they obliged every 
proprietor to possess suitable arms, were of course appli- 
cable to national defence. In scasons of public danger, 
threatening invasion from the side of Scotland or France, 
it became customary to issue commissions of array, em- 

- powering those to whom they were addressed to muster 
and train all men capable of bearing arms in the counties 
to which their commission extended, and hold them in 
readiness to defend the kingdom. ‘Tho earliest of these 
commissions that I find in Rymer is of 1324, and tho 
latest of 1557. * C 

The obligation of keeping sufficient arms according to 
each man’s estate was preserved by a statute of Philip 
and Mary, which made some changes in the rate and 
proportion as well as the kind of arms.° But these ancient 
provisions ‘were abrogated by James in his first parlia. 
ment? The nation, become for ever secure from inva- 
sion on the quarter where the militia service had been 
most required, and freed from the other dangers which 
had menaced the throne of Elizabeth, gladly saw itself 
released from an expensive obligation. ‘The government 
again may be presumed to have thought that weapons of 
offence were safer in its hands than in those of its sub- 
jects. Magazines of arms were formed in different places, 
and generally in each county :4 but, if we may reason 
from the absence of documents, there was little regard 
to military array and preparation; save that the citizens 
of London mustered their trained bands on holidays, an 
institution that-is said to have sprung out of’a voluntary 
association, called the Artillery Company, formed in the 
reign of Henry VIII. for the encouragement of archery, 

'- © 5 Philip and Mary, c. 2. cretion of the lord-leutenant, was tn- 
“P1 Jac. ¢. 25, § 46. Am order of warranted by any existing law, and must 

council in Dec, 1638, that every man be reckoned among the violent stretches 
naving lands of inheritance to the clear of prerogative at that time. Rushw. 
yearly value of 2002.shonld bechargeabie Abr. if. 500. 
to furnish a light horseman, every one of 9 Rymer, xix.310. ‘ 
3001 estate to furnish a lance at the dis- .
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and acquiring a more respectable and martial character 
at the time of the Spanish Armada." 

The power of calling to arms, and mustering the popu- 
lation of each county, given in earlier times to the sheriff 
or justices of the peace, or to-special commissioners of 
array, began to be entrusted, in the reign of Mary, to a 
new officer, entitled the lord lieutenant... This was 
usually a peer, or at least a gentleman of large estate 
within the county, whose office gave him the command 
of the militia, and rendered him tho chief vicegerent of 
his sovereign, responsible for the maintenance of public 
order. This institution may be considered as a revival 
of the ancient local earldom; and it certainly took away 
from the sheriff a great part of the dignity and import- 
ance which he had acquired since the discontinuance of 
that office. Yet the lord lieutenant has so peculiarly 
military an authority, that it does not in any degree 
control the civil power of the sheriff as the executive 
ininister of the law. In certain cases, such as a tumultu- 
ous obstruction of legal authority, each might bo said to 
possess an equal power; the sheriff being still undoubt- 
edly competent to call out the posse comitatiis in order 
to enforce obedience. . Practically, however, in all serious 
circumstances, the lord lieutenant has always been reck- 
oned the officient and responsible guardian of public 

, tranquillity. - 
From an attentive consideration of this sketch of our 

military law, it will strike the reader that the principal 
question to be determined was, whether, in time of peace, 
without pretext of danger of invasion, there wero any 
legal authority that could direct the mustering and 
training to arms of the able-bodied men in each county, 
usually denominated the militia. If the power existed 
at all, it manifestly resided in the king. The notion 
that either or both houses of parliament, who possess no 
portion of executive authority, could take on themselves 
one of its most peculiar and important functions, was'so 
preposterous that we can ‘scarcely give credit to the 
sincerity of any reasonable person who advanced it. In 
the imminent peril of hostile invasion, in’ tho case of 
intestine rebellion, there seems to be no room for doubt 

* Grose’s Military Antiquities, £150. The word artillery was used in that ase 
for the Iong bow. =. .. 

’
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that the king, who could call on his subjects to bear 
arms for their country and. laws, could oblige them to 

. that necessary discipline and previous training, without 
which their service would be unavailing. - It might also 
be urged that he was the proper judge of the danger. 
But that, in a season of undeniablé tranquillity, he could 
withdraw his subjects from their necessary labours against 
their consent, even for the important end of keeping up’ 
the use of military discipline, is what, with our present 
sense of the limitations of royal power, it might bo diffi- 
cult to affirm. ‘Ihe precedents under Henry. VIII. ‘and 
Elizabeth were numerous; but not-to mention that many, 
perhaps most, of these might come under the class of 
preparations against invasion, where the royal authority 
‘was not to be doubted, they could’be no stronger than 
thoso other precedents for pressing and mustering sol- 
diers, which had been declared illegal.’ There wero at 
least so many points uncertain, and some wherein the 
prerogative was plainly deficient, such as the right of 
marching the militia out of their own counties, taken 
away, if it had before existed, by the act just passed. 
.against pressing soldiers, that the concurrence of the 
whole legislature scemed requisite to place so essential 
a matter as the public defence on a secure and permanent 
footing’ = . 

~ The aim of the houses however in the bill for regu-. 
lating. the militia,, presented to Charles in 
February, 1642, and his refusal to pass which - 
led by.rapid steps to the civil war, was not so. 
much to remove those uncertainties by a general 

. provision (for in effect they left them much as before), 
as to place the command of the sword in tho hands of 

- those they.could control ;—nominating in the bill the 
lords lieutenant of every county, who were to obey the 
orders of the two houses, and to be irremofable by the 
king for two years. No one can pretend that this was 
not an encroachment on his prerogative It can only 

Encroach- 
mentsof . 
the parlia- 
ment. , 

* Whitelock maintained, both on this 
occasion and at the treaty of Uxbridge, 
that the power of the militia resided fo 
the king aud two houses jointly: p. 55, 
129. This, though not very well ex- 
pressed, can only mean that it required 

an act of parliament to determine and 
Tegulate it, 

" § See the list of those recommended. 
Parl Hist, 1083. Some of these were 
Toyalists: but, on the whole, three-fourths 
of the military force of England would
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find a justification in the precarious condition, as the 
commons asserted it to be, of those liberties they had so 
recently obtained, in their just persuasion of tho king’s 
insincerity, and. in the demonstrations he had already 
made of an intention to win back his authority at the 
sword’s point." But it is equitable, on the other hand, 
to observe that the commons had by no means greater 
reason to distrust the faith of Charles, than he had to 
anticipate fresh assaults from them on the power he had 
inherited, on the form of religion which alone he thought 
lawful, on the counsellors who had served him most 
faithfully, and on the nearest of his domestic ties. If 
the right of self-defence could be urged by parliament 
for this demand of tho militia, must we not admit that a 
similar plea was equally valid for the king’s refusal? 
However arbitrary and violent the previous government 
of Charles may have been, however disputable his sin- 
cerity at present, itis vain to deny that le had made the 
most valuable concessions, and such as had cost him very 
dear, He had torn away from his diadem what all 
monarchs would deem its choicest jewel—that hich attri- 
bute of uncontrollable power, by which their flatterers _ 
have in all ages told them they resemble and represent 
the Divinity. Ho had seen those whose counsels he had 
best approved rewarded with exile or imprisonment, and 
had incurred the deep reproach of his own heart by tho 
sacrifice of Strafford. He had just now given a reluctant 
assent to the extinction of one estate of parliament, by 
tho bill excluding bishops from the house of peers. Even 
in this business of the militia he would have consented 
to nominato the persons recommended to him as lieu- 
tenants, by commissions revocable at his pleasuro; or 
would have passed the bill rendering them irremovable 
for one year, provided they might receive their orders 
from himself and the two houses jointly.* It was not 

receive further countenance; but now 

CHARLES'S CONCESSIONS, 

have been in the hands of persons who, 
though men of rank and attached to the 
monarchy, had given Charles no reason 
to hope that they would decline to obey 
auy order which the parliament might 
Issue, however derogatory or displeasing 
tohimself. ~ . st 
“When this bill had been with much 

ado accepted, and first read, there were 
Sew men who {magincd it would ever 

there were very few who did not believe 
it to be a very necessary provision for the 
peace and safety of the kingdom. So - 
great an impression had the late proceed- 
ings made upon them, that with Httle 
opposition it passed the commons, and 
was sent upto the lords.” Clarend. fi. 180. 

7 * Clarendon, fi. 3753 Parl. Hist. 1077, 
1106, &c, It may be added, that the .
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unreasonable for the king to pause at the critical moment 
which was to make all future denial nugatory, and in- 
quire whether the prevailing majority designed to leavo 
him what they had not taken away.- But he was not 
long kept in uncertainty upon this score. The yincteen 
nineteen propositions tendered to him at York propositions. 
in the beginning of June, and founded upon addresses 
and declarations of a considerably earlier date,’ went to 
abrogate in spirit the wholo existing constitution, and 
were in truth so far beyond what the king could be ex- 
pected to grant; that terms more intolerable were scarcely 
proposed to him in his greatest difficulties, not at Ux- 
bridge, nor at Newcastle, nor oven at Newport. 

- These famous propositions import that the privy 
council and officers of state should be approved by par- 
liament, and take such an oath as the two houses should 
prescribe; that during the intervals of parliament no 
vacancy in the council should be supplied without the 
assent of the major part, subject to the future sanction 
of the two houses; that the education’ and marriages of 
the king’s children’ should bo under parliamentary con- 
trol; the votes of: popish-peers be taken away; tho 
church government and liturgy be reformed ‘as both 
houses should advise; the militia and all fortified places 
put in such handsas parliament should approve; finally, 
that the king should pass a bill for restraining all peers 

inilitia Dill, os originally tendered to the 
king by the two houses, was ushered in 
by a preamble asserting that there had 
been a most dangerous and desperate 
design on the house of commons, the 
elfect of the bloody counsels of the papists 
and other ill-affected persons, who had 
already raised a rebellion in Ireland. 
Clar. p. 336. Surely he could not have 
passed this, especially the last allusion, 
without recurding his own absolute dis- 
honour: but ft must be admitted, that 
on the king's objection they omitted this 
preamble, and also materially limited tho 
powers of the lords lieutenant to be ap- 
pointed under the bill. «. 

Y A declaration of the grievances of 
the kingdom, and the remedies proposed, 
dated April 1, may be found in the Par- 
Miamentary History, p. 1155. But that 
work does not notice that It had passed 

the commons on Feb. 19, before the king 
had begun to move towards the north. 
Commons’ Journals. It seems not to have 
pleased the house of lords, who post- 
poned its consideration, ‘and was much 
more grievous to the king than the nine- 
teen propositions themselves. One pro- 
posal was to remove all paptsts from 
about the queen; that is, to deprive ber 
of the exercise of her feligion, guaranteed 
by her marriage contract. To this objec- 
tion Pym replied that the house of com- 
mons had only to consider the law of 
God and the law of the land;. that they 
must resist {dolatry, lest they incur the 
divine wrath, and must see the laws of 
this kingdom executed; that the public 
faith fs less than that they owe to God, 
against which no contract can oblige, 
nelther can any bind us agalnst the law 
of the kingdom. Parl. Hist. 1162,
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to be made ‘in future from sitting in parliament, unless 
they be admitted with the consent of both houses. A 
few more laudable provisions, such as that the judges 
should hold their offices-during good behaviour, which 
the king had Jong since promised,* were mixed up with 
these strange demands. Even had the king complied 
with such unconstitutional requisitions, there was.ono 
behind which, though they had not advanced it on this 
occasion, was not likely to be forgotten. It had been 
asserted by the house of commons in their last remon- 
strance, that, on a right construction of the old corona- 
tion oath, the king was bound to assent to all bills which 
the two houses of parliament should offer." It has been 
said by some that this was actually the constitution of 
Scotland, where the crown possessed a counterbalancing 
influence; but such a doctrine was in this country as 
repugnant’ to the whole history of'our Jaws as it was 
incompatible with the subsistence of the monarchy in , 
anything more than a nominal pre-eminence. 

In weighing the merits of this great contest, in judging 
Discussion op Wether a thoroughly upright and enlightened 
the respee- man would rather have listed under the royal 
Orinein OF parliamentary standard, there are two poli- 
Parties to tical postulates, the concession of which we 

~ Suppor may require : one, that civil war is such a cala- 
mity as nothing but the most indispensable necessity can 
authorise any party to bring on ; the other, that the mixed 
government of England by king, lords, and commons,, 
was to be maintained in preferénce to any other form of 

*® Parl, Hist. 702, -. ifthe former were right, as to the point 
"Clarendon, p. 452, Upon this pas- of Latin construction, though consuetu- 

sage in the remonstrance a division took dines seems naturally to imply a past 
place, when it was carried by 103 to 61. tense, I should by no means admit the 
Parl. Hist. 1302. . The words in the old strange inference that the king was bound 
form of coronation oath, as preservedina to sanction’ all laws proposed to him, 
bill of parliament under Henry IV., con- His own assent is involved in the expres- 
cerning which this grammatico-political sion, “quas vulgus elegerit,” which was 
contention arose, are the following:— introduced, on the bypothests of the word 
“Concedis Justas leges et consuetudines being in the future tense, as a security | 
esse tenendas, et promittis per te eas esse - against his legislation without consent of 
Protegendas, et ad honorem Del corro- the people in parliament. . The English 
borandas, quas vulgus elegerit, secundum coronation oath which Charles had taken 
vires tuas?” Jt was maintained by one excludes the future: Sir, will you grant 
side that elegerit should be construed {n to hold and keep the laws and rightful 
the future tense, while the other cou- customs, which the commonalty of this 
tended for the prieterperfect.' But even your kingdom have? . :
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polity. The first of these can hardly be disputed; and 
though the denial of the second would certainly involve 
no absurdity, yet it may justly be assumed where both 
parties avowed their adherence to it as a common prin- 
ciple, Such as prefer a despotic or a republican form of 
government will generally, without much further in- 
quiry, have made their election between Charles I. 
and the parliament. We do not argue from the creed of 
the English constitution to those’ who have abandoned 
its communion, ’ 7. me 

There was so much in the conduct and circumstances 
of both parties in the year 1642 to excite dis- raat of 
approbation and distrust, that a wise and good both. 
man could hardly unite cordially with either of them. 
On the one hand ho would entertain little doubt of the 
‘king's desire to overthrow by force or stratagem what- 
ever had been effected in parliament, and to establish a 
plenary despotism; his arbitrary. temper, his known 
principles of government, the natural senso of wounded 
pride and honour, the instigations of a haughty woman,’ 
the solicitations of favourites, the promises of ambitious 
men, were all at'work to render his new position as a 
constitutional sovereign, even if unaccompanied by fresh 
indignities and encroachments, too grievous.and mov- 
tifying to be endured, He had already tainpered in a con- 

" spiracy to overawe, if not to disperse, the parliament: he 
had probably obtained large promises, though very little 
to be trusted, from several of the presbyterian. léaders in 
Scotland during his residence there in thesummerof 1641: 
he had attempted to recover his ascendancy by a sudden 
blow in the affair of the five members; he had sent tho 
queen out of. England, furnished with the crown jewels, 
for no other probable end than to raise men and procure 
arms in foreign countrics:* he was now about to take 
‘the field with an army, composed’ in part: of young 
gentlemen disdainful of a puritan faction that censured 
their licence, and of those soldiers of fortune, reckless 
of public principle, and averse to civil control, whom 

» Seo what-is said as to this by P.- suspictous. The house, it appears, had 
Orleans, fii. 87, and by Madame de Blotte- received even then information that the 
Ville, 26. Her Intended journey to Spa crown jewels were to be carried away 
in July, 1611, which was given up on the Nalson, iL391,'*  - 
Temonstrance of parllament, is highly
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the war in Germany had trained; in part of the catholics, 
a wealthy and active body, devoted to the crown, from 
which alone they had experienced justice or humanity, 
and from whose favour and gratitude they now expected 
the most splendid returns. Upon neither of these parties 
could a lover of his country and her liberties look with- 
outalarm; and though he might derive more hope from 
thoso better spirits who had withstood the prerogative 
in its exorbitance, as they now sustained it in its decline, 
yet it could not be easy to foretell that they would pre- 
serve sufficient influence to keep steady the balance of 
power, in the contingency of any decisive success of the 
royal arms, 

But, on the other hand, ‘the house of commons , pre- 
sented still less favourable prospects. We should not 
indeed judge over-severely some acts of a virtuous indig- 
nation in the first moments of victory, or those heats of 
debate, without some excess of which a popular assembly 
is in danger of falling into the opposite extreme of phleg- 
matic security. But, after ev ery allowance has been 
made, ho must bring very heated passions to the records 
of those times who does not perceive in the conduct of 
that body a series of glaring violations, not only of posi- “ 
tive and constitutional, but of those higher principles 
which are paramount to all immediate policy. Witness 
the ordinance for disarming recusants passed by both 
houses in August, 1641, and. that in’ November autho- 
rising the carl of Leicester to raise men for the defence 

© The impeachments of lord Finch and 
of Judge Berkeley for high treason are at 
least as little justifiable in point of law as 
thatof Strafford. Yet, because the former 
of these was moved by lord Falkland, 
Clarendon is so far from objecting to it 
that he imputes as a fault to the parlia- 
mentary leaders their lukewarmness in 
this prosecution, and insinuates that they 
were desirous to save Finch. See espe- 
cially the new edition of Clarendon, vol 
Appendix. But they might reasonably 
think that Finch was not of sufficient 
importance to divert their attention from 
the grand apostate, whom they were 
determined to punish. Finch fled to 
Holland ; 60 that then it would have been 
absurd to take much trouble about his 
impeachment: Falkland, however, opened 
it to the lords, 14 Jan. 1641, in a speech 

containing fall as many extravagant pro= 
positions as any of St. John’s. Berkeley, 
besides bis forwardness about ship-money, 
had been notorious for subserviency to the 
prerogative. The house sent the usher 
‘of the black rod to the court of king's 
bench, while the Judges were sitting, who 
took him away to prison, “which struck 
agreat terror,” says Whitelock, “in the 
rest of his brethren then sitting in West- 
minster-hall, and in all his profession,’* 

“The impeachment against Berketey for 
high treason ended in lis paying a fine of 
10,0002, But what appears strange and 
unjustifiable ts, that the houses suffered 
him to sit for some terms as a Judge 
with this impeachment, over his head. 
The only excuse for thts is that there 
Were a great many vacancies on that 
bench
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of Ireland without warrant under the great seal, both 
manifest encroachments on the executive power; and 

" the enormous extension of privilege, under which every 
person accused on the slightest testimony of disparaging 
their proceedings, or even of introducing new-fangled 
ceremonies in the church, a matter wholly out of their 
cognizance, was dragged before them as a delinquent, 
and lodged in their prison. Witness the outrageous 
attempts to intimidate the minority of their own body in 
the commitment of Mr. Palmer, and afterwards of sir 
Ralph Hopton to the Tower, for such languago used in 
debate as would not have excited any observation in 
ordinary times ;—their continual encroachments on the 
rights and privileges of the lords; as in their intimation 
that if bills thought by them necessary for the public 
good should fall in the upper house, they must join with 
tho minority of the lords in representing the same to tho 
king ;‘ or in the impeachment of the duke of Richmond 

“ @ Jqumals, Aug. 30 and Nov. 9. It may 
be urged in behalf of these ordinances, 
that the king had gone into Scotland 
against the wish of the two houses, and 
after refusing to appoint a custos regni 
atthelr request, But if the exigency of 
the case might justify, under those cir- 
cumstances, the assumption of an irre- 
gular powér, it ought to have been limited 
to the périod of the sovereign’s absence. 

* Parl Hist. 671, et-alibl. Journals, 
passim. Clarendon, {. 475, says, this be- 
gan to pass all bounds after the act ren- 
dering them indissoluble. “It had never,” 
he says, “ beenattempted before this par- 
lament to commit any one to prison, 

except for some apparent breach of privi- 
lege, such as the arrest of one of their 

members, or the like.” Instances of this, 
however, had occurred before, of which 
I have mentioned in another place the 
grossest, that of Floyd, in 1621. The 
lords, in March, 1642, condemned one 
Sandford, .a tailor, for'cursing the parlia- 
ment, to be kept at work in Bridewell 
during his life, besides some minor inftic- 
tions. Rushworth, A strange order was 
made by thecommons, Dec. 10, 1641, that 
sir William Earl having given informa- 
tion of some dangerous words spoken 
by certain persons, the speaker shall Issue 
a warrant to apprehend such persons as 
sir William Earl should point out. 

§ The entry of this in the Journals is 

too characteristic of the tone assumed in 
the commons to be omitted, “This 
committee [after naming some of the 
warmest men] is appointed to prepare 
heads for a conference with the lords, and 
to acquaint them what bills this house 
hath passed and sent up to their lord- 
ships, which much concern the safety of 
the kingdom, but have had no consent of 
their lordships unto them; and that this 
house being the representative body of 
the whole kingdom, and their lordships 
being but as particular persons, and 
coming to parliament in a particular ca- 
pacity, that if they shall not be pleased 
to consent to the passing of those acts 
and others necessary to the preservation 
‘and safety of the kingdom, that then this 
house, together with such of the lords 
that are more sensible of the safety of the 
kingdom, may Join together and repre- 
sent the same untdhis majesty.” ‘This 
was on December 3, 1641, before the 
argument from necessity could be pree 
tended, and evidently contains the germ 
of the resolution of February, 1649, that 
the house of lords was useless, 

The resolution was moved by Mr. 
Pym; and on Mr. Godolphin's objecting, 
very sensibly, that if they went to the 
king with the lesser part of the lords, the 
Sreater part of the lords might go to the 
King with the lesser part of them, he was 
commanded to withdraw (Vemey MS.)5
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for words, and. those of the ‘most trifling nature, spoken 
in the upper house ;&—their despotic violation of the 
rights of the people, in imprisoning those who presented 
or prepared respectful petitions in behalf of the esta- 
blished constitution;" while they encouraged those of 
a tumultuous multitude at their bar in favour of innova- 
tion ; their usurpation at once of the judicial and legis- 
lative powers in all that related to the church, particu- 
larly by their committee for scandalous ministers, under 
which denomination, adding reproach to injury, they 
subjected all who did not reach the standard of puritan 
perfection to contumely and vexation, and ultimately to 
expulsion from their lawful property.* Witness the im- 
peachment of the twelve bishops for treason, on account 
of their protestation against all that should be done in 
the house of lords during their compelled absence 
through fear of the populace; a protest not perhaps 
entirely well expressed, but abundantly justifiable in its 
argument by the plainest principles of law." These 

and an order appears on the Journals, 
that on Tuesday next the house would 
take into consideration the offence now 
given by words spoken by Mr. Godolphin. 
Nothing farther, however, seems to have 
taken place. 

6 This was carried Jan. 27, 1642, by a 
majority of 223 to 123, the largest num- 
ber, I think, that voted for any question 
during the parliament, Richmond was 
an eager courtier, and, perhaps, an enemy 
to the constitution, which may account 
for the unusual majority in favour of his 
impeachment, but cannot justify it. He 
had merely sald, on a proposition to ad- 
Journ, “Why should we not adjourn for 
six months?” 

b Part. Hist. 1147, 1150, 1188 Cla- 

Tendon, ii 284, 346. 
t Clarendon, 322. Among other peti- 

tions presented at this time the noble 
author inserts one from the porters of 
London. Mr, Brodie asserts of this that 
“it is nowhere to be found or alluded to, 
s0 far as I recollect, except in Claren- 
don’s History; and I have no hesitation 
in pronouncing it a forgery by that au- 
thor to disgrace the petitions which so 
galled bin and his party, The Journals 
of the commons give an account of every 
petition; and I have gone over them 
with the utmost care, in order to ascertain 

whether such a petition ever was pre- 
sented, and yet cannot discover a trace of 
it.” (ili, 306.) This writer is here tco 
precipitate. No sensible man will believe 
Clarendon to have committed so foolish 
and useless a forgery; and this petition 
is fully noticed, though not inserted at 
Tength, in the journal of February 3rd. 

k Nalson, il, 234, 245. : 
™ The bishops had so few friends in 

the house of commons that in the debate_ 
arising out of this protest all agreed that 
they should be charged with treason, ex- 
cept one gentleman, who sald be thought 
them only mad, and proposed that they 
should be sent to Bedlam instead of the 
Tower, Even Clarendon bears rather 
hard on the protest, chiefly, as is evident, 
because it originated with Williams. In 
fact, several of these prelates had not 
courage to stand by what they had done, 
and made trivial apologies. Parl, Hist. 
996. Whether the violence was such as 
to form a complete justification for their 
absenting themselves is a question of fact 
which we cannot well determine. Three 
bishops continued at their posts, and voted 
against the bill for rem ving them from 
the house of lords, See a passage from 
Hall's Hard Measure, in Wordsworth’s 
Fecles, Biogr., v.31. The king always 
eutertained a notion that this act was 

J
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great abuses of power, becoming daily more frequent, as 
they became less excusable, would make a soher man 
hesitate to support them in a civil war, whercin their 
success must not only consummate the destruction of 
the crown, the church, and the peerage, but expose all 
who had dissented from their proceedings, as it ulti- 
mately happened, to an oppression less severe perhaps, 
but far more sweeping, than that which had rendered 
.the star-chamber odious. , Be 

But it may reasonably also be doubted whether, in 
staking their own cause on the perilous contingencies of 

_ War, the houso of commons did not expose the liberties 
for which they professedly were contending to a far 
greater risk than they could have incurred even by 
peace with an insidious court. For let any one ask 
himself what would have been the condition of the par- 
liament if by the extension of that panic which in fact 
seized upon several regiments, or by any of those count- 
less accidents which determine the fato of battles, the 
king had wholly defeated their army at Edgehill ? Is it 
not probable, nay, in such a supposition, almost demon- 

_ Strable, that in thoso first days of the civil war, before 
the parliament .had-time to discover the extent of its 
own resources, he would have found no obstacle to his 
triumphal entry into London? And, in such’ circum- 
stances, amidst the defection of the timid and lukewarm, 
the consternation of the brawling multitude, and the 
esultation of his victorious troops, would the triennial 
act itself, or those other statutes which he had very re- 
luctantly conceded, have stood secure? Or, if we believe 
that the constitutional supporters of his throne, the Hort- 
fords, the Falklands, the Southamptons, the Spencers, 
would still havo had sufficient influence to shield from 
violent hands that palladium which they had assisted to 

. place in the building, can there be a strongtr argument 
against the necessity of taking up arms for the defence 
of liberties, which, even in the contingency of defeat, 
could not have been subverted? 

There were many indeed at that time, as there have 

null in {tself; and in one of his proclama- The lords admitted the twelve bishops to 
tions from York not very judiciously de- bail; but, with their usual pusillanimity, 

clares his intention to preserve the pri- recommitted them.on the commons’ ex. 
vileges of the three estates of parliament. postulation. Parl. Hist. 1092, 

t
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been ever since, who, admitting all the calamities inci- 
dent to civil war, of which this country reaped the bitter 
fruits for twenty years, denied entirely that the parliament 
went beyond the necessary precautions for self-defence, 
and laid the whole guilt of the aggression at the king’s 
door. He had given, it was said, so many proofs of a | 
determination to have recourse to arms, he had displayed 
so insidious an hostility to the privileges of parliament, 
that if he should be quietly allowed to choose and train 
soldiers under the name of a militia, through hired ser- 
vants of his own nomination, the people might find them- 
selves either robbed of their liberties by surprise, or 
compelled to' struggle. for them in very unfavourable 
circumstances. The commons, with more loyal respect 
perhaps than policy, had opposed no obstacle to his 
deliberate journey towards the north, which they could _ 
havo easily prevented," though well aware that ho had 
no other aim but to collect an army; was it more than 
ordinary prudence to secure the fortified town of Hull 
with its magazine of arms from his grasp, and to muster 
the militia in each county under the command of lieu- 
tenants in whom they could confide, and to whom, from 
their rank and personal character, he could frame no 
just objection ? ss 

These considerations are doubtless not without weight, 
and should restrain such as may not think them sufficient 
from too strongly censuring those’ who, deeming that 
either civil liberty or the ancient’ constitution must be 

“sacrificed, persisted in depriving Charles I. of every 
power which, though pertaining to a king of England, 
he could not be trusted to exercise. We are, in truth, 
after a lapse of ages, often able to form a better judg- 
ment of the course that ought to have been pursued 
in political emergencies than those who stood nearest 
to the scene. Not only have we our knowledge of 
the event to guide and correct our imaginary determi- 
nations, but we are free from those fallacious rumours, 
those pretended secrets, those imperfect and illusive 
views, those personal prepossessions, which in every. 

® May, p. 187, insinuates that the have been in their power to have secured 
civil war should have been prevented by the king’s person before he reached York. 

» More vigorous measures on the part of But the majority were not ripe for such 
the parliament, And it might probably vivlent proceedings. :
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age warp the political conduct of the most well-meaning. 
‘The characters of individuals, so frequently misrepre- 

_ sented by flattery or party rage, stand out to us revealed 
by the tenor of their entire lives, or by the comparison 
of historical anecdotes, and that more authentic informa- 
tion which is reserved for posterity. Looking as it were _ 
from an eminence, we can take a more comprehensive 
range, and class better the objects before us in their due 
proportions and in their bearings on one another. It is 
not casy for us even now to decide, keeping in view the 
maintenance of the entire constitution, from which party 
in the civil war greater mischief was to be apprehended ; 
but tho election was, I am persuaded, still moro difficult 
to be made by contemporaries. No one, at least, who 
has given any time to the study of that history will deny | 
that among those who fought in opposite battalions at 
Edgehill and Newbury, or voted in the opposite parlia- 

" ments of Westminster and Oxford, there were many who. 
thought much alike on general theories of prerogative 
and privilege, divided only perhaps by some casual pre- 
judices, which had led these to look with greater distrust 
on courtly insidiousness, and those with greater indigna- 
tion at popular violence. We cannot believe that Falk- 
land and Colepepper differed greatly in their constitu: 

- tional principles from Whitclock and Pierpoint, or that 
Hertford and Southampton wero less friends to a limited 
monarchy than Essex and Northumberland. | c 

There is, however, another ‘argument sométimes 
alleged of late, in justification of the continued attacks 
on the king’s authority, which is the most specious, as it 
seems to appeal to what are now denominated the Whig 
principles of the constitution. It has been said that, 
sensible of the maladministration the nation had endured 
for so many years (which, if the king himself were to be 
deemed by constitutional fiction ignorant of it, must at 
least be imputed to evil advisers), tho houso of commons 
sought only that security which, as long as a sound spirit 
coutinues to actuate its members, it must ever require— 
the appointment of ministers in whose fidelity .to the 
public liberties it could better confide ; that by carrying 

. frankly into effect those counsels which he had unwisely 
abandoned upon the earl of Bedford’s death, and bestow- 
ing the responsible offices of the state on men approved 

VOL, IL. L
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for patriotism, he would both have disarmed the jealousy 
of his subjects and insured his own prerogative, which 
no ministers aro prone to impair. . 

Those who are struck by these considerations may not, 
perhaps, have sufficiently reflected on the changes which 
the king had actually made in his administration: since 
the beginning of the parliament. Besides those already, 
mentioned, Essex, Holland, Say, and St. John, he had, ~ 
in tho autumn of 1641, conferred the post of secretary of — 
state on lord Falkland, and that of master of the rolls on 
sir John Colepepper, both very prominent in the redress 
of grievances and punishment of delinquent ministers 
during the first part of the session, and whose attachment 

_ to the cause of constitutional liberty there was no sort of | 
reason to distrust. They were indeed in some points of 
a different way of thinking from Pym and Hampden, 

. and had doubtless been chosen by the king on that ac- 
count. . But it seems rather beyond the legitimate bounds 
of parliamentary opposition to involve the kingdom-in 
civil war, simply because the choice of the crown had 
‘not fallen on its leaders. The real misfortune was, that 
Charles did not rest in the advice of his own responsible 
ministers, against none of whom the house of commons 
had any just cause of exception. The theory of our con- 
stitution in this respect was very ill established ; and, 
had it been more so, there are perhaps few sovereigns, 
especially in circumstances of so much novelty, who 
would altogether conform to it... But no appointment 
that he could have made from the patriotic band of par- . 
liament would have furnished a security against the 
intrigues of his bed-chamber, or the influence of the 
queen. . . 

The real problem that we have to resolve, as to the 
political justice of the civil war, is not the character, the 
past actions, or even the existing designs of Charles ; not 
even whether he had as justly forfeited his crown as his 
son was deemed to have done for less violence and less - 
insincerity ; not even, I will add, whether the liberties 
of his subjects could have been absolutely secure under 
his government; but whether the risk attending his 
continuance upon the throne with the limited preroga- 
tives of an English sovereign were great enough to 
counterbalance the miseries of protracted civil war, the
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perils of defeat, and the no less perils, as experienco 
showed, of victory. Those who adopt the words spoken 
by one of our greatest orators, and quoted by another, 
“There was ambition, there was sedition, there was 
violence; but no man shall persuade me that it was not- 
the cause of liberty on one side, and of tyranny on the 
other,” have for themselves decided this question” But 
as I know (and the history of eighteen years is my wit- 
ness) how little there was on ono side of such liberty as 
a wise man would hold dear, so Lam not yet convinced 
that the great body of the royalists, the peers and gentry 
of England, were combating for the sake of tyranny. I 
cannot believe them to have so soon forgotten their 
‘almost unanimous discontent at the kiug’s arbitrary 
government in.1640, or their general concurrence in the 
first salutary measures of the parliament. I cannot think 
that the temperate and constitutional language of the 
royal declarations and answers to the house of commons 
in 1642, known to have proceeded from the pen of Hyde, 
and as superior to those on the opposite side in argument 
as they are in eloquence, was intended for the willing 
slaves of tyranny. I cannot discover in the extremo 
reluctance of the royalists to take up arms, and their 
constant eagerness for an accommodation (I speak not of 
mere soldiers, but of the greater and more important por- 
tion of that party), that zeal for the king’s re-establish- 
ment in all his abused prerogatives which some connect 
with the very names of a royalist or a cavalier. | 

° These words are ascribed to lord 
Chatham, in a speech of Mr. Grattan, 
according to lord Jobn Russell, in bis 
Essay on the History of the English 
Government, p. 55. - . 

P Clarendon has several remarkable 
passages, chiefly towards the end of the 
fifth bouk of his History, on the slowness 
and timidity of the royalist party before 
the commencement of the civil war. The 
peers at York, forming, in fact, a majority. 
of the upper house—for there were nearly 

“.forty of them—displayed much of this, 
Want of political courage was a charac- 
teristic of our aristocracy at this period, 

- bravely as many behaved in the field. 
But I bave no doubt that a real jealousy 
of the king’s intentions hsd a consider- 
able effect. . 

They put forth a declaration, signed 
by all their hands, on the 15th of June, 
1642, professing before God their full 
persuasion that the king had no design 
to make war on the parliament, and that _ 
they saw no colour of preparations or - 
counsels that might wasonably beget a 
belief of any such designs; but that atl 
his endeavours tended to the settlement 
of the protestant religion, the just privi- 
leges of parliament, the liberty of the 
subject, kc, This was an ill-judged and 
even absurd piece of hypocrisy, calculated 
to degrade the subscribers, since the 
design of raising troops was hardly con- 
cealed, and every part of the King’s 
conduct since his arrival at York mant- 

fested iL The commission of array, au- 
thorising certain persons in each county 

L2
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It is well observed by Burnet, in answer to the vulgar 
notion that Charles I. was undone by his concessions, that, 
but for his concessions, he would have had no party at 
all. This is, in fact, the secret of what seems to astonish ° 
the parliamentary historian, May, of the powerful force 
that the king was enabled to raise, and the protracted 
resistance he opposed. He had succeeded, according to 
the judgment of many real friends of the constitution, in 
putting the house of commons in the wrong. Law, 
Justice, moderation, once ranged against him, had gone 
over tohis banner. His arms might reasonably be called 
defensive, if he had no other means of preserving himself 
from the condition, far worse than captivity, of a sove- 
reign compelled to a sort of suicide upon his own honour 
and authority. For, however it may be alleged that a 
king is bound in conscience to sacrifice his power to the 
public will, yet it could hardly be inexcusable not to 

‘have practised this disinterested morality; especially 
while the voice of his people was by no means unequi- 
vocal, and while the major part of one house of parlia- 
ment adhered openly to his cause.‘ 

It is indeed a question perfectly distinguishable from 
that of the abstract justice of the king’s cause, whether 
ho did not too readily abandon his post as a constitutional 
head of the parliament; whether, with the greater part 
of the peers and a very considerable minority in’ the 

to raise troops, was in fact issued imme- 
diately after this declaration. It is rather 
mortifying to find lord Falkland’s name, 
not to mention others, in this list; but he 
probably felt it impossible to refuse his 
signature, without throwing discredit on 
the king; and no man engaged in a party 
ever did, or ever can, act with absolute 
sincerity; or at least he can be of no use 
to his friends if he does adhere to this 
uncompromising principle. 

The commission of array was ill re- 
ceived by many of the king's friends, ag 
not being conformable to law. Claren- 
don, iii. 91. Certainly it was not so; but 
it was justifiable as the means of opposing 
the parliament's ordinance for the militia, 
at least equally illegal. This, however, 
shows very strongly the cautious and 
constitutional temper of many of the 
toyalists, who could demur about the 

legality of a measure of necessity, since 
no other method of raising an anny 
would have been free from similar excep- 
tion. The same reluctance to enter on 
the war was displayed in the propositions 
for peace, which the king, in consequence 
of his council’s importunity, sent to the 
two houses through the earl of South- 
ampton, just before he raised his standard 
at Nottingham. - . 

4 According to a list made by the 
house of lords, May 25, 1642, the peers 
with the king at York were thirty-two; 
those who remained at Westminster, 
forty-two. But of the latter, more than 
ten Joined the others before the com- 
mencement of the war, and five or six 
afterwards; two or three of those at York 
returned. During the war there were at 
the ontside thirty peers who sat fn tho 
parliament,
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‘commons, resisting in their places at Westminster all 
violent encroachments on his rights, he ought not rather 
to have sometimes persisted in a temperate though firm 

‘assertion of them, sometimes had recourse to compromise 
and gracious concession, instead of calling away so many 
of his adherents to join his arms as left neither numbors 
nor credit with those who remained. ‘There is a remark- 
able passage in lord Clarendon’s Life, not to quote White- 
lock and other writers less favourable to Charles, where 

‘, he intimates his own opinion that the king would havo 
had a fair hope of withstanding the more violent faction, 
if,aftor the queen’s embarkation for Holland, in February, 
1642, he had returned to Whitehall ; admitting, at the 
same time, the hazards and inconveniences to which this 
course was liable.” :That he resolved on trying the for- 
tune of arms, his noble historian insinuates to have been ” 
the effect of the queen’s influence, with whom before her 
departure he had concerted his future proceedings. Yet, 
notwithstanding the deference owing to contemporary 
opinions, -I cannot but suspect that Clarendon has, in 
this instance as in some other passages, attached too 
great an importance to particular individuals, measuring 
them rather by their rank in the state than by that capa- 
city and energy of mind, which, in the levelling hour of 
revolution, are the only real pledges of political influence. 
He thought it of the utmost consequence to the king that 
he should gain over the earls of Essex and Northumber- 
land, both, or at least the former, wavering between the 
two parties, though voting entirely with the commons, 
Certainly the king's situation required every aid, and his 
repulsive hardness towards all who had ever given him 
offence displayed an obstinate unconciliating character 
which deprived him of some support he might have 
received. But the subsequent history of these two cele- 
brated earls, and indeed of all the moderate adherents to 
the parliament, will hardly lead us to believe that they 
could have afforded the king any protection. Let us 
suppose that he had returned to Whitehall instead of 
“proceeding towards the north, It is evident that he 

’ must cither have passed the bill for the militia or seen 
- the ordinances of both houses carried into effect without 

¥ Life of Clarendon, p. 56,
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his consent. He must have consented to the abvlition 
of episcopacy, or at least have come into some compro- 
mise which would have left the bishops hardly a shadow 
of their jurisdiction and pre-eminence. He must have 
driven from his person those whom he best loved and 
trusted. He would have found it impossible to see again 
the queen without awakening distrust .and bringing 
insult on them both.’ The royalist minority of parlia- 
ment, however considerable in numbers, was lukewarm 
and faint-hearted. That they should have gained strength 
s0 as to keep a permanent superiority over their adver- 

 saries, led as they were by statesmen so bold and pro- . 
found as Hampden, Pym, St. John, Cromwell, and Vane, 
is what, from the experience of the last twelve months, 
it was unreasonable to anticipate. But even if the com- 
mons had been more favourably inclined, it would not 
-have been in their power to calm the mighty waters that 
had been moved from their depths. They had permitted 
the populace to mingle in their discussions, testifying 
pleasure at its paltry applause, and encouraging its 
tumultuous aggressions on the minority of the legisla- _ 
ture,. What else could they expect than that, so soon as 
they ceased to satisfy the city apprentices, or the trained 
bands raised under their militia bill, they must submit 
to that physical strength which is the ultimate arbiter of 
political contentions ? : ae 

Thus, with evil auspices, with much peril of despotism 
on the one hand, with more of anarchy on the other, 
amidst the apprehensions and sorrows of good men, the 
civil war commenced in the summer of 1642.: I might | 
now perhaps pass over the period that intervened, until 
the restoration of Charles H., as not strictly belonging 
to a work which undertakes to relate the progress of the 
English constitution. But this would have left a sort of 

‘ chasm that might disappoint the reader; and as I havo 
already not wholly excluded our more general political 
history, without a knowledge of which tho laws and | 
government of any people must bo unintelligible, it will 
probably not be deemed an unnecessary digression, if I 
devote one chapter to the most interesting and remark- 
able portion of British story.
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CHAPTER X, 

FROM THE BREAKING OUT OF THE CIVIL WAR TO THE 
: RESTORATION. 

  

PART I. 

Success of the King fn the first part of the War— Efforts by the Moderate Party 
. for Peace— Affair at Brentford—Treaty of Oxford—Impeachment of the Queen— 

Waller's Plot— Secession of some Peers to the King’s Quarters — Their Treat- 
ment there impolitic— The Antt-pacific Party gain the ascendant at Westminster 

. +The Parliament makes a new Great Seat — And takes the Covenant — Persecu- 
tion of the Clergy who refuse it — Impeachment and Execution of Laud — Decline 
of the King’s Affairs in 1644—Factions at Oxford — Royalist Lords and Com- 

~ Moners summoned to that City — Treaty of Uxbridge — Impossibility of Agrec- 
ment — The. Parliament insist on unreasonable Terms— Miseries of the War— 
Essex and Manchester suspected of Lukewarmness —Self-denying Ordinance — 
Battle of Naseby — Desperate Condition of the King’s Affairs— He throws him- 
self into the hands of the Scots— His Struggles to preserve Episcopacy, against 
the advice of the Queen and others Bad Conduct of the Queen — Publication of 
Letters taken at Naseby—Discovery of Glamorgan’s Treaty—King delivered up by 
the Scots—Grow'th of the Independents and Republicans—Opposition to the Presby- 

. terfan Government —Toleration — Intrigues of the Army with the King— His _ 
Person seized—The Parliament yleld to the. Army —~ Mysterious Conduct of 
Cromwell—Imprudent Hopes of the King— He rejects the Proposals of the 

- Army — THis Flight from Hampton Court — Alarming Votes against kim—Scots’ _ 
- Invasion—The Presbyterians regain the Ascendant—-Treaty of Newport—‘ 

Gradual Progress of a Republican Party — Scheme among the Officers of bringing 
Charles to Trial—This is finally determined —Seclusion of Presbyterian Mem- 

” ders Motives of some of the King’s Judges — Question of his Execution Dis- 
. cussed — His Character — Icon Basilike, . , . 

‘ Facrioxs that, while still under some restraint from the 
forms at least of constitutional law, excite ~ur disgust 
by their selfishness or intemperance, are little likely to 
redeem their honour when their animosities have kindled 
civil warfare. If it were difficult for an upright man 

-to enlist with an entire willingness under either the 
royalist or the parliamentarian banner at the commence- 
ment of hostilities in 1642, it became far less easy for 
him to desire the complete success of one or the other 
cause, as advancing time displayed the faults of both in
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darker colours than they had previously worn. Of the 
parliament—to begin with the more powerful and vic- 
torious party—it may be said, I think, with not greater 
severity than truth, that scarce two or three public acts 
of justice, humanity, or generosity, and very few of poli- 
tical wisdom or courage, are recorded of them from their 
quarrel with the king to their expulsion by Cromwell. . 

Notwithstanding the secession from parliament before - 
the commencement of the war of nearly all the peers 
who could be reckoned on the king’s side, and of a 
pretty considerable part of the commons, there still con- 
tinued to sit at Westminster many sensible and moderate 
persons, who thought that they could not serve their 
country better than by remaining at their posts, and 

- laboured continually to bring about a pacification by 
mutual concessions. Such were the carls of Northum- 
berland, Holland, Lincoln, and Bedford, among the 
peers; Selden, Whitelock, Hollis, Waller, Pierpoint, and 
Rudyard, in the commons. These, however, would have 
formed but a very ineffectual minority if the war itself, 
for. at least.twelve months, had not taken a turn little 
expected by the parliament. The hard usage Charles 
seemed to endure in so many encroachments on his an- 
cient prerogative awakened the sympathies of a generous 
aristocracy, accustomed to respect the established laws, 
and to love monarchy, as they did their own liberties, 
on the score of its prescriptive title; averse also to the 
rude and morose genius of puritanism, and not a little 
jealous of those upstart demagogues who already threat- 
ened to subvert the graduated pyramid of English 
society. Their zeal placed the king at the head of a far 
more considerable army than either party had antici- 

pated.* In the first battle, that of Edgehill, 
though he did not remain master of the field, 
yetall the military consequences were evidently 
in his favour.» In the ensuing campaign of 

Success of 
the king in 
the first part 
of the war, 

* May, p. 165. ' 
» Both sides claimed the victory, May, 

who thinks that Essex, by his injudicious 
conduct after the battle, lost the advan- 
tage he had gained in it, admits that the 
effect was to strengthen the king's side, 
“Those who thought his success im- 
possible began to look upon him as one 

who might be a conqueror, and many 
neuters joined him,” p.1%6. Ludlow is 
of the same opinion as to Essex’s bee 
haviour and its consequences: “Our 
army, after some refreshment at War- 
wick, returned to London, not like men 
that bad cbtained a victory, butasif they 
had been beaten,” p. 52 This shows
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1643, the advantage was for several months entirely his 
own, nor could he be said to be a loser on the whole 
result, notwithstanding some reverses that accompanied 
the autumn. A line drawn from Hull to Southampton 
would suggest no very incorrect idea of the two parties, 
considered as to their military occupation of the king- 
dom, at the beginning of September, 1643; for if tho 
parliament, by the possession of Gloucester and Ply- 
mouth, and by some force they had on foot in Cheshire 
and other midland parts, kept their ground on the west 
of this line, this was nearly compensated by the earl of 
Newcastle’s possession at that timo of most of Lincoln- 

' Shire, which Jay within it, Such was the temporary 
effect, partly indeed of what may be called the fortuno 
of war, but rather of the zeal and spirit of the royalists, 

"and of their advantago in a more numerous and intrepid 
cavalry.® Los , a 

It has been frequently supposed, and doubtless seems 
to have been a prevailing opinion at the time, that if the 
king, instead of sitting down before Gloucester at tho 
end of August, had marched upon London, combining 
his operations with Newcastle’s powerful army, he would 
have brought the war to a triumphant conclusion.t In 
these matters men judge principally by the event, 
Whether it would have been prudent in Newcastle to 
have left behind him the strong garrison of Hull under 
Fairfax, and an unbroken though inferior force com- 
manded by lord Willoughby and Cromwell in Lincoln- 
shire, I must leave to military critics ; suspecting, how- 
ever, that he would have found it difficult to draw away 

that they bad not, in fact, obtained much 
of a victory; and lord Wharton’s report 
to parlidment almost leads us to think 
the advantage, upon the whole, to have 
been with the king. Parl Hist. ii, 1495, 

© May, 222. Baillie, 373, 391, 

@ May, Baillie, Mrs. Hutchinson, are 
as much of this opinion as sir Philip 
Warwick and other royalist writers, It 

_is certain that there was a prodigious 
“alarm, and almost despondency, among 
the parliamentarians, They immediately 
began to make entrenchments about 
London, which were finished in a month. 
May, p. 214. In the Somers Tracts, 
iv. 534, {3 an interesting letter from a 
Scotsman then in London, giving an 

account of these fortifications, which, 
considering the short time employed 
about them, seem to have been very re- 
spectable, and such as the king’s army, 
with its weak cavalryand bad artillery, 
could not easily have carried. Lord 
Sunderland, four days before the battle 
of Newbury, wherein he was Killed, wrote 
to his wife, that the king’s affairs had 
never been in a more prosperous condi- 
tion; that sitting down before Gloucester 
had prevented their Jinishing the war 
that year, “which nothing could keep 
us from doing, if we had a month’s more 
time.” Sidney Letters, il, 671. He alludes 
in the same letters to the divisions in the 
Toyalist party.
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the Yorkshire gentry and yeomanry, forming the strength 
of his army, from their unprotected homes, Yet the 
‘parliamentary forces were certainly, at no period of the 
war, so deficient in numbers, discipline, and confidence; 
and it may well be thought that the king’s want of per- 
manent resources, with his knowledge of tho timidity 
and disunion which prevailed in the capital, rendered - 
the boldest and most forward game his true policy. 

Jt was natural that the moderate party in parliament 
Efforts by SHOUld acquire strength by the untoward for- 
the moderate tune of its arms. ‘Their aim, as well as that of 
pany fr the constitutional royalists, was a speedy paci- 
pees fication; neither party so much considering’ 
what terms might be most advantageous to their own 
side, as which way the nation might be freed from an 
incalculably protracted calamity. On the king’sadvanco 
to Colnbrook, in November, 1642, the two houses made 
an overture for negotiation, on which he expressed his 
Affirat readiness to enter. But, during the parley, 
Brentford. some of his troops advanced to Brentford, and 
a sharp action took place in that town. Tho parliament 
affected to consider this such a mark of perfidy and 
bloodthirstiness as justified them in breaking off the 
treaty, a step to which they were doubtless more inclined 
by the king's retreat, and their discovery that his army 
was less formidable than they had apprehended. . It is 
very probable, or rather certain,’ even from Clarendon’s 
account, that many about the king, if not himself, were 
sufficiently indisposed to negotiate ; yet, as no cessation 
of arms had been agreed upon, or even proposed, he 
cannot be said to have waived the unquestionable right 
of every belligerent to obtain all possible advantage by 
arms, in order to treat for peace in a moro favourable 
position, But; as mankind are seldom reasonable in 
admitting such maxims against themselves, he seems to 
havo injured his reputation by this affair of Brentford, 

A treaty, from which many ventured to hope much, 
Treaty at Was begun early in tho next spring at Oxford, 
Osforl. "after a struggle which had lasted through the 
winter within the walls of parliament". But though the 

Parl. Hist. iil, 48, 48, It seems their opponents, after the desertion of a aatural to think that, if the moderate great many royalist members who had 
party were able to contend so wellagainst joined the king, they would have main. —
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party of Pym and Hampden at Westminster were not 
able to prevent negotiation against the strong bent of 
the house of lords, and even of the city, which had been 
taught to lower its tone by the interruption of trade, 
and especially of the supply of coals from Newcastle, 
yet they were powerful enough to make the houses insist 
on terms not less unreasonable than those contained in 
their nineteen propositions the year before.’ The king 
could not be justly expected to comply with these; but, 

'* had they been moro moderate, or if the parliament 
would have in some measuro receded from them, we 
have every reason to conclude, both by the nature of the 
terms he proposed in return, and by the positive testi- 
mony of Clarendon, that he would not have come sin- 
cerely into any. scheme of immediate accommodation. . 

- The reason assigned by that author for the unwilling- 
ness of Charles to agree on a cessation of arms during 
the negotiation, though it had been originally suggested 

-by himself (and, which reason would have been still 
more applicable to a treaty of peace), is one so strange 
that it requires all the authority of one very unwilling 
to confess. any weakness or duplicity of the king to be 
believed. He had made a solemn promiso to the queen 
on her departure for Holland the year beforo, “ that he 
would receive no person who had disserved him into 
any. favour or trust, without her privity and consent; 
and that, as she had undergone many reproaches and 
calumnies at the entrance into the war, so he would 
never make any peace but by her interposition and me- 
diation, that the kingdom might receive that blessing 
only from her.”* Let this be called, as the reader may 

tained a decisive majority, had these con- 
tinued in their places. But {t 1s to be 
considered, on the other hand, that the 
king could never havo raised an army, if 
he had not been able to rally the peers 
and gentry round hfs banner, and that in 
his army lay the real secret of the tem- 
porary strength of the pacific party. 

- €Parl Hist. fii 68, 94. Clarendon, 
Slay, Whitelock, If we believe the last 
(p. 63), the king, who took as usual a 
very active part in the discussions upon 
this treaty, would frequently have been 
inclined ‘to come into an adjustment of 
terms; if some of the more warlike spirits 

about him (glancing apparently at Ra- 
Pert) had not over-persuaded bis better 
judgment. This, however, does not ac- 
cord with what Clarendon tells us of the 
queen’s secret influence, nor indeed with 
all we have reason to believe of the king’s 
disposition during the war, 

§ Life of Clarendon, p.79. This in 
duced the king to find pretexts for avcid- 
ing the cessation, and was the real cause 
of his refusal to restore the earl of 
Northumberland to his Post of lord ad- 
miral during this treaty of Oxford, which 
Was urged by Hyde. ‘That pocr was, at 
this time, and for several months aftere
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please, the extravagance of romantic affection, or rather- 
the height of pusillanimous and criminal subserviency, 
we cannot surely help acknowledging that this one 
marked weakness in Charles’s character, had there been 
nothing else to object, rendered the return of cordial har- 
mony between himself and his people scarce within the 
bounds of natural possibility. In the equally balanced 
condition of both forces at this particular juncture, it 
may seem that some compromise on the great question 
of the militia was not impracticable, had the king been 
truly desirous of accommodation ; for it is only just to 
remember that the parliament had good reason to de- 
mand some security for themselves, when he had so 
peremptorily excluded several persons from’ amnesty, 
Both parties, in truth, were standing out for more than 
either according to their situation as belligerents, or 
even porhaps according to the principles of our con- 
stitution, they could reasonably claim; the two houses 
having evidently no direct right'to order the military 

- force, nor the king, on the other hand, having a clear 
prerogative to keep on foot an army, which is not easily 
distinguishable from a militia, without consent of parlia- 
ment. The most reasonable course apparently would 
have been for the one to have waived a dangerous and 
disputed authority, and the other to have desisted from 
a still more unconstitutional pretension, which was done 
by the bill of rights in 1689. The kingdom might have 
well dispensed, in that age, with any military organiza- 
tion, and this seems to have been the desire of White- 
lock, and probably of other reasonable men. But, 
unhappily, when swords are once drawn in civil war, 
they are seldom sheathed till experience has shown 
which blade is the sharper. - 

Though this particular instance of the queen’s prodi 
* gious ascendency over her husband remained secret till - 

upon grounds which I do not clearly une wards, inclining to come over to the 
derstand, Hist. of England, x. 208, note. king; but, on the bad success of Hol- 

land and Bedford in theirchange of sides, 
he gave into the opposite course of po- 
litics, and Joined the party of lords Say 
and Wharton, in determined hostility to 
the king, . 

Dr. Lingard has lately thrown doubts 
upon this passage {n Clarendon, but 

That no vestige of its truth should appear, 
as he observes, in the private correspond- 
ence between Charles and his consort 
(if he means the letters taken at Naseby, 
and I know no other), is not very sin- 
gular; as the whole of that correspond. 
ence ts of a much later date. '
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the publication of lord Clarendon’s Life, it was in general 
well known, and put the leaders of the commons on a 
remarkable stroke of policy, in order to prevent the 
renewal of negotiations. On her landing in Impeach- 
the north, with a supply of money and arms, ment of the 
as well as with a few troops she had collected 4"°™ 

‘in Holland, they carried up to the lords an impeachment 
for high treason against her. This measure (so obnoxious 
was Henrietta) met with a less vigorous opposition than 
might be expected, though the moderate party was still 
in considerable force." It was not only an insolence 
which a king, less uxorious than Charles, could. never 8 ° . * pardon, but a violation of the primary laws and moral 
sentiments that preserve human society, to which the 
queen was acting in obedience. Scarce any proceeding 
of the long parliament seems more odious than this; 
whether designed by way of intimidation, or to exas- 
perate the king, and render the composure of existing 
differences more impracticable. 

The enemies of peace were strengthened by the dis- 
covery of what is usually called Waller's plot, waners 
a schemo for making a strong demonstration of plot 
the royalist party in London, wherein several members 
of both houses appear to have been more or less con- 

‘ cerned. Upon the detection of this conspiracy, the two 
houses of parliament took an oath not to lay down arms, 
so long as the papists now in arms should -be protected 
from the justice of parliament; and never to adhere to, 
or willingly assist, the forces raised by the king, with- 
out the consent of both houses. Every individual 
member of the peers and commons took this oath; some 
of them being then in secret concert with tho king, and 
others entertaining intentions, as their conduct very soon 
evinced, of deserting to his side! Such wag the com- 

bh I cannot discover in the Journals 
any division on this impeachment, But 
Hollis inveighs against it in his memoirs 
as one of the flagrant acts of St. John’s 
party: and there is an account of the 
debate on this subject in the Somers 
Tracts, v. 5003 whence it appears that 

_[t was opposed by Maynard, Waller, 
Whitelock, and others; bat supported 
by Pym, Strode, Long, Glynn, and by 

+ Martin with bis usual fury and rudeness, 

The first of these carried up the impeach- 
Tent to the house of lords. 

This impeachment was not absolutely 
lost sight of for some time. In January, 
1644, the lords appointed a committee 
to consider what mode of proceeding for 
bringing the queen to trial was most 
agreeable to a parliamentary way, and to 
pemise precedents. Parl. His, 194, 

i Parl, Hist. 129 .
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mencement of a system of perjury, which listed for 
many years, and belies the pretended religion of that 
hypocritical age. But we may always look for this 
effect from oppressive power, and the imposition of 
political tests. 

* The king was now in a course of success, which made 
him rather hearken to the sanguine courtiers of Oxford, 
where, according to the invariable character of an exiled 
faction, every: advantage or reverse brought on a dis- 
proportionate exultation or despondency, than to those 
better counsellors who knew the precariousness of his 
good fortune. He published a declaration, wherein he 
denied the two houses at Westminster the name of a 
parliament; which he could no more take from them, 
after the bill he had passed, than they could deprive ‘ 
him of his royal title, and by refusing which he shut 
up all avenues to an equal peace.* This was soon 
followed by so extraordinary a political error as mani- 
fests the king’s want of judgment, and the utter impro- 
bability that any event of the war could havo restored 
to England the blessings of liberty and repose. Three 

peers of the moderate party, the earls of 
cassie et “Holland, Bedford, and Clare, dissatisfied with 
the king's the preponderance of a violent faction in the 
meer commons, left their places at Westminster, and 
came into the king’s quarters. It might be presumed, 
from general policy as well as from his constant decla- 
rations of a desire to restore peace, that they would have 
been received with such studied courtesy as might serve 
to reconcile to their own mind a step which, when 
taken with the best intentions, is always equivocal and 
humiliating. There was great ‘reason to believe that 
the earl of Northumberland, not only the first peer then 
in England as to family and fortune, but a man highly 
esteemed for prudence, was only waiting to observe the 
reception of those who went first to Oxford before he 
followed their steps. Thero were even well-founded 
hopes of the earl of Essex, who, though incapable of 
betraying his trust as commander of the ‘parliament’s 
army, was, both from personal and public motives, dis- 

k ParL Hist. 133, June 20; Claren- Bristol, containing full assurances of bis 
don, iv. 155. He published, however, determination to govern by the known 
& declaration soon after the taking of laws. Parl, Hist. 144.
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inclined to the war-party in the commons. There was 
much to expect from all those who had secretly wished 
well to the king’s cause, and from those whom it is 
madness to reject or insult, the followers of fortune, the 
worshippers of power, without whom neither fortune 
nor power can long subsist. Yet such was tho 1 peat. 
siate of Charles’s council-board at Oxford that ment there 
some were for arresting theso proselyte earls ;: ™Pltc 
and it was carried with difficulty, after they had been 
detained some timo at Wallingford, that they might 
come to the court. But they met there with so many 
and such general slights, that, though they fought in 
the king’s army at Newbury, they found their position 
intolerably ignominious, and, after about three months, 
returned to the parliament with many expressions of 
repentance, and strong testimonies to the evil counsels 
of Oxford.™ : 

The king seems to have been rather passive in this 
strange piece of impolicy, but by no means to have 
taken the line that became him, of repressing the selfish 
jealousy or petty revengefulness of his court. If the 
earl of Holland was a man whom both he and the 
queen, on the score of his great obligations to them, 
might justly reproach with some ingratitude, there was 

‘ nothing to be objected against the other two, save their 
continuance. at Westminster, and compliance in votes 
that he disliked. And if this were to be visited by 
neglect and discountenance, there could, it was plain, 
be no reconciliation between him and the parliament. 
For who could imagine that men of courage and honour, 

. 

while possessed of any sort 

™ Clarendon, iv. 192, 2623 White. 
lock, 70. They met with a worse recep- 
tion at Westminster than at Oxford, as 
indeed they had reason to expect. A 
motion that the earl of Holland should 
be sent to the Tower was lost in the 
commons by only one voice. Parl Hist. 
180, They were provoked at bis taking 
his seat without permission. After long 
refusing to consent, the lords agreed to 
an ordinance, June 29, 1644, that no 
peer or commoner, who had been fn the 
king's quarters, should be admitted again 
to sit in either house. Parl. Hist. 271. 
This severity was one cause of Essex’s 

of strength and any hopes 

discontent, which was increased when the 
commons refused him leave to take Hol- 
land with him on his gxpedition into 
the west that summer. Baillie, 1. 426; 

Whitelock, 87. If it be asked why this 
Roman rigour was less impolitic in the 
parliament than in the king, I can only 
answer that the stronger and the weaker 
have different measures to pursue. But 
relatively to the pacification of the king- 
dom, upon such terms as fellow-citizengs 
ought to require from each other, it wag 
equally blamable in both parties, or 
Tather more so in that possessed of tha 
greater power,
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of preserving it, would put up with a mere indemnity 
for their lives and fortunes, subject to be reckoned as 
pardoned traitors, who might thank the king for. his 
clemency, without presuming to his favour? Charles 
must have seen his superiority consolidated by repeated 
victories, before he could prudently assume this tone of 
conquest. Inferior in substantial force, notwithstanding -_ 
his transient advantages, to the parliament, he had no 
probability of regaining his station but by defections 
from their banner; and these, with incrediblo folly, he 
seemed to decline; far unlike his illustrious father-in- 
law, who had cordially embraced the leaders of a 
rebellion much more implacable than the present. For 
the Oxford counsellors and courtiers, who set themselves 
against the reception of tho threo earls, besides their 
particular animosity towards the earl of Holland," and 
that general feeling of disdain and distrust which, as 
Clarendon finely observes, seems by nature attached to 
all desertion and inconstaney, whether in politics or 
religion (even among those who reap the advantage of 
it, and when founded upon what they ought to reckon 
the soundest reasons), there seem grounds to suspect 
that they had deeper and more selfish designs than they 
cared to manifest. They had long beset the king with 
solicitations for titles, offices, pensions; but these were 
necessarily too limited for their cravings, They had 
sustained, many of them, ‘great losses; they had per- 
formed real or pretended services for the king; and it is 
probable that they looked to a confiscation of enemies’ 
property for their indemnification or reward. This 
would account for an adverseness to all overtures for 
peace, as decided, at this period, among a great body 
of the cavaliers, as it was with the factions of Pym or 
Vane. 

These factions were now become finally predominant 

"Itis intimated by Clarendon that 
some at Oxford, probably Jermyn and 
Digby, were Jealous of Holland's recover- 
fug the influence he bad possessed with 
the queen, who seems to have retained 
no resentment against him. As to Bed- 
ford and Clare, they would probably 
have been better received, if not accom- 
panied by so obnoxious an intriguer of 

the old court., This seems to accoun* 
for the unanimity which the historian 
describes to have been shown in the 
council against thelr favourable recep- 
tion. Light and passionate tempers, like 
that of Henrietta, are prone to forget 
injuries ; serious and melancholic ones, 
like that of Charles, never lose sight of 
them. :
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at Westminster. ‘On ‘the 
had taken Bristol, the last 
loss that the parliament sustained, tho lords 

for peace to be sent to 
of an unusually moderato tone.° 

agreed on propositions 
the king, 
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news that prince Rupert 
and most serious The antle 

pacific party 
gain the 
ascendant 

The at West.” commons, on a division of 94 to 65, deter- maser 
mined to take them into consideration; but the lord mayor Pennington. having procured an address of tho. city against peace, backed. by a tumultuous mob, a small majority was obtained against concurring with the other’ 
house.’ It was after this that the lords above mentioned, as well as many of the commons, quitted Westminster, 
The provailing party had no thoughts of peace till they could dictate its conditions, 
success in raising tho siege of 

Through Essex's great 
Gloucester; the most ‘dis-' 

tinguished exploit in his military life, and the battle of Newbury, wherein the advantage was certainly theirs,’ they became securo against any important attack on the 
king’s side, the war turning again to endless sieges and: 
skirmishes of partisans, And thoy now: adopted two 
important measurgs, one of which gave a new complexion 
‘to the quarrel. 

Littleton, the lord-keeper of the great seal, had carried: 
it away with him to the king, This of itself put a stop 

‘to the regular course of the executive government, and 
to the administration of justice within tho parliament’s' ‘ quarters. No employments could be filled up, no'writs 
for election of memb ers issued, no commissions for’ holding the assizes completed, without the indispensable 
formality. of affixing 
excite a smile, that 

© Baillie deplores at this time “the 
horrible fears and confusions in the city, 
the king everywhere being victorious. 
Ta the city a strong and insolent party 
for him.” P, 391, “The malignants 
stirred a multitude of women of the 
meaner and more infamous rank to come . 
to the door of both houses, and cry tu- 
taultuously for peace on any terns. This 
tumult could not be suppressed but by 
violence, and Killing some three or four 
women, and hurting some of them, and 

imprisoning many.” .P, 300. oa 
6 P’ Lords’ and Commons’ Journals; 

VOL, II, 

the great seal. 
men who had raised armies, and: 

It must surely, 

Parl, Hist. 156, &e.3 Clargudcn, fy. 1835 
Mollis’s Memoirs, Hollis was a teller 
for the mafertty on the first occasion; he 
had left the warlike party some months . 
(Baillie, 1. 356); and his name is in the 
Journals repeatedly, from November, 
1642, as teller against them, theugh he is 
charged with having said the year befure 
that he abhorred the name of acecmmo- 
dation. Hutchinson, p. 206. Though a 
very honest, and to a certain extent an” 
able man, he was too much carried away 
by personal animosities; and as these 
shifted his principles shifted also. ‘ 

x
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fought battles against the king, should be perplexed how’ 
to get over so technical a difficulty. But the great 
seal, in the eyes of the English lawyers, has a sort of 
mysterious efficacy, and passes for tho depository of. 

- royal authority in a higher degree than the person of the 
The parti. “2- The commons prepared an ordinance in- 
ment niakes July for making a new great seal, in which - 
anew great the lords could not be induced to concur till 
_ October. The royalists, and the king himself, 

exclaimed against this as the most audacious treason, 
though it may be reckoned a very natural consequence 
of the state in which the parliament was placed ; and in 
the subsequent negotiations it was one of the minor 
points in dispute, whether ho should authorise the pro- 
ceedings under the great seal of the two houses, or they 
consent to sanction what had been done by virtue of 
his own. ‘ 

, The second measure of parliament -was of greater 
moment and more fatal consequences. I have already 
mentioned tho stress laid by the bigoted Scots pres- 
byterians on the establishment of their own church- 
government in England: Chiefly perhaps to conciliate 
this people, the house of commons had entertained the 
bill for abolishing episcopacy; and this had formed a. 
part of the nineteen propositions that both houses ten- 
dered to the king.4 After the action at Brentford they 
concurred in a declaration to be delivered to the Scots 
commissioners, resident in London, wherein, after setting 
forth the malice of the prelatical clergy in hindering 
the reformation of ecclesiastical government, and pro- 
fessing their own desire willingly and affectionately to 
pursue a closer union in such matters between the two 
nations, they request their brethren of Scotland’ to raise 
such forces as they should judge sufficient for the secur- 
ing the peace of their own borders against ill-affected 
persons there ; as likewise to assist them in suppressing 
the army of papists and foreigners which, it was ex- 
pected, would shortly bo on foot in Englands 

@ The resolution, that government by But the ordinance to carry this fully into 
archbishops, bishops, &c, was incon- effect was not made till October, 1646. 
Yenient and ought to be taken away, Scobell’s Ordinances. 
Passed both houses unanimously, Sep- * ParL Hist. iii, 15, 
vember 10, 1642, Parl List. il, 1465. so,
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This overture produced for many months no scusible 
effect. The Scots, with all their national wariness, sus- 
pected that, in spite of theso general declarations in 
favour of their. church polity, it was not much at heart 
with most of the parliament, and might be given up in a 
treaty, if the king would concede some other matters in 
dispute. Accordingly, when the progress of his arms, 
especially in the north, during the ensuing summer, 
compelled the parliament to call in a more pressing 
manner, and by a special embassy, for their aid, they re- 
solved to bind them down by such a compact as no 
wavering policy should ever rescind. They insisted 
therefore on the adoption of the solemn league and cove- 
nant, founded on a similar association of their own five 
years before, through which they had successfully resisted 
the king and overthrown the prelatic government. Tho 
covenant consisted in an oath to bo subscribed by all 
sorts of persons in both kingdoms, whereby they bound . 
themselves to preserve the reformed religion in tho 
church of Scotland, in doctrine, worship, discipline, and 
government, according to the word of God and practice 
of the best reformed churches ; and to endeavour to bring 
the churches of God in the three kingdoms to the nearest 
conjunction and uniformity in religion, confession of - 
faith, form of church-government, directory for worship, 
and. catechizing; to endeavour, without respect of per- 
sons, the extirpation of popery, prelacy (that is, church- 
government by archbishops, bishops, their chancellors, 
and commissaries, deans and- chapters, archdeacons, and 
all other ecclesiastical officers depending on that hicr- 
archy), and whatsoever should be found contrary to 
sound doctrine and the power of godliness ; to preserve 
the rights and privileges of the parliaments and the 
liberties of the kingdoms, and the king’s person and 
authority, in the preservation and defence of the true 
religion and liberties of the kingdoms ; to endeavour the 
discovery of incendiaries and malignants, who hinder the 
reformation of religion, and divide the king from his 
people, that they may be brought to punishment; finally, 
to assist and defend all such as should enter into this 
-covenant and not suffer themselves to be withdrawn from 
it, whether to revolt to the opposite party, or to givo 

¢ into a detestable indifferenco ‘or neutrality. In con- 
M2
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formity. to the strict alliance thus established between 
the two kingdoms, the Scots commissioners at West- 
minster were intrusted, jointly with a commitice of both 
houses, with very extensive powers to administer the 
public affairs.* : . 

Every member of the commons who remained at West- 
The par - Minster, to the number of 228, or perhaps more, 
liament 

* house, subscribed this deliberate pledge to 
covenant overturn the established church; many of them 

with extreme reluctance, both from adislike of the inno- 
vation, and from a consciousness that it raised a most 
formidable obstacle to the restoration of peace; but with 
a secret reserve, for which some want of precision in the 
language of this covenant (purposely introduced b 
Vane, .as is said, to shelter his own schemes) afforded 
them a sort of apology." It was next imposed on all 
civil and military. officers, and upon all the beneficed 
clergy.* A severe persecution fell on the faithful chil- 

® This committce, appointed in Fe- 
bruary, 1644, consisted of the following 
persons, the most conspicuous, at that 
time, of the parliament: the carls of 
Northumberland, Essex, Warwick, and 
Manchester; lords Say, Wharton, and 
Roberts; ‘Mr. Pierpoint, the two sir 
Henry Vanes, sir Philip Stapylton, sir 
William Waller, sir Gilbert Gerrard, sir 
William Armyn, sir Arthur Haslerig; 
Messrs. Crew, Wallop, St. John, Crom- 
well, Brown, and Glynn. Park Hist 
fil. 248, 

t Somers Tracts, iv. §33. The names 
marked in the Parliamentary History as 
having taken the covenant are 236. 

The carl of Lincotn alone, a man of 
great integrity and moderation, though 
only conspicuous in the Journals, refused 
to take the covenant,and was excluded in 
consequence from his seat tn the house; 
but, on his petition next year, though, as 
far as appears, without compliance, was 
Festored, and the vote rescinded. Parl. 
Tlfst.393, He regularly protested against 
all violent measures; and we still find 
his name in the minority on such occa- 
sions after the Lestoration, 

Baillie says, the desertion of about six 
yeers at this time to the king was of: 

great use to the passing of the covenant 

inalegaiway. Vol. §. p. 390. . 
™ Burnet’s Mem. of Duke of Hamilton. 

p-239. I am not quite satisfied as to this, 
which later writers scem to have taken 
from Burnet. It may well be supposed 
that the ambiguity of the covenant was 
not very palpable ; since the Scots pres- 
byterians, a people not easily cozened, 
were content with its expression. Accord- 

ing to fair and honest rules of interpreta- 
tion, it certainly bound the subscribers to 
the establishment of achurch-government 
conformed to that of Scotland; namgly, 
the presbyterian, exclusive of all mix- 
ture with any other. But Selden, and the 
other friends of moderate episcopacy who 
took the covenant, justified it, I suppose, 
to their consciences, by the pretext that, 
in renouncing the Jurisdiction of bishops, 
they meant the unlimited Jurisdiction 
without concurrence of any presbyters, 
It was not, however, an action on which 
they could reflect with pleasure. . Baxter 
says that Gataker, and some others of 
the assembly, would not subscribe the 
covenant, but on the understanding that 
they did not renounce primitive episco- 
pacy by it. Life of Baxter, p. 4% These 
controversial subticties elude the ordinary 
reader of history. . 

* After the war was ended none of the, 

. PARLIAMENT ACCEPTS THE COVENANT, : Cuap, X: 

and from 20 to 30 peers that formed their upper .
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dren of the Anglican church. Many had already been 
sequestered from their livings, or even subjected to im- 

- prisonment, by the parliamentary committee for scanda- 
lous ministers, or by subordinate committees of the samo 
kind set up in each county within their quarters ; some- 
times on the score of immoralities or false doctrine, more 
frequently for what they termed malignity, or attachment 
to the king und his party.’ Yet wary men, who meddled 
not with politics, might hope to clude this in- 
quisition. But the covenant, imposed as a 
general test, drove out all who were too con- 
Scicntious to pledge themselves by a solemn 
appeal to the Deity to resist the polity which they gene- 
tally believed to be of his institution. What number of . 
the clergy were ejected (most of them but for refusing 
the covenant, and for no moral offence or imputed super- 
stition) it is impossible to ascertain, Walker, in’ his 
Sufferings of the Clergy, a folio volume published in the 
latter end of Amne’s reign, with all the virulence and 
partiality of the high-church faction in that age, endea- 
voured to support those who had reckoned it at 8000; a 
palpable over-statement upon his own showing, for he 
cannot produce near 2000 names after-a most diligent 

Persecution 
of the clergy 
who refuse 

king’s party were admitted to compound 
for their estates without taking the cove- 
nant. This Clarendon, in one of his 
letters, calls “ making haste to buy dams 
nation at two years’ purchase.” Vol, it, 
p. 286. : 

Y Neal, fi. 19, &c., ts fair enough in 
censuring the committees, especially those 
in the country. “The greatest part {of 
the clergy} were cast out for malignity 
[attachment to the royal cause}; super- 
stition and false doctrine were hardly ever 
objected; yet the proceedings of the 
sequestrators were not always justifiable; 
for, whereas a court of Judicature should 
rather be counsel for the prisoner than the 
prosecutor, the commissioners considered 
the king’s clergy as their most dangerous 
enemies, and were ready to lay hold 

of all opportunities to discharge them 
their pulpits.” P. 24. But if we can rely 
at all on White’s Century of Malignant’ 
Ministers (and I do not perceive that 
Walker has been able tp controvert it), 
there were a good many cases of irregular 

life In the clergy, so far at least as haunt- 
ing alehouses ; which, however, was much 
more common, and consequently less in- 
decent, in that age than at present. Sea 
also Baxter's Life, p. 74; whose anthority, 
though open to some exceptions on the 
score of prejudice, is at least better than 
Walker's, 

The king’s party were not less oppres-_ 
sive towards ministers whom they reck- 
oned puritan; which unluckily compre 
hended most of those who were of strict 
lives, especially if they preached Calvin- 
istically, unless they redeemed that surpi- 
cion by strong demonstrations of loyalty. 
Neal, p. 21. Baxter's Life, p. 42. And, if 
they put themselves forward on this side, 
they were sure to suffer most severely 
for it on the parliament's success; an 
ordinance of April J, 1643, having se. 
qucstered the private estates of all the 
clergy who had aided the king. Thus 
the condition of the English clergy was 
every Way most deplorable ; and in fact 
they were utterly ruined,‘
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investigation. Neal, however, admits 1600, probably 
-more than one-fifth of the beneficed ministers in the 
kingdom.’ The biographical collections furnish a pretty 
copious martyrology of men the most distinguished by . 
their learning and virtues in that age. The remorseless 
and indiscriminate bigotry of presbyterianism might 
boast that it had heaped disgrace on Walton, and driven 
Lydiat to beggary; that it trampled on the old age of 
Hales, and embittered with insult the dying moments of 
Chillingworth. OO CT 

But the most unjustifiable act of these zealots, and one 
Tpeache of tho greatest reproaches of the long parlia-_ 

-mentand Ment, was the death of archbishop Laud. In 
execution the first days of the session, while the fall of 

Strafford struck every one with astonishment, 
the commons had carried up an impeachment against 
him for high treason; in fourteen articles of charge ; and 
he had lain ever since in tho Tower, his revenues and 
even private estate sequestered, and in great indigence. 
After nearly three ‘years’ neglect, specific articles were 
exhibited against him in October, 1643, but not pro- 
ceeded on with vigour till December, 1644; when, for 
whatever reason, 2 determination was taken to pursue, 
this unfortunate prelate to death. The charges against 
him, which Wild, Maynard, and other managers of the. 
impeachment were to aggravate into treason, related 
partly to those papistical innovations which had nothing 
of a political character about them, partly to the violent 
proceedings in the star-chamber and high-commission , 
courts, wherein Laud was very prominent asa councillor, 
but certainly without any greater legal responsibility | 
than fell on many others. He defended himself, not. 
always prudently or satisfactorily, but with courage and 
ability ; never receding from his magnificent notions of 
spiritual power, but endeavouring to shift the blame of 
the sentences pronounced by the council on those who 
concurred with him.’ The imputation of popery he re-. 
pelled. by a list of the converts he had made; but the 
word was equivocal, and he could not deny the difference | 

= Neal, p. 92 He says it was not fsis. P. 59. Sanderson fs said to be one 
tendered, by favour, to some of the instance. ‘ This historian, an honest and 
clergy who had not been active against well-natured man at bottom, justly cen- 
the parliament and were reputed Calvin- sures its imposition, . : '
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between his protestantism and that of our Reformation. 
Nothing could be more monstrous than the allegation of 
treason in this case. The judges, on a reference by the 
lords, gave it to be understood, in their timid way, that 
the charges contained no legal treason." But, the com- 
mons having changed their impeachment into an ordi- 
nance for, his execution, the peers were pusillanimous 
enough to comply. It is said by Clarendon that only 
seven lords were in the. house on this occasion: but the 
Journals unfortunately bear witness to the presence of 
twenty.> Laud had amply merited punishment for his 
tyrannical abuse of power; but his execution at the age 
of seventy, without the slightest pretence of political 
necessity, was a far more unjustifiable instance of it than 
any that was alleged against him. 

Pursuant to the before-mentioned treaty, the Scots 
army of 21,000 men marched into England in |. 
January, 1644, This was a very serious acces- ees 
sion to Charles’s difficulties, already sufficient, sfsirsin 
to dissipate all hopes.of final triumph, except “" 
in the most sanguine minds. His successes, in fact, had 
been rather such as to surprise well-judging men than to 
make them expect any more favourable termination of 
the war than bya fair treaty, From the beginning it 
may be said that the yeomanry and trading classes of 
towns were generally hostile to the king’s side, even in 
those counties which were in his military occupation ; 
except in a few, such as Cornwall, Worcester, Salop, 

and most of Wales, where the prevailing sentiment 
was chiefly royalist;* and this disaffection was pro- 

= All the judges answered that they wished well to the king thought they had 
could deliver no opinion in this case, in 
point of treason by the law: because they - 
could not deliver any opinion in point of 
treason but what was particalarly ex- 
pressed to be treason in the statute of 
95 E, IIL, and so referred it wholly to 
the judgment of this house.” Lords’ 
Journals, 17th December, 1644. 

b Lords’ Journals, 4th January. It fs 
-not said to be done nem. con. 
©The difference in the-temper of 

the common people of both sides was 60 . 
great that they who inclined to the parlia- 
ment left nothing unperformed that might 
advance the cause; whereas they who: 

“Clarendon, p. 3, 462. 

performed their duty in doing 60, and 
that they had done cnough for him in 
that they had done nothing against bim.’” 

“ Most of. the 
gentry of the county (Nottinghamshire),” 
says’ Mrs. Hutchinson, were disaffected 
to the parliament; most of the middle 
sort, the able substantial freeholders and 
the other commons, who had not their 
dependence upon the malignant nobility 
and gentry, adhered to the parliament.” 
P. 81. This I conceive to have been the 
case in much the greater part of England. 
Baxter, in his Life, p. 30, says Just the 
same thing in a passage worthy of notice,
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digiously increased through the licence of his ill- 
paid and ill-disciplined army. On the other hand, the 
gentry were in’ a great majority attached to his cause, 
even in the parts of England which lay subject to the 
parliament. . But he was never able to make any durable 
impression on what were called the associated counties, 
extending from Norfolk to Sussex inclusively, within 
which no rising could be attempted with any effect; * 
while, on the other hand, the parliament - possessed 
several garrisons, and kept up considerable forces, in 
that larger portion of the kingdom where he might be 
reckoned superior. Their, resources were far greater; 
and the taxes imposed by them, though exceedingly 
heavy, were more regularly paid and less ruinous to the - 
people than the sudden exactions, half plunder half 
contribution, of the ravenous cavaliers. ‘The king lost 
ground during the winter. He had built hopes on bring- 
ing over troops from Ireland ; for the sake of which he 
made a true, then called the cessation, with the rebel 
catholics, But this reinforcement having been - beaten 
and dispersed by Fairfax at Namptwich, he had the 
mortification of finding that this scheme had much in- 
‘creased his own unpopularity, and the distrust enter- 
tained of him even by his adherents, without the smallest 
advantage. The next campaign was marked by the 
great defeat of Rupert and Newcastle at Marston Moor, 
and the loss of the north of England ; a blow so terrible’ 
as must have brought on his speedy ruin, if it had not 
been in some degree mitigated by his strange and 
unexpected success over Essex in the west, and by the 

But the Worcestershire populace, he says, 
were violent royalists: p. 39. Clarendon 
observes in another place, lil 41, “There 
was in this county (Cornwall), as through- 
out the kingdom, a wonderful and super- 
stitious reverence towards the name of a 
parliament, and a prejudice to the power 
of the court.” He afterwards, p. 426, 
calls “an implicit reverence to the name 
of a parliament the fatal discase of the 
whole kingdom.” So prevalent was the 

“sense of the king's arbitrary government, 
especially in the case of ship-money, 
Warburton remarks that he never ex- 
pressed any repentance, or made any con- 

_ fession in his public declarations. that his 

former administration bad been itegal. 
Notes on Clarendon, p. 566. But. this 
was not, perhaps, to be expected; and 
his repeated promises to govern according , 
to law might be construed into tacit ac- 
knowledgments of past errors. 

4 The associated counties, properly 
speaking, were at first Norfolk, Suffolk, 
Essex, Hertford, Cambridge; to which 
-some others were added. Sussex, 1 be- 
lieve, was not a part of the association; 
but it was equally within the parliamen- 
tary pale, though the ‘gentry were re- 
markably loyalin theirinclinations. The . 
same was true of Kent,
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tardiness of the Scots in making uso of their victory. 
Upon the result of the campaign of 1644, the king’s affairs 
were in such bad condition that nothing less than aserics 
of victorics could have reinstated them ; yet not so totally 
ruined as to hold out much prospect of an approaching 
termination to the people’s calamities, . 
_. There had been, from the very commencement of the 
war, all that distraction in the king’s councils factions 
at Oxford, and all those bickerings and heart- at Osford. 
burnings among his adherents, which naturally belong 
to men embarked in a dangerous cause with different 
‘motives and different views. The military men, some of 
whom had served with the Swedes in Germany, acknow- 
-ledged no laws but those of war; and could not under- 
stand that, either in annoying the enemy or providing 
for themselves, they were to acknowledge any restraints 

‘of the civil power. The lawyers, on the other hand, and 
the whole constitutional party, laboured to keep up, in 

" , the midst of arms, the appearances at least of legal justice 
and that favourite maxim of Englishmen, the supremacy 
of civil over military authority, rather more strictly 
perhaps than the nature of their actual circumstances 
would admit. At the head of the former party stood the 
king’s two nephews, Rupert and Maurice, the younger 

- sons of the late unfortunate elector palatine, soldiers of 
fortune (as we may truly call them), of rude and imperious 
characters, avowedly despising the council and the com- 
mon law, and supported by Charles, with all his injudi- 

‘ ciousness and incapacity for affairs, against the greatest 
men of the kingdom. 0 ‘ Another -very powerful and 
obnoxious faction was that of the catholics, proud of their 

‘services and sacrifices, confident in the queen’s protec- 
tion, and looking at least toa full toleration as their just _ 
reward. They were the natural enemies of peace, and 
little less hated at Oxford than at Westminster. 

© Clarendon, passim. May, 160. Baillie, have declined the king's service. Rupert 
1.416. See,in the Somers Tracts, v. 495, {8 praised, and Newcastle struck at. It 
a dislogue between a gentleman and a is written, on the whole, in rather a luke 

“citizen, printed at Oxford, 1643. Though 
of course a royalist pamphlet, it shows 
the disunion that prevailed in that un- 

- fortunate party, and inveighs against the 
- influence of the papists, in consequence of 
which the marquis of Hertford is said to 

warm style of loyalty. The earl of Hole 
land and sir Edward Dering gave out as 
their reason for quitting the King’s side 
that there was great danger of Popery, 
This was much exaggerated; yet Jord 
Sunderland talks the same language.
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At the beginning of the winter of 1643 the king took 
the remarkable step of summoning the peers 

lords and =~ and commoners of bis party to meet in parlia- 
summoned ment at Oxford. This was evidently suggested 
tothatcity. by the constitutionalists with the intention of 
obtaining a supply by more regular methods than forced 
contribution, and of opposing a barrier to the military 
and. popish interests. 
lated to further the king’s cause may admit of some 
doubt. The royalist convention indeed, which name it 
ought rather to have taken than that of parliament, met 
in considerable strength at Oxford. Forty-three peers, 
and one hundred and eighteen commoners, subscribed a 
letter to the earl of Essex, expressing their anxiety for a 

~ treaty of peace; twenty-nine of the former, and fifty- 
seven of the latter, it is said, being then. absent on the 
king’s service, or other occasions. Such a display of 
numbers, nearly double in one house and nearly half in 
the other, of those who remained at Westminster, might 
have an effect on the nation’s prejudices, and at least 
redeem the king from the charge of standing singly 
against his parliament. But they came in no spirit of 

Royalist 

Whether it were equally. caleu- 

Sidney Papers, ii. 667. Lord Falkland’s 
deJection of spirits, and constant desire 
of peace, must chiefly be ascribed to his 
disgust with the councils of Oxford, and 
the greater part of those with whom he 
was associated. 

E quel che pftt tt gravera le spalle 
, Sard Ia compagnia malvagis e ria, 
Nella quel tu cadrai in questa valle. 

We know too little of this excellent man, 
whose talents however and early pursuits 
do not seem to have particularly qualified 
him for public life. It is evident that he 
did not plunge into the loyal cause with 
all the zeal of his friend Hyde; and the 
king doubtless had no great regard for 
the counsels of one who took so very 
different a view of some important mat- 
ters from himself. Life ‘of Clarendon, 
48. He had been active against Straf- 
ford, and probably had a bad opinion of 
Laud. The prosecution of Finch for high 
treason he had himself moved. In the 
Ormond Letters, {. 20, he seems to be 
struck at by one writing from Oxford, 
June 1, 1643: “ God forbid that the best 
of men and kings be 50 used by some bad 
hellow-hearted counsellors, who affect too 

much the parliamentary way. Many 
spare not to name them; and I doubt not 
but you have heard their names.” 

£1t appears by the late edition of 
Clarenden, iv. 351, that he was the ad- 
viser of calling the Oxford parliament. 
The former editors omitted his name. 

§ Parl Hist. 218 The number who 
took the covenant in September, 1643, 
appears by a list of the long parliament 
in the same work, vol. ii, to be 256; but 
twelve of these are included in both lists, 
having gone afterwards Into the king’s 
quarters, “The remainder, about 100, | 
were either dead since the, beginning of 
the troubles, or for some reason absented 
themselves from both assemblies. - Pos- 
sibly the list of those who took the cove- 
nant {s not quite complete; nor do I 
think the king had much more than 
about sixty peers on his side. The par- 
Nament however could not have produced 
thirty. Lords’ Journals, Jan. 22, 1644. 
Whitelock, p. 80, says that two hundred 
and eighty appeared in the house of com- 
mons, Jan, 1644, besides one hundred 
absent in the parliament's service; but 
this cannot be quite exact. ‘
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fervid loyalty, rather distrustful of the king, especially 
on the score of religion; averse to some whom ho had 
injudiciously raised to power, such as Digby and Cot- 
tington ; and so eager for pacification as not perhaps to 
have been unwilling to purchase it by greater concessions 
than he could prudently make." Peace however was by 
no means brought nearer by their mecting; tho parlia- 
ment, jealous and alarmed at it, would never recognise 
their existence, and were so provoked at their voting the 
lords and commons at Westminster guilty of treason, 
that, if we believe a writer of some authority, the two. 
houses unanimously passed a vote on Essex’s motion, 
summoning the king to appear by a certain day.' But 
the Scots commissioners had force enough to turn aside 
such violent suggestions, and ultimately obtained the 
concurrence of both houses in propositions for a treaty.* 
They had begun ‘to find themselves less likely to sway 
the counsels of Westminster than they had expected, and 
dreaded the rising ascendancy of Cromwell. The treaty 
‘was opened at Uxbridge in January, 1645. ayeaty of 
But neither the king nor his adversaries en- Uxbridge. 
-tered on it with minds sincerely bent on peace: they, 
‘on the one hand, resolute not to swerve from the utmost 
rigour of a conqueror’s terms, without having conquered ; 
and he, though more secretly, cherishing illusive hopes 
of a more triumphant restoration to power than any 
treaty could be expected to effect.” _ ‘ 

b Rushworth, Abr. v. 266 and 296; ment.’? It may be presumed that some 
where is an address to the king, iutimat- 
ing, if attentively considered, a little 

‘apprehension of popery and arbitrary 
power. Baillie says, in one of his letters, 

“The first day the Oxford parliament 
“met, the *king made a long epeechs but 
many being ready to give in papers for 
the removing of Digby, Cottington, and 
others from court, the meeting was ad- 
Journed for some days.” L 429. Indeed, 
the restoration of Cottington, and still 
more of Windebank, to the king’s coun- 
cils, was no pledge of protestant or con- 
stitutional measures. This opposition, 60 
natural to parliaments in any circum- 
stances, disgusted Charles. _ In one of his 
letters to the queen he congratulates him- 
self on being “ freed from the place of all 
mutinous motions, bis mongrel parlia- 

.of those who obeyed the king’s summons 
to Oxford were influenced less by loyalty 
than a consideration that their estates lay 
in parts occupied by his troops; of course 
the same js applicable to the Westminster 
parliament, : 

1 Baillie, 441, I gon find no mention 
of this in the Journals; but, as Baillie . 
“was then in London, and in constant in- 
tercourse with the leaders of parliament, 
there must have been some foundation for 
his statement, though he seems to have 
been inaccurate as to the fact of the vote. 

k Parl. Hist, 299, et post. Clarendon, 
v.16. Whitelock, 110, &c. Rush. Abr. 
v. 449, Ee. : 7 

™ It was impossible for the king to 
avoid this treaty. Not only his Oxford 
parliament, as might naturally be exe
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The three leading topics of discussion among the 
Impost- . Uegotiators at Uxbridge were the church, the 
bity of — militia, and the state of Ireland. Bound by 

_osreement. their unhappy covenant, and watched by their 
Scots colleagues, the English commissioners on the par- 
liament side demanded the complete establishment of a 
presbyterian: polity, and the’ substitution of what was 

-called the directory for the Anglican liturgy. Upon this 
head there was little prospect of a union. The king 
.had deeply imbibed the tenets of Andrews and Laud, 
believing an episcopal government indispensably neces- 
.Sary to the valid administration of the sacraments, and 
the very existence of.a Christian church. ‘The Scots, 
and a portion of the English clergy, were equally confi- 
dent that their presbyterian form was established by the 
apostles as a divine model, from which it was unlawful 
to depart.": Though most of the laity in this kingdom 
entertained Jess narrow opinions, the parliamentary 
commissioners thought the king ought rather to concede 

- Such a point than themselves, especially as his former 

pected, were openly desirous of peace, 
but a great part of the army had, in 

' August, 1644, while opposed to that of 
Fasex in tho west, taken the extraor- 
dinary step of sending a letter to that 
general, declaring their intentions for the 
rights and Uberties of the people, privi- 
leges of parliament, and protestant reli- 
gion against popish {unovations; and that, 
on the faith of subjects, the honour and 
reputation of gentlemen and soldiers, 
they would with their lives maintain that 
which his majesty should publicly pro- 
mise in order to a bloodless peace; they 
went on to request that Essex, with six 
more, would meet the general (earl of 
Brentford), with six more, to consider of 
all means possible to reconcile the un- 
happy differences and misunderstandings 
that have so long afflicted the kingdom. 
Sir Edward Walker's Historical Dis- 
courses, 59. The king was acquainted 
with this letter before it was sent, but 
after some hands had been subscribed to 
ft We consented, but evidently with 

Great reluctance, and even indignation; 
as his own expressions testify in this 
paseage of Walker, whose manuscript 
here, as in many other places, contains 
Interlineations by Charles himself. It 

was doubtless rather in arnutinous spirit, 
which had spread widely, through the 
army, and contributed to its utter ruin 
in the next campaign. I presume it was 
at the king’s desire that the letter was 
signed by the general as well as by 
prince Manrice, aud all the colonels, I 
believe, in his army, to take off the ap- 
pearance of a faction; but it certainly 
originated with Wilmot, Percy, and some 
of those whom he thought fll affected. 
See Clarendon, iv, 527, et post. Rushw. 
“Abr. v. 348, 358, 
'." The king's doctors, Steward and 
Sheldon, argued at Uxbridge that epis- 
copacy was Jure divino; Henderson and 
others, that presbytery was sog White- 
lock, 132, These churchmen should have 
been locked up like a Jury, witbout food 
or fire, till they agreed. , 

If we may believe Clarendon, the earl 
of Loudon offered in the name of the 
Scots that, if the king would give up 
episcopacy, they would not press any of 
the other demands. It is certain however 
that they would never have suffered him 
to become the master of the English par- 
lament; and, if this offer was sincerely 
made, it must have been from a convic- . 
tion that he could not become such.  
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consent to the abolition of episcopacy in Scotland weak- 
ened-a good deal the force of his plea of conscience ; 
whilo the royalists, even. could they have persuaded 

. their master, thought episcopacy, though not absolutely 
of divine right (a notion which they left to the church- . 
men), yetso highly beneficial to religion and so important 
to the monarchy, that nothing less than: extreme neces- 
sity, or at least the prospect of a signal advantage, could 
justify its abandonment. . They offered, however, what in 
an earlier stage of their dissensions would have satisfied 
almost every man, that limited scheme of episcopal hier-" 
archy, above mentioned as approved by Usher, rendering 
the bishop among his presbyters much like tho king in 
parliament, not free to exercise his jurisdiction, nor to 
confer orders without their consent, and offered to leave 
all ceremonies to the minister’s discretion. ‘ Such a com- 
promise would probably have pleased. the English nation, 
averse to nothing in their established church except its 
abuses ; but the parliamentary negotiators would not so 
much as enter into discussion upon it.° . o 

They were hardly less unyielding on the subject: of 
the militia.. They began with a demand of naming all 
the commanders by sea and land, including the lord- 
licutenant of Ireland, and all governors of garrisons, for 

* anunlimited time. The king, though not very willingly, 
‘proposed that the command should be vested in twenty 
persons, half to be named by himself, half by the parlia- 
ment, for the term of threo years, which he afterwards 
extended to seven, at the expiration of which time it 
should revert to the crown. But the utmost concession . 

. that could be obtained from the other side was to limit 
their exclusive possession of this power to seven years, 
leaving the matter open for an ulterior arrangement by 
act of parliament at their termination? Even ro patliae’ 
if this treaty had been conducted between two ment insist 
belligerent states, whom rivalry or ambition fonsble” 
often excite io press every demand which su- &™: . 
perior power can extort from weakness, there yet was 

© Rushworth, Whitelock, Clarendon. Mr. Bridgman, for making too great con- 
The Latter tells in his Life, which reveals cessions with respect to episcopacy. He 

” several things not found in his History, lived, however, to make himself much 
that the king was very angry with some greater. 
of his Uxbridge commissioners,especlally  ? Whitelock, 133.
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nothing in the condition of the king’s affairs which 
should compel him thus to pass under the yoke, and 
enter his capital as a prisoner.: But we may also remark 
that, according to the great principle that the English 
constitution, in all its component parts, was to be main- 
tained by both sides in this contest, the question for 
parliament was not what their military advantages or 
resources for war entitled them to ask, but what was 
required for the due balance of power under a limited 
monarchy. They could rightly demand no further con- 
cession from the king than was indispensable for their 
own and the people’s security ; and I leave any one who 
is tolerably acquainted with the state of England at the 
beginning of 1645 to decide whether their privileges and 
the public liberties incurred a greater risk by such an 
equal partition of power over the sword as the king pro- 
posed, than his prerogative and personal freedom would 
have encountered by abandoning it altogether to their 
discretion. Jam far from thinking that the acceptance 
of the king’s propositions at Uxbridge would have re- 
stored tranquillity to England.  He-would still have 
repined at the limitations of monarchy, and others would 
have conspired against its existence: But of the various 
consequences which we may picture to ourselves as 
capable of resulting from a pacification, that which 
appears to.me the least likely is, that Charles should 
have re-established that arbitrary power which he had 
exercised in the earlier period of his reign. Whence, in 
fact, was he to look for assistance? -Was it with such 
creatures of a court as Jermyn or Ashburnham, or with 
a worn-out veteran of. office like Cottington, or a rash 
adventurer like Digby, that he could outwit Vane, or 
overawe Cromwell, or silence the press and the pulpit, 
or strike with panic the stern puritan and the confident 
fanatic? Some there were, beyond question, both 
soldiers and courtiers, who hated the very name of a 
limited monarchy, and murmured at the constitutional, 
language which the king, from the time he made use of - 
the pens of Hyde and Falkland, had systematically em- 
ployed in his public declarations.1 But it is as certain 

4 The creed of this party is ect forth principles of government which are laid 
in the Behemoth of Hobbes; which is, down in the Leviathan to the constitu- 
in other words, the application of those tion and state of England in the civil
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that the great majority of his Oxford parliament, and of 
those upon whom he must have depended either in tho 
field or in council, were apprehensive of any victory that © 
_might render him absolute, as that Essex and Manchester 
were unwilling to conquer at tho expense of the con- 
stitution.’ - The catholics, indeed, generally speaking, 
would have gone great lengths in asserting his authority. 
Nor is this any reproach to that body, by no means na- 
turally less attached to their country and its liberties 
than other Englishmen, but driven by an unjust perse- 
cution to see their only hope of emancipation in the 
nation’s servitude. They could not be expected to sym- 
pathise in that patriotism of the seventeenth century, 
which, if it poured warmth and radiance on the pro- 
testant, was to them as a devouring fire. But the king 
could have mado no use of the catholics as a distinct 
body for any political purpose without uniting all other 
parties against him. . He had alrcady given so much 
offence, at the commencement of the war, by accepting 
the services which the catholic gentry were forward to 
offer, that, instead of a more manly justification, which 
the temper of the times, he thought, did not permit, he 
had recourse to the useless subterfuges of denying or 
extenuating the facts, and even to a strangely impro- 

. bable recrimination, asserting on several occasions that 
the number of papists in the parliament’s army was: 
much greater than in his own.’ . 

court, Rupert, he says, proposed to 
march to London. “ Mais l'esprit Anglois, 
qui ne se dement point méme dans les 
plus attachés & Ia royauté, l'esprit An- 

war. It is republished in baron Maseres’s 
- Tracts, il, 565, 567.. Sir Philip Warwick, 

in his Memoirs, 198, hints something of 
the same kind. 

¥ Warburton, in the notes subjoined 
to the late edition of Clarendon, vil. 563, 
mentions a conversation he had with the 
duke of Argyle and lord Cobham (both 
soldiers, and the first a distinguished one) 
as to the conduct of the king and the 
earl of Essex after the battle of EdgebilL, 
They agreed it wag inexplicable on both 
aides by any military principle. War- 
burton explained it by the unwillingness’ 
to be foo victorious, felt by Essex himself, 
and by those whom the king was forced . 
to consult. Father Orleans, in a passage | 

‘with which the bishop probably was ac- 
quainted, confirms this; and bis autha- 
tity is very guod as to the secret of the 

glois, dis-Je, toujours entétd de ces libertéz 
st funestes au repos de Ja nation, porta la 
plus grande partie du conseil & s’opposer 
Ace dessein. Le prétexte fut qwil étoit 
dangereux pour le roy d@l’entreprendre, 
et pour la ville que le prince Robert 
Yexécutast, jeune comme it étoit, emporté, 
et capable d’y mettre le feu. La vraie 
Faison étoit qu’ils craignolent que, si le 
roy entroit dans Londres les armes A Ia 
main, il ne prétendist sur la nation une 
espoce de droit de conquéte, qui le ren- 
dist trop absolu." Révolut. d’Angleterre, 
iii. 104, 

* Rushworth, Abr. iv. 550. At the 
very time that he was publicly denying
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It may still indeed be questioned whether, admitting 
the propositions tendered to the king to have been un- 
reasonable and insecure, it might not yet have been 
expedient, in the perilous condition of his affairs, rather 
to have tried the chances of peace than those of war. If 
he could have determined frankly and without reserve 
to have relinquished the church, and - called the leaders . 
of the presbyterian party in both houses to his councils, 
it is impossible to prove that he might not both have 
regained his power over the militia in no long course of 
time, and prevailed on the parliament to consent to its 
own dissolution, The dread that party felt of the repub- 
lican spirit rising amongst the independents would have 
induced them to place in the hands of any sovercign, 
they could trust full’as much ‘authority as our constitu- 
tion permits, But no one who has paid attention to the 
history of that period will conclude that they could have 
secured the king against their common enemy, had he 
even gone wholly into their own measures.' And this 
were to suppose such an entire change in his character 
and ways of thinking as no external circumstances could’ 
produce. ' Yet his prospects, from a continuance of hos- 
tilities, were so unpromising, that most of the royalists 
would probably have hailed his almost unconditional’ 
submission at Uxbridge. Even the steady Richmond 
‘and Southampton, it is said, implored him to yield, and 
deprecated his misjudging confidence in promises of 
foreign aid or in.the successes of Montrose." The more 

his employment of papists he wrote to‘ 
Newcastle, commanding him to make . 
use of all his subjects’ services, without 
examining their consciences, except as to 
loyally.’ ENis’s Letters, sil. 291, from 
an original in the Museum. No one can 
rationally blame Charles for anything in 
this but his inveterate and useless habit 
of falsehood. See Clarendon, iii. 610, 

It is probable that some foreign ca- © 
tholics were {n the parliament's service, 
But Dodd says, with great appearance of 
truth, that no one English gentleman of 
that persuasion was in armson their side. 
Church History of Engl., fil 28. He 
reports as a matter of hearsay, that, out 

of about five hundred gentlemen who 
lost their lives fur Charles in the civil 

war, one hundred and ninety-four were ‘ 
catholics. They were, doubtless, a very’ 
powerful faction in the court and army. , 
Lord Spencer (afterwards earl of Sun- 
derland), in some remarkable letters to 
his wife from the king's quarters at 

Shrewsbury, In September, 1642, speaks 
of the insolency of the papists with great © 

dissatisfaction. Sidney Papers, ii. 667, 
‘t It cannot be doubted, and is admitted . 

in a remarkable conversation of Hollis | 
and Whitelock with the king at Oxford, , 
in November, 1644, that the exorbitant 
terms demanded at Uxbridge were car- : 
ried by tbe violent party, who disliked ‘ 
all pacification. Whitelock, p, 113. 

® Baillie, ti. 91. He adds,“ That which | 
bas becn the greatest snare to the kingis .
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lukewarm or discontented of his adherents took this 
‘opportunity of abandoning an almost hopeless cause : 
‘between the breach of the treaty of Uxbridge and the 

' battle of Naseby, several of the Oxford peers came over 
to the parliament, and took’an engagement never to bear 
arms against it. A few instances of such defection had 
occurred before.* 

It remained only, after the rupture of the treaty at 
Uxbridge, to try once more the fortune of war. yrisortes of 

- The people, both in the king’s and parliament's the war. 
quarters, but especially the former, heard with dismay 
that peace could not be attained. Many of tho perpetual 
skirmishes and captures of towns, which made every 
man’s life and fortune precarious, have found no place 
in general history, but may bo traced in the jownal of 
Whitelock, or in the Mercuries and other fugitive sheets, 
great numbers of which are still extant. And it will 

. appear, I believe, from these, that scarcely one county 
in England was exempt, at one time or other of the war, 
from becoming the scene of this unnatural contest. 
Compared, indeed, with the civil wars in France in the 
preceding century, there had been fewer acts of enor- 
mous cruelty, and less atrocious breaches of public faith, 
But much blood had been wantonly shed, and articles of 

capitulation had been very. indifferently kept.’ “ Either 
side,” says Clarendon, “having somewhat to object to 
the other, the requisite honesty and justice of observing 
conditions was mutually, as it were by agreement, for a 
long time violated.”” The royalist army, especially the 
cavalry, commanded by men either wholly unprincipled, 
or at least regardless of the people, and deeming them 
ill affected, the princes Rupert and Maurice, Goring and 

the unhappy success of Montrose in Scot~ 
land.” There seems, indeed, great reason 
to think that Charles, always sanguine, 
and incapable of calculating probabilities, 
was unreasonably elated by victories | 

_ from which no permanent advantage 
ought to have, been expected. Burnet 
confirms this on good authority. Intro” 
duction tu History of his Times, 51. 

* Whitelock, 109, 137, 142, Rushw. 
Abr. v. 163, The first deserter (except 
{ndeed the earls of Holland and Bedford) 

* wassir Edward Dering, who came into 

VOL. IL, . 

the parliament's quartersgFeb. 1644. He 
Was a weak man, of some leaming, who 
had already played a very changeable part 
before the war, 

Y A flagrant instance of this was the 
plunder of Bristol by Rupert, in breach 
of the capitulation. I suspect that it 
Was the policy of one party to exaggerate 
the cruelties of the other; but the short 
narratives dispersed at the time give a 
wretched picture of Slaughter and des 
vastation. 

N
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Wilmot, lived without restraint, or Jaw, or military dis- 

cipline, and committed every excess even in friendly 
quarters." An ostentatious dissoluteness became charac- 
teristic of the cavalier, as a formal austerity was of the 
puritan : one spoiling his neighbour in the name of God, 
the other of the king. The parliament's troops were not 
quite free from these military vices, but displayed them 
in a much less scandalous degree, owing to their more 
religious habits and the influence of their presbyterian 
chaplains, to the better example of their commanders, 
and to the comparative, though not absolute, punctuality 
of their-pay.* ‘But this pay was raised through unheard- . 
of assessments, especially an excise on liquors, a new 
name in England, and through the sequestration of the 
estates of all the king’s adherents: resources of which 
he also had availed himself, partly by the rights of war, 
partly by the grant of his Oxford parliament.” 

2 Clarendon and Whitelock, passim. 
Baxter’s Life, p. 44, 55. This licence 
of Maurice’s and Goring’s armies in the 
west first led to the defensive insurrec- 
tion, if so it should be called, of the club- 
men; that fs, of yeomen and country 
people, armed only with clubs, who 
hoped, by numbers and concert, to resist 
effectually the military marauders of 
both parties, declaring themselves neither 
for king nor parliament, but for their own 

liberty and property. They were of 

course regarded with dislike on both 
sides; by the king's party when they 
first. appeared in 1644, because they 
crippled the royal army's operations, and 
still more openly by the parliament next 
year, when they opposed Falrfax's endea- 
vour to carry on the war in the counties 
bordering on the Severn. They appeared” 
at timesin great strength; but the want of 
arms and discipline made it not very diffl- 
cult to suppress them. Clarendon, v. 1975 
Whitelock, 1373 Parl. Hist. 379, 390. 

The king himself, whose disposition 
was very harsh and severe, except to- 
wards the few he took into his bosom, can 
hardly be exonerated from a responsi- 
bility for some acts of inbumanity (see 
Whitelock, 67, and Somers Tracts, iv. 
602, v. 369; Mascres’s Tracts, i. 144, for 
the ill treatment of prisoners); and he 
might probably have checked the outrages 

which took place at the storming of Lei- 
cester, where he was himself present. 
Certainly no imputation of this nature 
can be laid at the door of the parlia- 
mentary commanders, though some of 
them were guilty of the atrocity of put- 
ting their Irish prisoners to death, in 
obedience, however, to an ordinance of 
parliament. Parl, Hist. fii, 295; Rush 
worth’s Abridgment, v. 402. It passed 
October 24, 1644, and all remissness in 
executing it was to be reckoned a fa- 
vouring of the Irish rebellion. When we 
read, as we do perpetually, these violent 
and barbarous proceedings of the parlia- 
ment, is it consistent with honesty or 
humanity to hold up that assembly to 
admiration, while the faultson the kiug’s 
side are studiously aggravated? ‘The 
partiality of Oldmixon, Harris, Macau- 
lay, and now of Mr. Brodie and Mr. 
Godwin, is full as glaring, to say the very 

“least, as that of Hume. . 
* Clarendon and Baxter, 
& The excise was first imposed by an 

ordinance of both houses in July, 2643 
(Husband's Collection of Ordinances, 
p. 267), and afterwards by the king’s 
convention at Oxford. Sce a view of 
the financial expedients adopted by both 
parties, in Lingard; x. 243. The plate 
brought in to the parliament’s commis- 
sioners at Guildhall, in 16:2, for which |
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A war so calamitous scemed likely to endure ‘till it 

had exhausted the nation. With all the parliament’s 
superiority, they had yct to subduo nearly half the king- 

The Scots had not advanced southward, content 
with reducing Newcastle and tho rest of the northern. 

. counties. These they treated almost as hostile, without 
distinction of partics, not only exacting contributions, 
but committing, unless they are much belied, 
esses of indiscipline; their 

great ex 
presbyterian gravity not 

having yet overcome the ancient national propensities.* In the midland and western parts the king had just the 
worse, without, having sustained material loss ; ‘and au- 
other summer might pass away in marches and counter. 
marches, in skirmishes of cavalry, in tedious sieges of paltry fortifications, some of them mere 
which nothing but an amazing deficienc 
of military science could havo rendered tenable. 
protraction of the war had long given 
unnatural discontent with its management, and 
to suspicions, first of Essex, then of Manchester 
and others in command, as if they were secretly 

country houses, 
y in that branch 

This 

Essex and 
Manchester 
Suspected - 
ofluke- . 
warmness, 

rise to no 

reluctant to complete the triumph’ of their employers, 
It is, indeed, not 

in the crown, and 

impossible that both these peers, espe- 
out of their desire to see peace re- 

“stored on terms compatible with some degree of authority 
with the dignity of their own order, did not always press their advantages against the king as if he had been.a public 

they allowed tho value of the silver, and 
one shilling per ounce more, {s stated by 
Neal at 1,267,3261., an extraordinary 
proof of the wealth of Londons yet 1 do 
not know his authority, though it is pro- 
bably good. The university of ‘Oxford 
gave all they had to the king, but could 

AN
 

not, of course, vie with the citizens. 
The sums raised within the partlia- 

ment’s quarters, from the beginning of 
the war to 1647, are reckoned in a 
pamphlet of that year, quoted in Sin- 
clair’s Hist. of the Revenue, i. 233, at 
17,512,400, But, on reference to the 
tract itself, I find this written at random. 
The contributions, however, were really 
very great; and, if we add those to the 
king, and the loss by waste and plunder, 

enemy.’ They might’ havo 

we may form some judgment of tho 
effects of the civil war, 

°The independents raised loud cla- 
mours against the Scots army; and the 
northern counties Naturally complained 
of the burthen of supporting them, a3 
well as of thelr excesses, @lany passages 
in Whitelock's Journal during 1645 and 
1646 relate to this. Hollis endeavours 
to deny or extenuate the charges; but he 
is too prejudiced a writer; and Baillie 
himself acknowledges a great deal. Vol. 
ii. 138, 142, 106, 

4 The colef imputation against Man. 
chester was for not following up his vic. 
tory in the second battle of Newbury, 
with which Cromwell openly taxed him. 
See Ludlow, 1.133. There certainly ap» 

n2
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thought that, having. drawn the sword ‘avowedly for 

the preservation of his person and dignity as much as 

for the rights and liberties of the’ people, they were 

no farther bound by their trust than to render him and 

his adherents sensible of the impracticability of refusing 

their terms of accommodation. 

. There could, however, be’ no 

Cromwell were far superior, 

talents for war and the discipline they Self-denying 
ordinance, 

doubt that Fairfax and — 
both by their own 

had in- 

troduced into their army, to the earlier parliamentary 

commanders; and that, as a military arrangement, the 

self-denying ordinance was J ‘udiciously conceived. This, 

which took from all members of both houses their com- 

mands in the army, or civil employments, was, asis well 

known, the first great victory of the independent party 

which had grown up lately in parliament under Vane 

and Cromwell. They carried another measure of no less 

pears to have been a want of military 

energy on this occasion; but it is said 

by Balllie (ii. 76) that all the general 

officers, Cromwell not excepted, con- 

curred in Manchester’s determination. 

Essex had been suspected from the time _ 

of the affair at Brentford, or rather from 

the battle of Edgehill (Baillie and Lud- 

low); and his whole conduct, except in 

the celebrated march to relieve Glouces 

ter, confirmed a reasonable distrust either, 

of his military talents, or of his zeal in 

. the cause. ‘IIe loved monarchy and 

nobility,” says Whitelock, p. 108, “and 

dreaded those who had a design to destroy 

Doth” Yet Essex was too much a man 

of honour to enter’on any private {n- 

trigues with the king. The other pecrs 

employed under the parliament, Stam- 

ford, Denbigh, Willoughby, were not suc- 

cessful enough to redeem the suspicions 

that fell upon their zeal. 

All our republican writers, such as 

Ludlow and Mrs. Hutchinson in that 

age, Mrs. Macaulay and Mr. Brodie more 

of late. speak acrimontously of Essex. 

““ Most will be of opinion,” says Mr. B. 

(listory. of British Fmpire, fil, 565), 

“# that, ag ten thousand poundsa-year out 

of the sequestered lands were settled 

upon him for his services, he was re- 

warded infinitely beyond his merits.” 

‘The reward was doubtless magnificent 5 

but the merit of Essex was this, that he 

made himsclf the most prominent object 

of vengeance in case of failure, by taking 

the command of an ariny to oppose the. 

king in person ‘at Edgehill; a command 

of which no other man in his rank was 

capable, and which could not, at that 

time, have been Jntrusted to any man of 

inferior rank, without dissulving the 

whole confederacy of the parliament’. 

It isto be obeerved, moreover, that the 

two battles of Newbury, like that of 

Edgehill, were by no means decisive 

victories on the side of the parliament; 

and that it is not clear whether either 

Essex or Manchester could have pushed 

the king much more than they did. Even 

after Naseby his party nde a pretty 

long resistance, and he had been as much 

Ulamed as they for not pressing his ad- 

vantages with vigour. oo. . 

© It had been voted by the lords a year 

before, Dec. 12, 1643, “That the opinion 

and resolution of this house is from 

henceforth not to admit the members of 

either house of parfiainent into apy place 

“or office, excepting such places of great 

trust as aro to be executed by persons of 

“eminency and known integrity, and are 

necessary for the government and safety 

of the kingdom.” Buta motion to make 

this resolution into an ordinance was car+ 

ricd in the negative.’ Lords’ Journals;
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importance, collateral to the former ; the new-modelling, 
as it was called, of the army ; reducing it to twenty-one 
‘or twenty-two thousand men; discharging such officers 
and soldiers as were reckoned unfit, and completing 
their regiments by more select levies. The ordinance, 
after being once rejected by the lords, passed their house . 
with some modifications in April. But many joined 
them on this occasion for those military reasons which I 
have mentioned, deeming almost any termination of the 
war better than its continuance, ‘The king’s rejection 
of their terms at Uxbridge had disgusted, however un- 
reasonably, some of the men hitherto accounted mode- 
rate, such as the carl of Northumberland and Pierpoint, 
who, deeming reconciliation impracticable, took from 
this time a different line of politics from that they had 
previously followed, and were either not alive to the 
danger of new-modelling the army, or willing to hope 
that it might be disbanded befure that danger could 
become imminent. From Fairfax, too, the new general, 
they saw little to fear and much to expect; while Crom- 
well, as a member of the house of commons, was posi- 
tively excluded by the ordinance itself, | But, through a 
successful intrigue of his friends, this great man, already 
not less formidable to the presbyterian faction than 
to the royalists, was permitted to continue licutenant- 
general. The most popular justification for the self- 
denying ordinance, and yet perbaps its real condemna- 
tion, was soon found at Nascby; for there pate or 
Fairfax and Cromwell triumphed not only over Nasty. 

ParL Hist. 187. The first motion had appointed by the general, should be ap- 
been for a resolution without this excep- 
tion, that no place of profit should be 
executed by the members of either 
house. 

{ Whitelock, p. 118, 120. It was 
opposed by him, but supported by Pier- 
point, whocarried it up to the lords, The 
lords were chiefly of the presbyterian © 
party; though Say, Wharton, anda few 
more, were connected with the inde- 
pendents, They added a proviso to the 
ordinance raising forces to be commanded 
by Fairfax, that no officer refusing the co- 
yenant should be capable of serving, which 
‘was thrown out in the lower house. But 
another proviso was carried in the com- 
taons by 82 to 63, that the officers, though 

proved by both houses of parliament. 
Cromwell was one of the tellers fur the 
minority. Commons’ Journals, Feb. 7 
and 13, 1645, 

In the origival ordinance the members 
of both houses weft excluded during the 
war; but in the second, which was care 
ried, the measure was not made prospec 
tive. This, which most historians have 

overlooked, Is well pointed out by Mr. 
Godwin. By virtue of this alteration, 
many officers were elected in the course 
of 1645 and 1646; and the effect, what- 
ever might be designed, was very advan 
tageous to the republican and indepen- 
dent factions. _ : 

& Whitelock, p. 145.
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the king and the monarchy, but over the parliament 

and the nation. ae 
It docs not appear to me that a brave and prudent 

Desperate ADs in the condition of Charles I., had, up 

Despre. to that unfortunate day, any other alterna- 

the king's {ive than a vigorous prosecution of the’ war, in 
° hope of such decisive success as, though hardly - 

within probable calculation, is not unprecedented in the 
changeful tide of fortune. - I cannot therefore blame him 
‘either for refusing unreasonable terms of accommodation 
or for not relinquishing altogether the contest. But 
after his defeat at Naseby his affairs were, in a military 
sense, so irretrievable that, in prolonging the war with 
as much obstinacy as the broken state of his party would 
allow, he displayed a good deal of that indifference to 
the sufferings of the kingdom and of his own adherents 
which has been sometimes imputed to him. There was, 
from the hour of that battle, one only safe and honour- 
ablo course remaining. He justly abhorred to reign, if 
so it could be named, the slave of parliament, with the 
sacrifice of his conscience and his friends. But it was 
by no means necessary to reign at all. The sea was for 

many months open to him; in France, or still better in 

" Holland, he would have found his misfortunes respected, 
and an asylum in that decent privacy which becomes an 
exiled sovereien. Those very hopes which he too fondly 
cherished, and which lured him to destruction—hopes 
of regaining power through the disunion of his.enemies 
—might have been entertained with better reason, as 
with greater safety, in a foreign land. It is not perhaps 
very probable that he would have been restored; but 
his restoration in such circumstances seems less despe- 
rate than through any treaty that he could conclude in 
captivity at home.® -. 

Whether any such thoughts of ‘abandoning a hopeless 
contest were ever entertained by the king during this 
particular period, it is impossible to pronounce; we © 
should infer the contrary from all his actions. It must 

b [It was the opinion of Montreuil that 
the plan of flight which the king was 
meditating before he took refuge with the 
Scots “is by far the best, and in every 
point of view necessary ; for the parlia- 
ment will by that time have fallen into 

dissensfons, and the throne will be far 

more casily restored, if the king come 

back to it from abroad, than if he were to 

issue from a prison. I only fear that 

flight wil, perbaps, be no - longer 
possible.” Jan. 10,1646. Raumer, p.310]
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be said that many of his counsellors seem to have been 
as pertinacious as himself, having strongly imbibed the 
same sanguine spirit, and looking for deliverance, ac- 
cording to their several fancies, from the ambition of 
Cromwell or the discontent of the Scots.. But, whatever 
might have been the king’s disposition, he would not 
have dared to retire from England. That sinister do- 
mestic rule to which he lad so long been subject con- 
trolled every action. Careless of her husband’s happi- 
ness, and already attached probably to one whom she 
afterwards marricd, Henrietta longed only for his reco- 
very of a power which would become her own.'! Hence, 
while she constantly laid her injunctions on Charles 
never to concede anything as to the militia or the Irish 
catholics, she became desirous, when no other means 
presented itself, that he should sacrifice what was still 
nearer to his heart, the: episcopal church-government. 
The quecn-regent of France, whose sincerity in desiring 
the king’s restoration there can be no ground to deny,* 
was equally persuaded that he could hope for it on no 

> 1 Whether there are sufficient grounds ought to lie on the French government $ 
for concluding that Henrietta’s connexion the whole conduct of Anne of Austria 
with Jermyn was criminal I will not having been friendly, and both the mis- 
pretend to decide; though Warburton sion of Harcourt in 1643, and tbe present 
has eettled the matter inaverysummary negotiations of Montreuil and Bellievre, 
style. Sce one of his notes on Clarendon, perfectly well intended. That Mazarin 
vol. vii. p. 636. But I dou}t whether the made promises of assistance which he bad - 
bishop had authority for what he there no design, nor perbaps any power, to 
says, though it is likely enough to be ~ fulfil, fs true; but this is the common 
true. Sce also a note of lord Dartmouth trick of such statesmen, and argues no . 
on Burnet, L 63. : malevolent purpose, But Hyde, out of 

& Clarendon speaks often in his Hise his Just dislike of the queen, hated all 
tory, and still more frequently in his French connexfons; and his passionate 
private letters, with great resentment of loyalty made him think it a crime, or at 
the conduct of France, and sometimes of least a piece of base pusillanimity, in 
Holland, during our civil wars, I must foreign states, to keep on any terms with 

‘confess that I see nothing to warrant the rebellious parliament, The case was 

this. ‘The States-Gencral, against whom altered after the gtirement of the regent « 

Charles had so shamefully been plotting, Anne from power: Mazarin’s latter con- 

{nterfered as much for the purpose of duct was, as is well known, exceedingly 

mediation as they could with the slight- adverse to the royal cause. 

est prospect of success, and so as to give The account given by Mr. D'Israci of 

offence to the parliament (Rushworth Tabran’s negotiations in the fifth volume 

Abridged, v. 5673 Baillie, if. 735 White- of his Commentaries on the Reign of 

lock, 141, 148; Harris's Life of Cromwell, Charles L, though it docs not contain 

246); and as to France, though Richelieu anything very important, tends to show 
chad, instigated the Scots malecontents, Mazarin’s inclination towards the royal 

and possibly those of England, yet after cause in 1644 and 1645, 

his death, in 1642, no sort of suspicion _ . 

\
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less painful conditions. They reasoned of course very 
plausibly from the great precedent of flexible consciences, 
the reconciliation of Henrietta’s illustrious father to tho 
catholic church. As he could neither have regained his 
royal power nor restored peace to France without this 
compliance with his subjects’ prejudices, so Charles 
could still Jess expect, in circumstances by no means so 
favourable, that he should avoid a concession, in the 
Theking eyes of almost all men but himself, of incom- 
throws him- parably less importance. It was in expectation, 
self into the . . : 
handsof | or perhaps rather in the hope, of this sacrifice 

_ re Seots, = that the French envoy Montreuil. entered on 
his ill-starred negotiation for the king’s taking shelter 
with the Scots army. And it must be confessed that 
several of his best friends were hardly less anxious that 
he should desert a church he could not protect." They 
doubted not, reasoning from their own characters, that 
he would ultimately give way. But that Charles, un- 
changeably resolved on this head," should have put him- 
self in the power of men fully as bigoted as himself (if 
he really conceived that the Scots presbyterians would 
shed ‘their blood to re-establish the prelacy they ab- 
horred), was an additional proof of that delusion which 
made him fancy that no government could be established 
without his concurrence ; unless indeed we should rather 
consider it as one of those desperate courses into which 
he who can foresee nothing but evil from every calculable 

™ Colepepper writes to Ashburnham, 
in February, 1646, to advance the Scots 
treaty with all his power, “It is the 
only way left to save the crown and the 
kingdom; adh other tricks will deceive 
you. ... It is no time to dally on dis- 
tinctions and criticisms. All the world 
will laugh at them when a crown is in 
question.” Clar. Papers, if. 207. 

The king had positively declared his 
resolution not to consent tothe establish- 
ment of presbytery. This had so much 

- disgusted both the Scots and English 
ptesbyterians (for the latter had been 
concerned in the negotfation), that Mon- 
treuil wrote to say he thought they would 
rather make it up with the independents 
than treat again. “De sorte qu'il ne 
faut plus marcbander, et que V. M. se 
doit bAter d'envoyer aux deux parlcmens 

son consentiment aux trois propositions 
@Uxbridge; ce qu’étant fait, elle sera 
en sureté dans l’armée d’Ecosse.” (15th 
Jan. 1640.) P.211. : 

2 «T assure you,” he writes to Capel, 
Hopton, &c. Feb, 2, 1646, “whatever 
paraphrases or prophecics may be made 
upon my last message (pressing the two 

. houses to consent to a personal treaty), I 
shall never part with the church, the 
essentials of my crown, or my friends,” 
P, 206. Baillie could not believe the 
report that the king intended to take 
refuge in the Scots army, as “there 
would be no shelter there for him, unless 
he wonld take the covenant, and follow 
the advice of his parliament, Hard pills 
to be swallowed by a wilful and an uw 
advised prince.” Vol. if p. 203,
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_line of action will sometimes plunge ata venture, borrow- 
ing some ray of hope 
sequences.° : no 

It was an inevitable effect of this step that tho king 
surrendered his personal liberty, which he never after. 

from the uncertainty of their con 

- wards recovered. - Considering his situation, wo may at 
first think the parliament tolerably moderate in offering 
nearly the same terms of peace at Neweastlo which he 
had rejected at Uxbridge ; the chief difference being that 
the power of the militia, which had been demanded for 
commissioners nominated and removable by, the two 
houses during an indefinite period, was now proposed to 
reside in the two houses for the space of twenty years ; 
which rather more unequivocally indicated their design 
of making the parliament perpetual.’ But in fact they 
had so abridged ‘the royal prerogative ‘by their former _ 
propositions, that, preserving the decent semblance of. 
monarchy, scarce anything farther ‘could: be exacted. 
The king’s circumstances were, however, so altered that 
by persisting in his refusal of those propositions he ex- 
cited a natural indignation at his obstinacy in men who 
felt their own right (the conqueror’s right) to dictate 
terms at pleasure. Yet this might’ have had a nobler 
character of firmness if, during all the tedious parleys of 
the last three years of his life, he had not by tardy and 
partial concessions given up so much of that for which 
he contended, as rather to appear like a pedler hageling 
for the best bargain than a sovercign unalterably deter- 
mined by conscience and public spirit, Wo must, how- 
ever, forgive much to one placed in such unparalleled 

contend, during his unhappy 

© Not long after the king had taken 
shelter with the Scots he wrote a letter 
to Ormond, which was intercepted, 
wherein he assured him of his expecta- 
tion that their army would Join with his, 
and act in confunction with Montrose, to 
procure a happy peace and the restora. 
tion of his rights, Whitelock, p. 203, 
Charles had bad luck with his letters, 
which fell, too frequently for his fame 
and interests, into the hands of bis ene- 
mics. But who, save this most ill-fudg- 
ing of princes, would have entertained 
an idea that the Scots presbyterian army 

would co-operate with Montrose, whom 
they abhorred, and yery justly, for his 
treachery and cruelty, above all men 
living? . 7: 

P Parl Hist. 499. Whitelock, 215, 
218, It was voted, 17th June, that after 
these twenty years the king was to ex. 
ercise no power over the militia without 
the previous consent of parliament, who 
were to pass a bill at any time respecting 
it, If they should judge the kingdom's 
safety to be concerned, which should be 
valid without the king’s assent. Com. 
mons’ Journal,
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jects in the pride of conquest, and with bigoted priests, 

Charles's 2S blindly confident in one set of doubtful pro- 

struggles to positions as he was in the opposite, but with 

preserve thiocg ho had trusted the most and loved the 
episcopacy, 

asuinst the dearest. Wo have in the Clarendon State Papers 

the queen a sories of letters from Paris, written, some by 

and others. the queen, others jointly by Colepepper, Jer- 

myn, and Ashburnham, or the two former, urging him to 

sacrifice episcopacy, as the necessary means of his restor- | 

ation. We havo the king’s answers, that display in on in- 

teresting manner the struggles of his mind under this 

severe trial.t No candid reader, I think, can doubt that 

aserious sense of obligation was predominant in Charles's 

persevering fidelity to the English church, . For though 

he often alleges the incompatibility of presbyterianism 

with monarchy, and says very justly, “ { am most confi- 

_dent that religion will much sooner regain the militia 

than the militia will religion,”* yet these arguments seem 

rather intended to weigh with those who slighted his 

scruples than the paramount motives of his heart. He 

could hardly avoid 
him in his rough 
would choose to 00 a 

“+ @ P2943, “Show me any precedent,” 

he gays in another place, wherever pres: 

byterian governmentand regal was toge- 

ther without perpetual rebellions, Which 

was the cause that necessitated the king 

my father to change that government in 

Scotlands And even in France, where 

they are but on tolerance, which in 

likelihood shall cause moderation, did 

they ever sit still so long as they had 

power to rebel? And it cannot be 

otherwise; for the ground of their doc- 

trine is anti-monarchial.” P. 260. Sce 

also p. 273. 
T“The design is to unite you with 

the Scots nation and the presbyterians 

of England against the anti-monarchial 

party, the independents. .-.- If by 

conscience ft is intended to ascert that 

episcopacy is Jure divino exclusive, where- 

by no protestant, or rather Christian, 

clutch can be acknowledged for such 

without a bishop, we must therein crave 
leave only to differ. And if we be in 
an error, We are in good company, there 

perceiving 
style, the question 

king of presbytery or no king. 

that, as Colepepper told 
was whether he 

But 

not being, as we have cause to believe, 

six persons of the protestant religion of 

the other opinion... . Come, the ques- 

tion in short is, whether you will choose 

to be aking of presbytery, or no king, 

and yet presbytery or perfect indepen- 

dency to be?” P. 263. They were, how- 

‘ever, as much agaiust bis giving up the 

militia or his party, as in favour of his 

abolishing episcopacy. - . 

Charles was much to be pitied through- 

out all this period; none of lis corre- 

spondents understood the state of affairs 

go well as himself: he was with the Scots, 

and saw what they were made of, while 

the others fancied absuniities through 

their own private self-interested views, 

It is very certain that by sacrificing epis- 

copacy he would not have gained a step 

with the parliament: and as to reigning 

in Scotland alone, suspected, insulted, 

degraded, this would, perbaps, Just. have 

been possible for himself, but neither 

Henrietta nor her friends would have 

found an asylum there.
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the utmost length which he could prevail on himself to 
go was to offer the continuance of the presbyterian disci- 
pline, as established by the parliament, for three ycars, 
during which a conference of diyines might bo had, in 
order to bring about a settlement. Even this he would 
not propose without consulting two bishops, Juxon and 
Duppa, whether ho could lawfully do so. They returned 
a very cautious answer, assenting to the proposition as a 
temporary measure, but plainly endcavouring to keep the 
king fixed in his adherence to the episcopal church:* 

Pressed thus on a topic so important above-all others 
in his eyes, the king gavo a proof of his sincerity by 
greater concessions of power than he had evér intended. 
He had somo time before openly offered to let the par- 
liament name all the commissioners of the militia for 
seven years, and all the officers of state and judges to 
hold their places for life. He now empowered a secret 
agent in London, Mr. William Murray, privately to 
sound the parliamentary leaders, if they would consent 
to the’cstablishment of a moderated episcopacy after 
three or five years, on condition of his departing from 
the right of the militia during his whole life" This 
dereliction of the main ground of contest brought down 
the queen’s indignation on his head. She wrote several 
letters, in an imperious and unfeeling tone, declaring 
that she would never set her foot in England as long as 
the parliament should exist.* Jermyn and Colepepper 

~ * Juxon had been well treated by the 
parlfament, in consequence of his prudent 
abstinence from politics, and residence in 
their quarters. He dates his answer to 
the king from his palace at Fulham. He 
was, however, dispossessed of it not long 
after by virtue of the ordinance directing 
the sale of bishops’ lands, Nov. 16, 1616, 
Parl. Hist. 523. A committee was ap- 
pointed, Nov. 2, 1646, to consider of a 
fitting maintenance to be allowed the 
bishops, both those who had remained 
under the parliament, and those who had 
deserted it. Journals, -I was led to this 
passage by Mr, Godwin, Hist. of Com- 
monwealth, fi. 250. Whether anything 
farther was done I have wot observed. 
But there fs an order in the Journals, 1st 
“May, 1647, that, whereas divers of the 
late tenants of Dr. Juxon, late bishop of 
London, have refused to pay the rents or 

other sums of money due tobim as Ulshop 
of London, at or before the Ist of No- 
vember last, the trustees of bishops’ lands 
are directed to receive the same, and pay 
them over to Dr. Juxon. Though this 
was only justice, it shows that justice 

was done, at least in this instance, to a 
bishop. Juxon must have been a very 
pradent and Judictons man, though not 
learned; which probably was all the 
better. : 

t Jan, 29, 1646. Parl. ist. 436, 
Whitelock says, “Many sober men and 
lovers of peace were earnest to have com- 
plied with what the king proposed; but 
‘the major part of the house was contrary, 
and the new-elected members joined those 

‘who were averse to compliance.” P,207, 
" Clar. Papers, p. 275. 
* Clar. Papers, p. 294, 297, 300, She 

had said as much before (King’s Cabinet
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assumed a style hardly Jess dictatorial in their letters, 

till Charles withdrew.the proposal, which Murray seems 

never to have communicated.* It was indeed the evident 

effect of despair and a natural weariness of his thorny 

crown. He now began to express serious thoughts of 

making his escape," and seems even to hint more than 

once at aresignation of his government to the princo ~ ” 

of Wales. But Henrietta forbade him to think of an 

éscape, and alludes to the other with contempt and 

Pad conduct indignation.» With this selfish and tyrannical 

of the queen. -woman, that life of exile and privacy which 

religion and letters would havo rendered tolerable to the 

king, must have been spent in hardly less bitterness than 

ona dishonoured throne: She had displayed in France 
as little virtue as-at home: the small resources, which. 

should have been frugally dispensed to thoso who had 

lost all for the royal cause, were squandered upon her 

favourite and her French servants. So totally had ske 

abandoned all regard to English interests, that Hyde and 

Capel, when retired to Jersey, the governor of which, 

sir Edward Carteret, still held out for the king, dis- 

Opened, p. 28); 80 that this was not a 

burst of passion. “ Conservez-vous la 

militia,” she says in one place (p. 271), 

et n’abandonnez jainais; et par cela tout 

reviendra.” Charles, however, disclaimed . 

all {dea of violating his faith in case of a 

treaty (p. 273); but observed as to the 

militia, with some truth, that “the re- 

taining of it is not of so much conse- 
quence—I am far from saying none— 

as is thought, without the concurrence of 

other things; because the militia here fs 

not, a3 in France and other countrics, a 

formed powerful strength; but It serves 
more to hold off ill than to do much 

good, And certainly if the pulpits teach 

not obedience (which will never be, if 
presbyterian government be absolutely 

settled), the crown will have little com- 
fort of the militia.” P. 298. 

y P. 301. 2 P3132 

@ Pp, 245, 247, 278, 314. In one place 

he says that he will go to France to 
clear his reputation to the queen; p. 265. 
He wrote in great distress of mind to- 
Jermyn and Colepepper, on her threat- 
ening to retire from all business into a 
monastery, in consequence of his refusal 
to comply with her wishes: p. 270. Sce 

also Montreuil's Memoir in, Thurloe’s 
State Papers, i. 85, whence it appears 
that the king had thoughts of making his 
escape in Jan, 1647, - 

b “For the proposition to Bellievre 
(a French agent at Newcastle, after 
Montreuil’s recall), I hate it. If any 
such thing should be made public, you 
are undone; your enemies will make a 
malicious use of it . Be sure you never 
own it again in any discourse, otherwise 
than as intended as a foil, or an hyper- 
bole, or any other ways, except in sober 
earnest,” &c. p. 304. The queen and her 
counsellors, however, seem afterwards to 
have retracted in some measure what 
they had said about bis escape; and ad- 
vised that, if he could not be suffered to 
go into Scotland, he would try Ireland or 
Jersey; p. 312. - 

- Her dislike to the king's escape showed 
“itself, according to Clarendon, vi. 192, 
even ata time when it appeared the only 
means to secure his life, during his con- 
finement in the Isle of Wight. Some 
may suspect that Henrietta had consoled’ 
herself too well with lord Jermyn to 
wish for her husband’s return, 
oP. 3it
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covered a plan formed by the queen and Jermyn to ‘put 
that island into the hands of France.?. They wero ex- 
ceedingly perplexed at this discovery, conscious of the 
impossibility of defending Jersey, and yet determined 
not to let it be torn away from the sovereignty of tho 
British crown. No better expedient occurred than, as 
soon as the project should be ripe for execution, to 
despatch a message ‘ to the earl of Northumberland or 
some other porson of honour,” asking for aid to preserve 
the island. . This was of course, in other words, to sur- 
render it into the power of the parliament, which they 
would not name even to themselves. But it was evi- 
dently more consistent with their loyalty to the king 
and his family than to trust the good. faith of Mazarin. 
The scheme, however, was abandoned, for wo hear no 
more of it. . ‘ 

“ Jt must, however, be admitted at the present day, that 
there was no better expedient for saving the kine’s life, 
and some portion of the royal authority for his de- 
scendants (a frank renunciation of episcopacy perhaps’ 
only excepted), than such an abdication, the time for 
which had come before he put himself into the hands of 
the Scots. His own party had been weakened, and the 
number of his well-wishers diminished, by something 
more than the events of war. The last unfortunate year 
had, in two memorable instances, revealed fresh proofs 
of that culpable imprudence, speaking mildly, which 
mae wise and honest men hopeless of any permanent 

“accommodation. At the battle of Naseby copies 
of somo letters to the queen, chiefly writteri 
about the time of the treaty of Uxbridge, and 
strangely preserved, fell into the hands of the . 
‘enemy, and ‘were instantly published.* No other losses 

4 Clar, Papers, p. 279. 

Publication 
of letters 
taken at 
Naseby. 

© Clarendon and Hume inveigh against 
the parliament for this publication; in 
which they are of course followed by the 
whole rabble of Charles’s admirers. But 
it could not reasonably be expected that 

_ such material papers should*be kept 

back: nor were the parliament underany 
obligation to do so. The former writer 
insinuates that they wero garbled; but 
Charles himself never pretended this (see 
Supplement to Evelyn's Diary, p. 101)5 
nor does there seem any foundation for 

the surmise. Hiseown friends garbled 
them, however, after the Restoration: 

some passages are omitted in the edition 
of King Charles’s Works; so that they 
can only be read accurately in the original 
publication, called the King’s Cabinet 
Opened, a small tract in quarto; or in 
the modern compilations, such as the 
Parliamentary History, which have copled 
it, Ludlow says he bas been informed 
that some of the letters taken at Naseby 
Were suppressed by those intrusted with 
them, who since the king’s restoration
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of that fatal day were more injurious to his cause. Be- 

sides many proofs of a contemptible subserviency to one 
justly deemed irreconcilable to the civil and -religious 
interests of-the kingdom, and many expressions indicat- 
ing schemes and hopes inconsistent with any practicable 
peace, and especially a design to put an end to the par- 

Hament,‘ he gave her power to treat with the English 

catholics, promising to take away all penal laws against 
them as soon as God should enable him to do so, in con- 
sideration of such powerful assistance as might deserve 

‘so great a, favour, and enable him to effect its. Yet it 

have been rewarded for it. Memoirs, L 
156. But I should not be inclined to 
believe this. : 

There is, however, an anecdote which 
may be mentioned in this place: a Dr. 
Hickman, afterwards bishop of Derry, 
wrote in 1690 the following letter to 
Sprat, bishop of Rochester, a copy of 
which, in Dr. Birch’s handwriting, may 
be found in the British Museum. It was 
printed by him in the Appendix to the 
* Inquiry into the Share K. Charles L had 
in Glamorgan’s Transactions,’ and from 
thence by Harris in his Life of Charles I. 

p id. 

* My Lord, 
“Zast week Mr. Bennet (a bookseller} 

left with me a manuscript of letters from 

king Charles I. to his queen; and said 

it was your lordship’s desire and Dr. 

Pelling’s that my lord Rochester should 

read them over, and see what was fit to 

be left out fn the intended edition. of 

them. Accordingly, my lord bas read 

them over, and upon the whole matter 

says he is very much amazed at the de- 

sign of printing them, and thinks that 

the king's enemies could not have done 

him a greater discourtesy. Ile showed 

me many passages which detract very 

much from the reputation of the king's 

prudence, and something from his inte- 

grity; and in short he can find nothing 

throughout the whole collection but what 

will lessen the character of the king and 
offend all those who wish well to his 
memory. He thinks it very unfit to ex- 

pose any man's conversation and fami- 
arity with his wife, but especially that 
king's; for it was apparently his blind 
side, and bis enemics gained great ad- 

vantage by showing ft. But my lord 
hopes his friends will spare him; and 
therefore he has ordered me not to deliver 
the book to the bookseller, but put it 
into your lordship’s hands; and when 
you have read it, he knows you will be 
of bis opinion. If your lordship has not © 
time to read it all, my lord has turned 
down some leaves where he makes his 
chief objections. If your lordship sends 
any servant to town, 1 beg you will order 
him to call here for the book, and that 
you would take care about it’” 

Though the description of these letters 
answers perfectly to those in the King’s 
Cabinet Opened, which certainly ‘detract 
‘much from the reputation of Charles’s 
prudence, and something from his inte- 
grity,” it is impossible that Rochester 

and the others could be ignorant of so 
well-known a publication; and we must 
consequently infer that some letters in+ 
jurious to the king's character have been 
suppressed by the caution of his friends. 

f The king had long entertained a 
notion, in which he was encouraged by 
the attorney-general Herbert, that the 
act against the dissolution of the parlia- 
ment without its own consent was void 
in itself. Life of Clarendon, p. §6. This 
high monarchicat theory of the nullity of 
statutes in restraint ofthe prerogative was © 

never thoroughly eradicated till the Re- 

volution, and in all contentions between 

the crown and parliament destroyed the 

confidence without which no accommo- 
dation could be durable. . 

& “ There is little orno appearance but 

that this summer will be the hottest for 

war of any that bath been yet; and be 
confident that, in making peace, I shall
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was certain that no parliament, execpt in ‘absolute duress; 
would consent to repeal these laws. To what sort of 
victory, therefore did he look? It was remembered that, 
on taking the sacrament at Oxford some time before, he 
had solemnly protested that he would maintain the pro- 
testant religion of the church of England, without any 
connivance at popery. What trust could be reposed in 
a prince capable of forfeiting so solemna pledge? Were 
it even supposed that he intended to break his word with . 
the catholics, after obtaining such aid as they could 
render him, would his insincerity be less flagrant?» 

These suspicions were much aggravated by a second 
‘discovery that took place soon afterwards, of a 

Discovery of secret treaty between the earl of Glamorgan Gianorgan's 
and the confederate Irish catholics, not merely tty. 
promising the repeal of the penal laws, but the establish- 

ever show my constancy in adhering to 
bishops and all our friends, not forgetting 
to put a short period to this perpetual 
parliament.” King’s Cabinet Opened, p. 7. 
“It being presumption, and no piety, so 
to trust to a good cause as not to use 
all lawful means to maintain it, I have 
thought of one means more to furnish 
thee with for my assistance than hitherto 
thou hast had: it is, that I give’ thee 
power to promise in my name, to whom 
thou thinkest most fit, that J will take 
away all the penal laws against the 
Roman catholics in England as soon as 
God shall enable me to do it; so as by 
their means, or in their favours, I may 
have so powerful assistance as may de- 
serve so great a favour and enable me to 
doit, But if thoa ask what I call that 
assistance, I answer that, when thou 
knowest what may be done for it, it will 
be easily seen if it deserve to be so es- 
teemed. I need not tell thee what secrecy 
this business requires ; yet this I will say, 
that this is the greatest point of confidence 
I can express to thee; for it is no thanks 
to me to trust thee in anything else but 
in this, which is the only point of dilfer- 
ence in opinion betwixt us: and yet I 
know thou wilt make as good a bargain 
for me,even in this, as if thou wert a 
protestant.” Id ibid. “As to my calling 
those at London a parliament, I shall 
refer thee to Digby for particular satis- 

ment of their religion in far the greater part of Ireland. 

faction; this in general—if there had 
been but two, besides myself, of my. 
opinion, I had not done it; and the argue 
ment that prevailed with me was, that 
the calling did no- ways acknowledge 
them to be a parliament, upon which 
condition and construction I did it, and 
no otherwise, and accordingly it is regis 
tered in the council-books, with the coun- 
cil’s unanimous approbation.” Id. p. 4. 
The one councillor who concurred with 
the king was secretary Nicholas, Supple- 
meut to Evelyn’s Memoirs, p. 90, 

b The queen evidently suspected that 
he might be brought to abandon the 
catholics. King’s Cabinet Opened, p. 30, 
31. And, if fear of her did not prevent 
him, I make no question that he would 
have done so, could he but have carried 
his other points, toe 

{ Parl, Hist. 4283 Somers Tracts, v. 
542, It appears by Siveral letters of the. 
king, published among those taken at 
Naseby, that Ormond had power to PTo= 
mise the Irish a repeal of the penal laws 
and the use of private chapels, as well ag 
‘a suspension of Poyning’s law, King’s 
Cabinet Opened, p. 16,19; Rushw. Abr, 
v. 589, Glamorgan’s treaty granted them 
all the churches, with the revenues there. 
of, of which they had at any time siace 
October, 1641, been in Possession; that 
1s, the re-establishment of their Teligion : 
they,on the other band, were to furnish
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The marquis of Ormond, as well as lord Digby, who 

happened to bo at Dublin, loudly exclaimed against 

Glamorgan’s presumption in concluding such a treaty, 

and committed him to prison on a charge of treason. 

He produced two commissions from the king, secretly 

granted without any seal or the knowledge of any 

minister, containing the fullest powers to treat with the 

Irish, and promising to fulfil any conditions into which 

he should enter. The king, informed of this, disavowed 

Glamorgan; and asserted in a letter to the parliament 

that he had merely a commission to raise men ‘for his 

‘service, but no power to treat of anything else, without 

the privity of the lord-lieutenant, much less to capitulate 

anything concerning religion or any property belonging 

cither to church or laity.* Glamorgan, however, was 

goon released, and lost no portion of the king’s or his 

family’s favour. 
This transaction 

avery large army to the king in Eng- 
land. : , 

& Rushw. Abr. v. 582, 594, This, as 

well ag some letters taken on lord Digby’s 

rout at Sherborne about the same time, 

made a prodigious impression. “ Many 

good men were sorry that the king’s 

zetions agreed no better with his words; 

that he openly protested before God with 

horrid imprecations that he endeavoured 

nothing so much as the preservation of 

the protestant religion, and rooting out 

of popery; yet in the mean time, under- 

hand, he promised to the Irish rebels an 

abrogation of the laws against them, 

which was contrary to his late expressed 

promises in these words, ‘I will never 

abrogate the laws against the papists.’ 

‘And again he said, ‘4 abhor to think of 

bringing foreign soldiers into the king- 

dom,’ and yet he solicited the duke of 

Lorrain, the French, the Danes, and the 

very Irish, for assistance.” May’s Bre- 

slate of Hist. of Parliament in Maseres’s 

Tracts, 1. 62. Charles had certainly 

never scrupled (I do not say that he 

ought to have done so) to make applica- 

tion in every quarter for assistance; and 

began in 1642 with sending col. Cochran 
on a secret mission to Denmark, in the 
hope of obtaining a subsidiary force from 
that kingdom, There was at least no 

has been the subject of much his- 

danger to the national independence from 
such allies. “ We fear this shall undo 
the king for ever, that no repentance 
shall ever obtain a pardon of this act, if 
it be true, from his parliaments.” Baillie, 
ii 145. Jan. 20,1646. The king’s dis- 
avowal had some effect; it seems as if 
even those who were prejudiced against 
him could hardly believe him guilty of 
such an apostasy as it appeared in their 
eyes. P.175. And, in fact, though the 
catholics had demanded nothing unrea- 
sonable either in its own nature or ace 
cording to the circumstances wherein 
they stood, it threw a great suspicion ou 
the king’s attachment to his own faith, 
when he was scen to abandon altogether, 
as it seemed, the protestant cause in 
Jreland, while he was struggling so tena 
ciously for a particular form of it in 

Britain. Nor was his negotiation less 

impolitic than dishonourable. _ Without 

depreciating a very brave and injured 

people, it may be said with certainty that 

an Irish army could not have had the 

remotest chance of success against Fairfax 
and Cromwell; the courage being equal 
on our side, the skill aud discipline in- 
comparably superior. And itwas evident 
that Charles could never reign in Eng- 
land but on a protestant interest.
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torical controversy. The enemies of Charles, both in his 
own and later ages, have considered it as a proof of his 
indifference at least to the protestant religion, and of his 
readiness to accept the assistance of Irish. rebels on any 
conditions, His advocates for along time denied tho 
authenticity of Glamorgan’s commissions. But Dr. Birch 
demonstrated that they were genuino; and, if his dis-’ 
sertation could have left any doubt, later evidence might 

-he had commanded as much favour.to be 

be adduced in confirmation.’ : Hume, .in ‘a ‘very. artful 

* 1 Birch’s Inquiry into the Sbare which 
King Charles L had {n the Transactions 
of the Earl of Glamorgan, 1747. Four 
letters of Charles to Glamorgan, now in 
the British Museum (Sloane MSS. 4161), 
in Birch’s handwriting, but of which he 

was not aware at the time of that publi- 
cation, decisively show the king's dupli- 
city. In the first, which was meant to 
be seen by Digby, dated Feb. 3, 1646, he 

- blames him for having been drawn to 
consent to conditions much beyond his 
instructions —" If you had advised with 
my lord-lieutenant, a3 you promised me, 
all this had been helped;"" and tells him 

shown him as might possibly stand with 
his service and safety. On Feb. 28 he 
‘writes, by a private hand, sir John 
Winter, that he is every day more and 
more confirmed in the trust that he had: 
ofhim. In a third letter, dated April 5, 
he says, in a cipher, to which the key is 
given, “ you cannot be but confident of 
my making good all instructions and pro- 
mises to you and nuncio.” The fourth 
letter is dated April 6, and is in these 
words:—“ Herbert, as I doubt not but 
you have too much courage to be dis- 
mayed or discouraged at the usaye like 
you have had, soI assure’ you that my 
estimation of you is nothing diminished 
by it, but rather begets in me a desire of 
.Tevenge and reparation to us both (for 
in this I bold myself equally jnterested 
with you), whereupon, not doubting of 
.your accustomed care and industry in 
may service, I assure you of the cuntinu- 
ance of my favour and protection to you, 
and that in deeds more than in words I 
shall show -myself to be your most 

- assured constant friend. C, R.” 
These letters have lately been repub- 

lished by Dr. Lingard, Hist. of Eng. x. 

VOL. H. 

note B, from Warner's Hist. of the Civil 
War in Iretand. The cipher may be 
found in the Biographia Britannica, under 
the article Bares. Dr. L. endeavours to 
prove that Glamorgan acted all along 
with Ormond's privity: and {t must be- 
owned that the expression in the king’s 
last letter about revenge and reparation, 
which Dr. L. does not advert to, has a 
very odd appearance, coos 

The controversy is, I suppose, coms 
pletely at an end; so that it is hardly 
necessary to mention a letter from Gla+ 
morgun, then marquis of Worcester, to 
Clarendon, after the Restoration, which - 

\ has every internal mark of credibility, | 
and displays the king's unfairness. Clar, 
State Pap. {i 2013 and Lingard, ubi 
supra.. It is remarkable that the trans- 
action is never mentioned in the Histcty 
of the Rebellion. The noble author was, 
however, convinced of the genuineness of 
Glamorgan’s commission, as appears by 
a letter to secretary Nicholas:—“"I must 
tell you, I care not how little I say in 
that business of Ireland, since those 
strange powers and instructions given to 
your favourite Glamorgan, which appear 
to be s0 inexcusable to justice, piety, and 
Prudence, And I fear there {s very much 
in that transaction of Ireland, both before 

and since, that yo and I were never 
thought wise enough to be advised with 
in. Ob! Mr. Secretary, those stratagems 
have given me more sad hours than all 
the misfortunes in war which have be- 
fallen the king, and look like the effects 

of God's anger towards us.” 1d, p, 237, 
See alse a note of Mr. Laing, Hist. of 
Scotland, iii. 557, fur another Ietter of 
the king to Glamorgan, from Newcastle, 
in July, 1646, not less explicit than the , 

-foregoing, - S
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and very unfair statement, admitting the authenticity of 

theso instruments, endeavours to show that they were 

never intendéd to give Glamorgan any power to treat . 

without Ormond’s approbation, But they are worded in 

the most unconditional manner, without any reference to 

> Ormond. No common reader can think them consistent _ 

with the king’s story. I do not, however, impute to 

him any intention of ratifying the terms of Glamorgan’s 

treaty. 
to the catholic. 
dence,it appears to me 
a sanguine and injudiciou 

- His want of faith was not to the protestant, but 

Upon weighing the whole of the evi- 

that he purposely gave Glamorgan,’ 

s man, whom he could easily 

x 

disown, so amplo a commission as might remove the dis- 

trust that the lrish 

tion wherein Ormond should be conc 
were likely to entertain of a negotia- 

erned; while, bya 

certain Jatitude in the style of tho instrument, and by 

his own letters to the lord-lieutenant about Glamorgan’s 

errand, ho left it open to assert, in casé of necessity, that 

it wag never intended to exclude the former's privity and 

sanction. Charles had unhappily long been in the habit 

of perverting his natural acuteness to the mean subter- 

-fuges of equivocal language. 

By these discoveries of tho 
infatuated obstinacy in refusing terms 
both nations became more and more 

the one hardly restrained from 

off, the other ready to leave him to 

This ill opinion of the king forms 
for that action which has exposed 

the Scots nation to so much reproach—their 

what seemed his 
of accommodation, 
alienated from him; 

; casting him 
The king hi f. & m 
delivered is fate. 
up by the one apology 

king’s insincerity, and by 

_ delivery of his person to the English parliament. Perhaps, 

™ Bumet’s Mem. of Dukes of Hamil- 

ton, 284. Baillie’s letters, throughout 

3646, indicate his apprehension of the 
prevalent spirit, which he dreaded as 
implacable, not only to monarchy, but to 
presbytery and the Scots nation. . “ The 
leaders of the people seem inclined to 
have no shadow of a king, to have liberty 
for all religions, a lame Erastian presby- 
tery, to be so injurious to us as to chase 
us bence with the sword.”—148, March 

31, 1646. “The common word fs, that 
they will have the king prisoner. Pos- 
sibly they may grant to the prince to be 
aduke of Venice. .The militia must be 

absolutely, for all time to come, in the 

power of the parliament alone,” &c. 200. 

On the king’s refusal of the propositions 

sent to Newcastle, the Scots took great 

pains to prevent a vote against him : 226, 

There was still, however, danger of this: 

236, Oct. 13, and p. 243. His intrigues 

with both parties, the presbyterians and 

independents, were now known; and all 

sides seem to have been ripe for deposing 

him: 245. These letters are a curious 

contrast to the idle fancies of a speedy 

and triumphant restoration, which Cla- 

rendon himself, as wellas others of less 
judgment, seem to have entertained. ©
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if wo place ourselves in their situation, it will not appear — 
deserving of quite such indignant censure. It would have 
shown’ more generosity to have offered the king an alter- 
native of retiring to Holland; and, from what wo now 
know, he probably would not have neglected the oppor- 
tunity. But. the consequence might have been his 
solemn deposition from the English throne; and, how- 
ever wo may think such banishment more honourablo 
than the acceptance of degrading conditions, the Scots, 
we should remember, saw nothing in the king’s taking 
the covenant, and sweeping away prelatic superstitions, 
but the bounden duty of a Christian sovereign, which 
only the most perverse self-will induced him to set at 
nought" They had a right also to consider the interests 
of his family, which the threatened establishment of a 
republic in England would defeat. -To carry him back 
with their army into Scotland, besides being equally 
ruinous to the English monarchy, would have exposed 
their nation to the most serious dangers. To undertake 
his defence by arms against England, as the ardent royal- 
ists desired, and doubtless the determined republicans no 
less, would have been, as was proved afterwards, a mad 
and culpable renewal of the miseries of both kingdoms.° 

" “ Though he should swear it,” says 
Baillie, “no man will believe that he 

‘sticks upon episcopacy for any con- 
science.” ii. 205. And again: “It Is pity 
that base hypocrisy, when it is pellucid, 
shall still be entertained, No oaths did 
ever persuade me that episcopacy was 
ever adhered to on any conscience.” 224. 
This looks at first like mere bigotry. 
But, when we remember that Charles 
had abolished episcopacy in Scotland, 
and was ready to abolish protestantism 
in Ireland, Baillie’s prejudices will appear 
less unreasonable. The king’s private 
letters in the Clarendon Papers have 
convinced me of his conscientiousness 
about church government; but of this 
his contemporaries could not be aware. 
“© Hollis maintains that the violent 
Party were very desirous that the Scots 
ebould carry the kiug with them, and 
that nothing could have been more in- 
_Jurious to his interests, If we may be- 
lieve Berkley, who is much confirmed by . 
Baillie, the presbyterians had secretly 

engaged to the Scots that the army shoul 
be disbanded, and the king brought upto 
ondon with honourand safety. Memoirs 
of sir J. Berkley, in Maseres’s Tracts, L 
358. Baillie, if. 257. This affords no bad 
Justification of the Scots for delivering 
him up. 
“It is very like,” says Baillie, “if he. 

had done any duty, though he bad never 
taken the covenant, but permitted {ft to 
have been put in an act of parliament 
in both kingdoms, and given so satis- 
factory an answer tothe rest of the pro- 
positions, as easily he might, and some- 
times I know he was willing, certainly 
Scotland had been for him as one man; 
and the body of England, upon mapy 
grounds, was upon‘a disposition to have 
80 cordially embraced him, that no man, 
for his life, durst have muttered against 
his present restitution. But remaining 
what he was in all his maxims, a fall 
Canterburian, both in matters of religion 
and state, he still inclined to a new war; 
and for that end resolved to go to Scate 

: 02
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‘He had voluntarily come to- their- camp; no faith was 

pledged to him; their very right to retain his person, 

though they had argued for it with the English parlia- 

ment, scemed open to much 

unquestionably, 
doubt. The circumstance, 

which has always given a character of 

apparent baseness to this transaction, is the payment of 

400,0001 made to them so nearly at the same time that , 

it has passed for the price of the king’s person. ‘This | 

"sum was part of a larger 

‘of pay, and had been agreed upon long 
demand on the score of arrears 

before we have 

any proof or reasonable suspicion of a stipulation - to 

deliver up the king.’ 

have.actually paid it in case of 

this requisition, there can 

That the parliament would never 

a refusal to comply with 

be, I presume, no kind of 

doubt; and of this the Scots must have been fully aware. 

But whether there were any such 

been supposed, or whether 
secret bargain as had 

they would have delivered 

him up if there had been no pecuniary expectation in 

the case, is what I cannot perceive sufficient grounds to 

pronounce with confidence, though I am much inclined | 

to believe the’ affirmative of the latter question. And it 

is deserving of particular observation that the party in 

the house of commons which ‘sought most earnestly to 

obtain possession of the king’s person Do ? 
and carried all 

tho votes for paytaent of money to the Scots, was that 

‘which had no further aim than an accommodation with 

him, and a settlement of the government on the basis of 

its fundamental laws, 

derogatory to his prerogative ; 
though doubtless on.terms very 

while those who opposed 

-each part of the negotiation were the zealous enemies of 

the king, and, in some instances at least, of the monarchy. 

The Journals bear witness to this.* 

land. Some great men there pressed the 

equity of Scotland's protecting of him 

on any terms. This untimeous excess 

of. friendship has ruined that unhappy 

prince; for the better party finding the 

conctusion of the king’s coming to Scot- 

Yand, and thereby their own present ruin, 

and the ruin of the whole cause, the 

making the malignants masters of church 

and state, the drawing the whole force of 

England upon Scotland for their perjurious 

ylolation of their covenant, they resolved 

by all means to cross that design.” P. 253. 

7 P The votes for payment of the sun 

of 400,0001. to the Scots are on Aug. 21, 

27, and Sept. 13; though it was not fully. 

agreed between the two nations till Dec. 8. 

Whitelock, 220,229, But Whitelock dates 

the commencement of the understanding 

as to the delivery of the king about Dec. 

24 (p.231). See Commons’ Journals} 

Baillie, il. 246, 2535 Bumet’s Memoirs of 

Hamilton, 293, Se; Laing, iil, 362; and 

Mr. Godwin's History of the Common- 

wealth, iL 238, a work in which great at- 

tention has been paid to the order of time. 

- 4 Journals, Aug. and Sept.; Godwin 

ubi supra; Baillie, il passrm, + +
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.Whatever'might have been the consequence of the 
king’s accepting’ the propositions of Newcastle, Growth of 
his chance of restoration upon any terms was ee ane. . 
now in all appearance very slender. He had and repuv- 

licans, . to encounter enemies more dangerous and im- 
placable than .the presbyterians. That faction, which 
from small and insensible beginnings had acquired con- 
tinued strength, through ambition in a few, through fana- 
ticism in many, through a despair in some of reconcilhig 
the pretensions of royalty with those of the people, was 
now rapidly ascending to superiority. Though still weak 

* in the house of commons, it had spread prodigiously in the 
army, especially since its new-modelling at the time of 
the self-denying ordinance." The presbyterians saw. with 
dismay the growth of their.own and tho constitution’s, 
enemies, But the royalists, who had less to fear from: 
confusion than from any settlement that the commons. 
would .be brought to make, rejoiced in the increasing 
disunion, and fondly believed, like their master, that one 
or other party must seek assistance at their hands. | 

The independent. party comprehended, besides the 
members of that religious 

~ ¥ Balllie, who, in Jan. 1644, speaks of 
the independents as rather troublesome 
than formidable, and even says, “No 
man, I know, in either of the houses of 
any note, Is for them” (437); and that 

‘“lord Say’s power and reputation is 
none at all;’’ admits, ina few months, the 
alarming increase of independency and 
sectarianism in the earl of Manchester's 
army; more than two parts in three of 
the officers and soldiers being with them, 
and those the most resolute and con- 
fident; though they had no considerable 
force either in Essex’s or Waller's army, 
nor in the assembly of divines or the par- 
Mament (it. 5,19, 20). This was owing 
in a great degree to the influence, at that 
period, of Cromwell over Manchester. 
“The man,” he says, “ is avery wise and 
active head, universally well beloved, 
as religious and stout; being a known 
independent, and most of the soldiers 
who love new ways put themselves under 

his command "’ (60). 
"© The independent party, or at least 
some of its most eminent members, as 
lord Say and Mr St. John, were in a se- 

denomination,' a countless © 

cret correspondence with Oxford, throngh 
the medium of Jord Saville, in the spring 
of 1645, if we believe Hollis, who asserts 
that he bad seen their letters, asking 
offices for themselves, Mem. of Hollis, 
sect, 43, ‘Baillie refers this to an earlier 
period, the beginning of 1644 (L 427); 
and I conceive that Hollis has been in-' 
correct as to the date. The king, how- 
ever, was certainly playing a game with 
them in the beginning of 1646, as well as 
with the presbyterians, so as togive both 
parties an opinion of his insincerity. 
Clarendon State Papers, 214; and see 
two remarkable letyers written by his 
order to sir Henry Vane, 226, urging a 
unfov, in order to overthrow the pres-° 

byterian government. os 
‘t The principtes of the independents 

are set forth candidly, and even favour. 
ably, by Collier, 829; a3 well as by 
Neal, fl. 98. ‘For those who are not: 
much acquainted with ecclesfastical dis- 

tinctions, it may be useful to mention 
the two essential characteristics of this 
sect, by which they differed from the‘ 
presbyterians.’ The first was, that al) 

%
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brood of fanatical sectaries, nursed in the lap of presby- 

terianism, and fed with the stimulating aliment 
ithe . . . . . ete 

OP res press she furnished, till their intoxicated fancies 

byteriango could neither be restrained within the limits 

of her creed nor those of her discipline. The 

presbyterian zealots wero systematically intolerant. 

‘A common causo made toleration the doctrine of the 

Toteratton. sectaries. About the beginning of the war. 

leration. i+ had been deemed expedient to call together 
an assembly of divines, nominated by the parliament, 

and. consisting not only of clergymen, but, according 

to the presbyterian usage, of lay members, peers as 

well as commoners, by whose advice 'a general reform- 

_ation of the church was to be planned.*’ These were 
chiefly presbyterian, though a small minority of inde- 

pendents, and a few moderate episcopalians, headed by 

Selden,’ gave them much trouble. The general imposi- 

tion of the covenant, and the substitution of the direc- 

. tory for the common prayer (which was forbidden to be 

used even in any private family, by on ordinance of 

August, 1654), seemed to assure the triumph of presby- 

churches or separate congregations were = * Parl Hist. i 1479. They did not 

absolutely independent of each other as meet till July 1.16433 Rush. Abr. v. 1235 

to jurisdiction or discipline; whence they Neal, 42; Collier, 823, Though this as- 

rejected all synods and representativeas- sembly showed abundance of bigotry and 

semblies as possessing authority; though Darrowness, they were by no means so 

they generally admitted, to a very limited contemptible as Clarendon represents 

degree, the alliance of churches for mu- them, ii. 423; and perhaps equal in learn- 

tual counsel and support. Their second ing, good sense, and otber merits, te any 

characteristic was the dental of spiritual lower house of convocation that ever 

powers communicated in ordination by made a figure in England. 

apostolical succession; deeming the call Y Whitelock, 71; Neal, 103. Selden, 

of a congregation a sufficient warrant fur who owed no gratitude to the episcopal 

the exercise of the ministry. See Orme'’s church, was from the beginning of its 

Life of Owen for a clear view and able dangers a steady and active friend, dis- 

defence of the principles maintained by playing, whatever may have been sald of 

this party, I must‘add that Neal seems his timidity, full as much courage as 

to have proved that the independents, as could reasonably be expected from a 

abody, were not systematically adverse studious man advanced inyears. Baillie, 

to monarchy. : in 1641, calls him “the avowed proctor of 

“ Edwards's Gangrena, a noted book the bishops,” L 2455 and, when provoked 

in that age, enumerates one hundred and by his Erastian opposition in 1646, pre- 

seventy-six heresies, which however are sumes to talk of his “insolent absurdity,” 

reduced by him to sixteen heads; and_ if. 96. Selden sat in the assembly of 

these seem capable of further consolida-~ divines; and by bis great knowledge of 

tion. Neal, 219. The house ordered a theanclent languages and of ecclesiastical 

general fast, Feb. 1647, to beseech God antiquities, as well as by his sound logic’ 

to stop the growth of heresy and blas- and calm clear judgment, obtained an 

phemy: Whitclock, 236: a presbyterian undentable superiority, which he touk no 

artifice to alarm the nation. pains to conceal, ‘
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terianism, which became complete, in point of law, by an 
ordinance of February 1646, establishing for three years 

. the Scots model of classes, synods, and general assem- 
blies throughout England.” But in this very ordinance 
there was a reservation which wounded the spiritual 
arrogance of that: party. Their favourite tenct had 
always been the independency of the church, They had 
rejected, with as much abhorrence as the catholics them- 
selves, the royal supremacy, so far as it controlled the 
exercise of spiritual discipline. But the house of com- 

- mons were inclined to part with no portion of that pre- 
rogative which they had wrested from the crown. Be- 
sides the independents, who were still weak, a party 
called Erastians,*" and chiefly composed of the common 

® Scobell; Rush. Abr. v. 8763, Parl, 
Hist. iii. 444; Neal, 199. The latter 
says this did not pass the lords till June 6, 
But this isnotso, Whitelock very rightly 
opposed the prohibition of the use of the 
common prayer, and of the silencing epis- 

“ eopal ministers, as contrary to the prin- 
ciple of liberty of conscience avowed by 
the parliament, and like what bad been 
complained of in the bishops: 226, 239, 
2381. But, in Sept. 1647, it was voted 
that the fudulgence in favour of tender 
consciences should not extend to tolerate 
the common prayer. Id. 274. 
- * The Erastians were named from 
Erastus, a German physician in the six- 
teenth century. The denomination is 
often used in the present age ignorantly, 
and therefore indefinitely; but I appre- 
hend that the fundamental principle of 
his followers was this:—That, in a com- 
monwealth where the magistrate pro- 
fesses Christianity, it is not convenient 

that offences against religion and morality 
should be punished by the censures of the 
church, especially by excommunication. 

Probably he may have gone farther, as 

Selden scems to have done (Neal, 194), 
and denied the right of exclusion from 

church communion, even without refer- 

ence to the temporal power; but the 
limited proposition was of course sufll- 
cient to ralse the practical controversy. 
The Helvetic divines, Gualter and Bul- 

- linger, strongly concurred in this with 

Erastus: “Contendimus disciplinam esse 
debere in ecclesia, sed satis esse, si ea 

administretar a magistratu.” Erastus, 
de Excommunicatione, p. 350; and a 
still stronger passage in p.379. And it 
is said that archbishop Whitgift caused 
Erastus’s book to be printed at his own 
expense, | See one of Warburton’s notes 
on Neal, Calvin, and the whole of his 
school, held, as is well known, a very 
opposite tenet. See Erasti Theses de 
Excommunicatione, 4to. 1579, 
The ecclesiastical constitution of Eng- 

land is nearly Erastian in theory, and 
almost wholly so in practice. Every sen- 
tence of the spiritual judge is liable to 
be reversed by 8 civil tribunal, the court 
of delegates, by virtue of, the king’s su- 
premacy over all causes. And, practi- 
cally, what is called church discipline, or 
the censures of ecclesiastical governors 
for offences, has gone so much into dis. 
‘use, and what remains is so contemptible, 
that I believe no one, except those who 
derive a little profit from it, would regret 
its abolition. - et 

“The most part of the house of com- 
mons,” says Bailtf, ii. 149, “especially 
the lawyers, whereof there are many, and 
divers of them very able men, are either 
half or whole Erastians, believing no 
church government to be of divine right, 
but all to be a human constitution, de- 
pending on the will of the magistrate,” 
“The pope and king,” he says in another 
place, 196, ‘‘were never more earnest 
for the headship of the church than the 
plurality of this parliament.” Sce also 
p. 183; and Whitelock, 169,- .
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lawyers, under the guidance of Selden, the sworn’ foe of 
every ecclesiastical usurpation, withstood the assembly's 
pretensions with success. They negatived a declaration 

_of the divine right of presbyterian government. . ‘They 
voted a petition from ihe assembly, complaining of a 

recent ordinance as an’ encroachment on spiritual juris- 
diction, to be a breach of privilege. ‘The presbyterian 
tribunals were made subject to the appellant control of 
parliament, as those of the Anglican church had been 
to that of the crown. The cases wherein spiritual cen- 
sures could be pronounced, or the sacrament denied, 
instead of being left to the clergy, were defined by law.° 
‘Whether from dissatisfaction on this account, or some 
other reason, the presbyterian’ discipline was never car- 
ried into effect except to a certain extent in London and 
in Lancashire. But ‘the beneficed clergy throughout 
England, till the ‘return of Charles U., were chiefly, 
though not entirely, of that denomination. 
_ This party was still so far predominant, having the 
strong support of the city of London and its corpora; 
tion,* with almost all the peers who remained in their 

> Parl, Hist. 459, et alibi; Rushw. 
Abr. v. 578, et alibi; Whitelock, 165, 

169, 173, 176, et post; Baillie’s Letters, 

passim; Neal, 23, &c. 194, et post; Col- 
lier, 841, The assembly attempted to. 

sustain their own cause by counter votes; 

and, the minority of independents and 
Erastians having withdrawn, it was cat 

ried, with the single dissent of Lightfoot, 
that Christ had established a government 
in bis church independent of the civil 
magistrate. Neal, 223. . 

© Neal, 228. Warburton says, in his 
note on this passage, that “the preshy- 
terian was (0 all intents and purposes the 
established religion during the time of 
the commonwealth.” But, as coercive 
discipline and synodical government are 
no small intents and purposes of that 
religion, this assertion requires ta be 
modified, as it has been in my text. 
Besides which there were many ministers 
of the independent sect in benefices, some 
of whom probably had never received 
ordination, “Both baptists ond inde- 
pendents,” says a very well-informed 
writer of the latter denomination, “ were 

in the practice of accepting the Livings, 

that is, the temporalities of the church 
They did not, however, view themselves 
as parish ministers and bound to ad- 
minister all the ordinances of religion to 
the parish populatiou. They occupted 
the -parochial edifices and received a 
portion ‘of the tithes for their mainte- 
nance ; but in all o:her respects acted ac- 
cording to their own principles.” Orme’s 
Life of Owen, 136, This he thinks ~ 
would have produced very serious evils 
if not kappily checked by the Restora- 
tion. “During the commonwealth,” he 
observes afterwards, 245, “no system of 
church government can be consideredjas 

having been properly or fully established. 
The presbyterians, if any, enjoyed this 
distinction.” : 
-d The. city began to petition for the 
establishment of presbytery. and against 
toleration of secturies, early in 16463 
and not long after came to assume what 
scemed to the commons too dictatorial a 
tone. This gave much offence, and con- 
tributed to drive some members into the 
opposite faction. Neal, 193, 221, 242; 
Whitelock, 207, 240, . ,



  

. that sect, entertained Arian tenets, and ‘The writ de beretico comburendo, 

: ' 
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house, that the independents and other sectarics neither 
opposed this ordinance for its temporary establishment; 
nor sought anything farther than a.toleration for their 
own worship, The question, as Neal well observes, was 
not between presbytery and independency, but between 
presbytery with a- toleration and: without one.? Not 
merely from their own exclusive bigotry, but from a 

© Vol. fi. 268. See also 207 and other alt burned by Scambler, bishop of Nor- 
pluces. This is a remark that requires wich. It was also inflicted on Bartho- 
attention; many are apt to misunder-. lomew Legat and Edward Wightman, 
stand the question. “For this point under James, in 16143 the first burned 
(toleration) both they and we contend,” by King, bishop of London, the second 
says Baillie, “ tanquam pro aris et focis,"” by Neyle of. Lichfield. A third, by 
fi, 145." “Not only they praise’ your birth a Spaniard, incurred the same 
magistrate” (writing toa Mr. Spang in : penalty ; but the compassion of the people © 
Holland), “who for policy gives some showed itself so strongly at Legat’s exe- 
secret tolerance, to divers religions, cution, that James thought it expedient 
wherein, as I conceive,yourdivines preach’ not to carry the sentence into effect. 
against them as great sinners, but avow Such is the venomous and demoralizing 
that, by God’s command, the magistrate spirit of bigotry, that Fuller, a writer 

is discharged to put the least discourtesy remarkable for good nature and gentle- 

ou any man, Jew, Turk, Papist,Socinian, ness, expresses his indignation at the 
or whatever, for his religion: 18 See pity which was manifested by the spec- 
alyo 61, and many other passages. “The tators of Legat’s sufferings, Church 
amy” (says Hugh Peters, iu a tract Hist. part il. p. 62. In the present case 

entitled A Word for the Army, and Two of Paul Best, the old sentence of fire was 
Words to the. People, 1647) ‘never not suggested by any one; but an or- 
hindered the state from a state religion,: dinance was brought in, Jan. 1646, . to 
having only wished to enjoy now what punish him with death, , Whitelock, 190, 
the puritans begged under the prelates; Best made, at length, such an explana- 
when we desire more, blame us, and tion as was accepted; Neal, 214; butan 
shame us.” In another, entitled Vox ordinance to suppress blasphemics and 
Militaris, the author says, “We did heresies as capital offences was brought 
never engage against this platform, nor in. Commons’ Journals, April, 1646, 
for that platform, nor ever will, except The independents gaining strength, this 
better informed; and, therefore, if the was long delayed; but the ordinance 
State establisheth presbytery, we shall passed both houses, May 2, 1648. Id. 
never oppose it” - 303, Neal, 338, justly observes that it 

The question of toleration, in its most shows the governing presbyterians would 
important shape, was brought at this have made a terrible use of their power, 

- time before parliament, on occasion of bad they been supported by the sword of' 
one Paul Best who had written against the civil magistrate, The denial of the 
the doctrine of the trinity. Accordingto trinity, incarnation, atonement, or in- 
the common law, heretics, on being ad- spiration of any book of the Old or New 
fudged by the spiritual court, were de- Testament, was made felony. Lesser 
lvered over to be burned under the writ offences, such as anabaptism, or denying 
de hzretico comburendo. This punish. the lawfulness of presbyterian govern. 
ment had been inflicted five times under ment, were punishable by imprisonment 
Elizabeth ; on Wielmacker and Ter Wort, till the party should recant. . It was 
two Dutch anabaptists, who, Ike many of much opposed, especially by Whitelock. 

as ig 
were burned in Smithfield in 1575; on well known, was taken away by act of 
Matthew Hammond iu 1579, Thomas parliament in 1677, 
Lewis in 1582, and Francis Ket in 15883.
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political alarm by no means ungrounded, the presby- 

terians stood firmly against all liberty of conscience. 

But in this again they could not influence the house of 

commons to suppress the sectaries, though no open de- 

claration in favour of indulgence was as yet made. - It 

js still the boast of the independents that they first 

brought forward the great principles of religious tolera- 

tion (I mean as distinguished from maxims of political 

expediency) which had been confined to a few. philo- 
sophical minds—to sir Thomas More, in those days of 

his better judgment when he planned his republic of 

Utopia, to ‘Thuanus, or L’Hospital. Such principles are, 

indeed, naturally congenial to the persecuted ; and it is 

_ by the alternate oppression of so many different sects 

that they have now obtained their universal reception. 

But the independents also’ assert that they first mdin- 

tained them while in power—a far higher praise, which, 

however, can ‘only be allowed them by comparison. 

Without invidiously glancing at their early conduct in 

New England,! it must be admitted that the continuance 

of the penal laws against catholics, the prohibition of 

the episcopalian worship, and the punishment of one or | 

two anti-trinitarians under Cromwell, are proofs that 

the tolerant principle had not yet acquired perfect 

vigour. If the independent sectaries were its ‘earliest 

advocates, it was the Anglican writers, the school of 

Chillingworth, Hales, Taylor, Locke, and Hoadley, that 

rendered it victorious.® oo a 

f“Tn all New England, no liberty of 

Hying fora presbyterian, Whoever there, 
were they angels for life and doctrine, 
will essay to set up a different way from 
them [the independents], shall be sure of 
present banishment.” Baillie, fi. 43 also 
17. Zam surprised to find a late writer 
of that country (Dwight’s Travels in New 
England) attempt to extenuate at least 
the intolerance of the independents to- 
wards the quakers who came to settle 
there; and which, we see, extended also 
to the presbyterians, But Mr. Orme, 
with more judgment, observes that the 
New England congregations did not suffl- 
ciently adhere to the principle of Inde 
pendency, and acted too much asa body; 
to which he ascribes their persecution of 
the, quakers and others. Life of Owen, 

p. 335. It fs certain that the congrega- 
tional scheme leads to toleration, as the 
national church scheme is adverse to it, 
for manifold reasons which the reader 
will discover. 

& Though the writings of Chilling. 
worth and Hales are not directly in be- 
half of toleration, no oue could relish them 
without imbibing its spirit in the fullest 
measure. The great work of Jeremy 
Taylor, on the Liberty of Phrophesying, 
‘was published in 1647; and, if we except 
a few concessions to the temper of the 
times, which are not reconcilable to its 
general principles, has left little for these 
who followed him. Mr. Orme admits 
that the remonstrants of Holland main- 

tained the principles of toleration very 
early (p. 50); but refers to a tract by
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. The king, as I have said, and his party cherished too 
sanguine, hopes from the disunion of. their opponents," 
Though warned of it by the parliamentary commissioners 
at Uxbridge, though, in fact, it was quite notorious and 
undisguised, they seem never to have comprehended 
that many active spirits looked to the entire subversion 
ofthe monarchy. - The king in particular was haunted 
by a prejudice, natural to his obstinate and undiscemning 
mind, that he was necessary to the settlement of the 
nation ; so that, if he remained firm, the whole parlia- 
ment and army must be at his feet.: Yet during the 
negotiations at Newcastle there was daily an imminent 
danger that the majority of parliament, irritated by his 
delays, would come to some vote excluding him from 
the throne. The Scots presbyterians, whatever we may 
think of their behaviour, were sincerely attached, if not 
by loyal affection, yet -by national pride, to the blood 
of their ancient: kings.. They thought and spoke of 
Charles as of a headstrong child, to bo restrained and 
chastised, but never cast off.'. But in England he had 
absolutely no friends among the prevailing party; many 

Leonard Busher, an independent, in 1614, 
- as “containing the most enlightened and 
seriptural views of religious liberty” 
(p. 99). He quotes other writings of the 
same sect under Charles I. 

. h Several proofs of this occur in the 
Clarendon State Papers, <A letter, in 
particular, from Colepepper to Digby, in. 
Sept. 1645, is su extravagantly sanguine, 
considering the posture of the king’s 
affairs at that time, that, if it was per- 
fectly sincere, Colepepper must have been 
a man of less ability than has generally 
been supposed. Vol. il p. 188. Neal 
has some sensible remarks on the king's 
mistake in supposing that any party 
which he did not join must in the end 
be ruined: p. 268 He had not lost this 
strange confidence after his very life had 
become desperate; and told sir John 
Bowring, when he advised him not to’ 
spin out the time at the treaty of News 

‘port, that “any interests would be glad 
to come in with him.” See Bowring’s 
Afemotrs in Halifax's Miscellanies, 132, 

- ¢ Baillfe’s letters are full of this feel- 
ing, and must be reckoned fair evidence, 
siuce no man could be more bigoted to 

‘presbytery, or more bitter against the 
royalist party. I bave somewhere seen 
Baillie pratsed for his milduess. His 
letters give no proof of it. Take the 
following specimens :—" Mr. Maxwell of 
Ross has printed at Oxford sodesperately 
malicious an invective against our assem- 
blies and presbyteries, that, however I 
could hardly consent to the banging of 
Canterbury or of any Jesuit, yet I could 
give my sentence freely against that un- 
happy man’s life."—IL 99, “God has 
struck Coleman with death 3 he fell in an 
ague, and, after three or four days, ex- 
pired. It is not good to stand in Christ's 
way.” P,199, @ 7 

Bailtie’s judgment of men was not 
more conspicuous than his moderation, 
“Vane and Cromwell are of horrible hot 
fancies to put all in confusion, but not of 
any deep reach. St John and Pierpoint 
are more stayed, but not great heads.” 
P. 258. The drift of all his letters is, 
that every man who resisted the jus 
divinum of presbytery was knave or fool, 
if not both. They are however emi- 
nently serviceable as historical docas 
ments - : : .
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there were who thought. monarchy best for the nation, 

but none who cared for the king.’. . : 

- This schism, nevertheless, between the parliament 

and the army.was at least.in appearance very desirable 

for Charles, and scemed to afford him an opportunity 

which a discreet prince might improve to great advan- 

tage, though it unfortunately deluded him with. chi- 

merical expectations.« At. the conclusion ‘of the war, 

which. the useless obstinacy of the royalists had pro- 

tracted til the beginning of 1647," the commons began 

to take measures for breaking the force of their remain- - 

ing enemy. They resolved to disband a part of the 

army, 
schemes for getting 
some demur about continuing 

__ ¥ "Now lor my own particular reso- 

lution,” he says in a letter to Digby, 

March 26, 1646, “it is this, I am en- 

deavouting to get to London, s0 that the 

conditions may be such os a gentleman 

may own, and that the rebels may ac- 

knowledge me king; being not without 

hope that I shall be able so to draw 

either the presbyterians or independents 

to side with me for extirpating the one 

or the other, that I shall be really king” 

again.’ Carte’s Ormond, fii. 452; quoted 

by Mr. Brodie, to whom I am indebted 

for the passage. Ihave mentioned already 

his overture about this time to sir Henry 

Vane through Ashbumbam. 

™ Clarendon, followed by Hume and 

several others, appears to say that Raglan 

castle in Monmouthshire, defended by the 

marquis of Worcester, was the last that 

surrendered; namely, in August, 1646, 

I use the expression appears to say, be- 

cause the last edition, which exbibits his 

real text, shows that he paid this com- 

pliment to Pendennis castle in Cornwall, 

and that his original editors (I suppose. 

to do hononr to a noble family) foisted in- 

the name of Raglan. . It is true however 

of neither. The North Welsh castles held 

out considerably longer; that of Harlech - 

was not taken till April, 1647, which put 

an end to the war.- Whitelock. 
. Clarendon, still more unyielding than 

hig master, extols.the long resistance of 
his party, and says that those who sur- 
rendered at the first summons obtained 

and to send the rest into Ireland.* 
rid. of Cromwell, and even made 

They formed 

Fairfax in command. But 

-no better terms than they who made the, 
stoutest defence; as ff that were a suffi. 
cient justification for prolonging a civil 
war. In fact, however, they did the king 
some harm; inasmuch as they impeded 
the efforts made in parliament to disband 
the army. Several votes of the commons 
show this; see the Journals of 12th May 
and 31st July, 1646. : 

® The resolution to disband Fairfax’s 
regiment next Tuesday at Chelmsford 
passed 16th: May, 1647, by 136 to 115; 
Algernon Sidney being a teller of the 
noes, Commons’ Journals, In_ these 
votes the house, that is the presbyterian: 
roajority, acted with extreme impru- 
dence; not having provided for the pay- 
ment of the army's arrears at the time 
they were thus disbanding them. White- 
lock advised Hollis and bis party not to 
press the disbanding; and on finding 
them obstinate, drew off, as he tells us, 

from tbat connexion, and came nearer to 

Cromwell, P. 248. This, however, he 

had begun to do rather earlier. Inde. 

pendently of the danger of disgusting the 

army, it is probable that, as soon as it 

was disbanded, the royalists would bave 

been up in arms. For the growth of 

this discontent, day by day, pernse 
Whitelock’s Journals for March and the - 
three following months, as well as the 

Parliamentary History. 
© It. wag only carried by 159 to 147, 

March 5, 1647, that the forces should be 
commanded by Fairfax. But on the 8th ©
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jn’ all measures that exact promptitude and energy, 

treachery and timidity are apt to enfeeble the resolu- 

tions of a popular assembly. -Their demonstra- |__. 

tions of enmity were however so alarming to Tntigu army 

the army, who knew themselves disliked by ith te 

the people, and dependent for their. pay on & 

the parliament; that as early as April, 1647, an overture | 

was secretly made to the king, that they would replace 

him in his power and dignity. He cautiously answered 

that he would not involve the kingdom in a fresh war, 

put should ever feel the strongest sense of this offer from 

the army.’ Whether they were discontented at the cold- 

ness of this ‘reply, or, as is more probable, the offer had 

only proceeded froma minority of the officers, no further 

-overture was made, till not long afterwards the bold 

- manouvre of Joyce had placed the king’s person qis person 

in their power. ° a seized. 

The first effect of this military violence was to display 

the parliament’s deficiency in political courage. 4, partis 

It contained, we well know, a store of energetic ment yield 

spirits,‘ not apt to swerve from their attach- © te emy 

ments. But,‘ where two parties are almost equally 

balanced, the defection, which external circumstances 

must produce among those timid and feeble men from 

whom no assembly can be free, even though they should 

form but a small mitiority, will of course give a character 

of cowardice and vacillation to counsels which is im- 

puted to the whole, They immediately expunged, by a 

majority of 96 to 79, a vote of reprehension passed some 

weeks: before, upon-a remonstrance from tho army 

which the presbyterians had ‘highly resented, and’ gave 

other proofs of retracing their steps, But the army was 

not inclined to accept their submission in full discharge 

the house voted, without a division, that 

no officer under him should be above the 

rank of a cotonel, and that no member of 

the house should have any command in 

the army. It is easy to see at whom this 

was levelled. Commons’ Journals. They 

voted at the same time that the officers 

should all take the covenant, which had 

been rejected two years before; and, bya 

matority of 136 to 108, that they should 

all conform to the government of the 

church established by both houses of 

parliament. . - 
P Clar. State Papers, ft, 365. The 

army, in a declaration not long after the 
king fell into their power, June 24, use 
these expressions :—“ We clearly profess 
that we do not sce how there can be any 
peace to this kingdom, firm or listing, 
without a due provision for the rights, 
quiet, and immunity of his majesty, his 
royal family, and his late partakers.* 
Parl. Hist. 647. :
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of the provocation. It had schemes of its own for the 
reformation and settlement of the kingdom, more exten- 
sive than those of the presbyterian faction.” It had its 
own wrongs also to revenge. Advancing towards Lon- 
don, the general and council of war sent up charges of 
treason against eleven principal members of that party, 
who obtained leave to retire beyond sea. Here may be 
said to have fallen the legislative power and civil 
government of England; which from this hour till that 
of.the Restoration had never more than a momentary 
and precarious gleam of existence, perpetually inter- | 
rupted by the sword. oo. . . 

Those who have once. bowed their knee to force, 
must expect that force will be for ever.their master. In 
a few weeks after this submission of the commons to the 
army, they were insulted by an unruly, tumultuous mob 
of apprentices; engaged in the presbyterian politics of 
the city, who compelled them’ by actual violence to 
rescind several of their late votes... Trampled upon by 
either side, the two speakers, several peers, and a great 
number of the lower house, deemed it somewhat: less 
ignominious, and certainly more politic, to throw them- 
selves on- the protection of the army. _ They were 
accordingly soon restored to their places, at the price of 
a more complete and irretrievable subjection to the 
military power than they had already undergone. 
Though the presbyterians maintained a pertinacious 
resistance within the walls of the house, it was evident 
that the real power of command was gone from them, 
and that Cromwell with the army must either become 

_arbiters between the king and parliament, or crush thé 
remaining authority of both. ~ - . 

4 Hollis censures the speakers of the 
two houses and others who fied to the 
army from this mob; the riot being “a 
sudden tumultuous thing of young idle 
people without design.” Possibly this 
might be the case; but the tumult at the 
door of the house, 26th July, was such 
that it could not be divided, Their votes 
were plainly null, as being made under 
duress, Yet the presbyterians were 50 
strong in the commons, that a resolution 
to annul all proceedings during the 
speaker's absence was lost by 97 to 95, 
after his return; and it was only voted 

to repeal them. A motion to declare 
that the houses, from 26th July to 6th 
August, had been under a force, was also 
lost by 78 to 75. ‘Journals, 9th and 17th 
August, The lords, however, passed an - 
ordinance to this effect; and, after once 
more rejecting it, the commons agreed on ~ 

August 20, with a proviso that no one 
sbould be called in question for what had 
been done. : 

¥ These transactions are best read in 
the Commons’ Journals and the Parlia- 
mentary History, and next to those in 
Whitelock. _ Hollis relates them with
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“There are few. circumstances in our history which 
have caused more perplexity to inquirers than -Mysterfous 
the conduct of Cromwell and his friends towards conduct of 
the king in the year-1647. Those who-look Somvell. 
only at the ambitious and dissembling character of that 
leader, or at the fierce republicanism imputed to Ireton, 
will hardly believe that either of them could harbour 
anything like sincere designs of restoring him even to 
that remnant of sovereignty which the parliament would 
have spared. Yet, when we consider attentively tho 
public documents and private memoirs of that period, it .. 
does appear probable that their first intentions towards 
the king were not unfavourable, and so far sincere that 
it was their project to mako use of his name rather than 
totally to set him aside. 
Cromwell and his associates with honours, and throwin 
the whole administration into their hands, Charles 
would have long contrived to keep a tarnished crown on 
his head, must be very problematical. 

The new gaolers of this unfortunate prince began by 
treating him with unusual indulgence, espe- Imprudent 
cially in permitting his episcopal chaplains to hopes of 
attend him. This was deemed a pledge of ‘ins 
what he thought an invaluable advantage in dealing 
with the army, that they would not insist upon the 
covenant, which in fact was nearly as odious to them as 

great passion; and Clarendon, as he does 
everything else that passed in London, 
very imperfectly. He accounts for the - 

- earl of Manchester and the speaker Len- 
. thal's retiring to the army by their per- 
suasion that the chief officers had nearly 
concluded a treaty with the king, and re- 
solved to have their shares in it. This is 
a very unnecessary surmise. Lenthal was 
a poor-spirited man, always influenced by 
those whom he thought the strongest, 
and in this instance, according to Ludlow, 
p. 206, persuaded against bis will by 
Haslerig to go to the army. . Manchester 
indeed had more courage and honour; 
but he was not of much capacity, and 
his parliamentary conduct was not sys- 
tematic. But upon the whole it is ob- 
vious, on reading the list of names (ParL. 
Hist, 757), that the king’s friends were 

- Tather among those who stayed behind, 
especially in the lords, than among those 

who went to the army. Seven of eight 
peers who continued to sit from 26th July 
to 6th of August, 1647, were impeached 

‘for it afterwards (Parl. Hist. 764), and 
they were all of the most moderate party, 
Ifthe king had any previous connexiun 
with the city, he acted very disinge- 
nuousty in his letter to Fairfax, Aug. 3, 
while the contest was still pending; 
wherein he condemgs the tumult; and 

declares his unwillingness that his friends 
should Join with the city against the army, 
whose proposals he had rejected the day 
before with an imprudence of which he 
was now sensible. This letter, as actually 
sent to Fairfax, is in the Parliamentary 
History, 734, and may be compared with 
a rough draft of the same, preserved in 
Clarezdon Papers, 373, from which {t 
materially differs, being much sharper 
against the city. 

But whether by -gratifying . 

‘
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‘to the royalists, though for very different reasons. 

Charles, naturally sanguine, and utterly. incapable in 

every part of his life of taking a just view of affairs, was 

extravagantly elated by these equivocal testimonials of 

good-will. He blindly listened to private insinuations 

from rash or treacherous friends, that the soldiers were - 

with him, just-after his seizure by Joyce. ‘“ I would 

have you to know, sir,” he said to Fairfax, “ that I have - - 

.as good an‘ interest in the army as yourself,” an opinion 

as injudiciously uttered as it was‘absurdly conceived." 

* Fairfax’s Memoirs in Maseres’s Col- 
lection of Tracts, vo £ p. 447. “By 
this,’ says Fairfax, who had for once 
found a man less discerning of the times 
than himself, “ [ plainly saw the broken 

reed he leaned on. The agitators had 
brought the kinginto an opinion that the 
army was for him.” . Ireton said plainiy 
to the king, “Sir, you have an intention © 

to be the arbitrator between the parlia- 
ment and us;‘and we mean to be so be- 
tween your majesty and the parliament.” 
Berkley’s Memoirs. Ibid. p. 360, 

This folly of the king, If Mrs. Hutch- 

inson is well informed, alienated Ireton, 

who had been more inclined to trust him 

than is commonly believed. “ Cromwell,” - 

she says, “was at that time so incor- 

Tuptibly faithful to his trust and the 

people’s interest, that he could not be. 

drawn in to practise even bis own usual 

and natural dissimulation on this occasion. 

Hig son-in-law Ireton, that was as faithful 
ag he, was not so fully of the opinion, till 
he had tried it and found to the con- 
trary, but that the king might have been 
managed to comply with the public good 
of his people, after he could no longer 
uphotd his own vielent will; but upon 
some discourses with him, the king utter- 

ing these words to him, ‘1 shall play my 
game as well as 1 can,’ Ireton replied, 
“If your majesty have a game, yuu must 
give us also the liberty to play ours.’ 
Colonel Hutchinson privately discoursing 
with his cousin about the communications 

he had had with the king, Ireton’s ex- 
pressions were these:——‘He gave us” 
words, and we paid bim in his own coin, 

when we found he had no real intention 
to the people's. good, but: to prevail, by 
our factions, to regain by art what he 

had lost in fight’” P, 274. 

-It must be said for the king that he 
was by no means more sanguine or more 
blind than his distinguished historian and 
minister. Clarendon’s private letters are 
full of strange and absurd expectations 
Even so late as October, 1647, be writes 
to Berkley in high hopes from the army, 
aud presses him to make no concessiuns 
except as to persons. “If they see you 
will not yield, they must; for sure they 
have as much or more need of the king 
than he of them.” P. 379. The whole 
tenor, indeed, of Clarcndon’s correspond- 
ence demonstrates, that, notwithstanding 

the fine remarks occasionally scattered 
through bis History, he was no practical 
statesman, nor bad any just conception, 
at the time, of the course of affairs. : He 
never flinched from one principle, not 
very practicable or rational in the cir- 
cumstances of the king— that nothing was 
to be receded from which had ever been 
demanded, This may be called magna- 
nimity; but no foreign or domestic dis- 
sension could be settled if all men were 
to act uponit, or if all men, like Charles 
and Clarendon, were to expect that Pro- 
vidence would interfere to support what 
seems to them the best, that is, their own 

cause.’ The following passage is a speci- 

men:—“Troly I am so unfit to bear a 

part in carrying on this new contention 
[by negotiation and concession}, that I 
swould not, to preserve myself, wife, and - 

children from the lingering death of want 

by famine (for a sudden death would re- 
quire no courage), consent to the lessen- 
dng any part which I take to be in the 
function of a bishop, or the taking away 
the smallest prebendary in the church, or 
to be bound not to endeavour to alter 
any such alteration.” Id. vol. fil. p. 2. 
Feb. 4, 1648, i 

‘
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These strange expectations account for the ill reception which in the hasty irritation of disappointment he gave 
to the proposals of the army, when they were He rejects actually tendered to him at Hampton Court, the propo- 
and which seems to have eventually cost him army. 
his life. These proposals appear to have been drawn up 
by Ireton, a lawyer by education, and a man of much 
courage. and capacity. He had been supposed, like a 
large proportion of the officers, to aim at a settlement of 
the nation under a democratical polity. But the army, 
even if their wishes in gencral went so far, which is 
hardly evident, were not yet so ‘decidedly masters as to 
dictate a form of government uncongenial to the ancient 
laws and fixed prejudices of the people. . Something of 
this tendency is discoverable in the propositions made 
to the king, which had never appeared in those of the 
parliament. It was ptoposed that parliaments should 
be biennial; that they should never sit less than a hun- 
dred and twenty days, nor more than two hundred and 
forty ; that the representation of the commons should be 
reformed, by abolishing small boroughs and increasing 
the number of members for counties, so as to render the 
house of commons, as near as might be, an equal 
representation of the whole. In respect of the militia 
and some other points, they either followed the parlia- 
mentary propositions of Newcastle, or modified them 
favourably for the king. They excepted a very smal] 
number of the king’s adherents from the privilege of paying a composition for their estates,-and set that of the-rest considerably lower than had been fixed by the parliament. They stipulated that tho royalists should not sit in the next parliament, ¢ As to religion, they provided for liberty of conscience, declared against the 
imposition of the covenant, and, by insigting on the : 
retrenchment of the coercive jurisdiction of bishops and’ 
the abrogation of penalties for not reading the common 
prayer, left it to bo implicd- that both might continue 

" established.' ‘he whole tenor of these propositions was 

¢ Parl, Hist. 738. Clarendon’ talks of sce, however, that they did soin a greater 
thee proposals as worse than any the king degree than those which be had himself 
had ever received from the parliament; ‘endeavoured to obtain as a commissfoner - 
and Hollis says they “dissolved the whole at Uxbridge. As to the church, they 
frame of the monarcby.”’- It is hard to were manifestly the best that Chaties had 

VOL. II, , P
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inastyle far more respectful to tho king, and lenient 

towards his adherents, than had ever been adopted since 

the beginning of the war. T 

overtures might be very questionable if 
he sincerity indeed of these 

Cromwell had 

Deen concerned in them; but they proceeded from those 

elective tribunes called Agitators, who had been estab- 

lished in every regiment to superintend the interests of. 

the army."..And the terms were surely as good as 

_Chazles had any reason to hope. Tho severities against 

his party were mitigated. ‘ho grand obstacles to all 

accommodation, the covenant and presbyterian estab-, 

lishment, were at once removed}; or, 

might occur as to the latt 

actual possession of benefices 

jt seemed not absolutely insuperable. 

jn the constitution of parliament, they were projected 

if some difficulty 
er, in consequence . of the 

by the presbyterian clergy, 
_ For the changes 

not necessarily injurious to the monarchy. That parlia- 

_ment should not be dissolved until it had sata certain 

time was so salutary a provision, that the. triennial act 

was hardly complete without it. 

It is however probable, 
ciousness of his prerogative, 

it most difficult to endure. - Having 

obtained, through sir John Berkley, 
were openly made, 

said that, if the army were 
they would never have de- - 
He seems to have principally 

tions that he found 

positions before they 
much displeasure; and 

inclined to close with him, 

maunded such hard terms. 

objected, at least jn words, 
from pardon, unnamed persons 

from the king’s extreme tena- 

that these were the condi- 

asight of the pro- 
he expressed 

to the exception of seven 
to the exclusion of his 

party from the next parliament, and to the want of any 

articles in favour of e church. Berkley endeavoured 

to show him that it was not likely that the army, if 

meaning sincerely, would ask less than this. But the 

- king, still tampering with the Scots, and keeping his 

everseen, As to his prerogative and the 

power of the monarchy, he was 80 tho- 

roughly beaten, that no treaty could do 

him’any essential service; and he had, in 

truth, only to make his election, whether 

to be the nominal chief ofan aristocratical 
or a democratical republic. In a well- 
written tract, called Vox Militaris, con- 
taining a defence of the army’s pro- 

ceedings and intentions, and published 

apparently in July, 1647, their desire to 

preserve the king’s rights, according to 

their notion of them and the. general 

Jaws of the realm, is strongly asserted. 

The precise meaning of- this word 
seems obscure. Some have supposed it 
to be a corruption of adjutators, as if the 
modern term adjutant meant the same 
thing. But I find agitator always 50 
spelled in the pamphlets of the time,
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eyes fixed on the city and parliament, at that moment 
came to an open breach with the army, disdainfully 
refused the propositions when publicly tendered to him, 
with such expressions of misplaced resentment and 
preposterous confidence as convinced the. officers that 
they could neither conciliate nor trust him This un- 
expected haughtiness Jost him all chance with those 
proud and republican spirits; and as they succeeded 
about the same time in bridling the presbyterian party 
in parliament, there seemed no necessity for an agree- 
ment with the king, and their former determinations cf 
altering the frame of government returned with more 
revengeful fury against his person’ 

* Berkley’s Memoirs, 266. He told 
lord Capel about this time that he ex- 
pected a war between Scotland and Eng- 

land; that the Scots hoped for the assist- 
ance of the presbyterians; and that he 
wished his own party to rise iu arms on 
& proper conjuncture, without which he 
could not hope for much benefit from the 

. others. Clarendon, v. 476, 
Y Berkley, 363, &c. Compare the 

letter of Ashburnham, published in 1648, 
and reprinted in 17643 also the memvirs 
of Hollis, Huntingdon, and Fairfax, 
which are all in Maseres's Collection; 
also Ludlow, Hutchinson, Clarendon, 
Burnet’s Memoirs of Hamilton, and some 
despatches in 1647 and 1648, froma royal- - 

“ist in London, printed in the Appendix 
to the second volume of the Clarendon 
Papers. This correspondent of secretary 
Nicholas believes Cromwell and Ireton 
to have all along planned the king’s de- 
struction, and set the levellers on, till 
they proceeded 60 violently that they 
were forced to restrain them. This also 
is the conclusion of major Huntingdon, 
in his Reasons for laying down his Com- 
mission. But the contrary appears to me 

» more probable. 
Two anecdotes, well known to these 

conversant in English history, are too 
remarkable to be omitted. It is said 
by the editor of lord Orrery’s Memoirs, 
as a relation which be had heard from 
that noble person, that, ina conversation 
with Cromwell concerning the king’s 
death, the latter told him he and his 
friends Lad once a mind to have closed 
with the king, fearing that the Scots and 

presbyterians might do so, when one of 
their spics, who was of the king's bed- 
chamber, gave them information of a 
letter from his majesty to the queen, 
sewed up in the skirt of a saddle, and 

directing them to an inn where it might 
be found. .They obtained the letter ac: 
cordingly, in which the king said that he 
was courted by both fuctions, the Scots 
presbyterians and the army; that those 
which bade fairest for him should have 
him; but he thought he should rather 
close with the Scots than the other. 
Upon this, finding themselves unlikely to 
get good terms from the king, they from | 
that time vowed his destruction. Carte's 
Ormond, fi. 12. 
“A second anecdote is alluded to by 

some earlier writers, but is particularly 
told in the following words by Richard. 
son, the painter, author of some anctc- 
dotes of Pope, edited by Spence —~“ Lord 
Bolingbroke told us, June 12, 1742 (Mr, 
Pope, lord Marchmont, and myself), that 
the second earl of Oxford had often told 
him that he had seen, and had {n his 
hands, an original letter that Charles the 
First wrote to hisgjucen, in answer to 
one of hers that had been intercepted, 
and then forwarded to him; wherein she 
had reproached him for having made 
those villains too great concesstons, viz., 
that Cromwell should be lord-lieutenant 
of Ireland for life without account; that 
that kingdom should be in the hands of 
the party, with an army there kept which 
should know no head but the Heutenant ; 
that Cromwell should bave a garter, &c, 
That in this letter of the king’s it was 

PQ ,
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Charles’s continuance at Hampton Court, there can | 

be little doubt, would have exposed him to 

such imminent risk that, in escaping from 

thence, he acted on a reasonable principle of 

self-preservation. He might probably, with “due pre- 

cautions, have reached France or Jersey, But the hasti- . 

ness of his retreat from Hampton Court giving no time, 

he fell again into the toils through the helplessness of 

his situation and the unfortunate counsels of one whom 

-he trusted? The fortitude of his own mind sustained 

him in this state of captivity.and entire seclusion from 

his friends. - No one, however sensible to the infirmities 

of Charles’s disposition and the defects cz uis under- 

standing, can refuse admiration to that patient firmness 

and unaided acuteness which he displayed throughout 

the last and most melancholy year of his life. He had 

now abandoned all expectation of obtaining any present 

terms for the church or crown. He proposed, therefore, 

what he had privately empowered Murray to offer the 

Cuap, X. 

His flight 
from Hamp- 
ton Court. 

said that she should leave him to manage, 

who was better informed of all circnm- 

stances than she could be; but she might 

be entirely easy as to whatever conces- 

sions he should make them; for that he 

should know in due time how to deal 

with the rogues, who, instead of asilken 

garter, should be fitted with bempen 

cord. So theletter ended; which answer 

as they waited for so they intercepted 

accordingly, and it determined his fate. 

This letter lord Oxford said he bad offered 

5001. for.” - 
The authenticity of this latter story bas 

been constantly rejected by Hume and 
the advocates of Charles in general; and 
for one reason among others, that it looks 
like a misrepresentation of that told by 
Jord Orrery, which both stands on good 
authority, and is perfectly conformable to 

all the memoirs of the time. I have, how- 

ever, been, informed that a memorandum 
nearly conformable to Richardson's anec- 
dote ig extant, in the handwriting of lord 
Oxford. : 

It is possible that this letter is the same 
with that mentioned by Jord Orrery; 
and in that case was written in the month 
of October, Cromwell seems to. have 
been in treaty with the king as late as 
September; and advised him, according 

to 

~ 

to Berkley, to reject the proposals of 
the parliament in that month, Herbert 
mentions an intercepted letter of the 
quecn (Memoirs, 60); and even his story 
proves that Cromwell and his party 
broke off with Charles from a conviction 
of his dissimulation.’ See Laing's note, 
fil. 562; and the note by Strype, therein 
referred to, on Kennet’s Complete Hist. 
of England, ii. 170, which speaks of 
a “ constant tradition” about this story, 
and is more worthy of notice, because 
it was written before the publication 
of lord Orrery’s Memoirs, or of the 
Richardsoniana. 

Z Ashburnham gives us to understand 
that the king had made choice of the 
Isle of Wight previously to his leaving 
Hampton Court, but probably at his 
own suggestion. This seems confirmed 
by the king's letter in Bumet’s Mem. of 
Dukes of Hamilton, 326. Clarendon’s . 

account is a romance, with a little mix. © 

ture, probably, of truth. But Ashburn. 
ham’s Narrative, published in 1830, 
proves that he suggested the Isle of 
Wight in consequence of the king’s being 
forced to abandon a design he had formed 
of going to London, the Scots commis 
sioners retracting their engagement to 
support him, .
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year before, to confirm the presbyterian government for 
three years, and to give up the militia during his whole 
life, with other concessions of importance." ‘To preserve 
the church Jands from sale, to shicld his friends from 
proscription, to obtain a legal security for the restoration 
of the monarchy in his son, were from henceforth. the 
main objects of all his efforts. It was, however, far too 
late, even for these moderato conditions of peace. . Upon 
his declining to pass four bills tendered to himas prelimi- 
naries of a treaty, which, on that very account, besides 
his objections to part of their contents, he justly con- 
‘sidered as unfair, the parliament voted that no moro 
addresses should be made to him, and that they jarmtn 
would receive no more messages.» Ho ‘was yous ® 
placed in close and solitary confinement; and *s*asthim. 
ata meeting of the principal officers at Windsor it was 
concluded to bring him to trial, and avenge the blood 
shed in the war by.an awful example of ‘punishment ; 
Cromwell and Ireton, if either of them had been ever 
favourable to the king, acceded at this time to the seve- 
rity of the rest. mo 

Yet, in the midst of this peril and seeming abandon- 
ment, his affairs were really Jess desperate than they 
had been; and a few rays of light broke for a time 
through the clouds that enveloped him. From the hour 

‘that the Scots delivered him up at Newcastle they seem 
to have felt the discredit of such-an action, and longed 
for the opportunity of redeeming their public name. 
They perceived more and more that a well-disciplined 

215 

® Parl. Hist. 799. 
" b Jan. 15, This vote was carried by 

“141 to 92. Id. 8315 and see Append. to 
2nd vol. of Clar. State Papers, Crom. 
well was now vehement against the king, 
though he had voted in his favour on 
Sept. 22, Journals; and Berkley, 372. 
A proof that the king was meant to be 
wholly rejected is, that at this time, in 
‘the list of the navy, -the expression 
“his majesty'’s ship’ was changed 
to “ the parliament’s ship.” White- 
lock, 291. 

The four bills were founded on four 
propositions (for which I refer to Hume 
or the Parliamentary History, not to 

Clarendon, who has misstated them) sent 
down from the lords, The lower Louse 

voted to agree with them by 115 to 106; 
Sidney and Evelyn tellers for the ayes, 
Martin and Morley for the noes. The 
increase of the minority is remarkable, 
and shows how much the king's refusal 
of the terms offeredshim in September, 
and his escape from Hampton Court, 
had swollen the commonwealth party ; 
to which, by the way, colonel Sidney at 
this time seems not to have belonged. 
Ludlow says, that party hoped the king 
would not grant the four bills: f, 295. 
The commons published a decluration of 
their reasons for making no further ade 
dresses to the king, wherein they more 
than insinuate his participation in the 
murder of his father by Buckingham, 
Parl. Hist. 847,
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amy, 
were rapidly becoming masters of England. Instead of 

that covenanted alliance, that unity in church and state 

they had expected, they were to look for all the jealousy 

and dissension that a complete discordance in civil and 

spiritual polity could inspire. Their commissioners 

therefore in England, the earl of Lanark, always a mo- — 

derate royalist, and the earl of Lauderdale, a warm pres- 

swtsine. byterian,’had kept up a secret intercourse with 

vaston. tho king at Hampton Court. After his deten- 

tion at Carisbrook, they openly declared themselves 

against the four bills proposed by the English parlia- 

ment, and at length concluded a private treaty with 

him, by which, on certain terms quite as favourable as 

he could justly expect, they bound themselves to enter 

England with an army in order to restore him to his 

freedom and dignity.* ‘This invasion was to bo combined 

with risings in various parts of the country: the pres- 

byterian and royalist, though still retaining much of 

animosity towards each other, concurring at least in 

abhorrence of military usurpation; and the common 

people having very generally returned to that affec- 

tionate respect for the king’s person, which sympathy 

for his sufferings, and a sense how little they had been 

gainers by the change of government, must naturally 

have excited.4 The unfortunate issue of the Scots expe- 

dition under the duke of Hamilton, and of the various 

insurrections throughout England, quelled by the vigi- 

© Clarendon, whose aversion to the 
Scots warps his Judgment, says that this 
treaty contained many things dishonour- 
able to the English nation. Hist. v. 532. 
The king lost a good deal in the eyes of 
this uncompromising statesman by the 
concessions he made in the Isle of Wight. 
State Papers, 33%. Icannot, for my own 
part, see anything derogatory to England 
in the treaty; for the temporary occupa- 
tion of a few fortified towns in the north 
can hardly be called so, Charles, there is 
some reason to think, had on a former oc- 
casion made offers to the Scots far more in- 
consistent with his duty to this kingdom. 

4 Clarendon. May, Breviate of the 
Hist. of the Parliament, in Maseres’s 
Tracts, 1.1133 Whitelock, 307, 317, &c 

In a conference between the two houses, 

July 25, 1618, the commons gave as a 
teason’ for insisting on the king’s sur- 

under a subtle chief inveterately hostile to them, - 

render of the militia as a preliminary to | 
a treaty, that such was the disaffection to 
the parliament on all sides that without 
“the militia they could never be secure, 
Rush. Abr. vi. 444. “The chief citizens 
of London,” says May, 122, “and others 

called presbyterians, though the pres- 

byterian Scots abominated this army, 

wished good success to these Scots no 

Jess than the malignants did. Whence 
Jet the reader judge of the times.” The 

fugitive sheets of this year, such as the 
Mercurius Aulicus, bear witness to the 
exulting and insolent tone of the royal- 
fists, They chuckle over Fairfax and 
Cromwell a3 if they had caught a couple 
of rats In a trap. . :
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lance and good conduct of Fairfax and Cromwell, is well 
known. But these formidable manifestations of 
the public sentiment in favour of peace with the 
king on honourable conditions, wherein the city 
of London, ruled by the presbyterian ministers, 
took a share, compelled the house of commons to retract 

The pres- 
byterians 
regain the 
ascendant. 

‘its measures. ‘They came'to a vote, by 165 to 99, that 
they would not alter the fundamental government by 
king, lords,.and commons;* they abandoned their im- 
peachment against seven peers, the most moderate of tho 
upper house, and the most obnoxious to the army ;‘ they 
restored the eleven members to their seats ;* they re- 
voked their resolution against a personal treaty with 
the king, and even that which required his assent by 
certain preliminary articles." In a word, the party for 
distinction’s sake called presbyterian, but now rather 
to be denominated constitutional, regained its ascend- 
aney. This change in the councils of parliament brought 
on the treaty of Newport. 

The treaty of Newport was set on foot and managed 
by those politicians of the house of lords who, Treaty of 
having long suspected no danger to themselves Newport 
but from the power of the king, had discovered, some- 
what of tho latest, that the crown itself was at stake, 
and that their own privileges were set on the same cast.’ 
Nothing was moro remote from the intentions of the 
earl of Northumberland or lord Say than to sce them- 
selves pushed from their seats by such upstarts as Ireton 
and Harrison; and their present mortification afforded a 
proof how men reckoned wise in their generation become 
the dupes of their own selfish, crafty, and pusallanimous 
policy. They now grew anxious to seo a treaty con- 
eluded with the king. Sensible that it was necessary to 
anticipate, if possible, the return of Cromwell from the 
north, they implored him to comply at onc€ with all the 

© April 28,3648, Parl Hist. 883, 
*fJune 6 ‘These peers were the earls by trackling to the new powers, 

of Suffolk, Middlesex, and Lincoln, lords . . & June 8. : 
. b See Parl. Hist. 923, 892, 904, 921, 

don, and Maynard. They were im- 924, 959, 996, for the different votes on 

which party was likely to prevail, escaped 

peached for sitting in the house during 
the tumults from 26th of July to 6th of 
August, 1647. The earl of Pembroke, 
who had also continued to sit, merely 
because he was too stupid to discover 

this cubject, wherein the presbyterians 
gradually beat the independent or repub- 

‘ 

lican party, but with very mall and pree 
carious majorities.
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. propositions of parliament, or at least to yield in the first 
instance as far as he meant to go.' They had not, how- 

i Clarendon, vi.155. Heis very absurd 
in imagining that any of the parlia- 
mentary commissioners would have been 
satisfied with “an act of indemnity and 
oblivion.” . 

That the parliament had some reason to 
expect the king’s firmness of purpose to 
give way in spite of all his haggling will 
appear from the following short review of 
what had been done. 1. At Newmarket, 
in June, 1642, he absolutely refused the 
nineteen propositions tendered to him by 
the lords andcommons. 2. Yn the treaty 
of Oxford; March, 1643, he seems to have 
made no concessions, not even promising 
an amnesty to those he had already ex- 
cluded from pardon. 3. In the treaty of 
Uxbridge no mention was made on his 
side of exclusion from pardon; he offered 
to vest the militia for seven years in 
commissioners jointly appointed by him- 
self and parliament, so that it should 
afterwards return to him, and to limit the 
jurisdiction of the bishops. 4. In the 
winter of 1645 he not only offered to 
disband bis forces, but tolet the militia be 
vested for seven years in commissioners to 
be appointed by the two houses, and 
afterwards to be settled by bill; also to 
give the nomination of officers of state 
and judges pro hie vice to the houses, 
5. He went no farther in substance till 
May, 1647 ; when he offered the militia 
for ten years, as well as great limitations 
of episcopacy, and the continuance of 
presbyterian government for three years; 
the whole matter to be afterwards settled 
by bill on the advice of the assembly of 
divines, and twenty more of his own 
nomination. 6. In his letter from Caris- 
brook, Nov. 1647, he gave up the militia 

_ for bis life. This was in effect to sacri- 
fice almost everything as to immediate 
power; but he struggled to save the 
church lands from confiscation, which 
would have rendered it hardly practi- 
cable to restore episcopacy in future. His” 
future concessions In the treaty of New- 
port, though very slowly extorted, were 
comparatively trifling. 

What Clarendon thought of the treaty 
of Newport may be imagined. “ You 
may easily conclude,” he writes to Digby, 
“how fit a coursclior I am like to be, 

when the best that is proposed is that 
which I would not consent unto to preserve 
the kingdom from ashes. I can tell you 
worse of myself than this} which is, that 
there may be some reasonable expedients 
which possibly might in truth restore and 
preserve all, in which I could bear no 
part.” P. 459. See also p. 351 and 416. 
Ido not divine what he means by this, 
“unless it were the king’s abdication, But 
what he could not have approved was, 
that the king bad no thoughts of dealing 
sincerely with the parliament in this 
treaty, and gave Ormond directions to 

obey all his wife’s commands, but not to 
obey any further orders he might send, 
nor to be startled at his great concessions 
respecting Ireland, for they would come 
to nothing, Carte’s Papers, 1.185. See 
Mr. Brodie’s remarks on this, iv. 143- 
146. He had agreed to give up the 
government of Ireland for twenty years 
to the parliament. In his letter sent from 
Holmby in May, 1647, he bad declared 
that he would give full satisfaction with 
respect to Ireland. But he thus explains 
himself to the queen :—“ I have so couched 
that article that, if the Irish give me 
cause, I may interpret it enough to their 
advantage. For I only say that I will 
give them (the two honses) full satisfac- 
tion as to the management of the war, 
nor do I promise to continue the war; 
so that, if I find reason to make a good 
peace there, my engagement js at an end. 
Wherefore make this my interpretation 
known to the Irish.” “ What reliance,” 
says Mr. Laing, from whom I transcribe 
this passage (which I cannot find in the 
Clarendon State Papers quoted by him), 
“could parlianient place at the beginning 
of the dispute, or at any subsequent 
period,‘on the word or moderation of a 
prince whose solemn and written declara- 

tions were so full of equivocation?” STist. 
of Scottand, fii. 409. It may here be 
added that, though Charles had given his 
parole to colonel Hammond, and had the 
sentinels removed in consequence, he was 
engaged during most part of his stay at 
Carisbrook {n schemes for an escape. See 
Col. Cooke’s Narrative, printed with Her- 
bert’s Memoirs; and in Rush. Abr. vi. 
534. But his enemies were apprised of
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ever, mitigated in any degree the rigorous conditions so 
often proposed; nor did the king during this treaty 
obtain any reciprocal concession worth mentioning in 
return for his surrender of almost all that could be de- 
manded. Did the positive adherence of tho parliament 
to all these propositions, in circumstances so perilous to 
themselves, display less unreasonable pertinacity than 
that so often imputed to Charles? Or if, as was the fact, 
the majority which tho presbyterians had obtained was 
s0 precarious that they dared not hazard it by suggesting 
any more moderate counsels, what rational security 
would the treaty have afforded him, had he even come 
at once into all their requisitions? His real error was 
to have entered upon any treaty, and still more to have 
drawn it out by tardy and ineffectual capitulations. 
There had long been only one course either for safety 
or for honour, the abdication of his royal office; now 
probably too late to preserve his life, but still moro 
honourable than the treaty of Newport. Yet though he 
was desirous to make his escape to France, I havo not 
observed any hint that he had thoughts of resigning tho 
crown ; whether from any mistaken sense of obligation, 
or from an apprehension that it might affect the succes- 
sion of his son. 

There can be no more erroncous opinion than that of 
such as believe that the desire of overturning the mo- 
narchy produced the civil war, rather than that the civil 
war brought on the former. In a peaceful and ancient 
‘kingdom like England the thought of change could not 
spontaneously arise. A very few speculative men, by 
the study of antiquity,-or by observation of the pros- 
perity of Venice and Holland, might be led to an 
abstract. preference of republican politics; somo fanatics 
might aspire to a Jewish theocracy ; but at the mecting 
of the long parliament wo have not the slightest cause to 
suppose that any party, or any number of persons among 
its members, had formed what must then have appeared 
s0 extravagant a conception.* ‘The insuperable distrust 
this intention, and even of an attempt to —_* Clarendon mentions an expression 
escape by removing a bar of his window, that dropped from Henry Martin tn cone 
88 eppears by the letters from the com- versation, not long after the meeting of 
mittee of Derby House, Cromwell, and the parliament: “I do not think one 
others, to col Hammond, published in man wise enough to governusall.” This 
1164. may doubtless be taken {n a sense pere 

é
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of the king’s designs, the irritation excited by the suffer- 

ings of the war, the impracticability, which every at- 

tempt at negotiation displayed, of obtaining his acquies- 

cence to terms 
a powerful faction, 
determination to set him aside.” 

deemed indispensable, gradually created 

whose chief bond of union was a 
What further scheme © 

‘ they had plauned is uncertain : nono probably in which 

any number were agreed: 

of Wales, others, perhaps, at one time 
some looked to the prince 

to the elector 

palatine ;* but necessity itself must have suggested to 

fectly compatible ‘with our limited mo- 

narchy. But Martin's republicanism was 

soon apparent: he was sent to the Tower 

in August, 1643, for language reflecting 

on the king. Park Hist. 161. A Ar. 

Chillingworth had before incurred the 

same punisbment for a like offence, De- 
cember 1, 1641. Nelson, fi. 714. - Sir 
Henry Ludlow, father of the regicide, 
was also censured on the same account, 
As the opposite faction’ grew stronger, 
Martin was not only restored to his seat, 
but the vote against him was expunged. 

Vane, 1 presume, took up republican 

principles pretty early ; perhaps also 

Vaslerig. With these exceptions 1 know 

_ not that we can fix on any individual 

member of parliament the charge of an 

intention to subvert the constitution till 

1646 or 1647. : 

™ Pamphlets may be found as early 

as 1643 which breathe this spirit; but 

they are certainly rare till 1645 and 1646. 

Such are * Plain English, 16433 ‘The 

Character of an Anti-malignant,’ 16155 

‘Last Warning to all the Inhabitants of 
London,’ 1647. . - 

2 Charles Louis, elector palatine, elder 
prother of the princes Rupert and Mau 
tice, gave cause to suspect that he was 
Jooking towards the throne. Ile left the 
king’s quarters, where he had been at the 
commencement of the war, and retired to 
‘Holland; whence he wrote, as well as 

h's mother, the queen of Bohemia, to the 

parliament, disclaiming and renouncing 
prince Rupert, and begging their own 
pensions might be paid, He came over 
to London in Augnst, 164%, took the 
covenant, and courted the parliament. 
They showed, however, at’ first, a good 
deal of Jealousy of him; and intimated 
that his affairs would prosper better by 

hia leaving the kingdom. Whitelock, 

101. Rush. Abr. iv. 359. He did not 

take this hint, and obtained next year aa ° 

allowance of: 80001, per annum. . Id. 145. 

Lady Ranelagh, in a letter to Hyde, 

March, 1644, conjuring him, by his regard . 

for lord Falkland’s memory, to use all his 

influence to procure a message from the 

king for a treaty, adds, “ Methinks what 

I bave informed my sister, and what she 

will inform you, of the posture the prince 

elector's affairs are in here, should be a 

motive to hasten away this message.” 

Clur. State Papers, ii. 167. Clarenden 

himself, in a letter to Nicholas, Dec. 12, 

1646 (where he gives his opinion that 

the independents look more to a change 

of the king and his line than of the mo- 

narchy itself, and would restore the full 
prerogative of the crown to one of their 
own choice), proceeds in these remarkable 
words: “And I pray God they have not 

.guch a nose of wax ready for their im- 

pression. ‘This it is makes me tremble 

more than all their discourses of destroy- 

ing monarchy; and that towards this 

end they find assistance from those who 

from their hearts abhor their confusions.” 

P. 303. . These expressions seem more 

applicable by far to the elector than to 

Cromwell. But the former was not 

dangerous to the parliament, though it 

yas deemed fit to treat him with respect, 

In March, 1647, we find a committee of 

both houses appointed to receive some 

intelligence which the prince elector de- 

sired to communicate to the parliament 

of great importance to the protestant reli- 

gion, Whitelock, 241, Nothing farther 

appears about this intelligence 3 which 

looks as if he were merely afraid of being 
forgotten. He left England in 1649, and 

‘died in 1630. ' :
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many the idea of a republican ecttlement. “In the new- 
modelied army of 1645, composed of independents and 
enthusiasts of every denomination, a fervid cagerness 
for changes in the civil polity, as well as in religion, 
was soon found to predominate. Not checked, like the 
two houses, by attachment to forms, and by the influence 
of lawyers, they launched forth into varied projects of 
reform, sometimes judicious, or at least plausible, some- 
times wildly fanatical. They reckoned the ‘king a 
tyrant, whom, as they might fight against, they might 

‘also put to death, and whom it were folly to provoke 
ifhe were again to becomo their master. _ Elated with 
their victories, they began already in imagination to 
carve out the kingdom for themselves; and remembered 
that saying so congenial to a revolutionary army, “ that 
tho first of monarchs was a successful leader, the first of 
nobles were his followers.” ° wool — 
- The knowledge of this innovating spirit in the army 
gave confidence to the violent party in parlia- Graduat 
ment, and increased its numbers by the acces- ’ progress of 
sion of some of those to whom nature has given Tiead part 
a fine sense for discerning their own advantage. 
It was doubtless swollen through the publication of the 
king's letters, and his pertinacity in clinging to his 
prerogative, And the complexion of the house of com- 
mons was materially altered by the introduction at once 
of a large body of fresh members. They had at the 
beginning abstained from issuing writs to replace those 
whose death or expulsion had left their seats vacant. 
These vacancies, by the disabling votes against all the 

‘king’s party,’ became so numerous that it scemed a 
glaring violation of the popular principles to which 
they appealed to carry on the public business with so 
maimed a representation of the people. Itwas, however, 
plainly impossible to have elections in many parts of the 
kingdom whilo the royal army was in strength; and 

° Baxter's Life, 50. He ascribes the ‘ts that to which we must refer the appear- 
increase of enthusfasm in the army to the 
loss of its presbyterian chaplains, who 
left it for their benefices, on the reduction 
of the king's party and the new-modelling 
of the troops. The officers then took on 
them to act as preachers. Id. 54; and 
Neal, 182. I conceive that the year 1645 

ance of a republican party in considerable 
numbers, though not yet among the Louse 
of commons, , 

P These passed against the royalist 
members separately, and for the mest 
part in the first months of the war
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the change, by-filling up nearly two hundred vacancies 

at once, was likely to become so important, that some 

feared that the cavalicrs, others that the independents 

and republicans, might find their advantage init.t The 

latter party were generally earnest for new elections; 

and carried their point against the presbyterians in 

September, 1645, when new writs were ordered for all 

the places which were left deficient of one or both 

representatives." The result of these elections, though” 

a few persons rather friendly to the king came into the 

house, was on the whole very favourable to the army. 

Tho self-denying ordinance no longer being in operation, 

tho principal officers were elected on every side; and, 

with not many exceptions, recruited the ranks of that 

small body which had already been marked by implac- 

able dislike of the king, and by zeal for a total new- 

modelling of the government.’ In the summer of 1646 

this party had so far obtained the upper hand, - that, 

according to -one of our best authorities, the Scots 

commissioners had all imaginable difficulty to prevent 

his deposition. In the course of the year 1647 more 

overt proofs of a design to change the established con- 

stitution were given by a party out of doors. A petition 

was addressed “to the supreme authority of this nation, 

the commons assembled in parliament.” “Tt was voted 

upon a division that the house dislikes this petition, 

and cannot approve of its being delivered ; and after- 

wards, by a majority of only 94 to 86, that it was 

seditious and insolent, and should be burnt by tho 

4 The best friends of the parliament 

sere not without fears what the issue of 

the new elections might be; for though 

the people durst not choose such as were 

open enemies to them, yet probably they 

would such,as were most likely to be 

for a peace on any terms, corruptly pre- 

ferring the fruition of their estates and 

sensual enjoyments before the public 

interest," &c. Ludlow, £ 168. This is 

a fair confession how little the common- 

wealth party bad the support of the na- 

tion. . : 

FC, Journals, Whitelock, 168. The 

borough of Southwark had just before 

petitioned for a new writ, its member 

being dead or disabled. 

cember, 1645, entertained no views of 
altering the fundamental constitution, 
appears from some of their resolutions as 
to conditions of peace: “That Fairfax 
should have an earldom, with 50002 a- 

year; Cromwell and Waller barouies, 

with half that estate; Essex, Northum- 

pberland, and two more, be made dukes; 

43fanchester and Salisbury marquises; and 

other peers of their party be clevated to 

higher ranks; Haslerig, Stapylton, and 

Skipton to have pensions.”. Parl Hist. 

403. Whitelock, 282. These votes do 

not speak much for the magnanimity and 

disinterestedness of that assembly, though 

it may suit political romancers to declaim 

about it 

- ® That the house of commons in De- .
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hangman.' Yet the first decisive proof, perhaps, which 
the journals of parliament: afford of the existence of a republican party, was the vote of 22nd September, 1647, 
that they would once again make application to the king for those things which they judged necessary for 
the welfare: and safety 
carried by 70 to 23." 

of the kingdom. 
Their subsequent resolution of 

This was 

January. 4, 1648, against any further addresses to the king, which passed by a majority of 141 to 91, was a 
virtual 
warm debate, concurred in 

renunciation of allégiance. The lords, after a 
this vote. And the army 

had in November, 1647, before the king’s escape from 
Hampton Court, published a declaration 
for the scttlement of the 

of their design 
nation under a sovereign 

representative assembly, which should possess authority ’ to make or repeal -laws, 
account, 

and to call magistrates to 

We are not certainly to conclude that all who, in 
1648, had made up their minds against the king’s 
restoration, were equally averse to all regal government. 
The prince of Wales had taken so active, and, for a’ 
moment, so successful a share in the war of that year, 
that his father’s enemies were become his own. Meet- 
ings however were held, wh 
mentary chiefs discussed the 
of York, or his 
to the throne. 

* Commons’ Journals, May 4 and 18, 
1647. This minority were not, in gene- 
ral, republican; but were unwilling to 
increase the irritation of the army by so 
strong a vote. wo 

* Commons’ Journals. Whitelock, 271. 
Parl Hist. 781. They had just been 
exasperated by his evasion of their propo- 
sitions Id.778, By the smallnessof the 
numbers, and the names of the tellers, 
it scems as if the presbyterian party had 
been almost entirely absent ; which may 
be also inferred from otber parts of the 
‘Journals. Sce October 9, for a long list 
of absentees, Hastlerig and Evelyn, both 
of the army faction, told the ayes, Mar- 

. tin and sir Peter Wentworth the noes, 
- The house had divided the day befure on 
the question for going into a committee 
to take this matter into consideraticn, 84 
to 34; Cromwell and Evelyn telling the 

ere the military and parlia- 
schemes of raising the duke 

younger brother the duke of Glocester, 
Cromwell especially wavered, or pre- 

majority, Wentworth and Rainsborough 
the minority. I suppose it is from some 
of these divisions that baron Mascres has 
reckoned the republican party in the 
house not to exceed thirty. 

It was resolved on Nov. 6, 1647, that 
the king of England, for the time being, | 
was bound, in Justice aga by the duty of 
his office, to give his assent to all such 
laws as by the lords and commons in pare 
Tiament shall be adjudged to be for the 
Good of the kingdom, and by them ten- 
dered unto him for his assent, But the 
previous question was carried on the fol- 
lowing addition: “And in case the laws 
60 offered unto him shall not thereupon 
be assented unto by him, that nevertheless 
they are as valid to all intents and pur- 
poses as if his assent bad been thereunto 
had and obtained, which they do insist 
‘upon as an undoubted right.” Com. Jour,
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tended to waver, as to the settlement of the nation; nor 

is there any evidence, so far as I know, that he had ever 

professed himself averse to monarchy, till, dexterously 

mounting on the wave which he could not stem, he . 

: led on those zealots who had resolved to celebrate the 

inauguration of their new commonwealth with ‘the blood 

of a victim king* 
Tt was about the end of 1647, as I have said, that the. 

principal officers took the 

Scheme 
among the 
ofiicers of 
bringing 
Charles to Chan and haughty, 

* Ludlow says that Cromwell, “ finding 
the king's friends grow strong in 1618, 
began to court the commonwealth’s party. 
The latter told him he knew how to cajole 
and give them good words when he had 
occasion to make use of them; whercat, 
breaking out into a mage, he said they 

were a proud sort of people, and only 

considerable in their own conccits.”” P. 

240. Does this look as if he had been 

reckoned one of them? 
Y Clarendon says that there were many 

consultations among the officers about the 

best mode of disposing of the king; some 

were for deposing him, others for poison 

or assassination, which, he fancies, would 

have been put.in practice if they could 

have prevailed on Hammond. But this, 

isnot warranted by our better authorities. 

It is hard to say at what time the first 

pold man dared to talk of bringing the 

king to justice. But in a letter of Baillie 

to Alexander Henderson, May 19, 1646, 

he says, “If God have hardened him, so 

far as I can perceive, this people will 

strive to have him in their power, and 

make an example of him ; Iabhor to think 

achat they speak of execution ;” fi, 20; 

published also in Dalrymple’s Memorials 

of Charles {, p. 166. Proofs may also 

be brought from pamphlets by Lilburne 

and others in 1647, especially towards the 

end of that year; and the remonstrance 

of the Scots parliament, dated Aug. 13, 

alludes to such language. Rush. Abr. vi. 

245. Berkley indeed positively assures 

us that the resolution was taken at 

Windsor, ina council of officers, soon after 

the king's confinement at Carisbrook 5 

determination, which had 

been already menaced by some of the agitators, 

of bringing tho king, as the first and greatest 

delinquent, to public justice.’ 
too confident of the righit- 

cousness of their actions, to think of private | 

Too stern 

and*this with so much particularity of 

circumstance that, if we reject his account, 

we must set aside the whole of his me- 

moirs at the same time. Maseres’ Tracts, 

1.383. But it is fully confirmed by an 

independent. testimony, William Alten, 

himself one of the council of officers and 

adjutant-general of the army, who, in a 

letter addressed to Fleetwood, and pub- 

lished in 1659, declares that, after much 

consultation and prayer at WindsorCastle, 

in the beginning of 1648, they had “‘come. 

toa very clear and joint resolution that it 

was their duty to call Charles Stuart, that 

man of blood, to an account for the blood 

he had shed, and mischief he had done to 

his utmost against the Lord's cause and 

people in these poor nations.” This is to 

be found in Somers’ Tracts, vi. 499. The 

only discrepancy, if it isone, between him 

and Berkley, is os to the precise time, 

which the other seems to place in the end 

of 1647, But this might be lapse of 

memory in either party; nor fs it clear, 

on looking attentively at Berkley’s narrae, 

tion, that he determines the time. Ash- 

bumham says, “For some days before 

the king’s remove from Hampton Court, 

there was scarcely aday in which several 

alarms were not brought bim- by and 

from several considerable persons, both 

well-affected to him and likely to know 

much of what was then in agitation, of 

the resolution which a violent party in 

the army had to take away bis life. And 

that such a design there was, there were 

strong insinuations to persuade.” See 

also his Narrative, published in 1830. 
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assassination, they sought to gratify their pride by the 
solemnity and notoriousness, by the very infamy and 
eventual danger, of an act unprecedented in the history 
of nations. ‘Throughout the year 1648 this de- sis 
sign, though suspended, became familiar to the. finally ao- 
people’s expectation.» The commonwealth’s “mized. 
men and the levellers, the various sectarics (admitting 
a few exceptions), grew clamorous for the king’s death. 
Petitions were presented to the commons, praying for 
justice on all delinquents, from the highest to the 
lowest". And not long afterwards the general officers 

of the army came forward with a long remonstrance 
against any treaty, and insisting that the capital and 
grand author of their troubles be speedily brought to 
justice, for the treason, blood, and mischief whereof lo 
had been guilty.’ This was soon followed by the vote 
of the presbyterian party, that the answers of the king 
to the propositions of both houses are a ground for the 
house to proceed upon for the settlement of tho peace of 
the kingdom,* by the violent expulsion, or, Sectuston of 
as it was called, seclusion, of all the presby- presbyterian 
terlan members from the house, and the ordi- memes. 
nance of a minority, constituting the high court of justice 
for the trial of the king.* / . . 
A very small number among those who sat-in this 

strango tribunal upon Charles I. were undoubtedly. 
capable of taking statesmanlike views of: tho interests 
of their party, and might consider his death 2 politic 
expedient for consolidating the new settlement, It 
seemed to involve the army, which had openly abetted 
the act, and even the nation by its passive consent, in 
‘such inexpiable guilt towards the royal family, that 
neither common prudence nor a sense of shame would 
permit them to suffer its restoration. But by far the 

® Somers? Tracts, ¥. 160, 162. 
* Sept. 11. Parl. Hist. 1077. May’s 

that this remonstrance itself {s rather 
against the king than absolutely against 

Breviate in Maseres’ Tracts, Vol. i, p.127. 
Whitelock, 335. : 

b Nov. 17. Parl. Hist, 1077. 
lock, p. 355." A motion, Nov. 30, that 
the house do now proceed.on the remon- 
strance of the army, was lost by 125 to 

+3 (printed 53 in Parl Tist.). Com- 
mons’ Journals, So weak was still the 
tepublican party, It is Indeed remarkuble 

White- - 

all monarchy; for ‘one of the proposals 
contained in it is that kings should be 
chosen by the people, and have no nega- 
tive voice. . 

© The division was on the previous 
question, which was lost by 129 to 33 

4 No division took place on any of the 
Yotes respectlig the king’s trial,
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greater part of the regicides such ‘considerations were . 
either overlooked or kept in the background, Their 
more powerful motive was that fierce fanatical hatred 
of the. king, the natural fruit of long civil dissension, 

inflamed by preachers more dark and sanguinary than 
those they addressed, and by a perverted study of the 
Jewish scriptures. They had been wrought to believe, 
not that his execution would be justified by state neces- 
sity or any such feeble grounds of human reasoning, but - 
that it was a bounden duty, which with a safe conscience | 

_ they could not neglect.. Such was the persuasion of 
Ludlow and Hutchinson, the most respectable names 
among the regicides; both of them free from all suspicion 
Motives of of interestedness or hypocrisy, and less intox- ~ 
someof ‘icated than tho rest by fanaticism. ‘‘ I was 
fhe King’s fully persuaded,” says the former, “ that an 

*" accommodation with the king was ‘unsafe to 
the people of England, and unjust and wicked in the 
nature of it. ‘The former, besides that it was obvious to 
all men, the king himself had proved, by the duplicity — 
of his dealing with the: parliament, which manifestly 
appeared in his own papers, taken at the battle of 
Naseby and elsewhere. Of the latter I was convinced 
by the express words of God’s law: ‘ that blood defileth 
the land, and the land cannot be cleansed of the blood 
that is shed therein, but by the blood of him that shed 
it (Numbers, c. xxxv. v. 33.) And therefore I could 
not consent to leave the guilt of so much blood on the 
nation, and thereby to draw down the just vengeance of 

_ God upon us all, when it was most evident that the war 
had been occasioned by the invasion of our rights and 
open breach of our laws and constitution on the king’s ° 
part.”* ‘As for Mr. Hutchinson,” says his high-souled 
consort, ** although he was very much confirmed in his 
judgment concerning the cause, yet, being here called ° 
to an extraordinary action, whereof many were of several 
minds,- he addressed himself.to God by prayer, desiring 
the Lord that, if through ‘any human frailty he were. 
led into any error or false ‘opinion in those great 
transactions, ho would open his eyes, and not suffer him 
to proceed, but that he would confirm his spirit in the 

© Ludlow, f. 267,
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* truth, and lead him by a right-enlightened conscience; and finding no check, but a confirmation in his con- science that it was: his duty to act as he did, he, ‘upon scrious debate, both privately and in‘ his addresses to God, and in conferences with conscientious, upright, unbiassed persons, proceeded to sign the sentenco against. the king. Although he did not then believo. but it “might one day come to be again disputed among men, yet both he and others thought they could not refuse it without giving up the people of God, whom they had led forth and engaged themselves unto by the oath of God, into the hands of God’s and their enemies; and thereforo he cast himself upon God’s protection, acting - according to the dictates of a conscience which -he had sought the law to guide; and accordingly the Lord did signalise his favour afterward to him.”! ~ ue - The execution of Charles I.-has ‘been mentioned in later ages by a few with unlimited praise—by ¢ somo with faint and ambiguous censure—by Puvstion of most with vehement reprobation, Ay own ton diss judgment will possibly be anticipated by the “™ 
reader’ of the preceding pages. I shall certainly not rest it on the imaginary sacredness and divino origin of royalty, nor even on the irresponsibility with which the law of almost every country invests the person of its sovereign.’ Far be itfrom me to contend that no cases may be conceived, that no instances may bo found in history, wherein the sympathy of mankind and the sound principles of political-justice would approve a public judicial sentence as the due reward of tyrann and perfidiousness, But wo. may confidently deny that Charles I. was thus to be singled out as a warning to tyrants. His offences were not, in the worst interpreta~ - tion, of that atrocious character which calls down the vengeance of insulted humanity, regardless of, positive law. . His government had been very arbitrary ; but it 
may well be doubted whether any, evenof his ministers, 
could have suffered death for their. share in it, without introducing a principle of barbarous vindictiveness. Far 
from the sanguinary misanthropy of some monarchs, or the revengeful fury of others, he had in no instance dis- 

so f Tatchinson, p, 303. TNs 
VOL. IT. : : Q
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played, nor does the minutest scrutiny sinco made into 

his character entitle us to suppose, 

positions beyond some proneness to anger, 

siderable degree of harshness in his demeanour? 

any mdlevolent dis- 
and a con- 

- As 

for the charge of having caused the bloodshed of the 

war, upon which, and not on any former misgovern- 

iment, his condemnation was grounded, it was as ill- 

established as it would. have been insufficient. 

the earl of Northumberland say, 

for the king’s trial was- before the lords, that the 
might 
nance 

Well 
when tho ordi- 

greatest part of the people of England were not yet 

satisfied whether the king levied war first against the 

houses, 
opinion, was entirely otherwise. 

the parliament were justified in their question whether 

or the houses against him.® Tho fact, in my 
It is. quite another 

resistance to the king’s legal authority.. But we may 

contend that, when Hotham, by their command, shut 

the gates of Hull against his sovereign, when the militia 

was called out in different counties by an_ ordinance of 

the two houses, both of which preceded by several 

our constitutional law were 
. weeks any levying of forces for the king, the bonds of 

by them and their servants 

snapped. asunder ; and it would be the mere pedantry 

& The king’s manners were not good. 

He spoke and behaved to ladies with 

indelicacy in public. See Warburton’s 

Notes on Clarendon, vil. 6295 and ‘a 

passage in Milton’s Defensio pro Populo 

Anglicano, quoted by Harris and Brodie, 

He once forgot himself so far as to cane 

the younger sir Henry Vane for coming 

into a room of the palace reserved for 

persons of higher rank. Carte’s Ormond,’ 

4. 356, where other instances are men 

tioned by that friendly writer. He had 

in truth none who loved him, till his 

misfortune softened his temper and ex- 

cited sympathy. oo 

‘An anecdote, strongly intimating the 

violence of Charles’s temper, has been 

TeJected by his advocates. It fs said. 

that Burnet, in searching the Hamilton 

papers, found that the king, on discover= 

ing the celebrated letter of the Scots 

covenanting lords to the king of France, 

was so incensed that he sent an order to 
sir William Balfour, lieutenant-governor 

of the Tower, to cut off the head of his 

prisoner, lord Loudon; but that the 
marquis of Hamilton, to whom Balfour 
immediately communicated this, urged 

so strongly on the king that the city 

wwonld be up in arms on this violence, 
that with reluctance he withdrew the 
warrant. This story is told. by Old- 

mixon, Hist. of the Stuarts, p. 140. It 

was brought forward on Burnet’s au- 

thority, and also on that of the duke of 

Hamilton, killed in 1712, by Dr. Birch, 

no incompetent judge of historical evi- 

dence: it seems confirmed by an intl- 

mation given by Burnet himself in his 

Memoirs of the duke of Hamilton, 

p. 161. It is also mentioned by: Scott 

of Scotstarvet, a contemporary writer. 

Harris, p. 350, quotes other authorities, 

earlier than the anecdote told of Burnet; 

and upon the whole I think the story - 

deserving credit, and by no means 60 

much to be slighted as the Oxford editor 

of Burnet has thought fit to do. . : 

h Clement Walker, Hist. of Independ- 
ency, part il. p. 55,
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‘and chicane of political casuistry to inquire, even if the fact could be better ascertained, whether at Edgehill, or in the minor skirmishes that. preceded, the first carbine _ Was’ discharged by a cavalier or ‘a _roundhead. The azgressor ina war is not the first who uses force, but the first who renders force necessary, - : But, whether we may think this war'to hava originated in the king’s or the parliament’s ageression, it is still: evident that the former had a fair cause with the nation, a cause which it was no plain violation of justice to defend. Ho was supported by the greater. part of the peers, by full one-third of the commons, by the prin- cipal body of the gentry, and a large Proportion of other classes. If his adherents did not form, as I think they did not, the m; jority of the people, they were at least more numerous, beyond comparison, than those who demanded or approved of his death. Tho steady deli- berate perseverance of so considerable a body in any cause takes away tho right of punishment from the con- querors, beyond what their own safety or reasonable . indemnification. may require, The vanquished are to be judged by the rules of national, not of municipal law. Hence, if Charles, after having by a course of Victories ' or the defection of the people prostrated all opposition, had abused his triumph by the execution. of Essex or. Hampden, Fairfax or Cromwell, I think that later ages would have disapproved of their deaths as positively, though not quite as vehemently, as they have of his own. The line is not easily drawn, in abstract reason- ing, between the treason which is justly punished, and the social schism which is beyond the proper boundaries of law: but the civil war of England seems plainly to fall within the latter description. Theso objections strike me as unanswerable, even if the trial of ‘Charles had been sanctioned by the voice of the nation through its legitimate representatives, or at least such a fair and convention as might, in great necessify, supply the place of lawful authority. But it was, as we all know, the act of a bold but very small minority, who, having forcibly expelled their colleagues from parliament, had - usurped, under the protection of a military force, that power which all England reckoned illegal, I cannot perceive what there was in the imagined solemnity of
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this proceeding, in that insolent mockery of the forms 
of justice, accompanied by all unfairness and inhumanity 
in its circumstances, which can alleviate the guilt of | 
the transaction; and if it bo alleged that many of the 
regicides were firmly persuaded in their consciences of 
the right and duty of condemning the king, we may 
surely remember that private murderers have often had 
‘the same apology, : 

In discussing each particular transaction in the life . 
‘ igen. Of Charles, as of any other sovereign, it is 
-racter. required by the truth of history to spare no 
just. animadversion upon his faults; especially where 
much art has been employed by the writers most in 
repute to carry. the stream of public prejudice in an 
opposite direction. But when we come to a general 
estimate of his character, we should act unfairly not to 
give their full weight to those peculiar circumstances 
of his condition in this worldly scene which tend to 
account for and extenuate his failings. The station of 

‘ Kings is, in-a moral sense, so unfavourable, that those 
who are least prone to servile admiration should be on 
their guard against the opposite error of an uncandid 
severity. There seems no fairer method of estimating 
the intrinsic worth of a sovereign than to treat him as 
‘a subject, and to judge, so far as the history of his life 

~ enables us, what he would have been in that more 
private and happier condition from which the chance of 
birth has excluded him. Tried by this test, we cannot 
doubt that Charles I. would have been not altogether 
an amiable man, but one deserving of general esteem; 
his firm and conscientious virtues the same, his devia- 
tions from right far less frequent than upon the throne, 
It is to be pleaded for this prince, that his youth had 
breathed but the contaminated air of a profligate and 
servile court—that he had imbibed the lessons of arbi- 
trary power from all who’ surrounded him—that he had: 
been betrayed by a father’s culpable blindness into the 
dangerous society of an ambitious, unprincipled favourite. 
To have maintained so much correctness of morality as 
his enemies confess, was a proof of Charles’s virtuous 
dispositions; but his advocates are compelled also to 
own that he did not escape as little injured by the . 
poisonous adulation to which he had listened. Of a
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temper by nature, and by want of restraint, too. pas- 
Sionate, though not vindictive, and, though not cruel, 
certainly deficient in gentleness and humanity, ho was 
entirely unfit for the very difficult station of royalty, 

. and especially for that of a constitutional king. It is 
-impossible to excuse his violations of ‘liberty on the 
score of ignoranco, especially after the Petition of Right; 
because his impatience of opposition from his: council 
made it unsafo to give him any advice that thwarted his 
determination. His other great fault was want of sin- 
cerity—a fault that appeared in all parts of his life, and 
from which no one who has paid the subject any attention 

' will pretend to exculpate him. Those indeed who know 
nothing but what they find in Hume may believe, on 
Humne’s authority, that the king’s contemporaries never . 
deemed of imputing to him any deviation froin good 
faith; as if the whole conduct of the parliament had not 
been evidently founded upon a distrust which on many 
occasions they very explicitly declared. But, so far as 
this insincerity was shown’ in the course of his troubles, 
it was a failing which untoward circumstances are apt 
to produce, and which the extreme hypocrisy of many 
among his adversaries might sometimes palliate. Few 
personages in history, we should recollect, have had so 
much of their actions revealed, and commented upon, as 
Charles; it is perhaps a mortifying truth that those who have stood highest with posterity have seldom been those who have been most accurately known. 

The tum of his mind was rather peculiar, and laid him open with some justice to very opposite censures— for an extreme obstinacy in retaining his opinion, and -for an excessive facility in adopting that of others. But the apparent incongruity ceases, when we observe that 
‘he was tenacious of ends and irresolute as to means ; 
better fitted to reason than to act; never swerving from 
a few main principles, but diffident of his own judgment 
in its application to the course of affairs. . His chief 
talent was an acuteness in dispute; a talent not usually 
much exercised by kings, but which the strange events | 
of his life called into action. THe had, unfortunately for 
himself, gone into the study most fashionable in that 
age, of polemical theology; and, thongh not at all 
learned, had read enough of the English divines to
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maintain their side of the current controversics with 
much dexterity. But this unkingly talent was a poor 
compensation for the continual mistakes of his judgment 
in the art of government and the conduct of his affairs. 

It seems natural not to leave untouched in this place 
Teon tho famous problem of the Icon Basiliké, which - 
Basiliké. has been deemed an irrefragable evidenco both 

of ‘the virtues and the talents of Charles, . But the 
authenticity of this work can hardly be any longer a 
question among judicious men. Wo have Ietters from 
Gauden and his, family asserting it as his own in the 
most express terms, and making it the ground of a claim 
for reward. We know that the king’s sons were both 
convinced that it was not their father’s composition, and: 
that Clarendon was satisfied of the same. Jf Gauden 
not only set up a false claim to so famous a work, but 
persuaded those nearest to the king to surrender that 
precious record, as it had been reckoned, of his dying” 
sentiments, it was an instance of successful impudence 
which has hardly a parallel. But I should be content 
to rest the case on that internal evidence which has 
been so often alleged for its authenticity. The Icon 
has, to my judgment, all the air of a fictitious com- 
position. Cold, stiff, elaborate, without a single allusion 
that bespeaks the superior knowledge of facts which tho 
king must have possessed, it contains little but thoso 
rhetorical commonplaces which would suggest them- 
selves to any forger. The prejudices of party, which 
exerciso a strango influence in matters of taste, havo 
caused. this book to be extravagantly praised. It has 
doubtless a certain air of grave dignity, and the periods 
are moro artificially constructed than was usual in that 

Clarendon, Collier, and the high- 
church writers in general, are very proud 
of the superiority they fancy the king 
to have obtained in a long argumentation 
held at Newcastle with Henderson, a 
Scots minister, on church authority and 
government, This was conducted in 
writing, and the papers afterwards pub- 
lished, They may be read in the king's 
Works, and in Collier, p. 842.° It ig 
more than insinuated that Henderson 
died of mortification at his defeat. He 
certainly had not the excuse of the phi- 

. ' 

losopher, who said he had no shame in 
yielding to the master of fifty legions, 
But those who take the trouble to read 
these papers will probably not think one 
party so much the stronger as to shorten - 
the other’s days. They show that Charles 
held those extravagant tenets about the 
authority of the church and of the 
fathers, which are irreconcilable with 
‘protestantism in any country where it is 
not established, and are likely to drive it 
out where it is so.
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age (a circumstance not in favour of its authenticity) ; ’ but the style is encumbered with frigid metaphors, as is said to be the case in Gauden’s acknowledged writings ; and the thoughts are neither beautiful nor always exempt from affectation. The kine’s letters during his imprison- ment, preserved in the Clarendon State Papers, and especially one to his son, from which an extract is given in the History of the Rebellion, aro more satisfictory proofs of his integrity than the laboured self-panegyrics of the Icon Basiliké.¥ 

& The note on this passage, which, on connected with the General objects of this account of {ts length, was placed at the work. It $s needless to add that the vend of the volume in the two first edi- author entertains not the smallest denbt tions, is withdrawn in this, as relating about the Justness of the atguments ka a matter of Iiterary controversy, little bad employed.— Note to the 3rd edit. .
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PART TI, 
Abolition of the Monarchy — and of the House of Lords— Commonwealth — 

Schemes of Cromwell — His Conversations with Whitelock—Unpopularity of 
the Parliament—Their Fall—Little Parliament—~Instrument of Government—° 
Parliament called by Cromwell — Dissolved by him — Intrigues of the King and 
his Party — Insurrectionary Movements in 1655 — Rigorous Measures of Cromwell 
— His Arbitrary Government—He summons another Parliament— Designs té 
take the Crown—The Project fails— but his Authority as*Protector is aug: 
mented — He aims at forming anew House of Lords—IHis Death—and Cha- 
racter— Richard, his Son, succeeds him—is supported by some prudent Men— 
but opposed by a Coalition — Calls a Parliament—-The Army overthrow both— . 
Long Parliament restored —Expelled again—and again restored —Impossi- 
bility of establishing a Republic — Intrigues of the Royalists— They unite with 
the Presbyterians — Conspiracy of 1659 — Interference of Monk — His Dissimula- 
tion — Secluded Members return to their Seats — Difficulties about the Restora- 
tion — New Parliament —King restored — Whether previous Conditions required * 
—Plan of reviving the Treaty of Newport inexpedient— Difficulty of fram- 
ing Conditions — Conduct of the Convention about this not blameable—except in 
respect of the Militia—Conduct of Monk. 

Tue death of Charles I. was pressed forward rather 
Abolition though personal hatred and superstition than 
of the out of any notion of its necessity to secure a 
monarchy, yepublican administration. That party was 
still so weak that the commons came more slowly, and 
with more difference of judgment, than might be ex- 
pected, to an absolute renunciation of monarchy. They 
voted, indced, that the people are, under God, the 
original of all just power; and that whatever is 
enacted by the commons in parliament hath the force of 
law, although the consent and concurrence of the king 
or house of peers be not had thereto; terms’ manifestly 
‘not exclusive of the nominal continuance of the two 
latter. They altered the public style from the king’s 
name to that of the parliament, and gave other indica- 
tions of their intentions; but the vote for the abolition 
of monarchy did not pass till the 7th of February, after 
a debate, according to Whitelock, but without a division. 
None of that clamorous fanaticism showed itself which, 
within the memory of many,” produced, from a far more 

--™ 1827.
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* , Mumerous assembly, an instantaneous decision against — “monarchy, Wise men might easily perceive that tho regal power was only suspended through the force of circumstances, not abrogated by any real change in 
public opinion, ©. / . 

The house of lords, still less able than tho crown to withstand the inroads of democracy, fell by a’ and of the 
vote of the commons at’the same time. It had Mitt continued during the whole progress of the war ls. .. 
to keep up as much dignity as the state of affairs would permit; tenacious of small privileges and offering much temporary opposition in higher matters, though always receding in the end from a contention wherein it could 
not be successful. The commons, in return, gave them respectful language, and discountenanced the rude inno- vators who talked against’ the rights’ of the peerage. They voted, on éecasion of some rumours, that they held themselves obliged, by the fundamental laws of the king- dom and their. covenant, to preserve the peerage with the rights and privileges belonging to the house of peers, equally with their own." Yet this was-with a secret reserve that the lords should bo of the same mind as themselves. For, the upper houso having resented some words dropped from sir John Evelyn, at a conference concerning the removal of the king to Warwick castle, importing that the commons might be compelled to act without them, the commons, vindicating their member as if his words did not bear that interpretation, yet added, ' in the same breath, a plain hint ‘that it was not beyond - their own views of what might be done: “hoping that their lordships did not intend by their inferenco upon the words, even in the sense they took the same, so to bind up this house to one way of proceeding as that in in no case whatsoever, though never so extraordinary, - though never so much importing the honour and interest of the kingdom, the commons of England might not do their duty, for tho good and safety of the kingdom, in such a way as they may, if they cannot #o it in such a 6 way as they would and most desire. 

= ParL Hist. 349. - The council of 2883 and sir William Waller's Vindica- war more than once, in the year 1647, tion, 192, 
declared their intention of preserving © Commons’ Journal, 13th and 19th the rights of the peerage. Whitelock, "May, 1646, .
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After the violent seclusion of the constitutional party 
from the house of commons, on the Gth of December, 
1648, very few, not generally more than five, peers con- 
tinued to mect. Their number was suddenly increased 
to twelve on the 2nd of January, when the vote of the 
commons, that it is high treason in the king of England 
for the time -being to levy war against parliament, and 
the ordinance constituting the high court of justice, were. 
sent up for their concurrence. These were unanimously 
rejected with moro spirit than somo, at least, of their 
number might be expected to display, Yet, as if appre- 
hensive of giving too much umbrage, they voted at their 
next mecting to prepare an ordinance, making it trea-. 
sonable for any future king of England to levy war 
against the parliament—a measure quite as unconstitu- 
tional as that they had rejected. ‘They continued to 
linger on the verge of annihilation during the month, 
making petty orders about writs of error, from four to 
six being present ; they even met on the 30th of J anuary. 
On the Ist of February, six peers forming the houso, it 
was moved, “that they would take into consideration 
the settlement of the government of England and Ire- 
land, in this present conjuncture of things, upon the death 
of the king ;” and ordered that these lords following 
(naming those present and three more) be appointed to 
join with a proportionable number of the house of com- 
mons for.that purpose. Soon after, their speaker ac- 
quainted the house that ho had that morning received a 
letter from the carl of Northumberland, “ with a paper 
enclosed, of very great concernment ;” and for the pre- 
sent the house ordered that it should be sealed up with the . 
speaker's seal, This probably related to the impending 
dissolution of their house, for they found next day that 
their messengers sent to the commons had not been ad- 
mitted. ‘They persisted, however, in meeting till the 
6th, when they made’ a trifling order, and adjourned 
‘till ten o’clock to-morrow.” ?’ That morrow was the 
25th April, 1660. For the commons having the same 
day rejected, by a majority of forty-four to twenty-nine, 
a motion that they would take the advice of the house of 
lords in the exercise of the legislative power, resolved 

” P Lords’ Journals.
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., that the house of peers was uscless and dangerous, and ought to be abolished. It should be noticed that there Was no intention of taking away the dignity of peerage ; the lords, throughout the 

of Pembroke, basest 

Berks, 
meanness and stupidity, 

wh 
wealth, retained their titles, 
but in all legal and parliamentary documents, 

ole duration of the common. 
not only in common usage, 

The earl 
among the base, condescended to sit in the house of commons as knight for the county of - and was received, notwithstanding his proverbial with such excessive honour as displayed the character of thoso lowminded upstarts who formed a sufficiently numerous portion of the house to * give their tone to its proceedings, 

Thus by military 
inconccivably small 
the king was put to 

force, with the approbation of an proportion of tho 
death, the ancient 

people, Common- 
funda- wealth. 

mental laws wero overthrown, and a mutilated house of commons, wherein very seldom more than seventy or eighty sat, was invested. with the supreme authority, So little countenance had these late proceedings, even, from those who seemed of the ruling faction, that, when the executive council of state, consisting of forty-one, had been nominated, and 
’ declaring 
about the 

a test was proposed to them, their approbation of all that ‘had been done king and the kingly office and about the houso of lords, only nineteen would subscribo it, though there were fourteen regicides on the list. It was agreed at length that they should subscribe 

4 Commons’ Journals. It had been 
Proposed to continue the house of lords 
as a court of judicature, or as a court of 
consultation, or in some way or other to 
keep it up. The majority, it will be 
observed, was not very great; s0 far wag 
the democratic scheme from being uni- 
versal even within the house. White. 
lock, 377. Two divisions had already 
taken place: one on Jan. 9, when it 
was carried by thirty-one to eighteen 
that “a message from the lords should 
be received ;” Cromwell strongly sup. 
Porting the motion, and being a teller 
for it; and again on Jan, 18, when, the. 
opposite party prevailing, it was nega- 
tived by twenty-five to eighteen to ask 
their assent to the vote of the 4th instant, 
that the sovereignty resides in the com. 

it only as to the future 

mons; which, doubtless, if true, could not require the lords" concurrence. 
¥ Whitelock, 396, They voted that Pembroke, as well as Salisbury and Howard of Escrick, who followed the SJgnominious example, ‘should be added to all committees, - ‘ * Commons’ Journals. Whitelock. It had been referred to a committee of five members, Lisle, Holland, Robinson, Scott, and Ludiow, to recommend thirty. five for a council%f state; to whose no. minatiuns the house agreed, and added their own. Ludlow, i. 258, They were appofated for a years but in 1650 the house only left out two of the former list, besides those who were dead, Whitelock, 441. Ia 1651 the change was more con- siderable, Id, 498, - .
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proceedings of the commons. With such dissatisfaction 
at head-quarters thero was little to hope from the body 
of the nation.‘ Hence, when an engagement was ten- 
dered to all civil officers and beneficial clergy, containing 
only a promiso ‘to live faithful to. the commonwealth, 
as it was established without a king or house of lords 
(though the slightest test of allegiance that any govern- 
ment could require), it was taken with infinite reluct- 
ance, and, in fact, refused by very many, the presbyterian 
ministers especially showing a determined averseness to 
the new republican organization." 

This, however, was established (such is the dominion 
of the sword) far beyond the.control of any national 
sentiment. . Thirty thousand veteran soldiers. euaranteed 
the mock parliament they had permitted to reign, Tho 
sectaries, a numerous body, and still more active than 
numerous, possessed, under the name of committees for 
various purposes appointed by the house of commons, 
the principal local authorities, and restrained by a vigi- 
lant scrutiny the murmurs of a disaffected majority. 
Love, an eminent presbyterian minister, lost his head for 
a conspiracy by the sentence of a high court of justice, 
a tribunal that superseded trial by jury.* “His death 
struck horror and consternation into that arrogant: priest- 

‘ hood who had begun to fancy themselves almost beyond 
_ tho scope of criminal law. ‘The cavaliers were prostrate 

in the dust, and, anxious-to retrievo something from the 
wreck of their long-sequestered estates, had generally 
little appetite to embark afresh in a hopeless cause ; 

* Six Judges agreed to hold on their 
commissions—six refused, Whitelock, 
who makes a poor figure at this time 
on his own showing, consented to act 
still as commissioner of the great. seal. 
Those who remained in office affected 
to stipulate that the fundamental laws 
should not be abolished; and the house 
passed a vote to this effect. Whitelock, 
3738. . . 

“ Whitelock, 444, et alibi. Baxter's 
Life, 64. A committee was appointed, 
April, 1649, to inquire about ministers 
who asperse the proceedings of par- 
liamert in their pulpits. Whitelock, 
395. 

* State Trials, v. 43. Baxter says that 

Love's death hurt the new common- 
wealth more than would be easily be- 
lieved, and made it odious to all the 
religious party in the land, except the 
sectaries, Life of B., 67. But “oderint 
dum metuant"’ is the device of those who 
Tule in revolutions. Clarendon speaks, 

on the contrary, of Love's execution tri- 
umphantly, .He had been distinguished 
by a violent sermon during the treaty of 
Usbridge, for which the parliament, on 
the complaint of the king's commissioners, 

put him in confinement, Thurloe, i. 65; 
State Trials, 201, Though the noble 
historian, as usual, represents this othere 
wise. He also misstates Love's dying 
speech. :
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.. besides that the mutual animosities between their party 
and the presbyterians were still too, irreconcilable to 
admit of any sincere co-operation. ‘ Hence neither mado 
any considerable effort in behalf of Charles on his march, 
or rather flight, into England : a. measure, indeed, too 
palpably desperate for prudent men who had learned 
the strength of their adversaries, and the great victory 
of Worcester consummated the triumph of the infant 
commonwealth, or rather of its future master. - ot 

A train of favouring events, moro than ‘any deep-laid 
policy, had now brought sovereignty within scomes of 
the reach of Cromwell. His first schemes of Cromwell 
ambition may probably have extended no farther than a 
title and estate, with a great civil and military command 
in the king’s name. Power had fallen into his hands 
because they alone were fit to wield it; he'was taught 
by every succeeding event his own’ undeniable superi- 
ority: over his contemporaries ‘in martial renown, in 
civil prudence, in decision of character, and in the public 
esteem which naturally attached to these qualities, 
Perhaps it was not till after the battle of Worcester that 

_ he began to fix his thoughts, if not on the dignity of 
- -Yoyalty; yet on an equivalent right of command. Two 

remarkable conversations, in which Whitelock:_: 
bore a part, seem to place beyond controversy ‘Yersations 
the nature of his designs. About the end-of “Wttelock 
1651, Whitelock himself, St. John, Widdring- | ° 
ton, Lenthall,- Harrison, Desborough, Fleetwood, and 
Whalley, met Cromwell, at his own request, to consider. the settlement of the nation. The four former were in 
favour -of monarchy, Whitelock inclining to Charles, 
Widdrington and others to the duke of Gloucester ; Desborough and Whalley were against a single person’s 
government, and Fleetwood uncertain. Cromwell, who 
had evidently procured this conference in order to sift 
the’ inclinations of so many leading men, and to give 
some intimation of his own, broke it up with remarking 
that, if it might be done with safety and” preservation cf 
their rights as Englishmen and Christians, a settlement 
of somewhat with monarchical power in it would be very 
effectual.’ The observation he here made of a disposi- 

Y Whitelock, 515,
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tion among the lawyers to elect tho duke of Gloucester, 
as being exempt by his youth from the prepossessions of 
the two elder brothers, may, perhaps, have put Crom- 
well on releasing him from confinement, and sending 
him to join his family beyond sea.* 

Twelve months after this time, in a more confidéntial, 
discourse with Whitclock alone, the general took occasion 
to complain both of the chief officers of the army and 
of the parliament ; the first, as inclined to factious mur- 
murings, and the second, as engrossing. all offices to 
themselves, divided into parties, delaying business, 
guilty of gross injustice and partiality, and designing to 
perpetuate their own authority. Whitelock, confessing 

» part of this, urged that, having taken commissions from 
them as the supreme power, it would be difficult to find 
means to restrain them. ‘¢ What,” said Cromwell, “if a 
man should take upon him to be king?” «I think,”’- 
answered’ Whitelock, “that remedy would be worse 
than the disease.” .‘ Why,” rejoined the other, “do 
you think so?” He then pointed out that the statute of 
Henry VII. gave a security to those who acted under a 
king which no other government could furnish; and that 
the reverence paid by the people to that title would 
serve to curb the extravagancies of those now in power, 
Whitelock replied, that their friends having engaged in 
a persuasion, though erroneous, that their rights and. ' 
liberties would be better preserved under a common- 
wealth than a monarchy, this state of the question would 
be wholly changed by Cromwell’s assumption of the 
title, and it would become a private controversy between 
his family and that of the Stuarts,’ Finally, on the 
other’s encouragement to speak fully his thoughts, he 

7 The parliament had resolved, 24th 
vuly 1650, that Henry Stuart, son of 
the late king, and the lady Elizabeth, 
daugkter of the late king, be removed 
forthwith beyond the seas out of the. 
Nmits of this commonwealth, Yet this 
intention seems to have been soon 
changed; for it is resolved, Sept. 11, to 
Give the duke of Gloucester 15002, per 
annum for his’ maintenance so long as 
he should behave himself inoffensively. 
Whether this proceeded from liberality, 
or from a vague idea that they might 

one day make use of him, is hand to 
say. Clarendon mentions.the scheme of 
making the duke of Gloucester king, in 
one of his letters (iii, 38, 1th Nov. 
1651); but says, “Truly I do believe 
_that Cromwell might as easily procure 
himself to be chosen king as the duke of 
Gloucester; for, as none of the king’s’ 
party would assist the last, so I am. 
persuaded both presbyterians and inde 
pendents would have much sooner the 

former than any of the race of him whom 
they have murthered.”
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told him “that no expedient seemed s0 desirable as a private treaty with the king, 
provide for the security of hi 
of his family, but set limi 

in which he might not only 
s friends-and the greatness 
ts to monarchical power, keeping tho command of the militia in his own hands.” Cromwell merely said “that such a step would require great consideration ;” but broke off with marks of dis- pleasure, and consulted Whitelock much less for some years afterwards." 

These projects of usurpation could not deceive the watchfulness of those whom Cromwell pretended to serve. He had on several occasions thrown off enough of his habitual dissimulation to show the commonwealth’s men that he was theirs only by accident, with nono of their fondness for republican polity. The par- * . 
Unpopu-* liament-in its present wreck contained few tarts ofthe leaders of superior ability, 

stinct would dictate to such a: 
popular general, even if the 
them in his behaviour.» Th 
to withstand him., The er 

but’ a natural in-, Parliament, 
n assembly the distrust of a 
re had been less to alarm 
ey had no means, however, 
catures themselves of mili-_ tary force, their pretensions to direct or control the army could only move scorn or resentment, Their claim to a legal authority, and to the name of representatives 

fectly impudent. 

‘OF a people who rejected and abhorred them, was per- 
When the house was fullest their numbers did not much exceed one hundred; but the ordinary divisions, even, on subjects of the highest mo- ment, show an attendanco of but fifty or sixty members, They had retained in their hands, notwithstanding tho appointment of a council of state, most of whom wero from their own body, a great part of the executive go- vernment, especially the disposal of offices.* These they largely shared among themselves or their dependents ; and in many of their votes gave occasion to such charges of injustice and partiality as, 

“Id. p. 548, Lord Orrery told Burnet 
that he had once mentioned to Cromwell 
4 report that he was to bring in the king, 
who should marry his daughter, and ob- 
served that be saw no better expedient, 
Cromwell, without expressing any dis- 
Pleasure, said, “ The king cannot forgive 
his father’s blood,” which the other ate 
tempted to answer. Bumet, 1.95. It ig 

whether true or false, will 
certain, however, that such acompromise Would have been d@honourable for one - party, and infamous for the other. 

> Cromwell, in his letter to the par- liament, after the battle of Worcester, Called it a crowning mercy. This, though a very intelligible expression, was taken in an invidious sense by the republicans, * Journals, passim, | - :
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attach to a body of men so obviously self-interested.? It 

seoms to bo.a pretty general opinion that a popular 

assembly is still more frequently influenced by corrapt 

and dishonest motives in tho distribution of favours or 

the decision of private affairs than a ministry of state ; 

whether it be that it is more probable that a man of dis- 

interestedness and integrity may inthe course of events 

_ rise to the conduct of government than that such virtues 

should belong to a majority; or that the clandestine. 

management of court corruption renders it less scandal- 

ous and moro easily varnished: than the shamelessness 

of parliamentary iniquity. mo, : 

‘The republican interest in the nation was ‘almost 

wholly composed of two parties, both offshoots deriving 

strength from the great stock of the army ; the levellers, 

of whom Lilburne and Wildman. are the most known, 

and the anabaptists, : fifth-monarchy men, and other 

fanatical sectaries, headed by Harrison, Hewson, Over- 

ton, and a great number of officers. ‘Though the.sectaries 

scemed: to- build their revolutionary schemes more on 

their own religions views than the levellers, they coin- 

cided in most of their objects and demands." An equal 

@ One of their most scandalous acts was 

the sale of the earl of Craven’s estate. 

He bad been out of England during the 

war, and could not therefore be reckoned 

a delinquent, . But evidence was offered 

that he had seen the king in Holland; and 

upon this charge, though he petitioned 

to be heard, and, as fs said, indicted the 
informer for perjury, whereof he was 
convicted, they voted by 33 to 31 that 
his lands should be sold; Lfaslerig, the 
most savage zealot of the whole faction, 
being a teller for the. ayes, Vane for the 
noes. Journals, 6th March, 1651, and 
2emd June, 1652; State Trials, v. 323. 
On the 20th of July iu the same year it. 
wag referred to a committee to select 
thirty delinquents whose estates should 
be sold for the use of the navy. Thus, 
long after the cessation of -hostility, the 
royalists continued to stand in Jeopardy, 
not only collectively but personally, from 
this arbitrary and vindictive faction. Nor 
were these qualities displayed against the 
royalists alone; one Josiah Primatt, who 
seems to have been connected with Lil- 
burne, Wildman, and the levcllers, bav- 

ing presented a petition complaining that 
sir Arthur Haslerig had violently dispos- 
sessed him of some collieries, the house, 

‘after voting every part of the petition to 
be false, aljudged him to pay a fine of 
30002. to the commonwealth, 20001, to 

Haslerig, and 20001. more to the commis- 
sioners for compositions.’ Journals, 15th 
Jan. 1651-2. There bad been a project 
of erecting an university at Durham, in 
favour of which a committee reported 
(8th June, 1651), and for which the 
chapter-lands would have made a compe 
tent endowment. Hasterig, however, got 
most of them into his own bands, and 

thus frustrated, perhaps, a design of 

great importance to education and litera~ 

ture in this country. For bad an uni- 

versity once been established, it is just 

possible, though not very likely, that the 

estates Would not have reverted, on the 
king’s restoration, to their former, but 

much less useful, possessors. we. 

© Mrs. Hutchinson speaks very favour+ | 
ably of the levellers, as they appeared 

about 1617, declaring against the fac- 

tions of the presbyterians and indepcne
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tepresentation of the people in short parliaments, an ex- " tensive alteration of the common law, the abolition of tithes, and indeed of all regular stipends to the ministry, a full toleration of religious worship, were reformationg which they concurred in requiring as the only substantial fruits of their arduous struggle! 
sects dreamed of overthrowing 

Some among the wilder 
all civil institutions, These factions were not without friends in the commons, But the greater part were not inclined to gratify them by taking away the provision of the 

to divest themselves of their own authorit 
indeed that tithes 
maintenance should be 

church, and much lesg 
> They voted 

should cease as soon as a competent 
otherwise’ provided for tho They appointed a‘commission to consider the reformation of the law, in consequenco of repeated peti- tions against many of its inconveniences and abuses; who, though taxed of course with dilatoriness by tho ardent innovators, suggested many useful improvements, " several of which have been adopted in moro regular times, though with too cautious delay.*. They proceeded rather slowly and reluctantly to frame a scheme for future » 

dents, and the ambitious views of their 
‘leaders, and especially against the unrea- 
sonable privileges claimed by the houses 

. of parliament collectively and Personally, 
“ Indeed, as all virtues are mediums and 
have their extremes, there rose up after 
in that house a People who endeavoured 
the levelling of all estates and qualities, 
which those sober levellers were never 
guilty of desiring; but were men of Just 
‘and sober principles, of honest and reli- 
gious ends, and were therefore hated by 
all the designing self-interested men of 
both factions. Colonel Hutchinson had - 

.4 great intimacy with many of these; and 
so far as they acted according to the Just, ‘ 
pious, and public spirit which they pro- 
fessed, owned them and protected them 
as far as he had power. These were they 
who first began to discover the ambition 
of lieut.-gen. Cromwell and bis idolaters, 
and to suspect and dislike it’* P, 235, 

tose in arms at Banbury and other places, 
but were soon put down, chiefly through 
the ‘energy of Cromwell, and their ring- 
leaders shot, . 

§ It was referred to a committee, 29th 

VOL. Il. 

April, 1642, to consider how a convenient 
and competent maintenance for a godly 
and able ministry may be settled, in lieu 
of tithes. A proposed addition, that 
tithes be paid as before, til such main- 
tenance be settled, was carried by, 27 
to 17, 

4b Journals, 19th Jan, 1652. Hale was 
the first named on this commission, and 
took an active part; but he was associ- 
ated with some furious levellers, Desbo- 
rough, Tomlinson, and Hugh Peters, so 
that it is hard to know how far he con- - 
curred in the alterations suggested, Many 
_of them, however, seem to bear marks of 
his hand, Whitelock, 475, 517, 519, 820 
et alibl, There bad been previously a 

, committee for the same purpose in 1650, 
Sce a list of the acts prepared by them in 

| Somers Tracts, vi. 177; several of them 
are worthy of attention. Ludlow, in. 

“deed, blames the commisston for slow. | 
f Whitelock, 399, 401, Tha levellers ' ness; but their delay seems to hare been 

very Justifiable, and their suggestions 
highly valuable. It even &ppears that 
they drew up a book containing a regular 
digest or code, which was ordered to be 
printed. Journals, 20th Jan, 1653, 

oy B 

.
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parliaments; and-resolved that’ they should consist of 

400,'to be chosen in due proportion by the several coun- 

ties, nearly upon the model suggested by Lilburno, and 

afterwards carried into effect by Cromwell.': 
Jt was with much delay and difficulty, amidst the loud 

. ‘murmurs of their adherents, that they could be 

. Ther lL brought to any voto in regard to their own dis- 

‘solution. It passed on November 17, 1651, after some 

very close divisions, that they should cease to exist as a 

parliament on November 3, 1654.*. The republicans out 
of doors, who deemed annual, or at least biennial, parlia- 

ments essential to their definition ‘of liberty, wero in- 

dignant at so unreasonable a prolongation. Thus they 

forfeited the good-will of the only party on whom they 

‘could have relied. Cromwell dexterously aggravated 

their faults: he complained of their delaying the scttle- 

‘ment of the nation; he persuaded the fanatics of his 

‘concurrence in‘ their own schemes ;' the parliament, in 

turn, conspired against his power, and, ‘as ‘the con- 

‘spiracies of so many can ‘never be secret, let it be seen 

. that one or other must be destroyed—thus giving his 

forcible expulsion of them the pretext of self-defence. 

They fell with no regret, or rather with much joy of the 

nation, except a few who dreaded. more from the alter- 

‘native of ‘military usurpation or anarchy than from an 

assembly which still retained the names and forms so 
precious in the eyes of- those who adhere to the ancient’ 
‘Institutions of their country.™ . 

FALL OF THE ‘LONG'PARLIAMEN1. 

{ A committee was named, 15th May, 400. This was carried, after negativing 
1649, to take into consideration’ the set- 
tling of the succession of future parlia- 
ments and regulating their elections, 
Nothing more appears to have been done 

_ till Oct. 11th, when the committee was 
” ordered to meet next day, and so de die * 
“{n diem, and to give an account thereof 
to the house on Tuesday come fortnight ; 
all that came to have voices, bat the spe- 

* cial care thereof commended to sir Henry 
"Vane, colonel Ludlow, and Mr. Robinson. 
We find nothing farther till Jan. 3rd, 
1650, when the committee {s ordered 
to make its report the next Wednesday. 
This is done accordingly, Jan. 9, when 
sir H. Vane reports the resolutions of the 
committee, one of which was, that the 

number in future parliaments should be 

the previous question in a committee os 
the whole house. They proceeded several 
days afterwards on the same business. 

’ Sce also Ludlow, p. 313, 435. 
« Two divisions had taken place, Nov. 

14 (the first on the previous question), 
on a motion that it is convenfent to dee 
clare’a certain time for the continuance 
of this parliament, 50 to 46, and 49 to 
47, On the last division Cromwell and 

"St. John were tellers for the ayes. 
"™ Whitelock was one of these; and, 

“being at that time out of Cromwell's 
‘favour, inveighs much against this de 
‘struction of the power from which he had 
taken his commission. P.552,554. St, 
John appears to have concurred in the © 
measure. In fact there had so long been
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policy of Cromwell to render “himself the solo refuge of those who valued the ‘rittte par. laws, or the regular ecclesiastical ministry, or lament their own estates, all in peril from the mad enthusiasts who were in hopes to prevail. 
into that motley convention 
persons, sometimes called Barcbono’s .more commonly the little 
council of officers: pretended to government, mingling 
proportion of a superior 
direct.° 

them with a sufficient 
class whom he could mt This assembly took care to avoid the censure 

These he had admitted 
of one hundred and twenty 

parliament, but 
parliament, on whom his 

devolve the Instrument 
of govern- 

which their predecessors had incurred, by passing a good many bills, and applying themselves with a vigor- ous hand to the reformation of what their party deemed the most essential 

chancery, a measure 

evances, those of the law and of the church. They voted the abolition of the court of provoked -by its insufferable delay, its engrossing of almost all suits, and the uncertainty of its decisions, 

an end of law that one usurpation might Seem as rightful as another. But while any house of commons remained there was a stock left from which the ancient constitution might Possibly germinate, - Ars, Macaulay, whose lamentations over the Rump did not certainly proceed from this cause, thus vents ber wrath on the ‘English nation: “An acquiescence thog universal in the insult committed on the guardians of the infant Tepublic, and the first step towards the usurpation of Crom- -Well, fixes an indelible stain on the cha- racter of the English, as a People basely 
and incorrigibly attached to the sore. Teignty of individuals, and of natures too 
ignoble to endure an empire of equal laws.” Vol. v. p. 112, oo 

® Harrison, when Ludlow asked hin 
‘why he had Joined Cromwell to tura out 
the parliament, said, he thought Crom. 
Well would own and favour a set of men 
who acted on higher principles than those 
of civil liberty ; and quoted from Daniel, 
“that the saints shall take the kingdom 
and possess it," Ludlow argued against 
him; but what was argument to sucha 
head? Sem. of Ludlow, p..565. Not 
many months after, Cromwell sent his 

They appointed a committeo of a new body of the law, without naming 
to consider 
any lawyer 

coadjutor to Carisbrook castle,- 
° Hume speaks of this assembly as chiefly composed of the lowest mechanics, But this was not the case. Some persons of inferior rank there were, but a large Proportion of the members were men of Good family, or, at least, military distinc. - tion, as the list of the names in the Par. liamentary History is sufficient to Prove; and Whitelock remarks, “It was much Wondered at by some that these gentle. men, many of them being persons of fortune and knowledge, would at this summons, and from thyse hands, take Upon them the supreme authority of this nation.” P.559, With Tespect to this, it may be observed that those who have lived in revolutions find it almost neces. sary, whether their own interests or those of their country are their aim, to comply with all changes, and take a greater part in supporting them ‘than men of inflex. ible consciences can approve. No one felt this more than Whitelock ; and his Temark in this place fs a satire upon all his conduct. He was at the moment dissatisfied, and out of Cromwell’s favour, but lost no time in regaining it, 

rn 2
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upon it? They nominated 
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a set of commissioners to 

preside in courts of justice, among whom they with diffi- 

culty admitted two of that profession ;? they irritated 

the ‘clergy by enacting that marriages should be so- 

lemnized before justices of the peace ; they alarmed 

them still more by manifesting a determination to take 

away their: tithes, without security for an. equivalent 

maintenance.’ Thus, having united against itself these 

two powerful bodies, whom neither kings nor parlia- 

ments in England have in general offended with im- 

punity, this little synod of legislators was ripe for de- 

struction. Their last vote was to negative a report of 

their own committee, recommending that such as should , 

be approved as preachers of the gospel should enjoy the 

maintenanco already settled by law; and that the pay- 

ment of tithes, as a just property, 
The house having, by the majority of the magistrates. 

should be enforced by 

two, disagreed with this report,’ the speaker, two days 

after, having secured a majority of those present, pro- 

posed tho surrender of their power into the hands of 

Cromwell, who put an end to the opposition of the rest 

by tuming them out of doors. 

Ii can admit of no doubt that the despotism of a wise 

man is moro tolerable than t hat of political or religious 

fanatics; and it rarely happens that there is ‘any better | 

remedy in revolutions which 
Cromwell's assumption, therefore, * ascendant. 

have given the latter an 
of the 

title of protector was a necessary and wholesome usurpa- | 

tion, however 

P Journals, August 19. This was car- 
ried by 46 to 38 against Cromwell’s 
party. Yet Cromwell, two years afler- 
wards, published an ordinance for regu- 
lating’ and Nmiting the jurisdiction of 
chancery, which offended Whitelock so 
much that he resigned the great seal, not 
having been consulted in framing the re- 
gulations. This is a rare instance in his 
life; and he vaunts much of bis con- 
science accordingly, but thankfully ac- 
cepted the office of commissioner of the 
treasury instead. P. 621, 625. He does 
not seem, by his own sccount, to have 

- given much satisfaction to suitors in 
equity (p. 543); yet’ the fault may bave 
heen theirs, or the system’s. -- - 

4 4th October. 

he may have caused the necessity; it 

® This had been proposed by the com- 

mission for amendment of the law ap- 

pointed in the long parliament. The great 

number of dissenters from the established 

religion rendered it a very reasonable 

measure. - 

® Thurloe, 1. 3695 fil. 132. : 

t Journals, 2nd and loth Dec. 1653. 

Whitelock. See the sixth volume of the 

Somers Tracts (p. 266) for 8 long and 

rather able vindication of this parliament 
by one of its members. Ludlow alsospeaks 
pretty well of it, p. 471; and says truly 

enough that Cromwell frightened the 

lawyers and clergy, by showing what 

the parliament meant to do with them 
which made themina hurry to have it de. 

stroyed. See also Part. Hist. 1412, 1414
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mischievous lunacy of ‘the anabaptists, and from the moro cool-blooded tyranny of that little oligarchy which arrogated to itself the name of commonwealth’s men. Though a gross and glaring evidence of the omnipotence of the army, the instrument title accorded to him no un. necessary executive authority, The Sovereignty still resided in the parliament; he had no negative voice on their laws. Until the Mmeeti ng of the next parliament a power was given him of making temporary ordinances ; but this was not, as Hume, on the authority of Claren- ck, has supposed, and as his conduct, it . that were any proof of the law, might lead us to infer, designed to exist in future intervals of the legislature.* It would be scarcely worth while, however, to pay much attention to a form of government which regarded, except as it mark. 
which those . most attache 

entertain, 

was s0 little the jealousy of royal power, d to. Cromwell, ‘and least capable of any proper notions of Uberty, continued to 
- In tho ascent of this bold usurper to greatness he had fuccessively employed and thrown 

distracted the nation, 
powerful factions who 

away several of the 
He had Cneouraged the levellers and persecuted them; he had flattered the long parliament and betrayed it; he ‘had made uso of © sectaries to crush the common- wealth; he had spurned the sectaries in his last advance topower. These, with the royalists and the presbyterians, forming in effect the whole people, though too disunited for such a coalition as must have overthrown him, wera the perpetual, irreconcilable 

tion. Master of his 
enemies of his administra. amy, which he well knew how to manage, surrounded by a fow deep and experienced 

" See the instrument of government 
in Whitelock, p. 571; or Somers Tracts, 
vi. 257. Ludlow says that some of the 
officers opposed this; but Lambert forced 
it down their throats: p. 276, Cromwell 
made good use of this temporary power, 
The union of Scotland with England 
was by one of these ordinances, April 12 
(Whitelock, 586); and he imposed an 

Assessment of 120,0001, monthly, for three 
months, and 90,0001. for the next three, 
instead of 70,0001. which had been paid 

before (ia. 591), besides many other ord!- Dances of a legislative nature. “J am very glad,” says Fleetwood eb. 1655, Tharloe, fit, 183), “ twhear hig highnesa has declined the legislative power, which by the instrument of Sovernment, in my opinion, he could not exercise after thig last parliament’s meeting.” And the pare Lament of 1656, at the Protector's desire, confirmed all ordinances made since the dissolution of the Jong parliament, Thur doe, vL 243, .
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counsellors, furnished by his spies with the completest 

intelligence of all designs against him, he had no great 

cause of alarm from open resistance. But he was bound 

Partament BY the instrument of government to call a par- 

called by liament; and in any parliament his adversaries 

CromvelL ust be formidable. He adopted in both those 
which he summoned the-reformed model already deter- 

mined; limiting the number of representatives to 400, © 

to bo chosen partly in the counties, according to their 
wealth or supposed population, by electors possessing 

either freeholds or any real or moveable property to the 

value of 2001.; partly by the more considerable boroughs, 

in whose various rights of election no change appears to 

have been made.* This alteration, conformable to the 

equalizing principles of the age, did not produce so con- 

siderable a difference in the persons returned as it per- 

haps might at present.’ The court party, as those sub- 

servient to him were called, were powerful through the 

subjection of the electors to the army. But they were 

not able to-exclude the presbyterian and republican in- 

terests; the latter, headed by Bradshaw, Haslerig, and 

Scott, cager to thwart the power which they were com- 

pelled to obey. Hence they began by taking into con- 

sideration tho whole instrument of government; and 

even resolved themselves into a committee to debate 

its leading article, the protector’s authority. Cromwell, 

his supporters having lost this question on a division 

of 141 to 136, thought it time to interfere. He gave 

them to understand that the government by a single 

person and a parliament was a fundamental principle, 

not subject to their discussion; and obliged every 

member to a recognition of it, solemnly promising 

neither to attempt nor to concur in any alteration of that 

* T infer this from the report of a com- 
mittee of privileges on the election for 
Lynn, Oct. 20, 1656. See also Journals, 
Nov. 26,1654. . 

YIt is remarkable that Clarendon 
seems to approve this model of a parlia- 
ment, saying, “it was then generally 
looked upon as an alteration fit to be 
more warrantably made, and in a better 
time.” 

* Bourdeanx, the French ambassador," 
says, “Some were for Bradshaw as 

“with acclamations of Joy.” 

speaker, but the protector’s party carried 
it for Lenthall. By this beginning one 

may Jndge what the authority of the lord 

protector will be in this parliament, 
However it was observed that, a3 often 
ag he spoke in his speech of liberty or 

religion, the members did seem to rejoice 
Thurloe, v 

588, But the clection of Lenthall appears 

by Guibben Goddard’s Journal, lately 
published in the Introduction to Burton's 
Diary, to have been unanimous,
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-articlo.* The commons. voted, however, that this recog- nition should not oxtend to 
ment, consisting of forty-two, articles 

the entire instru- Dissolved 
j- and by him. 

went on to discuss them-with such heat and prolixity that, after five months, the limited, term of their session, the protector, having obtained tho ratification of his new. scheme neither so fully. nor so willingly as he desired, particularly having been, disappointed 
majority of 200 to 60, which voted. the 
be elective; not hereditary, 
with no small marks of dissatisfaction,» 

by the great, 
.protectorate te 

dissolved, tho parliament, 

The banished king, meanwhile, began to. recover a little of that. political importance 
battle of Worcester had seemed almost to ex- 

So ill supported by his English * tinguish, 
adherents on that occasion, 

which, the Tntrigues of 
the king and 
his party. 

80 incapable, with a better, army than he had any prospect of ever raising again, to 
make a. stand against the ‘genius and fortuno of the usurper, it was vain to expect that ho could be restored, by any domestic insurrection, until the disunion of the prevailing factions should offer somo more favourable opportunity. But this was too 

. court of starving followers, 
looked around for foreign assistance. 
distracted. by her own troubles 3, Spain. 

distant a prospect for his 
He had from the beginning . 

But France was. 
deemed, it better, policy to cultivate the new commonwealth; and oven 

® Journals, 14th and 18th Sept. Parl - Tiist, 1445, 1459, Whitelock, 605, &e. 
Ludlow, 499. Goddard’s Journal, 32, 

b This division is not recorded in the 
. Journals, in consequence, I suppose, of 

its having been resulved ina committee 
of the whole house. But it ts impossible 
to doubt the fact, which is referred to, 
Oct. 19, by a letter of Bourdeaux, the 
French ambassador (Thurloe, it, 681), 
who observes, “ Hereby it is easily dis- 
cerned that the nation is nowise affected 
to his family, nor much to himself, 
Without doubt he will strengthen his 
amny, and keep that in a good posture.” 
It is also alluded to by .Whitelock, 609, 
They resolved to keep the militia in, the 
power of the parliament, and that the, 
Protector’s negative should extend cnly 
to such billsas might alter the instru. 
ment; and in other cases, if he did not 

pass bills within twenty days, they were 
to become laws without hia consent 
Journals, Nov. 10, 1654. Whitelock, 603: 
This was.carried against the court by. 
109 to 85, Ludlow insinuates that this, 
parliament did not sit out its legal term 
of five months; Cromwell having inter. 
preted the months to be lunar instead of 
calendar. Hume has adopted this notion; 
but it is groundless, the month in law 
being always of twen ty-eight days, unless 
the contrary be expressed. Whitelock 
says that Cromwell’ dissolution of the | 
parliament, because’he found them not 
80 pliable to his purposes as he expected, 
caused much discontent in them and 
others; but that he valued it not, esteem. 
ing himself above those things: p. 618, 
He gave out that the parlisment were 
concerned jn the conspiracy to bring in, 
the king,
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Holland, though engaged'in a dangerous war with 

- England, did not think it worth while to accept his offer 

of joining her fiect, in order to try his influence with 

the English seamen.’ Totally unscrupulous as to the 

means by which be might reign, even at the moment 

that he was treating to becomo the covenanted king of 

Scotland, with every solemn renunciation of popery, 

Charles had recourse to a very delicate negotiation, 

which deserves remark, as having led, after a long 

courso of time, but by gradual steps, to the final down- 

fall of his family. With the advico of Ormond, and 

with the concurrence of Hyde, he attempted to interest 

the pope (Innocent X.) on his side, as the most powerful 

intercessor with the catholic princes of Europe.* For 
this purpose it was necessary to promise toleration at 

least to the catholics, The king’s ambassadors to Spain 

in 1650, Cottington and Hyde, and other agents: de-_ 

spatched to Rome at the same time, were empowered to 

offer an entire repeal of the penal laws. ‘The king 

himself, some time afterwards, wrote a letter to the 

pope, wherein he repeated this assurance. That court, 

however, well aware of tho hereditary duplicity of the 

‘ Stuarts, received his overtures with haughty contempt. 
The pope returned no answer to the king’s letter; but 
one was received after many months from the general of 

ROYALIST INTRIGUES, 

in one letter gave way also: sce vol. iil, © Exiles are seldom scrupulous: wa 
p. 158. But the great criminality of all © find that Charles was willing to propose 

_ to the States, in return for their acknow- 
Iedging his title, “such present and 
lasting advantages to them by this alli- 
ance as may appear most considerable to 
that nation and to their posterity, and a 
valuable compensation for whatever pre- 
sent advaytages the king can receive by 
it!’ Clarendon State Papers, iif, 90. 
These intrigues would have justly made 
him odious in England, 

a Onhond wrote strongly to this effect, 
after the battle of Worcester, convinced 
that nothing but foreign assistance could 
restore the king. “ Amongst protestants 
there is none that bath the power, and 
amongst the catholics it is visible.” 
Carte's Letters, £ 461. 

© Clarendon State Papers, il. 481, et 
sppe alibi. The protestant zeal of lyde 
had surcly deserted him; and his veracity 

these negotiations lay in this, that Charles 
was by them soliciting such a measure of 
foreign aid as would make him at once 
the tyrant of England and the vassal of 
Spain; since no free parliament, however 
royalist, was likely to repeal all the laws 
against popery.’ “ That which the king 
will be ready and willing to do is to give 
his consent for the repeal of all the penal 
laws and statutes which have been made 
in the prejudice of catholics, and to put 
them into the same condition as his other 
subjects.” Cottington to Father Bap- 
thorpe, Jd. 541. These negctiations 
with Rome were soon known; and a . 
tract was published, by the parliament's 
authority,. containing the documents. 
Notwithstanding the delirium of the Re. 
storation, this had made*an impression 
which was not afterwards effacaL .
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: the jesuits, requiring that Charles should 
a catholic, 

249 

declare himself since the goods of the church could not be lavished for the support of an heretical prince.’ Even after this insolent refusal, the wretched oxiles still clung at times to the vain hope of succour which and Englishmen they 
But many 

catholic church; 
highest places. 

In the year 1654’ the royalist 
began to grow more active and 
accession of many discontented 
there could be no coalition, 
such irreconcilable factions 

. tacit agreement, as is not u 

, began 
and the contagion soon spread to the 

as protestants 
could not honourably demand,* of. them remarked too clearly the conditions - - on which assistanco might bo obtained; the ‘court of Charles, openly or in secret to. pass over to the 

intrigues in England 
formidable through the 
republicans." Though 

properly speaking, between 
» they came into a sort of 
musual, to act in concert for the only purpose they entertained alike, the destruction of their common enemy, Major Wildman, a name not very familiar to the general reader, but which occurs perpetually, for almost half a century, when we look into more secret history, one of those dark and restless spirits who delight’ in’ the deep game ,of conspiracy against every government, scems to have been the first mover of this unnatural co 

early engaged in the schem 
mbination, 
es of the levellers, and wag 

Ho had been 

exposed to the jealous observation of the ruling powers, It appears most probablo that his views wero to establish 4 commonwealth, and to make the royalists his dupes. In his Correspondence, 

in arms against tho new 
temper was tried by clan 

however, 
engaged to restore the king. 

with Brussels, ‘he 
Both parties were to rise 

tyranny; and the nation’s 
destine intrigues in almost - every county.’ Greater reliance however was placed 

f Clarendon State Papers, iif. 181, 
‘8 “The pope very well knows,” says 
Hyde to Clement, an agent at the court 
of Rome, 2nd April, 1656, “ how far the 
king is from thonghts of severity aguinst 
his catholic subjects; nay, that he doth 
desire to put them into the same con- 
dition with his other subjects, and that 
no man shall euffer in any consideration 
for being a Roman catholic.” Id. 291, 

& Clarendon’s History of the Rebellion,- b 14. State Papera, fil: 265, 300, &e Whitelock observes at this time, “ Many sober and faithful patriots did begin to incline to the king’s restoration; ang hints that this was his opinion, which ' excited Cromwell's Jealousy of him, P. 620, 
. 

f Clarendon’s History, vii. 129. State Papers, fil. 265, &c, These levellers wero
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on the project of assassinating Cromwell. Neither party 

were by any means scrupulous on this score: if we have 

not positive evidence of Charles’s concurrence in this 

scheme, it would be preposterous to suppose that he 

would have been withheld by any moral hesitation. It 

ig frequently mentioned without any disapprobation by. 

Clarendon in his private letters ;* and, as the royalists 

certainly justified the murders of Ascham and Dorislaus, 

they could not in common sense or consistency hare 

scrupled one so incomparably more capable of defence.” 

‘A Mr. Gerard suffered death for one of. these plots to . 

kill Cromwell; justly sentenced, though by an illegal 

tribunal? 
In the year 1655, Penruddock, a Wiltshire gentleman, 

Insurrece 
tionary - 
movements 
in 1655. 

king, 
little rebellion, 

with a very trifling force, entered Salisbury at 

tho.time of the assizes; and, declaring 

seized the judge and tho sheriff This 

meeting with no resistance 

for the 

from the people, but a supineness equally fatal, was 

_soon quelled. Tt roused Cromwell to secure himself by 

an unprecedented exerciso of power. . In possession of 

all the secrets of his enemies, he knew that want of 

concert or courage had alone prevented a general rising, 

towards which indeed there had been some 

in the midland counties! . 

very hostile to the interference of Hyde 

and Ormond, judging them too inflexibly 

attached to the ancient constitntion ; but 

this hostility recommended them to 

others of the banished king’s court who 

showed the same sentiments. 

& P, 315, 324, HS. Thurloe, £ 360, 

510, In the same volume (p. 248) we 

find even a declaration from the king, 

dated at Paris, 3rd May, 1654, offering 

6004 per annum to any one who should 

kill Cromwell, and pardon to any one 

who should leave that party,except Brad- 

shaw, Lenthall, and Hasterig. But this 

seems unlikely to be authentic: Charles 

sould not have avowed a design of as-. 

sassination so openty: and it is strange 

, that Lenthall and Haslerig, especially the 

former, should be thug exempted from 

pardon, rather than so many regicides. 
™ See what Clarendon says of Ascham’s 

death, State Papers, {i 542. In another 

place he observes,—“ It is a worse and 

movements 

Ho was aware of his own 

a baser thing that any man should appear 

in any part beyond sea under the charac- 

ter of an agent from the rebels, and not 

have his throat cut.” Id. iff. 144. 

® State Trials, 518. Thurloe, if 416. 

Some of the malecontent commonwealth- 

men were also eager to get rid of Crom- 

well by assassination; Wildman, Saxby, 

Titus. Syndercome's story is well known ; 

he was connected in the conspiracy with 

those already mentioned. The famous 

pamphlet by Titus, Killing no Murder, 

was printed in 1657. Clarendon State 

Papers, 315, 324, 343. 
© A very reprehensible passage occurs 

in Clarendon’s account of this transaction, 

vol. vil. p. 140; where he blames and 

derides the insurgents for not putting 

chief justice Rolle and others to death, 

which would have been a detestable and 

useless murder. 
P Whitelock; 618, 620. . Ludlow, 513, 

Thurloc, ili, 261, and through more than |
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unpopularity, and the national bias towards the exiled 
king. Juries did not willingly convict the sharers in’ 
‘Penruddock’s rebellion.1 To. govern according to law 
may sometimes be an usurper’s wish, but can seldom be 

"in his power. ‘The protector abandoned all thought of 
it. Dividing the kingdom into districts, he Rigorous 
placed at the head of each a major-general as a measures of | 
sort of military magistrate, responsible for the Ce™well 
subjection of his prefecture. These wero eleven in 
number, men bitterly hdstile to the royalist party, and 
insolent towards all civil authority." They were em- 
ployed to secure the payment, of a tax of ten per cent., 
imposed by Cromwell’s arbitrary will on those who had 
ever sided with the king during the late wars, where 
their estates exceeded 1001. per annum. Tho major- 
generals, in their correspondence printed among Thur- 
loe’s papers, display a rapacity and oppression beyond | 
their master’s. They complain that the number of those 
exempted is too great; they press for harsher measures; 
they incline to tho unfavourable construction in every 
doubtful case; they dwell on the growth of malignancy 
and the general disaffection.’ It was not indeed likely to 

_ be mitigated by this unparalleled tyranny. All illusion 
was now gone as to the pretended benefits of.the ‘civil 
war. It had ended in a despotism, compared to which 

half the volume, passim. In the pre- 
ceding volume we have abundant proofs 
how completely master Cromwell was of 
the royalist schemes, The “ sealed knot” 
of the king’s friends in London is men- 
tioned as frequently as we find it in the 
Clarendon Papers at the same time. 

4 Tharloe, iil. 371, &e. “* Penruddock 
and Grove,” Ludlow: says, “could not 
have’ been justly condemned, if they had 
as sure a foundation in what they de- 

clared for, as what they declared against, 
But certainly it can never be esteemed 
by a wise man to be worth the scratch of 

- a finger to remove a single person acting 
by an arbitrary power, in omer to set 
up another with the same unlimited 
authority: p. 618. This is a Just and 
manly sentiment. Woe to those who do- 
not recognise it! But fs it fair to say 
that the royalists were contending to set 
up an unlimited authority? 

' They were originally ten, Lambert, 

Desborough, Whalley, Goffe, Fleetwood, 
Skippon, Kelsey, Butler, Worscley, and 
Berry. Thurloe, iif. 701. Barkstead was 
afterwards added. “The major-gencrals,” 
says Ludlow, “ carried things with un- 
heard-of Insolence in their several pre- 
ciuicts, decimating to extremity whom 
they pleased, and interrupted the pro- 
ceedings at law upon petitions of those 
who pretended themselves aggrieved ; 
threatening such as would not yhid a 
ready submission to their orders with 
transportation to Jamaica, or some other 
plantation in the West Indies,” &c, 
P. 559, : 

* Thurloe, vole iv. passim. The une 
Popularity of Cromvell’s government 
appears strongly in the letters of this cole 
lection. Duckinfleld, a Cheshire gentle. 
man, writes, Charles Stuart hath §00 
friends in these adjacent counties for 
every one friend to you emongst them” 
VoL iii.o94, ,
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all the illegal practices of former kings, all that had 

cost Charles his life and crown, appeared as dust in the 
balance. For what was ship-money, a general burthen, 
by the side of the present decimation of a single class, 
whose offence had long been expiated by a composition 
and effaced by an act of indemnity? or-were the ex- 
cessive punishments of the star-chamber so odious as 
the capital executions inflicted without trial by peers, 
whenever it suited the usurper to erect his high court of 
justice? A sense of present evils not only excited a 
burning desire to live again under the ancient monarchy, 
but obliterated, especially in the new generation, that 
had no distinct remembrance of them, the apprehension 
of its former abuses.‘ : ; 

If this decimation of the royalists could pass for an 
Hisarbitrary act of scverity towards a proscribed faction, in 
gevernment. which the rest of the nation might fancy them- 
selves not interested, Cromwell did not fail to show 
that he designed to exert an equally despotic command 
over every man’s property, ' With the advice of the 
council, he had imposed, or as I conceive (for it is not 

t It may be fair towards Cromwell to 
give his own apology for the decimation 
of the royalists, in a declaration pub- 
Nished 1655. “It is a trouble to us to 
te still rubbing upon the old sore, dis- 
obliging those whom we hope time and 
patience might make friends; but we can 
with comfort appeal to God, and dare 
also to their own ‘consciences, whether 

- this way of proceeding with them hath 
been the matter of our choice, or that 
which we have sought an occasion for; 
or whether, contrary to our own incli- 
nations and the constant course of our 
carriage towards them, which hath been 
to oblige them by kindness to forsake 
their former principles, which God hath 
60 often and so eminently bore witness 
against, we have not been constrained 
and necessitated hereunto, and without 
the doing whereof we should have been 
wanting to our duty to God and these 
hations. . . 

“ That character of difference between 
* them and the rest of the people which is 

now put upon them fs occasioned by 
themsclves, not by us, There is nothing 

they have more industrionsly laboured in 
than this—to keep themselves distin- 
ruished from the well-affected of this 

-wation: to which end they have kept 
their conversation apart; asifthey would 
avoid the very beginnings of union, have 
bred and educated their children by the 
sequestered and ejected clergy, and very 
much conned their marriages and alli- 
ances Within their own party, as if they 
meant to entail their quarrel, and prevent 
the means to reconcile posterity; which 
with the great pains they take upon all 
occaslons to‘lessen and suppress the es- 
teem and honour of the English nation 
in all their actions and undertakings 
abroad, striving withal to make other 
nations distinguish their interest from it, 
gives us ground to Judge that they have 
separated themselves from the body of 
the nation; and therefore we leave it to 
all mankind to judge whether we ought 
not to be timely jealous of that separation, - 
and to procced so against them as they 
may be at the charge of thuse remedies 
which are required against the dangers 
they have bred.” °
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clearly explained) continued, a duty on merchandiso * beyond the time limited by law. A Mr. George Cony having refused to pay this*tax, it was enforced from him, on which he sued the collector. Cromwell sent _ his counsel, Maynard, Twisden, and Wyndham, to the ‘Tower, who soon petitioned for liberty, and abandoned their client, Rollé, tho chief justice, when the cause came on, dared not give judgment against the protector ; yet, not caring to decide in his favour, postponed the case till the next term, and meanwhile retired from the bench. Glyn, who succecded him upon it, took care to have this business accommodated with Cony, who, at - some loss of public reputation, withdrew his suit. Sir Peter Wentworth, having brought a similar action, was summoned before the council, and asked if he would give it up. “If you command me,” he replied to Cromwell, I must submit ;” which the protector did, and the action was withdrawn." / 
Though it cannot be said that such an interference with the privileges of advocates or tho integrity of judges was without precedents in tho times . of the Stuarts, yet it had never been done in so public or shamelessa manner, Several other instances wherein the “usurper diverted justice from its course, or violated the known securities of Englishmen, will be found in most general histories; not to dwell on that most flagrant of all, the erection of his high court of justice,-by which Gerard and Vowel in 1654, Slingsby and Hewit in’ 1658, were brought to the scaffold.” T cannot therefore agree in tho praiscs which have been showered upon Cromwell -for the just administration of the laws under his dominion. ‘That, between ‘party and party, the ordinary civil rights of men were fairly dealt with, is no extraordinary praise; and it may be admitted that he filled the benches of justice with able lawyers, though not so considerablo as those of the reign of Charles II. -’ but it is manifest that, so far as his own’ authority was concerned, no hereditary despot, proud in the crimes of 

* Ludtow, 828. Clarendon, &c. “Cla © * State Trials, vi, Whitelock adviit foe rendon relates the same story, with addi- the Protector to proceed according to law — ‘ tonal circumstances of Cromwell's auda- against Hewit and Slingsby; “but his . ¢lous contempt for the courts of Justice, highness was too much in love with the and fer the very name of magna charta. new way.” P. 673, ™
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a hundred ancestors, 

PARLIAMENT UF 1656. "CHAP. Xx. 

could more have spurned at every 

limitation than this soldier of a commonwealth.’ 

Amidst so general a hatred, trusting to the effect of an 

He summons equally ‘general 

another par- 
liament.> 

terror, the protector ventured 

to summon a parliament in 1656. Besides the 

common necessities for money, he had doubtless 

in his head that remarkable scheme which was developed 

during its session.” Even 

major-generals, 

most considerable body of the gentry, 

under the imputation of delinquency 
did not enable 
assembly; and he was driven 

of excluding above ninety 
ment to the late king, 

secure majority in the 

to the audacious measure 

the despotic 

and the political annihilation of the 
influence of his 

then labouring 
for their attach- 

him to obtain a 

members, duly returned by their constituents, from 

taking their seats. 
resist this violation of all privilege; 

them to the council for approbation, 

‘he extluded members, consist- 

republican, partly of the presbyterian 

trance in 

with public business. 
ing partly of the 
factions, published a remons 

but obtained no redress.” 

Y The late editor of the State Trials, 

vy. 935, has introduced a sort of episodi- 

cal dissertation on the administration of 

justice during the commonwealth, with 

the view, as far as appears, of setting 

Cromwell in a favourable tight. For this 

purpose he quotes several passages of 

vague, commendation from different 

authors, and among others one from 

Burke, written in haste, to serve an im- 

mediate purpose, and evidently from a 

very superficial recollection of our his- 

tory. It has been said that Cromwell 

sought out men of character from the 

party thost opposite to his designs, The 

proof given is the appointment of Hale 

to be a puisné judge. But Hale had not 

deen a royalist, that is, an adherent of 

Charles, and had taken the engagement 

as well as the covenant. It was no great 

effort of virtue to place an eminent 

. lawyer und worthy man on the bench. 

_ And it is to be remembered that Hale 

fell under the usurper’s displeasure for 

administering justice with an impartiality 

that did not suit his government; and 

Their colleagues wanted courage to 

and, after referring 

resolved to proceed 

a very high strain, 

ceased to go the circuit because the 

criminal law wag not allowed to have its 

course. “ 

4 Thurloe writes to Montague (Carte’s 

Letters, il. 110) that he cannot give him 

the reasons for calling this parliament, 

except in cipher. He says in the same 

place of the committal of Ludlow, Vane, 

and others, “ There was & necessity not 

only for peace” sake to do this, but to 

let the nation see those that govern are 

in good earnest, and intend not to quit 

the government wholly into the hands of 

the parliament, as some would needs 

make the world believe:” p. 112. His 

first direct allusion to the projected 

change {s in writing to Henry Cromwell, 

9th Dec. 3656. ‘Thurloe Papers, v. 394. 

The influence exerted by his legates, the 

major-gencrals, appears in Thurloe, yv. 

299, et post. 
elections. Id, 302, 341, 371. a 

& Whitelock, 650. Parl. Hist. 1486. 

Ona letter to the epeaker from the mem- 

pers who had been refused admittance at 

the door of the lobby, Sept. 18, the house 

- But they complained of the °
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Cromwell, like so many other usurpers, felt his posi- “tion too precarious, or his vanity: ungratified, without the name which mankind have agreed 
Designs to 
take the to worship. He had, as evidently appears from "2. the conversations recorded by Whitelock, long since aspired to this titular, as well as to the real, pre- eminence; and the banished king’s friends had contem- plated the probability of ‘his obtaining it with dismay.> Affectionate towards his family, he wished to assure the stability of his son’s succession, and perhaps to pleasn the vanity of his ‘daughters, dt was indeed a very reasonable object with one who ‘had already advanced so far. Tlis assumption of 

many different-classes; to 
the crown was desirable to 
the lawyers, who, besides their regard for the established constitution, knew that . “an ancient statute would protect those who served a de ‘facto king in caso of'a 

‘family; to the nobility, who perceived that their legis- ‘lative right ‘must immediately revive; to the clergy, 

restoration of the exiled 

who judged the regular ministry more likely to be secure under a monarchy; to the people, who hoped for 

changes; to all of every 
‘dreaded the continuance of 
manded - only 

‘any settlement that would put an end to perpetual 
-rank and -profession who 
military despotism, and de- the just rights and privileges of their ‘country, A king of England could succeed only to a ‘bounded prerogative, and must govern by the known laws; a protector, as the nation had well felt, with less 

ordered the clerk of the commonwealth , to attend next day with all the inden- tures, The deputy clerk came accord- ingly, with an excuse for hig principal, 
and brought the indentures; but on being 

* asked why the names of certain members 
" Were not returned to the house, answered, 

" that he had no certificate of approbation 
‘for them. The house on this sent to {n+ 

* quire of the council why these members 
“had not been approved. They returned 
‘for answer, that, whereas it is ordained 
by a clause in the instrument of govern. 

“Ment that the persons who shall be 
“elected to serve in parliament shall be 
such and no other than such as are per-- 
sons of known integrity, fearing God, and 
of good conversation, that the council, in 
pursuance of their duty, and according to 

the trust reposed in them, have examined 
the said returns, and have not refused to Spprove any who have appeared to them 
to be persons of integrity, fearing God, 
and of Good conversation; and those who 
are not approved, his highness hath given 
‘order to some persons to take care that 
‘they do not come into the house. Upon “this answer, an adjournment was pro- 
“posed, but lost by 115 to 80: and it being “moved that tae persons who have been 
retumed from the several counties, citles, “and boroughs to serve inthis parliament, ‘and have not been approved, be referred to the counciJ for approbation, and that 
the house do proceed with the greatalfairs of the nation, the question was carried by 
125 to 29, Journals, Sept, 29, 

» Clar. State Papers, iif, 201, & . 
*
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nominal authority, 

CROMWELL'’S DESIGN TO BE KING. Cuar, X. 

had all the sword could confer. And, 

though there might be little chance that Oliver would 

abate one jot of a despotism for which not the times of 

the Tudors could furnish 

far worn, 

a precedent, yet his.Jife was 

and under a successor it was to be expected 

that future parliaments might assert again all those 

liberties for which they had contended against Charles’ 

A few of the royalists might perbaps fancy that the 

restoration of the royal title would lead to that of the 

Jawful heir; but a greater number were content to 

abandon a nearly desperate cause, ‘if they 
their concern, the 
There can be, as it appears the more valuable object of 

of polity, re-established.* 

could but see 
the form itself 

to me, little room for doubt, that, if Cromwell had 

overcome the resistance of his generals, 
to his descendants with the 

transmitted the sceptre 
he would have 

acquiescence and tacit approbation of. the kingdom. 

Had we been living 
dynasty, 

ever since under the rule of his: 

what tone would our historians have taken as 

to his character and that of the house of Stuart? 

© The whole conference that took place 

at Whitehall, between Cromwell and the 

committee of parliament, on this subject, 

was published by authority, and may be 

read in the Somers Tracts, vi. 349. Itis 

very interesting. The lawyers did not 

hesitate to support the proposition, on the 

ground of the more definite and legal 

character of a king's authority. The 

“king's prerogative,’ says Glyn, “ is 

known by law; he (king Charles) did ex- 

patiate beyond the duty; that's the evil 

of the man; but in Westminster-ball the 

king’s prerogative was under the courts - 

of justice, and is bounded as well as any 

acre of land, or anything a man hath, as 

much as any controversy between party 

and party ; and therefore, the office being 

lawful in its nature, known to the nation, 

certain in itself, and confined and regu- 

Isted by the law, and the other office not 

deing so, that was a great ground of the 

reason why the parliament did so much 

insist upon this office and title, not as 

circumstantial, but asessential.” P, 359. 

See also what Lenthall says, p. 356, 

against the indefiniteness of the pro- 

tector’s authority. 
Those passages were evidently implied 

censures of the late course of govern- 

ment. Cromwell's indistinct and evasive 

style in his share of this debate betrays 

the secret inclinations of his’ heart. He 

kept hig ultimate intentions, however, | 

very secret; for Thurloe professes his 

ignerance of them, even In writing to 

Henry Cromwell, vol. vi. p. 219, et post. 

This correspondence shows that the pru- 

dent secretary was uneasy at the posture 

of affairs, and the manifest dissatisfaction 

of Fleetwood and Desborough, which had 

a dangerous influence on others less 

pound to the present family: yet he had 

set his heart on this mode of settlement, 

and was much disappointed at bis master’s 

ultimate refusal .. . 

4 Clarendon’s Hist. vil. 194. “It appears 

by Clarendon’s private letters that he had 

expected to sce Cromwell assume the 

title of king from the year 1654. Vol 

fil, p. 201, 223, 224 If we may trust 

awhat is here called an intercepted letter 

(p. 328), Mazarin had told Cromwell that 

France would enter into a strict Icague 

with him, if he could settle himself in 

the throne, and make it hereditary; to 

which he answered that he designed 

shortly to take the crown, restore the 

two houses, and govern by the ancient 

laws, Bat this may be apocryphal.
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The schemé, however, of founding a néw royal line ‘failed of accomplishment, as is well] known, through his own caution, which deterred him from encountering the decided opposition of his'army, Some of The project his contemporaries seem to have deemed thig fails’ abandonment, or more properly suspension, of s¢ splendid a design rather derogatory to his firmness,’ But few men were better judges than Cromwell of what might be achieved by daring. It is certainly not impossible ‘that, by arresting Lambert, Whalley, and some other generals, he might have crushed for the moment any tendency to open resistance, But the experiment would have been infinitely hazardous, Ho had gone too far in the path of- violence to recover the hich road of Jai by any short cut, King or protector, he must have intimi- dated every parliament, or sunk under its_encroach- ments, A new-modelled army might have served his turn; 

tion. It had from the beginning been the misfortune of his government that it rested on a basis. too narrow for its safety. For two years he had reigned with no sup- port but the independent sectaries and the army. . The 

* 165%. “ To-morrow the bill for decimat- sions to succeed him 

- makes me fear the passing of the bill is, cannut be preserved but by the di 

. Clar, State Papers, 322, 

amy or its commanders becoming odious to the people, he had sacrificed them to the hope of popularity, by abolishing the civil prefectures of the major-generals,! and permitting a bill for again decimating the royalists - to be thrown out’ of the house.* Their disgust and - 
® Clar. vil. 203, . Temoved from that natural foundation 
£ Ludlow, p. 531, The major-generals, which the People in parliament dre de« 

or at least many of them, Joined the oppo- sirous to give him; supposing that he 
sition to Cromwell's royalty. Id. p. 586, will become more theirs than now he fs, " and will in time find the safety and peace 

& This appears from the following Pas- of the nation to be as well maintained by 
sage in a curious letter of Mr, Vincent the laws of the land as by the sword. 
Gookin to Henry Cromwell, 27th Jan, And troty, sir, if any others have preten- 

by their interest in 
ing the cavaliers comes again into debate. the army, the more of force upholds hig 
Jt is debated with much heat by the highness living, the greater when he is 
Taajor-generals, and as hotly almost by dead wil be the hopes and advantages 
the anti-decimators, I believe the bil for such a one to effet his aim who de. 
will be thrown out of the house. In my, sires to succeed him. Lambert fs Much © 
opinion those that speak against the bill for decimations,” Thurloe, vi. 20, He - 
have much to say in Point of moral writes again, “ Tam confident is judged 
Justice and prudence; but that which by some that the interest of the , that thereby his highness’+ government tion of this, if not all Parliaments; and 
will be more founded in force, and more their endeavours in it have been plainly 

s OO
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resentment, excited by an artful intriguer, Lambert, 

who aspired .at least to the succession of the protector- 

ship, found scope in the new project of monarchy, 

naturally obnoxious to the prejudices of true fanatics, 

- who still fancied themselves to havo contended for a 

republican liberty. We find that even Flectwood, allied 

by marriage to Cromwell, and not involved in the dis- 

content of the major-gencrals, in all the sincerity of his 

clouded understanding, revolted from ‘the invidious 

title, and would have retired from service had it been 

assumed, There seems therefore reason to think that 

’ Cromwell’s refusal of the crown was an jnevitable mor- 

tification, But he undoubtedly did not lose sight of the 

object for the short remainder of his life.® 

“The 

His autho- 
rity as pro- 
tector is 
augmented, up by 

ment of the next year. 

« Petition and Advice,” 
parliament in May, 

fundamental charter. of the English commor- 

wealth, under the protectorship of Cromwell, 

had been the instrument of government, drawn 

the council of officers in December, 1653, 

and approved with modifications by the parlia- 
It was now changed to the 

tendered to him by the present 

1657, which made very essential in- 

novations in the frame of polity. Though he’ bore, as 

discovered to the party most concerned 

to know them; which will, I believe, 

suddenly occasion a reducing of the go- 

vernment to kingship, to which his high- 

ness is not averse. Pierpoint and St. 

John ‘have been often, but secretly, at 
Whitehall, I know, to advise thereof.” 

P, 37. Thurloe again, to the same Henry 
Cromwell, on February 3, that the deci- 
mation bill was thrown out by a majority 
of forty:—*Some. gentiemen do think 
themselves much trampled upon by this 
vote, and areextremely sensible thereof; 

_ and the truth fs, it hath wrought such a 
heat in the house, that I fear little will 
be done for the future.”. Id. p. 38. No 
such bill appears, eo nomine, in the Jour- 
nals, But a bill for regulating the militia 
forces was thrown out, Jan. 29, by 12% to 

88, col Cromwell (Oliver’s cousin) being 
a teller for the majority. Probably there 
was some clause in this renewing the 
decimation of the royalists. 

+h Whitelock, who was consulted by 

Cromwell on this business, and took an 

active part as one of the committee of 
conference appointed by the house of 
commons, intimates that the project was 
not really laid aside. “ He was satisfied 
in his private Judgment that it was fit’ - 
for him to take upon him the title of 
king, and matters were prepared in order 
thereunto; but afterwards by solicita- 
tion of the commonwealth’s men, and 
fearing a mutiny and defection of a great 
part of the army, in case he shouldassume 
that title and office, his mind changed, 
and many of the officers of the army 
gave out great threatenings against him’ 
in case he should do it; he therefore 
thoughts it best to attend ‘some better 
season and opportunity in this business, 
and refused it at this time with great 
seeming earnestness” P.656. The chief 
advisers with Cromwell on this occasion, 
Desides Whitelock, were lord Broghill, 
Pierpoint, Thurloe, and sir Charles 
Wolseley. Many passages in Thurloe, 
yol. vil, show that Cromwell preserved - 
to the last bis views on Toyalty.
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formerly, the name of lord protector, we may say, speaking according to theoretical classification, and Without reference to his actual exercise of power, which was nearly the samo as befor, that the English govern- 

protector ;' and when this was withdrawn at his request, the rest of the instrument Was preserved with all its implied attributions of sovereignty, Tho ‘style is that of subjects addressing a monarch ; the powers it bestows, the privileges it clanns, are Supposed, according to the expressions employed, tho -one to -be already his own, the other to emanate from his will. The necessity of is consent to laws, though nowhere mentioned, seems to , have been. taken for granted. An unlimited ‘power of appointing a Successor, unknown even to constitutional kingdoms, was vested ‘in the protector. Ho was inan- gurated with solemnities applicable to monarchs; and what of itself is a sufficient test of the monarchical and republican species of government, an oath of ‘allegiance was taken by every member of parliament to the pro- tector singly, without: auy mention -of the common- wealth.«. It is surely, therefore, no Paradox to assert * 
i Whitelock, 657. It had been agreed, ness will be pleased to assume the name, 

. iu discussing the Petition and Advice in Style, dignity, and office of king of Eng. 
Parliament, to postpone the first article . land, Scotland, and Treland, and the 
requesting the protector to assume the Tespective dominions and territories 
title of King, till the rest of the charter thereunto Délonging; and to exercise 
(to use a modern but not inapplicable - the same i word) had been gone through,” One of nations” On Cromwell's firs 

. the subsequent articles, fixing the reve. ty the proposal, it was resolved to adhere 
nue at 1,300,0002. per annuum, provides ty the Petition and Advice by the small. 
that no part thereof should be raised by mifority of 78 to 65, Tels was Perhaps 
a land-tax, “ and this not to be altered sufficient’ warming that he should not + 
without the consent of the three estates proceed, . . . tm parliament.” ‘A division took place, ~ k Journals, 21s¢ June, 
in consequence, no doubt, of this insidi- which effectually declared the 
ous expression, which was preserved by tobe the protector's subjec 97 to 50. ‘Journals, 13th March, The carried by 63 to 55. Lambe first article was carried, after much de- and was dismissed the a bate, on March 24, by 123 to 62 It quence, with a Pension stood thus; « Resolved, That Your high- annum, instead of his pay, Do, 

: s2
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that Oliver Cromwell was de facto sovereign of England 

during the interval from June, 1657, to his death in 

September, 1638. - , 
‘The zealous opponents of royalty could not be insen- 

sible that they had scen it revive in everything except a 

title, which was not likely to remain long behind.” It 

was too late, however, to oppose the first magistrate's 

personal authority. But there remained one important 

point of contention, which the new constitution had not . 

fully settled. It was therein provided’ that the parlia- 

ment should consist of two houses; namely, the com- 

mons, and what they always termed, with an awkward 

generality, the other house. This was to consist of not 

more than seventy, nor less than forty persons, ‘to bo 

nominated by the protector, and, as it stood at first, to 

be approved by the commons. But, before the close of 

the session, the court party prevailed so far as to procure 

He aims at the repeal of this last condition ;* and Crom- 

Heaims* swell accordingly issued writs of summons to 

new house persons of various parties, a few of the ancient 

* . peers, a few of his adversaries, whom he hoped 

to gain over, or at least to exclude from the commons, 

and of course a majority of his steady adherents, To all 

theso he gavo the title of lords, and in the next session 

their assembly denominated itself the lords’. house.° 

This measure encountered considerable difficulty, The 

republican party, almost as much attached to that vote 

which had declared the house of lords useless as to that 

which had abolished the monarchy, and well aware of 

_the intimate connexion between the two, resisted the as- 

sumption of this aristocratic title, instead of that of the 

other house, which the Petition and Advice had sanc- 

tioned. The real peers feared to compromise their here- 

ditary right by sitting in an assembly where the tenure 

was only during life; and disdained some of their col- 

leagues, such as Pride and Hewson, low-born and inso- 

* well did they cater for themselves. Lud- Papers, 319. 

low, 593. Broderick wrote to WIyde, ™ Thurloe, vi. 310. 

June 30, 1657, that there was agencral =" Compare Journals, 1th March with 

tranquillity in England, all parties 24th June. , 

seeming satisfied with the compromize; ° Whitelock, 665. They were to have 

Fleetwood and Desborough more abso- a judicial power much like that of 

lutely Cromwell's friends than before, the real house of lords. . Journals, 

and Lambert very silent. © Clar. State March,
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lent men, whom Cromwel] bad rather‘ injudiciously bribed with this new nobility’; though, with these few exceptions, his house of lords was respectably composed. Hence, in the short session of January, 1658, wherein the late excluded members were permitted to tako their Seats, so many difficulties were made about acknow- ledging the lords’ house by that denomination, that the protector hastily and angrily dissolved the parliamént,? It isa singular part of Cromwell's system of polic that he would neither reign with parliaments nor with- out them; impatient of an Opposition which he was sure to experience, ho. stil] never scems to have meditated the attainment of a naked and avowed despotism, ‘This was probably due to his observation of the ruinous con- Sequences that Charles had brought on himself by that course, and his knowledge of the temper of the English, never content without the ‘exterior forms of libert y, as well as to'the suggestions of Counsellors who were not destitute of concern for the laws. He had also his great design yet to accomplish, which could only bo safely done under the sanction ofa parliament. A’ very short time, accordingly, before his death, wo find that he had not only resolved to meet once more the representatives of the nation, but was tampering with several of the leading officers to obtain their consent to an hereditary succession. The majority however of a council of nine, to whom he referred this Suggestion, would only consent that the protector for the time being should ‘have the power of nominating his Successor; a vain attempt to | escape from that regal form of government which they had been taught io abhor.’ “Buta sudden illness, of a 

P Whitelock; Part, Hist, ° The former One scheme was an oath of abjuration; 
says this was done against hig advice. but this it was thought they would all 
These debates about the other house are take : another wag to lay a heavy tax on 
to be traced in the Journals; and are them; “a molety of their estates was 
mentioned by Thurloe, vi, 107, &c.,, and spoken of; but this, I suppose, will not” 
Ludlow, 597. Not one of the true Peers, go down with all the nine, and least of 
except lord Eure, took his seat in this all will it be swallowed, by the parlfa- 
house; and Haslerig, who had been no- Ment, who will not’ be persuaded to 
-minated merely to weaken his influence, punish both nocent and innocent withont chose to retain his place in the commons, distinction.” 2nd Juna: Thurloe, vol, 
The list of these pretended lords in vil. p. 199, And again, P. 269: "T be. Thurloe, vi. 668, is not quite the same ag lieve we are out of danger of our Jnato, that in Whitelock, ‘ and I think also of ever having such “4 This Junto of nine debated how they another, Ags T take it, the Teport was might be secure against the cavaliers, made to his highness upon Thursday,
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nature seldom fatal except to a constitution already 

shattered by fatigue and anxiety, rendered abortive all 

these projects of Cromwell’s ambition, © 

He left a fame behind him proportioned to his extra- 
ordinary fortunes and the great qualities which 
sustained them; still more perhaps the admira- 
tion of strangers than of his country, becauso 

that-sentiment was less alloyed by hatred, which seeks 

to extenuate the glory that irritates it. The nation itself 

forgave umch to one who had brought back the renown 

of her ancient story, the traditions of Elizabeth’s age, 

after the ignominious reigns of her successors. This 

contrast with James and Charles in their foreign policy 

gave additional lustre to the era of the protectorate. 
There could not but be a sense of national pride to see 

an Englishman, but yesterday raised above the many, 

without one drop of blood in his. veins which the 

princes of the earth could challenge as their own, re- 
ceive the homage of those who acknowledge no right to 

power, and hardly any title to respect, except that of 

prescription. Tho sluggish pride of the court of Spain, 

tho mean-spirited cunning of Mazarin, the irregular 

jmagination of Christina, sought with. emulous ardour 

tho friendship of our usurper.’ . He had the advantage of 

reaping the harvest which he had not sown, by an ho- 
-nourablo treaty with Holland, the fruit of victories 

‘achieved undér the parliament, But he still employed 
‘the great energies of Blake in the service for which-ho 
was so eminently fitted; and it is just to say. that-the 
maritime glory of England may first be traced. from the 
era of the commonwealth in a track of continuous light. 
The oppressed protestants in’ catholic kingdoms, dis- . 
gusted at tho’ lukewarmness and half-apostasy of the 
Stuarts, looked up to him as their patron and mediator. 

His death 
and cha- 
racter. 

‘After much consideration the major part 
voted that succession in the government 
was Indifferent whether it were by eleo- 
‘tion or hereditary; but afterwards some’ 
would needs add that it was desirable to 
have it continued elective; that is, that 
the chief magistrate should always name 
his successor, and that of hereditary 
avoided; and I fear the word ‘desirable’ | 
will be made ‘ necessary,’ ifever it come 
upon the trial. His highness, finding he 

can have no advice from those he most 
expected it from, saith be will take his 
own. resolutions, and that he can no 
longer satisfy himself to sit still, and 
make himself guilty of the loss of all the 
honest party and of the nation itself." . 

F Warris, p. 348, has collected some 
cnrions instances of the servility of 
crowned heads to Cromwell. 

® See Clarendon, vil, 297. He saved 
Nismes from military execution on ac»
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Courted by tho two rival monarchies of Europo, he 
seemed to threaten both with his hostility; and when 
he declared against Spain, and attacked her West India 

. possessions, with little pretence certainly of justice, but 
not by any means, as I conceive, with tho impolicy 
Sometimes charged against him, so auspicious was his 
star that the very failure and disappointment’ of that 
expedition obtained a more advantageous possession for 
_England than all the triumphs of her former kings. 

Notwithstanding this external splendour, which’ has 
deceived some of our own'and most forcign writers, it 
is evident that the submission of the people to Cromwell 
was'far from peaceable or voluntary.. His strong and 

' skilful grasp kept down'a nation of enemies that must 
. naturally, to judgo from their numbers and inveteracy, 
have overwhelmed him.’ It required a dexterous ma- 
nagement to play with tho army, and without the ammiy 
he could not have existed as sovereign fora day. Yet 
it seems improbable that, had Cromwell lived, any in- 
surrection or- conspiracy, setting aside assassination, 
could have overthrown a possession so fenced by sys- 
tematic vigilance, by experienced caution, by the respect 
and terror that belonged to his name. The royalist and 
republican intrigues had gone on for several years with- 
out intermission ;-but every part of their designs was 
open to him ; and it appears that there was not courage 

  

or rather temerity sufficient’ to. make any open demon- 
stration of so prevalent a disaffection.' 

The most superficial observers cannot have overlooked 

count of a riot, wherein the Huguenots 
seem to have been much to blame. In 
the treaty between England and France, 
1654, the French, in agreeing to the 
secret article about the exclusion of the 
toyalists, endeavoured to make it recipro- 
cal, that the commissioners of rebels in 
‘France should ft be admitted in Eng- 
land. This did not seem very outrageous 

- —but Cromwell objected that the French — 
protestants would be thus excluded from 
imploring the assistance of England if 
they were persecuted; protesting, bow- 
ever, that he was very far. from having 
any thought to draw them from their 
obedience, as had been imputed to him, 
ond that he would arm against them if 

  

they should offer, frivolously and with, 
out a cause, to disturb the peace of France. 
Thurloe, iil 6. In fact, the French pro- 
testants were In the habit of writing to 
Thurloe, as this collection testifies, when- 
ever they thought themselves’ injured, 
which happened frequently enough. 
Cromwell's noble zeal in behalf of the 
Vaudois is well known. Sce this volume 
of Thurloe, p. 412, &c. Mazarin and the 

catholic powers in general endeavoured 
to lie down tha massacres; but the 
usurper had too much protestant spirit 
to believe them. Id. 536. 

t Ludlow, 607; Thurloe, f. and if. 
passim, .
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the gencral resemblances in the fortunes and character 
of Cromwell, and of him who, more recently and: upon 
an ampler theatre, has struck nations with wonder and 
awe. But the parallel may be traced more closely than 
perhaps has hitherto been remarked. Both raised to 
power by the only merit which a revolution leaves un- 
controverted and untarnished, that of military achieve-. 
ments, in- that reflux of public. sentiment when the 
fervid enthusiasm of democracy gives place to disgust at 
its excesses and a desire of firm government. The means 
of greatness the same to both—the extinction of a repre- 
sentative assembly, once national, but already mutilated 
by violence, and sunk by. its submission to that illegal 
force into general contempt. - In military science or tho 
yenown of their exploits we cannot certainly rank . 
Cromwell by the side of him for whose genius and am- 
bition all Europe seemed the appointed quarry ; but it 
may be said that the former's exploits were as much 
above the level of his contemporaries, and more the 
fruits of an original uneducated capacity. In_ civil 
government there can be no adequate parallel between 
one who had sucked only the dregs of a besotted fana- 
ticism, and ono to whom the stores of reason and philo- 

' sophy were open. But it must here be added that 

-Cromwell, far unlike his antitype, never showed any 

signs of a legislative mind, or any desire to fix his re- 
nowi1 on that noblest basis, the amelioration of social 
institutions. Both. were eminent masters of human 
nature, and played with inferior capacities in all the 
security of powerful minds. Though both, coming at 

- the conclusion of a struggle for liberty, trampled upon 
her claims, and sometimes spoke disdainfully’ of hor 
name, each knew how to associate the interests of those 
who had contended for her with his own ascendancy, and 
made himself the representative of a victorious revolu- 
tion. Those who had too much philosophy or zeal for 
freedom to give way to popular admiration for these 

illustrious usurpers, were yet amused with the adulation, 
that lawful princes showered on them, more gratuitously 

in one instance, with servile terror in the other. Both, » 

too, repaid in some measure this homage of the pre- 
tended great by turning their ambition towards those 
honours and titles which they knew. to be so little con-
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nected with hi igh desert. A fallen race of monarchs, which had made way for the greatness of each, cherished hopes of restoration ‘by their power, till each, by an in: expiable act of blood, manifested his determination to make no compromise with that line. 
certain coarse good-nature 
the want of conscience, honour, 

Both possessed a 
and affability that covered 

and humanity; quick 
in passion, but not vindictive, and averse to unnecessary crimes,’ Their fortunes in the conclusion of Hfe were indeed very different: one forfeited the affections of his people, which the other, in the character at least of their master, had never possessed ; one furnished a moral to Europo by the continuance of his success, the other by the prodigiousness of his fall.. A fresh resemblance arose afterwards, when the restoration of those’ royal families, whom their ascendant had kept under, revived ancient animosities, and excited new ones; those who. from love of democratical liberty had borne the most deadly hatred to the apostates who had betrayed it, re- covering some affection to their memory, out of aversion to acommon enemy. Our English republicans have, with some exceptions, displayed a sympathy for the name of Cromwell; and I need not observe how remarkably this holds good in the case of his mighty parallel." 

_™ Mrs, Macaulay, who had nothing of compromise or conciliation in ber 
temper, and breathed the entire spirit of 
.Yane and Ludlow, makes some vigorous 
and just animadversions on the favour 
shown to Cromwell by some professors 
of a regard for liberty. The dissenting 
writers, such as Neal, and in some mea 
sure Harris, were Particularly open to 
this reproach.- He long continued (per- 
haps the present tense is more appro- 
Priate) to be revered by the independents, 
One who well knew the manners he 

' paints has described the secret idolatry 
of that sect to their hero-saint. Sce 
Crabbe's tale of the Frank Courtship, 

" Slingsly Bethell, an exception perhaps 

to the general politics of this sect, pub- 
lished, in 1667, a tract, entitled ‘The 
World's Mistake in Oliver Cromwell, 
with the purpose of decrying his policy 
and depreciating bis genius. Harlelan 
Miscellany, 1. 280. But be who goes 

‘- about to prove the world mistaken in its 

  

estimate of a public character has always 
a difficult cause to maintain. Bethell, 
like Mrs. Macaulay and others, laboury 
to set up the Rump parliament against 
the soldier who dispersed them; and , 

Asserts that Cromwell, having found 
500,001, in ready money, with the value 
of 700,0002. in stores, and the amy in 
advance of their pay (subject, however, 
toa debt of near 600,0002.), the customs 
and excise bringing in nearly a million 
annually, left a debt which, in Richard's 
parliament, was given in at 1,900,0002., 
though he believes this to have been 
purposely exaggerated in order to procure 
supplies.¢ I cannot cay how far these 

“sums are correct; but it is to be kept in 
mind that one Sregt resource of the 
Parliament, confiscation, sequestration, 
composition, ‘could not be repeated for 
ever. Neither of these governments, it 
will be found on inquiry, were econo. 
mical, especially in respect to the emolus 
ments of those concerned in them,
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The death of a great man, even in the most regular - 

Richard, his COUTS? of affairs, seems always to create a sort 

sen, suc: Of pauso in the movement of society; it 1s 

ceeds kim.” always a problem to be solved only by experi- 

ment, whether the mechanism of government may not 

be disordered by the shock, or have been deprived of 

some of its moving powers. But what chango could be: - 

so great as that from Oliver Cromwell to his son! from 

onoe-beneath tho terror of whose name a nation had 

cowered and foreign princes grown pale, one trainedin 

twenty eventful years of revolution, the first of his age 

-in the field or in'council, to a young man fresh from a * 

country life, uneducated, unused to business, as little a 

statesman as a soldier,.and endowed by nature with 

capacities by no means above the common. Itseems to 

have been a mistako in Oliver, that with the projects he 

had long formed in his eldest son’s favour, he should: - 

have taken so little pains to fashion his mind and man- 

ners for the exercise of sovereign power, whilo he had 

placed the second in a very eminent and arduous sta- _ 

. tion; or that, if he despaired of ‘Richard’s capacity, he 

should have trusted him to encounter those perils of 

disaffection and conspiracy which it had required all his 

_ own vigilance to avert. But, whatever might be his 

plans, the sudden illness which carried him from the 

world left no time for completing them. The Petition 

“and Advice had simply empowered him to appoint a 

successor, without prescribing the mode. It appeared 

- consonant to law.and reason that so important a trust 

should bo executed in a notorious manner, and by a 

written instrument; or, if a verbal nomination might 

seem sufficient, it was at least to be expected that this 

should be authenticated by solemn and indisputable tes- 

timony. No proof, however, was ever given of Richard’s 

appvintment by his father, except a recital in the pro- 

clamation of the privy council, which, whether well 

founded or otherwise, did not carry conviction to the 

minds of the people; and this, even if we call it but an 

informality, aggravated the numerous legal and natural 

deficiencies of his title to the government.* 

X Whitelock, 674; Ludlow, 611, 624. “Thurloe has seemed resolved to press 

“Lord Fauconberg writes in cipber to him in his intervals to such a nomination 

lenry Cromwetl, on August 30, that: (of a successor); but whether out of ap-
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This very difference, however, in the personal 
‘fications of the father and the son, procured 

“ 
HIS SUPPORTERS. 267 

quali. 

Is supperted the latter some friends whom tho former had by some pris 
never been ablo to gain. ‘Many of the presby. “ent men. 
terian party began to see the finger of God, as the 
called it, in his peaceablo accession, and ‘to think 
owed subjection to one who came in neither by regicide, 
nor hypocrisy, nor. violence.’ 

they 

Some ‘cool-headed and 
sincere friends of liberty entertained similar opinions. 
Pierpoint, one of the wisest men in England, who had 
stood aloof from the protector’s government till the 
scheme of restoring monarchy came into discussion, had 
great hopes, as a writer of high’ authority informs us, of ‘settling the nation in the enjoyment of its libertics 
under the young man; who was “so flexible,” says that 
writer, “to good counsels, that there was nothing de- 
sirable in a prince which might not have been hoped 
in him, but a great spirit.and a just titlo; the first of 
which ‘sometimes doth moro hurt than good in a sove. 
reign;- tho latter would havo been supplied by tho 
people’s deserved approbation.” Pierpoint believed that 
the restoration of the ancient family could not be effected 
without the ruin of the people's liberty,‘and of all who . 
-had been its champions ; so that no royalist, ho thought, 
who had any regard to his country, would attempt it: 
while this establishment of monarchy in Richard’s person 
‘might ‘reconcile that party, and compose. all differences 
among men of weight and zeal for the public good. Ho - ‘acted accordingly on those principles ;-and became, as well as his friend St. John, who had been discounten- 
anced by Oliver, a steady 
tector’s administration. 

supporter of the young pro- 
These two, with Thurloo, White- lock, lord Broghill, and‘a very few more, formed a small 

preliensions to displease him if recover- 
ing, or others hereafter, if it should not 
succeed, he has not yet done it, nor do I 
believe will.’ Thurloe, however, an- 
nounces on Sept. 4, that “his highness 
was pleased before his death to declare 
my lord Richard successor. He did it 
on Monday; and the Lord hath s0 or- 
dered it that the council and army hath 
Teceived him with all manner of af- 
fection. He is this day proclaimed, and 
hitherto there seems great face of peace; 

the Lord continue it” Thurloe State 
Papers, vil. 365, 372, Lord Fauccnberg 
afterwards confirms the fact of Richard's 
nomination. P.3%53 and see p. 415, 
‘Y “Many sober men that called his 
father no better t¥an a traitorous h: 
crite, did begin to think that they owed 
him [R. C.] subjection,” &c, Baxter, 
100. ° 

7 Hutchinson, 343, She does not name 
Pierpoint, but I have little doubt that 
he is meant, . :
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phalanx of experienced counsellors around his. unstable 

throne.. And I must confess that their course of policy 

in sustaining Richard’s government appears to me the 

' most judicious that, in the actual. circumstances, could 

have been adopted. Pregnant as the restoration of the 

exiled family was with incalculable dangers, the English 

monarchy would have revived with less lustre in the 

eyes of the vulgar, but with more security for peace and 

freedom, in the line of Cromwell, Time would havo 

worn away the stains of ignoble birth and criminal 

usurpation ; and the young man, whose misfortune has 

subjected him to rather an exaggerated charge of gross 

incapacity, would probably have reigned as well as most 

of those who are born in the purple." : 

But this termination was defeated by the combination 

put opposed of some who knew not what they wished, and 

byacoli- of some who wished what. they could never 

Hon, attain. The general officers who had been well 

content to make Cromwell the first’ of themselves, or 

greater than themselves by their own creation, had 

never forgiven his manifest design to reign over them 

as one of a superior order, and owing nothing to their 

" pleasure. They had begun to cabal -during his last 

illness. Though they did not oppose Richard’s succes- 

sion, they continued to hold meetings, not quite public, 

but exciting intenso alarm in his council. As if dis- 

daining the command of a clownish boy, they proposed 

’ that the station of Jord general should be separated from 

that of protector, with the power over all commissions 

in the army, and conferred on Fleetwood; who, though 

his brother-in-law, was a certain instrument in their 

hands, The yain ambitious Lambert, aspiring, on the 

credit of some, military reputation, to wield the sceptre 

of Cromwell, influenced this junto; while the common- 

wealth’s party, some of whom were, or had been, in the 

army, drew over several of these ignorant and fanatical 

soldiers. Thurloe describes the posture of affairs in 

September and October, while all Europe was admiring 

the peaceable transmission of Oliver’s power, as most 

alarming; and it may almost be said that Richard had 

® Richard's conduct is more than once did nothing amiss during hfs short admi- ~ 

commended In the correspondence of nistration. 
Thurlve (p. 491, 497); and in fact he -
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already fallen when he was proclaimed the Jord pro- 
“tector of England.’ 

It was necessary to summon a parliament on tho 
_usual score of obtaining money. Lord Brog- ss 
hill had advised this measure immediately on patliament 
Oliver's death, and perhaps the delay might be rather 
prejudicial to the new establishment. But some of the 
council feared a parliament almost as much ‘as they 
did the army, They called one, however, to mect Jan, 
27, 1659, issuing writs in the ordinary manner to all 
boroughs which had been accustomed to send members, 
and consequently abandoning the reformed model of 
Cromwell. ‘This Ludlow attributes to their expectation 
of greater influence among tho small boroughs; but it 

. may possibly be ascribed still more to a desire of return- 
ing by litle and little to the ancient constitution, by 
eradicating the revolutionary innovations, The new 
parliament consisted of courtiers, as the Cromwell party. 
were always denominated, of presbyterians, among whom 
some of cavalier principles crept in, and of republicans; 
the two latter nearly balancing, with their united weight, 
the ministerial majority. They began with an oath of 
allegiance to the protector, as presented by the late par- 

‘liament, which, as usual in such cases, his enemies 
generally took without scruple.* But upon a bill being 

-one who was not a soldier. 

» Thurtoe, vii. 320, et post, passim, 
in letters both from himself and lord 
Fauconberg. Thus, immediately on 
Richard's accession, the former writes to” 

Henry Cromwell, “It hath pleased God 
hitherto to give his highness your brother 
& very easy and peaceable entrance upon 
his government. There is not a dog that 
wags his tongue, so great a calm we are 
in... . But I must needs acquaint your 

* excellency that there are some sccret 
murmurings in the army, as if his bigh- 
ness were not general of the army as his 
father was,” &c. P. 374. Here was the 
secret: the officers did not like to fall 
back under the civil power, by obeying 

This svon 
displayed itself openly; and lord Fau- 
conberg thought the game was over as 
early as Sept. 28. P.413. It is to be 
observed that Fauconberg was secretly a 
royalist, and might hope to bring over 

his brother-in-law. 
© Thurloe, vii. 573, . 
4 Lord Fauconberg says, “The com 

monwealth men in the parliament were 
very numerous, and beyond measure 
bold, but more than doubly overbalanced 
by the sober party ; so that, though this 
make their result slow, we scé no great 

cause as yet to fear.” P.612. And Dr, 
Barwick, a correspondent of lord Cla- 

rendon, tells him the republicans were 

the minority, but all speakers, zealous 
and diligent—it was likely to end in a 
titular protector without militia or nega- 
tive voice. P, 615. . 

According to #ietter from Allen Bro. 
derick to Hyde (Clar. St. Pap, iit, 443), 
there were 47 republicans, from 100 to 
140 neuters or moderates (including 
many Toyalists) and 170 court lawyers 
or officers. . . 

* Ludlow tells us that be contrived
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offered for the recognition of Richard ‘as the undoubted 
lord protector and chief magistrate of the common- 
wealth, they made a stand against the word recognise, 
which was carried with difficulty, and caused him the 
mortification of throwing out the epithet undoubted. 
They subsequently discussed his negative voico in 
passing bills, which had heen purposely slurred over in 
the Petition and Advice; but now everything was dis- ” 
puted. The thorny question as to the powers and pri- 
vileges of the other house came next into debate. It 
was carried by 177 to 113 to transact business with | 
them. ‘To this resolution an explanation was added, 
that it was not thereby intended to exclude such peers 
as‘had been faithful to the parliament from their pri- 
‘vilege of being duly summoned to be members of that 
house. The court supporting this not impolitic, but . 
logically absurd, proviso, which. confounded the ancient 
and modern systems of government, carried it by the 
small majority of 195 to 188.¢. ‘They wero stronger in 
rejecting an important motion, to make the approbation 
of the commons a preliminary to their transacting busi- 
ness with the persons now sitting in the other house as 
a house of parliament, by 183 voices to 146. But the 
opposition succeeded in. inserting the words “ during 
the present parliament,” which left the matter still un- 
settled." The sitting of the Scotch and Irish members 
was also unsuccessfully opposed. Upon the whole, the . 

. court party, notwithstanding this coalition of very hete- 
rogencous interests against them, were sufficiently power- 

to sit in the honse without taking the 
oath, and that some others did the same. 

. P, 619. : 
f Whitelock; Parliam, History, 1530, 

1541, 

& The numbers are differently, but, I 
suppose, erroneously stated in Thurloe, 
vii. 640. It is said, in a pamphlet of 
the time, that this clause was introduced 
to please the cavaliers, who acted with 
the court; Somers Tracts, vi. 482. Lud- 

. lowseems also to think that these parties 
were united in this parliament (p. 629); 
but this scems not very probable, and is 
contrary to some things we know. Cla- 
rendon had advised that the royalists 
should try to get Into parliament, and 
there to oppose all raising of moncy, and 

everything else that might tend to settle 
the government, Clar. State Papers, 411. 
This of course was their true game. 

It is said that, Richard pressing the 
earl of Northumberland to sit in the 
other house, he declined, urging that, 
when the government was such as his 
prederessors had served under, he would 
serve him with his life and fortune. Id, 
433. 

- h Parl. Hist. Journals, 27 Jan.; 14, 
18 Feb.; 1, 8, 21, 23, 23 March, The 
names of the tellers in these divisions 
show the connexions of leading indivi- - 
duals: we find indifferently presbyterian 
and republican names for the minority, 
as Fairfax, Lambert, Nevil, Haslerig, 
Townsherd, Bcoth. .
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ful to disappoint the hopes which the royalist intriguers had entertained.. A strong body of lawyers, led by Maynard, adhered to the government, which was sup- ported also on some occasions by a part of the presby- terian interest, or, as then called, the moderate party ; and Richard would probably have concluded 
The arm the session with no loss of power, if either he overtey or his parliament could have withstood the more bt: formidable cabal of Wallingford Touse. This knot of - 

officers, Fleetwood, Desborough, Berry, Sydenham, being ‘ the names most known among them, formed a coalition with the republican faction, who despaired of any success in parliament. ‘The dissolution of that assembly was the main article of this league. 
caballing of the officers, the 

Alarmed at the ‘notorious 
commons voted that, during . the sitting of the parliament, there should be no general council, or mecting of the officers of the army, without leave of the protector and o 

§ There seems reason ‘to believe that 
Richard would have met with more sup- 
Port both in the house and “among the 
nation, if he had not been oppressed by 
the odium of some of his father’s coun- 
sellors, A general indignation was felt 
at those who had condemned men to 
death fn illegal tribunals, whom the re- 
Ppublicans and cavaliers were impatient 
to.bring to justice. He was forced also to 
employ and to screen from vengeance his 
wise and experienced secretary Thurloe, 
master of all the secret springs that had 
moved his father’s government, but ob- 
noxtous from the share he had taken in 
Mllegal and arbitrary measures, Petitions 
Were presented to the house from several 
who had been committed to the Tower 
upon short written orders, without any 
formal warrant or expressed cause of 
commitment. ‘In the case of one of 

” these, Mr. Portman, the house resolved 

that his apprehension, imprisonment, and 
detention in the Tower was illegal and 

unjust: Journals, 26 Feb. <A still more 
flagrant tyranny was that frequently prac- 
tised by Cromwell, of sending persons 
disaffected to him as slaves to the West 
Indies. One Mr. Thomas petitioned the 
house of commons, complaining that he 

.. had been thus sold asa slave. A member 
~ pf the court side Justified it un the score 

f both houses.'’ Such a vote 

of bis being a malignant, Major-general 
Browne, a secret royalist, replied that he was nevertheless an Englishman and 
free-born, Thurloe had the presumption 
to say that he had not thought to live to 
see the day when such a thing as this, . 
80 justly and legally done by lawful 
authority, should be brought before par- 
liament. Vane replied that he did not . think to have seen the day when free. 
born Englishmen should be sold for slaves 
by such an arbitrary government, There 
were, it seems, not less than fifty gentle. 
men sold for slavesat Barbadoes, Claren- 
don State Papers, p, 447, The royalists 
had planned to attack Thurloe for some 
of these unjustifiable proceedings, which 
would have greatly embarrassed the go- 
Yerument. Ibid. 423, 428, They hoped 
\that Richard would be better disposed 
toward the king, if his three advisers, ° 
St. John, Thurtoe, and Pierpoint, all im. 
placable to their canse, could be removed. 
But they were not strong enough in the 
house. If Richard, however, had con- tinued in power, he Thust probably have 
sacrificed Thurloe to public opinion; and the consciousness of this may have }eg 
this minister to advise the dissolution of the parliament, and perhaps to betray Bis roaster, from the suspicicn of which ke is not free, . qt
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could only accelerate 

-LONG PARLIAMENT RESTORED. 

their own downfall. Three days 

. : 

Cuar. X 

_ afterwards the junto of Wallingford House insisted with 

Richard that he should dissolve parliament; to which, 

according to the advice 

haps by an overruling 
of most of his council, and per- 

necessity, he gave his consent.* 

This was immediately followed by a declaration of the. 

council of officers, calling back the long parliament, such 

as it bad been expelled in 1653, to those seats which 

had been filled meanwhile by so many transient suc- 

cessors.™ ‘ . 
Tt is not in general difficult for an armed force to 

destroy a 
sword is required to create one. - 

of any leader whom -they 

had capacity to go through the rators were destitute 

acknowledge, or who 

government; but something ‘else than the 
The military conspi- 

would 

civil labours of sovereignty; Lambert alone excepted, 

who was lying in’ wait 
might have gone on 
nominal authority. But their new allies, 

It onght to be remarked what an out- 

rageous proof of.Cromwell’s tyranny is 

exhibited in this note. Many writers 

- glide favourably over his administration, 

or content themselves with treating itas 

an usurpation which can furnish no pre- 

cedent, and consequently does not merit 

particular notice ; but the effect of this 

generality is, that the world forms an 

imperfect notion of the degree of arbi- 

trary power which he exerted; and I 

velieve there are many who take Charles 

}., and even Charles IL, for greater 

violators of the laws than the protector, 

+ Neal and Harris are full of this dis- 

-honest bigotry. [Since this note was 

first printed the publication of Bur- 

ton’s Diary has confirmed its truth, which 

had rashly been called in question bya 

passionate and prejudiced reviewer. See 

vol. iv. p. 253, kc] : 

& Richard advised with Broghill, Fi- 

ennes, Thurloe, and others of his council, 

all of whom, except Whitelock, who fn- 

forms us of this, were in favour of the 

dissolution. This caused, he says, much 

trouble to honest men; the cavaliers and 

republicans rejoiced at it; many of 

Richard's council were his enemies. 

P.177. The anny at first intended to raise 

for another occasion. — 

with Richard as a pageant of 
the common- - 

‘They 

money by their own authority; but this’ 

was deemed impossible, and it was re- 

solved to recall the long pariiament. 

Lambert and Haslerig accordingly met 

Lenthall, who was persuaded to act again. 

as speaker; though, if Ludlow is right, 

against his will, being now connected 

with the court, and in the pretended 

house of lords. The parliament now con- 

sisted of 91 members. Parl. Hist. 1547, 

Harris quotes a manuscript journal of 

‘Montague, afterwards earl of Sandwich, 

wherein it is sald that Richard’s great 

error was to dissolve the parliament, and 

that he might have overruled the amy 

if he would himself bave employed In- 

goldsby, 

who were suspected to be for the king. 

Life of Charles IL, 194. He afterwards, 

p. 203, quotes Calamy’s Life of Howe, 

for the assertion that Richard stuod out 

against his council, with Thurloe alone, 

that the parliament should not be dis- 

solved. This is very unlikely. 

™ ‘This was carried against the previous 

question by 163 to 87. Journals, Abr. 

111. Some of the protector’s friends 

werealarmed at so high a vote against the 

army, which did in fact bring the matter 

toacrisis, Tburloe, vil. 659, et post, 

L 

lord Fauconberg, and others, .
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insisted upon restoring the long parlia- ment." It seemed now the policy, as much as duty, of the officers to obey that civil power the y had set up; for to rule ostensibly was, as I have just observed, an impracticable scheme, 
masters, and ‘even a sort of 
blindness and 

of deposing 
of that assembly, now worn 
in all men’s eyes, yet seeming a sort of frail against mere anarchy and 
Lambert, the chief 
and indeeg many of 

Richard, the expulsion once mo 

actor in this last act 
the rest, might plead self-defence. The prevailing faction in the 

But the contempt they felt for their pretended 
necessity arising out of the passion of that littlo oligarchy, drove them to a step still more ruinous to their cause than that 

Te Expelled out and ridiculous again, 
protection 

the sword, 
of violence, 
the right of 
parliament, 

the terror of 

led by Haslerig, a bold and headstrong man, perceived that, with very inferior pretensions, Lambert was aiming to tread in the steps of Cromwell ; and, remembering their neglect of opportunities, as they thought, in permitting the one to overthrow them, fancied that they would anticipate the other, Their intemperate votes cashierin Lambert, Desborough, and other officers, brought on, 
s 

as ' every man of more prudence than Haslerig must have foreseen, an immediate revolution that crushed once more their boasted commonwealth.° They re- vived again a few months 

_ "The army, according to Ludlow, had not made up their minds how to act after ” the dissolution of the parliament, and some were {nelined to goon with Richard ; 
Dut the republican Party, who had co. 
alesced with that faction of officers who took their denomination from Walling: 
ford House, their place of meeting, in- 
sisted on the restoration of the old parlia- 
ment; though they agreed to make some 
provision for Richard. Memoirs, Pp. 635- 
646. Accordingly it was voted to give 
him an income of 10,0001 per annum, 
Journals, July 16. 

° Journals, Sept. 23, et post, White. 
lock, 683. Parl, Hist. 1562. Thurloe, 
vil. 703, et post. Ludlow’s account of 
this period is the most iuteresting part of 
his Memoira, The chief officers, it ap 

‘pears from his narrative, were soon dise 
Susted with their republican allies, and 

VOL. U. 

.Tality scemed to be 

and again 
after, not by any Festored. 

“behaved with all imaginable perverse. ness and insolence” in the council of state, whenever they came there, which was but seldom, scrupling the oath to be true to the commonwealth against Charles Stuart or any other person. P.657. He censures, however, the violence of Hasle- tig, “a man of a disobliging temper, sour . and morese of temper, liable to be trans. ported with Passion, and in whom libe- 
a vice. Yet, to do him justice, I must acknowledge that 1 am under no manner of doubt concerning the rectitude and sineerity of his inten. tions.” P, 718, Ludlow gave some offence to the hot-headed Tepublicans by his half compliance with the army, and much dis. approved the Proceedings they adopted after their second restoration in December, 1659, against Vaue and others. P, goo. Yet, though nominated on the ccmmittee 
T
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exertion of. the people, who hated alike both parties, in 
their behalf, but through the disunion of their’ real 
masters, the army, and vented the impotent and injudi- 
cious rage of a desperate faction on all who had not gone 
evory length on their side, till scarce any man of emi- 
nence was left to muster under the standard of Haslerig 
and his little knot of associates.’ . . 

T can by no means agree with those who find in the 
Impose character of the English nation some absolute 
bityof | imcompatibility with a republican constitution 
establishing of government. Under favouring circumstances, 

it seems to me not at all incredible that such a 
polity might have existed for many ages in great pro- 
sperity, and without violent convulsion. For the English 
are, as a people, little subject to those bursts’ of passion 
which inflame the more imaginative multitude of southern 
climates, and render them both apt for revolutions and 
incapable of conducting them. Nor are they again of 
that sluggish and stationary temper which chokes all 
desire of improvement, and even all zeal for freedom and 
justice, through which some free governments have de- 
generated into corrupt oligarchies. The most conspi- - 

cuously successful experiment of republican institutions 
(and those far more democratical than, according to the 

- general theory of politics, could be reconciled with per- 
fect tranquillity) has taken place in a people of English - 

_ original; and though much must here be ascribed to the 
peculiarly fortunate situation of the nation to which I 
allude, wo can hardly avoid giving some weight to the 
good sense and well-balanced temperament which have 
come in their inheritance with our lawsand our language. 
But the establishment of free commonwealths depends 
much rather on temporary causes, the influence of per- 
sons and particular events, -and all those intricacies in 
the course of Providence which we term accident, than 
on any general maxims that can become the basis of prior 
calculation. In the year 1659 it is manifest that no idea 
could be more chimerical than that of a republican settle- | 

mentin England. The name, never familiar or venerable 

in English ears, was grown infinitely odious: it was 

of safety, on the expulsion of the parlia-  P Journals, and other authorities above 
ment in October, he never sat on it, as cited, 
Vane and Whitelock did.
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associated with the tyranny of ten years,’ tho selfish rapacity of the Rump, the hypocritical despotism of Cromwell, the arbitrary sequestrations of committee-men, the iniquitous decimations of military prefects, the sale: of British citizens for slavery in the West Indies, the blood of some shed on the scaffold without legal trial, the tedious imprisonment of many with denial of the habeas corpus, the exclusion of the ancient gentry, the persecution of the Anglican church, the bacchanalian rant of sectaries, the morose preciseness of puritans, the extinction of the frank and cordial Joyousness of the . national character. Were the people again to endure the mockery of the good old cause, as the commonwealth's ‘men affected to style the interests of their little faction, and be subject to Lambert's notorious want of principle, or to Vane’s contempt of ordinances @ godly mode of expressing the same thing), or to'Haslerig’s fury, or to Harrison’s fanaticism, or to the fancies of those lesser schemers who, in this utter confusion and abject state of their party, were amusing themselves with plans of perfect commonwealths, and debating whether thero should be a senate as well as a representation; whether a fixed number should §0 out or not by rotation; and all those details of political mechanism so important in the eyes of theorists? 4 Every project of this de- _ Scription must have wanted what alone could give it either the pretext of legitimate existence or the chance _ of permanency, popular consent; the republican party, if we exclude those who would have had a protector, and those fanatics who expected the appearance of Jesus Christ, was incaleulably small ; not, perhaps, amount- ing in the whole nation to more than a few hundred persons, 
The Hittle court of Charles at Brussels ewatched with trembling hope those convulsive struggles of their enemies. During the protectorship of orn Oliver their best chance appeared to be, that "velists some of the numerous schemes for hig assassination might take effect. Their correspondence indeed, especially among the presbyterian or. neutral party, became moro 

. 4 The Rota Club, as it wag called, was in due form, Harrington was one of the composed, chiefly at least, of these dealers most corspicuous, in new constitutions, which were debated . 

T2
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extensive;'. but these men were habitually cautious ; 
and the marquis of Ormond, who went over to England 
in the beginning of 1658, though he reported the disaf- 
fection to be still more universal than he had expected, 
-was forced to add that there was little prospect of a 
rising until foreign troops should be landed in some pat 
of the country, an aid which Spain had frequently pro- 
mised, but, with an English fleet at sea, could not very 
casily furnish.’ The death of their puissant ‘enemy 
brightened the visions of the royalists. Though the 
apparent peaceableness of Richard’s government gave 
them some mortification, they continued to spread their 
toils through zealous emissaries, and found a very gene- 
ral willingness to restore the ancient constitution under 

: its hereditary sovereign. Besides the cavaliers, They unite : 
withthe who, though numerous and ardent, were im- 
Tras,  poverished and suspected, the chief presby- - terians. 

, terians, lords Fairfax and Willoughby, the earls 
of Manchester. and Denbigh,: sir William Waller, sir 

. George Booth, sir Ashley Cooper, Mr, Popham of Somer- 
set, Mr. Howe of Gloucester, sir Horatio Townshend of 
Norfolk, with more or less of zeal and activity, pledged 
themselves to the royal cause." ' Lord Fauconberg, a 
royalist by family, who had married a daughter of Crom- 
well, undertook the important office of working on his 
brothers-in-law, Richard and Henry, whose position, in 
respect to the army and republican party, was so hazard- 
ous. It scems, in. fact, that Richard, even during his 
continuance in power, had not refused to hear the king’s 
agents," and hopes were entertained of him ;. yet at that 

* Thurloe, vi. 579, Clarendon State 
Papers, 391, 395. . 

* Carte’s Letters, ii. 118. In a letter 
of Ormond to Hyde about this time he 
seems to have seen into the king’s charac- ° 
ter, and speaks of him severely: “I fear 
his immoderate delight in empty, effemi- 
nate, and vulgar conversations, is become 
an irresistible part of bis nature,” &ec, 
Clarendon State Papers, fii. 287, . 

© Clarendon Papers, 391, 418, 460, et 
post. Townshend, a young man who 
seems to have been much looked up to, 
Was not, in fact, a presbyterian, but is 
reckoned among them ss not being a 
cavalier, having come of age since the 
war, and his family neutral. 

" This curious fact appears for the first 
time, I believe, in the Clarendon State 
Papers, unless it is anywhere intimated 

“in Carte’s collection of the Ormond Iet- 
ters. In the former collection we find 
several allusions to it; the first is in a 
letter from Rumbold, a royalist emissary, 
to Hyde, dated Dec. 2, 1658, p. 421; from 
which I collect lord Fauconberg’s share 
in this intrigue; which is alzo confirmed 
by a letter of Mordannt to the king, in 
p. 42% “The lord Falconbridge protests . 
that Cromwell fs so remiss a person that 
he cannot play his own game, much less 
another man’s, and is thereby discouraged 
from acting in business, having also many 
enemies who oppose his gaining either
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time even he could not reasonably be expected to aban+ don his apparent interests; but soon 
his influence, 
still supposed 
Lockhart, they. 

after his fall, while or rather that, of his father's memory, was considerable with Montagu, Monk, and. negotiated with him to procure the ac- cession of those persons, and of his brother Henry, for.a pension of 20,0001, a-year and a title,* however, that those prudent veterans 
- It soon appeared, 
of revolution would not embark under such a pilot, and that Richard was not worth purchasing on the lowest terms. Even Henry Cromwell, with whom a Separate treaty had been carried on, and who is said to have determined at one time to _ proclaim the king at Dublin, from want of courage, or, as is more probable, of seriousness in what must havo scemed so unnatural an undertaking, 

to the vote of parliament tha 
mand of Ireland 

‘ The conspiracy, if indeed so 
restoration of ancient Jaws and 

submitted quietly 
t deprived him of the com- 

general a concert for tho 
liberties ought Conspiracy’: to have so equivocal an appellation, became of 1659. ripo in the summer of 1659, 

appear in arms in different quarters, 
towns to bo seized ; but, as 

The royalists were to 
several principal 

the moment grew nigh, tho courage of most began to fail, Twenty years of depres- sion and continual failure mated the 
cavaliers. 

Booth, almost alone, rose 

spirits of the 
The shade of Cromwell seemed to hover over and protect the wreck of his. greatness, Sir George 

in Cheshire ; every other scheme, intended to be executed simultaneously, failing through the increased prudence of those concemed, or the precautions taken by the government on secret in- telligence of the plots; and Booth, thus deserted, mado 
power or interest in the army or 
government, because they conceive his 
principles contrary to theirs. He says 
Thurloe governs Cromwell, and St. John 
and Pierpoint govern Thurloe; and there. 
fore it is not likely he will think himself fn 
danger til] these tell him so, norscek a di- 
version of it but by their counsels.” Feb, 
10, 1659. These ill-grounded hopes of Ri. 
chard’s accession to their cause appear in 
several vther letters, and even Hyde seems 
to have given in to them, 434, 454, &c, 
Broderick, another active emissary of 
the royalists, fancied that the three above 

. x 

civil mentioned would restore the king if they 
dared, 477% but tht is quite unlikely, 

~ * P, 469. This was carried on through 
colonel Henry Cromwell, his cousin, It 
is said that Richard had not courage to sign the letters to Monk and his other 
friends, which he afterwards Tepented, 
491. The intrigues still went on with him 
for a little longer, This wasin May, 1659, Y Clarendon State Papers, 434, 500, et Post, Thurloe, vi. 686. See also an enigmatical letter to Henry Cromwell, 
629, which certainly ints at his union 7 with the king; and Carte’s Letiers, ii, 293,
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less resistance to Lambert than perhaps was in his 
power. This discomfiture, of course, damped the ex- 
pectations of the king’s party, The presbyterians thought 
themselves ill-used by their new allies, though their own 
friends had been almost equally cautious." “Sir Richard 
Willis, an old’ cavalier, and in all the secrets of their 
conspiracy, was detected in being a spy both of Crom- 
well and of the new government: a discovery which 
struck consternation into the party, who could hardly” 
trust any one elso with greater security.» In a less 
favourable posture of affairs these untoward circumstances 
might havo ruined Charles’s hopes; they served, as it 
was, to make it evident that he must look to some more 
cfiicacious aid than a people’s good wishes for his Tes- 
toration, , : , 

The royalists in England, who played so deep a stake 
on the king’s account, were not unnaturally desirous 
that he should risk something in the game, and con- 
tinually pressed that either -he or one of his brothers 
would land on the coast. His standard would become a 
rallying-point for the well-affected, and create such a 
demonstration of public sentiment as would overthrow 
the present unstable government. Bnt Charles, not by 
nature of a chivalrous temper, shrunk from an enterprise 
“which was certainly very hazardous, unless he’ could 
have obtained a greater assistance of troops from the 
Low Countries than was to be hoped,* He was as little 
inclined to permit the duke of York’s engaging in it, on 
account of the differences that had existed between them, 
and his knowledge of an intrigue that was going forward 
in. England, principally among the catholics, but with: 
the ‘mischievous talents of the duke. of Buckingham ‘at 
its head, to sot up the duke instead of himself. Ho 

* Clar, State Papers, 552, 556, &c, 
° Clarendon confesses, Life, p. 20, that 

the cavaliers disliked this whole intrigue 
with the presbyterians, which was plan- 
ned by Mordaunt, the most active and 
intelligent agent that the king possessed 
in England. The former, doubtless, per- 
celved that by extending the basis of the 
coalition they should lose all chance of 
indemnity for their own sufferings; be- 
sides which, their timidity and irresolu- 
tiou are manifest in all the Clarendon 

correspondence at this pericd. See par. 
ticularly 493, 620, . 
“> Willis had done all in his power to 

obstruct the rising. Clarendon was very 
slow in believing this treachery, of which 

he had at length conclusive proofs. 552, 
562. : 

© Clar, Papers, 514, 530, 536, 543. 
4 Clarendon Pupers, 425, 427, 458, 462, 

475, 526, 579, It is evident that the 
catholics had greater hopes from the duke 

than from the king, and considered the



‘gave, however, 

‘ditions on which tho 
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fair words to his party, and continued for some timo on the French coast, as if waiting for his opportunity, Tt was in great measure, rid himself of this importunity that he set 
‘as I suspect, to 
out on his long and very needless journey to the foot of the Pyrenees, - _Thither the two monarchs of France and Spain, wearied with twenty years of hostility without a cause and with- out a purpose, had sent their ministers to conclude the celebrated treaty which bears the name of those moun- tains. Charles had long cherished hopes that the first fruits of their reconciliation 

to place him on tho English 
would be a joint armament 

throne; many of his ad- herents almost despaired of any other means of restora- tion. But Lewis de Waro-was a timid statesman, and Mazarin a cunning one: there 
their generosity, and the price 

was little to expect from 
of assistance might pro- bably be such as none but desperate and unscrupulous exiles would offer and the 

unanimous indignation reject. 
that he contracted no public 
foreign powers, 
failed. of success 
and unstable crown. The 
England, its establishment 
the sovereign and his. famil 
Dunkirk, and perhaps the 

English nation would with 
Jt was well for Charles 
engagement with these whose co-operation must either havo 

or have placed on his head a degraded 
full toleration of popery in 
in Ireland, its profession by 

, the surrender of Jamaica, 
Norman islands, were con- 

people might have thought the restoration of the Stuart line too dearly obtained, 
former as already their own, A Temark- 
able letter of Morley to Hyde, April 24, 
1659, p. 458, shows the suspicions already 
entertained of him by the writer in point 
of religion ; snd Hyde ig plainly not free 
from apprehension that he might favour 
the scheme of supplanting bis brother, 
‘rhe intrigue might have gone a great 
way, though we may now think it pro- 
bable that their alarm magnified the 
danger, “Let me tell you,” says sir An- 
tony Asbley Cooper in a letter to Hyde, 
“that Wildman {is as much an euemy 
now to the king as he was before a seem- 
ing friend; yet not upon the accountof a 
commonwealth, for his ambition meets 
with every-day repulses and affronts from 
that party; but upon a finer spun design 7 
of setting up the interest of the duke of 

York against the king; in which design I 
fear you will find confederated the duke 
of Bucks, who Perhaps may draw away 
with bim Jord Fairfax, the Presbyterians, 
levellers, and many catholics, I am apt 
-to think these things are not transacted 
without the privityof the queens and 1 
pray God that they have not an ill influ. 
ence upon your affaira in France.” 475, 
Buckingham was surmised to have been 
formally reconciled to the church of Rome. 
427, Some supposed that he, with his friend Wildman, were for a Tepublic, 
But such men are for nothing but the 
intrigue of the moment. These Projects 
of Buckingham to set up the dtke of York 
are hinted at in a pamphlet by Shaftes. 
bury or one of his Party, written about 
1680, Somers Tracts, viii, 319, :
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It was a more desirable object for the king to bring over, if possible, some of tho leaders of the common- wealth. Except Vane, accordingly, and the decided republicans, there was hardly any man of consequence whom his agents did not attempt to gain, or, at least, from whom they did not entertain hopes. ‘ Three stood: at this time conspicuous above the rest, not all of them in ability, but in apparent power of serving the royal cause by their defection—Flectwood, Lambertjand Monk, The first had discovered, as far as his understanding was capable of perceiving anything, that he had been the dupo of more crafty men in the cabals against Richard Cromwell, whose complete fall from power he had neither designed nor foreseen, ‘In pique and vexation he listened to the overtures of the royalist agents, and sometimes, if we believe their assertions, oven promised to declare for the king.*. But his resolutions were not to be relied upon, nor was his influence likely to prove considerable ; though, from his post of lieutenant-general of the army, and long-accustomed precedence, he -ob- tained. sort of-outward credit far beyond his capacity. Lambert was of a very different stamp ; eager, enter- prising, ambitious, but destitute of the qualities that inspire respect or confidence. Far from the weak enthu- siasm of Fleetwood, he gave offence by displaying less show of religion than the temper of his party required, and still more by a current suspicion that his secret faith was that of tho church of Rome, to which tho partiality of the catholics towards him gave support.! . The craft unfettered ambition of Lambert rendered it not unlikely that, finding his own schemes of sovereignty impractica~ ble, he would make terms with the king; and there were not wanting those who recommended the latter to secure his services by the offer of marrying his daughter,® but 
© Hyde writes to the duke of Ormond, chester, Popham, and others, tried what “I pray inform the king that Fleetwood they could do with Fleetwood; but, makes great professions of belng con- “ though they left him with good resolu« verted, and of a resolution to serve the tions, they were so weak as not to cone king upon the first opportunity.” Oct, tinue longer than the next temptation.” 11, 1659. Carte’s Letters, ii. 231. Seo 635 (Dec. 27), 

Clarendon State Papers, 551 (Sept. 2) € Id. 538. Carte’s Letters, if, 225, and 577. But it is sald afterwards that 6 Lord Hatton, an old royalist, sug: - he had “not courage enough to follow gested this humiliating proposition in the honest thoughts which some time pos- terms scarcely less so to the heir of Cerdic . sess alm,” 592 (Oct, 31), and that Man- -and Fergus. “The race is a very goat, 
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Cosmosweatti, INTERFERENCE OF MONK. 281. 
it docs not appear that any actual overtures were made on cither side, 

There remained one-man 
tion, in the command of a 
lated army, to whom tho royalists anxiously looked with alternate hope 
early connections were 
whom he had been 
Fairfax at Namptwich. Yet even in 
life he had not escaped suspicions of 

of eminent military reputa- 
considerable insu- Interference 

of Monk, 

and despondency. Monk’s 
with the king’s party, among 

defeated and taken prisoner by 
this period of his 

disaffection, which he effaced by continuing in prison till the termination of the war in England. Ho 
from the parliament to serve against 
falling entirely into his new line 

attached to Cromwell, by whom he was left in government, or rather viceroyalty, of Scot- land, which he had reduced to subjection, 

strongly 
the military 

then accepted a commission 
the Irish, and now, 
of polities, became 

and kept under with a vigorous hand. Charles had once, it is said, attempted to seduce him by 
which he instantly transmitted to 
Oliver's death he wrote a very 

his advice for the government, 
to obtain the affections of the 
ministers, 

Cromwell, containing 
He recommends him 
moderate presbyterian 

a letter from Cologne, 
the protector. Upon - 

sensible letter to Richard 

who have much influ. ence over the people, to summan to his house of lords the wisest and most faithful 
of the leading gentry, 
officers in the anny. 

of the old nobility and some 
to diminish the number of superior 
by throwing every two regiments into one, and to take into his council as his chief advisers Whitelock, St. J ohu, 

Pierpoint, and Thurloe! 
gentleman's family, and kings have con- 
descended to marry subjects. The lady 
Is pretty, of an extraordinary sweetness 
of disposition, and very virtuously and 
ingenuously disposed ; the father fa a per- 
son, set aside his unhappy engagementy 
of very great parts and noble tuclina- 
tons.” Clarendon State Papers, 592, Yet, 
after all, Miss Lambert was hardly more 
a mésalliance than Hortense Mancini, 
whom Charles bad asked for in vain, 

h Biogr. Brit, art. Monk. The royal- 
ists continued to entertain hopes of him, 
especially after Oliver's death. Clarene 
don Papers, iff. 293, 395, 396. In a 

lord Broghill, sir Richard Onslow, 
Tho judiciousness of this 

sensitfe letter of Colepepper to Hyde, Sept. 20, 1658, he points out Monk as able alone to restore the king, and not absolutely averse to if either inhis prin- 
ciples or affections; kept hitherto by the vanity of adhering to his Professions, and 
by his affection to Cromwell, the latter 
whereof {s dissolved both by the jea. 
Toustes he entertained of him, and by his death, &c. Id. 412, . 

i Thurloe, vit, 387, 
the same time against the earl of Argyle, 4s not a friend to the government: 
Pp. 584. Two years afterwards be took away his life as being too much 5a, 

Monk wrote abont
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advice is the surest evidence of its sincerity, and mus‘ 
leave no doubt on our minds that Monk was at that 
time very far from harbouring any thoughts of the king’s 
restoration. 7 

But when, through the force of circumstances and tho. 
Itsdis:- . deficiencies in the young protector’s capacity, 
simulation. he saw the house of Cromwell for ever fallen, 
it was for Monk to consider what course he should 

‘follow, and by what means the nation was to be rescued 
from the state of anarchy that seemed to menace it. 
‘That very different plans must have passed through his 
mind before he commenced his march from Scotland, it 
is easy to conjecture; but at what time his determination 
was finally taken we cannot cértainly pronounce.* It 

« If the account of his chaplain, Dr. 
Price, republished in Maseres’ Tracts, 
vol, ii., be worthy of trust, Monk gave so 
much encouragement to his. brother, a 
clergyman, secretly despatched to Scot- 
land by sir John Grenvil, his relation, 
in June,: 1659, as to have approved sir 
George Booth’s insurrection, and to have 
been on the point of publishing a de- 
aration in favour of it, P. 718. But 
this is flatly in contradiction of what 
Clarendon asserts, that the gencral not 
only sent away his brother with no Lopes, 
but threatened to hang him if he came 
again on such an errand, And, in fact, 
if anything so favourable as what Price 
tells us had occurred, the king could not 
fail to have known ft. See Clarendon 
State Papers, iii. 543. - This throws some 
suspicion un Price’s subsequent narrative 
(so far asit professes to relate the gene- 
ral's intentions); sv that I rely farless on 
it than on Monk’s own behaviour, which 
seems irreconcilable with his professions 
of republican principles. It is, however, 
an obscure point of history, which will 
easily admit of different opinions. 

The story told by Locke, on lord 
Shaftesbury’s authority, that Monk had 
agreed with the French ambassudur to 
take on himself the goverument, whercin 
he was to have the support of Mazariu, 
and that his wife, having overheard what 
was going forward, sent notice to Shaftes- 
bury, who was thus enabled to frustrate 
the intrigue (Locke's Works, iil. 456), 
scems to bave been cunfinned lately by 

Mr. Dilsracli,{n an extract from the 
manuscript memoirs of sir Thomas 
Browne (Curiosities of Literature, N. S., 
vol. il.), but im terms s0 nearly re- 
sembling those of Locke, that it may be 
suspected of being merely an echo, It 
is certain, as we find by Vhillips's cunti- 
nuation of Baker's Chronicle (said to 
be assisted in this part by sir ‘Thomas 
Clarges, Monk's brother-in-law), that 
Bourdeaux, the French ambassador, did 
make such overtures to the general, who 
absolutely refused to entet upon them; 
but, as the writer admits, received a visit 
from the ambassador on condition that 
he should propose nothing in relation to 
public matters. I quote from Kennet’s 
Register, 85. But, according to my pre- 
sent impression, this is more likely to 
have been the foundation of Shaftesbury’s 
story, who might have heard frem 3rs. 
Monk the circumstance of the visit, and 
conceived suspicions upon it, which be 
afterwards tumed into proofs. Jt was 
evidently not in Monk’s power to huve 
usurped the government after be had let" 
the royalist inclinations: of the people 
show themselves; and he was by nomeans 
of arash character. He must have taken 
his resolution when the secluded mem- 
bers were restored to the Louse, Feb. 215 
and this alleged intrigue with Mazarin 
could hardly have been so early. 

It may be added that in one of the 
pamphlets about the time of the exclusion 
bill, written by Shaftesbury himself, or 
one of his party (Somers Tracts, viii. 
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Comstonweanti, MONK’S DISSIMULATION, 983 
would be the most honourable supposition to believe . that he-was sincere in those solemn protestations of adherence tothe commonwealth which he poured forth, as well during his march as after his arrival in London ; till discovering, at length, the popular zeal for the king’s restoration, he concurred in a change which it would have been unwise, and perhaps impracticable, to resist. This, however, seems not easily reconcilable to Monk’s .proceedings in new-modelling his army, and confiding power, both in Scotland and England, to men of known intentions towards royalty; nor did his assurances of | support to the republican party become less frequent or explicit at a time when every one must believe that he 
had taken his resolution, and even after. he had com- maunicated with the king, Yincline, therefore, upon the whole, to believe that Monk, not accustomed to respect the parliament, and incapable, both by his temperament and by the course of his life, of any enthusiasm for the name of liberty, had satisfied himself as to tho expe: diency of the king’s restoration from the time that the Cromwells had sunk below his power to assist them, though his projects wero still subservient to his own security, which he was resolved not to forfeit by any premature declaration or unsuccessful enterprise. If the coalition of cavaliers and presbyterians and the strong bent of the entire nation had not convinced this wary" dissembler that he could not fail of success, he would - have continued truo to his professions as the general of & commonwealth, content with crushing his rival Lam bert and breaking that fanatical interest which he most ‘disliked. That ho aimed at such a sovereignty as Crom- well had usurped has been-the natural conjecture of many, but does not appear to me either warranted by . any presumptive evidence, or consonant 40 tho good sense and phlegmatic temper of Monk, 
At the moment when, with a small but veteran army of 7000 men, he took up his quarters in London, it 

. Seemed to be within his arbitrement which way the scale 
should’ preponderate. On one side were the wishes of the nation, but restrained by fear; on the other, esta- 
333), he fs hinted to have principally the most highly rewarded, had done brought about the Restoration; “without otherwise than they did.” But this still whose courage and dexterity some men, depends on his veracity, te
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blished possession, maintained by the sword, but ren- 
’ dered precarious by disunion and treachery. It is 

certainly very possible that, by keeping close to the 
- parliament, Monk might have retarded, at least for a 

' considerable time, the great event which has immor- 
talized him, But it can hardly be said that the king’s 
restoration was rather owing to him than-to the general 
sentiments of the nation, and almost the necessity of 
circumstances, which had already made every judicious 
person anticipate the sole termination of our civil dis- 
cord which they had prepared, Whitelock, who, in- 
capable of refusing compliance with the ruling power, 
had sat in the committee of safety established in October, 
1659, by the officers who had expelled the parliament, 
has recorded a curious anecdote, whence we may collect 
how little was wanting to prevent Monk from being the 
great mover in the restoration. He had for some time, 
as appears by his journal, entertained a persuasion that 
the general meditated nothing but the king’s roturn, to 
which he was doubtless himself well inclined, except from 
somo apprehension for the public interest, and some also 
for his own. This induced him to have a private con- 
ference with Fleetwood, which he enters as of the 22nd 
December, 1659, wherein, after pointing out the pro- 
bable designs of Monk, ho urged him either to take pos- 
session of the Tower and declare for a free parliament, . 
in which he would have the assistance of the city, or to 
send some trusty person to Breda, who might offer to 
bring in the king upon such terms as should be settled, - 
Both these propositions were intended as different me- 
thods of bringing about a revolution which he judged to 
be inevitable. .‘* By this means,” he contended, “ Fleet- 
wood might make terms with the king for preservation 
of himself and his friends, and of that cause, in a good 

" measure, in which they had been engaged; but if it were 
left to Monk, they and all that had been doné would be - 
left to the danger of destruction. Fleetwood then asked 
mo, ‘if I would be willing to go myself upon this em- 
-ployment?’ Ianswered, ‘ that I would go if Fleetwood 

' thought fit to send me.’ And after much other discourse 
to this effect Fleetwood seemed ‘fully satisfied to send 
me to the king, and desired me to go and prepare myself 
forthwith for the journey; and that in the mean time



  

Couuoxweatrn. RETURN OF SECLUDED MEMBERS, 985 
Fleetwood and his friends would preparé the instruc. tions for me, so that I might begin my journey this evening or to-morrow morning early, - “TI, going away from Fleetwood, met Vane, Desbo- rough, and Berry in the next room, coming to speak with Fleetwood, who thereupon desired me to stay a little; and I suspected what would be the issuo of their consultation, and within‘a quarter of an hour Flectwood came to me, and in much passion gaid to me, * I cannot ‘do it! Icannot do it!’ 1 desired his reason why ho could not doit? He answered, * Those gentlemen have remembered me, and itis true, that I am engaged not to .do any such thing without my lord Lambert's consent, I replied, ‘ that Lambert was at too great a distance ta have his consent to this business, which must be in- ‘Stantly acted” ‘Fleetwood again said, ‘I cannot do it without him. Then I said, « You will ruin yourself and your friends.’ He said, ‘I cannot help it.” Then I told him I must take my leave, and so we parted,” ™ . Whatever might have been in the power of Monk by ‘adhering to his declarations of obedience to the Sect dea parliament, it would have been too Jate for him, members after consenting to the restoration of the se- ten ‘cluded members to their seats on February 21, ° 1660, to withstand the settlement which it seems incre- ‘dible that he should not at that time have desired. That he continued for at least six weeks afterwards in a courso - of astonishing dissimulation, so as to deceive in a great Measure almost all the royalists, who were distrusting Ais intentions at the very moment when he made his first and_most private tender of Service to the king ‘through Sir John Grenvil about the beginning of April, might at first seem rather to have proceeded from a sort ‘ of inability to shake off his inveterate resergedness than from consummate prudence and discretion ; for any sud- den risings in the king’s favour, or an intrigue in the council of state, might easily have brought about the Restoration without hig concurrence; and, even as it _ “was, the Janguage held in the house of commons before   . their dissolution, the votes expunging all that appeared ou their journals against the regal government and the 

® Whitelock, 690
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house of lords," and, above all, the course of the elec- 

tions for the new parliament, made it sufficiently evident 

that the general had delayed his assurances of loyalty 

till they had lost a part of their value. It is, however, 
a full explanation of Monk’s public conduct that he was 
not secure of the army, chicfly imbued with fanatical 

® The engagement was repealed March 
13, This was of itself tantamount to a 
declaration in favour of the king, though - 
perhaps the previous order of March 5, 
that the solemn league and covenant 
should be read in churches, was still 
more so. Prynne was the first who had 
the boldness to speak for the king, de-~ 
tlaring his opinion that the parliament 
was dissolved by the death of Charles I.; 
he was supported by one or two more. 
Clar. Papers, 696.. Thurloe, vil. 854. 
Carte’s Letters, fi. 312. Prynne wrote 
a pampblet advising the peers to mect 
and issue writs for a new parlia- 
ment, according to the provisions of 
the triennlal act, which, in fact, was 
no bad expedient, Somers Tracts, vi. 
534. ’ 

A speech of sir Harbottle Grimston 
Defore the close of the parliament, March, 
1660, is more explicit for the king’s re- 
storation than anything which I have seen 
elsewhere ; and as I do not know that it 
has been printed, I will give an extract 
from the Harlelan SIS, 1579. 

Heé urges it as necessary to be done by 
them, and not left for the next parlia- 
ment, who all men believe would restore 
him. “This is so true and so well un- 
derstood, that we all Lelieve that, whatso- 
ever our thoughts are, this will be the 
opinion of the succeeding parliament, 
whose concerns as well as affections will 
make them active for his introduction, 
And I appeal, then, to your own Judz- 
ments whether it is likely that those 
persons, as to their particular interest 
more unconcerned, and probably less 
knowing in the affairs of the nation, can - 
or would obtain for any those terms or 
articles as we are yet in a capacity to pro- . 
cure both for them and us. I must con- 
fess sincerely that it would be as strange 
to me asa miracle, did I not know that 
God infatuates whom he designs to de- 
stroy, that we can see the king's retum 
f0 umavoldable, and yet be no more stu- 

dious of serving him, or at least ourselves, 
in the managiug of his recall. , 
“The general, that noble personage to 

whom under God we do and must owe 
all the advantages of our past and future 
changes, Will be as far from opposing us 
in the design, as the design is removed 
from the disadvantage of the nation. He 
himself is, Iam confident, of the same 
opinion; and if be bas not yet given 
notice of it to the house, it is not that he 
does not look upon it a3 the best expe 
dient; but he only forbears to propose it, . 
that he might not seem to necessitate us, 
and by an over early discovery of his own 
judgment be thought to take from us the 
freedom of ours.”’ 

In another place he says, “That the 
recalling of our king in this only way (for 
composure of affairs) is already grown 
almost as visible as true; and, were it but 
confessed of sil of whom it is believed, 
I should quickly hear from the greatest 
part of this house what now it hears alone 
from me, Had we as little reason to fear 
as we have too much, that, if we bring 
not in the king, he either already is, or 
shortly may be, in a capacity of coming 
in unsent for, methinks the very know- 
ledge of his right were enough to keep 
just persons, such a3 we would be ccn- 
ceived to be, from being accessary to his 
longer absence. We are already, and but 
justly, reported to have been the occasion 
of onr prince’s banishment; we may, 
then, with reason and equal truth, for 
aught I know, be thought to have been 
the contrivers of it, unless we endeavour 
the contrary, by not suffering the mischief 
to continue longer which is in our power 

to remove.” 
Such passages as these, and the general 

tenor of public speeches, sermons, and 
pamphlets, in the spring of 1660, show 

how little Monk can be justly said to 

have restored Charles II, except so far 

as he did not persist in preventing it su 
Jong as he might have donc,
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princivles, and bearing an inveterate hatred towards tho 
namo of Charles Stuart. A correspondent of the king writes to him on the 28th of March, “ The army is not -’ 
yet in a state to hear your name publicly.”° In the beginning of tbat month many of the officers, instigated by Haslerig and his friends, had protested to Monk against the proceedings of the house, insisting that they 
should abjure the king and house of lords... He re- - pressed their mutinous spirit, and bade them obey the 

. grand impediment to 

parliament, as he should do.? Hence ho redoubled his 
protestations of abhorrence of monarchy, and seemed for 
several weeks, in exterior demonstrations, rather the 

the king’s restoration than the one person who was to havo the credit of it8 Meanwhile he silently proceeded in displacing the officers whom ho 
could least trust, and disposing the regiments near to the, metropolis or at a distance, according to his know- 
ledge of their tempers ; the parliament having given him a commission as lord-gencral of all tho forces in tho 
three kingdoms," The commissioners appointed by par- liament for raising the militia in each county ‘wero 
chiefly gentlemen of the presbyterian party; and there 
seemed likely to be such a considerable force under their 
orders as might rescue the 
servitude to the army.,. 

nation from its ignominious 
In fact, some of the royalists expected that the great question would not be carried 

© Clarendon State Papers, 711. 
P Id. 696. 

4 Id. 678, et post. He wrote a letter 
(Jan. 21) to the gentry of Devon, who 
had petitioned the speaker for’ the read- 
mission of the secluded members, object- 
ing to that measure as likely to bring in 
monarchy, very judicious, and with an 
air of sincerity that might deceive any 
one; and after the resturation of these 
secluded members, he made a speech to 
them (Feb. 21) strongly against mo- 
narchy; and that so ingenuovsly, upon 
such good reasons, so much without in- 

., Veetive or fanaticism, that the professional 
hypocrites, who were used to their own 
tone of imposture, were deceived by his, 
Cromwell was a mere bungler to him. 
See these in Harris's Charles LL, 296, 
or Somers Tracts, vi. 551. It cannot 
be wondered at that the royalists were 
exasperated at Monk’s behavicur. They 

published abusive pamphtets against him 
in February, from which Kennet, in his 
Register, p. 53, gives quotations :— 

“ Whereas he was the common hopes of 
all men, he fs now the common hatred of 
all men, a3 a traitor more detestable than 
Oliver himself, who, though he manacled 
the citizens’ hands, yet never took away 
the doors of the city,” and so forth, It 
appears by the letterS of Mordannt and 
Broderick to Hyde, and by those of Hyde 
himself in the Clarendon Papers, that 
they had no sort of confidence in Monk 
till near the end of March; though Bar- 
wick, another of his correspondents, seems 
to have had more insight into the Scneral's 
designs (Thurloe, 852, 860, 870), who had 
expressed himself to a friend of the writer, probably Clobery, fully fn favour 
of the king, before March 19, : 

* Clar. 699, 705. Thurloe, vii 460, 
870. ,
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without an appeal to the sword The delay of Monk in 
privately assuring the king of his fidelity is still not easy 

to be explained, but may have proceeded from a want of 
confidence in Charles’s seerecy, or that of his counsellors. 
It must be admitted that lord Clarendon, who has written 
with some minuteness and accuracy this important part 
of his History, has more than insinuated (especially as 
we now read his genuine language, which the ill-faith of 
his original editors had’ shamefully garbled) that Mouk 
entertained no purposes in the king’s favour till the last 

moment; buta manifest prejudice that shows itself in 
all his writings against the general, derived partly from 
offence at his extreme reserve and caution during this 
period, partly from personal resentment of Monk’s be- 
haviour at the time of his own impeachment, greatly takes 

DIFFICULTIES ABOUT Cuap, X. 

off from the weight of the noble historian’s judgment.' 
The months of March and April, 1660, were a period 

Difficulties 
about the 

of extreme inquietude, during which every one 
spoke of the king’s restoration as imminent, yet 

restoration. none could distinctly perceive by what means - 
it would be effected, and much less how the difficulties 

of such a settlement could 

*"A correspondent of Ormond writes, ° 
March 16, “This night the fatal long 
parliament hath dissolved itself All this 
appears well; but I believe we shall not 
be settled upon our ancient foundations 

without a war, for which all prepare 
vigorously and openly.” Carte’s Letters, 
41.513, It appears also, from a letter of 
Massey to Hyde, that a rising in different 
counties was intended. Thurloe, 854. 

t After giving the substance of Monk’s 
speech to the house, recommending 4 
new parliament, but insisting on com- 
monwealth principles, Clarendon goes 
on: “There was no dissimulation in 
this, in order to cover and conceal his 
good intentions to the king; for without 
doubt be had not to this hour entertained 
any purpose or thought to serve him, but 
was really of the opinion he expressed in 
his paper, that it was a work impossible; 
and desired nothing but that he might 
sce a commonwealth established on such 
a model as Holland was, where he had 
been bred, and that himself might enjoy 
the authority and place which the prince 
of Orange possessed in that government.” 

be overcome.” As the mo- 

™ [he Clarendon and Thurloe Papers 
are full of more proofs of this that can b2 
quoted, and are very amusing to read, a3 
& perpetually shifting picture of hopes 
and fears, and conjectures right or wrong. 
Pepys’s Diary also, in these two months, 
strikingly shows the prevailing uncer- 
tainty as to Monk’s intentions,as well as |. 
the general desire of having the king 
brought in. It seems plain that, if he 
had delayed a very little longer, he would 
have lost the whole credit of the restora- 
tion. All parties began to crowd in 
with addresses to the king in the first 
part of April, before Monk was known to 
have declared himself. Thurloe, among 
others, was full of his offers, though evie 
dently anxfous to find out whether the 
king had an interest with Monk, p. 893. 
The royalists had long entertained hopes, 
from time to time, of this deep politician ; 
but it is certain he never wished well to 
their cause, and, with St. John and Pier. 
point, had been most zealous, to the last 
moment that it seemed practicable, 
against the restoration. There had been, 
80 late as February, 1660, or even after-
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turned their attention more to the obstacles and dangers that lay in their way. The restoration of a banished family, concerning whom they knew little, and what they knew not entirely to their satisfaction, with ruined, perhaps revengeful, followers ; the returning ascendancy of a distressed party, who had sustained losses that could not be repaired without fresh changes of property, injuries that could not be atoned . without fresh severities; the conflicting 
two churches—one loth to release its 

pretensions of 
claim, the other | 

to yield its possession ; the unsettled dissensions between the crown and parliament, suspended only by civil war and usurpation; all seemed pregnant with such diff- 
culties that prudent men could hardly look forward to the impending revolution without some hesitation and anxiety," Hence Pierpoint, one of the wisest, statesmen in 

wards, a strange plan of setting up again 
Richard Cromwell, wherein not only 
these three, but Montague, Jones, and 
others, were thought to be concerned, 
etroneously no doubt as to Montague, 
Clarendon State Papers, 693. Carte’s 
Letters, #1. 310, 330. “ One of the Greatest 
reasons they alleged was, that the king’s 
party, consisting altogether of indigent 
men, will become powerful by little and 
little to force the king, whatever be his 
own disposition, to break any engagement 
he can now make; and since the nation 
is bent on a single Person, none will com- 
bine all interests so well as Richard” 
This made Monk, it is said, dealous of 
St. John, so that be was chosen at 
Cambridge to exclude him. In a letter 
of Thurloe to Downing at the Hague, 
April 6, he says “that many of the 
presbyterians are alarmed at the Prospect, 
and thinking how to keep the king out 
without joining the sectaries.” vii. g97, 
This could hardly be achieved but by 
setting up Richard. Yet that, as is truly 
said in one of the letters quoted, was 
ridiculous, None were so conspicuous and 
intrepid on the king’s side as the pres. 
Dyterian ministers. Reynolds preached 
before the lord mayor, Feb. 23, with 
manifest allusion to the restoration; 

. Ganden (who may be reckoned on that 
side, as conforming to it) on the same 
day much more explicitly. Kennet's 
Register, 69. Sharp says,-iu a letter toa 
VOL. If. 

correspondent in Scotland, that he, Ash, 
and Calamy, had a long conversation 
with Monk, Slarch 11, “and convinced 
him a commonwealth was impracticable, 
and to our sense sent him off that sense 
he had hitherto maintained, and came 
from him as being satisfied of the necese 
sity of dissolving this house, and calling 
& new parliament.” Id. p. 81. Baxter 
thinks the presbyterian ministers, toge- 
ther with Clarges and Morrice, turned 
Monk’s resolution, and induced him to 
declare for the king. Life,p.2 This ig 
a very plausible conjecture, though I ine 
cline to think Monk more disposed that 
way by his own judgment or his wife’s, 
Bat she was influenced by the presbyte- 
tian clergy. They evidently deserved of 
Charles what they did not meet with. 

* The royalists began too soon with 
threatening speeches, which well-nigh 
frustrated their object, Id. 721, 729, 
727. Carte’s Letters, 8. Thurloe, $87. 
One Dr. Griffith published a little book 
vindicating the late king in his war 
against the parliament, for which the 
Tuling party were by no means Tipe; and 
having justified it before the council, was 
committed to the Gate-house, early in 
April, Id. ibid. These imprudences - 
occasioned the King’s declaration from 
Breda, Somers Tracts, vi. 562, Another also was published, April 25, 1660, 
signed by several peers, knights, divines, 
&e., of the royalist party, disclaiming all 

U .
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England, though not so far implicated in past transac- 
tions as to have much to fear, seems never to have over- 
come his repugnanco to the recall of the king; and Iam 
by no means convinced that the slowness of Monk him- 
self was not in some measure owing to his sense of the 
embarrassments that might attend that event. The 
presbyterians, generally speaking, had always been on 
their guard against an unconditional restoration. They 
felt much more of hatred to the prevailing power than 
of attachment to the house of Stuart, and had no dis- 
position to relinquish, either as to church or state go- 
vernment, those principles for which they had fought 
against Charles I. Hence they began, from the very 
time that they entered into the coalition (that is, the 
spring and summer of 1659), to talk of the treaty of 
Newport as if all that had passed since their vote of the 
5th December, 1648, that the king’s concessions were a 
sufficient ground whereon to proceed to the settlement 
of the kingdom, had been like a hideous dream, from 
which they had awakened to proceed oxactly in their 
former course!’ The council of state, appointed on 
the 23rd of February, two days after the return of the 
secluded members, consisted principally of this party. 
And there can, I conceive, be no question that, if Monk 
had continued his neutrality to the last, they would, 
in ‘conjunction with the new parliament, have sent 
over propositions for the king’s acceptance. Meetings 
were held of the chief presbyterian lords, Manchester, 

private passions and resentments, Ken- lished by Carte, The king's agents iz 
- net's Register, 120. Clar. vil. 471. But 

these public professions were weak dis- 
guises, when belied by their current 
language. See Baxter, 217. Marchmont 
Needham, in a tract entitled ‘ Interest 
will not Lye,’ (written In answer to an 
artful pamphlet ascribed to Fell, after- 
wards bishop of Oxford, and reprinted in 
Maseres’ Tracts, ‘The Interest of Eng- 
land stated’), endeavoured to alarm all 
‘other parties, especially the presbyterians, 
with representations of the violence they 
had to expect from that of the king, See 
Harris’s Charles IL, 268. 

Y Proofs of the disposition among this 
party to revive the treaty of the Isle of 
Wight occur perpetually in the Thurloe 
and Clarcndon Papers, and in those pub- 

England evidently - expected nothing 
better; and were, generally speaking, 
much for his accepting the propositions, 
“ The presbyterian lords,” says sir Allen 
Broderic to Hyde, “ with many of whom 
I have spoken, pretend that, should the 
king come in upon any such insurrection, 
abetted by those of his own party, he 
would be more absolute than his father 
was in the height of his prerogative. Stay 
therefore, say they, till we are ready; 
our numbers s0 added will abundantly 
recompense the delay, rendering what is 
now extremely doubtful morally certain, 
and establishing his throne upon the true 
basis, liberty and property.” July 16, 
1659, Clar. State Papers, 527,
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Northumberland,- Bedford, Say, with Pierpoint (who, finding it too late to prevent the king’s return, endea- 
Youred to render it as little dangerous as possible), 
Hollis, Annesley, sir William ‘Waller, Lewis, and other leaders of that party. Monk sometimes attended on these occasions, and always urged the most rigid limita- tions.’ His sincerity in this was tho less suspected, that his wife, to whom he was notoriously submissive, was entirely presbyterian, though a friend to the king; and 

i sect had always been declared 
in 4 more consistent and unequivocal manner than was 
usual to his dark temper. — 
‘These projected limitations, which but a few weeks 

before Charles would have thankfully accepted, seemed 
now intolerable; so rapidly do men learn, in the course of prosperous fortune, to scorn what they just before hardly presumed to expect. Those scemed his friends, 
not who desired to restore him, but who would do so at the least sacrifice of his power 
the council, and others in 

and pride. Several of 
high posts, sent word that 

they would resist the imposition of unreasonable terms," 
Monk himself ‘redeemed his ambiguous and dilatory 
behaviour by taking the restoration, as it were, out of 
the hands of the council, and suggesting the judicious 
scheme of anticipating their proposals by the king’s 
letter to the two houses of parliament. For this purpose he had managed, with all his dissembling pretences of 
commonwealth principles, 

* Clarendon, Hist. of Rebellion, vii. 
440. State Papers, 705, 729. “ There 
js so insolent a spirit among some of 
the nobility,” cays Clarendon, about the 
middie of February, “that I really fear 
it will turn to an aristocracy; Monk in- 
clining that way too. My opinion is 
Clear that the king ought not to part 
with the church, crown, or friends’ lands, 
lest he make my lord of Northumberland 
his equal, nay, perbaps his superior."” 
P. 680. i 

-. * Downing, the minister at the Hague, 
was one of these. His overtures to the 
king were as early as Monk’s, at the be- 

_ Binning of April; he declared bis wish 
to see his majesty restored on good 
terms, thoush many were desirous to 
make him a doge of Venice. Carte’s 

or, when ho was (as it wero) 

Letters, ii, 920. See also’a remarkable 
letter of the king to Monk (dated May 
21; but I suspect he used the new style, 
therefore read May 11), intimating what 
& Service it would be to prevent the im- 
Position of any terms. Clar. 745, And 
another from him to Mogrice, of the same 
tenor, May 20 (N. S), 1660, and bint- 
Ang that his majesty’s friends in the house 
bad complied with the general in all 
things, according to the king’s directions, 
departing from their own sense, and 
Testraining themselves from pursuing 
what they thought most for his service, 
Thurloe, vif. 912. This perhaps referred 
to the indemnity and other provisions 
then pending fn the commons, or rather 
to the delay‘ of a few days before the 
delivery of sir Joba Grenvil’s message, 

U2
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compelled to Jay them aside,’ of insistiug on rigorous 
limitations, to prevent any overtures from the council, | 
who were almost entirely presbyterian, . before the mect- 
ing of parliament, which would have considerably em- 
barrassed the king’s affairs.» The. clections meantime 
had taken a course which the’ faction now in power by 
no means regarded with satisfaction. Though the late 
house of commons had passed a resolution that no person 
who had assisted in any war against the parliament sinco 
1642, unless ho should since have manifested his good 
affection towards it, should be capable of being elected, 
yet this, even if it had been regarded, as it was not, by 
the people, would have been a feeble barrier against the 
royalist party, composed in a great measure of. young 
men who had grown up under the commonwealth, and. 
of those who, living in the parliamentary counties during 
the civil war, had paid a reluctant obedience to its 
power.* The tide ran so strongly for the king’s friends, 
that it was as much as the presbyterians could effect, 
with the weight of government in their hands, to obtain 

_ b Monk came this day (about the 
first week of April) to the council, and 
assured them that, notwithstanding all 
the appearance of a general desire of 
kingly government, yet it was in nowise 
his sense, and that he would spend the 
last drop of his blood to maintain the 
contrary.” Extract of a letter from 
Thurloe to Downing. Carte’s Letters, 

- ii, 322. “The council of state are utterly 
ignorant of Monk's treating with the 
king; and surely, as the present tempcr 
of the council of state i3 now, and’may. 
possibly be also of the parliament, by 
reason of the presbyterian influence upon 
both, I should think the first chapman 
will not be the worst, who perhaps will 

not offer so good a rate in conjunction 
with the company as he may give 
to engross the commodity.” Clar. 722, 
April 6. This sentence is a clue to all 
the intrigue. It {s said soon afterwards 
(p. 726, April 21) that the presbyterians 
were much troubled at the course of the 
elections, which made some of the coun- 
cil of state again address themselves to 
Monk for his consent to propositions they 
would send to the king; but he abso- 
lutely refused, and said he would leave 

all to a free parliament,-as he had 
promised the nation. Yet, though the 
elections went as well as the royalists 
could reasonably expect, Nyde was dis- 
satisfied that the king was not restored 
without the intervention of the new par- 
liament; and this may have been one 
reason of his spleen against Monk, P.* 
926,731; ; . 

© A proposed resolution, that those 
who had been on the king’s side, or their 
fons, should be disabled from voting at 
elections, was lost by 93 to 56, the last. 
effort of the expiring long parliament. 
Journals, 13th March, The electors did 
not think themselves bound by this ar-. 
bitrary exclusion of the cavaliers frum 
parliament; several of whom (thotgh 
not perhaps @ great number within the 
terms of the resolution) were returned. 
Massey, however, having gone down to 
stand for Gloucester, was put under arrest 
by order of the council of state. Thurloe, 
887,° Clarendun, who was himself not 
insensible to that kind of superstition, 
had fancied that anything done at 
Gloucester by Massey for the king’s ser- 
vice would make a powerful impression 
on the people, .
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about an. equality of strength with the cavalicrs in the 
“convention parliament 

It has been a frequent reproach to the conductors of this great revolution, that the king was restored with- out those terms and limitations which might secure the nation against his abuse of their confidence ; and this, not only by contemporaries who had suffered by the political and religious changes ¢ 
tion, or those who, in after ¢ 
s0me prepossession against the 
stitutional monarchy, but by 
reasonable men ; so that it has 

onsequent on the Restora- | 
imes, have written with 
English church and con- 
the most temperate and 
become almost regular to cast on the convention parliament, and more especially. on Monk, the imputation of having abandoned public liberty, and brought on, by their inconsiderate loyalty or self-interested treachery, tho misgovernment of the last two Stuarts, and the ne cessity of their ultimate expulsion, But, as this is a very material part of our history, and those who pronounce upon it have not always a very distinct notion either of what.was or what could have been done, it may be worth while to consider the matter somewhat more analytically ; confining myself, it is to be observed, in the present chapter, to what took place ‘before the king’s personal assumption of the government on tho 29th of May, 1660. The subsequent proceedings of the convention parliament fall within another period, 

We may remark, in tho first place, that the uncon- ditional restoration of Charles 
of in too hyperbolical language 
a sort of conqueror, with the 

H. is sometimes spoken 
, a8 if he had come in as 
laws and liberties of tho people at his discretion. Yet he was restored to nothing but the bounded prerogatives 

bounded by every.ancient and 
' those of the long parliament, 

of a king of England; 
modern statute, including 
which had been enacted for the subjects’ security. If it be true, as I have else- where observed, that the long parliament, in the year 1641, had established, in its 

existing constitution, it can h 
most essential parts, our 
ardly be maintained that 

’ 4 It fs a curious proof of the state cavalier party was so powerful, that his of pubiic sentiment that, thongh Monk friends did not even’ produce the letter ” himself wrote a letter to the electors of lest it sould be treated with neglect Bridgenorth, recommending Thurloe, the Th: urloe, vil, 893,
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fresh limitations and additional securities were absolutely 
indispensable, before the most fundamental of all its* 
principles, the government by king, lords, and commons, 
could be permitted to take its regular course. Those 
who so vehemently reprobate the want of conditions at 
tho Restoration would do well to point out what con- 
ditions should have been imposed, and what mischiefs 
they can probably trace from their omission.* - They 
should be able also to prove that, in the circumstances 
of the time, it was quite as feasible and convenient 
to make certain secure and obligatory provisions the 
terms of the kine’s restoration as seems to be taken for . 
granted. . 

The chief presbyterians appear to have considered the 
Plot treaty of Newport, if not as fit to be renewed 
reviving - in every article, yet at least as the basis of the 

y- ° - : 
of Newport compact into which they were to enter with 
faexpedient. Charles If But were the concessions wrested 
in this treaty from his father, in tho hour of. peril and 
necessity, fit to become the permanent rules of the 
English constitution? Turn to the articles prescribed 
by the long parliament in that negotiation. Not to 
mention the establishment of a rigorous presbytery in 
the church, they had insisted on the exclusive command 
of all forces by land and sca for twefty years, with the 
sole power of levying and expending the moneys neces- 
sary for their support; on the nomination of the prin- 
cipal officers of state and of the judges during the same 
period; and on the exclusion of the king’s adherents 
from all trust or political power. Admit even that the 
insincerity and arbitrary principles of Charles I. had 
rendered necessary such extraordinary precautions, was 
it to bo supposed that the executive power should not 
revert to his successor? Better it were, beyond com- 
parison, to maintain the perpetual exclusion of his family 
than to mock them with such a titular crown, the certain 

" @ fo the king’s coming in without 
conditions may be well imputed all the’ 
errors of his reign.” Thus says Burnet. 
The great political error, if so it should 

+ be termed, of his reign, was a conspiracy 
with the king of France and some wicked 
advisors at home to subvert the religion 
aud liberty of his subjects; and it is 

difficult to perceive by what conditions 
this secret intrigue could have been, 
prevented. ‘ 

f Clarendon Papers, p. 729. They ree 
solved to send the articles of that treaty 
to the king, leaving out the preface, 
This was about the middle of ApriL
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, cause of discontent and intrigue, and to mingle pre- 
mature distrust with their professions of affection. There 

* was undoubtedly much to apprehend from the king’s 
restoration; but it might be expected that a steady 
regard for public liberty in the parliament and the 
nation would obviate that danger without any momentous 
change of the constitution; or that, if such a sentiment 
should prove unhappily too weak, no guarantees of 
treaties or statutes would afford a genuine security. 

If, however, we were to be convinced that the restora-* 
tion was effected without a sufficient safeguard Diffentty : . y against the future abuses of royal power, we of framing 
must still allow, on looking attentively at the ‘nditions. 
circumstances, that there were very great difficulties in 
the way of any stipulations for that purposo. It must 
be evident that any formal treaty between Charles and 
the.English government, as it stood in April, 1660, was 
inconsistent with their common principle. That govern- * 
ment was, by its own declarations, only de facto, only 
temporary; the return of the secluded members to their 
seats, and the votes they subsequently passed, held forth 
to the people that everything done since the force put 
on the house in December, 1648, was by an usurpation; 
the restoration of the ancient monarchy was implied in 
all recent measures, and was considered as out of all 
doubt by the whole kingdom. But between a king of 
England and his subjects no treaty, as such, could be 
binding ; there was no possibility of entering into stipu- - 
lations with Charles, though in exile, to which a court 
of justice would pay the slightest attention, except by 
means of acts of parliament. It was doubtless possible 
that the council of state might have entered into a secret 
agreement with him on certain terms, to be incorporated 
afterwards into bills, as at the treaty of Newport. But . 
at that treaty his father, though in prison, was the 
acknowledged sovereign.of England; and it is manifest 
that the king’s recognition must precede the enactment 

“of any law. It is equally obvious that the contracting 
parties would no longer be the same, and that the con- 

- ditions that seemed indispensable to the council of state 
might not meet with the approbation of parliament. It’ 
might occur to an impatient people that the former 
were not invested with such legal or permanent autho- 

‘
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rity as could give them any pretext for bargaining with 
tho king, even in behalf of public liberty. , 

But, if the council of state, or even the parliament on — 
its first meeting, had resolved to tender any hard pro- 
positions to the king, as the terms, if not of his recog- 
nition, yet of his being permitted to exercise the royal 
functions, was there not a possibility that he might 
demur about their acceptance, that a negotiation might 
ensue, to procure some abatement, that, in the inter- 
change’ of couriers between London and Brussels, some 
weeks at least might be whiled away? Clarendon, we. 
are sure, inflexible and uncompromising as to his master’s, 
honour, would have dissuaded such enormous sacrifices 
as had been exacted from the late king. And during 
this delay, while no legal authority would have sub- 
sisted, so that no officer could have collected the taxes 
or executed process without liability to punishment, in 
what a precarious state would the parliament have stuod! 
On‘the one hand, the nation, almost maddened with the 
intoxication of reviving loyalty, and rather prone ‘to 
cast at the king’s feet the privileges and liberties it pos- 
sessed than to demand fresh security for them, might 
insist upon his immediate return, and impair the autho- 

. rity of parliament. On the other hand, the army, despe- 
rately irreconcilable to the name of Stuart, and sullenly 
resenting the hypocrisy that had deluded them, though 
they knew no longer where to seek a leader, were acces- 
siblo to the furious commonwealth’s men, who, rushing 
as it were with lighted torches along their ranks, endea- 
voured to rekindle a fanaticism that had not quite con- 
sumed its fuel. The escape of Lambert from the Tower had struck a panic into all the kingdom; somo such 
accident might again furnish,a rallying-point for fae, 
disaffected, and plunge tho country into an unfathom- 
able abyss of confusion. Hence the motion of sir Matthew Hale, in the convention parliament, to appoint 
a committee who should draw. up propositions to be sent 
over for the king’s acceptance, does not appear to me 
well timed and expedient; nor can I censure Monk for 
having objected to it» The business in hand required 

5 Life of Clarendon, p, 10, ‘ tion itself, the tide ran so strong, that 4 “This,” says Burnet, somewhat he only went into it dexterously enough fnvidiously, “was the great service to get much praise and great rewards.” that Monk did; for as to the restora- P. 123, 

e
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greater despatch. If the king’s restoration was an essen- 
tial blessing, it was not.to be thrown away in the debates 
of a committee. A wary, scrupulous, conscientious Eng- 

dish lawyer, like Hale, is always wanting in the rapidity 
and decision necessary for revolutions, though he may . 
be highly useful in preventing them from going too far. 

Ii is, I confess, more probable that the king would 
have accepted almost any conditions tendered Conduct of 
to him; such at least would have been the ad-_ the conven- 
vice of most of his counsellors; and his own thie woe 
conduct in Scotland was sufficient to show how Ddiameable, 
little any sense of honour or dignity would have stood 
in his way... But on what grounds did his English . 
friends, nay, some of the presbyterians themselves, advise 
his submission to the dictates of that party? It was in 
the expectation that the next free parliament, summoned 
by his own writ, would undo all this work of stipulation, 
‘and restore him to an unfettered prerogative. And this 
expectation there was every ground, from the temper of 
the nation, to entertain. Unless the convention parlia- 
-ment had bargained for its own perpetuity, or the privy 
council had been made immovable, or a military forco 
independent of the crown had been kept up to overawe 
the people (all of them most unconstitutional and abo- 
minable usurpations), there was no possibility of main- 
taining the conditions, whatever they might have been, 
from the want of which so much mischief is fancied to 
have sprung. Evils did take place, dangers did arise, 
the liberties of England were once more impaired ; but 
these are far less to be ascribed to the actors in the 
restoration than to the next parliament, and to the nation 
who chose it. © oo 

I must once more request the reader to take notico 
that I am not ‘here concerned with the proceedings of 

‘the convention parliament after the king’s return to 
England, which in some respects appear to me censur- 
able; but discussing the question, whether they wero 

“guilty of any fault in not tendering bills of limitation on 
:the prerogative, as preliminary conditions of his resto- 
ration to the exercise of his lawful authority. And it 
will be found, upon a review of what took place in that ‘interregnum froth their meeting together on the 25th of 
April, 1660, to Charles’s arrival in London on the 29th
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of May, that they were less unmindful than has been 
sometimes supposéd of provisions to secure the kingdom 
against the perils which had seemed to threaten it in the 
restoration. ; 

On the 25th of April the commons met and elected 
Grimston, a moderate presbyterian, as their speaker, 
somewhat against the secret wish of the cavaliers, who, 
‘elated by their success in the elections, were beginning 
to aim at superiority, and to show a jealousy of their late 
allies! On the same day the doors of the house of lords 
were found open; and ten peers, all of whom had sat in 
1648, took their places as if nothing more than a common 
adjournment had passed in the interval.« There was, - 
however, a very delicate and embarrassing question that 
had been much discussed in their private meetings. Tho 
object of these, as 1 have mentioned, was to impose terms 
on the king, and maintain the presbyterian ascendancy, 
But the peers of this party were far from numerous, and 
must be outvoted, if all the other lawful membors of the 
house should be admitted to their privileges. . Of these 
there were threo classes. The first was of the peers who 
had come to their titles since tho conclusion of the civil 
war, and whom there was no colour of justice, nor any 
vote of the house, to exclude. To somo of these accord- 
ingly they caused letters to be directed, and the others 
took their scats without objection on the 26th and 27th 
of April, on the latter of which days thirty-cight peers 
were present. Tho second class was of those who had 
joined Charles I., and had been excluded from sitting in 
the houso by votes of the long parliament. These it had 
been in contemplation among the presbyterian junto to — 
keep out; but the glaring inconsistency of such a mea- 
sure with the popular. sentiment, and the strength that 
the first class had given to the royalist interest among 
the aristocracy, prevented them from insisting on it. A 
third class consisted of those who had been created since 

- the great seal was taken to York in 1642; some by the 

« _ EGrimston was proposed by Pierpoint, | * These were the earls of Manchester, 
And conducted to the chair by him, Monk, Northumberland, Lincoln, Denbigh, and 
and Hollis, Journals, Parl. Hist. The Suffolk; lords Say, Wharton, Hunsdon, 
cavaliers complained that this was done Grey, Maynard. Lords’ Journals, April 
Nefore they came into the house, and 25, oo, . that he was partial. MordaunttoHyde, ™ Clar, State Pep, 734 Lords’ 
April 27. Clarendon State Papers, 734. Jour . :
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late king, others by the present in exile; and these, ac. 
cording to the fundamental principle of the parliamentary 
side, wero incapable of sitting in the houso. It was pro 
bably one of the conditions on which some meant to 
insist, conformably to the articles of the treaty of New 
port, that the new peers should be perpetually incapable 
or even that none should in futuro have tho right of. 
voting without the concurrence of both houses of parlia. 
ment. An order was made therefore on May 4, that no 
lords created since 1642 should sit. This was vacated by - 
a subsequent resolution of May 31. 

A message was sent down to the commons on April 27, 
desiring a conference on the great affairs of the kingdom 
This was the first time that word had been used for more 
than eleven years. But the commons, in returning an 
answer to this message, still employed the word nation. 
At was determined that the conference should take place 
on the ensuing Tuesday, the first of May." In this con- 
ference thore can bono doubt that the question of further 
securities against the power of the crown would have 
been discussed. -But Monk, whether from conviction of 
their inexpedience or to atone for his ambiguous delay, 
had determined to prevent any encroachment on the pre- 
rogative. He caused the king’s letter to the council of 
state and to the two houses of parliament to be delivered 
on that very day. A burst of enthusiastic joy testified 
their long-repressed wishes; and, when tho conferenco 
took place the earl of Manchester was instructed to let 

‘the commons know that the lords “do own and declaro 

= «Tt was this day (April 27) moved 
in the house of commons to call in the 
king; but it was deferred till Tucsday 
next by the king’s friends’ consent, and 
then it is generally believed something 
will be done In it, The calling in of the 

” king is now not doubted; but there is a 
party among the old secluded members 
that would have the treaty grounded 

~ upon the Isle of Wight propositions ; 
and the old lords are thought generally 
of that design. But it is believed the 
house of commons will use the king 
more gently. The general hath been 
highly - complimented by both houses, 
and, without doubt, the giving the king 
easy or hard conditions dependeth totally 

upon him; for, if he appear for the king, 
the affections of the people are so high 
for him, that no other authority can 
oppose him.” HH. Coventry to Marquis 
of Ormond.” Carte’s Letters, if, 328, 
Mordaunt confirms this. Those who 
moved for the king were colonel King 
and 3Ir, Finch, both decided cavaliers, 
It must have been postponed by the 
Policy of Monk. What could Clarendon 
mean by saying (History of Rebellion, 
vii, 478) that “none had the courage, 
how loyal soever their wishes were, to 
mention his majesty”? This strange 
way of speaking has ‘misled Hume, who 
copies it. The king was ag Generally 
talked fas if he were on the throne.
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that, according to the ancient and fundamental laws of this kingdom, the government is and ought to be by king, lords, and commons.” On the same day the com- mons resolved to agree in this vote, and appointed a committee to report what pretended acts and ordinances were inconsistent with it. So 
It is, however, so far from being true that this conven- tion gave itself up to a blind confidence inthe king, that their journals during the month of May bear witness to a considerable activity in furthering ‘provisions which the circumstances appeared to require. ‘They appointed a committee on May 8rd to consider of tho king’s letter and declaration, both holding forth, it will be remem. ° bored, all promises of indemnity, and everything that could tranquillize apprehension, and to propose bills ac- cordingly, especially for taking away military tenures, One bill was brought into the house to secure lands pur- chased from the trustees of the late parliament; another, ' to establish ministers already settled ‘in benefices; a third, for a general indemnity ; a fourth, to take away ‘tenures in chivalry and wardship; a fifth, to make void all grants of honour or estate made by.the late or present king since May, 1642. Finally, on the very 29th of May, we find a bill read twice and committed, for the confirmation of privilege of parliament, Magna Charta, . the Petition of Right, and other ‘great ‘constitutional 

statutes.” Theso measures, though some of them were never completed, proved that the restoration was ‘not carried forward with so thoughtless a precipitancy and neglect of liberty as has been asserted. ‘ There was undoubtedly one very important matter of exceptin ‘Past controversy which they may seem to have respectof avoided, the power over the sailitia, They themilits. “silently gave up that momentous question. Yet 
it was become, in a practical sense, incomparably more important that the representatives of the commons should 
retain a control over tho land forecs of the nation than it 
had been at tho commencement of the controversy. War 
and usurpation had sown the dragon’s tecth in our fields ; 
and, instead of the peaceable trained bands of former | 
ages, the citizen soldiers who could not be marched, 
" ° Lords’ and Commons’ Journals, Parl Hist. iv. 24. 

. ? Commons’ Journals. . 

’
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‘ beyond their counties, we had a veteran army accus- 
tomed to tread upon the civil authority at the bidding of 
their superiors, and used alike to govern and obey. . It 
seemed prodigiously dangerous to give up this weapon 
into the hands of our new sovereign. ‘The experience of 
other countries as well as our own demonstrated that: 
the public liberty could never be secure if a large 
standing army should be kept on foot, or any standing 

_ army without Consent of parliament. - But this salutary. 

‘ 

restriction the convention parliament did not think fit to 
propose ; and in this respect I certainly consider them as 
having stopped short of adequate security. It is pro- 
bable that the necessity of humouring Monk, whom it 
was their first vote to constitute genéral of all the forces 
in the threo kingdoms,‘ with the hope, which proved not 
vain, that-the king himself would disband tho present 
army, whereon he could s0 little rely, prevented any en- 
deavour to establish the control of parliament over the 
military power till it was too late to withstand the vio- 
lence of the cavaliers, who considered the absolute pre- 
rogative of the crown in that point the most fundamental 
article of their creed. co 

Of Monk himself it may, I think, be said that, if his 
conduct in this revolution was not that of.a Conduct of 
high-minded patriot, it did not deserve all the 3tonk 

" reproach that has been so frequently thrown on it. No 
one can, without forfeiting all pretensions to have his own 
word believed, excuse his incomparable deceit and per- 
jury; a masterpiece, no doubt, as it ought to be reckoned 
by those who set at nought the obligations of veracity in 
public transactions, of that wisdom which is not from 
above. But, in seconding the public wish for the king’s 
restoration, a step which few perhaps can be so much in love with fanatical and tyrannous usurpatiofi as to con- 
demn, ho seems to have used what influence he possessed 
=—an influence by no means commanditig—to render the 
new settlement as little injurious as possible to public 
and private interests. -If he frustrated the schema. of 

9 Lords’ Journals, May 2. Upon the commons were requested to appoint a same day the house went into consider- proportionate number to Join therein, ation how to settle the militia of this Bat no bill was brougbt in tll after the 
’ * Kingdom. A committee of twelve lords king’s return, 

was appointed fer this purpose, and the
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throwing the executive authority into the hands of a 
presby terian oligarchy, I, for cne, can see no great cause 
for censure; nor is it quite reasonable to expect that a 
soldier of fortune, inured to the exercise of arbitrary 
power, and exempt from the prevailing religious fana-- 
ticism which must be felt or despised, should have 
partaken a fervent zeal for liberty, as little congenial to 
his temperament as it was to his profession. "He cer- 
tainly did not satisfy the king, even in his first promises 
of support, when he advised an absolute indemuity, and . 
the preservation of actual interests in the lands of the: 
crown and church. In the first debates on the bill of 
indemnity, when the case of the regicides came into 
discussion, he pressed for the smallest number of excep- 
tions from pardon ;- and, though his conduct after the. ~ 
king’s return displayed his accustomed prudence, it is 
evident that, if he had retained great influence in’ the 
council, which he assuredly did not, he would have 
maintained as much as possible of the existing settlement 
in the church. The deepest stain on his memory is the 
production of Argyle’s private letters on his: trial in 
Scotland; nor indeed can Monk be regarded, upon tle 
whole, as an estimable man, though his prudence and 
success may entitle him, in the common acceptation of 
the word, to be reckoned a great one.
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CHAPTER XI. 

FLOM THE RESTORATION OF CHARLES THE SECOND TO THE 
FALL OF THE CABAL ADMINISTRATION, 

RR | 

Popular Joy at the Restoration — Proceedings of the Convention Parliament — Act of Indemnity — Exclusion of the Regicides and others— Discussions between tho Houses ou it —- Execution of Tegicides — Restitution of Crown and Church Lands — Discontent of the Royalists— Settlement of the Revenue - Abolition of Mili- tary Tenures — Excise granted instead — Ary, disbanded — Clergy restored to their Benefices — Hopes of the Presbyterians from the King — Projects for a Com. promise — King’s Declaration in Favour of it—Convention Parliament dissolved— Different Complexion of the next— Condemnation of Vane ~ Its Injustice—Acts replacing the Crown in its Prerogatives — Corporation Act — Repeal of Triennial Act—Star-chamber not restored — Presbyterians deceived by the King — Savoy Conference — Act of Uniformity — Ejection of Nonconformist Clergy — Hopes of + the Catholics — Bias of the King towards them—Reststed by Clarendon and the Parliament — Declaration for Indulgence — Otjected to by the Commons— Act against Conventicles— Another of the same kind—Remarks on them — Dissatis. faction increases — Private Life of the King — Opposition in Parliament — Appro- Priation of Supplics— Commission of Public Accounts — Decline of Clarendon’s Power — Loss of the King’s Favour — Coalition against him — His Impeachment — Some Articles of it not unfounded IMegal Imprisonments —Sale of Dunkirk — Solicitation of French Money — His Faults as a Minister—His pusillanimous Flight — And consequent Banishment — Cabal Ministry — Scheme of Comprehen- sion and Indulgence Triple Alliance — Intrigue with France — King’s Desire to be Absolute —Sccret Treaty of 1670 —Its Objects — Differences between Charles and Louis as to the Mode of its Execution — Fresh Severities against Dissenters Dutch War— Declaration of Indulgence ~ Opposed by Parliament — And with- drawn — Test Act— Fall of Shaftesbury and his Colleagues, : 

Ir is universally acknowledged that no nfeasuro was 
ever more national, or has ever produced moro testi- 
monies of public approbation, than the restoration of 
Charles II. Nor can this be attributed to the 
“usual fickleness of the multitude. For the late Petter at the re- 

government, whether under the parliament or *t"stion. 
the protector, had never obtained the sanction of popular 
consent, nor could have subsisted for a day without tho 
support of the army. The king’s retum seemed to the 
people the harbinger of a real liberty, instead of that
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bastard commonwealth which had insulted them with 
its name—a liberty secure from enormous assessments, 
which, even when lawfully imposed, the English’ had 
always paid with ‘reluctance, and from the insolent 
despotism of the soldiery. The young and lively looked 
forward to a release from the rigours of fanaticism, and 
wero too ready to exchange that hypocritical austerity 
of the late times for a licentiousness and impiety that 
became characteristic of the present. In this tumult of 
exulting hope and joy there was much to excite anxious 
forebodingsin calmer men; and it was by no means safe 

_ to pronounce that a change so generally demanded, and 
in most respects so expedient, could be effected without 
very serious sacrifices of public and particular interests. 
Four subjects of great importance, and some of them 

Proceedings YOXN" difficult, occupied the convention parlia- 
ofihe > ment’ from the time of the king’s return til 
eo eaaeat, their dissolution in the following December: a 

. general indemnity and legal oblivion of all that 
had been done amiss in the late interruption of govern- 
ment;.an adjustment of the claims for reparation which 
the crown, the church, and private royalists had to 
prefer; “a provision for the king’s revenue, consistent 
with the abolition of military tenures; and the settle- 
ment of the church. . These were in effect the articles 
of a sort of treaty between the king and the nation, . 
without some. legislative provisions as to which, no 
stable or tranquil course of law could be expected. . 

Tho king, in. his well-known declaration from Breda, 
Actof dated the 14th of April, had laid. down, as 
indemnity. it were, certain bases of his restoration, as to 
some points which he knew to excite much apprehension 
in England. One of these was a free and general pardon 
to all his subjects, saving only such as should be ex- 
cepted by parliament. It had always been the king’s 
expectation, or at least that of his chancellor,’ that all 
Exdusion of “20 had been ‘immediately concerned in his 
theregicides father’s death should be delivered up to punish- 
aud others. ment';* and, in the most unpropitious state of 
his fortunes, while making all professions of pardon and 
favour to different parties, ho had constantly excepted 

® Life of Clarendon, p. 69.
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the regicides.’ Monk, however, had advised, in his first messages to the king, that none, or at most not above four, should bo excepted on this account ;° and the commons voted that not more than seven persons should lose the benefit of the indemnity both as to life and estate? Yet, after. having. named seven of the late king’s judges, they proceeded in a few days to add several more, who had been concerned in managing hig trial, or otherwise forward in promoting his death. ‘hey went on to pitch upon twenty persons, whom, on account of their deep concern in the transactions of the last twelve years, they determined to affect with penal- ties not extending to death, and to bo determined by some future act of parliament! -As their passions grew warmer, and tho wishes of the court became better known, they came to except from all benefit of the in. demnity such of the king’s judges as had not renderec themselves to justice according to the late proclamation, In this state the bill of indemnity: and oblivion was sent 

    
5 lar. State Papers, iit. 427, 529, In 

fact, very few of them were likely to be 
of use3 and the exception made his ge- 
neral offers appear more sincere, 

°Clar. Hist. of Rebellion, vil. 447. 
‘ Ludiow gays that Fairfax and Ni orthum- 
~berland were Positively against the pu- 
nishment of the regicides; vol. ill. p. 105 
and that Monk vehemently declared at 
first against any exceptions, and after- 
wards prevailed on the house to limit 
them to seven: p. 16. Though Ludlow 
was not in England, this scems very 
probable, and is confirmed by other 
authority as to Monk. Fairfax, who had 
sat one day himself on the King’s trial, 
could hardly with decency concur in the 
punishment of those who went on. 

4 Journals, May 14, 
¢ June 5, 6, 7. The first seven were 

Scott, Holland, Lisle, Barkstead, Harri.’ 
son, Say, Jones, They went on to add 
Coke, Broughton, Dendy. 

{These were Lenthall, Vane, Burton, 
Keble, St. Jobn, Ireton, Haslerig, Syden- 
ham, Desborough, Axtell, Lambert, Pack, 

” Blackwell, Fleetwood, Pyne, Dean, Creed, 
Nye, Goodwin, and Cobbet: some of 

g them rather insignificant names. Upon 
the wonls that “ twenty and no more” 

van. ih 

be 80 excepted, two divisions took place, 
160 to 131, and 153 to 135; the presby. 
terians being the majority: June 3. 
Two other divisions took place on the names of Lenthall, carried by 215 to 128, 
and of Whitelock, lost by 175 to 134, Another motion was made afterwards 
against Whitelock by Prynne: Milton 
was ordered to be prosecuted separately 
from the twenty; 
broke their resolution. He was put in 
custody of the serjeant-at-arms, and re- leased, December 17. Andrew Marvell, his friend, soon afterwards complained that fees to the amount of 150 pounds had been extorted from him; but Finch answered that Milton Yd been Crom. Well’s secretary, and deserved hanging, Parl. Hist. p, 162. Lenthalt bad taken some share in the restoration, and en. tered into correspondence with the King’s advisers a little before,  Clar. State Papers, fii. 711, 720. Kennet’s Register, 
762. But the toyalists never could forgive his having put the question to the vote on the ordiuance for trying the late King. § June 30, This was carried without a division. Eleven were afterwards ex. 
cepted by name, as not having rendered 
themselves : July 9, : 

x 

80 that they already -
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‘rest of tho same class for future penalties. 
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up to the lords." . But in that house tho old royalists had 
a more decisive preponderance than among the commons, 
They voted to except all who had signed the death- 
warrant against Charles I., or sat when sentence was_ 
pronounced, and five others by name, Hacker, Vane, 
Lambert, Ifaslerig, and Axtell. They struck out, on 
the other hand, the clause reserving Lenthall and tho 

They made 
other alterations in the bill to render it more severe ;} 
and with these, after a pretty long delay, and a positive 
message from the king, requesting them to hasten their 
proceedings (an irregularity to which they took no ex- 
ception, and which in the eyes of the nation was justified 
by the circumstances), they returned the bill to the 
commons, 

The vindictive spirit displayed by the upper house 
was not agreeable to the better temper of the commons, 
where the presbyterian or moderate party retained great 
influence, Though the king’s judges (such at least as 
had signed tho death-warrant) were equally guilty, it . 
was consonant to the practice of all humane govern- 
“ments to make a selection for capital penalties; and to 
put forty or fifty persons to death for that offence seemed 
avery sanguinary course of proceeding, and not likely 
to promote the conciliation and. oblivion so much cried 
up. But there was a yet stronger objection to this 
severity. The king had published a proclamation, in 
a few days after his landing, commanding his father’s 
judges to render themselves up within fourteen days, 
on pain of being. excepted from any pardon or indem- 
nity, cither,as to their lives or estates. Many had 
voluntarily come in, having put an obvious construction 
on this proclamation. It seems to admit of little ques- 
tion that the king’s faith was pledged to those persons, 
and that no advantage could be taken of any. ambiguity 
in the proclamation, without as real perfidiousness as if 

person (among the regicides) to be exes ° 
cuted. This was done in the three last 
instances; but lord Denbigh, as Hamil. 

“ton’s kinsman, nominated one who was 

h July 11. . : 
i The worst and most odious of their 

proceedings, quite unworthy of a Chris- 
tian and civiliscd assembly, was to give 
the next relations of the four peers who 
bad been executed under the common- 
wealth, Hamilton, Holland, Capel, and 
Derby, the privilege of naming cach one 

dead s and, on this being pointed out to 
him, refused to fix on another. Journal, 
Aug 7. Ludlow, iil, 24
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the. words had been more 
807 

express, They were at least entitled to be sct at liberty, and to have a reasonable time allowed for making their escape, if it were doter- mined to exclude ‘them from the indemnity.« The commons were more mindful of the king’s 
than his nearest ad- 

yalists were gaining ground 
na compromise. ‘I'hey left 

honour and their own 
visers." But the violent ro 
amoug them, and it ended i 

Discussions 
between the 
houses on it, 

Hacker and Axtell, who had been prominently concerned in the king’s death, to 
the exceptions of Vane 
selves with a: joint address 
that, if they 

sion of 141 

their fate. 
and Lambert, contenting them- 

should be attainted, 
' lives might be remitted. Haslerig was saved on a divi- to 116, partly through 
Monk, who: had pledged his word to 

They even admitted 

of both houses to the king, 
execution as to their - 

the intercession of 
him. Most of the king’s judges were entirely excepted ; but with a proviso in favour of such as had surrendered according to the proclamation, that the sentence should ‘not be executed without a special act of parliament." Others were re. served for penalties not extending to life, to be inflicted by a future act, 

well as those who had 

dered incapable of any 

Abont twenty enumerated Persons, as 
pronounced sentence of death in " any of the late illegal high courts’ of justice, were ren- 
civil or military office. : Thus, after three months’ delay, which had given room to dis- trust the boasted clemency and forgiveness of the victo- rious royalists, the act of indemnity was finally passed. 

k Lord Southampton, according to 
Ladlow, actually moved this in the house 
of lords, but was opposed by Finch: 
fil, 43. : 

™ Clarendon uses some shameful chi. 
canery about this (Life, p. 69); and with 
that inaccuracy, to’say the least, so ha- 
ditual to him, says, “ the parliament had 
published a proclamation, that alt who 
did not render themselves by a day 
named should be judged as guilty, and 
attainted of treason.” The proclamation’ 
Was published by the king, on the sug. 

. Gestion indeed of the lords and commons, 
and the expressions were what 1 have 
stated iu the text. State Trials, v. 959, 
Somers Tracts, vii. 437. It is obvious 
that by this misrepresentation he not only 
throws the blame of fl faith off the king's 

shoulders, but puts the case of those who obeyed the proclamation on a very differ. ent footing. The king, he pretends, had always expected that one of the regi. . cides should be spared. #But why did he Publish such a proclamation ? Clarendon, 
however, seems to have been against the other exceptions from the bill of indem- nity, as contrary to some expressions in the declaration from Breda, which had been inserted by Monk's advice; and thus wisely and honourably got ridof the twenty exceptions, which had been sent up from thecommons, P. 133. The lower house resolved to agree with the lords as to those twenty persons, or Tather sixteen of them, by 197 to 102, Hullig and Mor. 
Tice telling the ayes, 
Stat. 12 Car. Ie 11, 

x2
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Ten persons suffered death soon afterwards for the 
Execution murder of Charles I.; and three more who 
ofregicides. had been seized in Holland, after a consider- 
able lapse of time. There can be no reasonable ground 
for censuring either the king or tho parliament for their 
punishment, excopt that Hugh Peters, though a very 
odious fanatic, was not so directly implicated in the 
king’s death as many who escaped, and the execution of 
Scrope, who had surrendered under the proclamation, 
was an inexcusable breach of faith? But nothing can 
be more sophistical than to pretend that such men as 
Hollis and Annesley, who had been expelled from par- 
lament by the violence of the same faction who put the 
king to death, were not to vote for their punishment, or 
to sit in judgment on them, because they had sided with 
the commons in the civil war.’ It is mentioned b 
many writers, and in the Journals, that when Mr, Lent- 
hall, son of the late speaker, in the very first days of 

‘ 

° These were, in the first instance, 
Harrison, Scott, Scrope, Jones, Clement, 
Carew, all of whom bad signed the war- 
rant, Cook, the solicitor at the high court 
of justice, Hacker and Axtell, who com- 

manded the guard on that occasion, and 
* Peters. Two years afterwards, Downing, 

ambassador in Holland, prevailed on the 
states to give up Barkstead, Corbet, and 

+ Okey. They all died with great con- 
astancy, and an enthusiastic persuasion of 
the righteousness of their cause. State 
Trials, oo 
-Pepys says in his Diary, 13th October, 

1660, of Harrison, whose execution he 
witnessed, that “ he looked as cheerful ag 
any man could do in that condition.” 

P It is remarkable that Scrope had been 
80 particularly favoured by the conven- 
tion parliament, as to be exempted, toge- 
ther with Hutchinson and Lascelles, from 
any penalty or forfelture by a special 
resolution: June 9, But the lords put in 
his name again, though they pointedly 
excepted Hutchinson; and the commons, 
after first resolving that he should only . 
pay a fine of one year's value of his 

. estate, came at last to agree in excepting 
bim from the indemnity as to life. It 

. 4ppears that some private conversation 

of Scrope had been betrayed, where- 

in he spoke of the king's death as he 
thought. . . 

As‘ to Hutchinson, he had certainly 
concurred in the restoration, having an . 
extreme dislike to the party who had’ 
turned out the parliament in Oct. 1659, 
especially Lambert. This may be in- 
ferred from his conduct, as well as by 
what Ludiow says, aud Kennet in his 
Register, p. 169. His wife puts a speech, 
into his mouth as to his share in the 
king's death, not absolutely justifying it, 
but, I suspect, stronger than he ventured 
touse. Atlcast, the commons voted fhat 
he should not be excepted from the in- 
demnity, “on account of his signal re- 

. pentance,” which could hardly be predi- 
cated of the language she ascribes to him. 
Compare Mrs, Hutchinson’s Memoirs, p. 
367, with Commons’ Journals, June 9. 

4 Horace Walpote, in his Catalogue of. 
Noble Authors, has thought fit to censure 
both these persons for their pretended 
inconsistency. The case is however dif- 

ferent as to Monk and Cooper; and 
perhaps it may be thought that men of 
more delicate sentiments than either of 
these possessed would not have sat upon 
the trial of those with whom they bad 
long professed to act in concert, though 
innocent of their crime. :
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the convention parliament, was led to say that those who had levied war against the king wero as blameable as those who had cut off his head, he received a reprimand from the chair, which the folly and dangerous conse- quence of his position well deserved ; for such language, thongh it seems to have been used by him in extenuation of the regicides, was quite in the tone of the violent royalists." | 
A question apparently far more difficult was that of restitution and redress. ‘The crown lands, those’ of the church, tho estates in certain instances gestitution of eminent royalists, had been sold by the and church authority of the late usurpers, and that not. 

at very low rates, considering the precariousness of the title. This naturally seemed a material obstacle to the restoration of ancient rights, especially in the case of ecclesiastical corporations, whom men aro commonly less disposed to favour than privato persons. The clergy themselves had never expected that their estates would revert to them in full. propriety, and would probably have been contented, at the moment of the king’s return, to grant easy leases to the purchasers. Nor wero the house of commons, many of whom were interested in these sales, inclined to Jet in the former owners without conditions. A bill was accordingly” brought into the 
house at the beginning of the session to confirm sales, ° or to give indemnity to the purchasers. I do not find its provisions more particularly stated. The zeal of the royalists soon caused the crown lands to bo excepted." But the house adhered to the principle of composition as ‘to ecclesiastical property, and kept the bill a long time in debate. At the adjournment in September the chancellor told‘ them ‘his majesty had’ thought much upon tho business, and done much for the accommodation of many particular persons, and doubted not but that, before they met again, a good progress would be made, 
* Commons’ Journals, May 12, 1660. carried against the presbyterians by 165 iYet the balance of parties inthe con- to 150. It was not designed that those ” vention parliament was so equal, thaton who had accounted to the parliament 8 resolution that recelvers and collectors should actually refund what they had of public money should be accountable received, but to declare, indirectly, the '* to the King for all moneys received by illegality of the parlamentary authority them since Jan. 30, 1643-9, an‘amend- Commons’ Journals, June 2.1845.) ment to substitute the year 1612-3 was § Parl. Hist. iy. 80.
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so that the persons concerned would be much to blame 
if they received not full satisfaction, promising also to 
advise with some of the commons as to that settlement. 
These expressions indicate a design to take the matter . 
out of the hands of parliament. For it was Hyde’s firm 

- resolution to replace the church in the whole of its pro- 
perty, without any other regard to the actual possessors 
than the right owners should severally think it equitable 
to display. And this, as may be supposed, proved very 
small. No further steps were taken on the meeting of 
parliament after the adjournment: and by the dissolu- 
tion the parties were left to the common course of Jaw. ° 
The church, the crown, the dispossessed royalists, ve- 
entered triumphantly ‘on their lands: ‘there were no 
means of repelling the owners’ claim, nor any satisfac- 
tion to’ be looked for by the purchasers under so defec- 
tive a title. .It must be owned that ‘the facility with 
which this was accomplished is a striking testimony to 
the strength ofthe new government and the concurrence 
of the nation. This is the more remarkable, if it be 
true, as Ludlow informs us, that the chapter lands had 
been sold by the trustees appointed by parliament at the 
clear income of fifteen or seventeen years’ purchase." 

The great body, however, of the suffering cavaliers, 
Discontent. Who had compounded for their delinquency 

‘ofthe under the ordinances of the long parliament, 
reyalists —_ oy whose estates had been for a time in seques- 
tration, found no remedy for these losses by any process 
of law. The act of indemnity put a stop to any suits 
they might have instituted against persons concerned in 
carrying these illegal ordinances into execution. They 
were compelled, to put up with their poverty, having 
the additional mortification: of seeing one class, namely, 
the clergy, who had been engaged in the same cause, 
not alike in their fortune, and many even of the van- 
quished republicans undisturbed in wealth which, 
directly or indirectly, they deemed acquired at their 

* Parl, Hist. fv. 129, tent to give leases of their lands: p, 
“ Memoirs, p. 229. Itappears by some 620, 723. Hyde, however, was convinced 

passages in the Clarendon Papers that that the church would be either totally 
the church had not expected to come off ruined, or restored to a great lustre; |. 80 brilliantly; and, while the restoration and herein he was right, as it tumed 
Was yet unsettled, would have been con- out. P.614.
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own expense.* They called the statute an act of indem- nity for the king's enemies, and of oblivion for his friends. ‘They murmured at the ingratitude of Charles, as if he were bound to forfeit his honour and risk his throne for their sakes. They conceived a deep hatred of Clarendon, whose steady adherence to the great prin- 
ciples of the act of indemnity is the most honourable act 
of his public life. And the discontent engendered by 
their disappointed hopes led to some part of the opposi- 
tion afterwards experienced by the: king, and still more 
certainly to the coalition against the minister, . 

No one cause had so eminently contributed to tho 
dissensions between the crown and parliament, Settle ° . * ° ment in the two last reigns, as the disproportion of the 
between the public revenues under rapidly. Tevenue 
increasing depreciation in the value of money, and the 
exigencies, at least on some occasions, of tho adminis- 
tration. There could be no apology for the parsimonious 
telnctance of the ‘commons to grant supplies, except the 
constitutional necessity of rendering them the condition 
of redress of grievances; and in the present circum- 
stances, satisfied, as they seemed at least to be, with tho 
securities they had obtained, and enamoured of their 
new sovereign, it was reasonable tv make some further 
provision for the current expenditure. Yet this was to 
he meted out with such prudence as not to place him 
beyond the necessity of frequent recurrence to their aid. 
A committee was accordingly appointed “ to consider of 
settling such a revenue on his majesty as may inaintain 
the splendour and grandeur of his kingly office, and 
preserve the crown from want and from being under- 
valued by his neighbours.” By their repart it appeared 
that the revenue of Charles I. from 1637 to 1641 had 

* Life of Clarendon, 99. L’Esirange, while those who stood up for the laws 
in a pamphlet printed before the end of were abandoned to the comfort of an ire 
1660, complains that the cavaliers were reparable but honourable ruin.” He 
neglected, the king betrayed, the crea- 
tures of Cromwell, Bradshaw, and St. 

‘John, laden with offices and honours, Of 
the indemnity he says, “ That act made 
the enemies to the constitution masters 
in effect of the booty of three nations, 
batiug the crown and church lands, all 
which they migut now call their own; 

Teviles the presbyterian ministers still 
in possession, and tells the king that 
misplaced lenity was his father's ruin, 
Kennet’s Register, p. 233, See, too, in 
Somers Tracts, vil. 517, ‘The Humble 
Representation of the Sad Condition of 

the King’s Party.’ Also p. 557,
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amounted on an average to about 900,0001., of which full 
20,000/. arose from sources either not warranted by law 
or no longer available.’ The house resolved to raise the 

. present king’s income to 1,200,0002. per annum, a sum 
perhaps sufficient in those times for the ordinary charges 
of government, But the funds assigned to produce his 
revenue s00n fell short of the parliament’s calculation.? 

One ancient fountain that had poured its stream into 
Abolition the royal treasury it was now determined to 
ofmilitary close up for ever. The feudal tenures had 
Exese’ brought with them at the Conquest, or not long 
stunted’ after, those incidents, as they wero usually - 
‘as called, or emoluments of signiory, which re- 
mained after. the military character of fiefs had: been 
nearly effaced, especially the right of detaining the 
estates of minors holding in chivalry without accounting 
for the profits. This galling burthen, incomparably more 
ruinous to the tenant than beneficial to the lord, it had 
long been determined to remove. Charles, at the treaty 
of Newport, had consented to give it up for a fixed 
revenue of 100,000/.; and this was almost the only part 
of that ineffectual compact which the present parliament 
were anxious to complete. The king, though likely to 
lose: much patronage and influence, and. what passed 
with lawyers for a high attribute of his prerogative, 
could not decently refuse a commutation so evidently 
advantageous to the aristocracy. No great difference of 
opinion subsisting as to the expediency of taking away 
military tenures, it remained only to decide from what 

' resources the commutation revenue should spring. Two 
schemes were suggested ; the one, a permanent tax on 
lands held in chivalry (which, as distinguished from those 
in soccage, were alone liable to the feudal burthens) ; 
the other, an excise on beer and some other liquors. ‘It 
is evident that the former was founded ona just prin- 
ciple, while the latter transferred a particular burthen 

Y [Commons’ Journals, Sept. 4, 16603 
which I quote from ‘Letter to the Rev. T. 
Carte’ (in 1749), p. 44. This seems to have 
been exclusive of ship-money.—1815.] 

* Commons’ . Journals, September 4, 
1660. Sir Philip Warwick, chancellor of 
the exchequer, assured Pepys that the 
revenue fell short by a fourth of the 

1,200,000%. ‘voted by parliament. Sce 
his Diary, March 1, 1664. Ralph, how- 
ever, says, the income in 1662 was 
1,120,5932. though the expenditure was 

1,439,000L: p. 89. It appears probable 
that the hereditary excise did not yet 

produce much beyond its estimate. Id, 
p. 20,
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to the community. But tho self-interest which so un- 
happily predominates even in representative assemblies, - 
with the aid of the courtiers, who knew that an exciso 
increasing with the riches of the country was far moro 
(lesirable for the crown than a fixed Jand-tax, caused the 
former to be carried, though bythe very small majority 
of two voices. Yet even thus, if the impoverishment 
of the gentry, and dilapidation of their estates through 
the detestable, abuses of wardship, was, as cannot be 
doubted, very mischievous to the inferior classes, tho 

_ whole community must be reckoned gainers by the 
arrangement, though it might have been conducted in a 

. more equitable manner. The statute 12 Car. IT. ¢. 24, 
takes away the court of wards, with all wardships and 
forfeitures for marriage by reason of tenure, all primer 
seisins and fines for alienation, aids, escuages, homages, 
and tenures by chivalry without exception, save the 

‘honorary services of grand sergeanty; converting all 
such tenures into common soccage. Tho same statute 
abolishes those famous rights of purveyance and pre- 
emption, the fruitful theme of so many complaining par- 
laments ;' and this’ relief of the people from a ‘general 
burthen may serve in some measure as an apology for 
tho imposition of the exciso. This act may be said to 

. have wrought an important change in the spirit of our 
constitution, by reducing what is emphatically called 
tho prerogative of the crown, and which, by its practical 

- exhibition in. these two vexatious exercises of power, ’ 
wardship and purveyance, kept up in the minds of the ~ 
reople a more distinct perception, as well as more awe, 
of the monarchy, than could be felt in later periods, 
when it has become, as it were, merged in the common . 
course of law, and blended with the “very ‘complex 
mechanism of our institutions. This great innovation, 
however, is properly to be referred to the revolution of 
1641, which put an end to the court of star-chambor, 
and suspended the feudal superiorities. Hence, with 
all the misconduct of the two last Stuarts, and all the 
tendency towards arbitrary power that their government 
often displayed, we must perceive that the constitution 

_* Nov, 21, 1660, 151 to 49, Parl, tary éxcise thus granted was one mofety of 
Hist. [It is to be observed, as some what already was paid by virtue of ordi- 
excuse for the commons, that the heredi- nances under the common wealth.—1845.} 

N
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had put on, in a very great degree, its modern character - during that period; the boundaries of prerogative wero better understood ; its pretensions, at least in public, were less enormous; and not s0 many violent and oppres- sive, certainiy not so many illegal, acts were committed towards individuals as under the two first of their family. In fixing upon 1,200,000/. as a competent revenue for Amy the crown, the commons tacitly gave it to be disbanded. understood that a regular military force was not among the necessitics for which they meant to pro- svide. They looked upon the army, notwithstanding its + recent services, with that apprehension and jealousy which became an English house of commons. They were still supporting it by monthly assessments of 70,0007, and could gain no relief by the king’s restoration til] that charge came to an end. A Dill therefore was sent up to the lords before their adjournment in September, providing money for disbanding the land forces. This was done during the recess: the soldiers received their arrears with many fair words of praise, and the nation saw itself, with delight and thankfulness to the king, released from its heavy burthens and the dread of servi- tude” Yet Charles had too much knowledge of foreign countries, where monarchy flourished in all its plenitude of sovereign power under the ‘guardian sword of a stand- ing anny, to part readily with so favourite an instrument of kings. Some of his councillors, and especially the duke of York, dissuaded him from disbanding the army, or at least advised his supplying its place by another. The unsettled state of the kingdom after so momentous ° a revolution, the dangerous audacity of the fanatical party, whose enterprises were the more. to be guarded against because they were founded on no such caleula- ' tion as reasonable men would form, and of which the insurrection of Venner in November, 1660, furnished an example, did undoubtedly appear a very plausible excuse for something more of a military protection to the government than yeomen of tho guard and gentle- men pensioners, General Monk’s regiment, called the 
Coldstream, and one other of horse, were accordingly 

’ 6 The troops disbanded were fourteen in Scotland, besides garrisons. Journals, tegiments of horse and eighteen of foot Nov. a in England; one of horse and four of foot - 

‘
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retained by the king in his service; another was formed 
out of troops brought from Dunkirk; and thus began, . 
under the name of guards, the present regular army of 
Great Britain In 1662 these amounted to about 000 
men; a petty force according to our present notions, or 
to the practice of other European monarchies in that 
age, yet sufficient to establish an alarming precedent, 
and to open a new source of contention between tho 
supporters of power and those of freedom. 
.8o little essential innovation had been effected by 

twenty years’ interruption of the regular government in 
the common law or course of judicial proceedings, that, 
when the king and house of lords were restored to theit 
places, little more seemed to be requisite than a change 
ofnames. But what was true of the state could not be 

‘applied to the church. The revolution there had gone 
much farther, and the questions of restoration and com- 

-. promise were far more difficult. 
It will be remembered that such of the clergy as 

steadily adhered to the episcopal.constitution a 
had been expelled from their benefices by the festeea 

long parliament under various pretexts, and their 
chiefly for refusing to take the covenant. The *"**** 
new establishment was nominally presbyterian, But 
the presbyterian discipline and synodical government 
Were very partially introduced; and, wpon the whole, 
the church, during the suspension of the ancient laws, 
was rather an assemblage of congregations than a com- 
pact body, having little more unity than resulted from 
their common dependency on the temporal magistrate. 
In the time of Cromwell, who favoured the independent 
sectaries, somo of that denomination optained livings; 
but very few, I beliove, comparatively, who had not . received either episcopal or presbyterian ordination. 
The right of private patronage to benefices, and that of 
tithes, though continually menaced by tho more violent 
party, ‘subsisted without alteration, Meanwhile the 
episcopal ministers, though excluded from legal tolera- 
tion along with papists, by the instrument ef govern- 
ment under which Cromwell professed to hold his power, 
obtained, in general, a sufficient indulgence for the exer. 

© Ralph, 355 Life of James, 417; Grose’s Military Antiquities i. 61.
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. cise of their function. Once, indeed, on discovery of 
. the royalist conspiracy in 1655, he published a severe 
ordinance, forbidding every ejected. minister or fellow 
of a college to act as domestic chaplain or schoolmaster, 
But this was coupled with a promise to show as much 
tenderness as might consist with the safety of the nation 
towards such of the said persons as should give testimony 
of their good affection to the government; and, in point 
of fact, this ordinance was so far from being rigorously 
observed, that episcopalian conventicles wero openly 
kept in London? Cromwell .was of a really tolerant 
disposition, and there had perhaps, on the whole, been 
no period of ‘equal duration wherein the catholics them- 
selves suffered so little molestation as under the pro-. 
tectorate.' It is well known that he permitted the 
settlement of Jews in England, after an exclusion of 
nearly three centuries, in spite of the denunciations of 
some bigoted churchmen and lawyers, . . 

The presbyterian clergy, though co-operating in the 
Hopes of 
the presby- 

king’s restoration, experienced very 
hensions of the church they had supplanted ; 

just appre- 

iansirom and this was in fact one great motive of the the kin, oye ° ‘ restrictions that party was so anxious to Impose 
on him. His character and sentiments were yet very 
imperfectly known in England ; and much pains were 
taken on both sides, by short pamphlets, panegyrical or 
defamatory, to represent him as tho. best Englishman 
and best protestant of the age, 

The caricature likeness was, © profligacy and popery.® 

‘ 

d Neal, 429, 444, 

* Neal, 471. Pepys’s Diary, ad init, 
Even in Oxford, about 300 episcopalians 
used to meet every Sunday with the con- 
nivance of Dr. Qwen, dean of Christ 
Church. Orme’s Life of Owen, 188. It 
is somewhat bold in Anglican writers to 
-complain, as they now and then do, of the 
Persecution they suffered at this period, 
when we consider what. had been the 
conduct of the bishops before, and what 
it was afterwards. I do not know that 
any member of the church of England 
was imprisoned under the commonwealth, 
except for some political reason; certain 
it is that the gaols were not filled with 
them. 

or as one given up to 

€ The pena) laws were comparatively 
dormant, though two priests suffered 
death, one of them before the Protector- 
ate. Butler’s Bem. of ‘Catholics,. if. 13. 
But in 1655 Cromwell issued a procla- 
mation for the execution of these statutes; 
which seems to have been provoked by 
the persecution of the Vaudois. White 
lock tells us he opposed it, 625, It was 
not acted upon. 

& Several of these appear in Somers’ 
Tracts, vol vii. The king's nearest friends 
Were of course not backward jn praising 
him, though a little at the expense of 
their consciences. “In a word,” says 

Myde to a correspondent in 1659, “if 
being the best protestant and the best 

6
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we must now acknowledge, more true than the other; 
but at that timo it was fair and natural to dwell on the 
more pleasing picture. The presbyterians remembered 
that he was what they called a covenanted king; that 
is, that, for the sake of the assistance of. the Scots, he 
had submitted to all the obligations, and taken all the 
oaths, they thought fit to impose." But it was well 
known that, on tho failure of those prospects, he had 
returned to the church of England, and that-he was 
surounded by its zealous adherents. Charles, in’ his 
declaration: from Breda, promised to grant liberty of 
conscience,’ so that no man should be disquieted or 
called in question for differences of opinion in matters 
of religion which do not disturb the peace of tho 
kingdom, and to consent to such acts of parliament as 
should bo offered to him for confirming that indulgence. 
But he was silent as to the church establishment; and 
the presbyterian ministers, who went over to present 

' the congratulations of their body, met with civil lan- 
guage, but no sort of encouragement to expect any per- 
sonal compliance on the king’s part with their mode of 
worship.! oo 

. The moderate party in: the ‘convention parliament, 
though not absolutely of 
interest, saw the danger of 

the presbyterian , Jects 
permitting an op- fer'a 

pressed body of churchmen to regain their “™premis - 

Englishman of the nation can do the king 
geod at home, be must prosper with and 
by his own subjects.” Clar. State Papers, 
541, Morley says he had been to seo 
Judge Hale, who asked him questions 
about the king’s character and firmness 
in the protestant religion. 14.736. fore 
ley's exertions tu dispossess men of the 
notion that the king and his brother were 
inclined to popery are also mentioned by 
Kennet in his Register, 8183 a - book 
containing very copious information as to 
this particular period. Yet Morley could 
hardly have been without strong suspi- 
cions as to both of them. 

b He had written in cipher to secretary 
Nicholas, from St. Johnston's, Sept, 3, 
1650, the day of the battle of Dunbar, 
“ Nothing could have confirmed me more 
te the church of England than being here, 
seeing their hypocrisy.” Supplement to 
Evelyn’s Diary, 133. The whole le‘tor 

shows that he was on the point of giving 
his new friends the slip; as indeed he 
attempted soon after, in what was called 
the Start. Laing, fii.463, . 

' (Several letters of Sharp, then: in 
London, are published in Wodrow’s 
‘Ilistory of the Church of Scotland,’ 
which I quote fgom Kennet’s Register. 
“I. sce clearly,” he writes on June 
10, “the general will not stand by the 
Presbyterians; they talk of closing with 
moderate episcopacy for fear of worse’. 
And on June 23, “All fs wrong here ag 
to church affairs. Episcopacy will be 
settled here to the height; their lands 
will be all restored. None of the Ppresby~ 
terian way here oppose this, but mourn 
in secret.” “The enerality of the peo 
ple are doting after prelacy and the gers 

"vice-book.” - He found to his cost that 
it was much otherwise fn Scotland. — 
1845.)
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superiority without some restraint. The actual incum- 
bents of benefices were on the whole a respectable 
and even exemplary class, most of whom could not be 
reckoued answerable for the legal defects of their title. 
But the cjected ministers of the Anglican church, who 
had endured for their attachment to its discipline and to 
the crown so many years of poverty and privation, stood 
in a still more. favourable light, and had an evident 
claim to restoration. The commons accordingly, before 
the king’s return, prepared a bill for confirming and 
restoring ministers, with the two-fold object of replacing 
in their benefices, but without their legal right to the 
intermediate profits, the episcopal clergy who by ejection 

“or forced surrender had made way for intruders, and at 
the same time of establishing the possession, though 
originally usurped, of those against whom there was no 
claimant living to dispute it, as well as of those who had 
been presented on. legal: vacancies.* This act did not 
pass without opposition from the cavaliers, who panted 
to retaliate the persecution that had afflicted their 
church.” 

This legal security, however, for the enjoyment of 
their livings gave no satisfaction to the scruples of con- 
scientious men, The episcopal discipline, the Anglican . 
liturgy and ceremonies, having never been abrogated by 
law, revived of course with the constitutional monarchy ; 
and brought with them all the penalties that the act of 
uniformity and other statutes had inflicted. ‘The non- 

k 12 Car. IL 17. It is quite clear 
that an usurped possession was confirmed 
by this act, where the lawful incumbent 
was dead [though Burnet intimates that, 
this statute not having been confirmed 
by the next parliament, those who bad 
originally come in by an unlawful title, 
were expelled by course of law. This I 
am inclined to doubt, as such a proceed- 
ing would have assumed the invalidity 
of the laws enacted in the convention 
parliament. But we find by a case re- 
ported in 1 Ventris, that the Judges 
would not suffer these acts to be dis- 
pnted.—1845.] . 

™ Parl. Hist. 94. The chancellor, in 
his specch to the houses at their adjourn- 
ment in September, gave them to under- 
stand that this bill was not quite satis- 

factory to the court, who preferred the 
confirmation of ministers by particular 
letters patent under the great seal; that 
the King’s prerogative of dispensing with 
acts of parliament might not grow into 
disuse. Many got the additional security 
of such patents; which proved of service 
to them, when the next parliament did 
not think fit to confirm this important 
Statute. Baxter says, p. 24], some got 
letters patent to turn out the possessors, 
where the former incumbents were dead. 
These must have been to benefices in the 
gift of the crown; in other cases letters 
patent could have been of no effect 1° 
have found this confirmed by the Jour- 
nals, Aug. 27, 1660, {But compare the 
preceding note, which leaves some doubt 

on the fucts of the case.)
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conforming clergy threw, 
compassion, or gratitude, 
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themselves on the king’s . 
or policy, for relief, The independents, too irreconcilable to the established church for any scheme of comprehension, looked that liberty of conscience 

only to 
which the king’s declaration from Breda had held forth." But the presbyterians soothed themselves with hopes of retaining their bene- fices by some compromise with their adversaries, They had never, generally speaking, embraced the rigid prin- ciples of tho Scottish clergy, and were willing to admit what they called a moderate episcopacy. _ They offered, accordingly, on the king’s request to know their terms, 

amiddle scheme, usually denominated 
. Model; not as altogether approving it, but because they 

Bishop Usher's 

could not hope for anything nearer to their own viows. This consisted, first, in tho appoin{ment of a suffragan bishop for cach rural deanery, holding a monthly synod of the presbyters within his district; and, secondly, in an annual diocesan synod of suffragans and representa- tives of the presbyters, under the presidency of the bishop, and deciding upon 
plurality of suffrages,° 

all matters befure them by 
This is, I believe, considered by most competent judges as approaching more nearly than our own system to the usage of the primitive church, which gave considerable influence and supe- viority of rank to. the bishop, 

aristocratical character and 
the ecclesiastical senate? 

® Upon Venner’s insurrection, though 
the sectarics, and especially the indepen. 
dents, published a declaration of their 
abhorrence of it, a pretext was found 
for issuing a proclamation to shut up 
the conventicles of the anabaptists and 
quakers, and so worded as to reach all 
others. Kennet's Register, 357. 

° Collier, 869, 871; Baxter, 232, 228, 
The bishops said, in their answer to the 

presbyterians’ proposals, that the objec- 
tions against a single person’s administra- 
tion in the church were equally applicable 
to the state. Collier, §72, But this was 
false, as they well knew, and designed 
only to produce an effect at court; for the 
objections were nut grounded on reason- 
ing, but on a presumed positive institu. 
tion. Besides which, the argument cut 

without destroying the 
co-ordinate jurisdiction of 
It lessened also the incon- 

against themselves: for, if the English 
constitution, or something analogous to 
it, had been established in the church, 
their adversaries would have had all they 
now asked, o 

P Stillingfleet's Irenicum. King’s In- 
quiry into the Constitution of the Primi- 
tive Church. The former work was pub. 
lished at this time, with aview tomoderate 
the pretensions of the Anglican Party, to 
which the author belonged, by showing: 
1. That there are no sufficient data for 
determining with certainty the form of 
church government in the Apostolical age, or that which immediately followed its 
2. That, as far as we may protably cone Jecture, the primitive church was framed 
on the model of the synagogue ; that fs, a synod of priests in every congregation,
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veniences supposed to result from the great extent of 
some English dioceses. But, though such a system was 
inconsistent with that parity which the rigid presby- 
terians maintained to be indispensable, and those who 
espoused it are reckoned, in a theological division, 
among episcopalians, it was in the eyes of equally rigid 
churchmen little better than a disguised presbytery, and 
« real subversion of the Anglican hierarchy,4 
-The presbyterian ministers, or rather a few eminent 

persons of that class, proceeded to solicit a revision of * 
the liturgy, and a consideration of the numerous objec- 
tions which they made to certain passages, while they 
admitted the lawfulness of a prescribed form. ’ They im- 
plored the king also to abolish, or at least not to enjoin 
as necessary, some of those ceremonies which they scru- 
pled to use, and which in fact had been the original 
cause of their schism; the surplice, the cross in baptism, - 
the practice of knecling at the communion, and one or 
two more. A tone of humble supplication pervades all 
their language, which some might invidiously contrast 
with their unbending haughtiness in prosperity. The 
bishops and other Anglican divines, to whom their pro- 
positions were referred; met the offer of capitulation 
with a scornful and vindictive smile. They held out not 
the least overture towards a compromise. 

having one of their own number for a 
chief or president 3 2. That there is no 
reason to consider any part of the aposto- 
lical discipline as an invariable model for 
future ages, and that much of our own 
ecclesiastical polity cannot any way pre- 
tend to primitive authority; 4. That this 
has been the opinion of all the most emi- 
nent theologians at home and abroad; 
52 That it would be expedient to intro- 
duce various modifications, not on the 
whole much different from the scheme of 
Usher, Stillingfleet, whose work is a re- 
cnarkable instance of extensive learning 
and mature judgment at the age of about 
twenty-three, thought fit afterwards to 
retract it in a certain degree; and towards 
the latter part of his life gave into more 
high-church politics, It is true that the 
Trenicum must have been composed with 
almost unparalleled rapidity for such a 
work; but it shows, as far as I can judge, 
to marks of precipitanry. The biugru- 

phical writers put fts publication in 1659 
but this must be a mistake; it could not 
have passed the press on the 24th of 
March, 1660, the latest day which could, 
according to the old style, have admitted 
the date of 1659, as it contains allusions 
to the king’s restoration. 

4 Baxter's Life. Neal. [The episco- 
palians, according to Baxter, were of 
two kinds, “the old common moderate 
sort,” who took episcopacy to be good, 
but not necessary, and owned the other 
reformed to be true churches; and these 
who followed Dr. Hammond, and were 

very few: their notion was that pres 
byters in Scripture meant bishops exclu. 
sively, and they set aside the referracd 
churches, But those few, “by their 
parts and interest in the nubility and 
gentry, did carry it at last against the 
other party.” Baxter's Life, part 2, 
p. 1£9.—1813.J
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The king, however, deemed it expedient, during the continuance of a parliament the majority of whom were ‘desirous of union in the church, and had given some in- dications of their disposition,’ to keep up the delusion a little longer and prevent the possible cons¢quences of - - ‘despair. He had already appointed several presby- . terian ministers his chaplains, and given them frequent audiences. But during tho recess of parliament he pub- lished a declaration, wherein, after some compliments to the ministers of the presbyterian opinion, and an artful expression of satisfaction that ho had found them no enemies to episcopacy or a liturgy, as they had been reported to be, he announces his intention to appoint a sufficient number of suffragan bishops in the King’s larger dioceses; he promises that no bishop geagmtion should ordain or. exercise any part of his spi- in favour Titual jurisdiction without advice and assist- ° ance of his presbyters; that no chancellors or officials of the bishops should use any jurisdiction over the ministry, nor anyarchdeacon without the advice of a council of his clergy; that the dean and chapter of the diocese, together with an equal number of presbyters, . annually chosen by the clergy, should bo always ad- vising and assisting at all ordinations, church censures, and other important acts of spiritual jurisdiction, Ho declared also that he would appoint an equal number of divines of both persuasions to reviso tho liturgy; de- siring that in the méan time none would wholly lay it aside, yet promising that no one should be molested for not using it till it should be reviewed and reformed. With regard to ceremonies, he declared that none should be compelled to receive the sacrament kneeling, nor to use the cross in baptism, nor to bow at ¢he name of Jesus, nor to wear the surplico except in tho: royal chapel and in cathedrals, nor should subscription to articles not doctrinal be required. Ho renewed also his _ declaration from Breda, that no man should be called in. question for differences of religious opinion not disturb- ing the peace of the kingdom." 

* They addressed the king to call such _* Parl, Hist. Neal, Baxter, Collier, - divines as he should think fit, to advise &c. Burnet says that Clarendon bad with concerning matters of religion. made the King publish this declaration ; ' July 20,1660. Journals and Parl. Hist, « but the bishops did not approve of this; VoL. ; ¥ ’
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Though many of the presbyterian party deemed this 
modification of Anglican episcopacy a departure from 
their notions of an apostolic church, and inconsistent 
with their covenant, the majority would doubtless have 
acquiesced in so extensive a concession from the ruling 
power. If faithfully executed according to its apparent 
meaning, it does not scem that the declaration falls very 
short of their own proposal, the scheme of Usher.' The 
high churchmen, indeed, would have murmured had it 
been made effectual. But such'as wero nearest the king’s 
councils well knew that nothing else was intended by it 
than to scatter dust in men’s eyes, and to prevent the 
interference of parliament... This was soon rendered 
manifest, when a bill to render the king’s' declaration 
effectual was vigorously opposed by the courtier’, and 
rejected on a second reading by 183 to 157." N. othing 
could more forcibly demonstrate an intention of breaking 
faith with the presbyterians than this-vote. For the 
king’s declaration was repugnant to the act of uniformity 
and many other statutes, so that it could: not be carried 
into ‘effect without the authority ‘of parliament, unless . 

- ILL FAITH OF THE KING, . Cuap. XI, 

by means of such a general dispensing 
And it is impossible to question ’ liament would endure.* 

and, after the service they did that lord 
in the duke of York's marriage, he would 
not put any hardsbip on those who had 
so signally obliged him.” This is very 
invidious. I know no evidence that the 
declaration was published at Clarendon’s 
suggestion, except indeed that he was the 
reat adviser of the crown; yet in some 
things, espectally of this nature, the king 
seems to have acted without his concur- 
rence. He certainly speaks of the de 
claration as if he did not wholly relish it 
(Life, 75), and does not state it fairly. 
In State Trials, vi. 11, it is sald to have . 
been drawn up by Morley and Hench. 
man for the church, Reynolds and Calamy 
for the dissenters ; if they disagreed, lords 
Anglesea and Hollis to decide, 
't The chief objection made’ by the 

’ presbyterians, as far as we learn from 
Baxter, was, that the consent of presby= 
ters to the bishops’ acts was not promised 
by the declaration, but only their advice ; 
4 distinction apparently not very material 
in practice, where the advice was appa- 

power as no par- 

rently made obligatory, but bearing per- 
baps on the great point of controversy, 
whether the difference between the two 
were In order or in degree. The king 
Would not come into the scheme of con- 
sent; though they pressed him with a 
Passage out of the Icon Basiliké, where 
his father allowed of it, Life of Baxter, 
276. Some alterations, however, were 
made in consequence of their suggestions, 

" Parl Hist. 141,152. Clarendon, 76, 
most strangely observes on this, “Some 
of the leaders brought a bill into the 
house for the making that declaration a 
law, which was suitable to their other acts 
of ingenuity to keep the church for ever 
under the same indulgence and without 
any settlement; which being quickly 
“perceived, there was no farther progress 
in it’* The bill was brought in by sir 
Matthew Hale. 

* Collier, who of course thinks this 
declaration an encroachment on the 
church, as well as on the legislative 
power, says, “For this reason it Was
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that a bill for confirming it would havo easily passed through this house of commons had it not been for the resistance of the government. ' . Charles now dissolved the convention 

  
  

having obtained from it what 
necessary, but well aware that he 
accomplish his objects with another? 

parliament, 
was immediate] 

Convention could better parliament 
It was dissolved, 

studiously inculcated by the royalist lawyers, that, as this assembly had not been summoned by the king’s © writ, none of its acts could havo any real validity, ex- cept by the ‘confirmation of a true parliament.* * This doctrine, being applicable to the act of indemnity, left the kingdom in a precarious 
security could be obtained, and rendered 

overlooked at the assizes and sessions in 
several places in the country, where the 
dissenting ministers were indicted for not 
conforming pursuant to the laws in force?” 
P. 876. Neal confirms this, 586, and 

- Kennet’s Register, 374. 
Y [After the king had concluded his 

own speech by giving the royal assent to 
many bills at the prorogation of the 
convention parliament, the lord chan. 
cellor Hyde (not then a peer) requested 
his majesty's permission to address the 
two houses, His speech is long and elo- 
quent, expressive of nothing but satis- 
faction, and recommending harmony to 
all classes. One passage ig eloquent 
enough td be extracted: “ They are too 
mauch in love with England, too partial 
to it, who believe it the best country in the world ; -there is a better earth, and a better air, and better, that is, a warmer sun in other countries; but we are no 
more than just when we say that Eng. 
land is an enclosure of the best People in 
the world, when they are well informed 
and instructed; a people, in sobriety of 
conscience, the most devoted to God 
Almighty; in the. integrity of their af- 
fections, the most dutiful to the king; 
in their good manners and inclinations, 
most regardful and loving to the nobility; 
no nobility in Europe so entirely beloved 

“by the people; there may be more awe 
and fear of them, but no such respect to- 
wards them as in England. I beseech 
your’ lordships do not undervalue this 
love,” &. Parl. Hist. iv. 170.1845.) 

condition till an undeniable 
the dissolution 

® Life of Clarendon, 74. A plausible and somewhat dangerous attack had been made on the authority of this parliament from an opposite Quarter, in a pamphlet written by one Drake, under the name of Thomas Philips, entitled ‘The Long Parliament Revived, and Intended to Prove that by the act of the late king, providing that they should not be dis- solved but by the concurrence: of the whole legislature, they were still in ex- istence; and that the king’s demise, which 
legally puts an end toa parliament, could 
not affect one that was declared perma- 
nent by so direct an enactment, This are gument seems by no means inconsider- 
able; but the times were not. such as to admit of technical Teasoning. The cone vention parliament, after, questioning Drake, finally sent up articles of impeach. ment against him; but the lords, after hearing him in his defence, when he cone fessed bis fault, left him go be prosecuted by the attomey-generalL N, othing more, probably, took place. Parl. Hist. 145, 157, This was in November and December 1660: but Drake’s book seems still to have been in considerable circulations at least I have two editions of it, both bear- ing the date of 1661. The argument jt contains is purely legal; but the aim “Inust have been to serve the presbyterian or parliamentarian canse, (The next parliament never give their Predecessorg any other name in the Journals than * the last assembly,”’] - 

y2



aad 
almost necessary, Another 
very different composition 

COMPLEXION OF NEW PARLIAMENT, Cuap, XE, 

parliament was called, of 
from the last. - Possession and the standing ordinances against royalists had enabled the secluded members of 1 648, that is, the adherents of the long parliament, to stem with somo degree of suc- 

cess the impetuous tide of loyalty in the last elections, 
and put them almost upon an equality with the court. But in the new assembly 1 .cavaliers and the sons of cavaliers entirely predominated ; the great families, the 
ancient gentry, the episcopal clergy, resumed their in- fluence; the presbytorians and sectarians feared to have their offences remembered ; 
‘surprised ‘that about fifty or sixty who had belonged to the opposite side found places in such 
that its general comploxion should bo 

' The presbyterian faction seemed to 
feet of those over whom they 

_ so that we may rather be 

@ parliament, than 
decidedly royalist. 

lie prostrate at the 
had so long triumphed, Without any force of arms or civil convulsion, as if the king had been brought in 

the cavaliers fail to treat th 
though it was notorious tha 
owing to their endeavours." 

against their will. Nor did 
em as enemies to monarchy, 

t the restoration was chiefly 

The new parliament gave the first proofs of their dis. 
Different 
complexion Teceive the sacram 
of the new 
parliament, 

burned by 

position by voting that all their members should 
ent on a certain day accord- 

ing to the rites of the church of England; and 
that the solemn leaguo and covenant should be 

the common hangman. ‘They excited still more serious alarm by an evident reluctance to confirm the late act of indemnity, which the king at the opening of the session had pressed upon their attention. “Those who had suffered the sequestrations and other losses of a vanquished party could not’ endure 
they reckoned a just reparation. 

* Comptaints of insults on the presby~ 
terian clergy were made to the late par. 
liament. Parl. Hist. 160. The Anglicans 
inveighed groasly against them on the 
score of their past conduct, notwithstand- 
ing the act of indemnity. Kennet’s Re- 
gister, 156. Sce, as a specimen, South's 
Sermons, passim. 

> Journals, 17th of May, 1661. Tho 
Previous question was moved on thls 
vote, but lost by 223 to 103; Morice, 

to abandon what 
But Clarendon adhered 

the secretary of state, being one of the 
tellers for the minority. Monk, I bee 
Neve, to whom Morice owed his ele-- 
vation, did what he could to prevent 
violent measures against. the presbyte. 
Tians, Alderman Love was suspended 
from sitting in the house, July 3, for 
not having taken the sacrament. I sup- 
pose that he afterwards conformed; for 
he became an active member of the oF 
position, ‘ oo :
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‘with equal integrity and prudence to this fundamental principle of the Restoration; and, after a strong message from the king on the subject, the commons wero content to let the bill pass with no new exceptions.” They gave, 
indeed, some relief to the 
60,0007. to be distributed 

‘inadequate a compensation 
contents, ~ 

ruined cavaliers by voting 
among that class; but so 
did not assuago their dis- 

It has been mentioned above that the late house of commons had consented to the exception of ¢ondemna- Vane and Lambert from indemnity on the tonof Vane, king’s promise that they should not suffer death. 
had lain in the Tower accordingly, without 

They 
being 

brought to trial. “The regicides who had come in under the proclamation were say ed from capital punishment by the’ former act of indemnity. . 
liament abhorred this lukewarm. lenity. 

But the present par- 

A Dill was brought in for the execution of the King’s judges in tho Tower ; and the attorney-general was requested to pro- ceed against Vane ‘and Lambert. 

© Journals, June 14, &c.; Parl. Hist. 
209; Life of Clarendon, 713 Burnet, 230. 
‘A Dill discharging the loyalists from alt 
interest exceeding three per cent. on 
debts contracted before the wars passed. 
the commons, but was dropped in the 
other honse. The great discontent of 
this party at the indemnity continued to 
show itself in subsequent sessions, Cla 
Tendon mentions, with much censure, that 
many pfivate bills passed about 1662, 
annulling conveyances of lands made 

* during the troubles: p. 162, 163, One 
remarkable instance ought to be noticed 
as having been greatly misrepresented, 
At the earl of Derby's seat of Knowsley 
in Lancashire a tablet is placed to com- 
memorate the ingratitude of Charles IL 
in having refnsed the royal assent to a 
dill which had passed both houses for re- 

--storing the son of the earl of Derby, who 
had lost his life in the royal cause, to his 
family estate. This has becn so often 
reprinted by tourists and novelists that it 
passes currently fora Just reproach on the 
king’s memory. It was, however, in fact, 
one of his most honourable actions The 
truth is, that the cavalier faction carried 
through parliament a bill to make void 
the conveyances of some manors which 

The former wag 

Jord Derby had voluntarily sold before 
tbe restoration, in the very face of the act 
of indemnity, and against all law and 
Justice. Clarendon, who, together with 
Some very respectable peers, bad pro- 
tested against this measure in the upper 
house, thought it his duty to recommend 
the king to refuse his assent, Lords’ Journals, Feb. 6 and May 14, 1662, There 1s so much to blame in both the minister and his master, that it fs but fair to give 
them credit for that which the pardon. able prejudices of the family interested 
have ted it to misstate. : . 4 Commons’ Journala 1st July, 1661. A division took place, November 26, on & Motion to lay this Dill aside, in con- sideration of the king’s proclamation 3 Which was lost by 124 to 109: lord Cornbury (Clarendon's son) being a teller for the Noes. The bill was sent up to the lords Jan, 27, 1662. Sce also Parl. Hist, 217, 225. . Some of. their Proceedings, 
trespassed upon the executive power, and 
infringed the prerogative they laboured 
to exalt. But long interruption of the Que course of the constitution had made {ts boundaries indistinct, Thus, in the 
convention parliament, the bodies of 
Cromwell, Bradshaw, Ireton, and others,
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dropped in the house of lords; but those: formidable 
chiefs of the commonwealth :were brought to trial. 

" Their indictments alleged as overt acts of high treason 
against Charles II. their exercise of civil and military 
functions under the usurping government; though not, | 
as far as.appears, expressly directed against the king's 
authority, and certainly not against his person, Under 
such an accusation many who had been the most earnest 
in the king’s restoration might have stood at tho bar. 
‘Thousands might apply to themselves, in the case of 
Vane, the beautiful expression of Mrs. Hutchinson, as to 
her husband's feelings at the death of the regicides, that 
“he looked on himself as judged in their judgment, and 
executed in their execution.” | The stroke fell upon ono, 
the reproach upon many. ee . 

The condemnation of sir Henry Vane was very ques- 
Itsin- © tionable, even according to-the letter of the 
justice, - law. It was plainly repugnant to its spirit. 

An. excellent statuto enacted under Henry VII., and. ~ 

INJUSTICE OF VANE’S CONDEMNATION, Cuap, XI, ° 

deemed by some great writers to be. only declaratory of | 
the common law, but occasioned, no doubt, by some 
harsh judgments of treason which had been pronounced 
during the late competition of the houses of York ’-and 
Lancaster, assured a 
obeying a king for the time being, however defectivo 
his title might come to be considered when another 
claimant should gain possession of the throne. It esta- 
blished the duty of allegiance to the existing govern- 
ment upon a general principle; but in its torms it 
certainly presumed that government to be a monarchy. 
This furnished the judges upon the trial of Vano with a 
distinction of which they willingly availed themselves. 
‘Lhey proceeded, however, beyond all bounds of consti. 
tutional precedents and of common senso when they 
determined that Charles II. had been king de facto as 
well as de juro from the moment of his father’s death, 
though, in the words of their senseless sophistry, “ kept’ 

perfect indemnity to all persons. 

were ordered, Dec. 4, on the motion 
of colonel Titus, to be disinterred and 
banged on a gibbet, The lords con- 
curred in this order; but the mode of 

~ address to the king would have been 
moro regular, Parl. Hist. 151, - [These 
bodies had been previously removed from 
Westminster Abbey, and “cast together 

into a pit at the back door of the 
prebendaries’ lodgings.” The body of 
Blake was the same day, Sept. 12, 1660, 
taken up and “bnried in St. Margaret's 
churchyard.” It appears to have been 
done by an order of the king to the ~ 
dean of Westminster, Kennet's Register, 
p. 536.) 4
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out of the exercise of his royal authority by traitors and 
rebels.” He had indeed assumed the title during his 
exile, and had granted letters patent for different pur- 
poses, which it was thought proper to hold good after 
his restoration; thus presenting the strange anomaly, 
and as it were contradiction in terms, of a king who 

~ began to govern in the twelfth year of his reign. But 
this had not been the usage of former times. Edward IV., 
Richard TiI., Henry VIL, had dated their instruments 
either from their proclamation or at least from some act 
of possession, The question was not whether a right to 
the crown descended according to the laws of inherit- 
ance, but whether such a right, divested.of possession, 
could challenge allegiance as a bounden duty by the Jaw 
of England. . This is expressly determined in the nega- 
tive by lord Coke in his Third Institute, who maintains 
a king “that hath right, and is out of possession,” not 
to-be within the statute of treasons. . He asserts also 
that a pardon granted by him would be void ; which by 

: parity of reasoning must extend to all his patents... Wo 
may consider, therefore, the execution of Vane as one of 
the most reprehensible actions of this bad reign. It not 
only. violated the assurance of indemnity, but introduced - 
4 principle of sanguinary. proscription, which would 
render the return of what is called legitimate govern- 
ment, under any circumstances, an intolerable curse to 
a nation! Pe 

The king violated. his promise by the execution of 
Vane, as much as the judges strained the law by his 

- conviction. He. had assured the Jast parliament, in 
answer to their address, that, if Vane and Lambert 
should be attainted by law, he would not suffer the sen- 
tence to be'executed. Though the present parliament 
had urged the attorney-general to bring these delin- 
quents to trial, they had never, by an address to. the 
king, given him a colour for retracting his promise of 

- mercy. It is worthy of notice that Clarendon does not 
say 2 syllable about Vane’s trial; which affords a strong 
presumption that he thought ita breach of the act of 
indemnity. But we have on record a remarkable letter 

® 3 Inst. 7. ‘This appears to have been { Foster, in his Discourse on High’ 
~ held in Bagot’s case, 9 Edw. 4. Sce also Treason, evidently. intimates that he 
Higden’s View of the English Constitu- thought the conviction of Vane anjustt« 
tion, 1709. a . fable. .
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of the king to his minister, wherein ho ‘expresses hig resentment at Vane’s bold demeanour during his trial, and intimates a wish for his death, though with some doubts whether it could be honourably done! Doubts of such a nature never lasted long with this prince; and Vane suffered the week after, - Lambert, whose submisive behaviour had furnished a contrast with that of Vane, was sent to Guernsey, and remained a prisoner for thirty years, The royalists have spoken of Vane with extreme dislike ; yet it should be remembered that he was not only incor- rupt, but disinterested, inflexible in conforming his public conduct to his principles, 
or oppressive measure 
volutionary chiefs, and which honourably 

and averse to every sanguinary 
; qualities not very common in re- 

distinguished him from the Lamberts and Haslerigs of his party." No time was lost, as might be expected from the 
Acts re- © 
placing the 
crown in 

. tsprero- _ Croachments of the long parliament, 
gatives. glared that there was 

temper of the commons, 
on its constitutional basis after the rude en- 

in replacing the throne 

They de- 
no legislative power in either or both houses without the King; that the league and covenant was unlawfully 

Supreme command of the militia, and of 
sea and land, had ever been by the laws of 

imposed; that the sole 
all forces by 
England the undoubted right of the: crown 3 that neither house of parliament could pretend to it, nor could 

any war offensive or defensive against 
lawfully levy 
his majesty." These last words appeared to go to a dangerous length, 

and, to sanction the suicidal doctrine ‘of absolute non- resistance. They made the law of high treason more strict during the king’s life 

& «The relation that has been made to 
tue of sir H, Vane’s carriage Yesterday in 
the Hall is the occasion of this letter, 
which, if I am rightly informed, was so 
insolent as to Justify all he had done; 
acknowledging no supreme power fn 
England but a parliament, and many 
things to that purpose,. You have had a 
true account of alls and if be has given 
new occasion to be hanged, certainly he 
{s too dangerous a man to let live, If we 
can honestly put him out of the way, 
Think of this, and give me sume account 
of it to-morrow; till when, I have no 
more to say to you. Cs Indorsed in 

in pursuance of a precedent 

lord Clarendon's hand, “The king, June 
7, 1662." Vane was beheaded June 14.° 
Burnet (note in Oxford edition), p. 164, 
Harris's Lives, v. 32. . 

h Vane gave up the profits of his 
place as treasurer of the navy, which, 
according to his patent, would hare 
amounted to 30,000/, per annum, if we 
may rely on Harris's Life of Cromwell, 

. 260, . . . 

* 13 Car. 2,2 & 6& A Dill for set- 
tling the militia had been much opposed ' 
in the convention parliament, a3 tending 
to bring in martial law. Parl Hist. iv, 
145. It seems to have dropped, *
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in the reign of Elizabeth." They restored the, bishops to 
their seats in the house of lords; a step which the last 
parliament would never have been induced to take, but 
which met with little opposition from the present. Tho 
violence that had attended their exclusion seemed ‘a 
sufficient motive for rescinding a statute so improperly 
obtained, even if the policy of maintaining the spiritual 
peers were somewhat doubtful. The remembrance of 
those tumultuqus assemblages which had overawed their 
predecessors in the winter of 1641, and at other times, 
produced a law against disorderly petitions. . This sta- 
tute provides that no petition or address shall be pre- 
sented to the king or either house of parliament by 
more than ten persons;. nor shall any ono procure above. 
twenty persons to consent or sot their hands to any 
petition for alteration of matters established by. law in 
church or state, unless with the previous order of three 
Justices of the county, or the major part of the grand . 

thus far the new parliament might be said to have 
acted chiefly on a principle of repairing the Corporation 
breaches recently made in our constitution, st- 
and of re-establishing the just boundaries of the execu- 
tive power; nor would much objection have been offered 
to their measures, had they gone no farther in the samo 
course. .The act for regulating corporations is much 
more questionable, and displayed a determination to 
exclude a considerable portion of the community from 
their civil rights. It enjoined all magistrates and per- 
sons bearing offices of trust in corporations to swear 
that they believed it unlawful, on any pretence what- 
ever, to take arms against the king, and that they ab- 
horred the traitorous position of bearing Sirms by his” 
authority against his person, or against those that aro 
commissioned by him. They were also to renounce all 
obligation arising out of the oath called the solemn 

“league and covenant; in case of refusal, to be immedi. 
ately ‘removed from office. Those elected in future 
were, in addition to the same oaths, to have received - 

rCQ.L. party, who thought the bishops would 
1.2, The only opposition made to not be brought into a toleration of their this was in the house of lords by the earl religion. Life of Clarendon, P. 138, 

of Bristol and someof the Roman catholic ™ C5, ote
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the sacrament within one year before their election 
according to the rites of the English church." These 
provisions struck at the heart’ of the presbyterian party, 
whose strength lay in the little oligarchies of corporate 
towns, which directly or indirectly returned to parlia- 
ment a very large proportion of its members, Yet it |; 
rarely happens that a political faction is crushed by the - 
terrors of an oath, Many of the more rigid presby- 
terians refused tho conditions imposed by this act; but 
the majority found pretexts for qualifying themselves. 

It could not yet be said that this loyal assembly had 
Repeat of MCddled with those safeguards of public liberty. 
the trien- Which had been erected by their great prede- 
mislact. cessors in 1641. The laws that Falkland and 

Hampden had- combined to provide, those. bulwarks 
against the ancient exorbitance of prerogative, stood un- 
scathed ; threatened from afar, but not yet betrayed by 
the garrison. But one of these, the bill for triennial par- 
liaments, wounded the pride of royalty, and gave scandal 

. to its worshippers; not so much on account .of its 
object, as of the securities provided against its violation: 
If the king did not summon a, fresh parliament within 
three years after a dissolution, the peers were to meet 
and issue writs'of their own accord; if they did not 
within a certain time perform this duty, the sheriffs of 
every county were to take it on themselves; and, in 

‘ default of all constituted authorities, the electors might 
assemble without any regular summons to choose repre- 
sentatives. It was manifest that the king must have 
taken a fixed resolution to trample on a fundamental 
law, before these irregular tumultuous modes of redress 
could be called into action; and that the existence of 
such: provisions could not in-any. degree weaken or | 
endanger the legal and limited monarchy. But the 
doctrine of passive obedience had now crept from the 
homilies into the statute-book; the parliament had not 
scrupled to declare the unlawfulness of. defensive war . 

- 13 Car. 2, sess, 2, 1. This billdid Prynne was afterwards reprimanded by 
not pass without strong opposition fa the speaker for publishing a pamphlet - the commons. It-was carried at last by against this act, July 15; but his courage 182 to 77; Journals, July 5; but on a had now forsaken him; and he made a Previous division for its commitment the submissive apology, though the censure 
numbers were 185 to 136, June 20. was pronounced in avery harsh manner,
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against the king’s person; and it was but one step‘moro 
-to take away all direct means of. counteracting his plea- 
sure, Bills were accordingly more than once ordered 
to be brought in for repealing the triennial act; but no 
further steps wero. taken till the king thought'it at 

. length necessary in tho year 1664 to give them an inti- 
mation of his desires A vaguo notion had partially 
gained ground that no parliament, by virtue of that bill, 
could sit for more than three years. In allusion to this, 
he told. them, on opening the session of 1664, that he 
“had often read over that bill; and, though there was 
no colour for the fancy of the determination of the par- . 
liament, yet ho would not deny that ho had always 
expected them to consider the wonderful clauses in that 
bill, which passed in a timo very uncareful for the 
dignity of the crown or the security of the people. He 
requested them to look again at “it. For himself, ho 
loved parliaments; he was much beholden to them; ho 
did not think the crown could ever be happy without 
frequent parliaments; ‘‘ but assure yourselves,” he con- 
cluded, ‘if I should think otherwise, I would never 
suffer a parliament to come together by tho means pre- 

_ scribed by that bill.” . oo 
So audacious a declaration, equivalent to an avowed 

design, in certain circumstances, of preventing the exe- 
cution of the Jaws by force of arms, was never before 
heard from the lips of an English king; and would in 
any other times have awakened a storm of indignation 
from the commons. They were, however, sufficiently 
compliant to pass a bill for tho repeal of that which had 
been enacted with unanimous consent in 1641, and had 

- been hailed as the great palladium of constitutional 
monarchy. The preamble recites the sa#l act to have 
been ‘in derogation of his majesty’s just rights and 
prerogative inherent in the imperial crown of this realm 
for the calling and assembling of parliaments.” Tho 
bill then repeals and annuls every clause and article in 
the fullest manner; yet, with an inconsistency not un- 
usual: in our statutes, adds a provision that parliaments 
shall not in future bo intermitted for above threo years 

9 Journals, Srd April, 1662; 10th very unjustly of the triennial act, fore 
March, 1663. getting that he had himself concurred to 

P Parl, Hist. 289. Clarendon speaks it, P, 221, .
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“at the most. ‘This clauso is evidently framed in a 
. different spirit from the original bill, and may be attri- buted to the influence of that party in the house which 
had begun to oppose the court, and already showed itself . 
in considerable strength.t Thus the effect of this com- promise was that the law of the long parliament sub- ' sisted as to its principle, without those unusual clauses which had been enacted to render its observance secure, The king assured them, in’ giving his assent to the repeal, that he would not be a day more without a par- liament on that account, But the necessity of those 
securities, and the mischiefs of that false and servile loyalty which abrogated them, became manifest at the close of the present reign; nearly four years having ‘elapsed between the dissolution of Charles’s last parlia- ment and his death. : Clarendon, the principal adviser, as yet, of the king since his restoration (for Southampton rather gave repu- tation to the administration than ‘took that superior influence which belonged to his place of treasurer), has ‘thought fit to stigmatize the triennial bill with the epithet of infamous. So wholly had he ‘divested himself ° ” of the sentiments he entertained at the beginning of the long parliament; that he sought nothing more ardently than to place the crown again in a condition to run into those abuses and excesses against which he had once so much inveighed. ‘ He did never dissemble,” he says, 
‘*from the time of his return with the king, that the late rebellion could never be extirpated and pulled up’ by 
the roots, till the king’s regal and inherent power and prerogative should be fully avowed and vindicated, and till the usurpations in both houses of parliament, since 
the year 1640, were disclaimed and made odious; and many other excesses, which had been affected by both 
before that time under the namo of privileges, should be restrained or explained. For all which reformation _ the kingdom in general was very well disposed, when 
it pleased God to restore the king to it. ‘The present 
parliament had done’ much, and would: willingly have 

- 916 Car. TT. 1, We find by the points, yet probably springing from an Journals that some divisions took place opposition to {ts principle. March 28- 
during” the passage of this bill, and 1664. There was by this time a regular though, as far as appears, on subordinate party formed against the court,
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"+ prosecuted the same method, if they had had the samo 
advice and encouragement.”* I can only understand 
these words to mean that they might have been led to 
repeal other statutes of the long parliament, besides the 
triennial act, and that excluding the bishops from the 
house of peers; but, more especially, to restore the two 
great levers of prerogative, the courts of star-chamber 
and high commission. This would indeed have pulled 
up by the roots the work of the long parliament, which, 
in spite of such general reproach, still continued to 
shackle the revived monarchy. There had been somo 
serious attempts at this in the house of lords during the 
session of 1661-2. We read in the Journals® that a com- 

- mittee was appointed to prepare a bill for repealing - 
ull acts made in the parliament begun the 3rd day of 
November, 1640, and for re-enacting such of them as 
should be thought fit. This committes somo timo after 
reported their opinion, “that it was fit for the good of 
tho nation that there be a court of like naturo to the 
late court called tho star-chamber; but desired the 
advico and directions of the house in these particulars 
following: Who should be judges? What matters should 

. they be judges of? By what manner of proceedings 
should they act?” Tho house, it is added,.thought it 
not fit to give any particular directions therein, star-chamber 
but left it to the committee to proceed as they net restored, 
would. It does not appear that anything farther was 
done in this session; but we find ‘the bill of repeal revived next year" It is, however, ‘only once men- ~ toned. ‘Perhaps it may be questionablo whether, even | amidst the fervid loyalty of 1661, the houso of com- mons would have concurred in re-establishing the star- chamber. They had taken marked precautidhs in passing an act for the restoration of ecclesiastical jurisdiction, that it should not be construed to restore tho high- commission court, or to give validity to the canons of 

- 1640, or to enlarge in any manner the ancient authority 
‘ of the church.*. -A tribunal still more formidablo and 
obnoxious would hardly have found favour with a body 

' of men who, as their behaviour shortly demonstrated, 

P33. - ‘ £ 12th Feb, ~ 

* Lords’ Journals, 23rd and 2ith Jan. ° 19th March, 1663. 
_ * 13 Car Ie. 1
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might rather be taxed with passion and vindictiveness 
. towards a hostile faction, than a deliberate willingness’ 

to abandon their English rights and privileges. 
The striking characteristic of this parliament was a 

zealous and intolerant attachment to the established 
church, not losing an atom of their aversion to popery 
in their abhorrence of protestant dissent, In every 
former parliament since the Reformation the country . 
party (if I may use such a word, by anticipation, for 
those gentlemen of landed estates who ‘owed their seats 
to their provincial importance, as distinguished from 
courtiers, lawyers, and dependents on the nobility) had 
incurred with rigid churchmen the reproach of puri- 

". tanical affections. They were implacable against popery, 
but disposed to far more indulgence with respect to non- 
conformity than the very different maxims of Elizabeth 
and her successors would permit. ‘Yet it’ is obvious 
that the puritan commons of James I. and the high- 

’ church commons of Charles II. were composed, in a 
great measure, of the same families, and entirely of the 
same classes. But, as the arrogance of the prelates had 
excited indignation, and the sufferings of the scrupulous 
clergy begotten sympathy in one age, so the reversed 
scenes of the last twenty years had given to the former, 
or their adherents, tho advantage of enduring oppression 
with humility and fortitude, and displayed in tho latter, 
or at least. many of their number, those odious and 
malevolent qualities which adversity had either con- 
cealed or rendered less dangerous. The gentry, con- 
nected for the most part by birth or education with 
the episcopal clergy, could not for an instant hesitate — 
between the ‘ancient establishment and one composed of 
men whose eloquence in preaching was chiefly directed 
towards the common people, and presupposed a degree 
of enthusiasm in the hearer. which the higher classes 
rarely possessed. . They dreaded the wilder sectarics, 
foes to property, or at least to its political influence, as 
much as to the regal constitution; and not unnaturally, 
though without perfect fairness, confounded the presby- 
terian or moderate nonconformist in the motley crowd 
of fanatics, to many of whose tenets he at least more 
approximated than the church of England minister. . 

There is every reason to presume, as I have already
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remarked, that the king had no intention but to deceive: the presbyterians and their 
vention parliament by his 
tober, 1660.7 
solution of that assembly, to 
of bishops, who 

He proceeded, after. the dis. 

friends in the con- Presby- 
declaration of Oc- terians 

deceived 
by the — 

fill up the number Kas. 
had been reduced to nine, but with no further mention of suffragans, or of the council of pres- 

It does indeed 
cn announced in that declaration. appear highly probable that the scheme of Usher would have been found inconvenient and even - impiacticable; and reflecting men would. perhaps be apt to say that the usage of primitive antiquity, upon - which all parties laid so much stress, was rather a pre- sumptive argument against the adoption of any system of chureh-government, in cirew: 

than in favour of it. But 
cable provisions carry with them 
and the king micht have respected 
-¥ Clarendon, in bis Life, p. 149, says 
that the king “had received the Ppresby- 
terian ministers with gtace; and did be- 

lieve that he should work upon them by 
persuasions, having been well acquainted 
with their common arguments by the con- " vérsation he had had in Scotland, and tas 
very able to confute them.” This is one of 
the strange’ absurdities into which Cla- 
rendon’s prejudices hurry him in almost 
every page of his writings, and more 
especially in this continuation of his 
Life. Charles, ag his minister well knew, 
could not read a common Latin book 
(Clarendon State Papers, iii. 567), and 
had no manner of acqnaintance with theo- 

“Togical learning, unless the Popular ar- 
gument in favour of popery is so to be 
called; yet be was very able to confute 
men who had passed their lives in study, 
on a-subject involving a considerable 
knowledge of Scripture and the early 
writers in their original languages! 

* Clarendon admits that this could not 
“have been donc till the former parlia- 
ment was dissolved: 97. This means, 
of course, on the supposition that the 
King’s word was to be broken. “The 

“malignity towards the church,” he says; 
“seemed increasing, and to be greater 

| than at the coming in of the king.” 
Pepys, in his Diary, has several sharp 
remarks on the misconduct and unpopue 

.* 

mstances so widely different, 
inconvenient and impracti- 

their own remedy ; 
his own word, and 

larity of the Dishops, though himself an 
episcopalian even before the restoration, 
“The clergy are 50 high that all peopte 
I meet with do Protest against their 
Practice.” August 31, 1660. “I am 
convinced in my judgment that the pre- 
sent clergy will never heartily go down 
with the generality of the commons of 
England; they have been so used to 
liberty and freedom, and they are 50 ac 
quainted with the pride and debauchery 
of the present clergy. He Gr, Black. 
burn, a nonconformist) did give me 
many stories of the affronts which the 
clergy receive in all parts of England . 
from the gentry and ordinary persons 
of the parish.” November 9,1663. The 
opposite party had recourse to the old 
Weapons of pious fraud. T have a tract containing twenty-seven instances of Tes 
markable judgments, all between June, 
1660, and April, 1661, which befell 
divers persons for Teading the common 
Prayer or reviling godly ministers. This . 
is entitled Annus Mirabilis; and, besides 
the above twenty-seven, attests so many 
prodigies, that the name is by no means 
misapplied. The bishops made large 
fortunes by filling up leases, Bumet, 
260. And Clarendon admits them to 
have been too rapacious, though he trics, 

, toextenuate, P. 4g, - . .
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tho wishes of a Jarge part of the church, without any 
formidable danger to episcopal authority. It would 

* have been, however, too flagrant a breach of promise 
(and yet hardly greater than that just mentioned) if 
somo show had not been made of desiring a reconcilia- 
tion on the subordinate details of religious-ceremonies  - 
Savoy con. and the liturgy. This produced a conference 

erence, held at the Savoy, in May, 1661, between- 
twenty-one Anglican and as many presbyterian divines : / 
the latter were called upon to propose their objections; 
it being the part of the others to defend. They brought 
forward so long a list as seemed to raise little hope of 
agreement. Some of these objections to the service, as 
may be imagined, were rather captious and hypercritical:; 
yet in many cases they pointed out real defects. As to 
ceremonies, they dwelt on the same scruples as had 
from the beginning of Elizabeth’s reign produced so un- 
happy a discordance, and had become: inveterate by so 
much persecution. The conference was managed with 
great mutual bitterness and recrimination ; the one party 
stimulated by vindictive hatred and tho natural arro- 

. gance of power; the other irritated by the manifest 
design of breaking the king’s faith, and probably by a 
sense of their own improvidence in ruining themselves 
by his restoration. Tho chief blame, it cannot be- dis- 
sembled, ought to fall on the churchmen. An oppor- 
tunity was afforded of healing, in a very great measure, 
that schism and separation which, if they are to be 
believed, is ono of the worst evils that can befall a 
Christian community. They: had it in their power to 
retain, or to expel, a vast. number of worthy and labo- 
rious ministers of the gospel, with whom they had, in 
their own estimation, no essential ground of difference. 
They knew the king, and consequently themselves, to 
have been restored with (I might almost say by) the 
strenuous co-operation of those very men who were now 

‘at their mercy. To judge by the rules of moral wisdom, 
or of the spirit of Christianity (to which, notwithstand-: 
ing what might bo satirically said of experience, it is 
difficult not to think we have a right to expect that a 
body of ecclesiastics should pay some attention), there. 
can. be no justification for the Anglican party on this - 
oceasion, hey have certainly ono apology, the best
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very frequently that can be offered for human infirmity ; they had sustained a long and unjust exclusion from the emoluments of their profession, which begot a natural dislike towards the members of the sect that had pro- fited at their expense, though not, in general, personally responsible for their misfortunes,* 
. The Savoy conference broke up in anger, each party more exasperated and more irreconcilable than before, This indeed has been the us ual consequence of attempts to bring men to an understanding on religious differences by explanation or compromise. The public was apt to expect too much from these discussions: unwilling te believe either that those who have a reputation for piety can be wanting in desire to find the truth, or that those who are esteemed for ability can miss it, And this expectation is heightened by the language rather too 
strongly held by moderate and peaceable divines, that _ little more is required than an understanding of each other’s meaning, to unite conflicting sects in a common faith. But as it gencrally happens that the disputes of theologians, though far from being so important as they appear tothe narrow prejudices and heated passions of 
the combatants, are not wholly nominal, or capable of being reduced to a common form of words, the hopes of union and settlement vanish upon that closer inquiry which conferences and schemes of agreement produce, 

* Whe fullest account of this confer- 
ence, and of all that passed as to the com- 
prehension of the presbyterlans, is to be 
read in Baxter, whom Neal hag abridged. 
Some allowance must, of course, be made | 
for the resentment of Baxter; but his 
known integrity makes it impossible to 
discredit the main part of his narration, 
Nor isit necessary to rest on the evidence 
of those who may be supposed to hare 
the prejudices of dissenters, For bishop 
Burnet admits that all the concern which 
seemed to employ the prelates’ minds 
was not only to make no alteration on 

. the presbyterians’ account, but to straiten 
the terms of conformity far more than 

Those, however, who 
would see what can be said by writers of 
high-church principles, may consult Ken- 
net's History of Charles II. p. 252, or 
Collier, p. 878. Qne little anecdote may 

* VOL. It, 

serve to display the spirit with which the 
Anglicans came to the cunference, Upon 
Baxter saying that their Proceedings 
would alienate a great partof the nation, 
Steame, tishop of Carlisle, observed to 
his associates, “ He will mot say kingdom, 
lest he should acknowledge a king.” 
Baxter, p. 338 This was a very malig- 
Dant refection on a man who was well 
known never to have been of the repub- 
Ncan party. It is true that Baxter seems 
to have thought, in 1659, that Richard 
Cromwell would have served the turn 
better than Charles Stuart; and, a$ a 
presbyterian, he thought very rightly. 
See p. 207, and part fii. p. 71. But, 
preaching before the parliament, April 
30, 1660, he said it wag none of our 
differences whether we should be loyal 
to our king; on that all were agreed. 
P 207. . 

Z
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And though .this may seem rather applicable to specu- 
lative controversies than to such matters as were debated 
between the church and the presbyterians at the Savoy. 
conference, and which are_in their nature more capable 
of compromise than articles of doctrine, yet the con- 
sequence of exhibiting the incompatibility and reciprocal 
alienation of the two'parties in a clearer light was nearly 
the same. . , : 

A determination having been taken to admit of no 
extensive comprehension, it was debated by the govern- 
ment whether to make a few alterations in the liturgy, 
or to restore the ancient service in every particular, 
The former advice prevailed, though with no desire or 
expectation of conciliating any scrupulous persons by 
the amendments introduced.* These were by no means 
numerous, and in some instances rather chosen in order 
to irritate and mock the opposite party than from any 
compliance with their prejudices, It is indeed yery pro- 
bable, from the temper of the new parliament, that they 
would not have come into more tolerant and healing 
Actof Measures. When the act of uniformity was 
‘uniformity. brought into the house of lords, it was found 
not only to restore all the ceremonies and other matters 

‘ to which objection bad been taken, but to contain fresh 
clauses more intolerable than the rest to the presbyterian 
clergy. One of these enacted that not only every bene- 
ficed minister, but fellow of a college, or even school- 
master, should declare his unfeigned assent and consent 
to all and everything contained in the book of common 
prayer. These words, however capable of being eluded 
and explained away, as such subscriptions always are, 

b Life of Clarendon, 147, He ob. Dragon, for no other purpose than to serves that the alterations made did not 
reduce one of the opposite party to the 
obedience of the church. Now, in the 
first place, he could uot know this; and, 
in the next, he conceals from the reader 
that, on the whole matter, the changes 
made in the liturgy were more likely to 
disgust than to conciliate. Thus, the 
puritans baving always objected to the 
number of saints’ days, the bishops added 
a few more ; and the former having given 
very plausible reasons against the apo- 
cryphal lessong in the daily service, the 
olbers inserted the Jegend of Bel and the 

show contempt of their scruples. The 
alterations may be seen in Kennet's Re- 
gister, 585. The most important was the 
Testoration of a rubric inserted In the 
communion service under Edward VI., 
but left out by Elizabeth, declaring 
against any corporal presence in the 
Lord’s supper. This gave offence to 
some of those who had adopted that 
opinion, especially the duke of York, and 
perhaps tended to complete his alienation 
from the Anglican church. Barnet, {. 
183, . . 
Siz& Carn IL, iv. gs
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Seemed: to amount, in common use of language, to a . complete approbation of an entire volume, such as a man of senso hardly gives to any book, and which, at a time when scrupulous persons were with great difficulty endeavouring to reconcile themselves to submission, | placed a new stumblingblock in their way, which, without abandoning their integrity, they found it im- possible to surmount. 
. The temper of those who chiefly managed . church 

appears that the church of England, whatever, tenets _ might latterly have been broached in controversy, did not consider the ordination of presbyters invalid. Though _ such ordinations as had taken place during the late troubles, and by virtue of which‘a great part of the actual . clergy wero in Possession, were evidently. irregular, on ; ‘the supposition that the English episcopal church was then in existence, yet, if the argument from such great convenience as men. call necessity was to prevail, it was surely worth while to suffer them to pass without ques. tion for the present, enacting provisions, if such were required, for the future. But this did not fall in with the passion and policy of the bishops, who found a pre. 
divine right and necessity of episcopal succession ; a ‘theory naturally more agreeable to arrogant ind dog- matical ecclesiastics than that of Cranmer, who saw no | intrinsic difference between bishops and priests; or of Nooker, ‘who. thought ecclesiastical superiorities, like civil, subject to variation: or of Stillingfleet, who had lately pointed out the impossibility of ascertaining with clearness the real constitution ‘of the apostolical church from the inconclusive testimonies that either Scriptyro . or antiquity furnishes, It was therefore enacted in the ‘statute for uniformity that no person should hold any _ preferment in England without having received episco. pal ordination. ‘There seems to be little or no objection 

z2
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to this provision, if ordination be considered as a cere- 
mony of admission into a particular society ; but, accord- 
ing to the theories which both parties had embraced in 
that age, it conferred.a sort of mysterious indelible cha- 
cracter, which rendered its repetition improper.* 

The new act of uniformity succeeded to the utmost 
wishes of its promoters. It provided that every 

Ejection ~~ minister should, before the feast of St. Bartho- 
Saget lomew, 1662, publicly declare his assent and 

consent to everything contained in the book of 
common prayer, on pain of being ipso facto deprived of 
his benefice : Though even the long parliament had 
reserved a fifth of the profits to those who were rejected 
for refusing the covenant, no mercy could be obtained 
from the still greater bigotry of the present; and a mo- 
tion to make that allowance to nonconforming ministers ~ 
was lost by 94 to 87. The lords had shown a more 
temperate spirit, and made several alterations of a con- 
ciliating nature. They objected to extending the sub- 
scription required by the act to schoolmasters.. But the 
commons urged in a conference the force of education, 

_ which made it necessary to take care for the youth. The 
upper house even inserted a proviso, allowing the king 

were deprived for fidelity to their sove. 
reign.” Southey’s Hist, of the Church, 
il. 467. That the day was chosen in 
order to deprive the incumbent of a whole 

4 Life of Clarendon, 152. Burnet, 
256, Morley, afterwards bishop of Win- 
chester, was eugaged Just before the 
Testoration in negotiating with the pres- 
byterians. They stuck out for the ne- 
gative voice of the council of presbyters 
and for the vatidity of their ordinations. 
Clar. State Papers, 727. He bad two 
schemes to get over the difficulty: one 
to nass them over sub silentio; the other, 
a hypothetical re-ordination, on the sup- 
position that something might have been 
wanting before, as the church of Rome 
practises about re-baptization. The for- 
mer is a curious expedicnt for those who 
pretend to think presbyterian ordinations . 

_ ,Teally null. Id, 733. : 
+ ©The day fixed upon suggested a 
comparison which, though severe, was 
obvious, A modem writer has observed 
on this, “They were careful not to re- 
member that the same day, and for the 
same reason, because the tithes were 
commonly due at Michaelmas, had been 

appointed for the former efectment, when 
_ four times as many of the loyal clergy 

year’s tithes, Mr. Southey has learned 
from Burnet; and it aggravates the 
cruelty of the proceeding—but where 
has he found his precedent? The Angli- 
can clergy were rejected for refusing the 
covenant at no one definite period, as, on . 

recollection, Mr. S. would be aware ; nor 
can I find any one parliamentary ordi- 
nance in Husband's Collection that men- 
tions St. Bartholomew's day. There was 
a precedent indeed in that case, which 
the government of Charles did not choose 
to follow. One-fifth of the Income had 
been reserved for the dispossessed {ncume . 
dents: but it is said that they often did 

not get them. Kennet's Register, 392. 

f Journals, April 26. This may per- 

haps have given rise to a mistake we find 

in Neal, 624, that the act of uniformity 
only passed by 186 to180, There was 
no division at all upon the bill éxcept 
that I have mentioned. 

a
 
e
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to dispense with the surplice and the sign of. the cross; 
but the commons resolutely withstanding this and every 
other alteration, they wero all given up. Yet, next 
year, when it was found necessary to pass an act for tho 
relief of those who had been prevented involuntarily 
from subscribing the declaration in due time, a clause 
was introduced declaring that the ‘assent and consent to 
the book of common prayer required by the said act 
should be understood only as to practice and obedience, 
and not otherwise. The duke of York and twelve: lay 
peers protested against this clause, as destructive to tho 
church of England as now established; and the com- 
mons vehemently objecting to it, the partisans of mode- 
tate counsels gave way as before” When the day of 
St. Bartholomew came, about 2000 persons resigned their 
preferments rather than stain their consciences by com- 
pliance—an act to which the more liberal Anglicans, 
after the bitterness of immediate passions had passed 
away, have accorded that praise which is due to heroic 
virtuo in an enemy. It may justly be said that the 

. episcopal clergy had set an example of similar magna- 
nimity in refusing to take the covenant.. Yet, as that 
was: partly of a political nature, and those who were 
ejected for not taking it might hope to be restored - 
through the success of the king’s arms, I do not know 
that it was altogether so eminent an act of self-devotion 
as the presbyterian clergy displayed on St, Bartholo- 
mew’s day. Both of them afford striking contrasts 
to the pliancy of the English church in the greater ques- 
tion of the preceding century, and bear witness to a 
remarkable integrity and consistency of principle.! 

    
.  & The report of the conference, Lords’ 

Journals, 7th May, is altogether rather 
curious, © . : 

hb Lords’ Journals, 25th and 27th July, 
1663. Ralph, 58. 
..4 Neal, 625-636. Baxter told Burnet, 

ag the latter says, p. 185, that not above 
300 would have resigned had the terms 
of the king’s declaration been adhered 

“to. ‘The blame, he goes on, fell chiefly 
on Sheldon, But Clarendon was charged 
with entertalning the presbyterians with 
good words, while he was giving way to 
the bishops. See also p. 268. Baxter 
puts the number of the deprived at 1800 

or 2000. Life, 334. And ft has Generally 
been reckoned about 2000 ; though Bumet 
says it bas been much controverted. If 
indeed we can rely on Calamy’s account 
of the ejected ministers, abridged by 
Palmer, under the title of the Noncon- 
formist’s Memorial, the number must 
have been full 2400, including fellows of 
colleges, though not in orders, Pstmer 
says that a manuscript catalogue gives 
2257 names, Kennet, however (Regise 
ter, 807), notices great mistakes of 
Calamy in respect only to one diocese, 
that of Peterborough. Probably buth in 
this collection and in that of Walker on . . : 2
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‘ No one who has any sense of honesty and plain deal- 
ing can pretend that Charles did not violate the spirit of 
his declarations, both that from Breda and that which 
he published in October, 1660. It is idlo to say that 
those declarations wero subject to the decision of parlia- 
ment, as if the crown had no sort of influence in that 
assembly, nor even any means of making its inclinations 
known. He had urged them to confirm the act of in- 
demnity, wherein he thought his honour and security 
concerned: was it less easy to. obtain, or at least to ask 
for, their concurrence in a comprehension or toleration 

’ of the ‘presbyterian clergy? Yet, after mocking those 
persons with pretended favour, and even offering 
bishoprics to some of their number by way of purchas- 
ing their defection, the king made no effort to mitigate 
the’ provisions of the act of uniformity ; and Clarendon 
strenuously supported them through both houses of par- - 

‘ liament.* ‘This behaviour in the minister sprang from 
real bigotry and dislike of the presbyterians ; but Charles 
was influenced by a very different motive, which had 
become the secret spring of all his policy. This requires - 
to be fully explained... 

Charles, during his misfortunes, had made repeated 
i " promises to the pope and the great catholic ‘opes of | . * ° * the catho- princes of relaxing the penal laws against his 

_ les subjects of that religion—promises which he 
well knew to be the necessary condition of their assist- 
ance. And, though he never received any succour which 
could demand the performance of these assurances, his - 
desire to stand well with France and Spain, as well as a 
senso of what was really due-to the English catholics, 
would have disposed: him to grant every indulgence 
which the temper of his people should permit. The laws 
were highly severe, in some cases sanguinary ; they were 
enacted in very different times, from plausible motives 
of distrust, which it would be now both absurd and un- 
grateful to retain.’ The catholics had been the most ° 
strenuous of the late king’s adherents, the greatest suf- 

the other side, as in all martyrologies, volume, to extenuate the pralse of tho 
there are abundant errors; but enough deprived presbyterians by captious and - 
will remain to afford memorable exam- unfair arguments. , : 
Ples of conscientious suffering; and we —_-* Sce Clarendon’s feeble attempt to 
cannot read without indignation Kenaet's vindicate the king from the charge of 

‘ endeavours, In the conclusion of this breach of faith, 157. *
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ferers for their loyalty. Out of about five hundred gen 
tlemen who lost their lives in the royal cause, one-third, 
it has been said, were of: that religion." ‘Their estates 
had been selected for confiscation when others had been 
admitted to compound, Itis, however, certain that after 
the conclusion of the war, and especially during the 
usurpation of Cromwell, they declined in general to 
‘Provoke a government which showed a good deal of 
connivance towards their religion, by keeping up any 
connexion with the exiled family". They had, as was 
surely very natural, one paramount object in their poli- 
tical conduct, the enjoyment of religious liberty ; what- 
ever debt of gratitude they might have owed to Charles J, 
had been amply paid; and perhaps they might reflect 
that he never scrupled, in his various negotiations with 
the parliament, to acquiesce in any proscriptive mea- 
sures suggested against popery. This apparent abandon- 
ment, however, of the royal interests excited the displea- 
sure of Clarendon, which was increased by a tendenc 
some of the catholics showed to unite with Lambert, who. 

. was understood to be privately of their religion, and by 
an intrigue carried on in 1659, by the machinations of 
Buckingham with some priests, to set up’ the duke of 
York for the crown. But tho king retained no resent- 
ment of the general conduct of this party; and was de- 
sirous to give them a testimony of his confidence by 
mitigating the penal laws against their religion. Some 
Steps were taken towards this by the house of lords in 

. the session of 1661; and there seems little doubt that 
the statutes at least inflicting capital punishments would 

_ have been repealed without difficulty, if the catholics had 
not lost the favourable moment by some disunion among 
themselves, which the never-ceasing intrigues of the 
Jesuits contrived to produce. - 

™ A list of these, published in 1660, ° See Lords’ Journals, June and July, 
contains more than 170 names. Neal, 1661, or extracts from them in Kennet’s 

690. . .. Regiater, 469, &c., 620, &c., and 7938, where 
. 9 Sir Kenelm Digby was supposed to are several other particulars worthy 

be deep in a scheme that the catholics,in of notice. Clarendon, 143,: explains the 
1649, should support the commonwealth failure of this attempt at a partial tolera- 
with all their power, in return for liberty tion (for it was only meant as to the €X- 
of religion, Carte’s Letters, {. 216, et ‘ercise of religious rites in private houses) 
post, We find a letter from him to by the persevering opposition of the 
Cromwell in 1656 (Thurloe, fv. 591), Jesuits to the oath of allegiance, to which 
witb great protestations of duty. the lay catholics, and Senerally the se
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There can be no sort of doubt that the king’s natural . 
Bias of ine facility, and exemption from all prejudice in 
king towards favour of established laws, would have led him them. to afford every indulgence that could be do- manded to his catholic subjects, many of whom were his companions or his counsellors, without any propensity towards their religion. 
during the period of his 

But it is morally certain that 
banishment he had imbibed, as deeply and seriously as the character of his mind would permit, a persuasion that, if 

’ were true, it could only be 
infallible church; though he 
cording to the formal 
the list hours of his 

any scheme of Christianity. 
found in the bosom of an 
Was never reconciled, ac- 

profession which she exacts, till 
life. .The secret, however, of his inclinations, though disguised to the world by the ap- pearance, and probably sometimes more than the appear. 

ance, of carelessness and. infidelity, could not be wholly 
concealed from his court. It appears the most natural 
mode of accounting for the sudden conversion of the 

‘earl of Bristol to popery, which is generally agreed to 
have been insincere. 
the post of ‘secretary of stato, 

An ambitious intriguer, holding 
would not have ventured 

‘such a step without some grounds of confidence in his 
master’s wishes; though his characteristic precipitancy 
hurried him forward to destroy his own hopes. ‘Nor aro 
there wanting 
brothers was 
Restoration.? 

proofs that the protestantism of both the 
greatly suspected in England before the 
These suspicions acquired strength after 

the king’s return, through his manifest intention not to 
cular priests, had long ceased to make 
objection. The house had voted that the 
indulgence should not extend to J esuits, 
and that they would not alter the oaths 
of allegiance or supremacy. The Jesuits 
complained of the distinction taken 
against them; and asserted, in a printed 
tract (Kennet, ubi supra), that since 1616 
they had been inhibited by their superiors 
from maintaining the pope's right to de- 
pose sovereigns, Sce also Butler’s Mem. 
of Catholics, ii. 27, iv. 142; and Burnet, 
L 194. . 

P The suspicions against Charles were 
very strong in England before the re- 
storation, so as to alarm his emissaries: 
“Your master,’ Mordaunt writes to 
Ormond, Nov. 10, 1659, “1s utterly 

Tuined a3 to his interest here in what- 
ever party, if this be true.” Carte’s Let- 
ters, ii. 264, and Clar. State Papers, fii, 
602, But an anccdote related in Carte’s 
Life of Ormond,’ if. 255, and Harris's 
Lives, v.54, which has obtained some 

_ credit, proves, if true, that he had em- 
braced the Roman catholic religion as 
early as 1659, s0 as even to attend mass. 
This cannot be reckoned out of question; 
but the tendency of the king's mind be- 
fore his return to England is to be fn- 
ferred from all his behaviour. Kennet 
(Complete Hist. of England, {iL 237) 
Plainly insinuates that the project for 
restoring popery began at the treaty 
of the Pyrenees; and sce his Register, 
p. &52,
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marry a protestant; and still more through the pre-. 
sumptuous demeanour of the opposite party, which 
seemed to indicate some surer grounds of confidence - 
than were yet manifest, The new parliament in its first 
session had made it penal to say that the king was a 

‘ papist or popishly affected; whence the prevalence of 
that scandal may be inferred.* . 

Charles had no assistance to expect, in his scheme of 
granting a full toleration to the Roman faith, |... 
from his chicf adviser Clarendon. <A repeal of Gecgie? 
the sanguinary laws, a reasonable connivance, *"4 the - 

* * : : parliament, 
perhaps in some cases a dispensation—to these 
favours he would have acceded. But in his ereed of 
policy the ‘legal allowance of any but the. established 
religion was inconsistent with public order, and with 
the king’s ecclesiastical prerogative, This was also a 
fixed principle with tho parliament, whose implacable 
resentment towards the scctaries had not inclined them 
to abate in tho least of their abhorrence and apprehen- 
sion of popery. The church of England, distinctly and 
exclusively, was their rallying-point; the crown itself 
stood only second in their affections. The king, there. 
foro, had recourse to a more ‘subtle and indirect policy. 

‘Ifthe terms of conformity had been so far relaxed as to 
suffer the continuance of the presbyterian clergy in their 
benefices, there was every reason to expect, from their 
known disposition, a determined hostility to ‘all ap- 
proaches towards popery, and even to its toleration, It 
was therefore the policy of those who had the interests 
of that cause at heart to permit no deviation from tho 
act of uniformity, to resist all endeavours at a compre-. 

-- hension of dissenters within the pale of the ghurch, and 
to make them look up to the king for indulgence in their 
separate way of worship, ‘They wero to be taught that, 

- amenable to the same Jaws as the Romanists, exposed to 
the oppression of the same enemies, they must act in 
“concert for a common benefit. : The presbyterian minis- 

‘ ters, disheartened at the violenco of the parliament, had 
recourse to Charles, whose affability and fair promises 

_ they were loth to distrust, and implored his dispensation 
for their nonconformity. The king, naturally irresoluto, 

9 33 Car. 2,0... . * Burnet, £179,
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and doubtless sensible that he had made a bad return to 
those who had contributed so much towards his restora- 
tion, was induccd, at the strong solicitation of lord Man- 
chester, to promise that he would issue a declaration 
suspending the execution of the statute for three months, 
Clarendon, though he had been averse to some of the rigor- * 
ous clauses inserted in the act of uniformity, was of opinion 
that, once passed, it ought to be enforced without any 
connivance ; and told the king, likewise, that it was not 
in his power to preserve those who did not comply with 
it from deprivation.- Yet, as the king’s word had been 
iven, he advised him rather to issue such a declaration 

than to’ break his promise, But, the bishops vehemently 
Yemonstrating against it, and intimating that they would 
not be parties to a violation of the law by refusing to 
institute a clerk presented by the patron on an avoid- 
ance for want of conformity in the incumbent, the king 
gave way, and resolved to make no kind of concession. 
it is remarkable that the noble historian does not seem 
‘struck at the enormous and unconstitutional preroga- 
tive which a proclamation suspending the statute would 
have assumed.’ " So 

Instead of this very objectionable measure the king 
Declaration 2d0pted one less arbitrary, -and more’ conso- 
for indule nant to his own secret policy. He published a 
Bence. declaration in favour of liberty of conscience, 
for which no provision had been made, so as to redeem 
tho promises he had held forth at his accession. Advert- 
ing to these, he declared that, ‘‘as in the first place he 
had been zealous to settle the uniformity of the church 
of England in discipline, ceremony, and government, 
and should ever constantly maintain it, so, as for what 
concerns the penalties upon those who, living peaceably, 
do not conform themselves thereto, he should make it 
-his special care, so far as in him lay without invading 
the freedom of parliament, to incline their wisdom nest 

approaching sessions to concur with him in making 
some such act for that purpose as may enable him 

to exerciso with a more’ universal satisfaction that 

® Life of Clarendon, 159. He intl- fully removed. Yet he bad no reason tc 

mates that this begot a coldness {n the complain of them on bis trial. See, too 
bishops toward himself, which was never Pepys’s Diary, Scpt. 3, 1662,
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power of dispensing which he conceived to be inherent 
in him.”' : 
‘The aim of this declaration was to obtain from parlia- 

- ment a mitigation at least of all penal statutes in matters 
of religion, but more to serve the interests of catholic 
than of protestant nonconformity." ‘Except, however, 

. the allusion to the dispensing power, which yet is very 
moderately alleged, there was nothing in it, according to 
our present opinions, that should have created offence. 
But tho. commons, on their meeting in Te- 4, rected.» 
bruary, 1663, presented an ‘address denying toby the 
that any obligation lay on the king by virtue “™mens 

_ of his declaration from Breda, which must be understood 
to depend on the advice of parliament, and slightly inti- 
mating that he possessed no such dispensing prerogative 
as was suggested. They strongly objected to the whole 
scheme of indulgence, as the means of increasing secta- 
ries, and rather Jikely to occasion disturbance than to 
promote peace.” They remonstrated, in another address, 
against the release of Calamy, an eminent dissenter, 
who, having been imprisoned for transgressing the act 
of uniformity, was irregularly set at liberty by the 

_ king’s personal order’ ‘The king, undeceived as to tho 
disposition of this loyal assembly to concur in his pro- 
jects of religious liberty, was driven to more tedious and 

‘indirect courses in order to compass his end. He had 
the mortification of finding that the house of commons 
had imbibed, partly perhaps in consequence. of this 
declaration, that jealous apprehension of popery which 
had caused so much of his father’s ill fortune. On this . 
topic the watchfulness of an English parliament could 
never be long at rest. The notorious insolence of the 
Romish priests, who, proud of the court’s favour, dis- 

- ¢ Parl Hist, 257. 
-4 Baxter intimates, 429, that some 

disagreement arose between the presby- 
terians and independents as to the tolera- 
tion of popery, or rather, as he puts it, 
as to the active concurrence of the pro- 
testant ‘dissenters in accepting such a 

toleration as should include popery. The 

latter, conformably to their general priu- 

ciples, were favourable to it; but the 
former would not make themselves par- - 
ties to any relaxation of the penal laws 

ugalnst the church of Rome, leaving the 
king to act as he thought fit By this 
stiffness it is very probable that they pro- 
voked a good deal of persecution from 
the court, which they might have avoided 
by falling jnto its views of a general 
indulgence. 

* ParL Hist 260. “An adjournment 
had been moved and lost by 161 to 119, 
Journals, 25th Feb. 

Y 39th Feb. Baxter, p. 429,
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- dained to respect the laws enough to disguise them- _ 
’ selves, provoked an address to the king that they might 
.be sent out of the kingdom; and bills were brought in 
to prevent the further growth of popery”. . 

” . Meanwhile, the same remedy, so infallible in the eyes 
of legislators, was not forgotten to be applied to the 
opposito disease’ of protestant dissent. Some had be- 
lieved, of whom Clarendon seems to have. been, that, all 
scruples of tender conscience in the presbyterian clergy 
being faction and hypocrisy, they would submit very 
quietly to the law, when they.found all their clamour ' 
unavailing to obtain a dispensation from it. The re- 
signation of 2000 beneficed ministers at onco, instead of 
extorting praise, rather inflamed the resentment of their 
bigoted enemies; especially when they perceived that a 
public and perpetual toleration of separate worship was 
favoured by part of the court. Rumours of conspiracy 
and insurrection, sometimes false, but gaining credit 
from the notorious discontent both of the old common- 
wealth’s party, and of many who had never been on that 
side, were sedulously propagated, in order to keep up 
Actogainst. the animosity of parliament against the ejected 

" conventicles. clergy ;* and these are recited as the pretext of 

© Journals, 17th and 28th March, 1663. Philanax Anglicus, published under the 
Parl Hist. 264. Burnet, 274, says the 
declaration of indulgence was usually 
ascribed to Bristol, but in fact proceeded 
from the king, and that the opposition.to 
it in the house was chiefly made by the 
friends of Clarendon. The latter tells 
us in his Life, 189, that the king was 
displeased at the insolence of the Romish 
party, and gave the judges general orders 
to convict recusants, The minister and 
historian either was or pretended to be 
his master’s dupe; and, if he had any 
suspicions of what was meant as to reli- 
gion (as he must surely have had), is far 
too loyal to hint them. Yet the one cir- 
cumstance he mentions soon after, that 
the countess of Castlemaine suddenly de-+ 
clared herself a catholic, was enough to 
open his eyes and those of the world. | 

The Romish partisans assumed the 
tone of high loyalty, a3 exclusively cha- 
tacteristic of their religion; but affected, 
at this time, to use great civility towards 
the church of England. A bovk, entitled 

name of Bellamy, the second edition of 
‘ which is {n 1663, after ‘a most flattering 
dedication to Sheldon, launches into virue © 
lent abuse of the presbyterians and of the 
reformation in general, as founded on 
principles adverse to monarchy. This, 
indeed, was common with the ultra or 
high-church party; but the work in 
question, though it purports to be written 
by a clergyman, is manifestly a shaft 
from the concealed bow of the Roman 
Apollo. . 

* See proofs of this in Ralph, 5 
Rapin, p.78. There was in 1663 a trifling 
insurrection in Yorkshire, which the 
government ‘wished to have been more 
serious, 60 ag to afford a better pretext 
for strong measures; as may be ccllected 
from a passage in a letter of Bennet to 
the duke of Ormond, where he says— 
“The country was in greater readiness to 
prevent the disorders than perhaps were 
to be wished; but it being the effect of 
their own care, rather than his majesty’s
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an act passed in 1664, for suppressing seditious con- - 

. venticles (the epithet being in this place wantonly and 

unjustly insulting), which inflicted on all persons above 

the age of sixteen, present at any religious mecting in 

other manner than is allowed by the practice of the 

church of England, where five or more persons besides 

the houschold should be present,.a penalty of three 

months’ imprisonment for the first offence, of six for the 

second, and of soven years’ transportation for the third, 

on conviction before ‘a single justice of peace.’ This © 

act, says Clarendon, if it had been vigorously executed, 

would no doubt have produced a thorough reformation.‘ 

Such is ever the language of the supporters of tyranny ; 

when oppression does not succced, it is because there 

has been too little of it. But those who suffered under. 

this statute report very differently as to its vigorous 

execution. The gaols were filled, not only with mi- 

nisters who had borne the brunt of former persecutions, 

but with the laity who attended them; and the hardship 

was the moro grievous, that, the act being ambiguously 

worded, its construction was left to a single magistrate, © 

" generally very adverse to the accused. oo 

~ It is the natural consequence. of restrictive laws to 

aggravate the disaffection which has served 28 4 mor of 

their pretext; and thus to create a necessity. the same 

for a legislature that will not retrace its steps Kind. 
to pass still onward in the course of severity. . In the 

next session accordingly, held at Oxford in 1665, on 

account of the plague that ravaged the capital,.we find 

a new and more inevitable blow aimed at the fallen 

church of Calvin. Jt.was enacted that all persons in 

holy orders, who had not subscribed the act of uni- 
formity, should swear that 

commands, it is the less to be censured.” 

Clarendon, 218, speaks of this as an im- 

portant and extensive conspiracy; and 

the king dwelt on it in his next speech to 

the parliament. Parl. Hist. 289. ' 

» 16 Car.JI.c. 4. A similar bill had 

passed the commons in July, 1663, but 

bung some time in the upper house, and 

was much debated ;. the commons sent 

up.a message (an irregular practice of 

those times) to request their lordships 

would expedite this and some other bills. 

it is not lawful, upon any 

The king seems to have been displeased 
at this delay; for he told them at their 

prorogation that he had expected some 
bills against conventicles and distempers 
in religion, as well as the growth of 
popery, and should himself present some 
at their next meeting. Parl. Hist. 288. 
Burnet observes, that to empower a justice 
of peace to convict without a jury was 
thought a great breach on the principles 
of the English constitution: 285, 

cp, 221. ‘
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pretence whatsoever, to take arms against the king; 
and that they did abhor that traitorous position of - 
taking arms by his authority against his person,’ or 
against those that are commissioned by him, and would 
not at any time endeavour any alteration of government 
in church or state.. Those who refused this oath were 
not only made incapable of teaching in schools, but 
prohibited from coming within five miles of any city, 
corporate town, or borough sending members to parlia- - 
ment.* : 

This persecuting statute did not pass without the op- 
Remarks Position of the earl of Southampton, lord trea- 
oa them. surer, and other peers. But archbishop Sheldon, 

and several bishops, strongly supported the bill, which 
had undoubtedly the sanction’ also of Clarendon’s au- 
thority. In the’ commons I do not find that any 

. division took. place; but an unsuccessful attempt was 
made to insert the word ‘ legally”. before commis- 
sioned;.the lawyers, however, declared that this word 
must -be understood.£ Some of the nonconforming 
clergy took the oath upon. this construction.. But the 
far greater number refused. - Even if they could have 
borne the solemn assertion of the principles of passive 
obedience in all possible cases, their scrupulous con- 
sciences revolted from a pledge to endeavour at no kind 
of alteration in church and state; an engagement, in its 
extended sense, irreconcilable with their own principles 
in religion, and with the civil duties of Englishmen. 

_ Yet to quit the town’ where they had long been con- 
nected, and where alone they had friends and disciples, 
for a residence in country villages, was an exclusion 
from the ordinary means of subsistence. The church of 
England had doubtless her provocations; but she made 
the retaliation much more than: commensurate to the 
injury. No severity, comparable to this coldblooded - 
persecution, had been inflicted by the late powers, even 
in the ferment and fury of a civil war. . Encouraged by 
this easy triumph, the violent party in the housé of 
commons thought it:a good opportunity to’ give the 
same test a more sweeping application. A bill was 
brought in imposing this oath upon the whole nation ; 

4 17 Car. 2,02. ° © Burnet, Baxter, part if. p. 2 Neal, p. 652. 
. f£Burnet. Baxter.’ ~ . :
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_ that is, I presume (for I do not know that its preciso 
“nature is anywhere explained), on all petsons in any 
public or municipal trust. This, however, was lost on a 
division by a small majority.® 

It has been remarked that there is no other instance 
in history, where men have suffered persecution ‘on 
account of differences which were admitted by those 
Who inflicted it to be of such small moment. But, sup- 
posing this to be true, it only proves, what may perhaps 
be alleged as a sort of extenuation of these severe laws 
against nonconformists, that they were merely political, 
and did not spring from any theological bigotry. Shel- 
don, indeed, their great-promoter, was so free from an 
intolerant zeal that he is represented as a man who con- 
sidered religion chiefly as an -engine of policy. The 
principles of religious toleration had already gained 
considerable ground over mere bigotry; but were still 
obnoxious to the arbitrary temper of somo politicians, 
and wanted perhaps experimental proof of their safety 
to recommend them to tho caution of others. There can 
‘be no doubt that all Jaws against dissent and separation 
from an established church, those even of the inquisition, 
have proceeded in a greater or less degree from political 
motives; and these appear to me far Jess odious than 
the disinterested rancour of superstition. The latter is 
very common -among the’ -populace, and sometimes 
among the clergy. ‘Thus the presbyterians exclaimed 
against the toleration of popery, not as dangerous to the 
protestant establishment, but as a sinful compromise‘ 
with idolatry ; language which, after tho first heat of 
the Reformation had abated, was never so current in the 
Anglican church." In tho case of these statutes against 

- & Mr. Locke, in the ‘Letter from a 
Person of Quality to his Friend in the 
Country,’ printed in 1675 (sce it in his 
Works, or in Parliamentary History, rol. 
{v, Appendix, No. 5), says it was lost 
by three votes, and mentions the persons. 
But the numbers in the Journals, Octo- 
ber 27, 1665, appear to be 57 to 51. Pro- 
bably he meant that those persons might 
bave been expected to vote the other 
way. . , 
BA pamphlet, with Baxter's name sub- 

scribed, called Fair Warning, or XXV 

Reasons against Toleration and Indul- 
gence of Popery, 1663, {s a pleasant epeci- 
men of this argumentum ab inferno 
“ Being there Is but one safe way to sale 
vation, do you think that the protestant 
way is that way, or is it not? If it be 
not, why do yf live in it? If it be,, 
how can you find in your heart to give 
your subjects liberty to go another way? 
Can you, in your conscience, give them 
leave to go on in that course in which, in 
your conscience, you think You could not | 
be saved?" Buxter, however, does not
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nonconformists ‘under Charles IL.,. revenge and fear 
seem to have been the unmixed passions that excited 
‘the church party against those whose former superiority 
they remembered, and whose disaffection and hostility it 
was impossible to doubt.! 

A joy so excessive and indiscriminating had accom- 
-Dissatie Panied the king’s restoration, that no prudence 
fiction or virtue in his government could have averted 

increases that reaction of popular sentiment which in- 
evitably follows. the disappointment of-.unreasonable 

hope. Those who lay their account upon blessings 

which no course of political administration can bestow, 
live, according to the poet’s comparison, like the sick 
man, perpetually changing posture in search of tho rest 
which nature denies; the dupes of successive revo- 

lutions, sanguine as children in all the novelties of - 

politics, a new constitution, a new sovereign, a new. 

minister, and as angry with the playthings when they 

fall short of their desires. What then was the discontent 

that must have ensued upon the restoration of Charles 

IL? he neglected cavalier, the persecuted presby- 

torian, the disbanded officer, had each his grievance; 

and felt that he was either in a worse situation than he 

had formorly been, or at least than he had expected to 

be. Though there were not the violent acts of military 

power which had struck every man’s eyes under Crom- 

well, it cannot be said that personal liberty was secure, 

or that the magistrates had not considerable power 
of oppression, and that pretty unsparingly exercised 

directing him to inquire about conven- 
ticles; and if they cannot be restrained 
by ecclesiastical authority, to apply to 

mention this little book in his Life; nor 
does he there speak violently about the 
toleration of Romanists. 

i The clergy had petitioned the house 
of commons in 1664, inter alia, “That 
for the better observation of the Lord’s 
day, and for the promoting of conformity, 

, You would be pleased to advance the 
pecuniary mulct of twelve pence foreach 
absence from divine service, in propor- 
tion to the degree, quality, and ability 
of the delinquent; that so the penalty 
may be of force sufficient to conquer the 
obstinacy of the nonconformist.” Wil- 
kins’s Concilia, iv. 580. 
Sheldon to the commissary of the diocese 
of Canterbury, in 1669 and 1670, occur 
in the same cuilection, pp. 538, 589, 

Letters from | 

the next justice of the peace in order to 
put them down. _ A proclamation appears 
also from the king, enjoining magistrates 
todo this. In1673 the archbishop writes 
a circular to his suffragans, directing 
them to proceed against such as keep 
schools without licence. P, 593 

See in the Somers Tracts, vil. 586, a 

“true and faithful narrative” of the sevee 

rities practised against nonconformists 

about this time. Baxter's Life isalso full 

of proofs of persecution; but the most 

complete register is in Calamy’s account 

of the ejected clergy. :, .
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towards those suspected of disaffection. ‘Tho religious 
" persecution was not only far more severo than it was 

ever during the commonwealth, but perhaps more oxten- 
sively felt than under Charles I, Though the monthly 
assessments for the support of the army ceased soon 
after the restoration, several large grants wers made by 
patliament,. especially during the Dutch war; and it 
appears that in the first seven years of Charles II. the. 
nation paid a far greater sum in taxes than in any pre- 
ceding period of the samo duration.* If then the people 
compared the national fruits of their expenditure, what 
a contrast they found, how deplorable a falling off in 
public honour and dignity since the days of the mag- 
nanimous usurper!™ ‘They saw with indignation that 
Dunkirk, acquired by Cromwell, ‘had been chaffered 
away by Charles (a transaction justifiable perhaps on 
the mere balance of profit and loss, but certainly dero- 
gatory to the pride of a great nation); that a war, 
needlessly commenced, had been carried on with much 
display of bravery in our seamen and their commanders, 
but no sort of good conduct in the government; and 
that a petty northern potentate, who would ‘havo 
trembled at the name of the-commonwealth, had broken 
his faith towards us out of mere contempt of our inefii- 
ciency." 

k [Bishop Parker, certainly no enemy 
to the administration of Charles IL, owns 
that nothing did the king so much hamn 
as the immense grant of 2,500,0000. fn 
1674, to be levied In three Years; from 
which time he thought that he should 
never want moncy, and put no restraint, 
on his expenses. Hist, of his own Time, 
p. 245. In the session of 1666 great 
difficulties were found, as Marvel! tells 

. us, in raising money ; “the nation’s ex- 
treme necessity makes us exceedingly 
tender whereupon to fasten our resolu- 
tions.” Marvell's Letters (in his Works), 
Nov. 6.—1845.) 

™ Pepys observes, 12th July, 1667, 
“how every body now-a-days reflect upon 
Oliver and commend him, what brave 
things he did, and made all the neighbour 
princes fear him.” * 

® (Clarendon, ‘while he admits these 
discontents, and complaints of the decay 
of trade, asserts them to be unfounded. 

VOL. Il. 

No estate could be put up to sale anys 
where but a purchaser was found for it: 
vol. il, p. 364. The main question, how- 
ever, is at what rate he would purchase. 
Rents, he owns, had suddenly fallen 25 
per cent., which caused a clamour against 
taxes, presumed to be the cause of ft. 
But the truth is that wheat, which had 
been at a very high price for a few ycarg 
Just before and after the restoration, fell 
about 1663; and there is no doubt that 
the reign of Charles IL. was not favours 
able to the landed interest. Lady Sunder- * 
land tells us, in a letter of 1681, that 

“the manor of Worme-Leighton, which; 
when I was mawried [1662] was let for 
32004, is now let for 23001" Sidney's 
Diary, edited by Blencowe, 1843, vol. 4. 

Introducticn, p. 73.‘ On the other hand, 
" sir Josiah Child asserts that there were 
more men on change worth 10,0002, in 
1680 than there were in 1660 worth 10002., 
and that a hundred coaches were kept for 

(2a
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These discontents were heightened by tho private 

Private life conduct of Charles, if the lifo of a king can in 

of the king. any sense be private, by a dissulutencss and con- 

’ tempt of moral opinion, which a nation, still in the main 

‘grave and religious, could not endure. . The austere 

character of the last king had repressed toa considerable 

degree the common vices of a court which had gone to 

a scandalous excess under James. But the cavaliers in 

general affected a profligacy of manners, as their distinc- 

tion from tho fanatical party, which gained ground 

among those who followed the king’s fortunes in exile, 

and became more flagrant after the restoration.” Anec- 

dotes of court excesses, which required not the aid of 

exaggeration, wero in daily circulation through the 

coffee-houses; thoso who cared least about the vice not 

failing to inveigh against the scandal. It is in the 

nature of a limited monarchy that men should censure 

very-frecly tho private’ lives of their princes, as being 

rore-exempt from that immoral servility which blinds 

itself to the distinctions of right and wrong in elevated 

rank, And as a voluptuous court will always appear 

prodigal, because all expense in vice is needless, they 

had the mortification of believing that the public 

revenues were wasted onthe vilest associates of tho 

king’s debauchery. We are, however, much indebted 

to the memory of Barbara duchess of Cleveland, Louisa 

duchess of Portsmouth, and Mrs. Eleanor Gwyn. We 

owe a tribute of gratitude to the Mays, the Killigrews, 

the Chiffinches, and the Grammonts. . They played a 

serviceable part in ridding the kingdom of its besotted 

loyalty. They saved our forefathers from the star- 

chamber and the high-commission court; they laboured 

in their vocation against standing armies and corruption ; 

they pressed forward the great ultimate security of 

English freedom, the expulsion of the house of Stuart.” 

ov Cirar. xl. 

ene formerly. Lands yielded twenty of these men had relaxed the old bends 

years’ purchase which, when he was 
young, were not worth above eight or. 
ten, See Macpherson’s Annals of Com-: 
merce, ad a.D. 1660.—1845.] . 

© (Life of Clarendon, p. 34. Perhaps 
he lays too much the blame of this on 
the sectaries; yet we may suspect that 
the enthusiastic and antinomfan conceits _ 

of morality, and paved the way for the 

more glaring licentiousness of the Testora-. 

tion. See, too, Pepys’s Diary, Aug. 31, 

1660, for the rapid increase of dissolute- 

ness about the court.}--1845. 

P The Mémoires de Grammont are 

known to everybody, and are almost - 
unique in their kind, not only for the.
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.. Among the ardent loyalists who formed the bulk of 
tho present parliament, a certain number of a Opposttic 
different class had been returned, not sufficient i Pitia” 
of themselves to constitute a very effective ™et 
minority, but of considerable importance’as a nucleus, 
‘round which the lesser factions that circumstances 
should produce might be gathered. Long sessions, and 
a long continuance of the same parliament, have an 
inevitable tendency to generate a systematic opposition 
to the measures of the, crown, which it requires all 
vigilance and management to hinder from becoming too 
powerful. The sense of personal importance, the desire 
of occupation in business (a very characteristic propen- 
sity of the English gentry), the various inducements of 
private passion and interest, bring forward so many 
active spirits, that it was, even in that age, as reasonable 
to expect that the ocean should always be tranquil as 
that a house of commons should continue long to do tho 
king’s bidding with any kind of unanimity or submis- 
sion. Nothing can more demonstrate the incompatibility 
of the tory system, which would place the virtual and 
effective, as well as. nominal, administration of the exe- 
cutive government in the sole hands of the crown, with 
the existence of a representative asscmbly, than the 
history of this long parliament of Charles II.¢ Nono 
has ever been elected in circumstances so favourable for 
the crown, none ever brought with it such high notions 

grace of their style and the vivacity of an oppressed people and long-forbearing 
their pictures, but for the happy igno- 
rance in which the author seems to have 
lived that any one of his.readers could 
imagine that there are such things as 
virtue and principle in the world. In 
the delirium of thoughtless voluptuons- 
ness they resemble sume of the memuirs 
about the end of Louis XV.’s reign, and 
somewhat later; though, 1 think, even in 
these there is generally some effort, here 
and there, at moral censure, or seme 
affectation of sensibility, They, indeed, 
have always an awful moral; and in the 
light portraits of the court of Versailles 
(such, sometimes, as we might otherwise 
almost blush to peruse) we have before 
us the handwriting on the wall, the wins 
ter whirlwind hushed jn its grim repose 
and expecting its prey, the vengeance of 

Deity. No such retribution fell on the 
courtiers of Charles IL, but they earned - 
in their own age, what has descended to 

posterity, though possibly very indifferent 
to themselves, the disgust and aversion of - 

all that was respectable among mankind. 
4 [Aubrey relates a saying of Harring- 

ton, just before’ the restoration, which 
shows his sagacity. “Well! the king 
willcome in, Let him come in and call 
a parliament of the greatest cavaliers In 
England, so they be men of estates, and 

let them sit but seven years, and they 
will all turn commonwealth’s men.” Let- ° 
ters of Aubrey and others, from the 
Bodleian, vol. ii. p. 373. By eommon- 
wealth’s men he probably meant only 
men who would stand up for public 
liberty against the crown.—1845,] 

- 2a 2
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of prerogative; yet. in this assembly.a party soon grew 
up, and gained strength in every successive year, which « 
the king could neither direct nor subdue. The methods 
of bribery, to which the court had largely recourse, 
though they certainly diverted seme of the measures, 
_and destroyed the character, of this opposition, proved 
in the end like those. dangerous medicines which palliate 
the instant symptoms of a disease that they aggravate. - 
“The leaders of this parliament were, In general, very 
‘corrupt men; but they knew better than to quit the. 
power which made them worth purchase. Thus the | 
house of commons matured and extended those rights of 
inquiring into and controlling the management of public 
affairs, which had caused so much dispute in former 
times; and, as the exercise of these functions became 
more habitual, and passed with little or no open resist- . 
ance from the crown, the people learned to reckon them 

i 

‘unquestionable or even fundamental ; and were prepared 
for that more perfect settlement of the constitution on a 
more republican basis, which took place after the revo- 
‘lution. The reign of Charles U., though displaying | 
some stretches of arbitrary power, and threatening a 
great deal. more, was, in fact, the. transitional state 
between the ancient and modern schemes of the Exglish 
constitution ;: between that course of government where 
the executive power, so far as executive, was very little 
bounded except by the laws, and that where it can only 
be carried on, even within its own province, by the 
consent and co-operation, in a great measure, of the par- 
liament. re 

The commons took advantage of the pressure which 
oy the war with Holland brought on the adminis- 

ppropria- . : + oe . 
tion o tration, to establish two very important prin- 
‘supplies. | ciples on the basis of their sole-right of taxation. 
The first of these was tho appropriation of supplies to 
limited purposes. This, indeed, was so far from an 
‘absolute novelty, that it found precedents in the reigns 
of Richard II. and “Henry IV:; a period when the 
authority of the house of commons was at a very high 
pitch. No subsequent instance, I believe, was on record 
till the year 1624, when the last parliament of James 
I, at the king’s own suggestion, directed their supply 
for the relief of the Palatinate to be paid into the hands 

-
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of commissioners named by themselves. There were 
cases of a similar nature in the year 1641, which, though 
of course they could no longer be upheld as precedents, 
had accustomed the house to the idea that they had 

. Something more to do than simply to grant money, 
without any security or provision for its. application. 
In the session of 1665, accordingly, an enormous supply, 
as it then appeared, of 1,250,000/., after one of double 
that amount in the preceding year, having been voted 
for the Dutch war, sir George Downing, one of tho 
tellers of the exchequer, introduced into the subsidy 
bill a proviso that the money raised by virtue of that 
act should be applicable only to the purposes of tho 
war.’ Clarendon inveighed with fury against this, as an 
innovation derogatory to the honour of the crown; but 
the king himself, having listened: to some who per- 
suaded him that the money would be advanced more 
easily by the bankers, in anticipation of the revenue, 
upon this better security for speedy repayment, insisted 
that it should. not be thrown out. That supplies, 
granted by parliament, are only to be expended . for 
particular objects specified by itself, became, from this 
time, an undisputed principle, recognised by. frequent 
and at length constant practice. It drew with it the 
necessity of estimates regularly laid before the house of 
commons; and, by exposing the management of the 
public revenues, has given to parliament, not only a real 
and effective control over an essential branch of the 
executive administration, but, in some measure, ren-- 
dered them partakers in itt , 

¥ This was carried on a division by 
172 to’102. Journals, 25th November, 
1665., It was to be raised “in a regu- 
lated subsidiary way, reducing the same 
to a certainty in all counties, so as no 
person, for his real or personal estate, be 
exempted.” They seem to have had some 
difficulty in raising this vast subsidy. 
Parliamentary History, 305. 

®* 17 Car. 2, c. 1. The same clause 
is repeated next year, and has become 
regular, [“The bankers did not consist 
of above the number of five or six men, 
some whereof were aldermen and had 
been lord mayors of London, and all the . 
Test were aldermen or had fined for alder- 

men. They were a tribe that had risen 
and grown up in Cromwell's time, and 
never were heard of before the late 
trouble, till when the whole trade of 
money had passed through the hands of 
the scriveners. They were, for the most 
part, goldsmiths—men known to be so 
rich, and of so good reputation, that all 
the money of th® kingdom would be 
trusted or deposited in theirhands.” Life 
of Clarendon, vol. fi p. 7.—1845.] 

Life of Clarendon, p. 315. Hatsell’s 
Precedents, ili. 80. The principle ef ap- 
propriation was not carried into full 
effect till after the Revolution, Id. 179, 
484, . 0 : ‘
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It was a consequence of this right of appropriation that 
Commission {H¢ house of commons should be able to satisfy 
ofpublic itself as to the expenditure of their moneys in 
acuuntss the services for which they were voted. But 
they might claim a more extensive function, as naturally 
derived from their power of opening and closing the 
public purse, that of investigating the wisdom, faithful- 
ness, and economy with which their grants had been 
expended. For this, too, there was some show of pre- 
ecdents in the ancient days of Henry IV.; but what . 
undoubtedly had most intluence was the recollection 
that during the late civil war, and in the times of the 
commonwealth, the house had superintended, through 
its committees, the whole receipts and issues of the 
national tredsury. This had not been much practised 
since the restoration. But.in the year 1666, the large 
cost and indifferent success of the Dutch war begetting 
-vehement suspicions, not only of profuseness but of 
diversion of the public money from its proper purposes, 
the house appointed a committee to inspect the accounts 
of the officers of the navy, ordnance, and stores, which 
were laid before them, as it appears, by the king's 
direction. This committee, after some time, having 
been probably found deficient in powers, and. particu- 
larly being incompetent to administer an oath, the house 
determined to proceed'in a more novel and vigorous 
manner; and sent up a bill, nominating commissioners 
-to inspect the public accounts, who were to possess full 

_ powers of inquiry, and to report with respect to such 
_ persons as they should find to have broken their trust. 
The immediate object of this inquiry, so far as appears 

_ from lord Clarendon’s mention of. it, was rather to 
discover whether the treasurers had not issued money 
without legal warrant than to enter upon the details of 
its expenditure, But that minister, bigoted to his tory 
creed of prerogative, thought it the highest presumption 
for a.parliament to intermeddle with the course of 
government. He spoke of this bill as an encroachment 
and usurpation that had no limits, and pressed the king 
to be firm in his resolution never to consent to it." Nor 
was the king less averse to a parliamentary commission 

" Life of Clarendon, p. 363. Burnet observes, ft wag looked upon at the time 
as a great innovation: p. 335.
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_of this nature, as well from a jealousy of its interference 
with his prerogative as from a consciousness, which - 
Clarendon himself suggests, that great sums had been 
issued by his orders which could not bo put in any. 
public account; that is (for we can give no other inter- 
pretation), that the moneys granted for the war, and 
appropriated by statute to that service, had been diverted 
to supply his wasteful and debauched course of plea- 
sures.” - It was the suspicion, or rather private know- 
ledge, of this criminal breach of trust, which had led to 
the bill in question. But such a slave was Clarendon 
to his narrow prepossessions, that ho would rather sco 

the dissolute excesses which he abhorred suck nourish- 
ment from that revenue which had: been allotted to 

miuintain'the national honour and interests, and which, 

by its deficiencies thus aggravated, had caused even in 

this very year tho navy to be laid up, and the coasts. to 

be left defenceless, than suffer them to be restrained by 
the only power to which thoughtless luxury would 
submit. He opposed the bill, therefore, in the house of 

lords, as he confesses, with much of that intemperate 

_ warmth which distinguished him, and with a contempt 

of the lower ‘house and its authority, as imprudent in 

respect to his own interests as it was unbecoming and 

unconstitutional. Tho king prorogued parliament while 

* Pepys’s Diary has lately furnished which nobody there could answer; but I 

  

some things worthy to be extracted. 
“Mr. W. and I by water to Whitehall, 
and there at sir George Carteret’s lodg- 
ings sir William Coventry met; and we 
did debate the whole business of our 
accounts to the parliament; where [t ap- 
pears to us that the charge of the war 
from Sept. 1, 1664, to this Michaelmas, 
will have been but 3200,0002, and 
we have paid in that time sumewhat 
about 2,200,000/., so that we owe about 

900,0002.: but our method of accounting, 

though it cannot, I believe, be far wide 

from the mark, yet will not abide a strict 

examination, if the parliament should be 

troublesome. Hlere happened a pretty 

question of sir William Coventry, whee 

- ther this account of ours will not put my 

lord treasurer to a difficulty to tell what 

ig become of all the moncy the parlia- 

ment have given in this time for the war, 

which hath amounted to about 4,000,000L, 

  

perceive they did doubt what his auswer 
could be.” September 23, 1666.—The 
money granted the king for the war he 
afterwards reckons at 5,590,0001., and the 
debt at 900,000%. The charge stated only 
at 3,200,002 “So what is becume of 
all this sum, 2,390,000L.1' He mentions 
afterwards, Oct. 8, the proviso in the poll- 
tax bill, that there shall be a committce 
of nine persons to have the Inspection 
on oath of all the accounts of the money 
given and spent fur the war, “ which 
makes the king and court mad; the 
king having given order to my lord 
chamberlain to send to the playhouses 
and brothels, to bid all the parliament. 
men that were there to go to the par- 
liament .presently; but it was carried 
against the court by thirty or forty 
voices.” It was thought, he says, Dec. 
12, that above 400,0001, had gone into 
the privy purse since the wer,
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the measure was depending; but in hopes to pacify the 
«house of commons, promised to issue a commission under 
tho great seal for.the examination of public account- 
ants ;’ an expedient which was not likely to bring more | 
to light than suited his purpose. But it does not appear 
that this royal commission, though actually prepared and 
sealed, was ever carried into effect; for in the ensuing 
session, the great minister’s downfall having occurred in 
the mean time, the house of commons brought forward 
‘again their bill, which passed intoalaw. It invested 
the commissioners therein nominated with very extensive 
and extraordinary powers, both as to auditing public 
accounts and. investigating the frauds that had taken 
place in the expenditure of money and employment of 
stores. They were to examine upon oath, to summon 
inquests if they thought fit, to commit persons disobeying 
their orders to prison without bail, to determine finally | 
on the chargo and discharge of all accountants; the 
barons of the exchequer, upon a certificate of their judg- 
ment, were to issue process for recovering money to the 
king’s use, as if there had been an immediate judgment 
of their own court. Reports’ were to be made of the 
commissioners’ proceedings from time to time to the 
king and to both houses of parliament. None of tho 
commissioners wero members of either house. The 
king, as may be supposed, gave way very reluctantly to 
this interference with his expenses. It brought to light 
a great deal.of abuso and misapplication of the public 
revenues, and contributed doubtless in no small degree 
to destroy the house’s confidence in the integrity of 
government, and to promote a more jealous watchfulness 
of the king’s designs." At the next meeting of parlia- 
ment, in October, 1669, sir George Carteret, treasurer 
of the navy, was expelled the house for issuing money 
without legal warrant. c 

Sir Edward Hyde, whose influence had been almost 
annihilated in the last years of Charles J. through . 

Y Life of Clarendon, p. 392. . acted with more technical rigour than 
_ _* 19 &20 Car. Ie. Burnet, p.374, equity, surcharging the accountants for 
They reported unaccounted balances of all sums not expended since the war 
1,509,1612., besides much that was ques- began, though actually expended for the 
tiunable in the payments. But,according purposes of preparation. . 
lo Ralph, p.177, the commissioners had
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the inveterate hatred of the queen and those who sur- 
rounded her, acquired by degrees the entire con- Decline of 
fidence of the young king, and baffled all the Clarendons 
intrigues of his enemies. Guided by him, in Po¥er 
all serious matters, during the latter years of his exile, 
Charles followed his counsels almost implicitly in the 
dificult crisis of the restoration. Tho office: of chan- 
cellor and the title of earl of Clarendon were the proofs 
of the king’s favour ; but in effect, through the indolence 
and ill health of Southampton, as well as their mutual 
friendship, he was the real minister of the crown.’ By 
the clandestine marriage of his daughter with the duke 
of York, he changed one brother from an enemy to a 
sincere and zealous friend, without forfeiting the esteem 
and favour of ‘the other. And though he was wise 
enough to dread the invidiousness of such an elevation, 
yet for several years it 
his influence less secure.> 

+ * Burnet, p. 130. Southampton left. 
all the business of the treasury, according 
to Burnet, p. 131, in the hands of sir 

Philip Warwick, “a weak but facorrupt 
man.” The king, he says, chose to put 
up with his contradiction rather than 
make him popular by dismissing him. 
But in fact, as we see by Clarendon’s in- 
stance, the king retained his ministers 
long after he was displeased with them. 
Southampton's remissness and slowness, 
notwithstanding bis integrity, Pepys says, 
‘was the cause of undoing the nation as 
much as anything; “yet, if 1 knew all 
the difficulties he bas lain under, and his 
instrument sir Philip Warwick, I might 
be of another mind.” May 16, 1667,— 
He was willing to have done something, 
Clarendon tells us, p, 415, to gratify the 
presbyterians; on which account the 
bishops thought him not enough affected 

to the chorch. His friend endeavours 
to extenuate this heinous sin of tolerant 
principles. . : 

b The behaviour of lord Clarendon on 
this occasion was 50 extraordinary, that 
no credit could have been given to any 
other account than his own. The duke 
of York, he says, informed the king of the 
affection and friendship that bad long 
been between him and the young lady ; 
that they had been long contracted, and 

by no means seemed to render 

that she was with child; and therefore 
requested his mafesty's leave that he 
might publicly marry her, The marquis 
of Ormond by the king's order commu- 
nicated this to the chancellor, who “ broke 

out into‘an immoderate passion against 
the wickedness of his daughter 3 and said, 
with all imaginable earnestness, that as 
soon as he came home he would turn her 
out of his house as astrumpet to shift for 
herself, and would never see her again. 
They told him that his passion was too 
violent to administer good counsel tu 
him; that they thought that the duke 
was married to his daughter; and that 
there were other measures to be taken 
than those which the disorder he was in 
had suggested to him, Whereupon he 
fell into new commottons; and sald, If 
that were true, he was well prepared to 
advise what was to be done; that he had 
much rather his daughter should be the 
duke’s whore than his wife: fn the- 
former case, nobody could blame him for 
the resolutionehe had taken, for he was 
not obliged to keep a whore for the 
greatest prince alive; and the indignity 
to himself he would submit to the good 
pleasure of God. But, if there were any 
Teason to suspect the other, he was ready 
to give a positive judgment, tn which he 
hoped their lord-hips would concur with 

\
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Both in their characters, however, and turn of think- 
ing, there was so little conformity between Clarendon 

him, that the king should immediately 
cause the woman to be sent to the Tower 
and cast into the dungeon, under so strict 
a guard that no person living should be 
admitted to come to her; and then that 
an act of parliament should be tmme- 
diately passed for cutting off her head, 
to which he would not only give his con- 
sent, but would very willingly be the first 
man that should propose it. And who- 
ever knew the man will believe that he 
said all this very heartily.” Lord South- 
aropton, he proceeds tu inform us, on the 
king’s entering the room at the time, said 
very naturally that the chancellor was 
mad, and had proposed such extravagant 
things that he was no more to be con- 
sulted with. This, however, did not 
tring him to his senses; for he repeated - 
his strange proposal of * sending her pre- 
sently to the Tower, and the rest; {m- 
ploring the king to take this course, as 
the only expedient that could free bim 
from the evils that this business would 
otherwise bring upon him, 

That any man of sane intellect should 
fall into such an extravagance of passion 
is sufficiently wonderful; that he should 
sit down in cool bicod several years after- 
wards to relate it is still more s0; and 
perhaps we shall carry our candour to an 
excess, if we do not set down the whole 
of this scene to overacted hypocrisy. 
“Charles 1, we may be very sure, could 
see it in no other light. And here I must 
take notice, by the way, of the singular 
observation the worthy editor of Burnet 
has made >—" King Charles’s conduct in 
this business was excellent throughout; 
that of Clarendon worthy an ancient 
Roman.” We have indeed a Roman pre- 
cedent for subduing the sentiments of 
nature, rather than permitting a daughter 
to incur disgrace through the passions of 
the great; but I think Virgintus would 
not quite have understood the feelings of 
Clarendon.- Such virtue was more like 
what Montesquieu calts’“Vhérolsme de 
Vesclavage,” and was Just fit for the court 
of Gondar. But with all this violence 
that he records of bimself, he deviates 

greatly frora the truth: “The king” (he 
says) “afterwards spoke every day about 
it, and told the chancellor that he must 

behave himself wisely, for that the thing 
was remediless, and’ that his majesty 
knew that they were married; which 
would quickly appear to ali men who 
knew that nothing could be done upvn it. 
In this time the chancellor had conferred 
with his daughter, without anything of 
indulgence, and not only discovered that 
they were unquestionably married, but 
by uhom, and uho uere present at tt, who 
uould be ready to avow tt; which pleased 
him not, though it diverted him from 
using some of that rigour which he in- 
tended. And he saw no other remedy 
-could be applied but that which he had _ 
proposed to the king, who thought of © 
nothing like it.” Lite of Clarendon, 29, 
et post. 

Xvery one would conclude from this 
that a marriage had been solemnized, if 
not before their arrival in England, yet 
before the chancellor had this conference 
with his danghter. It appears, however, 
from the duke of Yorks declaration in 
the books of the privy council, quoted by 
Ralph, p. 40, that he was contracted to 
Ann Hyde on the 2th of November, 
1659, at Breda; and after that time lived 
with her as his wife, though very secretly; 
he married her 3rd Sept. 1660, according 
to the English ritual, lord Ossory giving 
her away. The first child was. born 
Oct, 22, 1660. Now, whether the con- 
tract were sufficient to constitute a valid 
marriage will depend on two things; 
first, upon the law existing at Breda; 
secondly, upon the applicability of what 
is commonly called the rule of the lex 
loci to a marriage between such persons 
according to the received notions of 
English lawyers in that age. But, even 
admitting all this, it is still manifest that 
Clarendon’s expressions point toan actual 
celebration, and areconsequently intended 
to mislead the reader. Certain it is, that 
at the time the contract seems to have 
been reckoned only an honorary obliga- 
tion. James tells us himself (Macpher- 
son’s Extracts, p. 17) that he promised 
to marry her; and “ though, when he 
asked the king for his leave, he refused 
and dissuaded him from it, yet at last he 

opposed it no more, and the duke mar- 
ried her privately, and owned it some 
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and his master, that’ the continuance of his ascendancy 
can only be attributed to the power of early habit over 
the most thoaghtless tempers. But it rarely happens 
that kings do not ultimately shake off these fetters, and 
release themselves from the sort of subjection which 
they feel in acting always by the same advisers. 
Charles, acute himself and cool-headed, could not fail 
to discover the passions and prejudices of his minister, 
even if he had wanted the suggestion of others who, 
without reasoning on such broad principles as Clarendon, 
‘were perhaps his superiors in judging of temporary 
business. He wished too, as is common, to depreciate 
a wisdom, and to suspect a virtue, which seemed to 
rez.oach his own vice and folly. Nor had Clarendon 
spared those remonstrances against the king’s course of 
life which are seldom borne without impatience or re- 
sentment. Mo was strongly suspected by the king as 
well as his courtiers (though, according to his own 
account, without any reason) of having promoted tho 
marriage of Miss Stewart with the duke of Richmond: 

time after.” His biographer, writing 
from James's own m inuscript, adds, “It 
may well be supposed that my lord cban- 
cellor did his part, but with great caution 
and circumspection, to soften the king in 
that matter which in every respect seemed 
so much for bis own advantage.” Life 
of James, 337, And Pepys inserts {n his 
Diary, Feb. 22,1661, “Mr. H. told me 
how my lord chancellor bad lately got 
the duke of York and duchess, and ber 
woman, my lord Ossory and a doctor, to 

make oath before most of the judges of 
the kingdom, concerning all the circum- 
stances of their marriage. And, in fine, 
it is confessed that they were not fully 
married Ull about a month or two before 
she was brought to bed; but that they 
were contracted long befure, and [were 

married] time enough for the child to be 
legitimate. But 1 do not hear that it 
was put to the Judges to determine that’ 
it was so or not.” ‘There was no ques- 
tion to put about the child's legitimacy, 
which was beyond all doubt. He had 
said before that lord Sandwich told him, 
Vith Oct. 1660, “the king wanted him 
[the duke] to marry her, but he would 
not.” This scems at first sight incon- 
sistent with what James says himself. 

But at this time, though the private 
marriage had really taken place, he had 
been persuaded by a most infamous con- 
spiracy of sume profligate courtiers that 
the lady was of a licentious character, 
and that Berkeley, afterwards lord Fal- 
mouth, had enjoyed ber favours. Life 
of Clarendon, 33, It must be presumed 
that those men knew only of a contract 
which they “thought he could break 
Hamilton, in the Memoirs of Grammont, 
speaks of this transaction with bis usual 
levity, though the parties showed them- 
selves as destitute of spirit as of honour 
and bumanity. Clarendon, we must be- 
Neve (and the most favourable hypothesis 

_ for him is to give up his veracity), would 
Not permit his daughter to be made the 
victim of a few perjured debauchces, and 
of her husband's fickleness or credulity. 
(Upon reconsidering this note, I think: 
it probable that Clarendon’s conversation 
with bis datghter, when he ascertained 
her marriage, was subsequent to the ard 
of September. It is always difficult to 
make out his dates.—1845.} 
© Hamilton mentions this as the curs 

rent rumour of the court, and Bumet has 
done the.same. But Clarendon himseit 
donies that he bad any concem in it, or
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But above all ho stood in the way of projects which, 
though still probably unsettled, were floating in tho 
king’s mind. No one was more zealous to uphold the 
prerogative at a height where it must overtop and chill 
with its shadow the privileges of tho people. No one 
was more vigilant to limit the functions of parliament, 

‘ or moro’ desirous to sce them confiding and submissive. 
But there were landmarks which he could never be 
brought to transgress. He would prepare the road for 
absolute monarchy, but not introduce it; he would 
assist to batter down tho walls, but not to march into 
the town. His notions of what tho English constitution 

, ought to be appear evidently to have been derived from 
the times of Elizabeth and James I., to which he fre- 
quently refers with approbation. In the history of that 
age he found much that could not be reconciled to any 
liberal principles of government. But there were two 
things which he certainly did not find—a revenuo 
capable of meeting an extraordinary demand without 
parliamentary supply, and a standing army.’ Hence he 
took no pains, if he did not even, as is asserted by 
Burnet, discourage the proposal of others, to obtain such 
a fixed annual revenue for the king on the restoration 
as would have rendered it very rarely necessary to havo 
recourse to parliament,’ and did not advise the keeping 
up any part of the army, That a few troops wero 

any acquaintance with the parties. He he had got his power restored that had 
wrote in too humble a strain to the king 
on the subject, Life of Clar. p. 454. 

4 Burnet says that Southampton had 
come into a scheme of obtaining 2,000,0002. 
ag the annual revenue; which was pre- 

~ vented by Clarendon, lest it should put 
the king out of need of parliaments. 
This the king found out, and hated him 
mortally for it. P. 223. It is the fashion 
to discredit all that Bumet says. But 
observe what we may read in Pepys: 
“Sir W. Coventry did tell me it as the 
wisest thing that was ever sald to the 
king by any statesman of his time; and 
it was by my lord treasurer that fs dead, 
whom, I find, he takes for a very great 
statesman, that, when the king did show 
himself forward for passing the act of 
indemnity, he did advise the king that 

he would hold hfs hand in doing it, till 

been diminished by the late times, and 
his revenue settled in such a manner a3 
he might depend upon bimself without 
Testing upon parliaments, and then pass 
it. Bat my lord chancellor, who thought 
he could have the command of parlia- 
ments for ever, because for the king’s 
sake they were awhile willing to grant all 
the king desired, did press for its being 
done; and so it was, and the king from 
that time able to do nothing with the 
parliament almost’ March 20, 1669. - 
Rari quippe boni 1, Neither Southampton 
nor Coventry make the figure in this ex- 
tract we should wish to find; yet who 
were their superiors for integrity and. 
patriotism under Charles IL? Perhaps 
Pepys, like most gossiping men, Was Dot 
always correct, ,
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retained was owing to the duke of York. Nor did he 
go the length that was expected in procuring the repeal 
of all the laws that had been ‘enacted in the long parlia- 
ment.® ‘ So : 

These omissions sank deep in Charles’s heart, espe- 
cially when he found that he had to deal-with-an un- 
manageable house of conimons, and must fight the battle 
for arbitrary power; which might have been achieved, 
he thought, without a ‘struggle by his minister. There. 
was still Jess hope of obtaining any concurrence from 
Clarendon in the king's designs as to religion. Though 
he does not once hint at it in his writings, there can be 
little doubt that he must have suspected his master’s 
inclinations towards the church of Rome. 'The duke of 
‘York considered this as the most likely ‘cause of his 
remissness in not sufficiently advancing the prerogative. 
“He was always opposed to the various schemes of a 
gencral indulgence towards popery, not only from his 
strongly protestant principles and his dislike of all tolera- 
tion, but from a prejudice against the body of the English 
catholics, whom he thought to arrogato more on the 
ground of merit than they could claim. That interest, 
so powerful at court, was decidedly hostile to the chan- 
cellor; for the duke of York, who strictly adhered to 
him, if he had not kept his change of religion wholly 
‘secret, does notseem to have hitherto formed any avowed 
connexion with the popish party.® 

This estrangement of the king’s favour is sufficient 
' to account for Clarendon’s loss of power; but Less of the 
his entire ruin was rather accomplished by a king’stae 
strange coalition of enemies, which his virtues, Ton agent 
or his errors and infirmities, had brought into Clarendon, 

© Macpherson’s Extracts from Life of 
James, 17,18. Compare Innes’s Life of 
James, published by Clarke, i. 391, 393, 
In the former work it is said that Cla- 
Tendon, upon Venner’s insurrection, ad- 
vised that the guards should not be dis- 
banded. But this seems to be a mistake 
in copying: for Clarendon, read the duke 
of York. Pepys, however, who heard all 
the gossip of the town, mentions the year 
after that the chancellor thonght of raising 
an army, with the duke as general. Dec, 
22, 1661. 

fldid. 

€ The earl of Bristol, with all his con- 
stitutional precipitancy, made a violent 
attack on Clarendon, by exhibiting articles 
of treason against him in the house of 
lords in 16633 believing, no doubt, that 
the schemes of the intriguers were more 
mature,and the king more alienated, than 
was really the case, and thus disgraced 
himself at court instead of his enemy. 
Parl. Hist. 276. Life of Clar.209, Befcre 
this time Pepys had heard that the chan- 
cellor had lost the King's favour, and 
that Bristol, with Buckingham and two — 
or three more, ruled him. May 15, 1663
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union. The cavaliers hated him on account of the act 
of indemnity, and the presbyterians for that of uniformity. 
Yet the latter were not in general so eager in his prose- 
cution as the others." But he owed great part of the 
severity with which he was treated to his own pride and 
ungovernable passionateness, by which he had rendered 
very eminent men in the house of commons implacable, 
and to the langudge he had used as to the dignity and 
privileges of the house itself.'. A sense of this eminent 

h A motion to refer the heads of charge 
against Clarendon toa committee was lost 
by 194 to 1283 Seymour and Osborne 
telling the nocs, Birch and Clarges the 
ayes, Commons’ Journals, Nov. 6, 1667. 
‘These names show how parties ran; Sey~ 
mour and Osborne being high-flying cava- 
liers, and Birch a presbyterian. A mo- 
tion that he be impeached for treason on 
the first article was lost by 172 to 103, 
the two former being tellers for the ayes: 
Nov. 9 In ‘the Harleian MS, 831, we 
have a copious account of the debates on 
this occasion, anda transcript in No. 1218 
Sir Heneage Finch spoke much against 
the charge of treason; Maynard seems to 
have dqne the same. A charge of secret 
correspondence with Cromwell was in- 
troduced merely ad invidiam, the prose- 
cutors admitting that it was pardoned by 
the act of Indemnity, but wishing to make 
the chancellor plead that: Maynard and 
Mampden opposed it, and it was given up 
out of shame without a vote. Vaughan, 
afterwards chief Justice, argued tbat coun- 
selling the king to govern by a standing 
army was treason at common law, and 
seems to dispute what Finch laid down 
most broadly, that there can be no such 
thing as a common-law treason; relying 
on a passage in Glanvill, where“ seductio 
domini regis" is said tobe treason. May- 
nard stood up for the opposite doctrine. 
Waller and Vaughan argued that the sale 
of Dunkirk was treason, but the article 
passed without declaring it to be so; nor 
would the word have appeared probably 
in the impeachment, if a young lord, 
Vanghan, bad not asserted that he could 
Prove Clarendon to have betrayed the 
King’s councits, on which an article to 

, that effect was carried by 161 to 89, 
Garraway and Littleton were forward 
against the chancellor; but Coventry 

seems to have taken no great part. See 
Pepys’s Diary, Dec, 3rd and Gth, 1667. - 
Baxter also says that the presbyterians 
were by no means strenuous against 
Clarendon, but rather the contrary, fear- 
ing that worse might come for the country, 
as giving him credit for having kept 
off military government. Buaater's Life, 
part iit, 21. This is very highly to the 
honour of that party whom he had so 
much oppressed, If not betrayed. “It 
was a notable providence of God,” he 
says, “that this man, who had been the 
great instrument of state, and done almost 
all, and had dealt so cruelly with the non- 
conformists,should thus by his own friends 
be cast out and banished 3 while those that 
he bad persecuted were thé most mode- 
rate in his cause, and many for him. 
And it wus a great ease that befell the 
good people throughout the land by his 
dejection. For his way was to decoy men 
into conspiracies or to pretend plots, and 
upon the rumour of a plot the innocent 
People of many countries were laid in 
Prison, so that no man knew when he 
was safe. Whereas since then, though 

laws have been made more and more 
severe, yet a man knoweth a little better 
what he is to expect when it is by a law 
that he fs to be tried.” Sham plots there 
seem to have been; but it is not reason- 
able to charge Clarendon with inventing 
them. Ralph, 122, 

In his wrath against the proviso fn- 
serted by sir George Downing, as above 
mentioned, in.the bill of supply, Cla- 
rendon told him, as he confesses, that the 
king could never be well served while 
fellows of his condition were admitted to 
speak as much as they had a mind; and 
that in the best times such presumptions 

had been punished with fmprisonment by 
the lordsof the council, without the king's
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" person’s great talents as well as general integrity and 
conscientiousness on the one hand, an indignation at the 
king’s ingratitude and the profligate counsels of those 
who supplanted him on the other, have led most writers 
to overlook his faults in administration, and to treat all 
the articles of accusation against him as frivolous or un- 
supported. It is doubtless impossible to justify its im. 
the charge of high treason 
impeached; but there are matters that never 
were or could be disproved; and: our own 

peachment; 
some arti- 
cles of it not 
unfounded. 

on-which ho was 

knowledge enables us to add such gravo accusations as 
must show Clarendon’s unfitness for the government of 
a free country.* 

1, It is the fourth article of his impeachment that he 
advised and procured divers of his majesty’s Megat im- 
subjects to be imprisoned against law, in remote prisonments, 

"islands, garrisons, and other places, thereby to prevent 
them from the benefit of the Jaw, and to produce pre- 
cedents for tho imprisoning any other of his majesty’s 
subjects in like manner.” This was undoubtedly true. 
There was some ground for apprehension on’ the part: 
of the government from those bold spirits who had becn _ 
accustomed to revolutions, 
from the vices of the cowt 

and drew encouragement 
and the embarrassments of 

the nation. Ludlow. and Algernon Sidney, about tho 

taking notice of it: 321, The king was 
naturally displeased at this insolent lan- 
guage towards one of his servants, a man 

who had filted an eminent station, and 
, done services, for a suggestion intended 

to benefit the revenue. And it was a 
still more flagrant affront to the house of 
commons, of which Downing was a mem: 
ber, and where he had proposed this 
clause, a:-d induced the house to adopt ip. 

Coventry told Pepys “many things 
about the chancellor's dismissal not fit to 
be spoken; and yet not any unfatthful. 
ness to the king, but instar ompium, that 
he was so great at the council-board and 
in the administration of matters there was 
no roum for anybody to propose any 
remedy for what was amiss, or to com- 
pass anything, though never so good for 
the kingdom, unless approved of by the 
chancellor; he managing all things with 
that greatness which now will be removed, 
that the king may have the benefit of 

others’ advice.” Sept. 2, 1667. His own 
memoirs are full of proofs of this haughti- 
hess and intemperance, He set himself 
against sir William Coventry, and speaks 
of a man as able and virtuous as himself 
with marked aversion. See, too, Life of 
James, 393, Coventry, according to this 
Writer, 431, was the chief actor in Cla- 
Yendon’s impeachment, but this seems to 
be a mistake; though he was certainly 
desirous of getting him out of place, 

The king, Clarendon tells us (438), 
pretended that the anger of parliament 
was such, and their power too, as it was not in his power to save him. The fallen minister desired flim not to fear the power 
of parliament, “which was more or lesa, 
or nothing, as he pleased to make it.” So preposterous as well as unconstitu- 
tional a way of talking could hot but aggravate his unpopularity with that’ 
Great body he pretended to contern. 
- ¥ State Trials, vi. 318, Park Hist, ~
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year 1665, had projected an insurrection, the latter 
soliciting Louis XIV. and the pensionary of Holland-for 
aid™ Many officers of the old army, Wildman, Creed, 
and others, suspected, perhaps justly, of such conspi- 
racies, had been illegally detained in prison for several 
years, and only recovered their liberty on Clarendon’s 
dismissal.t. Iie had too much encouraged the hateful 
raco of informets, though he admits that it had grown a 
trade by which men got money, and that many were 
committed on slight grounds.” Thus colonel Hutchinson 
died'in the close confinement ofa remote prison, far 
more probably on account of his share in the death of 
Charles L, from which the act of indemnity had dis- 

_ charged him, than any just pretext of treason? It was 
dificult to obtain a habeas corpus from some of the 
judges in this reign. But to elude that provision by 
removing men out of the kingdom was such an offence 
against the constitution as may be thought enough to 
justify the impeachment of any minister, 

2, The first article, and certainly the most momentous, 
asserts, ‘That the earl of Clarendon hath designed a 
standing army to be raised, and to govern the kingdom 
thereby, and advised the king to dissolve this present 
_parliament, to lay aside all thoughts of parliaments for 
the future, to govern by a military power, and to maintain 
the same by free quarter and contribution.” This was 
prodigiously exaggerated ; yet there was some foundation 
for a part of it. In the disastrous summer of 1667, when . 
the Dutch fleet had insulted our coasts and burned our 

. ships in the Medway, the exchequer being empty, it 
was proposed in council to call together immediately 
the parliament, which then stood _prorogued to a day at 
the distance of some months. Clarendon, who feared 

the hostility of the house of commons towards himself, 
and had pressed the king to dissolve it, maintained that 

they could not legally be summoned before the day 

_™ Ludlow, fil, 118, 165, et post. Cla- 78, et post; Harris’s Lives, v. 192, for 

rendon’s Life, 290, Burnet,226. CEuvres the proofs of this. . 

~ de Louis XIV. ii. 204. P Mem. of Hutchinson, 303 It seems, 

® Harris’s Lives, v. 28. Biogr. Brit. however, that he was suspected of some 

art. Harnixcroy, Life of James, 396. concern with an intended rising in 1663, 
Somers Tracts, vii. 630,634. . thongh nothing was proved against him. ~ - 

° See Kennet's Register, 757; Ralph, Miscellauea Aulica, 319. :
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‘ fixed; and, with a strange inconsistency, attaching moro * importance to the formalities of law than to its essence, advised that the counties where the troops were quar tered should bo called upon to send in provisions, and those where there were no troops 
which should be abated out of the next taxes. 

to contribute money, 
And he admits that he might have used the expression of raising contributions, as in the late civil 

and unwarrantable language, 
table where some of his e 

war, This unguarded . 
thrown out at the council- 
nemics were sitting, soon reached the ears of the commons, and, mingled up with the usual misrepresentations of faction, was magnified into a charge of high treason’ : 

3. The eleventh article charged lord Clarendon with having advised and effected tho 
to the French king, being 
dominions, for no greater 
artillery, and stores were 

sale of Dunkirk Sale of 
part of his majesty’s Dunkirk. 
value than the ammunition, 
worth, 

generally asserted to be false. 
- The latter part is 

The sum received is deemed the utmost that Louis would have given, who thought he had made a close bargain. But it is very difficult to reconcile what Clarendon asserts in his defence, and much more 
' business of Dunkirk was 
anything to do in it, by 

at length in his Life (that the 
entirely decided, before he had 
the advice of Albemarle and Sandwich), with the letters of d’Estrades, the negotiator in this transaction on the part of France. In these letters, written at the time of Louis ATYV., Clarendon certainly appears not only as the person chiefly. con- cerned, but as representing himself almost the only one of the council favourable 

to overcome the decided 
Sandwich, and Albemarle. 

4 Life of Clarendon, 424. Pepys says 
the parliament was- called together 
“against the duke of York's mind flatly, 
who did rather advise the king to raise 
Money as he pleased ; and against the 
chancellor, who told the king that queen’ 
Elizabeth did do all her business in 1588 
without calling a parliament, and 50 
might he do for anythinghe saw.” June 
25, 1667, He probably got-this from his 
Sriend sir W. Coventry. 

VOL. Il. : 

to the measure, and having 
repugnance of Southampton, 

I cannot indced see any 

* Ralph, 78, Kc. The overture came 
from Clarendon, the French having no 
expectation of it, The worst was that, 
Just before, he haJ dwelt in a speech to 
parliament on the importance of Dun- 
Kirk, This was on May 19, 1662, k 
appears by Louis X1V.’s own account, 
which certainly does not tally with some 
other authorities, that Dunkirk bad been 
§0 great ap object with Cromwell, that it. 
was the stipulated price of the Engtish 

<“B
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other explanation than that he magnified the obstacles 
in the way of this treaty, in order to obtain better terms; 
a management not very unusual in diplomatical dealing, 
but, in the degree at least to which he carried it, scarcely 
reconcilable with the good faith we should expect from 
this minister, For the transaction itself, we can hardly 
deem it honourable or politic. The expense of keeping 
up Dunkirk, though not trifling, would have been will- 
ingly defrayed by parliament; and could not well be 
pleaded by a government which had just encumbered 
itself with the useless burthen of Tangier. ‘That its 
ossession was of no great direct value to England must 
e confessed; but it was another question whether it 

ought to have been surrendered into the hands of France. 
‘4, This close connexion with France is indeed a great 

reproach to Clarendon’s policy, and was the spring of 
mischiefs to which he contributed, and which he ought 
to have foreseen, What were the motives of these strong 
professions of attachment to the interests of Louis XIV. 
which he makes in some of his letters it is difficult to 
say, since he had undoubtedly an ancient prejudice 
against that nation and its government. I should incline 
to conjecture that his knowledge of the king’s unsound- 
ness in religion led him to keep ata distance from the 
court of Spain,.as being far more zealous in its popery, 
and more connected with the Jesuit faction, than that 
of France; .and this possibly influenced him also with 
respect to the Portuguese match, wherein, though. not 
the first adviser, he certainly took much interest; an 

alliance. Louis, however, was vexed at 
this, and determined to recover it at any, 
price: il est certain que Je ne pouvois 
trop donner pour racheter Dunkerque. 
He sent d'Estrades accordingly to Eng- 
land in 1661, directing him to make this 
his great object. Charles told the am- 
bassador that Spain had made him great 
offers, but he would rather treat with 
France. Louis was delighted at this; 
and though the sum asked was consider- 
able, 5,000,000 livres, he would not break 
off, but finally concluded the treaty for 
4,000,000, payable in three ‘years; nay, 
Saved 500,000 without its being found 

out by the English, for, a banker having 
offered them prompt payment at this dis- 

count, they gladly accepted it; but this 
banker was a person employed by Louis 
himself, who had the money ready. He 
had the greatest anxiety about this affair ; 
for the city of London deputed the lord 
mayor to offer any sum so that Dun- 
kirk might not be alienated. CEuvres 
dé Louis XIV, i. 167. If this be alto- 
gether correct, the king of France did 
not fancy he had made so bad a bargain; 
and indeed, with his projects, if he bad 
the money to spare, he could not think 
so. Compare the Mémoires d'Estrades, 
and the supplement to the third volume 
of Clarendon State Papers. The histo- 
rians are of no value, except as they copy 

from some of these original testimonies,
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alliance as little judicious in the outset as it proved 
eventually fortunate.’ But the capital misde- Solicitation 
meanor that he committed in this relation with értrecch 
France was the clandestine solicitation of pecu- "2 
niary aid for the king. Tle first taught a lavish prince 
to seck the wages of dependence in a foreign power, to 
elude the control of parliament by the help of. French 
money.' The purpose for which this aid was asked, the 

-succour of Portugal, might be fair and laudable; but the 
precedent was most base, dangerous, and abominable. 
A king who had once tasted the sweets of dishonest and 
clandestine lucre would, in the words of the poet, be 
no more capable afterwards of abstaining from it than a 
dog from his greasy offal. . 

These are the errors of Clarendon’s political life; 
which, besides his notorious concurrence in ‘all Clarendon's 

. measures of severity and restraint towards the- fuultesea 
nonconformists, tend to diminish our respect minister. 
for his memory, and to éxclude his name from that list 
of great and wise ministers where some are willing to 
place him near tho head. IfI may'scem to my readers 
less favourable to so eminent a person than common his- 
tory might warrant, it is at least to be said that I have 
formed my decision from his own recorded sentiments, 
or from equally undisputable sources of authority. The 
publication of his Life, that is, of the history of his 
administration, has not contributed to his honour. We 
find in it little or nothing of that attachment to the con- 
stitution for which ho had acquired credit, and some 
things which wo must struggle hard to reconcile with 
his veracity, even if the suppression of truth is not to 
be reckoned an impeachment of it in an historian.". But 

* Life of Clar. 78, Life of J: ames, 393. princess, in order to break it, Clarendon 
t See supplement to third volume of 

Clarendon State Papers for abundant 
evidence of the close connexion between 
the courts of France and England. The 
‘former offered bribes to lord Clarendon 
50 frequently and unceremoniously, that 
one is disposed to think he did not show 
£0 much indignation at the first overture 
as he ought to have done. See p.1, 4, 
13. The aim of Louis was to effect the 
match with Catherine. Spain would have 
given a great portion with any protestant 

asked, on his master’s account, for 50,0002. 
tv avoid application to parliament: p. 4. 
The French offered a secret loan, or sub- 
sidy perhaps, of 2,000,000 livres for the 
succour of Portugak This was accepted 
by Clarendon—p. 15; but I do not find 
anything more about it. a 
“4 As no one who regards with attach. 

ment the present system of the English 
constitution can look upon Jord Claren- 
don as an excellent minister, ora friend to 
the soundest principles of civil and Teligis 

232
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the manifest profligacy of those who contributed most 
to his ruin, and the measures which the court took 
soon afterwards, have rendered his administration com- - 
paratively honourable, and attached veneration to his . 
memory. We are unwilling to believe that there was 
anything to censure in a minister whom Buckingham 
persecuted, and against whom Arlington intrigued.* 

“ous Uberty, sono man whatever can avoid 
considering his incessant deviations from 
the great duties of an historian asa moral 
blemish in his character. He dares very 
frequently to say what is not true, and 
what he must have known to be other- 
wise ; he does not dare to say what is 
true. And it is almost an aggravation 
of this reproach that he aimed to deceive 
posterity, and poisoned at the fountain a 
stream from which another generation 
was to drink. No defence has ever been 
set up for the fidelity of Clarendon’s 
History; nor can men who have sifted 

, the authentic materials entertain much 
difference of Judgment in this respect; 
though, as a monument of powerfal 
ability and impressive eloquence, it will 
always be read with that delight which 
“we receive from many great historians, 
especiatly the ancient, independent of any 
confidence in their veracity. 

One more instance, before we quit lord 
Clarendon for ever, may here be men- 
tioned of his disregard for truth. The 
strange tale of a fruitless search after the 
restoration for the body of Charles L. is 
well known. Lords Southampton and 
Lindsey, he tells us, who had assisted at 
their master’s obsequies in St. George’s 
chapel at Windsor, were so overcome 
with grief that they could not recognise 
the place of interment; and after several 
vain attempts the search was abandoned 
in despair. Hist. of Rebellion, vi. 244, 
Whatever motive the noble historian may 
have had for this story, it is absolutely 
incredible that any such ineffectual search 
was ever made, Nothing could have been 
more easy than to have taken up the 
pavement of the choir, But this was un- 
necessary. Some at least of the workmen 
employed must have remembered’ the 
Place of the vault. Nor did it depend on 
them ; for sir Thomas Herbert, wio was 
present, had made at the timea note of the 
spot, “Just opposite the eleventh stall on‘ 

the King’s side.” Herbert’s Memoirs, 
142, And we find from Pepys’s Diary, 
Feb, 26, 1666, that “he was shown. at 
Windsor where the late king was buried, 
and king Henry VIIL, and my lady Sey- 
mour.” In which spot, as is well known, 
the royal body has twice been found, 
once in the reign of Anne, and again in 
1813, {it has been sometimes suggested 
that Charles II, having received a large 
sum of money from parliament towards 
his father’s funeral, chose to have it be- 
lieved that the body could not be found. 
But the vote of 70,0001. by the commons 
for this purpose was on Jan. 30, 1678, 
long after the pretended search which 
Clarendon has mentioned. Wren was 
directed to make a design for a monu- 
ment, which is in Al Souls’ College: but 
no further steps were taken. Ellis’s 
Letters, Ist series, vol. iti p. 329, It 
seems very unlikely that the king ever 
gotthe money which had been voted, and 
the next parliaments were not in a tem 
per to repeat the offer.—1845.] 

* The tenor of Clarendon’s life and 
writings almost forbids any surmise of 
Pecuniary corruption, Yet this fs insinu- 
ated by Pepys,on the authority of Evelyn, 
April 27, and May 16, 1667, But the 
one was gossiping, though shrewd; and 
the other feeble, though accomplished. 
Lord Dartmouth, who lived in the next 
age, and whose splenctic humour makes 
him no geod witness against anybody, 
charges him with receiving bribes from 
the main instruments and promoters cf 
the late troubles, and those who had 
plundered the royalists, which enabled 
him to build his great mansion in Picca+ 
dilly ; asserting that i¢ was full of pice 
tures belonging to families who bad been 
despoiled of them. “ And whoever had 
a mind to see what great families had 
been plundered during the civil war might 
find some remains either at Clarendon- 
house orat Cornbury.” Nute on Burnet, ge, 

The «
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.. &n eminent characteristic of Clarendon had been 
his firmness, called indeed by most pride and: His pusi 

° * ° . pusil- 
obstinacy, which no circumstantes, no perils, tanimous 
seemed likely to bend. But his spirit sunk all Mss 
at once with his fortune. 
and cheating himself against all probability with a hopo 

’ of his master’s kindness when he had lost his confidence, 
-he forgot that dignified philosophy which ennobles a 
voluntary retirement, that stern courage which inno- 
cence ought to inspire; and, hearkening to the king’s 
treacherous counsels, fled before his enemies into a 
foreign country. Though the impeachment, at least in 
the point of high treason, cannot be defended, an 
it-is impossible to deny that the act of banish- consequent 
ment, under the circumstances of his flight, baelshment 
was capable, in the main, of full justification. In an 
ordinary criminal suit, a process of outlawry goes against 
the accused who flies from justice; and his neglect to 
appear within a given time is equivalent, in cases of 
treason or felony, to a conviction of the offence; can it 
be complained of, that-a minister of state, who dares 
not confront a parliamentary impeachment, should be 

. Visited with an analogous penalty? But, whatever in- 
justice and violence may be found in this prosecution, 
it established for ever the right of impeachment, which 

Clinging too long to office, - 

the discredit into which the long parliament had fallen , 
exposed to some hazard; the strong ahettors of prero- 
gative, such as Clarendon himself, being inclined to dis- 
pute this responsibility of the king’s advisers to parlia- 
ment. The. commons had, in the preceding session, 
sent up an impeachment against lord Mordaunt, upon 
charges of so little public moment, that they may be 
suspected of having chiefly had in view the assertion of 
this important privilege” It was never called in ques- 

' tion from this time;-and indeed they took care during 
the remainder of this reign that it should not again be 
endangered by a paucity of precedents. 

a 

The character of Clarendon as a mi- 
nister fs fairly and Judicfuusly drawn by 
Macpherson, Hist. of England, 98 ; a work 
by no means so full of a tory spirit as has 
been supposed. : 

¥ Parl. Hist. 347. 
’ * The lords refused to commit the earl 

of Clarendon on a general impeachment 
of high treason; and, in a conference 
with the lower house, denied the autho» 
rity of the precedent in Strafford’s case, 
which was pressed upon them. It is re 
markable that the managers of this cone 
ference for the commons vindicated the
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The period between the fall of Clarendon in 1667 and 
the commencement of lord Danby’s administration in 
1673 is generally reckoned one of the most dis¢raceful 
Cabal in the annals of our monarchy, This was the 

‘ministry. age of what is usually denominated the Cabal 
: administration, from the five initial letters of sir Thomas 

Clifford, first commissioner of the treasury, afterwards 
lord Clifford and high treasurer; tho earl of Arlington, 
secretary of state; the duke of Buckingham ; lord Ashley, 
chancellor of tho exchequer, afterwards earl of Shaftes- 
bury and lord chancellor; and, lastly, the duke of 
sch Lauderdale. Yet, though the counsels of these eme of os persons soon became extremely pernicious and 
i oe .dishonourable, it must be admitted that the first 

measures after the banishment of Clarendon; 
both in domestic and foreign policy, wore highly praise- 
worthy. Bridgeman, who succceded the late chancellor 
in the custody of the great seal, with the assistance of 
chief baron Halo and bishop Wilkins, and at the instiga- 
tion of Buckingham, who, careless about every religion, 

comprehen. * 
sion and 

first proceedings of the long parliament, 
which shows a considerable change in 
their tone since 1661. They donot, how- 
ever, seem to have urged—what is an 
apparent distinction between the two pre- 
cedents—that the commitment of Strafford 
Was on a verbal request of Pym in the 
name of the commons, without alleging, 
any special matter of treason, and con- 
sequently irregular and illegal; while 
the 16th article of Clarendon’s impeach- 
ment charges him with betraying the 
king’s counscls to his enemies; which, 
however untrue, evidently amounted to 

- treason within the statute of Edward 
Ill.; so that the objection of the lords 
extended to committing any one for 
treason upon impeachment without all 
the particularity required in an indicte 
ment. This showed a very commendable 
regard to the liberty of the subject; and 
.from this time we do not find the vague 

and unintelligible accusations, whether 
of treason or misdemeanour, so usual in 
former proceedings of parliament. Parl. 
Hist. 337. A protest was signed by 
Buckingham, Albemarle, Bristol, Arling- 
ton, and others of their party, including 
three bishops (Cosius, Croft, and another), 

against the refusal of their house to com- 
mit Clarendon upon the general charge. 
A few, on the other hand, of whom Hollis 
is the only remarkable name, protested 
against the bill of banishment. : 
“The most fatal blow’’ (says James) 

“the king gave himself to his power and 
Prerogative was when he sought aid from 
the house of commons to destroy the earl 
of Clarendon: by that he put that house 
again in mind of their impeaching privi- 
lege, which had been wrested out of their 

lands by the restoration; and when mi- 
nisters found they were like to be left to 
the censure of parliament, it made them 
have a greater attention to court an in- 

terest there than to pursue that of their 
Princes, from whom they hoped not for 
50 sure a support.” Life of Jaimes, 
593, : 

The king, it fs said, came rather slowly 
into the measure of impeachment; but 
became afterwards so eager as togive the 
attorney-general, Finch, positive orders to 
de active in it, observing bim tobe silent, 
Carte’s Ormond, ji. 353. Buckingham had 
made the king great promises of what 
the comnions would do, in case he would 
sacrifice Clarendun.
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was from humanity or politic motives friendly to the 
indulgence of all, laid the foundations of a treaty with 
the nonconformists, on the basis of a comprehension for 
the presbyterians, and a toleration for the rest. They 
had nearly come, it is said, to terms of agreement, so 
that it was thought time to intimate their design in a 
speech from the throne. But the spirit of 1662 was 
still too powerful’ in the commons; and the friends of . 
Clarendon, whose administration this change of counsels 
seemed to reproach, taking a warm part against all 
indulgence, a motion, that the king be desired to send 
for such persons as he should think fit to make pro- 
posals to him in order to the uniting of his protestant 
subjects, was negatived by 176 to 70." They proceeded, 
by almost an equal majority, to continue the bill of 1664, 
for suppressing seditious conventicles; which failed, 

‘however, for the present, in consequence of the sudden 

. Life of Ormond, if. 362. 

prorogation.® . 
But whatever difference of opinion might at that time 

prevail with respect to this tolerant disposition yyipte 
of the new government, thero was none as to ‘illiance. 
their great measure in external policy, the triple alliance 
with Holland and Sweden. . A considerable and pretty 
sudden change’ had taken place in the temper of the 
English people towards France. Though the discordance 
of national character, and the dislike that seems natural 
_to neighbours, as well as in some measure the recollec- - 
tions of their ancient hostility, had at all times kept 
up a certain ill will between the twd, it is manifest that 
before the reign of Charles II. there was not that anti- 
pathy and inveterate enmity towards the French in 

® Kennet, 293, 300. Burnet. Baxter, 
23, The design was to act on the prin- 
ciple of the declaration of 1600, so that 
presbyterian ordinations should pass sub 
modo. Tillotson and Stillingfleet were 
concerned in it. The king was at this 
time exasperated against the bishops for 
their support of Clarendon. Burnet, ibid. 
Pepys’s Diary, 21st Dec. 1667. And he 
had also deeper motives. 

» ParL Hist, 421. Ralph, 170. Carte’s 
Sit Thomas 

Littleton spoke in favour of the com- 

prehension, as did Seymour and Waller; 
all of them enemies of Clarendon, and 

’ . 

probably connected with the Buckingham 
faction: but the church party was much | 
too strong for them. Pepys says the 
commons were furious against the pro- 
ject; it was said that whoever proposed 
new laws about religion must do it with 
arope about higneck. Jan. 10,1668. This 
is the first instauce of a triumph obtained 
by the church over the crown in the house 
of commons, Ralph observes upon it, 
“It is not for nought that the words 
church and state are so often coupled to- 
gether, and that the first has so {nsolently 
usurped the precedency of the last,” 

© Parl. Hist. 422.
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general which it has since been- deemed an act of 
‘patriotism to profess. The national prejudices, from the 
accession of Elizabeth to the restoration, ran far more 
against Spain; and it is not surprising that the appre- 
hensions of that ambitious monarchy, which had been 
very just in the age of Philip IL, should have lasted 
longer than its ability or inclination to molest us. But- 
the rapid declension of Spain after tho peace of the 
Pyrenees, and the towering ambition of Louis XIV ” 
master of a kingdom intrinsically so ‘much ‘moro for- 
midable than its rival, manifested that the balance of 
power in Europe, and our ‘own immediate . security, 
demanded a’ steady opposition to the agerandisement 
of one monarchy, and a regard to the preservation of the 
other. These indeed were rather considerations for 
statesmen than for the people; -but Louis was become 
unpopular both by his acquisition of Dunkirk at the 
expense, as it was thought, of our honour, and much 
more deservedly by his shuffling conduct in the Dutch 
war, and union in it with our adversaries. Nothing, 
therefore, gave greater satisfaction in England than the 
triple alliance, and consequent peace of Aix la Chapelle, 
which saved the Spanish Netherlands from absolute 
conquest, though not without important sacrifices. 

Charles himself meanwhile by no means partook in 
' Intrigue this common jealousy of France: He had, from 

with tho time of his restoration, entered into close 
« France. relations with that power, which a short period 
of hostility had interrupted without leaving any resent- 
ment in his mind. It is now known that, while his 
minister was negotiating at the Hague for. the triple 
alliance, he had made overtures for a clandestine treaty 
with Louis, through his sister the duchess of Orleans, 
the Duke of Buckingham, and the French ambassador 
Rouvigny.* As the king of France was at first backward 

4 France retained Lille, Tournay, 
Douay, Charlerof, and other places, by 
the treaty, The allies were surprised, 
and not pleased, at the choice Spain made 
of yielding these towns in order to save 
Franche Comté. Temple's Letters, 97. 
In fact, they were not on good terms - 
with that power; she had even a project, 

_ Out of spit to Holland, of giving up the 
Netherlands entirely to France, fn ex- 

change for Rousillon, but thought better 
of it on cooler reflection. 

* Dalrymple, ii. 5, et post, Temple 
was not treated very favourably by most 
of the ministers on his return from con- 
cluding the triple alliance: Clifford said 
to a friend, “ Well, for all this noise, we 
must yet have another war with the 
Dutch before it be long.” Temple’s 
Letters, 123, ° :
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: in meeting these advances, and the letters published in 
regard to them aro very few, we do not find any preciso" 
object expressed beyond a close and intimate friendship, 
But a few words in a memorial of Rouvigny to Louis - 
ALY. seem to let us into the seerct of the real purpose. 
‘Tho duke of York,” he*says, ‘ wishes much for this 
union ;.the duke of Buckingham the same: they use no 
art, but say that nothing else can re-establish the affairs 
of this court.” ! : os 

Charles II. was not of a temperament to desire arbi- 
trary power, either through haughtiness’ and Sing’a 
conceit of his station, which he did not greatly desire to be 
display, or through the love of taking into his *>slute. 
own hands the direction of public affairs, about which 
he was in general pretty indifferent. He did not wish, 
as he told lord Essex, to sit like a Turkish sultan, and 
sentence men to the bowstring, but could not bear that 
a sect of fellows should inquire into his conducts. Mis 
aim, in fact, was liberty rather than power; it was that 
immunity from control and censure in which men of his 
character place a great part of their happiness. For 
some years he had cared probably very little about en- 

« hancing his prerogative, content with the loyalty, though 
not quite with tho liberality, of his parliament, And 
had he not -been drawn, against his better judgment, into 
the war with Holland, this harmony might perhaps have 
been protracted a good deal longer. _ But the vast expen- 
diture of that.war, producing little or no decisive sue- 
cess, and coming unfortunately at atime when trade 
was not very thriving, and when rents had considerably 
fallen, exasperated all men against the prodigality of. | - 
the court, to which they might justly ascribe part of 
their. burthens, and, with tho usual miscalculations, 
believed that much moro of them was due. Henco the 
bill appointing commissioners of public account, so un- 
grateful to tho king, whose personal reputation it was 
likely to. affect, and whose favourite excesses it might 
tend to restrain, = . 7 . 

He was almost equally provoked by the licence of his 
people’s tongues. A court like that of Charles is the 
natural topic of the idle, as well as the censorious, An 

£ Dalrymple, ii.12. - € Burmet.
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administration so ill conducted could not escape the remarks of a well-conducted and intelligent city. ‘Thero was one method of putting an end to these impertinent comments, or of rendering them innoxious 3 but it was the last which he would have adopted. Clarendon in- forms us that, the king one day complaining of the freedom, as to political conversation, taken in coffee- - houses, he recommended cither that all persons should bo forbidden by proclamation to resort to them, or that spies should be placed in them to give information 

against seditious speakers.5 The king, he says, liked both expedients, but thought it unfair to have recourse to the latter till the former had given fair warning, and 
directed him to propose it to the council; but here, sir William Coventry objecting, the king was induced to abandon the measure, much to Clarendon’s disappoint- ment, though it probably saved him an additional article . in his impeachment, The unconstitutional and arbitrary 
tenor of this great minister’s notions of government is strongly displayed in this little anecdote, Coventry was 
an enlightened and, for that age, an upright man, whose . enmity Clarendon brought on himself by a marked jea- lousy of his abilities in council. oe , Those who stood nearest to the king were not back- 
ward’ to imitate his discontent at the privileges of his 
peoplo and their representatives. The language of cour- 
tiers and court ladies is always intolerable to honest 
men, especially that of such courtiers as surrounded the 
throne of Charles TH. It is worst of all amidst public calamities, such as pressed very. closely on one another in a part of his reign—the awful pestilence of 1665, the « still moro ruinous fire of 1666, the flect- burned by the Dutch in the Medway next summer. No one could re- 
proach the king for outward inactivity or indifference during tho great fire, But there were some, as Clarendon tells us, who presumed to assure him “that this was 
the greatest blessing that God had ever conferred on him, 
-his restoration only excepted ; for the walls and . gates 

" being now burned and. thrown down of that rebellious 
city, which was always an enemy to the crown, his majesty would never suffer them to repair and build 

h Life of Clarendon, 257.
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them up again, to be a bit in his mouth and-a bridle 
.upon his neck; but would keep all open, that his troops 
might enter upon them whenever he thought it necessary 
for his service, there being no other way to govern that 
rude multitude but by force.”! This kind of discourse, 
he gocs on to say, did not please tho king. But hero 
we may venture to doubt his testimony; or, if the 
natural good temper of Charles prevented him from 
taking pleasure in such atrocious congratulations, we 
may bo sure thathe was not sorry to think the city more 
in his power, 

It seems probable that this loose and profligate way 

Cua, I.—1660-73,.. CHARGES AGAINST THE PAPISTS, 

of speaking gave rise, in a-great degree, to the suspicion . 
that the city had been purposely burned by those who 
Were more enemies to religion and liberty than to the 
court. Tho papists stood ready to bear tho infamy of 
every unproved crime; and a committee of the house of 

. commons collected evidence enough for those who were 
already convinced that London had been bumed by that 
obnoxious sect. . Though the house did not proceed 
farther, there can be no doubt that tho inquiry contri- 
buted to produce that inveterate distrust of the court, 
whose connexions with the popish faction werd half 
known, half conjectured, which gave from this time an 
entirely new complexion to the parliament. Prejudiced 
as the commons were, they could hardly have imagined 
the catholics to have burned the city out of mere male- 
volence, but must have attributed the crime to some far- 
spreading plan of subverting the established constita- 

* tion. 
The retention of the king’s guards had excited some 

jealousy, though no complaints seem to have been made 

i Life of Clarendon, 355. 7 
k State Trials, vi. 807. One of the 

oddest things connected with this fire 
was, that some persons of the fanatic 
party bad been hanged in April, for a 
conspiracy to surprise the Tower, mur- 
der the duke of Albemarle and others, 
and then declare for an equal division of 
lands, &c.. In order to effect this, the 
city was to be fired, and the guards 
secured in their quarters; and for this 
the 3rd of September following was fixed 
upon as a lucky day. This is undoubtedly 

to be read in the London Gazette for 
April 30, 16663 and it is equally certain 
that the city was in flames on the 3rd of 
September. But, though the coincidence 
is curions, it would be very weak to 
think it moré“than a coincidence, for the 
same reason as applies to the suspicion 
which the catholics incurred—that the 
mere destruction of the city could not - 
have been the object of any party, and 
that nothing was attempted to manifest 
any further design.
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of it in parliament; but the sudden levy of a consi 
derable force in 1667, however founded upon a-very - 
plausible pretext from the circumstances of the war, 
lending credit to these dark surmises of the court’s 
sinister designs, gave much greater alarm, The-com 
mons, summoned together in July, instantly addressed 
the king to disband his army as soon as the peace should 
be made. We learn from the duke of York's private 
memoirs, that somo of those who were most respected 
for their ancient attachment to liberty, deemed it in 
jeopardy at this crisis. Tho carls of Northumberland 
and Leicester, lord Hollis, Mr. Pierpoint, and others of 
the old parliamentary party, met to take measures to- 
gether. Tho first of these told the duke of York that 
the nation would not be satisfied with the removal of 
the chancellor, unless the guards wero disbanded, and 
several other grievances redressed. . The duke bade him 
he cautious what he said lest he should be obliged to _ 
inform the king; but Northumberland replied that it 
was his intention to repeat the same to the king, which 
he did accordingly the next day.™ =~ 

This change in public sentiment gave warning to 
Charles that he could not expect to reign with as little 
trouble as he had hitherto experienced; and doubtless 

- the recollection of his father’s history did not contribute - 
to cherish the love he sometimes pretended for parlia- 
ments." His brother, more reflecting, and more impa- 
tient of restraint on royal authority, saw with still 
greater clearness than the king that they could only 
keep the prerogative at its desired height by means of 
intimidation. A regular army was indispensable; but 
to keep up an army in spite of parliament, or to raiso 

™.Macpherson’s Extracts, 38, 49. Life 
of James, 426, oo 

" («I am sorry,” says Temple, very 
wisely and virtuously, “bis «majesty 
should mect with anything he did not 
look for at the opening of this session of 
parliament; but confess I do not sce 
why his majesty should [not] not only 
consent, but encourage any inquiries or 
disquisitions they desire to make into the 
miscarriages of the late war, as well as 
he had done already in the matter of ac- 
counts. For ff it be not necessary, it is 

a king's care and happiness to content his 
people. . I doubt, as men will never part 
willingly with their money, unless they 
be well persuaded it will be employed 
directly to those ends for which they 
Gave it, so they will never be satisfied 
with a government, unless they see men 
are chosen into offices and employments 
by being fit for them, continued for dis- 
charging them well, rewarded for extra-’ 

ordinary merit, and punished for remark- 
able faults.” March 2, 1669, Courtenay’s 

Life of Temple, vol. iL p. 90.—1945.]
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money for its support without parliament, was a v ery 
difficult undertaking, It scemed necessary to call in a 

the closest union with the 
“more powerful arm than their own; and, by establishing 

king of France, to obtain 
either military or pecuniary succours from him, as cir- 
cumstances might demand. But there was another and 
not less imperious motive for a secret treaty. The king, 
as has been said, though little likely, from the tenor of 
his life, to feel very strong and lasting impressions of 
religion, had at times a desire to testify publicly his 
adherence to the Romish communion, The duke of: 
York had come moro gradually to change: the faith in 
which he: was educated. He describes it as the result 
of patient and anxious inquiry ; nor would it'be possible 

' therefore to fix a precise date for his conversion, which 
seems to have been not fully accomplished till after the 
restoration.° THe however continued in conformity to 
the church of England, till, on discovering that the- 
catholic religion exacted an outward communion, which 
he had fancied not indispensable, he became more un- 
casy at the restraint that policy imposed on him. This 
led to a conversation with the king, of whose private 
opinions and disposition to declare them he was probably 

’ informed, and to a close union with Clifford and Arling- 
ton, from whom he had stood aloof on account of their 
animosity against Clarendon. The king and duke held 
‘a consultation with those two ministers, and with lord 
Arundel of Wardour, on the 25th of January, 1669, to 
discuss the ways and methods fit to be taken for the 
advancement of the catholic religion in these kingdoms, 
The king spoke camestly, and with tears in his eyes, 

° He tells us himself that it began by 
his reading a book written by a learned 

’ bishop of the church of Engtand to clear 
her from schism in leaving the Roman 
communion, which had a contrary effect 
on him; especially when, at the said 
bishop’s desire, he read an answer to it. 
This made him inquisitive about the 
grounds and manner of the Reformation. 
‘After his return, Heylin's History of the 
Reformation, and the preface to Hooker's 
Ecclesiastical Polity, thoroughly con- 
vinced him that neither the church of 
England, nor Calvin, nor any of the re- 

formers, had power to do what they did; 
and he was confident, he said, that who- 
soever read3 those two books, with atten- 
ticn and without prejudice, would be of 

‘the same opinion. Life of James, i, 629. 
The duchess of York embraced the samo 
creed as her Ifisband, and, as he tells us, 
without knowledge of his sentiments, but 
one year ‘before her death in 1670, She 
Jeft a paper at her death, containing the 
Teasons for her change. See itin Kenrct,- 
320. It is plafn that she, as well as the 
duke, had been influenced by the Roman. 
izing tendency of some Anglican divines. |
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After a long deliberation it was agreed that there was 
no better way to accomplish this purpose than through 
France, the house of Austria being in no condition to 
give any assistance.’ _ , . 

The famous secret treaty, which, though believed on _ 
Secret treaty Pretty good evidence not long after the time, 
of ier, was first actually brought to light by Dal- 
rymplo about half a century‘ since, began to be nego- 
tiated very soon after. this consultation.t We find allu- 
sions to-the king’s projects in one of his letters to the 

.duchess of Orleans, dated 22nd March, 1669." 
Its objects, “Ty another, of June 6, the methods he was 
adopting to securo himself in this perilous juncture 
appear. He was to fortify Plymouth, Hull, and Ports- 
mouth, and to place them in trusty hands. The fleet 
was under the duke, as lord admiral; the guards and 
theiz officers were thought in general well affected ;* but 
his great reliance was on the most christian king. He 
stipulated for 200,000, annually, and for the aid of 
6000 French troops.’ . In: return for such important 

SECRET TREATY WITH FRANCE, 

P Macpherson, 50. Lifeof James, 414. 
4 De’ Witt was apprised of the in- 

trigue between France and England as 
early as April, 1669, through a Swedish 
agent at Paris. Temple, 179. Temple 
limself, in the course of that year, be- 
came convinced that the king’s views 
Were not those of his people, and reflects 
severely on his conduct in a letter, De- 
cember 24, 1669, p. 206. In September, 
1670, on his sudden recall from the 
Hague, De Witt told him his suspicions 
of a clandestine treaty: 241. He was re- 
ceived on his return coldly by Arlington, 
and almost with rudeness by Clifford: 
244. They knew he would never concur 
in the new projects. But in 1682, during 

* one of the intervals when Charles wag 
playing fatse with his brother Louis, the 
latter, in revenge, let an abbé Primi, 
in a history of the Dutch war, publish 
an account of the whole secret treaty, 
under the name of Count de St, Majolo, 
This book .was immediately suppressed 
at the instance of the English ambas- 
sador; and Primi was sent for a short 
time to the Bastile. But a pampblet, 
published in London, just after the revo- 
lution, contains extracts from it. Dal- 
tymple, fi. 50. Somers Tracts, viii, 13. 

Very material] * 

State Tracts, temp. W. IIL, vol. & p, 1. 
Harl, Misc, fi. 387. CEuvres de Louis 
XIV., vi 476. It is singular that Hume 
should have slighted so well-authenti- 
cated a fact, even before Dalrymple’s pub- 
lication of the treaty; but I suppose he 
had never heard of Primi’s book. [Yet 
it had been quoted by Bolingbroke, Dis- 
sertation on Parties, Letter iv., who al- - 
ludes also to “other proofs, which Hare 
not seen the light.” And, in the ‘Let. 
ters on the Study of History,’ Lett. vil, 
he is rather more explicit about “the 
private relations I have read formerly, 
drawn up by those who were no enemies 
to such designs, and on the authority of 
those who were partles to them.) The 
original treaty has lately been published 
by Dr. Lingard, from lord Clifford’s 
cabinet, (Dalrymple had only given a . 
rough draught from the depot at Ver- 
sailles, drawn by sir Richard Bealing fur 
the French court, The variations are not 

¥ Dalrymple, fi. 22. 
* Dalrymple, 23. Life of James, 442. 
* The tenor of the article leads me to 

conclude that these troops were to be 
landed in England at all events, in order. 
to secure the public tranquillity, withous 
waltirg for any disturbance.
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.succour, Charles undertook to. serve his ally’s ambition 
‘and wounded pride against the United Provinces. These, 
when conquered by the French arms, with the co-opera- 
tion of an English navy, were already shared by the 
royal conspirators, A part of Zealand fell to the lot of 
England, the remainder of the Seven Provinces to France, 
with an understanding that some compensation should 
be made to the prince of Orange. In the event of any 
new rights to the Spanish monarchy accruing to the 
most Christian king, as it is worded (that is, on the 
death of the king of Spain, a sickly child), it was agreed 
that England should assist him with all her force by sea 
and land, but at his own expense; and should obtain 
not only Ostend and Minorca, but, as far as the king of 
France could contribute to it, such parts of Spanish 
America as she should choose to conquer." So strange 
a schemo of partitioning that vast inheritance ‘was never, 
I believe, suspected till the publication, of the treaty, 
though Bolingbroke had alluded to a previous treaty of 
partition between Louis and the emperor Leopold, the 
complete discovery of which has been but lately made.* 

Each conspirator, in his coalition against the protestant | 
faith and liberties of Europe, had splendid ob- 

Differences ‘jects in view; but-those of Louis seemed by far between 
the more probable of the two and less liable to (hares and 

is as to be defeated. The full completion of their schementhe mode of 
Would have reunited a great kingdom to the !Seseution 

uP, 49. 
* Bolingbroke bas a remarkable pas- 

sage as to this in his Letters on History 
(Letter vii): it may be also alluded 
to by others. The full details, however, 
as well as more authentic proofs, were 
reserved, as I believe, for the publication 
of Guvres de Louis XIV., where they 
will te found in vol. fi. 403, The pro- 
posal of Louis to the emperor, in 1667, 
was, that France should have the Pays 
Bas, Franche Comté, Milan, Naples, the 

» ports of Tuscany, Navarre, and the Phi- 

_ lippine Islands; Leopold taking all the 
rest, The obvious drift of this was, that 
France should put herself in possession 

. of an enormous increase of power and 
territory, leaving Leopold to fight as he 
could for Spain and America, which were 
not likely to submit peaceably, The 

Austrian cabinet understood this; and - 
Proposed that they should exchange their 
shares, Finally, however, it was con- 
cluded on the king’s terms, except that 
he was to take Sicily instead of Milan. 
One article of this treaty was, that Louis 
should keep what he had conquered in 
Flanders; in other words, the terms of 
the treaty of Aix la Chapelle. The 
ratifications were exchanged 29th Feb, 
1668. Louis represents himself as more 
induced by this prospect than by any fear 
of the triple alliawe, of which he speaks , 
slightingly, to conctude the peace of Aix 
1a Chapelle. He thought that he should 
acquire a character for moderation which 
might be serviceable to him “dans les 
grands accroissemens que ma fortune 
pourrolt recevolr.” Vol. fi. p. 269,
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catholic religion, and turned a powerful neighbour into © 
a dependent pensioner. But should this fail (and Louis 
was too sagacious not to discern the chances of failure), 
he had pledged to him the assistance of an ally in aut 
jugating the republic of Holland, which, according to 
all human calculation, could not withstand their united 
efforts; nay, even in those ulterior projects which his 
restless and sanguine ambition had ever in view, and the 
suceess of which would have realised, not indeed the 
chimera of an universal monarchy, but a supremacy and 
dictatorship over Europe. - Charles, on the other hand, 
besides that he had no other return to make for the 
necessary protection of France, was impelled by a per- 

- sonal hatred of the Dutch, and by the consciousness that 
their commonwealth was the standing reproach of arbi- 
trary power, to join readily in the plan for its subversion. 
But, looking first to his own objects, and perhaps a little 
distrustful of his ally, he pressed that his profession of 
the Roman catholic religion should be the first measure - 
in prosecution of the treaty; and that he should imme- 
diately receive the stipulated 200,000/.,, or at least a part 

.of the. money. Louis insisted that the declaration of 
war against Holland should precede. This difference 
occasioned a considerable delay ; and it was chiefly with 
a view of bringing round her brother on this point that 
the duchess of Orleans took her famous joutney to Dover 
in the spring of 1670. Yet, notwithstanding her infiu- 

- ence, which passed for irresistible, he persisted in ad- 
hering to the right:reserved to him in the draft of the 
treaty of choosing his own time for the declaration of 
his religion; and it was concluded on this footing at 
Dover, by Clifford, Arundel, and Arlington, on the 22nd 
of May, 1670, during the visit of the duchess of Orleans.’ 

Y Dalrymple, 31-57. James gives a what people suspected. P. 450. This 
different account of this; and intimates 
that Henrietta, whose visit to Dover he 
had for this reason been mnch against, 
prevailed on the king to change his reso- 
lution, and to begin with the war. He 
gained over Arlington and Clifford. The 
duke told them it would quite defeat the 
eatholic design, because the king must 
Fun in debt, and be at the mercy of his 
parliament. They answered that, if the 
war succeeded, it was uot nich matter 

shows that they looked on force as neces- 
sary to compass the design, and that 
the noble resistance of the Dutch, under 
the prince of Orange, was that which 
frustrated the whole conspiracy. “The 
duke,” it fs again said, p. 453, “ was in 
his own judgment against entering into. 
this war before bis majesty’s power and 
authority in England had been better 
fixcd and less precarious, as it would 
have been if the private treaty fint
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A mutual distrust, however, retarded the further pro- gress of this scheme, one party unwilling to commit himself till he should receive money, the other too cautious to run the risk of throwing it away. hero - can be no question but that the king of France was right in urging the conquest of Holland as a preliminary of the more delicate business they were to manage in Eng- land ; and, from Charles’s subsequent behaviour, as well as his general fickleness’ and lovo of ease, thero scems reason to believe that he would gladly have receded from an undertaking of which he must every day have more strongly perccived the difficulties, He confessed, in fact, to Louis’s ambassador, that he was almost. the only man in his kingdom who liked a French alliance.? The change of religion, on a nearer view, appeared dangerous for himself and impracticable as a national measure. He had not dared to intrust any of his pro- testant ministers, even Buckingham, whose indifference in such points was notorious, 

to keep them the better in t 
with this great secret ; and, 

he dark, a mock negotiation was. set on foot with France, and a pretended treaty actually signed, the exact counterpart of the other except as to religion, Buckingham, Shaftesbury, and Lauder- dale were concerned in this simulated treaty, the nego tiation for which did not commence till after the original convention had been signed at Dover. - 
The court of France, having yielded to Charles the point about which he had seemed so anxious, had soon the mortification to discover that he would take no stéps to effect it. They now urged that immediate declaration 

agreed on had not been altered.” The 
French court, however, was evidently 

“right in thinking that, till the conquest, 
of Holland should be achieved, the de. 
claration of the king’s religion would 
only weaken him at home. It fs grati- 
fying to find the heroic character of our 

- glorious deliverer displaying itself among 
these foul conspiracies. The prince of 
Orange came over to England in 1670, 

. He was then very young; and his uncle, 
who was really attached to him, would 
have gladly associated bim in the design ; 
indeed it had been agreed that he was to 
Possess part of the United Provinces in 

VOL, II. 

sovereignty. But Colbert writes that the king had found him so zealous a Duteh- 
man and protestant, that be could not trust him with any part of the secret. 
He let him kuow, however, as we learn 
from Burnet, 382, that he had himself embraced the Romish faith. 

* Dalrympleg57, 
"P68 Life of James, 444. In this 

work it is said that even the duchess of Orleans had no knowledge of the real treaty; and that the other originated with Buckingham. But Dalrymple’s 
authority seems far better in this ine 
stance. 

2c
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of his religion which they had for very wise reasons not 
long before dissuaded. The king of England hung baék, 

* and tried so many excuses that they had reason to sus- 
pect his sincerity; not that in fact he had played a 
feigned part from the beginning, but, his zeal for popery 
having given way to the seductions of a voluptuous and 
indolent life, he had been led, with the good sense he 
naturally possessed, to form a better estimate of his 
resources and of the opposition he must encounter. 
Meanwhile the eagerness of his ministers had plunged 
the nation into war with Holland,-and Louis, having 
attained his principal end, ceased to trouble the king on 
tho subject of religion. He received large sums from 
France during the Dutch war? ‘ 

This memorable transaction explains and justifies the 
strenuous opposition made in parliament to the king and 
duke of York, and may be reckoned the first act of a 
drama which ended in the revolution. It is true that 
the precise terms of this treaty were not authentically 
known: but there can be no doubt that those who from 
this time displayed an insuperable jealousy of one 
brother, and a determined enmity to the other, had 
proofs enough for moral conviction of their deep con- 
spiracy with France against religion and liberty. This 
suspicion is implied in all the conduct of that parlia- 
mentary opposition, and is the apology of much. that 
seems violence and faction, especially in the business of 
the popish plot and the bill-of exclusion, It is of im- 
ortance also to observe that James II. was not misled 

‘and betrayed by false. or foolish counsellors, as some 
would suggest, in his endeavours to subvert the laws, 
but acted on a plan long since concerted and in which 
he had taken a principal share. . / 

It must be admitted that neither in the treaty itself, 
nor in the few letters which have been published by 
Dalrymple, do we find any explicit declaration either 
that the catholic religion was to be established as the 
national church or arbitrary power introduced in Eng- 
land. But there are not wanting strong presumptions 
of this design. The king speaks, in a letter to his sister, 
of finding means to put the proprictors of church lands 

, % Dalrymple, $4, &c, 
‘



  

- come into easy terms of union» 
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out of apprehension.© Ho uses the expression, “rétablir la religion catholique ;” which, though not quite unequi- vocal, seems to convey more than a bare toleration or a personal profession by the sovercign.* He talks of a negotiation with the court-of Romo ‘to obtain the per: mission of having mass in the vulgar tongue and cum- munion in both kinds as terms that would render his conversion agreeable to his subjects.¢ ‘He tells the French ambassador that not only his conscience, but tho confusion ho saw every day increasing in his kingdom ~ to the diminution of ‘his authority, impelled ‘him to declare himself a catholic; ’ which, besides the spiritual advantage, he believed to be the only means of restoring the. monarchy, These passages, as well as the precau- tions taken in expectation of a vigorous resistance from a part of the nation, appear to intimate a formal re- establishment of the catholic church ; a measure con- nected, in the king’s apprehension, if not strictly with arbitrary power, yet with a very material enhancement of his prerogative. - For the profession “of an obnoxious faith by the king, as an insulated person, would, instead of strengthening his authority; prove the greatest ob- _Stacle to it, as, in the next 
case. 

reign, turned out to be the Charles, however, and the duke of York deceived themselves into a confidence that the transition could be effected with no extraordinary difficulty.: The king knew. the prevailing laxity 
many about his court; and 

of religious principles in 
thought he had reason to rely on others as secretly catholic. Sunderland is men- tioned as a young man of ¢ 

religion.’ Even the earl 0 
eatholic in his heart,* 

alent, inclined ¢ 
f Orrery is spoken of as a 

The duke, who conversed more among divines, was led to hope, from the strange Jan- guage of the hirh-church party, that they might readily be persuaded to make what seemed no long step, and 

. © Dalrymple, 23. 
a Pp, 52. 

duke of Buckingham into the: secret 
seems to prove that more was meant 
than a toleration of the Roman catholic 
religion, towards which he had always 

* been, disposed, and which was hardly a 
secret at court, . 

The reluctance to let the . 

It was the constant - 

* Pp. 628.” f Par, 8 p93 
h “The Senerality of the church of England men was not at that time very averse to the catholic Teligion ; many that went under that name had their re. 

Ugion to choose, and went to church for company’s sake.” Life of James pe d42, a 
2¢2 

© adopt that ‘
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policy of the Romish priests to extenuate the differences 
between the two churches, and to throw the main odium 
of the schism on the Calvinistic sects. And many of 
tho Anglicans, in their abhorrence of protestant noncon- 
formists, played ixito the hands of the common enemy. 

The court, however, entertained great hopes from the 
Fresh depressed cundition of the dissenters, whom it 
severities Was intended to bribe with that toleration under 
against a catholic regimen which they could so little 

expect fromthe church of England. Henco the 
duke of York was always strenuous against schemes of 
comprehension, which would invigorate the protestant 
interest and promote conciliation. With the opposite 
view of rendering a union among protestants impracti- 
cable, the rigorous episcopalians were encouraged under- 
hand to prosecute the nonconformisis' The duke of 
York took pains to assure Owen, an eminent divine of. 

. the independent persuasion, that he looked on all perse- 
cution as an unchristian thing, and altogether against 
his conscience.* .Yet the court promoted a renewal of 
the temporary act passed in 1664 against conventicles, 
which was reinforced by the addition of an extraordinary 
proviso, “‘ Thatall clauses in the act should be construed . 
most largely and beneficially for suppressing conven- 
ticles, and for the justification and encouragement of all 
persons to be employed in the execution thereof.”™ 
Wilkins, the most honest of the bishops, opposed this 

act in the house of lords, notwithstanding the king’s 
personal request that he would be silent." Sheldon, and 
others who, like him, disgraced the church of England 

- by their unprincipled policy or their passions, not only 
gave it their earnest support at the time, but did all in 
their power to enforce its execution.® As the king’s 

temper was naturally tolerant, his co-operation in this 

TS. 

See a letter of Sheldon, written at this i Life of James, p. 442 
time, to the bishops of his province, & Macpherson’s Extracts, p. 51. 

m 92 Car, 2,¢.1. Kennet, p. 306. The 
zeal in the commons against popery 
tended to aggravate this persecution of 
the dissenters) They had been led by 
some furious clergymen to believe the 
absurdity that there was a good under- 
standing between the two parties. , 

® Burnet, p. 272. oe 

Baxter, pp. 74, 86. Kennet, p. 311. 

urging them to persecute the noncon- 

formists. Harris's Life of Charles IL, 
p. 106. Proofs also are given by this 
‘author of the manner in which some, 
such as Lamplugh and Ward, responded 
to their primate’s wishes. . 

Sheldon found a pancgyrist quite 
worthy of him in his chaplain Parker, 
afterwards bishop of Oxford. This nota. |
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Severe measure would not easily be «wmnderstood without the explanation that 
enables us to give. In 
secution was relaxed, 
liberty, some of the leading 
and the king's declaration o 

a knowledge of his secret policy 
no long ‘course of t 

the imprisoned ministers set at 
dissenters received pensions, 
f a general indulgence held forth an asylum from the law under 

ime the per-. 

the banner of pre- rogative.? -Though this is said to have proceeded from the advice of 
original secret 
the spirit of that 
able to the king, . 

But the’ factious, fanatical, republican 
the ‘court 

were the usual epithets of. 

Shaftesbury, who had 
treaty with France, 

no concer in the 
it was completely in 

compact, and must have been accept- 

party (such 
at the time, such have ever since been applied by the advocates or apolo- gists of the Stuarts) had 

delusions that parliament 
gradually 
of cavaliers ; 

led away by their 
or, in other words, the glaring vices of the king, and the manifesta- tion of designs against religion and liberty, had dis. possessed them of a 

highly dangerous from 
. ardent than servile. 

confiding Joyalty 
its excess, had always been rather 
The sessions had 

which, though ’ 

been short, and the intervals of repeated prorogations much longer than usual: a policy not well calculated for the growing discontents and suspicions of the acquired strength by the stoppage 
of complaint. Yet the houso of 

that age, where 
people 

of the regular channel 
commons, during this period, though unmanageable on the one point of tolera- tion, had displayed no want of confidence in the king nor any animosity towards his administration ; notwith- standing the flagrant abuses in tho expenditure which the parliamentary commission of 

brought to light, and the outrageous assault on sir John Coventry, a crime notoriously perpetrated ‘by persons 
ble person has left a Latin history of bis 
own time, wherein he largely comme- 
morates.the archbishop’s zeal in molest- 
ing the dissenters, and pralses him for 
defeating the scheme of comprehension, 
P.25. Tobserve, that the late excellent 
editor of Burnet has endeavoured to slide 
in a word for the primate (note on vol. {. 
p. 243), on the anthority of that history 
by bishop Parker, and of Sheldon’s Life 
in the Biographis Britannica, It fs la 

mentable to rest on such proofs. Ishould certainly not havegexpected that, in Mag. dalen college, of all’ places, the name of Parker would have been held in honour; and as to the Biographia, laudatory as it is of primates in Seneral (save Tillotson, whom it depreciates), I find, on refer. ence, that its praise of Sheldon's virtues fs grounded on the authority of his epl- taph in Croydon church, 
-P Baxter, 81,5 00°
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employed by the .court, and probably by the king’s 

direct order.* : 
‘The war with Holland at the beginning of 1672, so 

repugnant to English interests, so unwarranted 
/ by any provocation, so infamously piratical in 

its commencement, so ominous of further schemes still 

more dark and dangerous, finally opened the eyes of all 
men of integrity. Lt was accompanied by the shutting 
up of the exchequer, an avowed bankruptcy at the mo- 

ment of beginning an expensive war," and by the 

declaration of indulgence, or suspension of all penal 

laws in religion: an assertion of prerogative which 

seemed without limit.- These exorbitances were tho 

more scandalous that they happened during a very long 

prorogation. Hence the court so lost the confidence of 

the house of commons that, with all the lavish corrup- 

tion of the following period, it could never regain a: 

secure majority on any important question. The superi- 

ority of what was called the country party is referred to 

the session of February, 1673, in which they compelled 

the king to recall his proclamation suspending the penal 

laws, and raised a barrier against the encroachments of 

popery in the test act. . _—— 
- ‘The king’s declaration of indulgence had been pro- - 

jected by Shaftesbury in order to conciliate or 

lull to sleep the protestant dissenters. It re- 

_ dounded, in its immediate effect, chiefly to 

Daten war. 

Declaration 
of indul- 
gence 

their benefit; the catholics already enjoying a conniv- 

4 This is asserted by ‘Burnet, and 
seems to bé acknowledged by the duke 
of York. The court endeavoured to - 
mitigate the effect of the bill brought 
into the commons in consequence of 
Coventry's injury; and so far succeeded, 
that, instead of ‘a partial measure of pro- 
tection for the members of the house of 
commons, as originally designed, (which 
scemed, I suppose, to carry too marked a 

* reference to the particular transaction), 
. {¢ was turned into a general act, making 
ita capital felony to wound with inten- 
tion to maim or disfigure. But the name 
of the Coventry act has always clung to 
this statute, Parl Hist. 461. : 

* The king promised the bankers in- 
terest at six per cent., instead of the 

“money due to them from the exchequer; 
but this was never paid till the latter part 
of William's reign. It may be considered 
as the beginning of our national debt. 
It seems to have been intended to follow 
the shutting up of the exchequer with a 
still more unwarrantable stretch of power, 
by granting an injunction to the credi+ 
tors who were suing the bankers at law, 
According to North (Examen, pp. 33 
47), lord-keeper Bridgman resigned the 
great seal, rather than comply with this; 
and Shaftesbury himself, who succecdcd . ~ 
him, did not venture, if I understand the 

passage rightly, to grant an absolute in- 

. Junction, The promise of interest for their 
money scems to have been given Instead 
of this more illegal and violent remedy. .
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“ance at the private exercise of' their religion, and the 
declaration expressly refusing them public places of 
worship, The plan was most laudable in itself, could 
We separate the motives which prompted it, and tho 
means by which it was pretended to be made effectual. 
But in the declaration the king says, “ We think our- 
selves obliged to make use of that supreme power in 
ecclesiastical matters which is not only inherent in us, 
but hath been declared and recognised to be so by 
several statutes and acts of parliament.” “ We do,” he 
says, not long afterwards, “declare our will and plea- 
sure to be, that the execution of all and all manner‘of 
penal laws in matters ecclesiastical, against whatsoever 
sort of nonconformists or recusants, ba immediately 
suspended, and they are hereby suspended.” He men= 
tions also his intention to license a certain numbor 
of places for the religious worship of nonconforming 
protestants.’: . 

It was generally understood to be an ancient prero- 
gative of the crown to dispense with. penal statutes in 
favour of particular persons, and under certain restric- 
tions. It was undeniable that the king might, by what 
is called a “‘noli prosequi,” stop any criminal prosecution 
commenced in his courts, though not an action for the 
recovery of a pecuniary penalty, which, by many 
statutes, was given to the common informer. Le might, 
of course, set at liberty, by means of a pardon, any person imprisoned, whether upon conviction ‘or bya magistrate’s warrant. Thus the ‘operation of penal statutes in religion might, in a great measure, be ren- dered ineffectual by an exercise of undisputed preroga- 
tives ; and thus, in fact, tho catholics had been enabled; - since the accession of the house of Stuart, to withstand the crushing severity of tho laws. Buta pretension, in explicit terms, to suspend a body of statutes, a command to magistrates not to put them in execution, arrogated a sort of absolute power which no henefits of the indul- 
gence itself (had they even been less insidiously offered 
could induce a lover of constitutional privileges to 
endure.' - Notwithstanding the affected distinction of 

* Parl. Hist. 515. Kennet, 313. cause he would not put it to the dectara. ~ * Bridgman, the lord-keeper, resignel tion of indulgence, and was Succeeded by . the great seal, according to Burnet, be. Shaftesbury, :
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temporal and ecclesiastical matters, it was evident that 
the king’s supremacy was as much capable of being © 
“bounded by the legislature in one as in the other, and 
that every law in the statute-book might be repealed by 
a similar proclamation. The house of commons voted 
that the king’s prerogative in matters ecclesiastical does 
opposed by, NOt extend to repeal acts of parliament, and 
Parliament, addressed the king to recall his declaration. 
Whether from a desire to pr rotect the nonconfurmists in 
‘a. toleration even illegally obtained, or from the influence 
of Buckingham among some of the leaders of opposition, 
it appears from the debates that many of those, who had 
been in general most active against the court, resisted 
this vote, which was carried by 168 to 116. The king 
in his answer to this address, lamented that the house 
should question his ecclesiastical power, which had 
never been done before. This brought on a fresh 
rebuke, and, in a second address, they “positively deny 
the king's right to suspend any law. ‘ Tho legislative 
power,’ "they say, “has always been acknowledged to 
reside in the king and two houses of parliament.” ‘The 
king, in a speech to the house of lords, complained much 
of the opposition made by the commons, and found a 
‘majority of the former disposed to support him, though 
both houses concurred in an address against the growth : 
and with. Of popery. At length, against the advice’ of 
drawn, the bolder part of his council, but certainly 
with a just sense of what he most valued, his ease of 
mind, Charles gave way to the public voice, and with- 
drew his declaration. 

Thero was, indeed, a line of policy indicated at ‘this 

“ TarL Hist. 517. The presbyterian 
party do not appear to have supported 
the declaration—at least Birch spuke 

. against it: Waller, Seymour, sir Robert 
Howard in its favour. Baxter says the 
nonconformists were divided in opinton 
as to the propriety of availing themselves 
of the declaration. ; P, 99. Birch told 
Pepys, some years before, that he feared 
some would try for extending the tolera-. 
tion to papista; but the sober party 
would rather be without it than have it 
on those terms. Pepys’s Diary, Jan. 31, 
1668, Parl. Hist. 546, 561. | Father Or- 
leans says that Ormond, Arlington, and 

some others, advised the king to comply ; 3 
the duke and the rest of the council urging 
him to adhere, and Shaftesbury, who had 
been the first mover of the project, pledg- 
ing himself for its success: there being a 
party for the king among the commons, 
and a force on foot enough to daunt the 
other side. It was suspected that the 
women interposed, and prevailed on the 
king to withdraw his declaration. Upon 
this Shaftesbary turned short round, pro- 
voked at the king’s want of steadiness, 
and especially at his giving up the point 
about issning writs a the recess of parlia- 

ment,
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timo which, though intolerable to the bigotry and 
passion of the house, would best have foiled the schemes 
of the ministry; a legislative repeal of all tho penal 
statutes both against the catholic and the ‘protestant 
dissenter, as far as regarded the exercise of their religion, | 
It raust be evident to any impartial man that the unre- 
lenting harshness of parliament, from whom no abate- 
ment, even in tho sanguinary laws against the priests of . 
the Romish church, had been obtained, had naturally 
and almost irresistibly driven the members of that per- 
suasion into the camp of prerogative, and even furnished 
a pretext for that continual intrigue and conspiracy 
which was carried on.in the court of Charles IL, as it 
had been in that of his father. A genuino toleration 
would have put an end to much of this, but, in the cir- 
cumstances of that age, it could not have been safely 
granted without an exclusion from those public trusts 
which were to be conferred by a sovereign in whom no 
trust could be reposed. ‘ 

The act of supremacy in the first year of Elizabeth 
had imposed.on all accepting temporal as well as eccle- 
siastical offices an oath denying the spiritual jurisdiction 
of the pope... But though the refusal of this oath when 
tendered incurred various penalties, yet it does not ap- 
pear that any were attached to its neglect, or that the 
oath was a previous qualification for the enjoyment of 
office, as it was made by a subsequent act of the same 
reign for sitting in the house of commons. - It was found 

_ also by experience that persons attached to the Roman 
doctrine sometimes made use of strained constructions 

- to reconcile-the oath of supremacy to their faith. Nor 
could that test be offered to' peers, who were 
excepted by a special provision. or these Tét#+ 
several reasons a more effectual security against popish 
counsellors, at least in notorious power, was created by 

’ the famous test act of 1673, which renders the reception 
of the sacrament according to the rites of the church 
of England, and a declaration renouncing the doctrine 
of transubstantiation, preliminary conditions without 
which no temporal office.of trust can be enjoyed. In 
this fundamental article of faith no compromise or equi- 

“425 Car. 2,¢.2, Burnet, p. 490.
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_ Vocation would be admitted by any member of the church 
of Romo, And, as the obligation extended to the highest 
ranks, this reached the end for which it was immediately 
designed ; compelling not only the lord-treasurer Clif- 

ford, the boldest and most dangerous of that party, to 
-retire from public business, but the duke of York bim- 
self, whose desertion. of the protestant church was 
hitherto not absolutely undisguised, to quit the post of 
lord-admiral” . | 7 

Jt is evident that a test might have been framed to 
exclude the Roman catholic as effectually as the present 
Without bearing like this on the protestant noncon- 
formist, But, though the preamble of the bill, and the 
whole history of the transaction, show that the main 
object was a safeguard against popery, it is probable 
that a majority of both houses liked it the better for this 
secondary effect of shutting out the presbyterians still 
more than had been done’by previous statutes of this 
reign, There took place, however, a remarkable coali- 
tion between the two parties; and many who had always 
acted as high-churchmen and cavaliers, sensible at last 
of the policy of their common adversarics, renounced a 
good deal of the intolerance and bigotry that had charac: 

. terised the present parliament. Tho dissenters, with 
much prudence or laudable disinterestedness, gave their 
support to the test act. In return, a bill was brought 
in, and after some debate passed to tho lords, repealing 
in a considerable degree the persecuting laws against 
their worship.’ The upper house, perhaps invidiously, 
returned it with amendments more favourablo to thy 
dissenters, and insisted upon them after a conference.* 

Y The test act began in a resolution, 
February 28, 1673, that all who refuse 
to take the oaths and receive the sacra+ 
ment acconling to the rites of the church 
of England shall be incapable of all 
public employments. Parl. Hist. 556. 
‘The court party endeavoured to oppose 
the declaration against transubstantia- 
tion, but of course in vain. Id. 561, 692. 

The king had pressed his brother to 
receive the sacrament in order to avoid 
suspicion, which he absolutely refused 5 
and this led, he says, to the test, Life of 
James, p. 482. But bis religion was long 

pretty well known, though he did not 
cease to conform till 1672. 

* Parl. Hist, 526-585.. These debates 
are copied from those published by An- 
chitel Grey, a member of the communs 
for thirty years; but his notes, though 
collectively most valuable, are sometimes 
so brief and ill expressed, that itisbardly 
possible tomake out their meaning. ‘The 
court and church party, or rather some of 
them, seem to have much opposed this 
bill for the relief of protestant discenters, 

® Commons’ Journals, 28th and 29th 
March, 1673. Lords’ Journals, 24th and
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A sudden prorogation very soon put an end to this bill, 
which was as unacceptable to the court as it was to the 
zealots of the church of England. It had been intended 
to follow it up by another, excluding all who should not 
conform to the established church froin serving in the 
house of commons.” ‘ 

It may appear remarkable that, as if content with 
these provisions, the victorious country party did not 

‘Temonstrate against the shutting up of the exchequer, 
nor even wage any direct war against the king’s ad- 
visers. They voted, ou the contrary, a large supply, 
which, as they did not choose explicitly to recognise’tho 
Dutch war, was expressed to be granted for the king’s 
extraordinary occasions. This moderation, which ought 
at least to rescue them from the charges of faction and 
violence, has been censured by some as servilo'and coy- 
rupt; and would really incur censure if they had not 
attained the great object of breaking the court measures 
_by other means. But the test act, and their 
steady protestation against the suspending pre- Susftesbury 
rogative, crushed the projects and dispersed tho and his 
members of the cabal. The king had no longer “8 
any minister on whom he could rely; and, with his 
indolent temper, scems from this time, if not to have 
abandoned all hope of declaring his change of religion, 
yet to have seen both that and his other favourite pro- 
jects postponed without much reluctance. From a real 
‘predilection, from the prospect of gain, and partly, no 
doubt, from some distant views of arbitrary power and 

-a catholic establishment, he persevered a long .time in 
clinging secretly to the interest of France ;. but his active co-operation in the schemes of 1669 was at an end, In 

29th March. The lords were so slow 
about this bill that the lower house, 
knowing an adjournment to be in con- 
templation, sent a message to quicken 
them, according to a practice not unusual 

in this reign. Derhaps, on an attentive 
consideration of the report on the con- 
ference (March 29), it may appear that 
the lords’ amendments had a tendency to 
let in popish, rather than to favour pro- 
testunt dissenters. Parker says that this 
act of indulgence was defeated by his 
Sreat hero, archbishop Sheldon, who pru- 

posed that the nonconformists should 
acknowledge the war against Charles I, 
to be unlawful. Hist. sui temporis, p. 
203 of the translation. 

» It was opored, as an instruction to 
the committee on the test act, that 4 
clause should be introduced rendering 
nonconformists incapable of sitting in 
the house of communs, This was lost by 
163 to 107; but it was resolved that a 
distinct bill should be brought ia for that 
purpose. 10th March, 1672 

© Kennet, p. 318,
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the next session, of October, 1673, the commons drove Buckingham from the king's councils; they intimidated Arlington into a change of policy; and, though they did not succeed in removing the duke of Lauderdale, com- pelled him to confine himself chiefly to the affairs of Scotland.¢ 

. 

© Commons’ Journals, 20th Jan. 1674, Parl Hist. 608, 628, 649, Burnet.
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CHAPTER XII. 

- . 

Eorl of Danby’s Administration—Opposition in the Commions—Frequently corrupt 
Character of Lord Danby—Connexion of the Popular Party with France—Its 
Motives on both Sides—Doubt as to their Acceptance of Money—Secret Treaties 
of the King with France—Fall of Danby—His Impeachment—Questions arising 
on it--His Commitment to the Tower—Pandion pleaded in Bar—Votes of Bishops 
Abatement of Impeachments by Dissolution—Popish Plot—Coleman’s Letters 
—Godfrey’s Death—Injustice of Judges on the Trials—Parliament dissoltved— 
Exclusion of Duke of York proposed—Schemes of Shaftesbury and Monmouth— 
Unsteadiness of the King—Expedients to avoid the Exclusion—Names of Whig 
and Tory—New Council formed by Sir William Temple—Long Prorogation of 
Parliament—Petitions and Addresses—Violence of the Commons—Oxford Patlia- 

* ment—Impeachment of Commoners for Treason ‘constitutional—Fitzharris im- 
peached—Proceedings against Shaftesbury and his Colleagues—Triumph of the 
Court—Forfeiture of Charter of London—And of other places—Projects of Lord 
Russell and Sidney—Their Trials—High Tory Principles of the Clergy—Passive 
Obedience—Some contend for Absolute Power—-Filmer—Sir George Mackenzie— 
Decree of University of Oxford—Connexion with Louis broken off—King’s 
Death, : 

Tue period of lord Danby’s administration, from 1673 to 
1678, was full of chicanery and dissimulation .. 
on the king's sido, of increasing suspiciousness Danby’s ad- 
ou that of the commons. Forced by tho voice ministration. 
of parliament and the bad success of his arms into peace 
with Holland, Charles struggled hard against a co- operation with her in the great confederacy of Spain 
and the empire to resist the encroachments of France 
on the Netherlands. Such was in that age the strength - 
of the barrier. fortresses, and so heroic the resistance of 
the prince of Orange, that, notwithstanding the extreme 
weakness of Spain, there was no moment in that war 
when the sincere and strenuous intervention of England 
would not have compelled Louis XPV. to accept the 
terms of the treaty of Aix la Chapelle. It was the 
treacherous attachment of Charles II. to French interests 
that brought the long congress of Nimeguen to an un- 
fortunate termination; and, by surrendering so many 
towns of Flanders as laid the rest open to futuro ageres-
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sion, gave rise to the tedious struggles of two more 
wars.* 

In the behaviour of the house of commons during this 
period, previously at least to the session of 
1678, there seems nothing which can incur 
much reprehension from those who reflect on 

the king’s character and intentions; unless it be that 
they granted supplies rather too largely, and did not 
sufficiently provide against the-perils of the time. But 
the house of lords contained, ‘unfortunately, an invincible 
majority for the court, ready to frustrate any legislative 
security for public liberty: ‘Thus the habeas corpus act, 
first sont up'to that house in 1674, was lost there in - 
several successive’ sessions. The. commons, therefore, 
testified their sense of public grievances, and kept alive 
an alarm in the nation, by resolutions and addresses, 
which a phlegmatic reader is sometimes too apt to con- 
sider as factions or unnecessary. If they seem to have 
dwelt more, in some of these, on’ the dangers of religion, 
and less on those of liberty, than we may now think 
reasonable, it is to be remembered that the fear of popery 
has always been the surest string to touch for effect on 
the people; and that the general clamour against that 
religion was all covertly directed against the duke of 

York, the most dangerous enemy of every part 
of our constitution. The real vice of this par- 
liament was not intemperance, but corruption. 

Clifford, and still more Danby, were masters in an art 
practised by ministers from the time of James I. (and 
which indeed can never be unknown where there exists 
a court and a popular assembly), that of turning to their 
use the weapons of mercenary eloquence by office, or 
blunting their edge by bribery.’ Some who had been 
once prominent in opposition, as sir Robert Howard 
and sir Richard Temple, became placemen; some, like 

Opposition 
in the 
commons, 

Corruption 
of the par- 
liament. 

" Temple's Memoirs. 
b Burnet says that Danby bribed the 

less important members, instead of the 
leaders, which did not answer 60 well. 
.But he seems to have been liberal to all. 
The parliament bas gained the name of 
the pensioned. In that of 1679 sir Ste- 
phen Fox was called upon to produce an 
account of the moneys paid to many of 

thelr predecessors. Those who belonged 
to the new parliament endeavoured to 
defend themselves, and gave reasons for 
their pensions; but I observe no one 
says he did not always vote with the 
court. Parl, Hist. 1137, North, admits 
that great clamour was excited by this 
discovery ; and well f¢ might. See aly 
Dalrymple, ii, 92. :
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Garraway and sir Thomas Lee, whilo they continued to lead the country party, took money from the court for softening particular votes ;* 
been the case with Reresby, 
the pretended friendship of m 
classes of questions, France 

many, as seems to have 
were won by promises and 
en in power.“ On two great 
and popery, the commons broke away from all management; nor was Danby un- willing to let his master seo their indocility on these subjects.’ But in general, till tho year 1678, by dint of the means before mentioned, and partly no doubt through the honest conviction of many that the king was not likely to employ any minister moro favourable to the protestant religion and liberties of Europe, he kept his ground without any insuperable opposition from parliaments 

Tho.earl of Danby had virtues as an English minister, which served to extonuate some great errors Character and _an entire want of scrupulousness in his cf teen conduct. Zealous against the church of Romo of Danby. - and the aggrandizement of France, ho counteracted, 

° Burnet charges these two leaders of 
opposition with being bribed by the court 
to draw the house into granting an enor- 
mous supply, as the consideration of 
passing the test act; and see Pepys, Oct. 

, 8 1666. Sir Robert Howard and sir 
Richard Temple wero said to have gone 
over to the court in 1670 through simi- 
lar inducements. Ralph, Roger North 
(Examen, p. 456) gives an account of the 
manner in which men were brought off 

. from the opposition, though it was some- 
times advisable to Iet them nominally. 
continue in it; and mentions Lee, Garra- 
way, and Meres, all very active patriots, 
if we trust to the parliamentary debates. 
But, after all, neither Burnet nor Roger 
North are wholly to be relied on as to 
particular instances; though the general 
fact of an extensive corruption be in- 
disputable. : 

@ This cunning, self-interested man, 
who had been introduced to the house 
by lord Russell and lord Cavendish, and 
was connected with the country party, 
tells us that Danby sent for him in Feb, 
1677, and assured him that the fealousies 
of that party were wholly without 

while he seemed to yield to, tho prepossessions of his. 

foundation; that, to his certain know- 
ledge, the king meant no other than to 
preserve the religion and government by 
law established; that, if the government ~ 
was in any danger, it was from those 
who pretended such a mighty zeal for it, 
On finding him well disposed, Danby 
took his proselyte to the king, who 
assured him of his regard for the consti+ 
tution, and was right loyally believed. 
Reresby’s Memoirs, p. 36. 

° “There were two things,’ says 
bishop Parker, “ which, like Circe’s cup, 
bewitched men and turned them into 
brutes, viz. popery and French interest, 
If men otherwise sober heard therm once, 
it was sufficient to make them run mad, 
But, when those things were laid aside, 
their behaviour to his majesty was with 
a becoming modesty.” P. 244, When. 
ever the court seemed to fall in with the 
national interests on the two. points of 
France and popery, many of the country 
party voted with them on other ques. 
tions, though more numerous than their 
own, Temple, p. 45% See, too, Reresby, 
p. 25, et alibi. . :
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master. If the policy of England before the peace of 
Nimeguen was mischievous and disgraceful, it would 
evidently have been far more so had the king and duke 
of York been abetted by.this minister in their fatal pre- 
dilection for France. We owe to Danby’s. influence, it 
must ever be remembered, the marriage of princess Mary 
to the prince of Orange, the seed of the revolution and . 
the act of settlement—a courageous and disinterested 
counsel, which ought not to have proved the source of 
his greatest misfortunes.’ But we cannot pretend to say 
that he was altogether as sound a friend to the constitu- 
tion of his country as to her’ national dignity and in- 
terests. Ido not mean that he wished to render the 
king absolute. Buta minister, harassed and attacked 
in parliament, is tempted to desire the means of crush- 
ing his opponents, or at least of augmenting his own 
sway. The mischievous bill that passed the house of 
lords in 1675, imposing as a test to be taken by both 
houses of parliament, as well as all holding beneficed 
offices, a declaration that resistance to persons commis-- 
sioned by the king was in all cases unlawful, and that 
they would never attempt any alteration in the govern- 
ment in church or state, was promoted by Danby, though 
it might possibly originate with others. It.was appa- 

England a province of France. Reresby's f The king, according to James him. 
Memoirs, p. 109.—1845.] self, readily consented to the marriage of 

the princess, when it was first suggested 
in 1675; the difficulty was with her 
father, He gave at last a reluctant con- 
sent; and the offer was made by lords 
Arlington and Ossory to the prince of 
Orange, who received it coolly. Life of 
James, 601. Temple's Memoirs, p. 397. 
When he came over to England in Oct. 
1677, with the intention of effecting the 
match, the king and duke wished to de- 
fer it till the conclusion of the treaty 
then in negotiation at Nimeguen; but 
“the obstinacy of the prince, with the 
assistance of the treasurer, who from 
that time entered into the measures and 
interests of the prince, prevailed upon 
the flexibility of the king to let the mar- 
nlage be first agreed and concluded” 
P. 503. ° [If we may trust Reresby, which 
is not perhaps always, the case, the duke 
of York had hopes of marrying the prin- 
cess Mary to the Dauphin, thus rendering 

8 Kennet, p. 332. North's Examen, 
p. 61. Burnet. This test was covertly 
meant against the Romish party, as well . 
as more openly against the dissenters. 
Life of James, p: 499. Danby set him- 
self up as the patron of the church party 
and old cavaliers against the two op- 
posing religions, trusting that they were 
stronger in the house of commons. But 
the times were so changed that the same 
men had no longer the same principles, 
and the house would listen to no mea- 
sures against nonconformists. He pro- 
pitiated, however, the prelates, by re- 
newing the persecution under the existing 
laws, which had been relaxed by the 
cabal ministry, Baxter, 156, 172. Ken- 
net, 332. Neal, 698, Somers Tracts, vil. 
336. 

Meanwhile, schemes of comprehension 
were sometimes on foot; and the prelates 
affected to be desirous of bringing about
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rently meant as a bone of contention among the country party, in which presbyterians and old parliamentarians. 
- Were. associated with discontented cavaliers. Besides 

the mischief of weakening this party, which indeed the minister could not fairly bo expected to feel, nothing 
couhl have been devised more unconstitutional, or more advantageous to the court’s projects of arbitrary power. 

- It is certainly possible that a minister who, aware of 
the dangerous intentions of his sovereign or his col- leagues, remains in the cabinet’ to thwart and counter- mine them, may serve the public more effectually than by retiring from office; but he will scarcely succeed in avoiding some material sacrifices of integrity, and still 
less of reputation.’ Danby, the ostensible adviser of Charles II., took on himself the Just odium of that hollow and suspicious policy which appeared to the world. We 
know indeed that’ he’ was concemed, against his own . . ’ . : ° oS judgment, in the king’s . secret receipt of money from 
France, the price of neutrality, both in 1676 and in 1678, the latter to his own ruin." Could the opposition, though not so well apprized of these transactions as wo are, be censured for giving little credit to his assurances of zeal 
against that power; which, though sincere in him, were so little in unison with the disposition of the court? - Had they no cause to dread that the great army sud-- denly raised in 1677, on pretence of ‘being employcd 

an union; but Morley and Sheldon frus- 
trated them all Baxter, 156; Kennet, 
326; Parker, 25.° The bishops, however, 
were not uniformly intolerant: Croft, 
bishop of Hereford, published, about 
1675, a tract that made some noise, en- 
titled The Naked Truth, for the purpose 
of moderating differences. It is not 
written with extraordinary ability, but 
is very candid and well designed, though 
conceding so much as to scandatise his 
brethren. Somers Tracts, Vii. 263 5 Biogr, 
Brit, art. Cnort, where the book is ex- 
travagantly overpraiscd. Croft was one 
of the few bishops who, being then very 

‘old, advised his clergy to read James I's 
declaration in 1687; thinking, I suppose, 
though jin those circumstances errune- 
ously, that toleration was so good a 
thing, it was better to bave it irregularly 

VOL. Ir. 

than not at all. 
h Charles received 500,000 crowns for 

the long prorogation of partiament, from 
Nov. 1675 to Feb. 1677... In the begin- 
ning of the year 1676 the two kings 
bound themselves by a formal treaty (to 
which Danby and Lauderdale, but not” 
Coventry or Williamson, were privy) not 
to enter on any treaties but by mutual 
consent; and Ctarles promised, in con- 
sideration of a pension, to Prorogue or 
dissolve parliament, if they should ate 
tempt to foreé™”such treatics upon him, 
Dalrymple, p. 99. Danby tried to break 
this off, but did not hesitate to Press the 
French cabinet for the Toney; and 
200,000. was paid. The prince of: 
Orange came afterwards throngh Rou.- 
vigny to a knowledge of this sceret treaty. 
Platt . 

2D
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against France, might be turned to some worse purposes 
more congenial to the king’s temper ?! 

This invincible distrust of the court is the best apology 
Connexion for that which has given rise to so much cen- 
ctrunr -SUre, the secret connexions formed by tho 
party with -leaders of opposition with Louis XIV., through 
rance. motiveson His ambassadors Barillon and Rouvigny, about 

both sides. _ the spring of 1678. They well knew that the 
king’s designs against their liberties had been planned 
in concert With “France, and could: hardly be rendered 
effectual without her aid in money, if not in arms,™ 

.1 This army consisted of between 
twenty and thirty thousand men, as fine 
troops as could be seen (Life of James, 
p. 512)—an alarming sight to those who 
denied the lawfulness of any standing 
army. It is impossible to doubt, from 
Barillon’s correspondence in Dalrymple, 
that the king and duke looked to this 
force ‘as the means of consolidating the 
Toyal authority. This was suspected at 
home, and very Justly:— Many well- 
meaning men,” says Reresby, “ began to 
fear the army now raised was rather in- 
tended to awe our own kingdom than to 
war against France, as had at first been 
suggested:” p. 62. And in a former 
passage, p. 57, he positively attributes 
the opposition to the French war in 
1678 to“ a jealousy that the king indeed 
intended to raise an army, but never de- 
signed to go on with the war; and, to” 
say the truth, some of the king’s own 
party were not very sure of the con-_ 
trary.”” 

k Dalrymple, p.129. The immediate 
cause of those intrigues was the indigna- 
tion of Louis at the princess Mary’s mar- 
riage. That event, which, as we know 
from James himself, was very suddenly 
brought about, took the king of France 
by surprise. Charles apologised for it to 
Barillon, by saying, “I am the only one 
of my party, except my brother.” P, 125. 
This, in fact, was the secret of his ap- 
parent relinguishment of French inter- 
ests at different times in the latter years 
of his reign; he found it hard to kick 
constantly against the pricks, and could 
employ no minister who went cordially 
along with his predilections, He seems 
too at times, as well as the duke of York, 

‘If 
to have been seriously provoked at the 
unceasing encroachments of France, which 
exposed him to so much vexation at 
Tome. 

- The connexion with lords Russell and 
Hollis began in March, 1673, though 
some of the opposition had been making 
advances to Barillon in the preceding - 
November: p. 129,131. See also ‘Copies 
and Extracts of some Letters written to 
him from the Earl of Danby,’ published 
in 1716, whence ft appears that Montagn 
suspected the intrigues of Barillon, and 
the mission of Rouvigny, lady Russell's 
first-cousin, for the same purpose, as 
early as Jan. 1678, and informed Danby : 
of it: p. 50, 53, 69. . 

™ Courtin, the French ambassador 
“who preceded Barilton, bad been engaged 
through great part of the year 1677 ina 
treaty with Charles for the prorogation 
or dissolution’ of Parliament. After a 
Jong chaffering, the sum was fixed at 
2,000,000 livres; in consideration of 
which the king of England pledged him- 
self to prorogue parliament from Decem- 
ber to April, 1678. It was in conse» 
quence of the subsidy being stopped by 
Louis, in resentment of the princess 
Mary’s marriage, that parliament, which 
had been already prorogued till April, 
was suddenly assembled in February. 
Dalrymple, p. 111. It appears that 
Courtin had employed French money to 
bribe members of the commons in 1677 
with the knowledge of Charles, assigning 

: as. areason that Spain and the emperor 

were distributing money on the other 
side. In the course of this negotiation 
he assured Charles that the king of - 
France was always ready to employ ail
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they could draw over this dangerous ally from his side, 
and convince the king of France that it “was not his 
interest to crush their power, they would at least 
frustrate the suspected conspiracy, and sccure the dis- 
banding of the army; though at a great sacrifice of the 
continental policy which they had long maintained, and 
which was.truly important to our honour and safety. Yet 
there must bo degrces in the scale of public utility ; and, 
if the liberties of tho people were really endangered by 
domestic treachery, it was ‘ridiculous to think of saving 
Tournay and Valenciennes at the expense of all that 
was dearest at home. This is plainly the secret of that 
unaccountable, as it then seemed, and factious opposi- 
tion, in the year 1678, which cannot bo denied to have 
served the ends of France, a nd thwarted the endeavours 
of lord Danby and sir William Temple to urge on the uncertain and half-reluctant temper of tho king into a 
decided course of policy". Louis, in fact, had no desire to see the king of England absolute over his people, "unless it could be done so much by his own help as to render himself the real master of both. In the estimate of kings, or of such kings as Louis XIV., all limitations of sovereignty, all co-ordinate authority of estates and 

his forces for the confirmation and aug- 
mentation of the royal authority in Eng- 

‘Jand, so that he should always be master 
of bis subjects, and not depend upon 
them. : . 

® Sce what Temple says of this, p. 
460. The king raised 20,000 men fn the 
spring of 1678, and seemed ready to go 

‘into the war; but all was epoiled by a 
vote, on Clarges’s motion, that no moncy 
should be granted till satisfaction should 
be made as to religion. This frritated 

“the king so much that he determined to 
‘take the money which France offered 
him; and he afterwards almost com- 
pelled the Dutch to sign the treaty; so 
much against the prince of Orange’s in- 
clinations, that he bas often been charged, 
though unjustly, with having fought the 
battle of St. Denis after he knew that 
the peace was conclnded. Danby also, 
in his Vindication (published in 1679, 
“and again in 1710—see State Trials, ii, 
"634), lays the blame of discouraging the 

_ parliaments, aro not only derogatory to the royal dignity, 

_King from embarking ‘in the war on thia 
vote of the commons. And the author 
of the Life of James II. says very truly 
that the commons “ were fa reali ty more 
Jealous of the king’s power than of the 
power of France; for, notwithstanding 
all their former warm addresses for hine 
dering the crowth of the power of France, 
when the king had no army, now that he 
had one they passed a vote to have it 
immediately disbanded; and the factious party, which was then prevalent anong 
them, made it their only business to be 
rid of the duke, to pull down the minise 
ters, and to weaken the crown,"" P, 512, 

In defence’&f the commons it fs to be 
urged that, if they had any strong snspi- 
cion of the king’s private intrigues with 
France for some years past, as in all 
likelihood they had, common prudence 
would teach them to distrust his pre+ 
tended desire for war with her; and it fs, 
in fact, most probable that his real object 
was to be master of a considerable amy 

D2 
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but injurious to the’ state itself, of which they. distract 
the councils and enervate the force. Great armies, 
prompt obedience, unlimited power over the national 
resources, secrecy in council, rapidity in execution, 
belong to an energetic and enlightened despotism: wa 
should greatly err in supposing that Louis XIV. was led 
to concur in projects of subverting our constitution from 
any jealousy of its contributing to our prosperity. Ho 
saw, on tho contrary, in the perpetual jarring of the kings 
and parliaments, a source of feebleness and vacillation 

‘In foreign affairs, and a field for intrigue and corruption. 
It was certainly far from his design to see a republic, 
either in name or effect, established in England; but an- 
unanimous loyalty, a spontancous submission to the 
court, was as little consonant to his interests; and, 
especially if accompanied with a, willing return of tho 
majority to the catholic religion, would have put an end 
to his influence over the king, and still more certainly 
over the duke of York.°’ He had long been sensible of 
the advantage to be reaped from a malecontent party in 
England. In the first years after the restoration he 
kept up a connection with the disappointed common- 
wealth’s men, while their courage was yet fresh and 
unsubdued ; and in the war of 1665 was very nearly 
exciting insurrections both in England and Ircland.? 
Theso schemes of course were suspended as he grew into 
closer friendship with Charles, and saw a surer method 
of preserving an ascendancy over the kingdom. But, as 
soon as the princess Mary’s marriage, contrary. to the 
king of England’s promise, and to the plain intent of all 
their clandestine negotiations, displayed his faithless 
and uncertain character to the French cabinet, they de- 
termined to make the patriotism, the passion, and the | 
corruption of the house of commons, minister to their 
resentment and ambition. 

© The memorial of Blanchard to the 
prince of Orange, quoted by Dalrymple, 

“XIV. fi. 204, and v. 67, where we have Pp. 201, contains these words: “Le roi 
auroit été bien faché qu'il eft été absolu 
dans ses états ; l'une de ses plus constantes 
maximes depuis son rétablissement ayant 
été de le diviser d’avec sun parlement, 

et de se servir tantét de l'un, tantdt de 

Yautre, toujours par argent pour parvenir 

a ses fins.” 
P Ralph, p. 116. CEuvres de Louis 

acurious and characteristic letter of the 
king to d’Estrades in Jan, 1662, when he 
had been provoked by some high Ian- | 
guage Clarendon bad held about the right 
of the flag. . .
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The views of lord Hollis and Jord Russell in this clan- destine intercourso with the French ambassador were sincerely patriotic and honourable: to detach France from the king; to crush tho duke of York and popish faction; to procure the disbanding of tho army, the dis- solution of a corrupted parliament, the dismissal of a bad minister. They would indecd havo displayed more prudeuce in leaving these dark and dangerous paths of intrigue to the court which was practised in them. They were concerting measures with the natural enemy of their country, religion, honour, and liberty; whoso obvious policy was to keep the kingdom disunited that it might be powerless; who had been long abetting the worst designs of our own court, and who could never be expected to act against popery and despotism, but for the temporary ends of his ambition. Yet, in the very critical © circumstances of that period, it was impossible to pursuo "any course with security; and the dangers of excessive circumspection and adherence to general rules may often be as formidable as those of temerity. The connection of the popular party with France may very probably have frustrated the sinister intentions of the king and duke, by compelling the reduction of the army, though at the price of a great sacrifice of European policy. ‘Such may be, with unprejudiced men, a sufficient apology for the conduct of lord Russell and lord Hollis, the most public-spirited and high-minded characters of their ago, | 

& The letters of Barillon in Dalrymple, 
Pp. 134, 136, 140, are sufficient proofs of 
this. He imputes to Danby in one place, 
p. 142, the design of making the king 

, absolute, and says: “MM. Je duc d’York 
se croit perdu pour sa religion, ef l’occa- 
sion présente ne lui sert & soumettre 
l’Angleterre ; c'est une entreprise fort 
hardie, et dont le succés est fort douteux.” 
Of Charles himself he says, “Le rof 
d’Angleterre balance encore & se porter & 
Vextrémité; son humeur répugne fort au 
dessein de changer le gouvernement. I 
est néanmoins entrainé par M. le duc 
a@’York et par le grand trésorier; mais 
dans le fond flaimeroit mieux que Ja paix 

. le mit en état de demeurer en repos, et 
Tétablir ses affaires, c’est-A-dire, un bon 
revenu; et je crois qu'il ne se soucie pas 
beaucoup d'étre plus absolu qu'il est. Le 

duc et Je trésorier connoissent bien A qui 
ils ont affaire, et craignent d’étre aban- 
donnés par le roi d'Angleterre aux pre- 
miers obstacles considérables qu’ils trou. 
verunt au dessein de relever l'autorité 
royale en Angleterre.” On this passage 
it may be observed that there is Teason 
to believe there was no co-operation, but 
rather a great distrust, at this time bee 
tween the duke of York and lord Danby, 
But Barillon ad no doubt taken care to 
infuse into the minds of the opposition 
those suspicions of that minister's de 
signs, . . 

* Barillon appeara to have favoured 
the opposition rather than the duke of York, who urged the Keeping up of the 
army. This was also the great object of 
the king, who very reluctantly disbanded 
it in Jan. 1679. Dalrympte, 207, ke,
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in this extraordinary and unnatural-alliance. It would 
have been unworthy of their virtue to have gone into so 
desperate an intrigue with no better aim than that of 
ruining lord Danby; and of this I think we may fully 
acquit them. The noblencss of Russell’s disposition . 
beams forth in all that Barillon has written of their con- 
ferences. Yet, notwithstanding the plausible grounds of 
his conduct, we can hardly avoid wishing that he had 
abstained from so dangerous an’ intercourse, which led 
him to impair, in the eyes of posterity, by something 
more like faction than can be ascribed to any other part 
of his parliamentary life, the consistency and ingenuous- 
ness of his character.’ ; 

I have purposely mentioned lord Russell and lord: 
Doubtas Hollis apart from others who were mingled in 
acceptance the same intrigues of the French ambassador, : 
‘otimoney both because they were among the first with 
Poe whom he tampered, and because they are ho- 

_ party. nourably distinguished by their abstinence from 
all pecuniary remuneration, which Hollis refused, and 
which Bayillon did not presume to offer to Russell. . It 
appears, however, from this minister’s accounts of the 
money he had expended .in this secret servico of the 
French crown, that, at a later time, namely about the 
end of 1680, many of the leading members of opposition, 
sir Thomas Littleton, Mr. Garraway, Mr. Hampden, Mr. 
Powle, Mr. Sacheverell, Mr. Foley, reecived sums of 500 
or 800 guineas, as testimonies of the king of Franco’s 
munificence and favour. Among others, Algernon Sjdney, 
who, though not in parliament, was very active out of it, 
is more than once mentioned. Chiefly because the name ~ 
of Algernon Sidney had been associated with the most 
stern and elevated virtuo, this statement was received 
with great reluctance ; ‘and many have ventured to call 
the truth of these pecuniary gratifications in question. 
This is certainly a bold surmise; though Barillon is 

‘known to have been a man of luxurious and expensive 
habits, and his demands for more moncy on account of 
the English court, which continually occur in his corre- 
spondence with Louis, may lead to a suspicion that he 
would be in some measure a gainer by it. This, how- 

_* This delicate subject is treated with John Russell, in his Life of William Lord 
great candvur as wellasjudgment bylord Russell .
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, ever, might possibly be the case without actual pecula- 
tion. But it must be observed that there are two classes 
of. those who are alleged to. have received ‘presents 

- through his hands: one, of such as were in actual com- 
munication with himself; another, of such as sir John 
Baber, a secret agent, had prevailed upon to accept it. 
Sidney was in the first class; but as to the second, 
comprehending Littleton, Hampden, Sacheverell, in. 
whom.it is, for different reasons, as difficult to suspect 
pecuniary corruption as in him, the proof is manifestly 
weaker, depending only on tho assertion of an intriguer 
that he had paid them themoncy. The falschood either 
of Baber or Barillon would acquit these considerable 
men, Nor is it to bo reckoned improbable that persons 
employed in this clandestine service should be guilty of . 
a fraud, for which they could evidently never be mado, 
responsible. Wo have indeed a remarkable confession 
of Coleman, the famous intriguer executed for the popish 
plot, to this effect. He deposed in his examination 
before the house of commons, in November, 1678, that 
he had received last session of Barillon 25001. to be dis- 
tributed among members of parliament, which he had 

" converted to his own use. It is doubtless possible that 
Coleman, having actually expended this money in the 
manner intended, bespoke the favour of those whose 
secret he kept by taking the discredit of such a fraud on 
himself. But it is also possible that he spoke the truth. 
A’similar uncertainty hangs over the transactions of sir 
John Baber.’ Nothing in the parliamentary conduct of 
the above-mentioned gentlemen in 1680 corroborates the 
suspicion of an intrigue with France, whatever may have ~ 
been tho case in 1678.’ oo 

' “I must fairly confess, however, that the decided bias 
of my own mind is on the affirmative side of this ques- 
tion; and that principally because I am not so much 
struck as some have been by any violent. improbability 
in what Barillon wrote to his court on*the subject. If: 
indeed we were to read that Algernon Sidney had been 
bought over by Louis XIV. or Charles II. to assist in 
setting up absolute monarchy in England, wo might 
fairly oppose our knowledge of his inflexible and haughty 

& Parl. Hist, 1033; Dalrymple, 200."
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character, of his zeal, in life and death, for republican 
liberty. But there is, I presume, some moral distinction 
between the acceptance of a.bribe to desert or betray our 
principles, and that of a trifling present for acting in 
confonnity to them. The one is, of course, to be’styled 
corruption ;- the other is repugnant to a generous and 
delicate mind, but too much sanctioned by the practice 
of an age far less scrupulous than our own, to have 
carried with it any great self-reproach or sense of degra- 
dation.’ It is truly inconceivable that men of such pro- 
perty as sir Thomas Littleton or Mr. Foley should have 

: accepted 300 or 500 guineas, the sums mentioned by 
Barillon, as tho price of apostasy. from those political 
principles to which they owed the esteem of their 
country, or of an implicit compliance with tke dictates 
of France. It is sufiiciently discreditable. to the times 
in which they lived. that they should have. accepted so 
pitiful a gratuity; unless indeed wo should in candour 
resort to an hypothesis which seems not absurd, that 
they. agreed -among themselves not to offend Louis, or 
excite his distrust, by a refusal of this money. Sidnoy 
indeed was, as there is reason to think, a distressed 
man; he had formerly been in connection with the court 

of France," and had persuaded himself that tho coun- 
tenance of that power might one day or other be afforded 
to his darling scheme of a commonwealth ; he had con- 
tracted a dislike to the prince of Orange, and consc- . 
quently to the Dutch alliance, from the same governing 
motive : is it strange that one so circumstanced should 
have accepted a small gratification from the king of 
France which implied-no dereliction of his duty as an 
Englishman, or any sacrifice of political integrity? And- 

. "Louis XIV. tells us that Sidney had 
Made proposals to France in 1666 for an 
insurrection, and asked 100,000 crowns to 
effect it, which was thought too much for 
anexperiment. He tried to persuade the 
ministers that {t was against the interest 
of France that England should continue a 
monarchy. CEuvres de Louis XIV, fi. 
204. (Sidney’s partiality to France dis- 
plays itself in his Letters to Saville, in 
1679, published by Hollis. They evince 
also a blind credulity in the popish plot. 
The whole of Sidney's conduct 13 incon- 

sistent with his having possessed either 
practical good sense or a just appreciation 
of the public interests; and his influence 
over the whig party appears to have been 
entirely mischievous, though he was not 
only a mich better man than Shaftes- 
bury, which is no high praise, but than 
the greater number of that faction, as 
they must be called, notwithstanding their 
services to liberty. A Tract on Love by 
Algernon Sidney, in Somers’ Tracts, viii, 
612, displays an almost Platonic elegance 

and delicacy of mind.—1815.]
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“I should be glad to be informed by the idolaters of 
Algernon Sidney’s name, what we know of him from 
authentic and contemporary sources which renders this: 
incredible. 

France, in the whole course of these intrigues, held 
the game in her hands. Mistress of both parties, See 
she mnight cither embarrass the king through fecret of 
parliament, if ho pretended to an independent the ig sce 
course of policy, or cast away the latter when an 
he should return to his former engagements. Hence, 
as early as May, 1678, a private treaty was set on foot 
between Charles and Louis, by which the former obliged 
himself to keep a neutrality, if the allies should not 
accept the terms offered by France, to recall all his 
troops from Flanders within two months, to disband 
most of his army, and not to assemble his parliament for 
six months: in return he was to reccive 6,000,000 livres. 
This was signed by the king himself on May 27; none 
of his ministers venturing to affix their names.* Yet at 
this time he was making outward professions of an in- 
tention to carry on the war. Even in this secret treaty, 
so thorough was his insincerity, he meant to evade ono 

' of its articles, that of disbanding his. troops. In this 
alono he was really opposed to‘the wishes of Franco; 
and her pertinacity in disarming him scems to have been 
the chief source of those capricious changes of his dis- 
position which we find for three or four years at this 
period’ Louis again appears not only to havo mis- 
trusted the king’s own inclinations after the prince of 
Orange’s marriage, and‘ his ability to withstand the 
eagerness of tho nation for war, but to have apprehended 
that he might become absolute by means of his army, 
without standing indebted for it to his ancient ally. In 
this point therefore he faithfully served the popular 
party. Charles used every endeavour to evade this con- 
dition ; whether it were that he still entertained hopes 

_of obtaining arbitrary power throughJntimidation, or 

* Dalrymple, 162. , 
Y His exclamation at Barillon’s press- 

ing the reduction of the army to 8000 
men iswell known. “God's fish! are alt 
the king of France’s promises to make 

. me niaster of my subjects come to this? 

or does he think that a matter to be done 
with 8000 men?” Temple says, “He 
secmed at this time (May, 1678) more 
resolved to enter into the war than X had 
ever before seen or thought him.”
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that, dreading tho violence of the house of commons,- 
and ascribing it rather to a republican conspiracy than 
to his own misconduct, he looked to a military force as 
his security. From this motive we may account for his 
strange proposal to tho French king of a league in sup- 
port of Sweden, by which he was to furnish fifteen ships 
and 10,000 men, at the expense of France, during three 
years, receiving six millions for the first year, and four. 
for each of the two next. Louis, as is highly probable, 
betrayed this project to tho Dutch government, and thus 
frightened them into that hasty signature of tho treaty 
of Nimeguen, which broke up the confederacy, and ac- 
complished the immediate objects of his ambition. No 
longer in need of the court of England, he determined 
to punish it for that duplicity which none resent more 
in others than those who are accustomed, to practise it.’ 
He refused Charles the pension stipulated by the private 
treaty, alleging that its conditions had not been per- | 
formed; and urged on Montagu, with promises of in- 
demnification, to betray as much as he knew of that 
secret, in order to ruin lord Danby.* ; 

Tho ultimate cause of this minister’s fall may thus 
Pan of be deduced from the best action of his life; 
Danby, though it ensued immediately from his very 

. roe im- culpable weakness in aiding the king’s inclina- 
tions towards a sordid bargaining with France. 

Jt is well known that the famous letter to Montagu, 
empowering him to make an offer of neutrality for the 
price of 6,000,000 livres, was not only written by the 
king’s express order, but that Charles attested this with 
his own signature in a postscript. This bears.date five 
days after an act had absolutely passed to raise money 
for carrying on the war; a circumstance worthy of par- 
ticular attention, as it both puts an end to every pretes 
or apology which the least scrupulous could venture to 
urge in behalf of this negotiation, and justifies the whig 
party of England in an invincible distrust, an inexpiable- 
hatred, of so perfidious a cozener as filled the throne. 
But, as he was beyond their reach, they exercised a con- 
stitutional right in the impeachment of his responsible 
minister. For responsible he surely was; though, _ 

® Dalrymple, 178, et post.” ,
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‘strangely mistaking the obligations of an English states- 
man, Danby seems to fancy in his printed defence that 
the king’s order would be sufficient warrant to justify 
obedienco in any caso not literally unlawful. . «J. 
believe,” he says, “there are very few subjects but what 
would tako it ill not to be obeyed" by their servants; 
and their servants might as justly expect their master’s 
protection for their obedience.” “Tho letter to Montagu, 
he asserts, ‘* was written by the king’s command, upon 
the subject of peace and war, whercin his majesty alone 
is at all times sole judge, and ought to be obeyed not 
only by any. of his ministers of state but by all his sub- 
jects.”* Such were, in that age, the monarchical or Do 

' tory maxims of government, which the impeachment of 
this minister contributed in some measure to overthrow. 
.As the king’s authority for the letter to Montagu was an 
undeniable fact, evidenced by his own handwriting, the 
commons in impeaching lord Danby went a great way 
towards establishing the principle that no minister can 
shelter himself behind the throne by pleading obedience 
to the orders of his sovercign. He is considered, in the: 
modern theory of the constitution, answerable for the 
justice, the honesty, the utility of all measures emanating 
from the crown, as well as for their legality; and thus 

_ the executive administration is rendered subordinate, in 
all great matters of policy, to the superintendenco and 
virtual control of the two houses of parliament. It must 
at the samo time be admitted that, through the heat of 
honest indignation and some less worthy passions on the 
one hand, through uncertain and crude principles of con- 
stitutional law on the other, this just and necessary im- 
peachment of the earl of Danby was not so conducted as 
to be exempt from all reproach., Tho charge of high ; 
treason for an offence manifestly amounting only to 
misdemeanor, with the purpose, not perhaps of taking 
tho life of tho accused, but at least of procuring some 
punishment beyond the law, with the strange mixturo 

® Memoirs relating to the Impeach- 
ment of the Earl of Danby, 1710, p. 151, 
m7, State Trials, vol. xi. : 

> The violence of the next house of 
commons, who refused to acqniesce in 
Panby’s banishment, to which the lords 
had changed their bill of atlaigfer, may 

seem to render jt very doubtful whether 
they would have spared bis life. But i¢ 
is to be remembered that they were ex. 
asperated by the pardon he had ctan- 
destinely obtained, and pleaded in bar of 
their impeachment,
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of articles, as to which there was no presumptive proof, 
or which wero evidently false, such as concealment of 
the popish plot, gave such a character of intemperance 
and faction to these procecdings as may lead superficial 
readers to condemn them altogether. The compliance 

' of Danby with tho king’s corrupt policy had been highly 
culpable, butit was not unprecedented ; it was even con- 
formable to the court standard of duty; and as it sprang 
from too inordinate a desire to retain power, it would 
have found an appropriate and adequate chastisoment in 
exclusion from office, We judge perhaps somewhat 
more favourably of lord Danby than his contemporaries 
at that juncture were warranted to do; but even then 
he was rather a minister to be pulled down than a man - 
to be severely punished, His one great and undeniable 
service to the protestant and English interests should 
have palliated a multitude of errors. Yet this was the 
piainspring and first source of tho intrigue that ruined 
nim, : : 

Tho impeachment of lord Danby brought forward 
several material discussions on that part of our Questions . ; . arising oa constitutional law which should not be passed 

reactment, OVer in this place. 1. As soon as tho charges 
Janby's -presented by the commons at the bar of the’ 
ment to the Upper house had been read, a motion was made 
‘Tower. that the carl should withdraw; and another 
afterwards that he should be committed to the Tower; 
both of which were negatived by considerable majorities. . 
This refusal to commit on a charge of treason had created 
a dispute between the two houses in the instance of lord 
Clarendon. In that case, however, one of tho articles 
of impeachment did actually contain an unquestionable 
treason, But it was contended with much more force on 
the present occasion, that if the commons, by merely | 
using the word traitorously, could alter the character of 

" offences which, on their own showing, amounted but to 
misdemeanors, the boasted certainty of the law in mat- 
ters of treason would be at an end; and unless it were 

: © The impeachment was carried by peers entered their protests; Halifax, 
179 to 116, Dec, 19. A motion, Dec. 21, Essex, Shaftesbury, &c. : 
to leave out the word traitorously, was * State Trials, vi. 351, et post. Hate 
lust by 179 to 141. sell’s Precedents, iy. 176. 

4 Lords'Juurnals, Dec. 26,1678, Eightecn 4 
oe
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“meant that the lords should pass sentence in such a case against the received rules of law, there could be no pre- text for their refusing to admit the accused to bail. Even in Strafford’s ease, which was a condemned precedent, they had a general chargo of high treason upon which he was committed: while tho offences alleged against Danby were stated with particularity, and upon the face _ of the articles could not bo brought within’ any reason- able interpretation of the statutes relating to treason, The house of commons faintly urged a remarkablo clausé in the act of Edward IIL, which provides that, in caso of any. doubt arising as to the nature ofan offence charged to amount to treason, the judges should refer it to the sentence of parliament ; and maintained that this invested the two houses with a declaratory power to extend the penalties of the law to new offences which had not been ‘clearly provided for.in its enactments. But, though something liko this might possibly have been in contem- plation with the framers of that statute, and precedents, * were not absolutely wanting to support the construction, - it was so repugnant to the more equitable principles of criminal law which had begun to gain ground, that even ‘the heat of faction did not induce the commons to insist upon it, They may be considered, however, as having carried their point; for, though the prorogation and sub- sequent dissolution of the present parliament ensucd so quickly that nothing more was dono in tho matter, yet, when the next house of commons revived the impeach- ment, the lords voted to take Danby into custody without any further objection.’ It ought not to be inferred from hence that they were wrong in refusing to commit; nor: do I conceive, notwithstanding the Jater precedent of lord Oxford, that any rule to the contrary is established, In any future case it ought to be open to debate whether 
articles of impeachment pretending to contain a charge of high treason do substantially set forth overt acts of 
such a crime; and if the house of logds shall be of 
opinion, either by consulting tho judges or otherwise, | 
that no treason is specially alleged,: they should, not- 
withstanding any technical words, treat the offence as a 
misdemeanor, and admit the accused to bail. 

f Lords’ Journals, April 16. conference between the two houses,” said &«The lord privy seal, Anglesca, ina “that in the transaction of this affair
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2, A still more important question arose as to the 
Pardon king's right of pardon upon a_ parliamentary 
pleaded impeachment. Danby,-who had absconded on 
imbar. “ the unexpected revival of these proceedings in 

the new parliament, finding that an act of attainder was 
likely to pass against him in consequence of his flight 
from justice, surrendered himself to the. usher of the 
black rod; and, on being required to give in his written 
answer to the charges of the commons, pleaded a pardon 
secretly obtained from the king, in bar of the prosecu- 
tion." The commons resolved that the pardon was illegal 
and void, and ought not to be pleaded in bar of the im- 
peachment of the commonsof England. They demanded 
judgment at the lords’ bar against Danby, as having put 
ina void plea. They resolved, with that culpable vio- 
lence which distinguished this and the succeeding house 
of commons, in order to deprive the accused of the 
assistance of counsel, that no commoner whatsoever 
should presume to maintain the validity of the pardon 
pleaded by tho earl of Danby, without their consent, on 
pain of being accounted a betrayer of the liberties of the 
commons of England. They denied the right of the 
bishops to vote on the validity of this pardon. They 
‘demanded the appointment of a committee from both 
houses to regulate the form and manner of proceeding on 
this impeachment, as well as on that of the five lords 
accused of participation in the popish plot. The upper 
house gave some signs of a vacillating and temporizing 
spirit, not by any means unaccountable. -They acceded, 

were two great points gained by this 
house of commons: the first was, that 
impeachments made by the commons in 
one parliament continued from session to 
sessiun, and parliament to parliament, 
notwithstanding prorogations or dissolu- 
tions: the other point was, that in cases 
of impeachments, upon special matter 
shown, if the modesty of the party directs 
him not ‘to withdraw, the lords admit 
that of right they ought to order him to 
withdraw, and that afterwards he ought 
to he committed. But he understood 
that the lords did not intend to extend 
the points of withdrawing and commit- 
ting to general impeachments without 
epecial matter alleged ; else they did not 
know how many might be picked out of 

their house on a sudden.” : 
Shaftesbury said, indecently enough, 

that they were as willing to be rid of the 
earl of Danby as the commons, and ca- 
Villed at the distinction between geueral 
and spectal impeachments. Commons’ 
Journals, April 12, 1679. On the im- 
peachment of Scroggs for treason, in the 
next parliament, it was moved to commit 

him; but the previous question was 
carried, and he was admitted to bail; 
doubtless because no sufficient matter 
was alleged. Twenty peers protested. 
Lords’ Journals, Jan. 7, 1681. 

bh Lords’ Journals, April 25. Part, : 
Tist. 1121, &e. : 

t Lords’ Journals, May 9, 1679.
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-after a first refusal, to the proposition of a committee, though manifestly designed to encroach on their own exclusive claim of judicature.* But they came to a reso- lution that the spiritual lords had 
_in parliament in capital cases, 
shall be pronounced,™ 
against this vote ;*" but 
curtain over their differences 

a right to sit and vote 
until judgment of death 

The commons of course protested 
& prorogttion soon dropped the 

; and Danby’s impeachment was not acted upon in the next parliament. 
There seems to be no kind of pretence for objecting to the votes of the bishops on such preliminary y, otes of questions'as may arise in an impeachment of bishops. treason. It is true that ancient custom has go far en- grafted the provisions of the ecclesiastical law on our constitution that they are bound to withdraw when judg- ment of life or death is pronounced ; though even in this they always did it with a protestation of their 

remain. This, once claimed as 
right to 

a privilege of the church, and reluctantly admitted by the state, became, in the lapse of ages, an exclusion and a badge of inferiority. In the constitutions of Clarendon under 
enacted, that the bishops and others 

Henry II. it is 
holding spiritual -benefices ‘in capite” should give their attendance at trials in parliament till it come to sentence of life or member. . This, although perhaps too ancient to havo authority as statute law, was 

‘constitutional usage, 
alleged on the other side, 
was built upon nothing 

a sufficient evidence of the 
where nothing so material could be 

And, as the original privilege 
better than the narrow super- stitions of the canon law, there was no reasonable pre- text for carrying 

farther than certain: and 
the exclusion 

constant 
Though it was true, as the enemies 

of the spiritual 
precedents required, 
of lord Danby urged, that by voting for the validity of his pardon they would 

k Lords’ Journals, May 10 and 21. 
After the former vote 50 peers, out of 
107 who appear to have been present, 
entered their dissent; and another, the 
earl of Leicester, is known to have voted 
with the minority. This unusual strength 
of opposition no doubt produced the 

* change next day. 0 
™ May 13. Twenty-one peers were 

entered as dissentient. The commons 

inquired whether {t were Intended by this that the bisheps should vote on the pardon of Danby, which the upper house declined to answer, but said they could hot vote on the trial of the five Popish lords, May 15, 17, 27. ’ 
* See the report of a committee in Journals, May 265 or Hatsell’s Precee 

dents, fv. 374, 

lords °. 

t
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in effect determine the whole question in his favour, yet 
there seemed no serious reason, considering it abstractedly 
from party views, why they should not thus indirectly 
be restored for once to a privilege from which the pre- 
judices of former ages alone had shut them out.: . 

The main point in controversy, whether.a general or 
special pardon from the king could be pleaded in answer 
to an impeachment of the commons, so as to prevent any 
further proceedings in it, never came to a regular deci- 
sion. It was evident that a minister who had influence ‘- 
enough to obtain such an indemnity might set both 
houses of parliament at defiance; the pretended respon- 
sibility of the crown’s advisers, accounted the palladium 
of our constitution, would be an idle mockery if not only 
punishment could be averted but inquiry frustrated. 

_ Even if the king could remit the penalties ofa guilty .- 
minister’s sentence upon impeachment, it would be much 
that public indignation should have been excited against 
him, that suspicion should have been turned into proof, 
that shame and reproach, irremissible by the great scal, 
should avenge the wrongs of his country, It was always 
to be presumed that a sovereign, undeceived by such a 
judicial inquiry, or sensible to the general voice it roused, 
would voluntarily, ox at least prudently, abandon an 
unworthy favourite. -Though it might be admitted that 
long usage had established the royal prerogative of grant- 
ing pardons under the great seal, even before trial, and 
that such pardons might be pleaded in bar (a prerogative 
indeed which ancient statutes, not repealed, though gone 
into disuse, or rather in no time acted. upon, had at- | 
tempted to restrain), yet we could not infer that it ex- 

. tended to cases of impeachment. In ordinary criminal 
proceedings by indictment the king was before the court 
as prosecutor, the suit was in his-namo; he might stay 
the process at his pleasure by entering a “ noli prosequi;” — 
to pardon, before or after judgment, was a branch qf the 
same prerogative; it was a great constitutional trust, ‘to 
bo exercised at his discretion. But in an appeal, that is, 
an accusation of felony, brought by the injured party or 
his next of blood, a proceeding wherein the king’s name 
did not appear, it was undoubted that he could not remit 
‘the capital sentence. Tho same principle seemed applic- 
able to an impeachment at the suit of the commons of
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“England, demanding justice from the supremo tribunal of the other houso of parliament. It could not be denied ‘that James had remitted the whole sentence upon lord Bacon. But impeachments wero so unusual at that time, and the privileges of parliament so little out of dispute, that no great stress could be laid on this pre- cedent. 
Such must have been the course of arguing, strong on political and specious on legal grounds, which induced the commons to resist tho plea put in by lord Danby. Though this question remained in suspense on the pre- sent occasion, it was finally decided by the legislature in the act of. scttlement, which ‘provides that no pardon under the great seal of England be pleadable to an im- peachment of the commons in parliament.” Theso ex- pressions seem tacitly to concede tho crown’s right of granting a pardon after sentence, which, thongh perhaps it could not well be distinguished in point of law from a pardon pleadable in bar, stands on a very different foot- ing, as has been observed above, with respect to consti- tutional policy. Accordingly, upon the impeachment of the six peers who had been concerned in the rebellion of ' 1715, the house of lords, after sentence passed, having come to a resolution on debate that the king had a right to reprieve in cases of impcachment, addressed him to exercise that prerogative as to such of them as should deserve his mercy; and three of the number were in consequence pardoned.? : . 
3. The impeachment of Danby first brought forward another question of hardly less Inagnitude, and ‘remarkable as one of the few great points in Abstement constitutional law . . of impeach. 

which have been discussed ments by and finally settled within the memory of the pro. “Suton. sent generation: Imeanthe continuanceofan impeachment by the commons from one parliament to another. Though this, has been put at rest by a determination altogether consonant to maxims of expediency, it seems proper in this place to show briefly.the 
argument on both 

grounds upon which the sides rested. 
Jn the earlier period of our parliamentary records the 

° 13 W. IIL 2, ” ‘and one of the managers on the impeach. P Parl. Hist. vil. 283. Mr. Lechmere,‘ ment, had most confidently denied ‘his a very ardent whig, then solicitor-general, prerogative, . Id. 233, 
VOL. I, 25
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“business of both houses, whether ofa legislative or judi- 
cial nature, though often very multifarious, was de- 
spatched with the rapidity natural to comparatively rude 
times, by men impatient of delay, unused to doubt, and 
not cautious in the proof of facts or attentive to the 
subtleties of reasoning. The session, generally speaking, 
was not to terminate till the petitions in parliament for 
redress had been disposed of, whether decisively or by 
reference to some more permanent tribunal. Petitions 
for alteration of the law, presented by the commons and 
assented to by the lords, were drawn up into statutes by 
the king’s council just before the prorogation or dissolu- 
tion, ‘hey fell naturally to the ground if the session 
closed before they:could be submitted to the king’s! 
pleasure. The great change that took place in the reign 
of Henry VI., by passing bills complete in their form _ 
through the two houst¢s instead of petitions, while it ren- 
dered manifest to every eye that distinction between 
legislative and judicial proceedings which the simplicity 
of olden times had half concealed, did not affect this 

- constitutional principle, At the close of a session every 
bill then in progress through parliament became a nul- 
lity, and must pass again through all its stages before it 
could be tendered for the royal assent. No sort of dif-- 
ference existed in tho effect of a’ prorogation and a dis- 
solution; if was even maintained that a session made a 
parliament. - . 

During the fifteenth and sixtcenth centuries writs of 
error from inferior courts to the house of lords became 

_ far less usual than in the preceding age; and when they 
occurred, as error, could only be assigned on a point of 
law appearing on the record, they were quickly decided 
with the assistance of the judges: But, when they grew 
more frequent, and especially when appeals from the 
chancellor, requiring often a tedious examination of de- 
positions, were brought before the lords, it was found 
that a sudden prorogation might often interrupt a deci- 
‘sion; and the question arose whether writs of error, and 
other proceedings of a similar nature, did not, according _ 
to precedent or analogy, cease, or, in technical language, - 
abate, at the close of a session, An order was accordingly 
made by the house on March 11, 1673, that “the lords’ 
committees for privileges should inquire whether an
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. appeal to this houso, either by writ of error or petition, trom the proceedings of any other court, being depending: and not determined in one session of parliament, con- tinue in statu quo unto tho next session of parliament, Without renewing tho writ of error or petition or begin- ning all anew.” The committee reported on the 29th of March, after misreciting the order of reference to them ‘in a very remarkable manner, by omitting some words and interpolating others, so as to make it far moro exten. sive than it really was,4 that upon the consideration of precedents, which they specify, they came to a resolution that “ businesses depending in one parliament or session of parliament have been continued to the next session of the same parliament, and the procecdings thereupon have remained in the same state in which they were left when last in agitation.” Tho houso approved of this resulu- tion, and ordered it accordingly." ‘ 
This resolution was decisive as to the continuance of ordinary judicial business beyond the termination of a session. It was still open to dispute whether it might not abate by a dissolution; and the peculiar case of im- , peachment to which, after the dissolution of the long parliament in 1678, overy one’s attention was turned, 

seemed to stand on different grounds, It was referred, ‘therefore, to the committee of. privileges on the 11th of March, 1679, to consider whether petitions of appeal which were presented to this house in tho last parlia- ° mont be still in force to be proceeded on. Next day it is referred to the same committee, on a report of tho matter of fact as to the impeachments of tho earl. of Danby and the five popish lords in the lato parliament, " to consider of the state of the said impcachments and all the incidents relating thereto, and to report to the house, On the 18th of March lord Essex reported from the com- mittee that, ‘ upon perusal of the judgment of this house of the 29th of March; 1673, they ‘are of opinion that, in all cases of appeals and writs of error, they continue, and are to be proceeded on, in statu quo, as they stood at the 

“4 Instead of the words in the order, not in their legislative capacity.” The “from the proceedings of any other importance of this alteration as to the court,” the following are inserted, “or question of impeachment fs obvious, ‘ any other business wherein their Jond- —¥ Lends’ Journals, - 

252 

- ships act as in a court of Judicature, and 
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dissolution of the last parliament, without beginning de 

novo... .... And, upon consideration had of the 

matter referred to their lordships concerning the state of 

the impeachments brought up from the house of commons 

the last parliament, &e....... they are‘of opinion 

that the dissolution of the last parliament doth not alter 

the state of the impeachments brought up by the com- 

mons in that parliament. This report was taken into 

consideration next day by the house; and after a debate, 
which appears from the Journals to have lasted some - -- 

timo,. after the previous question had: been moved and. 

lost, it was resolved to agree With the committec.* 

This resolution became for some years the acknow- . 

Jedged law of parliament. Lord Stafford, at his trial in 

1680, having requested that his council might be heard 

* as to the point whether impeachments could go from ono 

parliament to another, the house took no notice of this 

question; though they consulted tho judges about an- 

other‘which he had put, as to the necessity of two wit- 

nesses to every overt act’of treason.t Lord Danby and 

chief-justice Scroggs petitioned the lords in the Oxford 

parliament, one to have the charges against him dis- 

missed, the other to be bailed; but neither take the 

objection of an intervening dissolution.". And lord 

Danby, after the dissolution of three successive parlia- — 

ments since that in which he was impeached, having 

lain for threo years in the Tower, when he applied to be 

enlarged on bail by the court of king’s bench in 1682, 

was refused by the judges, on the ground of their in- 

competency to meddle in a parliamentary impeachment; 

though, if the prosecution were already at an end, he 

would have been entitled to an absolute discharge.. On - 

Jefferies becoming chief-justice of the king’s bench, 

Danby was admitted to bail* But in tho parliament of 

1685, the impeached. lords having petitioned the house, 

it was resolved that the order of the 19th of March, 

1679, be reversed and annulled as to impeachments; . 

* Lords’ Journals. Seventy-eight peers March 25, ° 
«He way 

were present, 
t Id. 4th Dec, 1689. 
4 Lords’ Journ. March 24, 1681. The 

very next day the commots sent a mes- 
sage to demand judgment on the im- 
peachment against him. Com, Journ. 

¥ Shower’s Reports, fi, 335. . 

bailed to appear at the lords’ bar the fint , 

day of the then next parliament.” The 

catholic lords were bailed the next day. 

This proves that the impeachment was 

not held tu be at an end.
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- and they were consequently released from their récog- 
nizances 

The first of these two contradictory determinations is 
not certainly free from that reproach which so often 
contaminates our precedents of parliamentary law, and 
renders an honest man reluctant to show them any 
greater deference than is strictly necessary. It passed 
during the violent times of the popish plot; and a con- 
trary resolution would have set at liberty the five catho- 
lic peers committed to the Tower, and enabled them 
probably to quit the kingdom before a new impeachment 
could be preferred. It must be acknowledged, at the 
same time, that it was borne out in a considerable degree 
by the terms ‘of the order of 1673, which seems liable to 
no suspicion of answering a temporary purposo; and 
that the court party in the house of lords were powerful 
enough to have withstood any flagrant innovation in the 
law of parliament. As for the second resolution, that 

' of 1685, which reversed the former, it was passed in the 
very worst of times; and, if wo may believe the protest 
signed by the earl of Anglesea and three other peers, 
with great precipitation and neglect of usual forms. It 
was not however annulled after the revolution; but, on 
the contrary, received what may scem at first sight a 
certain degree of confirmation from an order of the houso 
of lords in 1690, on the petitions of lords Salisbury and 
Peterborough, who had been impeached in the preceding 
parliament, to be discharged; which was done, after 
reading the resolutions of 1679 and 1685, and a long 
debate thereon, But as a general pardon had come out 
in the mean time, by which the judges held that the - . offences imputed to these two lords had been discharged, 
and as tho commons showed no disposition to follow up 
their impeachment against them, no parliamentary rea- 
soning can perhaps be founded on this precedent! In 
the case of the duke of Leeds, impeached by the com- 
mous in 1695, no further proceedings wero had ; "but the 
lords did not make an order for his discharge from the 

Y Lords’ Journals, May 22, 1685. there can be little doubt that their release 7 Upon considering the proceedings in had been chiefly grounded on the act of the house of lords on this subject, Oct. 6 grace, and not on the abandonment of the 
and 30, 1690, and especially the protest impeachment, 
signed by efght peers on the latter day,
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accusation till five years after three dissolutions had 
intervened, and grounded it upon the commons not pro- 
cecding with the impeachment, They did not, however, 
send a message to inquire if the commons were ready to. 
proceed, whicli, according to parliamentary usage, would 
be required in caso of a pending impeachment. The 
casos of lords Somers, Orford, and Halifax were similar 
to that of the duke of Leeds, except that so long a period 
did not intervene. These instances therefore rather 
tend to confirm the position that impeachments did not 
ipso -facto abate by a dissolution, notwithstanding the 
roversal of the order of 1679.. In tho caso of the earl of - 
Oxford, it was formally resolved in 1717 that an im- 
peachment does not determine by a prorogation of par- 

’ liament; an authority conclusive to those who maintain 
that no difference exists in the law of parliament be- 
tween the effects of a prorogation and a dissolution. 
But it is difficult to make all men consider this satis- 
factory. — 

The question « came finally before both houses of par- 
liament in 1791, a dissolution having intervened during 
the impeachment of Mr, Hastings; an impeachment 
which, far unlike the rapid proceedings of former ages, 
had already been for three years before the houso of 
lords, and seemed likely to run on to an almost inter- 
minable length. It must have been abandoned in despair, 
if the prosecution had been held to determine by the 
late dissolution. .The general reasonings, and the force 
of precedents on both sides, were urged with great 
ability, and by the principal speakers in both houses ; 
the lawyers generally inclining to maintain the resolu- 

~ . Intion of 1685, that impeachments abate by a dissolution, 
but against still greater names which were united on the 
opposite side. In tho end, after an ample discussion, 
the continuance of impeachments, in spite of a dissolu- 
tion, was carried by very large majorities; and this 
decision, so deliberately taken, and so free from all sus- 
picion of partiality (the majority in neither house, espe- 
cially the upper, bearing any prejudice against ‘the 
accused person), as well as so consonant.to principles of . 
utility and ‘constitutional policy, must for ever have set 
at rest all dispute upon the question. : 

The year 1678, and the last session of the parliament
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:» that had continued since 1661, were memorable for the 
great national delusion of the popish plot. For 
national it was undoubtedly to be called, and P°Pis#rlot 
‘by no means confined to the whig or opposition party, 
either in or out of parliament, though it gave them 
much temporary strength. And though it was a most 
unhappy instance of the credulity begotten by heated 
passions and mistaken reasoning, yet there were circum- 
stances, and some of them very singular in their nature, 
which explain and furnish an apology for tho public 
error, and which it is more important to point out and 
keep in mind, than to inveigh, as is the custum in mo- 
dern times, against the factiousness and bigotry of our 
ancestors. For I am persuaded that we are far from 
being sceure from similar public delusions, whenever 
such a concurrence of coincidences and seeming proba- 
bilities shall again arise as misled nearly the whole 
people of England in the popish plot.* , . 

It is first to be remembered that there was really and 
truly a popish plot in being, .though not that which 
Titus Oates and his associates pretended to reveal—not 
merely in the sense of Hume, who, arguing from the 
general spirit of proselytism in that religion, says there 
is a perpetual conspiracy against all governments, pro- 
testant, Mahometan, and pagan, but one alert, enter- 
prising, effective, in direct operation against the esta- 
blished protestant religion in England. In this plot the 
king, the duke of York, and the king of France wero . chief conspirators; the Romish priests, and especially the Jesuits, were eager co-operators. Their Coleman's machinations and their hopes, long suspected, letters. and in a general sense known, wero divulged by the seizure and publication of Coleman’s letters. “ We have 
here,” he says, in one of these, “a mighty work upon 
our hands, no less than the conversion of three king. - doms, and by that perhaps the utter subduing of a pes- 
tilent heresy, which has a long time Jlomineered over 
this northern world. There were never such hopes 
since the death of our queen Mary as now in our days, 

= Bishop Parker is not wrong In saying of Cates’s plot, they readily believed that the house of commons had so long everything be said; for they had long accustomed themselves to strange fictions expected whatever he declared. Hist. of about popery,that upon the first discovery his own Titue, p. 213, ,
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God hath given us a prince who is become (I may say 
by miracle) zealous of being the author and instrument 
of so glorious a work; but the opposition we are sure to 
mect with is also like to be great, so that it imports us 

. to get all the aid and assistance we can.” . These letters - 
were addressed to Father Ja Chaise, confessor of Louis 
XIV., and displayed an intimate connexion with Franco 
for the great purpose of restoring popery. They came 
to light at the very period of Oates’s discovery; and, 
though not giving it much real confirmation, could 
hardly fail to make a powerful impression on men 
unaccustomed to estimate the value and bearings of 
evidence? : . 

The conspiracy supposed to have been concerted by 
the Jesuits at St. Omer, and in which so many English 
catholics were implicated, chiefly consisted, as is well 
known, in a scheme of assassinating the king. Though 
tho ‘obvious falschood and absurdity of much that the 
witnesses deposed in relation to this plot render it abso- 
Intely incredible, and fully acquit those: unfortunate 
vigtims of iniquity and prejudice, it could not appear 
at tho time an extravagant supposition that an eager 
intriguing faction should have considered the king’s life 
a serious obstacle to their hopes. Though as much - 
attached in heart as his nature would permit to tho 
catholic religion, he was evidently not inclined to tako 
any effectual measures in its favour; he was but one 
year older than his brother, on the contingency of whose 
Succession ‘all their hopes rested, since his heiress was 
not only brought up in the protestant faith, but united 
to its most strenuous defender. Nothing could have 
been more anxiously wished at St. Omer than the death 
of Charles; and it does not seem improbable that the 
atrocious fictions of Oates may haye been originally sug- 
gested by some actual, though vague, projects of assassi- 
nation, which he had heard in discourse among the 
ardent spirits of that college. ; . 

> Parl. Hist. 1024, 1035. State Trials,. sage in the letters, Is not deficient in 
vil. 1. Kennet, 327, 337, 351, North’s acuteness, In fact, this not only con- 
Examen, 129,177. Kalph,2g6. Burnet, victed Coleman, but raised a general con- 
£555. Scroggs tried Coleman with much victlun of the truth of a plot—and a plut 
rudeness and partiality; but his sum- there was, thongh not Oates’s. 
tuing up, in reference to the famous pas-
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The popular ferment which this tale, however unde- 
serving of credit, excited in a predisposed mul- - Mura 
titude, was naturally wrought to a higher pitch érsir Ea. 
by the very extraordinary circumstances of sir Goltrey™ 
Edmondbury Godfrey’s death. Even at this ‘ . 
time, although we reject the imputation thrown on the 
catholics, and especially on those who suffered death 
for that murder, it seems impossible to frame any hypo- 

‘thesis which can better account for the facts that seem 
to be authenticated. That he was murdered by thoso’ 
who designed to lay the charge on the papists, and 
aggravate the public fury, may pass with those who 
rely on such writers as Roger North,‘ but has not the 
slightest corroboration from any evidence, nor docs it 
scem to have been suggested by the contemporary 
libellers of the court party, That ho might have had, 
as an active magistrate, private enemies whose revenge 
took away his life, which seems to be Hume’s conjec- 
ture, is hardly more satisfactory; the enemies of a ma- 
gistrate are not likely to havo left his person unplundered ; 
nor is it usual for justices of the peace, merely on account 
of the discharge of their ordinary duties, to incur such 

, desperate resentment. . That he fell by his own hands 
was doubtless the suggestion of those who aimed at dis- 
crediting the plot; but it is impossible to reconcile this 
with the marks of violence which are so positively sworn 
to have appeared on his neck: and, on a later investiga- 
tion of the subject in the year 1682, when the court had 
become very powerful, and a belief in the plot had grown 
almost a mark of disloyalty, an attempt made to prove 
the self-murder of Godfrey, in a trial before Pemberton, 
failed altogether; and the result of the whole evidence 
on that occasion -was strongly to confirm the supposition 
that he had perished by the hands of assassins’ His 
death remains at this moment a problem for which no 
tolerably satisfactory solution can be offered. But at 

¢ Examen, p. 196. : - own witnesses ‘froved that Godfrey's 
aH. vy. Farwell and others, State Trials, 

viii. 1361. They were indicted for pub- 
lishing some letters to prove that Godfrey 
had killed himself. They defended them- 
selves by calling witnesses to prove the 
truth of the fact, which, thongh in a case 
of libel, Pemberton allowed. But their 

N 

body had all the appearance of being 
strangled. : 
The Roman catholics gave out, at the 

time of Godfrey's death, that he bad 
killed - himself, and hurt their own 
cause by foolish lies. North’s Examen 
p. 200.
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"the time it was a very natural presumption to connect it 
with the plot, wherein he had not only taken the deposi- 
tion of Oates, a circumstance not in itself highly import- . 
ant, but was supposed to have reecived the confidential 
communications of Coleman. ‘ 

Another circumstance, much calculated to persuade 
ordinary minds of the truth of the plot, was the trial of 
Reading, a Romish attorney, for tampering with the wit- 
nesses against the accuséd catholic peers, in order to 
make them keep out of the way.’ As such clandestino 
dealing with witnesses creates a strong, and perhaps 
with some too strong, a presumption of guilt, where 
justice is sure to be uprightly administered, men did not 
make a fair distinction as to times when the violence of 
the court and jury gave no reasonable hope of escape, 
and when the most innocent party would much rather 
procure the absence of a perjured witness than trust to 
the chance of disproving his testimony. 

There was indeed good reason to distrust the course of 
Injusticeor JUStice.' Never were our tribunals so disgraced 

by the brutal manners and iniquitous partiality 
of the bench as in the latter years of this reign. 

The State Trials, none of which ‘appear to have been 
published by the prisoners’ friends, bear abundant testi- 
mony to tho turpitude of the judges. They explained 
away and softened the palpable contradictions of the 
witnesses for the crown, insultéd and threatened those 
of the accused, checked all cross-examination, assumed 
the truth of the charge throughout the whole of every 

Judges on 
the trials, 

trial One Whitbread, a jesuit, having, been indicted 

© It was deposed by a respectable wit- 
ness that Godfrey entertained apprehen- 
sions on account of what he had done as 
to the plot, and had said,“On my con- 
science, I believe I shall be the first 
martyr.” State Trials, vil. 168. ‘These 
little additional circumstances, which are 
suppressed by later historians, who speak 
of the plot as unfit to impose on any but 
the most bigoted fanatics, contributed to 
tnake up a body of presumptive and posi+ 
tive evidence from which human belief is 
rarely withheld, , 

It is remarkable that the most acute 
and diligent historian we possess for those 
times, Ralph, does not in the slightest 

degree pretend to account for Godfrey's 
death; though, in his general reflections 
on the plot (p. 555), he relies too much 
on the assertions of North andI’Estrange- 

f State Trials, vil. 259. North's Ex- 
amen, 240. . 

§ State Trials, vol vii. passim. On 
the trial of Green, Berry, and Hill, for 
Godfrey's murder, part of the story for 
the prosecution was, that the body was 
brought to Hill’s lodgings on the Satur- 
day, and remained there till Monday. 

The prisoner called witnesses who lodged 
in the same house to prove that it could . 
not have been there without their know. 
ledge. . Wild, one of the Judges, assuming, 

’
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‘with several others, and the evidence not being sufficient, 
Scroggs discharged the jury of him, but ordered him to 

‘be kept in custody till more proof might come in. He 
was accordingly indicted again for the same offence, On 
his pleading that he had been already tried, Scroggs and 
North had the effrontery to deny that he had been ever 
put in jeopardy, though the witnesses of the crown had 
been fully heard, before the jury were most irregularly 
and illegally discharged of him on the former trial, 
North said he had often known it dono, and it was tho 
common course of law. In the courso of this proceeding, 
Bedloe, who had deposed nothing explicit against the 
prisoner on the former trial, accounted for this by saying 
it was not then convenient; an answer with which the 
court and jury were content® .—. 

It is remarkable that, although the king might bo 
justly surmised to give little credence to the pretended 
plot, and the duke of York was manifestly affected in his 
interests by the heats it excited, yet the judges most - 
subservient to the court, Scroggs, North, J ones, went 
with all violence into the popular cry, till, the witnesses 
beginning to attack the queen and to menace the duke, 
they found it was time to rein in, as far as they could, 
the passions they had instigated.' Pemberton, a more 

as usual, the truth of the story as beyond 
controversy, said it was very suspicious 
that they should see or hear nothing of 
it; and another, Dolben, told them it was 
well they were not indicted. Id. 199. 
Jones, summing up the evidence on sir 
Thomas Gascoigne’s trial at York (anaged 
catholic gentleman, most improbably ace 
cused of accession to the plot), says to 
the Jury: “Gentlemen, you have the 
king’s witness on his oath; he that tes- 
tifies against him is barely on his word, 
and he {sa papist.” Id. 1039. Thus de- 
riving an argument from an iniquitous 
rule, which at that time prevailed in 
our law, of refusing to hear the prisoner's 
witnesses upon oath. Gascoigne, bow- 
ever, was acquitted. . . 

It would swell this note to an unwar- 
rantable Iength were I to extractsomuch 
of the trials as might fully exhibit all the 
instances of gross partiality in the conduct 
of the judges. I must, therefore, refer 

- my readers to the volume itself—a stand- 

ing monument of the necessity of the 
revolution; not only as it rendered the 
judges independent of the crown, but as 
it brought forward those principles of 
equal and {ndifferent Justice, which can 
never be expected to flourish but under 
the shadow of liberty, 6. 

h State Trials, 119, 315, 344. . 
§ Roger North, whose long account of 

the popish plot is, as usual with him, a 
Inedley of truth and Lies, acuteness and 
absurdity, represents his brother, the 
chief justice, as perfectly immaculate in 
the midst of this degradation of the bench, 
The State Trials, however, show that he ” 
was as partial and unjust towards the 
prisoners as any‘8f the rest, till the go- 
vernment thought it necessary to inter- 
Tere. The moment when the judges 
veered round was on the trial of sir 
George Wakeman, physician to the queen. 
Scroggs, who had been infamously partial 
against the prisoners upon every former * 
occasion, now treated Oates and Bedloe as
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honest man in political matters, showed a remarkable 
intemperance and unfairness in all trials relating to 
popery. LEven.in that of lord Stafford in 1680, the last, 
and perhaps the worst, proceeding under this delusion, 
though the court had a standing majority in the house 
of lords, he was convicted by fifty-five peers against 
thirty-one; the earl of Nottingham, lord-chancellor, the 
duke of Lauderdale, and several others of the administra- 
tion voting him guilty, while he was acquitted by the 
honest Hollis and the acute Halifax.*. So far was the 
belief in the popish plot, or the eagernéss in hunting its 
victims to death, from being confined to the whig fac- 
tion, as some writers have been willing to insinuate. 
None had more contributed to raise the national outery 
against the accused, and create a firm persuasion of the 
reality of the plot, than the clergy in their sermons, 
even the most respectable of their order, Sancroft, Sharp, 
Barlow, Burnet, Tillotson, Stillingfleet; inferring its 
truth from Godfrey’s murder or Coleman’s letter, call- 
ing for the severest laws. against catholics, and im- 
puting to them the fire of London, nay even the death 
‘of Charles I™ 

Though the duke of York was not charged with par- 
ticipation in the darkest schemes of the popish con- 
spirators, it was evident that his succession was the 
great aim of their endeavours, and evident also that he 
had been engaged in the more real and undeniable in- 

_ trigues of Coleman, His accession to the throne, long 
viewed with just apprehension, now seemed to threaten 

were given him with dexterity, he would they deserved, though to the aggravation 

have made the greatest part of his judges of his own disgrace. State Trials, vii. 
619-686, : 

« Lords’ Journals, 7th December; 
State Trials, 15525 Parl, Hist. 1229, 
Stafford, though not a man of- much 
ability, had rendered himself obnoxious 
as a prominent opposer of all measures 

_ intended to check the growth of popery. 
His name appears constantly in protests 
upon such occasfons—as, for instance, 
March 3, 1678, against the bill for raising 
money fura French war, Reresby pralses 
his defence very highly, p. 108. The 
duke of York, on the contrary, or his bio- 
grapher, observes: “Those who wished 

lord Stafford well were of opinion that, 
had be managed the advantages which 

ashamed to condemn him; but it was his 
misfortune to play his game worst when 
he had the best cards.” P, 637. 

™ T take this from extracts out of those 
sermons, contained in the Roman Catholic 
pamphlet printed in 1687, and entitled 
Good Advice to the Pulpits. The Pros 
testant divines did their cause no good by 
misrepresentation of their adversaries, and 
by their propensity to rudeness and scnr+ 
rility. The former fault, indeed, existed 
in a much greater degree on the opposite 
side, but by no means the latter. Scealsy. 
a treatise by Barlow, published in 1679, 
entitled Popish Principles pernicious to 
Protestant Princes.
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such perils to every part of the constitution as ought no‘ 

to obviate them, -This gave-riso to the bold 
supinely to be waited for, ifany means could bo devised 

measure of the exclusion bill, too bold indeed dakeorrore 
for the spirit of the country, and the rock on Prpesed., 
which English liberty was nearly shipwrecked. In tho 
long parliament, full as it was of pensioners and crea- 
tures of court influence, nothing so vigorous would have 
been successful. Even in the bill which excluded 
catholic peers from sitting in the house of lords, a pro- 
viso, exempting the duke of York from its operation, 
having been sent down from the other house, passed by 
a majority of two voices.” But the zeal they partiament 
showed against Danby induced the king to put dissolved. 
an end to this parliament of seventcen years’ duration ; 
an event long ardently desired by the popular party, 
who foresaw their ascendancy in the new elections.° 
The next house of commons accordingly came together | 
with an ardour not yet quenched by corruption; and 
after reviving the impeachments commenced by their 
predecessors, and. carrying a measure long in agitation, 
a test? which shut the catholic peers out of parliament, 

® Parl. Hist. 1040, 
° See Marvell's“ Seasonable Argument 

to persuade all the Grand Juries in Eng- 
land to petition for a new Parliament.” 
He gives very bad characters of the prin- 
cipal members on the court side; but we 
cannot take for granted all that comes 
from so unscrupulous a libeller. Sir 
Harbottle Grimstone had first thrown 
out, in the session of 1675, that a standing 
parliament was as great a grievance asa 

standing army, and that an application 
ought to be made to the king for a disso- 
lution. This was not seconded, and met 

- with much disapprobation from both sides 
of the house, Parl Hist. vil, 64. But 

“the country party, in two years’ time, 
had changed their views, and were be- 
come eager for adissolution, An address 

. to that effect was moved in the house of 
lords, and lost by only two voices, the 
duke of York voting for it. Id. 800. This’ 
is explained by a passage {n Coleman’s 
letters, where that intriguer expresses 
his desire to see parliament dissolved, in 
the hope that another would’ be more 
favourable tu the toleration of catholics, 

This must mean that the dissenters might 
gain an advantage over the rigorcus 
church of England men, and be induced 

to come into a general indulgence. 
P This test (30 Car. II. stat. 2) is the 

declaration subscribed by members of 
both houses of parliament on taking their 
seats, that there is no transubstantiation 
of the elements in the Lord’s Supper; 
and that the invocation of saints, as prace 

tised in the church of Rome, is idolatrous, 

The oath of supremacy was already taken 
by the commons, though not by the 
lords; and it isa great mistake to imagine 
that catholics were legally capable of 
sitting in the lower house before the act 
of 1679, But it had been the aim of the 
long parliament in 1642 to exclude them 
from the house of lords; and this was of 
course revived vth greater eagerness as 
the danger from their influence grew more 
apparent. A Dill for this purpose passed 
the commons in 1675, but was thrown out 
by the peers. Journals, May 14; Nov. 8, 
Jt was brought in again in the spring of 
1678, Parl. Hist.930, In the sutumnot 
the same year it was renewed, when the
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went upon the exclusion bill. Their dissolution puta 
“stop to this, and in the next parliament the lords re- 
jected it. : 

’ The right of excluding an unworthy heir from the 
succession was supported not only by the plain and 
fundamental principles of civil society, which establish 
the interest of tho people to be the paramount ‘object of 
political institutions, but by those of the English consti- 
tution. It had always been the better opinion among 
lawyers that the reigning king, with consent of parlia- - . 
ment, was competent to make any changes in the inhe-‘ 
ritance of the crown; and this, besides the acts passed 
under Henry VIII. empowering him to name his suc- 
cessor, was expressly enacted, with heavy penalties’ 
against such as should contradict it, in the thirteenth 
year of Elizabeth. The contrary doctrine, indeed, if 
pressed to its legitimate consequences, would have 
shaken all the statutes that limit the prerogative; since, 
if the analogy of entails in private inheritances were to 
be resorted to, and the existing legislature should be 
supposed incompetent to alter the line of succession, 

lords agreed to the oath of supremacy, but 
omitted the declaration against transub- 
stantiation, so far as their own house was 
affected by it, Lords’ Journals, Nov. 20, 
1678. They also excepted the duke of 
York from the operation of the bill; which 
exception was carried in the commons by 
two voices. Parl Hist. 1010. The duke 
of York and seven more lords protested. 

The violence of those times on all sides 
will account for this theological declara- 
tion; but it is more difficult to justify 
its retention at present. Whatever in- 
fluence a belief in the pope's supremacy 
may exercise upon men’s politics, it fs 
hard to sce how the doctrine of transub- 
stantiation can directly affect them; and 
surely he who renounces the former can- 

+ not be very dangerous ou account of his 
adherence to the latter. Nor is it less 
extraordinary to demand, from any of 
those who usually compose a house of 
commons, the assertion that the practice 
of the church of Romesin the invocation - 
of saints is idolatrous; since, even on the 

hypothesis that a country gentleman has a 
clear notion of what Ss meant by idolatry, 
he fs, im many cases, wholly out of the 

way of knowing what the church cf 
Rome, or any of its members, belleve or’ 
practise. The invocation of saints, as 
held and explained by that church in the 
council of Trent, is surely not idolatrous, 
with whatever error it may be charged; 
but the practice at least of uneducated 
Roman catholics seems fully to justify 

the declaration ; understanding it to refer 
to certain superstitions, countenanced or 
not eradicated by their clergy. I have 
sometimes thought that the legislator of 
a great nation sets off oddly by solemnly 
Professing theological positions about 
which he knows nothing, and swearing 
to the possession of property which he 
does not enjoy. 1827.) 

4 The second reading of the exclusion 
Dill was carried, May 21, 1679, by 207 
to 128, The debates are in Parliamentary 
History, 2125, et post. In the next par- 
Hament it was carried without a division, 
Sir Leoline Jenkins alone seems to have 
taken the high ground that “ parlia- 
ment cannot disinherit the heir of the 
crown; and that, if such an act sl:ould , 
pass, It would be invalid in itself.” Id. 
1S. 

oo
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‘they could as little impair as they could alienate tho 
indefeasible rights of the heir; nor could ho be bound 
by restrictions to which he had never given his assent,’ 
It seemed strange to maintain that the parliament could 
reduce a future king of England to the condition of a 
dogo of Venice by shackling and taking away his autho- 
rity, and yet could not divest him’ of a title which they 
could render little better than a mockery. Those ac- 
cordingly who disputed the legislative omnipotence of 
parliament did not hesitate to assert that statutes in- 
fringing tho prerogative were null of themselves. With 
the court lawyers conspired the clergy, who pretended 
these matters of high policy and constitutional law to 
be within their province, and, with hardly an exception, 
took a zealous part against the exclusion.. It was indeed 
a measure repugnant to the common prejudices of man- 
kind, who, without entering on the abstract competency 
of parliament, are naturally accustomed in an hereditary 
monarchy to consider the next heir as possessed of a 
right, of which, except through necessity or notorious 
erininality, he cannot be justly divested. The mere 
profession of a religion different from the established 

. does not scem, abstractedly considered, an adequate 
ground for unsettling the recular order of inheritance. 
Yet such was the narrow bigotry of the sixteenth and 
seventcenth centuries, which died away almost entirely. 
among protestants in the next, that even the trifling 
differences between- Lutherans and Calvinists had fre- 
quently led to alternate persecutions in the German 
states, as a prince of one or the other denomination hap- 
pened. to assume the government, And the Romish 
religion in particular was in that age of so restless and 
malignant a character, that, unless the power of the 
crown should be far more strictly limited than had 
hitherto been the case, thero must be a very serious 
danger from any sovereign of that faith; and the letters 
of Coleman, as well as other evidences, made it manifest 
that the duke of York was engaged iM a scheme of 
general conversion, which, from his arbitrary temper 
and the impossibility of succeeding by fair means, it 
was just to apprehend, must involve the subversion of - 
all civil liberty. Still this was not distinctly perceived 
‘by persons at a distance from the scene, imbued, .ds
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most of the gentry were, with the principles of the old 
cavaliers and those which the church had inculcated,’ 
Tho king, though hated by the dissenters, retained much’ 
of the affections of that party, who forgave the vices’ 
they deplored, to his father’s memory and his personal 
affubility.. It appeared harsh and disloyal to force his- 
consent to the exclusion of a brother in whom he saw 
no crime, and to avoid which ho offered every possible - 
expedient.’ There will always be found in the people 
of England a strong unwillingness to force the reluct- 

"ance of. their. sovereign —a latent feeling, of which 
parties in the heat of their triumphs are seldom aware, 
because it does not display itself until the moment of 
reaction, And although, in the less settled times before 
the Revolution, this personal loyalty was highly dan- 
gerous, and may still, no doubt, sometimes break out so 

. a8 to frustrate objects of hich import to the public weal, 
it is on the whole a salutary temper for the conservation 
of the monarchy, which may require such a barrier 
against the encroachments of factions and the fervid 
passions of thé multitude. 

The bill of exclusion was drawn with as much regard 
to the inheritance of the duke of York's daugh- Schemes of 

_ Shaftesbury ters'as they could reasonably demand, or as ° 
and Mon- any lawyer engaged for them could have 
"shown; though something different seems to 

be insinuated by Burnet. It provided that the imperial 
crown of England should descend to and be enjoyed by 
such person or persons successively during the life of 
the duke of York as should have inherited or enjoyed 
the same in ease he were naturally dead. If the princess 
of Orange was not expressly named (which, the bishop’ 
tells us, gave a jealousy, as though it were intended to 
keep that matter still undetermined), this silence was 
evidently justified by the possible contingency of the 
birth of a son to the duke, whose right there was no 
intention in the: framers of the bill to defeat. But a 
large part of the opposition had: unfortunately other 
objects in view. It had been the great error of those 

* While the exclusion bill was passing it should come up; telling them, at the 
the commons, the king took the pains to same time, let what would happen, he, ~ 
speak himself to almost every lord, to would never suffer such a villanous bill 
dissuade bim from assenting to it when to pass. Life of James, 532
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who withstood the arbitrary counsels of Charles II. to have admitted into their closest confidence, and in a considerable degree to the management of their party, a man s0 destitute of all honest principle as the carl of Shaftesbury. Under his contaminating influence their passions became more untractable, - their connexions more seditious and democratical, their schemes more revolutionary; and they broke away more and more from the line of national opinion, till a fatal reaction involved themselves in ruin, and exposed the cause of public liberty to its most imminent peril.. The counte- nance and support of Shaftesbury brought forward that 
unconstitutional and most impolitic scheme of thé duke 
of Monmouth’s succession. 
greater insult to a nation us 
line of ‘kings than to set up 
without the least pretence 

There could hardly be a 
ed to respect its hereditary 
the bastard of a prostitute, 
of personal excellence or public services, against a princess of known virtue and attachment to the protestant religion. And the effrontery of this attempt was aggravated by the libels eagerly cir- culatéd to dupe the credulous populace into a belief of 

-Monmouth’s legitimacy. The weak young man, lured 
on to destruction by the arts of intriguers and tho 
applause of the multitude, gave just offence to sober- minded _ patriots, who knew where the true hopes of 
public liberty were anchored, by a kind of triumphal 
procession through’parts of the country, and by other 
indications of a presumptuous ambition. — 0 

* Ralph, p. 498. The atrocious libel, 
entitled ‘ An Appeal from the Country to 
the City,’ published in 1679, and usually 
ascribed to Ferguson (though said, in 
Biog. Brit, art. L’Esrrance, to be- 
written by Charles Blount), was almost 
suffictent of itself to excuse the return of 
public opinion towards the throne. State 
Tracts, temp. Car. II.; Ralph, 1. 4763 
Parl. Hist. iv. Appendix. The king is 

. personally struck at in this tract with 
the utmost fury; the queen is called 
‘Agrippina, in allusion to the infamous 
charges of Oates; Monmouth is held up 
asthe hope of the country. “He will 
stand by yon, therefore you ought to 
stand by him, He who hath the worst 

” title always makes the best king.” One 
Harris was tried for publishing this 

- VOL. IL. . , 

pamphlet, The jury at first found him 
guilty of selling—an equivocal verdict, 
by which they probably meant to deny, 
or at least to disclaim, any assertion of 
the libellous character of the publication. 
But Scroggs telling them it was their 
province to say guilty or not guilty, they, 
retumed a verdict of guilty. State - 
Trials, vil. 925. . 
Another arrow, dipped {n the same 

polson, was a ‘Letter to a Person of 
Honour concerning the Black Box. 
Somers Tracts, viii. 189. The story of a 
contract of marriage between the King 
and Mrs. Waters, Monmouth's mother, 
concealed in a black box, had lately been 
current ; and tbe former had taken pains 
to expose its falsehood by a public ex- 
amination of the sentinen whose name 

: F
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If any apology can be made for thé encouragement 
given by some of the whig party (for it was by no means 

. general) to the pretensions of Monmouth, it must be 
found in their knowledge of the king’s affection for him, 
which furnished a hope that he might more easily be 
brought in to the exclusion of his brother for the sake 
of so beloved a child than for the princo of Orange. 
And doubtless there was a period when Charles’s acqui- 
escence in the exclusion did not appear so unattainable 
as, from his subsequent line of behaviour, we are apt to 
consider it. Itappears from the recently-published Life 
of James that, in the autumn of 1680, the embarrassment 
of the king’s situation, and the influence of the duchess 
of Portsmouth, who had gone over to the exclusionists, 
made him seriously deliberate on abandoning his bro- 

ther.‘ Whether from natural instability. of 
nessof Judgment, from the steady adherence of France 
theking- to the duke of York, or from observing the 

great strength of the tory party in the house of. lords; 
where the bill was rejected by a majority of 63 to 30, 
he soon returned to his former disposition. Ié was 
long, however, before he treated James with perfect 
cordiality, Conscious of his own insincerity in religion, 

-which the duke’s bold avowal of an obnoxious creed 
scemed to reproach, he was provoked at’ bearing so much 
of the odium and incurring so many of the difficulties 

- Unsteadi- 

had been made use of. This artful tract | 
is intended to keep up the belief of Mon- 

Monmouth’s presumption. When he 
went to dine with the city in Octgber, 

mouth’s legitimacy, and even to graft it 
on the undeniable falschood of that tale; 
as if it had been purposely fabricated to 
delude the people, by setting them on a 
wrong scent. See also another libel of 
the same class, p. 197. : 
Though Monmouth’s illegitimacy is 

past all question, it has becn observed 
by Harris that the princess of Orange, 
in writing to her brother about Mrs. 
Waters, in 1655, twice names her as his 
wife. Thurloe, i. 665, quoted in Har. 
rls’s Lives, iv. 168. But, though this 
was a scandalous indecency on her part, 
it proves no more than that Charles, like 
other young men in the heat of passion, 
was foolish enough to give that appella- 
tion td; hls mistress, and that his sister 
humoured him in it : : : 

Siduey mentions a Strange piece of 

1680, it was remarked that the bar, by 
which the heralds denote illegitimacy, 
had been taken off the royal arms on his 
coach. Letters to Saville, p. 54, 

t Life of James, 592, et post; compare 
Dairymple, p. 265, et post. Barillon was 
evidently of opinion that the king would 
finally abandon his brother. Sunderland 
joined the duchess of Portsmouth, and 
was one of the thirty peers who voted 
for the bill in November, 1680. James 
charges Godolphin also with deserting 
him, p. 615. But his name docs not 
appear in the protest signed by twenty~ 
five peers, though that of the privy seal, 
Lord ‘Anglesea, does. The duchess of 
Portsmouth sat near the commons at 
Stafford’s trial, dispensing her sweet. 

* meats and gracious looks among them,” _ 
‘ 

'P. 633.
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Which attended a profession that he had not ventured to - make. He told Hyde, before tho dissolution of the par- liament of 1680, that it would not be in his power to 
protect his brother any longer, if he did not conform -and go to church," Hydo himself, and the duke’s other ' friends, had never ceased to urge him on this subject. Their importunity was renewed by the king’s order, even after the dissolution of the Oxford parliament; and it seems to have been the firm persuasion of most about the court that he could only be preserved by conformity to, the protestant religion.” He justly apprehended the consequences of a refusal; but, inflexibly conscientious on this point, he braved whatever might arise from the timidity or disaffection of the ministers and the selfish fickleness of the king. - : 
In the apprehensions excited by the king’s unsteadi- ness and the defection of the duchess of Portsmouth, he deemed his fortunes so much in jeopardy as to have ‘resolved on exciting a civil war, rather than yield to the exclusion. Ho had already told Barillon. that the royal authority. could be re-established ‘by no other means.* The episcopal party in Scotland had gone such _lengths that they could hardly be safe under any other king. The catholics of England were of course devoted to him. With the help of theso he hoped to show him- self so formidable that Charles would find it his interest to quit that cowardly line of politics to which he was ‘Sacrificing his honour and affections. Louis, never in- sensible to any occasion of rendering England weak and miserable, directed his ambassador to encourage the duke in this guilty project with the promise of assist- ance.” It seems to have been prevented by the wisdom or public spirit of Churchill, who pointed out to Barillon the absurdity of supposing that the duke could stand by himself in Scotland. This scheme of lighting up the flames of civil war in three kingdoms, for James’s pri- vate advantage, deserves to be moro remarked than it has hitherto been at a time when his apologists seem to have become numerous, If the designs of Russcll.and Sidney for the preservation of their country’s liberty aro 

* Life of James, p. 657. une guerre civile. Aug. 29,1680. Jal+ * Il est persuadé que lautorité royale Tymple, 265, : ’ he se peut rétablir en Angleterre que par Dalrymple, 277. Nov. 1630, . 
. 2Fr2
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blamed as rash and unjustifiable, what name shall 
we give to the project of maintaining tho pretensions of an individual by means of rebellion and general blood- shed ? . 

It is well known that those who took a concern in the maintenance of religion and liberty were much divided 
as to the best expedients for securing them; some, who 
thought the exclusion too violent, dangerous, or imprac- 
ticable, preferring the enactment of limitations on the prerogatives of a catholic king. This had begun, in fact, from the court, who passed a. bill through the house of lords in 1677, for tho security, as it was styled, of the protestant religion, This provided that a declaration and oath against transubstantiation should be tendered . to every king within fourteen days after his accession; 
that, on his refusal to take it, the ecclesiastical benefices in the gift of the crown should vest in tho bishops, ex- , cept that the king should name to every vacant seo one out of three persons proposed to him by the bishops of the province. It enacted -also that the -children of a king refusing such a test should bo educated by the archbishop and two or three moro’ prelates, This bill dropped in the commons; and Marvell speaks of it as an insidious stratacem of the ministry." It is more easy, however, to give hard names to a measure origin- ating with an obnoxious government than to prove that it did not afford a considerable security to the esta. blished church, and impose a very remarkable limita- tion on thé prerogative. But the opposition in the house of commons had probably conceived their scheme of ' exclusion, and would not hearken to any compromise. As soon as the exclusion becamo the topic of open dis- - cussion, the king repeatedly offered to grant every security that could be demanded consistently with the lineal succession. - Hollis, Halifax, and for a time Essex, as well as several eminent men in the Jower house, 

* Marvell's Growth of Popery,in State have been that the children of the royal Tracts, temp. Car, II, Pp. 98. Parl Hist. family were to be consigned for educa- 853. The second reading was carried by tion to the sole government of bishops. 127 to 83, Serjeant Maynard, who was The duke of York and thirteen other Probably not in the secrets of his party, pecrs protested against this bill, not all feems to have been surprised at their of them from the same motives, as may Opposition. An objection with Marvell, be collected from their names, Lords’ aud not by any means a bad one, would Journals, 13th and 15th March, 1679.
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“were in favour of limitations.« But those. which they intended to insist upon wero such encroach- ,.. pedients inents on the constitutional authority of the todveid the crown, that, except a title and revenue, which ¢<lusion. Charles thought more valuable than all the rest, a popish ‘king would enjoy no one attribute of royalty. Lhe king himself, on the 30th of April, 1679, before the heats on the subject had become so violent as they were the next year, offered not only to secure all ecclesiastical preferments from the control of a popish successor, but to provide that the parliament in being at a demise of the crown, or the last that bad been dissolved, should immediately sit and be indissolublo for a certain time; that none of the privy council, nor judges, lord-licute- nant, deputy-lieutenant, nor officer of tho navy, should be appointed during the reign of a catholic king, with- out consent of parliament. He offered at the same time most readily to consent to any further provision that could occur to the wisdom of parliament, for the security of religion and liberty consistently with the right of succession, Halifax, the eloquent and successful oppo- nent of the exclusion, was the avowed champion of limitations. It was proposed, in addition to theso offers - of the king, that’ the duke, in case of hig accession, © should have no negative voice on bills; that le should dispose of no civil or military posts without the consent of parliament; that a council of forty-one, nominated by the two houses, should sit permanently during the recess or interval of parliament, with power of appointing to all vacant offices, subject to the future’ approbation of the lords and commons.’ These extraordinary innova- tions would, at least for the time, have changed our con- stitution into a republic; and justly appeared to many persons more revolutionary than an alteration in the course of succession, The duke of York looked on them with dismay; Charles, indecd, privately declared that ho would never consent to such infringements of the prerogative. It is not, however, easy to perceive how 
* Lords Russell and Cavendish, sir alone in the council against the scheme W. Coventry, and sir Thomas Littleton, of limitations. Temple’s Memoirs. seem to have been in favour of limitae —» Commons’ Journals, 23rd Nov, 1650, ~ tlons. Lord J. Russell, p. 42, Ralph, ath Jan, 1681, 

446, Sidney's Letters, p.32. Templeand © Life of James, 634, 671. Dalrymple, Shaftesbury, for opposite reasons, stood p. 307, 
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“he could have escaped from the necessity of adhering to 
his own propositions, if the house of commons would 
have rélinquished the bill of exclusion. The prince of 
Orange, who was doubtless in secret not averse to the 
latter measuré, declared strongly against the plan of 
restrictions, which a protestant successor might not find 
it practicable to shake off. Another expedient, still 
more ruinous to James than that of limitations, was what 
the court itself suggested in the Oxford parliament, that, 
the duke retaining the title of king, a regent should be - 
appointed, in the person of the princess of Orange, with 
all the royal prerogatives; nay, that the duke, with his 
ageant ‘crown on his head, should be banished from 
Sngland during his life.t This proposition, which is a 

great favourite with Burnet, appears liable to the same 
objections as were justly urged against a similar schemo 
at the revolution. It was certain that in either case 
James would attempt to obtain possession of power by 
force of arms; and the law of England would not treat 
very favourably those who should resist an acknow- 
ledged king in-his natural capacity, while tho statute of 
Henry VU. would, legally speaking, afford a security to 
the adherents of a de facto sovereign, ‘ 

Upon the whole, it is very unlikely, when we look at 
the general spirit and temper of the nation, its predilec- 
tion for the ancient laws, its dread of commonwealth 
and fanatical principles, the tendency of the upper 
ranks to intrigue and corruption, the influence and 
activity of the church, the bold counsels and haughty 
disposition of James himself, that either the exclusion, 
or such extensive limitations as were suggested in lieu 
of it, could have been carried into effect with much 
hope of a durable settlement. It would, I should con- 
ceive, have been practicable to secure the independence 
of the judges, to exclude 

4 Dalrymple, p. 301. Life of James, 
660, 671. The duke gave himself up 
for lost when he heard of the clause in 
the king’s speech declaring his readiness 
to hearken to any expedient but the ex-. 
clusion... Birch and Hampden, he says, 
were in favour of this; but Fitzharris‘’s 
business set the house in a flame, and de- 
tenmined them to persist in their former 

unnecessary placemen and 

scheme. Reresby says (p. 19), confirmed 
by Parl, Hist. 132, it was supported by 
sir Thomas Littleton, who fs said to have 
been originally against the bill of exclu- 
sion, as well as sir William Coventry. . 
Sidney's Letters, p. 32. It was opposed: 
by Jones, Winnington, Booth, and, if the 
Parliamentary History be right, by 
Hampden and Birch. . :
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notorious pensioners from the house of commons, to 
render the distribution of moncy among its members 
penal, to remove from the protestant dissenters, by a 

.full toleration, all temptation to favour the court, and, 
above all, to put down the standing army. Though 
none perhaps of these provisions would havo prevented 
the attempts of this and tho next reign to introduce 
arbitrary power, they would have rendered them still 
more grossly illegal; and, above all, they would have - 
saved that unhappy revolution of popular sentiment 
which gave the court encouragement and temporary 
success, oo . . 

Jt was in the year 1679 that the words Whig and 
Tory wero first heard in their application to Names of 
English factions; and, though as senseless as whigand 
any cant terms that could be devised, they be- 
came instantly as familiar in use as they have since 
continued. There wero then indeed questions in agita- 

- tion which rendered ‘the distinction more broad and 
intelligible than it has generally been in later times. 
One of these, and the most important, was the bill ‘of 
exclusion; in which, as it was usually debated, tho 
republican principle, that ‘all positive institutions of 
society are in order to the general good, came into 
collision with that of monarchy, which rests on the 
maintenance of a royal line, as either the end, or at 
least the necessary means, of Jawful government. But, 
as the exclusion was confessedly among thoso extraordi- 
nary measures to which men of tory principles are 
sometimes compelled to resort in great emergencies, and 
which no rational whig espouses at any other time, we 
shall better perhaps discern the formation of these 
grand political sects in the petitions for the sitting of 
parliament, and in the counter addresses of the opposite 
party. ‘ oo, 

i Ih the spring of 1679 Charles established a new 
privy council, by tho advice ‘of sir William x. a 
Lemple, consisting in great part of those” emi- fimealty 
nent men in both houses of parliament who gir William 
had been most prominent in their opposition ““?* 

_ to the late’ministry." He publicly declared his resolu- 

* Temple's Memoirs. He says their 300,0002 per annum; whereas those of 
revenues in land or offices amounted to the house of commons seldom exceeded
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tion to govern entirely by the advice of this council and 
that of parliament. The duke: of York was kept in 
what seemed a sort of exile at Brussels.’ But the just 
suspicion attached to the king’s character prevented the 
commons from placing much confidence in this new 
ministry; and, as frequently happens, abated their 
esteom for those who, with the purest intentions, had 
gone into the council. ‘They had soon cause to perceive 
that their distrust had not been excessive. The ministers 
were constantly beaten in the house of lords; an almost - 

‘ certain test, in our government, of the court’s insin- 
cerity.". The parliament was first prorogued, then dis- 
solved; against the advice, in the. latter instance, of the 
majority of that council by whom the king had pledged 
Long pro- ‘himself to be directed. A new parliament, 
rogationof after being summoned to mect in October, 
parliament. 1679, was prorogued for a twelvemonth with- 
out the avowed concurrence of any member of the 
council. Lord Russell, and others of the honester 
party, withdrew from a board where their presence was 

NEW MINISTRY. ~Cnar, XII. 

only asked in mockery or deceit; and tho whole 

400,0008. The king objected much to 
. admitting Halifax; but himself proposed 
Shaftesbury, much against Temple’s, 
wishes, The funds in Holland rose on 
the news. Barillon was displeased, and 
said {t was making “ des états, et non des 
conseils ;”* which was not without welght, 
for the king bad declared he would take 
no measure, nor even choose any new 
counsellor, without their consent. But 

the extreme disadvantage of the position 
in which this placed the crown rendered 
it absolutely certain that it was not sub- 
mitted to with sincerity. Lady Ports-. 
“mouth told Barillon the new ministry 
was formed in order to get money from 
parliament, Another motive, no doubt, 
was to prevent the exclusion bill. 

sudden illness, Aug. 22, 1679, the ruling 
ministers, Halifax, Sunderland, and Es- 
sex, alarmed at the anarchy which might 
come on his death, of which Shaftesbury 
and Monmouth would profit, sent over 

. for the duke, but soon endeavoured to 
make him go into Scotland; and, after a 
struggle against the king's tricks to out- 
wit them, succeeded in this object. Id. 

p-570,et post. - “ 
& Temple, Reresby, p. 89. ‘* So true 

it fs,” he says,“ that there is no wearing - 
the court and country livery together.” 
Thus also Algernon Sidney, in his I¢tters 
to Saville, p. 16:—" The king certainly 
inclines not to be so stiff as formerly in 
advancing only those that exalt prervga- 
tive; but the earl of Essex, and sume 
others that are coming into play there- 
upon, cannot avoid being suspected of 
having intentions different from what 
they have hitberto professed.” He as- 
cribed the change of ministry at this 
time to Sunderland. “If be and two 
more [Essex and Halifax] can well agree 
among themselves, I believe they will 

_ have the management of almost all busi- 
£ Life of James, 558, On the king’s’ ness, and may bring much honour to 

themselves and good to our nation.’ 
April 21, 1679.'. But he writes after- 
wards, Sept. 8, that Halifax and Essex 
were become very unpopular, p. 50. 
“The bare being preferred,” says secre- 

- tary: Coventry, “ maketh some of them 
suspected, though not criminal.””. Lord 
J. Rusgsell’s Life of Lord Russell, p. 90. 
.» See the protests in 1679, passim,
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specious scheme of Temple came to nothing before the 
conclusion of the year which had seen it displayed. 
Its author, chagrined at the disappointment of ‘his pa- 
triotism and his vanity, has sought the causes of failure 
in the folly of Monmouth and perverseness of Shaftes- 
bury. He was not aware, at least in their full extent, 
of the king’s intrigues at this period. ‘ Charles, who had 
been induced to take those whom he most disliked into 
his council, with the hope of obtaining money from par- 
liament, or of parrying the exclusion ‘bill, and had con- 
sented to the duke of York's quitting England, found. 
himself enthralled by ministers whom he cduld neither 
corrupt nor deceive; Essex, the firm and temperate 
friend of constitutional liberty in power as he had been 
out of it, and Halifax, not yet led away by ambition or 
resentment from the causo he’ never ceased to approve. 
He had recourse therefore to his accustomed refuge, and’ 
humbly implored the aid of Louis against his own 
council and parliament. Ho conjured his patron not to 
lose this opportunity. of making England for ever de- 

- pendent upon France. Theso are his own words, such 
at least as Barillon attributes to him.* In pursuance of 
this overture, a secret treaty was negotiated between the 
two kings; whereby, after a long hageling, Charles, for 
a pension of 1,000,000. livres annually during three 
years, obliged himself not to assemble parliament during 
that time. This negotiation was broken off through 
the apprehensions of Hyde and Sunderland, who had 
been concerned init, about the end of NX ovember, 1679 
before the long prorogation which is announced in the 
Gazette by a proclamation of December 11th.’ But, the 
resolution having been already taken not to permit the 
meeting of parliament, Charles persisted in it as the 
only means of escaping the bill of exclusion, even when 
deprived of the pecuniary assistance to which he had 
trusted. - 
‘Though the king’s behaviour on this occasion exposed 

. the fallacy of all projects for reconciliation with the 

° 

* 1 Temple's Memoirs, Life of James, prayed his Majesty to give them leave to 
631. [An article in the London Gazette, withdraw from the council-board, To 
Jan. 30, 1690, is rather amusing. “This which his Majesty was pleased to an- 
evening the lord Russell, the lord Ca- swer, ‘ With all bis heart.’ "—1845.] 
yendish, sir Henry Capel,and Mr.Powle,  * Dalrymple, pp. 230, 237,
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“house of commons, it was very well calculated for his 
‘own ends; nor was there any part of his reign wherein 
he acted with so much prudence as from this time to the 
dissolution of the Oxford parliament. . The scheme’ con. 

" certed by his adversaries, and already put in operation, 
of pouring in petitions from every part of the kingdom 
for the meeting of parliament, he checked in the outset 

+ by a proclamation, artfully drawn up by chief-justice 
North, which, while it kept clear of anything so palpably - 

PETITIONS AND ADDRESSES, 

_ unconstitutional as a prohibition of petitions, served the - ~ 
purpose of manifesting the king’s dislike to them, and 
encouraged the magistrates to treat all attempts that 
way as seditious and illegal, while it drew over the 
neutral and lukewarm to the safer and'stronger side.™ 
Then were first ranged against each other the hosts of 
Whig and Tory, under their banners of liberty or 

“loyalty ; cach zealous, at least in profession, to maintain 
the established constitution, but the one secking its 
security by new maxims of government, the other by an 

. adherence to the old." It must bo admitted that petitions 
to the king from bodies of his subjects, in- 
tended to advise or influence him in the exer- 

addresses. cise of his undoubted prerogatives, such as the 
time of calling parliament together, familiar as they may 
now have become, had no precedent, except one in the 
dark year 1640, and wero repugnant to the ancient 
principles of our monarchy. Tho cardinal principle of 
toryism is, that the king ought to exercise all his lawful | 
prerogatives without the interference, or unsolicited 
advice, even of parliament, much Jess of the people. 
These novel efforts therefore were met by addresses 
from. most of the grand juries, from the’ magistrates at 
quarter sessions, and from many corporations, expressing . 
not merely their entire confidence in the king, but their 
abhorrence of the petitions for the assembling of parlia- 
ment; a term which, having been casually used in one 

Petitions 
and 

™ See Roger North’s account of this 
court stratagem, Examen of Kennet, 
546. The proclamation itself, however, 
in the Gazette, 12th Dec. 1679, {3 more 
Strongly worded than we should expect 
from North’s acconnt of it, and is by no 
means limited to tumultuous petitions, 

* [The name of whig, meaning sour 

milk, as is well known, is said to have 
originated in Scotland in 1648, and was 
given to those violent covenanters who 
opposed the duke of Hamilton's invasion - . 
of England in order to restore Charles I, 
Somers Tracts, viii. 349. Tory was a | 
similar nickname for some of the wild 
Irish in Uister.—1845.]
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address, became the watchword of the whole party.® 
Some allowance must be made for-the exertions made. 
by the court, especially through the judges of’ assize, 
whose charges to grand juries were always of a political 
nature. Yet there can be no doubt that the strength of 
the tories manifested itself beyond expectation. Slug- 
gish and silent in its fields, like the animal which it has 

_taken for its type, the deep-rooted loyalty of the | 
English gentry to the crown may escape a superficial . 

_ observer, till some circumstance calls forth an indignant 
and furious energy. The temper shown in 1680 was 

- not according to what the late elections would have led 
men to expect, not even to that of the next elections for 
the parliament at Oxford. A large majority returned on 
both these occasions, and that in-the principal counties . 

“ as much as in ‘corporate towns, were of the whig prin- 
ciple. It appears that the ardent zeal against popery in 
the smaller freeholders must have overpowered the 
natural influence of the superior classes, ‘he middling 
and lower orders, particularly in towns, were clamorous 
against the duke of York and the evil counsellors of the 
crown. But with the country gentlemen popery was 
scarce a more odious word than fanaticism; the memory 
of the late reign and of the usurpation was still recent, 
and in the violence of the commons, in the insolence of 
Monmouth and Shaftesbury, in the bold assaults upon 
hereditary right, they saw a faint image of that confusion 
which had once impoverished and humbled them. 
Meanwhile the king’s dissimulation was quite sufficient 

. for these simple loyalists; the very delusion of the 
popish plot raised his name for religion in their eyes, 
since his death was the declared aim of tho conspirators ; 
nor did he fail to keep alive this favourable prejudice 
by letting that imposture take its course, and by en- 
forcing the execution of the penal laws against -some 
unfortunate priests.? SC , . 

It is among the great advantages of a court in its con- 
tention with the asserters of popular privileges that it 

© London Gazettes of 1680, passim. severe and unjust towards these unfor- 
P David Lewis was executed at Usk tunate men than Scroggs. The king, as 

for saying mass, Aug. 27, 1679. State his brother tells us, came unwillingly 
Trials, vii. 256. Other instances occur in Into these severities to prevent worse. 
the same volume; see especially pp. 811, Life of James, $83. 
939, 849, 857. Pemberton was more
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"can employ a circumspect and dissembling policy, which Violence 282ever found on the opposite side. The dema- . ofthe _ Sogues of faction, or the aristocratic leaders of commons. a numerous assembly, even if they do not fecl the influence of the passions they excite, which is rarely the case, are urged onwards by their headstrong fol- lowers, and would both lay themselves open to the sus- Picion of unfaithfulness and damp the spirit of their . party by a wary and temperate course of proceeding; Yet that incautious violence, to which ill-judging men are tempted by the possession of power, must in every caso, and especially where the power itself is deemed ‘an usurpation, cast. them headlong. This was the fatal error of that house of commons which met in October, 1680; and to this the king’s triumph may chiefly bo 
petitions for the meeting of parliament were doubtless intemperate with respect to the petitioners; but it was preposterous to treat them as violations of privilege. A few precedents, and those in times of much heat and irregularity, could not justify so flagrant an encroach- ment on the rights of the private subject as the commit- — ment of men for a declaration s0 little affecting the constitutional rights and functions of parliament.1 ~ The expulsion, indeed, of Withens, their own member, for promoting one of these addresses, though a violent mea- sure, camo in point of law within their acknowledged authority." But it was by no means a generally received opinion in that ago that the house of commons had an unbounded jurisdiction, directly or indirectly, over their constituents. The lawyers, being chiefly-on the side of prerogative, inclined at least to mit very greatly this alleged power of commitment for breach cf privilege or | contempt of the house. It had very rarely, in fact, been exerted, except in cases of serving legal process on mem- bers or other molestation, before the long parliament of Charles I.; a time absolutely discredited by one party, and confessed, by every reasonable man to be full of’ innovation and violence, That tho commons had no _ Tight of judicature was admitted: was it compatible, 

4 Journals, passim. North's Examen, when they actually seated sir William - 377, 561, : Waller in Withens’ place for Westmin- F They went a little too far, however, ster. Ralph, 514.
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many might urge, to principles of reason and ‘justice - that they could, merely by using the words contempt or breach of privilege in a warrant, deprive the subject of that liberty which the recent statute of Habeas Corpus had secured against the highest ministers of the crown ? Yet one Thompson, a clergyman at Bristol, having preached some virulent sermons, wherein he had tra. duced the memory of Hampden for tefusing the payment - of ship-money, and spoken disrespectfully of queen Elizabeth, as well as insulted those who petitioned for the sitting of parliament, was sent for in custody of the -Serjeant to answer at the bar for his high misdemeanor against the privileges of that house; and was afterwards , compelled to find security for his forthcoming to answer to an impeachment voted against him on these strange charges.” Many others were brought to the bar, not only for the crime of abhorrence, but for alleged: misde- meanors still less affecting the privileges of parliament, such as remissness in searching for papists. Sir Robert Cann, of Bristo], was sent for in custody of the serjeant- at-arms, for publicly declaring that there was no popish, but only a presbyterian plot. A general panic, mingled with indignation, was diffused through the country, till 
one Stawell, a gentleman of Devonshire, had the courage to refuse compliance with the speaker’s warrant; and ‘the commons, who hesitated at such a time to risk an 
appeal to the ordinary magistrates, were compelled to let this contumacy go unpunished. If, indeed, wo might believe the journals of the house, Stawell was actually in custody of the serjeant, though allowed a month's time on account of sickness. This was most probably a sub- terfuge to conceal the truth of the case, , , These encroachments, under the namo of privilege, were oxactly in the spirit of the long parliament, and revived too forcibly the recollection of that awful period. It was commonly in men’s. mouths that 1641 was come about again. _ Thero appeared indecd for several months avery imminent danger of civil war. I-havo already 
mentioned the projects of the duke of York, in case his 
brother had given way to the exclusion bill. There could be little reason to doubt that many of the opposite 

* Journals, Dec. 24, 1680. ¢ Parl, Hist, £174, 
‘
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leaders were ready to try 

OXFORD PARLIAMENT, 

the question by arms. 

Cuap, XH. 

Reresby 
has related a conversation he had ‘with Jord Halifax im- mediately after the rejection of the bill, which shows the expectation of that able statesman that the differences 
about the succession would end in civil war." 
abhorrence good men enter 

The just 
tain for such a calamity ex: ‘ cites their indignation against those who conspicuously -bring it on. And, however desirous some of the court 

might be to strengthen the prerogative by quelling a 
premature ‘rebellion, the commons were, in the eyes of the nation, far more prominent in accelerating so terrible 
a crisis, Their votes in the session of November, '1680, , Were marked by the most extravagent factiousness.* 
Oxford Their conduct in the short parliament held-at 
Torliament. Qxford in March,. 1681, 
alienate the peaceable part of the community. That 
session of eight days was marked by the rejection of a 
proposal to vest all effective power during the duke of 
York’s life in a regent, which, as has been already ob- 
served, was by no means a secure measure, and bya 
much less justifiable attempt to screen the author of a 
treasonable libel from 
impeaching him at the 

punishment under the protext of 
bar of the upper house. It seems 

dificult not to suspect that the secret instigation’ of 
Barillon, and even his gold, had considerable influence on 
some of those who swayed the votes of this parliament. 

Though the impeachment of Fitzharris, to which I 
have just alluded, was in itself a mere work of Im peach. ‘ ° ° * : ment of temporary faction, it brought into discussion a for treason, Considerable question in our constitutional law, constitu -Which deserves notice both on account of its On 

: importance and because a popular writer has 
° Reresby's Memoirs, 106. Lord Ha- 

lifax and he agreed, he says, on consider- 
ation, that the court party were not only 
the most numerous, but the most active 
and wealthy part of the nation. : 

* It was carried by 219 to 95 (ith 
Nov.) to address the king to remove lord 
Halifax from his councils and presence 
forever. They resolved, nem. con, that 
no member of that house should accept 
of any office or place of profit from the 
crown, or any promise of one, during 
such time as he should continue a mem- 
ber, and that all offenders herein should 

be expelled: 30th Dec, They passed 
resolutions against a number of persons 
by name whom they suspected to have 
advised the king not to pass the bill of 
exclusion: 7th Jan. 1680. They re- 
solved unanimously (10th Jan.) that it 
is the opinion of this house that the city 
of London was burnt in the year 1666 by 
the papists, designing thereby to intro- 
duce popery and arbitrary power into. - 
this kingdom. They were going on with 
more resolutions in the same spirit when 
the usher of the black rod appeared to 
brorogue them. Parl Hist, 

served still, more to -
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-advanced an untcnablo proposition on the subject. The 
commons impeached this man of high treason. ritarris 
The lords voted that he should be proceeded impeached. 
against at common law. Itwas resolved, in consequence, 
by the lower houso, “that it is tho undoubted right of 
thé commons in parliament assembled to impeach before 
the lords in parliament any peer or commoner for treason, 
or any other crime or misdemeanor: and that the re- - 
fusal of the lords to proceed in parliament upon such 
impeachment is a denial of justice, and a violation of tho 
constitution of parliament.” It scems indeed difficult 
to justify the determination of the lords. Certainly the 
declaration in the case of sir Simon de Bereford, who 
having been accused by tho king, in the fourth year of 
Edward TI., before the lords, of participating in, the 
treason of Roger Mortimer, that noble assembly pro- 
tested, ‘with tho: assent of the king in full parliament, 
that, albeit they had taken upon them, as judges of the 
parliament, in tho presence of the king, to render judg- 
ment, yet tho peers who then were or should be in time 
to come were not bound to render judgment upon . 
others than peers, nor had power to do so; and that the . 
said judgment thus rendcred should never be drawn to 
example or consequence in time to come, whereby the 
said peers of the land might be charged to judge others 
than their peers, contrary to the laws of the land;” cer- 
tainly, I say, this declaration, even if it amounted to a 
statute, concerning which there has been some ques- 
tion,* was not necessarily to be interpreted as applicable 
to impeachments at the suit of tho commons, wherein tho 
king is no ways a party. There were several precedents 
in the reign of Richard II. of such impeachments for 
treason. There had been more than ono in that of 

‘Charles I. The objection indeed was. so novel, that 
chief-justico Scroggs, having been impeached for treason 

- in the last parliament, though he applied to be admitted 
to bail, had never insisted on so decisive a plea to the 
jurisdiction. And if the doctrine adoptul by the lords 

Y Commons’ Journals, March 26, 1681. one; arguing, I suppose, from the words 
. * Parl, Hist. i.54, Lord Haledoubted “in full parliament,” which have, been 
whether this were a statute. But the held to imply the presence and assent uf 
judges, in 1689, on being ‘consulted by the commons, : 
the lords, inclined to think that it was -
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were to be carried to its just consequences, all impeach- 
ment of commoners must be at an end; for no distine- 
tion is taken in the above declaration as to Bereford 
between treason-and misdemeanor.. The peers had 
‘indeed lost their ancient privilege in cases of misde- 
meanor, and were subject to the verdict of a jury; but 
the principle was exactly tho same, and the right of 
judging commoners upon impeachment for corruption or 
embezzlement, which no one called in question, was as 
much an exception from the ordinary rules of Jaw as in _ 
the more rare case of high treason. It is hardly neces- 
sary to observe that the 29th section of Magna Charta, 
which establishes the right of trial by jury, is by its 
express language solely applicable to the suits of the 
crown. 

This very dangerous. and apparently unfounded 
theory, broached upon the occasion of Fitzharris’s im- 
‘peachment by the carl of Nottingham, never obtained . 
reception ; and was rather intimated than avowed in the 
vote of the lords that he should be proceeded against at 
common law. But, after the revolution, the commons 
having impeached sir Adam Blair and’ some others of 
high treason, a committee was appointed to scarch. for 
precedents on this subject; and, after full deliberation, 
the house of lords came to a resolution that they would 
proceed on the impeachments." The inadvertent position 
therefore of Blackstone,” that a commoner cannot be im- 
peached for high treason, is not only difficult to be sup- 
ported upon ancient authorities, but contrary to the latest 
determination of the supreme tribunal. oot 

No satisfactory’ elucidation of the strange libel for 
which Fitzharris suffered death has yet -been 

é afforded, There is much probability. in the 
Shaftesbury supposition that it was written at the desire of ge. : . . some in the court, in order to cast odium on 
their adversaries; a very common stratagem of unscru- 
pulous partisans," It caused an impression unfavourable 

® Hatsell’s Precedents, iv. 54,and Ap- harris was an Irish papist, who had evi- 
pendix, 347. State Trials, viii. 236, and. dently had interviews with the king + 
xii, 1218. . through lady Portsmouth. One Hawkins, 

b Commentaries, vol.iv.a19. | afterwards made dean of Chichester for 
. © Ralph, 564, et post. State Trials, his pains, published a narrative of this - 

" 223, 427, North's Examen, 274. Fitz- case, full of fulschoods, -
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to the whigs in the nation. 

. 

449 

The court made a dexterous use of that extreme, credulity which has been supposed characteristic of tho English, though it belongs at least equally to every other people. They scized into their hands the very engines of delusion that had been turned against them. Those perjured witnesses, whom Shaftes- bury had hallooed 
popish plot, were 
swear treason and conspirac 
“escaped by the resolutencss 
fused to find a bill of indie 

now arr. 

on through all tho infamy of tho 
ayed in the same court to 
y against him.t’ Though he 
of his grand jury, who re- 
tment on testimony which they professed themselves to disbelieve, and which was probably false, yet this extraordinary deviation from the usual practice did harm 

general cause of his faction, 
rather than otherwise to the 

The judges had taken care that the witnesses should be examined in open court, so that the jury’s partiality, should they reject such Positive ’ testimony, might become g 
ordinary cases,.the duty of 
upon the direct testimony 

laring. Doubtless it is, in 
& grand juror to find a bill 
of witnesses, where they do not contradict themselves or each other, and where their evidence is not palpably incredible or. contrary to his. own knowledge. Tho oath of that inquest is forgotten, | either where they render themselves, as seems too often the case, the mere conduit-pipes of accusation, putting a- ‘prisoner in jeopardy upon such slender evidence as does not call upon him for a defenco 3 or where, as we have. sometimes known in’ political causes, they frustrate the: 

4 State Trials, vif. 759. Roger North’s 
‘remark on this {s worthy of bim:— 
““ Having sworn false, as it is manifest 
‘some did before to one purpose, it fs 
more likely they swore true to the con- 
trary.” Examen, p.17, And sir Robert 

* Sawyer's observation to the same effect 
{3 also worthy of him.. On College's 
trial, Oates, in his examination for the 
prisoners, safd that -Turberville had 

“changed sides; Sawyer, as counsel for 
-the crown, answered, “ Dr. Oates, Mr. 

- Turberville has not changed sides, you 
have; he is still a witness for the King, 
you are against him.” State Trials, viii. 
639. 

Se : e opposite party were & little per- 

plexed by the necessity of refuting testi- 
- mony they had relicd upon. In a dia- 

VOL. IL. 

logue, entitled Ignoramus Vindicated, it, 
is asked, Why were Dr. Oates and others 
Delieved against the Papists? and the 
best answer the case admits is given: . 
“Because bis and their testimony was’. 
backed by that undeniable evidence of 
Coleman's papers, Godfrey's murder, and" 
4 thousand other pregnant circumstances,” 
which makes the case much different 
from that when people, of very suspected’ 
credit, swear the grgssest improbabi- 
lities.” But the same witness, It is 
urged, had lately been believed against 
the papists. “What! then,” replies the 
advocate of Shaftesbury; “may: not a 
man be very honest and credible at one 
Aime, and six months after, by necessity, 
subornation, malice, or twenty ways, be- 
come a notorious villain?” . 

26
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ends of justice by rejecting 
substantiated by testimony. 
London, in their celebrated 

TRIAL OF COLLEGE. Cuar. XII 

indictments which are fully 
Whether the grand jury of 
ignoramus on the indict- ment preferred against Shaftesbury, had sufficient grounds for their incredulity I will 

There was probably no one 
not pretend to determine.* 

man among them who had not implicitly swallowed the tales of the same witnesses in the trials for the plot. The nation, however, in. general, Jess bigoted, or at least more honest in their bigotry, than those London citizens, was staggered by so many depositions to a traitorous conspiracy, in those who had pretended an excessive loyalty to the king’s person.! Men unaccustomed to courts of justice are naturally prone to give credit to 
They were still more 

the positive oaths of witnesses, 
persuaded when, as in the trial of College at Oxford, they saw this testimony sustained by the approbation of a judge 

person who gave no scandal), 
and that judge a decent 

and confirmed by the verdict of a jury. The gross iniquity practised towards’ the prisoner in that trial was not so generally bruited as" 
~his conviction.* 

e Roger North, and the ’prerogative 
writers in general, speak of this inquest 
as a scandalous ptece of perjury enough 
to Justify the measnres soon afterwards 
taken agalnst the clty, But Ralph, who, 
at this period of history, is very impar- 
tial, seems to think the fury warranted 
by the absurdity of the depositions, It 
3 to -be remembered that the petty 
Juries had shown themselves Hable to 
intimidation, and that the bench was 
sold to the court. -In modern times, such 
an ignoranius could hardly ever be Jus- 

_ tified. There fs strong reason to believe 
that the court bad recourse to suborna- 
tion of evidence against Shaftesbury. 
Ralph, 140, et post. And the witnesses 
were chiefly low Irishmen, in whom he 
was not likely to have placed confidence. 
As to the association found among 
Shaftesbury's papers, it was not signed 
by himself, nor, as I conceive, treason- 
able, only binding the‘ assoclators to 
oppose the duke of York, in case of his 
coming to the crown. State Trials, vill, 
786. See also 827 and 835, 

{Tf we may belleve James LI., the po- 

There is in England a remarkable 

pulace hooted Shaftesbury when he was . 
sent to the Tower. Macpherson, 124; 
Life of James, 688, This was an im- 
provement on the odif damnatos. They 
teJoiced, however, much more, as he - 
owns, at the ignoramus, p. 714. 

& See College’s case In State Trials, 
vill, 549; and Hawles’s remarks on it, 
723. Ralph, 626. It is one of 'the worst 
pleces of judicial iniquity that we find 
in the whole collection. The written in- 
structions he had given to his counsel 
before the trial were taken away from 
him, in order to learn the grounds of his 
defence, North and Jones, the judges 
before whom he was tried, afforded him 
no protection. But, besides this, even if 
the witnesses had been credible, it does 
not appear to me that the facts amounted 
to treason. Roger North outdoes him- 
self in bis Justification of the proceedings 
on his trial. eExamen, p. 58% What . 
would this man have been in power, 
when he writes thus In a sort of pro- 
scription twenty years after the revolu- 
tion!. But in justice 1t should be ob« 
served that his portralts of North and
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‘confidence in our judicial proceedings, in part derived from thoir publicity, and partly from the indiscriminate manner in which jurors aro usually summoned. It must be owned that the administration of the two last Stuarts was calculated to show how easily this confiding temper might be the dupe of an insidious ambition, ‘The king’s declaration of the reasons that induced him to dissolve the last parliament, being a mani- ‘Triumph of festo against the late majority of the house of the court. Commons, was read in all churches. The clergy scarcely waited for this pretext to take a zealous part for the crown. Every orice knows their influence over the nation in any causo which ‘they make their own. They . seemed to change the War against liberty into a crusade. Thoy re-echoed from every pulpit the strain of passive obedience, of indefeasible hereditary right, of the divino- origin and patriarchal descent of monarchy. Now began again the loyal addresses, more numerous and ardent than_in the last year, which overspread the pages of the London Gazette for many months, These effusions stigmatise the measures of the three last parliaments, dwelling especially on their arbitrary illegal votes against the personal liberty of the subject. Their Jan- guage is of course not alike 3 yet, amidst all the ebulli- tions of triumphant loyalty, it is easy in many of them to perceive a lurking distrust of tho majesty to which they did homage, insinuated to the reader in the marked satisfaction with which they allude to the king’s promiso of calling frequent parliaments and of governing by tho Jaws.® . ‘ . The whigs, meantime, so late in the heyday of their pride, lay, like the fallen angels, prostrate upon the fiery lake. The scoffs and gibes of libellers, who had trembled before the resolutions of tho commons, were showered upon their heads. They had to fear, what was much worse than the insults of theso vermin, the per- juries of mercenary informers suborned by' their enemies 

Jones (id. 512 and 517) are’ excellent give up altogether every right and privi- specimens’ of his inimitable talent for lege to the crown, This Tay be true Dutch painting. in a very few instances, but is by no h London Gazette, 1631, passim. Ralph, means their general tenor. They are 592, has spoken too strongly of their ser- exactly high-tory addresses, and nothing vility, as if they showed a disposition to more, . . 
- ot 242 |
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to charge falsé conspiracies against them, and sure of 
countenance from the contaminated benches of justice. 
The court, with an artful policy, though with detestablo 
wickedness, secured itself against its only: great danger, 
the suspicion of popery, by the sacrifice of Plunket, the 
titular archbishop of Dublin.' The execution of this 
worthy and innocent person cannot be said to have 
been extorted from the king in a time of great difficulty, 
like that of lord Stafford. He was coolly and deliberately 
permitted to suffer death, lest the current: of loyalty, 
still sensitive and suspicious upon the account of re- 
ligion, might be somewhat checked in its course. Yet 
those who heap the epithets of merciless, inhuman, san- 

" guinary, on the whig party for the impeachment of lord 
Stafford, in whose guilt they fully believed, : seldom 
mention, without the characteristic distinction of “ good- 
“natured,” that sovereign who permitted the execution 
of Plunket, of whose innoce 

‘ State Trials, vill. 447. ‘Chief justice 
Pemberton, by whom he was tried, had 
strong prejudices against the papists, 
though well enough disposed to serve the 
court in some respects, . 

k The king, James says in 1679, was 
convinced of the falsehood of the plot, 
“while the seeming necessity of his affairs 
made this unfortunate prince—for s0 he 
may well be termed in this conjuncture— 
think he could not be safe but by con- 
senting every day to the execution of 
those he knew in his heart to be most 
tnnocent; and as for that notion of letting 
the law take its course, it was such a 
piece of casuistry as bad been fatal to the 
King his father,” &, 562. If this was 
blameable in 1679, how much more in’ 
168it .  - . 
Temple relates, that, having objected 

to leaving some pricsts to the law, as the 
house of commons had desired in 1679, 
Kalifax said he would tell every one he 
was a papist if he did‘ not concur; and 
that the plot must be treated as if it were 
true, whether it was'so or not: p. 339 
(folio edit). A vile maxim indeed! Bat 
as Halifax bad never showed any want 
>f candour or humanity, and voted lord 
Stafford not guilty next. year, we may 
doubt whether Temple has represented 

- ot 

mce he was assured.* 

this quite exactly, * . 
‘In reference to lord Stafford, I will 

here notice that lord John Russeil, in a 
passage deserving very bigh praise, has 
shown rather too much candour in cen= 
suring his ancester (p, 140) on account 
of the support he gave (if in fact he did 
80, for the evidence seems weak) to the 
objection raised by the sheriffs, Bethel 
and Cornish, with respect to the mode of 
Stafford’s" execution. The king having 
remitted all the sentence except the be- 
heading, these magistrates thought fit to 
consult the house of commons. Hume’ 
talks of Russell's seconding this “ bar- 
barons scruple,” as he calls it, aud Im-* 

" putesittofaction, But, notwithstanding 
the epithet,it is certain that the only ques+ . 
tion was between death by the cord and 
the axe; and {f Stafford had Leen guilty,as 
lord Russell was convinced, of a most 
atrocious treason, he could not deserve to 
be spared the more ignominfous punish- 
ment. The truth is, which seems to have 
‘escaped both these writers, that, if the 
King could remit a part of the sentence 
upon a parliamentary impeachment, it 
might considerably affect the question 
whether he could not grant a pardon, - 
which the commons had denied; , 

EXECUTION OF PLUNKEY. ="... Cua. XI"
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” Tho hostility of the city of London, and of several ‘other towns, towards the court, degeneratine Forfeiture no doubt into a factious and indecent Violence, ofthe ‘gave a pretext for the most dangerous aggres- pearer of | - sion’ on’ public liberty that -occurred in the of other present reign. Tho power of the democracy in Pies . that age resided chiefly in the corporations. - These retumed, exclusively or principally, a majority of the representatives of the commons, So long as they should be actuated by that ardent spirit of protestantism and liberty which prevailed in the middling classes, there was hitlo prospect of obtaining a parliament that would co-operate with the Stuart schome of government. The - administration of justice was very much in the hands of their magistrates, especially in Middlesex, whero all’ Juries are returned, by the city sheriffs. It was sug- | gested, thereforo, by some crafty lawyers that a judgment of forfeiture obtained against the corporation of London would not only demolish that citadel of insolent rebels, but intimidato the rest of England by so Striking an example. True it was that no precedent could be found for the forfeiture ‘of corporate privileges, But general reasoning was to serve instead of precedents, and there Was a considerable analogy in the surrenders of the abbeys under Henry VIII., if much authority could bo ‘allowed to that transaction, - An information, as itis - called, quo warranto, was accordingly brought into the . “court of ‘king’s bench. against the corporation, ‘Two. acts of the common’ council were alleged as snfticient misdemeanors to warrant a judgment of forfeiture; one, the imposition of certain tolls on goods brought into the city markets by an ordinance or by-law of their own; the other, their petition to tho king in December, 1679, for the sitting of parliament, and its publication through- out the country." It would bo foreign to the’ purpose of this work to inquiré whether a corporation be in any case subject to forfeiture, the affirmative of” which seems to have been held by courts of justice since the revolu- tion’; or whether the exaction of tolls in their markets, in consideration of erecting stalls and standings, were - within the competence of the city of London ; or, if not 

™ See this petition, Somers Tracts, vill V4,
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_. 80, whether it were such.an offence as could legally incur tho penalty of a total forfeiture and disfranchise- "Ment; since it was manifest that the crown made use only of this additional pretext in order to punish the corporation for its address to the king. The language, indeed, of their petition had been uncourtly, and what the adherents of prerogative would call insolent ; but it was at the worst rather a misdemeanor, for which tho persons concerned might be responsible, than a breach of the trust reposed in the corporation. We are not, how- ” ever, so much concerned to argue tho matter of law in this question, as to remark tho spirit in which the attack on this stronghold of popular liberty was conceived, The court of king’s bench pronounced judgment of for- feiture against tho corporation ; but this judgment, at the request of the attorney-general, was only recorded ; * the city continued in appearance to possess its corporate franchises, but upon submission to certain regulations : namely, that no mayor, sheriff, recorder, or other chief officer, should bo admitted until approved by the king; that, in the event of his twice disapproving their choico of a mayor, he should himself nominate a fit person, and the same in case of sheriffs, without waiting for a second election ; that the court of aldermen, with the king’s permission, might remove any one of their body; that they should have a negative on the elections of common-: councilmen, and; in case of disapproving a second choice, have themselves the nomination, The corporation sub- mitted thus to purchase the continued enjoyment of its estates at tho expenso of its municipal independence ; yet, even in the prostrate condition of tho whig party, - the question to admit theso regulations was carried by. no great majority in the common councils” The city was, of course, absolutely subservient to the court from this time to the revolution. - . 

After the fall of the capital it was not to be expected that towns less. capable of defence should stand out. . _Informations quo warranto were brought against several corporations, and a far greater number hastened to anti- cipate the assault by voluntary surrenders. It seemed to be recognised as law by the judgment against London . 
" Stato Trials, vii. 1039-1340, Ralph, division honourable to the spirit of the 77. The mnagfority was but 104 to 86; a citizens, 

,
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that any irregularity or misuse of power in a corpora- tidn might incur a sentenco of forfeiture, and few could _ boast that they were invulnerable at every point. The judges of assize in their circuits prostituted their influ- 
ence, and authority to forward this and every other encroachment of the crown, Jeffreys, on the northern circuit, in 1684, to use the language of Charles II.’s most unblushing advocate, “made all the charters, like 
the walls of Jericho, fall down. before him, and returned 
laden with surrenders, tho spoils of towns.”° They. 
received, instead, new charters, framing the constitution ‘ of these municipalities in a moro oligarchical model, 
and reserving to the crown the first appointment of those - who were to form’the governing part of the corporation. These changes were gradually brought about in the last three years of Charles’s reign. and in tho beginning of 
the next. ; . 

There can be nothing so destructive to tho English 
constitution, not even the introduction of a- Profects of military force, as the exclusion of the electoral 2%! Russel body from their franchises. Tho people of this #4 Sidney. 
country are, by our laws and constitution, bound only 
to obey a parliament duly chosen; and this violation 6: 

- charters, in the reigns of Charles and J ames, appears to 
be the great and leading justification of that event which 
drove the latter from the throne. It can therefore be 
no matter of censure, in a moral sense, that some men 

"of pure and patriotic virtue, mingled, it must be owned, . with others of a far inferior temper, began to hold con- 

- 
y 

sultations as to the best means of resisting a government 
‘which, whether to judge from these proceedings, or from the language of its partisans, was aiming without disguise at an arbitrary power. But as resistanco to es- ‘tablished authority can never be warrantable until it is expedient, we could by no means approve any schemes of insurrection that might be projected in 1682, unless 
wo could perceive that thero was a fair chance of their 
success. And this we are not led, by what we read of. the spirit of those times, to believe. “The tide ran vio- 
lently in another direction; the courage of the whigs . was broken; their adversaries were strong in numbers 

° North’s Examen, 626.
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and in zeal. 
men like lord Essex 
lese by failure, 
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But hence it is reasonable to infer that 
and lord Russell, with so much to 

with such good sense, and such abhor- rence of civil calamity, would not ultimately have resolved on the desperate issue of arms, though 
prudent to form might deem it 

they 
estimates of their 

strength, and to knit together a confederacy which absolute necessity_might call into action. ‘ It is beyond 
doubt that the supposed conspirators had debated among themselves the subject of an. insurrection, 

Thus much the most jealous’ 
will allow might be done, without 

penalties of treason. They had, however, 

the chances of civil war. 
lawyer, I presume, 
risking the 

and poise 

gone farther; and by concerting measures in diferent ‘places as well as in Scotland, for a rising, though con- tingently, and without any fixed determination to carry it into effect, most probably (if the whole business had 
been disclosed in testimony) laid themselves open to the 
law, according to the construction it has frequently re- 
ceived. _ There is a considerable difficulty, after all that 
has been .written, in stating the extent of their designs ; . but I think we may assumo that a wide-spreading and 
formidable insurrection was for soveral’ months in 
agitation? . But the difficulties and hazards of tho en- 
terprise had already caused lord Russell and lord Essex 
to recede from the desperate counsels of Shaftesbury ; 
and but for the unhappy detection of the conspiracy and 
the perfidy of-lord Howard, these. two noble persons, 
whose lives were untimely lost to their country, might 
have survived 

_of William. 
to join tho banner and support the throne 

It is needless to observe that the minor 
plot, if we may use that epithet in reference to the rela-. tive dignity of the conspirators, for assassinating the 
king and the duke of York, had no immediate connexion. 
with the schemes of Russell, Essex, and Sidney.4 

P Lady Russell's opinion was that “it 
‘Was no more than what her lord confessed, 
talk—and it is possible that talk guing so 

- far as toconsider, if a remedy for supposed 
evils might be sought, how it could be 
formed.” Life of Lord Ruseell, p. 266, 
Tt is not easy, however, to talk long in 
this manner about the Aow of treason 
without incurring the penalties of it. 

4 See this business well discussed by 

the acute and indefatigable Ralph, p. 722, 
and by lord John Russell, p. 253. See 
also State Trials, ix. 358, et post. There 
appears no cause for doubting the reality 
of what Is called the Rye-house Plot 
The case against Walcot, id. 519, waa 
Pretty well proved; but his own con- 
Session completely hanged him and hig . 
friends too. His attainder was reversed 
after the revolution, but only on account
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But it is by no means a consequence from tho admis- sion we have made that the 

his conviction.* 

evidence adduced ‘on lord Russell’s trial was sufficient to justify Their trial. It appears to me that lord Howard, and perhaps Rumsey, were unwilling witnesses ; and that the former, as is frequently the caso with those who betray their friends in order to save their own lives, divulged no more than was extracted by his own danger, The testimony of neither witness, especially Howard, Was given with any degree of that precision which is exacted in modern times; and, as we now read the trial, it is not probable that a jury in Jater ages would have found a verdict of guilty, or would have been advised to it by the court. But, on the other hand, if lord Howard were really able to prove ‘more than he did, which I much suspect, a better-conducted examination would probably have elicited’ facts unfavourable to the prisoner which at present do not appear. It may be 
’ 

of some technical errors, not essential to 
the merits of the case. 

* State Trials, ix. 577. Lord Essex cut 
his throat in the Tower. He was a mari 
of the most excellent qualities, but sub- 
fect to constitutional melancholy, which 
overcame his fortitude; an event the 
more to be deplored, as there seems to 
have been no possibility of his being 
convicted. A suspicion, as fs well Known, 
obtained credit with the enemies of the 
court that lord Essex was murdered $ 
and some evidence wag Drought forward 
by the zeal of one Braddon. The late 
editor of the State Trials seems a little 
inclined to revive this report, which even 
Harris (Life of Charies, p. 352) does not 
venture to accredit; and I am surprised 
to find lord John Russell observe, “It 
would be idle, at the present time, to 
pretend to give any opinion on the sub- 
ject" p. 182. This 1 can by no means 
admit. We have, on the one side, some 
testimonies by children, who frequently 
invent and persist in falsehoods with no 
conceivable motive. But, on the other 
hand, we are to suppose that Charles II. 
and the duke of York caused a detest 
able murder to be perpetrated on one 
towards whom they had never shown 
any hostility, and in whose death they 
had no interest. Each of these princes 

had faults enough; but I may venture 
to say that they were totally incapable of 
such a crime. One of the Presumptive 
arguments of Braddon, in a pamphlet 
published long afterwards, is, that the 
king and his brother were in the Tower 
on the morning of lord Essex’s death, 
If this leads to anything, we are to be. 
lieve that Charles ML, like the tyrant 
in a Grub-Street tragedy, came to Kill 
his prisoner with his own hands, any 
man of ordinary understanding (which 
seems not to have been the case with Mr. 
Braddon) must perceive that the circum- 
stance tends to repel suspicion rather than 
the contrary. See the whole of this, 
including Bruddon’s pamphlet, in State 
Trials, ix.1127. [I am sorry to read in 
an article of the Edinburgh Review by 
an eloquent friend, " Essex added a yet 
sadder and more fearful story to the 
bloody chronicles of the Tower’? Macau- lay’s Essays, fii, 93, and Edinburgh Re- 
view, 1838. For fhough this may imply 
no more than his suicide, it will generally 
be construed in another sense, And 
surely the critical judgment cannot be satisfied with evidence which mnight 
weigh, as I have heard it did, with the - pardonable prejudices of a descendant, 1845] a
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doubtful whether any overt act of treason is distinctly 
proved against lord Russell, except his concurrence in 
the ‘project of a rising at Taunton, to which Rumsey 

_Geposes. But this, depending on the oath 
witness, could not be sufficient for a conviction. 

Pemberton, chief justice of the common pleas, tried 
this illustrious prisoner with more humanity than was 
usually displayed on the bench; but, aware of his pre- 
carious tenuro in office, he did not venture to check tho 
counsel for the crown, Sawyer and Jeffreys, permitting 
them to give a great body of hearsay evidence, with 
only the feeble and uscless remark that it did not affect 
the prisoner.’ Yet he checked lord Anglesea, when ho 
offered similar evidence for the defence. In his direction 
to the jury, it deserves to be remarked that he by no 
means advanced the general proposition which better 
men have held, that a conspiracy to levy war is in itself 
an overt act of compassing the king’s death ; limiting it 
to cases where the king’s person might be put in danger, 
as,.in the immediate instance, by the alleged scheme of 
seizing his guards: His language, indeed, as recorded 

~ in the printed trial, was such as might havo produced a 
verdict of acquittal from a jury tolerably disposed to- 
wards the prisoner ;-but tho sheriffs, North and Rich, 
who had been illegally thrust into office, being men. 

‘wholly devoted to the prerogative, had taken care to 
return a panel in whom they could confide." ; 
The trial of Algernon Sidney, at which J effreys, now 
raised to the post of chief. justice of the king’s bench, 
presided, is as familiar to all my readers as that of lord 
Russell.* Their names have been always united in 

of a single | 

* State Trials, 615. Sawyer told lord 
Russell, when he applied to have his trial 
put off, that he would not have given the 
king an hour's notice to save his life. 
Id. 582. Yet he could not pretend that 
the prisoner had any concern in the as- 
sassination plot. 

* The act annulling lord Russell's 
attainder recites him to have been 
“wrongfully convicted by partial and 
unjust constructions of law.” State Trials, 
ix.695, Several pamphlets were published 
after the revolution by sir Robert Atkins 
and sir John Hawles against the conduct 
of the court in this trial, and by sir Bar- 

thotomew Shower in behalf of it. These 
are in the State Trials, But Holt, by 
laying down the principle of constructive 
treason in Ashton's case, established for 
ever the legality of Pemberton’s doctrine, 
and indeed carried it a good deal fartber. 

“ There scems little doubt that the 
juries were packed through a conspiracy 
of the sheriffs with Burton and Graham, 
solicitors for the crown, State Trials, ix. 
932. These two men ran away at the 
revolution ; but Roger North vindicatee _ 
their characters, and those who trust in 
bim may think them honest. 

* State Trials, ix. 813.
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It is notorious that .Sidney’s conviction was obtaincd by a most illegal dis- tortion of the evidence. “ Besides lord Howard, no living witress could be produced to the conspiracy for an insur- rection; and though J. effroys permitted two others to prepossess the jury by a secondhand story, he was com- pelled to admit that their testimony could not directly affect the prisoner.” 
had recourse to 

The attorney-general, therefore, © 
4 paper found in his house, which was - given in evidence, either as an overt act of treason by its own nature, or as connected with the alleged con- spiracy; for though it was only in the latter sense that it could be admissible at all, yet Jeffreys took caro to insinuate, in his charge to the jury, that the doctrines it contained were treasonable in themselves, and without reference to other evidence. 

_ that justice which cannot be denied to the worst men in 
I-must observe that the common 

their worst actions, 

In regard to truth, and to: 

accusation against the court in this trial, of having ad- ‘Imitted. insufficient proof by the 
-handwriting, though alleged, not 

_ historians, 

mere comparison of 
only in most of our’ but in the act of parliament _roversing Sidney’s attainder, does not appear to bo well founded ; * the testimony to that fact, unless tho printed trial is - falsified in an extraordinary degreo, being such as would be received at present.? 

7 State Trials, ix. 846. Yetin summing 
up the evidence he repeated all West and 
Keeling had thus said at secondhand, 
without reminding the Jury that it was 
Not legal testimony. Id. 899. It would 
be said by his advocates, if any are left, 
that these witnesses must have been left 
out of the question, since there could 
otherwise have been no dispute about the 
written paper. But they were undoubt- 
edly intended to prop up Howard’s evi- 
dence, which had been so much shaken 
by his previous declaration that he knew 
of no conspiracy. . 

* This is pointed out, perhaps for the 
first time, in an excellent modern law. 
book, Phillipps’s Law of Evidence. Yet 
the act for the reversal of Sidney's at- 
tainder declares in the preamble that 
“the paper, supposed to be his hand- 
writing, was not proved by the testimony 

We may allow, also, that the 

of any one witness to be written by him, 
but the jury was directed to believe it 
by comparing {ft with other writings of 
the said Algernon.” State Trials, 997. 
This does not appear to have been the 
case; and though Jeffreys fs said to have’ garbled the manuscript trial before it was Printed (for all the trials at this time were . 
published - by authority, which makes 
them ‘much better evidence against the judges than for them), yet he can hardly 
have substituted re much testimony with. 
out its attracting the notice of Atking and Hawles, who wrote after the Tevolu- tion. However, in Hayes’s case, State Trials, x. 312, though the prisoner's 
handwriting to a letter was Proved in the usual way by persons who had seen 
him write, yet this letter was also shown 
to the Jury, along with some of his ac- knowledged writing, for the Purpese of
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passages from this paper, as laid in the indictment, con- . 
tainting very strong assertions of the right of the people, 
to depose an unworthy king, might by possibility, if . 
connected by other evidence with the conspiracy itself, 
have been admissible as presumptions for the jury to 
consider whether they had been written in furtherance 
of that design, But when they came to be read on tho 
trial with their context, though only with such parts of 
that as the attorney-general chose to produce out of a 
voluminous manuscript, it was clear that they belonged 
to a theoretical work on government, long since perhaps - 
written, and incapable of any bearing upon the other 
evidence.* 
‘The manifest iniquity of this sentence upon Algernon 

Sidney, as well as the high courage he displayed through- 
out these last scenes of his life, have inspired a sort of 
enthusiasm for his name, which ‘neither what we know 
of his story, nor the opinion of his contemporaries, seems 
altogether to warrant. The crown of martyrdom should 
be suffered perhaps to exalt every virtue, and’ effaco 
every defect, in patriots, as it has often done in saints, 

. In the faithful mirror of history Sidney may lose some- 
. thing of this lustre. He possessed no doubt a powerful, 

active, and undaunted mind, stored: with ‘extensive 
“reading on the topics in which he delighted. But having 
proposed one only object for his political conduct, the 
establishment of a republic in England, his pride and 
inflexibility, though they gave a dignity to his character, 
rendered his views narrower and his temper unaccom- 
modating. It was evident to every reasonable man that 
a republican government, being adverse to tho prepos- 
sessions of a great majority of the people, could only be 
brought about and maintained by the force of usurpa- 
tion. Yet for this idol of his speculative hours he was 
csntent to sacrifice the liberties of Europe, to plunge the 
country in civil war, and 

their comparison. [Sce also the trials of 
the seven bishops 1d. xil 295.) It is 
possible, therefore, that the same may 
have been done on Sidney’s trial, though 
the circumstance docs not appear. Jef- 
freys indeed says, “Comparison of hands 
‘was allowed for good proof fa Sidney's 
mae.” Id, 31% But 1 do not believe 

’ 

even to stand indebted to 

that the expression was used in that age 
50 precisely as it is at present; and it is 
well known to lawyers that the rules cf 
evidence on this subject have only been 
distinctly laid down within the memory 
of the present generation. ' 

® See Harris's Lives, ¥. 347
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..France for protection, He may justly be suspected of 
having been the chief promoter of the dangerous cabals 
with Barillon; nor could any tool of Charles’s court bé 
more sedulous in representing the aggressions of Louis 
XIV. in the Netherlands as indifferent to our honour 
and safety, ‘ 

Sir Thomas Armstrong, who had fled to Holland on 
the detection of the plot, was given up by the States. A 

‘sentence of outlawry, which had passed against him in 
his absence, is equivalént, in cases of treason, to a con- 
viction of the crime. But the law allows tho space of 
one year, during which the party may surrender him- 
eclf to take his trial. Armstrong, when brought before 
the court, insisted on this right, and demanded a trial. 
Nothing could be more evident, in point of law, than 
that he was entitled to it; but Jeffreys, with inhuman 

- rudeness, treated his claim as wholly unfounded, and 
would not even suffer counsel to be heard in his behalf, 
Ho, was executed accordingly without trial.’ But it 
would be too prolix to recapitulate all the instances of - 
brutal injustice, or of cowardly subserviency, which 
degraded the English lawyers of the Stuart period, and 

. never so infamously as in these last years of Charles II. 
From this prostitution of the tribunals, from the inter- 
mission of parliaments, and the steps taken to render 
them in future mere puppets of the crown, it was plain 

‘that all constitutional securities were at least in abey- 
ance; and those who felt themselves most obnoxious, or 
whose spirit was too high to live in an enslaved country, 
retired to Holland as an asylum in which’ they might 
wait the occasion of better prospects, or, at the worst, 
breathe an air of liberty. , 

Meanwhile the projudico against the whig party, 
‘which had reached so great a height in 1681, was still 
farther enhanced by the detection of the late conspiracy. 
The atrocious scheme of assassination alleged against 
Walcot and:some others who had suffered was blended 
by the arts of the court and clergy, and*by tho blunder- 
ing credulity of the gentry, with those less heinous 
projects ascribed to lord Russell and_ his ‘associates,* 

» State Trials, x. 105. and necessary for securing the peace of 
© The grand jury of Northamptonshire, this country, that all ill-affected persona 

‘ In 1683, “ present it as very expedient, may give security for the peace :" spec 

. 
’
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These projects, if true in their full extent, were indeed 
such as men honestly attached to the government of 
their country could not fail to disapprove. For this 

' purpose a declaration full of malicious insinuations was 
ordered to be read in all churches.‘ It was generally 
commented upon, we may make no question, in one of 
those loyal discourses, which, trampling on all truth, — 
charity, and moderation, had no other scope than to in- 
flame the hearers against nonconforming protestants, 
and to throw obloquy on the constitutional privileges of 

. the subject. © , . . 
It is not my intention to censure, in any strong senso 

of the word, the Anglican clergy at this time for their High-tory 98Sertion of absolute non-resistance, so far as 
principlesor it was done without calumny and insolence theclersy: towards those of another way of thinking, and 
without self-interested adulation of the ruling power. 
Their error was very dangerous, and had nearly proved 
destructive of the whole constitution; but it was ono | 
which had come down with high recommendation, and 
of which they could only perhaps be undeceived, as men 
are best undeceived of most errors, by experience that it 
might hurt themselves. It was the tenct of their 
homilies, their canons, their most distinguished divines 
and casuists; it had the apparent sanction of the legis- 
lature in a statute of the present rejgn, Many excellent | 
men, as was shown after the revolution, who had never 
made use of this doctrine as an engine of faction or 

. private interest, could not disentangle their minds from 
the arguments or the authority on which it rested.: But. 
by too great a number it was eagerly brought forward 
to serve the purposes of arbitrary power, or at best to 
fix the wavering protestantism of the court by profes- 
sions of unimpeachable loyalty. To this motive, in fact, ° 

" We may trace a good deal of the vehemence with which 
the non-resisting principle had been originally advanced 
by the church of England under the ‘Tudors, and was 
continually urged under the Stuarts: If we look at the 
tracts and sermons published by both parties after the 
restoration, it will appear manifest that the Romish and 
Anglican churches bade, as it Were, against cach other — 
fying a number of gentlemen of the first ham, &c., how. Somers Tracts, viii. 409, families, as the names of Montagu,Lang- @ Ralph, p. 763, Harris's Lives, v. 323
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‘for the favour of the two royal brothers, The one ap- pealed to its acknowledged principle, while it denounced the pretensions of tho holy see to release subjects from their allegiance, and the bold theories of popular govern- ment which Mariana and some other Jesuits had pro- mulgated, “The other retaliated on the first movers of - the Reformation, and expatiated on the usurpation of lady Jane Grey, not to say Elizabeth, and the repub- licanism of Knox or Calvin. 
From the era of the exclusion-bill especially, to the 

(Passive published in favour of an indefeasible heredi- ‘obedience. tary right of the crown, and of absolute non-resistance.- These were, however, of two very different classes. The authors of the first, who were perhaps the more numerous, did not deny the legal limitations of mo- narchy. They admitted that no one: was bound to concur in the execution of unlawful commands. . Hence the obedience ‘they deemed indispensable was denomi- nated passive; an epithet, which in modem usage is 
little more than redundant, but at that time made a sensible distinction. - If.all men should confine them- 
‘selves to this line of duty, and merely refuse to becomo 
the instruments of such unlawful commands, it was 
evident that no tyranny could be carried into effect. If 
-some should be wicked enough to co-operate against the 
liberties of their country, it would still be the bounden 
obligation of Christians to submit. Of this, which may 
be reckoned the moderate party, the most eminent were 
Hickes, in a treatise called Jovian, and Sherlock, in his. 
case of resistance to the supreme powers. To this also 

a 

© This book of Sherlock, printed in 
1684, is the most able treatise on that 
side. His proposition {s, that “sovereign 
princes, or the supreme power in any 
sation, in whomscever placed, is in all 
cases irresistible.” He infers, from the 
statute 13 Car. 2, declaring it unlawful 
under any pretence to wage war, even 
defensive, against the king, that the su- 
preme power is in him; for he who is 
unaccountable and irresistible is supreme. 
There are some, he owns, who contend 
that the higher powers mentioned by St. 
Paul meant the law, and that when princes 
violate the Iaws we may defend their 
‘heal authority against their personal 

usurpations. He answers this very feebly. 
“No law can come into the notion and 
definition of supreme and sovereign 
powers; such a prince is under the direce 
tion, but cannot possibly be said to be 
under the government, of the law, because’ 
there is no supericf power to take cogni- 
zance of his breach of it, and a law has 
no authority to govern where there ig n0 
power to punish:” p. 114. “These men 
think,” be says (p. 126), “that all civil 
authority is founded in consent, as if there 
were no natural lord of the world, or all 
mankind came free and independent into 
the world. This is a contradiction to’ 
what at other times they will grant, that
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must have belonged archbishop Sancroft, and the great 
body of nonjuring clergy who had refused to read the 
declaration of indulgence under James IJ, and whose 
conduct in that respect would be utterly absurd, except 
on the supposition that there existed some lawful boun- 
daries of the royal authority. 
But besides these men, who-kept some measures with 

‘the constitution, even while, by their slavish 
mt" tencts, they laid it open to the assaults of moro tend fur 

- absolute intrepid enomies, another and a pretty consider- * 
power. “able class of writers did not hesitate to avow ” 

their abhorrence of all limitations upon arbitrary power. 
Brady went back to the primary sources of our history, 
and endeavoured to show that Magna Charta, as well as 
every other constitutional law, were but rebellious en- _ 
croachments on the ancient uncontrollable imprescrip- 
tiblo prerogatives of the monarchy. His writings, repleto’ 
with learning and acuteness, and in some respects with: 
just remarks, though often unfair and always partial, 
naturally produced an effect on those who had. been 

‘ accustomed to value the constitution rather for its pre- 
sumed antiquity than its. real excellence. 
author most in vogue with 

the institution of civil power and autbo- 
rity is from God; and indeed, if it be not, 
1 know not bow any prince can justify 
the taking away the life of any man, 

, Whatever crime he has been guilty of, 
For no man has power of his own life, 
and therefore cannot give this power to 
another; which proves that the power of 
capital punishments cannot result from 
mere consent, but from a superior au- 
thority, which is lord of life and death.” 
This is plausibly urged, and is not re- 
fated in a moment, He next comes to 
an objection, which eventually he was 
compelled to admit, with some discredit 
to his consistency and disinterestedness, 
“*Ig the power of victorious rebels and 
usurpers from God? Did Oliver Crom- 
well receive his power from God? then 
It seems it was unlawful to resist him 
too, or to conspire against him; then all- 
those loyal subjects who refused to sub- 
mit to him when he had got the power in 
his hands were rebels and traitors.’ To 
this I answer, that the most prosperous | 
‘rebel is not the higher powers, while our 
natural prince, to whom we owe vhedience 

But the 
the partisans of despotism 

and subjection, is in being. ‘And there. 
fore, though such men may get the power 
into their hands by God's permission, yet 
not by God's ordinance ; and he who re- 
sists them does not resist the ordinance 
of God, but the usurpations of men. In 
hereditary kingdoms the king never dies, 
but the same minute that the natural 
person of one king dies, the crown de- 
scends upon the next of blood; and there. 
fore he who rebelleth against the father, 
and murders him, continues a rebel in the 
reign of the son, which commences with’ 
his father’s death. It is otherwise, in- 

deed, where uone can pretend a greater 
title to the crown than the usurper, for 
there possession of power seeins to give a 
right.” P. 127, . 

Sherlock began to preach in a very 
different manner as soon as James showed 
a disposition to set up his own church, 
“It is no act of loyalty,” be told the -. 
house of commons, May 29, 1635, “to. 
accommodate or compliment away our - 

Teligion and its legal securities” Goud 
Advice to the Pulpits, 

4
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“was sir Robert Filmer. Ho had lived before the civil war, but his posthumous writings came to Sir Robert light about this period, They contain an Filmer elaborate vindication of what was called the patriarchal scheme of government, which, rejecting with scorn that original contract whence human society had been sup- posed to spring, derives all legitimate authority from that of primogeniture, the next heir being king by divine right and as Incapable of being restrained in his s0ve- reignty as of being excluded from it, « As kingly power,” he says, * js by the Jaw of God, so hath it no inferior power to limit it. The father of a family governs by no other law than his own will, not by the laws and wills of his sons and servants"! «& The. direction of tho law is but like tho advice and direction which the king’s council gives the king, which no man says is a law to tho king.” & ~ « General laws,” he observes, “ made: in par- liament, may, upon known respects-to the king, by his authority be mitigated or suspended upon causes only | known to him; and by the coronation oath, he is only . bound to observe good laws, of which he is the. judge.’”* ‘‘A man is bound to obey the king’s command against law, nay, in some cases, against divine laws.”! In another treatise, entitled the Anarchy of a Mixed or Limited Monarchy, he inveighs, with no kind of reserve or exception, against the regular constitution ; setting off with an assumption that the parliament of England was originally but an imitation of the States-gencral of France, which had no further power than to present requests to the king.« . 

These treatises of Filmer obtained a very favourable reception. We find the patriarchal origin of govern- ment frequently mentioned in the publications of this - time as an undoubted truth, Considered with respect - to his celebrity rather than his talents, ho was not, as’ some might imagine, too ignoble an adversary for Locke to have combated, Another person, far superior to Filmer in political eminence, undertook at the same time an unequivocal defence of absolute monarchy. This wag sir George Mackenzie, the famous lord-advocate Sir George - of Scotland. In his Jug Regium, published in Mackent, 
P82, ” BP.93, Sreater length, entitled the F; teeholder'a b P, 98, 100. #P. 100, Grand Inquest, was published in 1679; k This treatise, subjoined to one cf bu} the Patriarcha not tilt 1685, VOL. II, . 2u 

.
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1684, and. dedicated to the university of Oxford, he 
maintains.that ‘‘monarchy in its nature is absolute, and 
consequently these pretended limitations are against the 
nature of monarchy.”™ ‘‘ Whatever proves monarchy to 
be an exccllent government, does by the same reason 
prove absolute monarchy to be the best government; 
for if monarchy be to be commended because it prevents 
divisions, then a limited monarchy, which allows the 
people ashare, is not to be commended,. because it occa- 
sions them; if monarchy be commended because there 
is more expedition, secrecy, and other excellent qualities 
to be found in it, then absolute monarchy is to be com- 

- mended above a limited one, because a limited monarch 
must impart his secrets to the people, and must delay 
the noblest designs, until malicious and factious spirits 
be either gained or overcome; and the same analogy of 

reason will hold in reflecting upon all other advantages 
of monarchy, the examination whereof I dare trust to 

. every man’s own bosom.”"® We can hardly, after this, 
avoid being astonished at the effrontery, even of a Scots 
crown lawyer, when we read in the preface to this very 
treatise of Mackenzie, “ Under whom can we expect 
to be free from arbitrary government, when we were 
and are afraid of it under king Charles I. and king 
Charles JI.?” , 

It was at this time that the university of Oxford pub- 
Decreeor Shed their celebrated decree against perni- 
tha univer. Clous books and damnable doctrines, enumerat- 
oy.0;, ing as such above twenty propositions, which 

they anathematised as false, seditious, and im- 
pious. Tho first of these is, that all civil authority is 
derived originally from the people; the second, that 
there is a compact, tacit or express, between the king 
and his subjects: and others follow of the same descrip- 
tion. They. do not explicitly condemn a limited mo- 
narchy, like Filmer, but evidently adopt his scheme of 
primogenitdry right, which is, perhaps, almost incom- 
patible with it. Nor is there the slightest intimation 
that the university extended their censure to such | 
praises of despotic power as have been quoted in the 
ast pages.° This decree was publicly burned by an. 
order of the house of lords in 1709; nor does there 

™ P39. DP. 46. © Collier, 902, Somers Tracts, viii. 420.
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“seem to have been a single dissent in that body to a step that cast such a stigma on tho university. But the disgrace of the offence was 
punishment. 

greater than that of the 

We can frame no adequate conception of the jeopardy - in which our liberties stood under the Stuarts, especially in this particular period, without attending to this spirit of sorvility which had been so sedulously excited. It scemed as if England was about to play the scene which Denmark had not long since exhibited, by a spontaneous surrender of its constitution, And although this loyalty were much more on the tongue than in the heart, as he next reign very amply disclosed, it served at least to deceive the court into a belief that its futuro steps would be almost without difficulty. It is uncertain 
whether Charles would have summoned another parlia- ment. Ho either had -the intention, or professed it in order to obtain money from France, of convoking one at Cambridge in the autumn of 1681.? But after the 
scheme of new-modelling corporations began to be tried, it was his policy to wait the effects of this regeneration. 
It was better still, in his 
the commons altogether. 

judgment, to dispense with 
The period fixed by law had elapsed nearly twelve months before his death ; and we have no evidence that a new parliament was in contem- plation. But Louis, on the other hand, having discon- tinued his annual subsidy to the king in 1684, after gaining Strasburg and Luxemburg by his con- 

Connexion nivance, or rather co-operation,‘ it would not with Louis © have been easy to avoid a recurrence to the Poke off. only lawful source of revenue. The king of France, it should be observed, behaved towards Charles as men usually treat the low tools by whose corruption they have obtained any end, During the whole course of 
P Dalrymple, Appendix, 8. Life of 

James, 691. He pretended to come into’ 
& proposal of the Dutch for an alliance 
with Spain and the empire against the 
fresh encroachments of France, and to 
call a parliament for’ that purpose, but 
with no sincere intention, as he assured 
Barillon. “Je n’ai aucune intention 
d’assembler le parlement; ces sont des 
diubles qui venlent ma ruine.” Dalrym- 
ple, 15. . . 

4 He took 100,000 livres for allowing 

the French to seize Luxemburg; after 
this he offered eis arbitration, and on 
Spain's refusal laid the fault on her, 
though already bribed to decide in favour 
of France. Lord Rochester was a party 
in all these base transactions, The acqui- 
sition of Luxemburg and Strasburg was 
of the utmost importance to Louls, as they 
gave him a predominating influence over 
the four Rhenish electors, through whom 
he hoped to procure the election of the 
dauphin as king of the Romana Id oe,
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their long negotiations, Louis, though never the dupe of our wretched monarch, was compelled to endure his . shuffling evasions, and pay dearly for his base compli- _ ances, But when he saw himself no longer in need of them, it seems to have been in revenge that he permitted the publication of the secret treaty of 1670, and with- drew his pecuniary aid. - Charles deeply resented both these marks of desertion in 
he discovered the intrigues 
with his malecontent commons. 
that by bringing home tho duke of 

his ally. In addition to them, 
French ambassadors 
He perceived, also, 
York from Scotland, 

of the 

and restoring him, in defiance of the test act, to the privy council, he had made the presumptive heir of the throne, possessed as he was of Superior steadiness and attention, too near a rival to himself. These reflections appear to have depressed his mind in the latter months of his life, and to 

King’s , t . death in the uncertain 

have produced 
reconciliation with the duke of 
influence of lord Halifax, which, 

probably have displayed one more revolution 

that remarkable private 
Monmouth, through the 
had he lived, would very 

policy of this reign. But a death, so sudden and inopportune as to excite suspicions of poison in some most nearly connected wi 
more decisive character to the system of 

* Dalrymple, Appendix, 74. Burnet. 
Mazure, Hist. de la Révolution de 1688, 
f. 340, 372. This {s confirmed by, or 
rather confirms, the very curious notes 
found in the duke of Monmouth’s pocket- 
book when he was taken after the battle 
of Sedgemour, and published in the ap. 
pendix to Welwood’s Memoirs, ‘T. hough 
we should rather see more external evi- 
dence of their authenticity than, so far ag 
I know, has been produced, they have 
great marks of it in themselves; and it 
13 not impossible that, after the revol- 
tion, Welwood may have obtained them 
from the Secretary of State's Office. 

* It is mentioned by Mr. Fox, as a tra- 
dition in the duke of Richmond’s family, 
that the duchess of Portsmouth believed 
Charles IL to have been poisoned. This 

r -I find ‘confirmed in a letter read on the 

vey, 

— 

ie IRTED BY WILITAM CLOWES AyD'sbNS, STANFORD STRECE, . pisul VEGA asp cuaRiNa cuosic. fie, = ae VERIFICAT & 
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th him, gave a 
government," 

son fn 1715. “The duchess of Ports- 
mouth, who is at present here, gives a great deal of offence, as I am informed, by Pretending to prove that thé late king James had poisoned his brother Charles; 
it was not expected that after so many | years’ retirement in France she should 
come hither to revive that vulgar report 
which at s0 critical a time cannot be for 
any good purpose.” State Trials, xv. 
948. It {s almost needless to say that 
the suspicion was wholly unwarrantable. 

I have since been informed,on the Dest authority, that Mr, Fox did not derive his authority from a tradition in the duke 
of Richmond’s family, that of his own 
mother, as his editor had very naturally 
conjectured, but from his father, the first 
lord Holland, who, while a young man 
travelling in France, had becore ace ia, indicted for trons Squainted with the duchess of Porta outh she ICAT ete 1987 ND OF THEISECRND, VOLUME. ee, = "& 
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